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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.







J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByJ. RANDALL
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF TODD
WELTNER DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED
IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
COMES NOW, TODD WELTNER, who being first duly sworn, who on oath deposes and says:
1. I am above the age of 18 years and have personal knowledge of the facts contained
herein.
2. I am the owner of Vertical Corporation, which is a licensed General Contractor in
the State of Idaho. Vertical is also a member of the U.S. Green Building Council.
3. I am, by way of my 24 years of experience as a General Contractor, familiar with the
AIA family of contracting documents, including the AIA A201 CMa 1992 which was used in the
construction of the Meridian City Hall Project.
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4. Over the course of my General Contracting career, I have worked on steel framed
multi-story commercial office, retail, and industrial structures and I am familiar with the systems and
components utilized in the Meridian City Hall Project.
5. I have visited the Project Site and reviewed the following documents:
a. Project Design Drawings and Specifications for the Plaza water features.
b. Project Design Drawings and Specifications for the intersection of the exterior walls
and linear ceiling systems;
c. Project Design Drawings for the Elevated Parapet walls;
d. Project Specifications for the exterior cast stone masonry.
e. Project Design Drawings for the thermoplastic membrane roofing system.
6. I have also conducted additional site inspections with respect to each of the as
constructed items associated with the foregoing Project Documents and have made the following
personal observations with respect to latent defects in the construction of the Project. By industry
standards, a latent defect is one that would not be readily observable without significant study of
constructed structures, and the specific plans, drawings and specifications directly related to the
structures at issue.
7. The City staff reported of cold air, hot air, and insect intrusion into the building in
the Mayor's reception area during the seasonal variations in weather conditions. Upon inspection of
the Design Drawings for the intersection of the exterior walls and the interior ceilings, it appears as
though an impermeable barrier is to exist between the interior and exterior at the vaulted ceiling and
exterior wall line.
8. Upon visual inspection however, it becomes very clear that there is no positive
barrier installed (with visible exterior light being seen through the interior ceiling channels) between
the exterior walls and the interior at the ceiling channels. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" are
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNER DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
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photographs of the interior wall intersection with the ceiling system at the Mayor's reception area in
the Mayor's office. This lack of a barrier (either in the form of insulation, sealant, or other positive
closure) allows direct air flow and insect intrusion from the exterior of the building to the interior of
the building, which is totally inappropriate for any Class A office space of any kind. This latent
defect should have been observed by any competent Job Superintendant or Foreman for the
Construction Manager, and is a latent defect in the construction of the Project.
9. I have reviewed both the Construction Drawings and the actual physical
construction of the elevated exterior brick parapet walls. The elevated brick parapet walls should be
fully supported by structural steel framing with what is known as a lintel. The elevated brick parapet
walls are not fully supported, and are failing due to the lack of support. This latent defect should
have been observed by any competent Job Superintendant or Foreman for the Construction
Manager, and is a latent defect in the construction of the Project. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B"
are photographs of the brick parapet wall.
1O. The entire roofline of the Meridian City Hall has a parapet wall. I have reviewed the
design drawings for the parapet wall. The design drawings and details call for the roofing membrane
material (the water impermeable elastic roofing material) to go up the inside of the parapet wall,
wrap over the top, and return down the outside to provide a complete waterproofing barrier. A true
and correct copy of the Parapet detail D1 is attached hereto as Exhibit "e" with a red line clarifying
the specified installation of the membrane.
11. I performed a site inspection and I observed the roofing membrane on the inside of
the parapet wall, was not lapped over the top of the parapet wall, and has pulled away from the
underlying structure. This was not constructed in the manner called for by the plans and
specifications. This latent defect should have been observed by any competent Job Superintendant
or Foreman for the Construction Manager, and is a latent defect in the construction of the Project.
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Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" are photographs of the roofing membrane on the inside of the
parapet wall.
12. I have studied the Project Specifications for the exterior cast stone installed. The
specifications call for not more than a 1/16" tolerance maximum from each adjacent unit of the
exterior stone Work. It also specifies that there shall be no more than 1/8" variance in the mortar
joint which is to be consistendy 3/8".
13. I have taken field measurements of the exterior cast stone Work and the mortar
joints on the Project in a random sampling which, based upon my visual observation these
measurements are representative of a large portion of the building stone and masonry joint Work on
the structure.
14. The photographs attached hereto as Exhibit "E", evidences the measurements
taken on the exterior masonry joints of the stone Work, which are outside the specifications for
allowable construction tolerances. This latent defect should have been observed by any competent
Job Superintendant or Foreman for the Construction Manager, and is a latent defect in the
construction of the Project.
15. With further analysis and discovery, I will be able to obtain actual bids for the repairs
necessary for the defects noted above, but based upon my education, training, and experience, I
would conservatively estimate the cost of repairs/replacement to be in excess of $1 Million;
16. I have reviewed the drawings and specification for the Plaza water features. I have
also reviewed selected transmittals (via e-mail or other Project correspondence) related to the
construction of the water features, and have also physically inspected the water features.
17. The water features currendy leak significant amounts of water, reported to be in the
range of approximately 2,000 gallons per day when operating.
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18. I have reviewed the Plaza water features, and specifically the river feature. Attached
hereto as Exhibit "F" is a true and correct copy of the selected design drawing of the water
features. Upon inspection, the interior gunite liner in the feature contains multiple fractures which
will allow water loss as gunite by itself is not intended to be a waterproof material. During a recent
site visit I noted that the water flowing over the top of the "waterfall" of the river feature was not
only flowing over the top and the sides of the weir, but also has penetrated the Concrete Masonry
Units ("CMU") substructure of the vertical walls. This was evidenced by the damp / wet surface of
the exposed CMU. Additionally, the water in the "river" appears to be draining into the ground on
the sides of the overflow scuppers installed at the low end of the "river". Attached hereto as
Exhibit "G" are photographs of the Meridian City Hall River water feature.
19. I have also inspected the two waterfall / entry pond features. Attached hereto as
Exhibit "H" is a true and correct copy of the design drawing detail 10 from Sheet L1.62. The
design drawing specifically calls for the installation of a PVC liner, with a stainless steel top edge
attachment to seal the ponds and to prevent water leakage. Upon inspection of the entry pond
features, neither PVC liner nor the specified Stainless Steel Liner Attachment Strip was found.
Attached hereto as Exhibit "I" is a photograph of one entry pond feature.
20. The drawing detail, attached hereto as Exhibit "H" also indicates a single metal
conduit feed to the ")-boxes" located in the pools. The entry pools do not have either the liner nor
the stainless steel attachment installed, further more, the conduits which penetrate the slab are not a
single metal conduit, but consist of multiple plastic conduits occurring where there was either a large
(approx. 3" diameter) knock out or concrete core drilled. These locations were unsuccessfully filled
with some type of caulking or sealant which have dried and cracked over time, providing large
openings for the water to drain from the pools. Attached as Exhibit "J" is a true and correct copy
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNER DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
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of the Underwater Junction Box Installation Detail. Attached as Exhibit "K" is a photographs of
an Underwater Junction Box in an entry pool.
21. I have physically inspected the water features described herein, including the "canal"
water feature in their as constructed condition. The features have each suffered major degradation
and damage in the exterior brick and stone surfaces, as well as the base structure due to water
intrusion into the brick, stone and substructure causing a condition known as efflorescence. The
water infiltration and poor construction execution is evidenced by the bonding failure(s) noted in the
weirs and stone caps which were found to be loose and out of place on site. The failure to construct
the features to preclude water infiltration, and the resulting leaching of internal minerals from the
inside of the stone to the exterior surface causes damage. Attached hereto as Exhibit "L" are
photographs of the "canal" water feature
22. In addition, the apparent cause of the exterior water damage to the "canal" water
feature stone and brick results from the failure of the contractor to construct the feature in such a
manner to preclude water infiltration into the stone, brick, and substructure. Attached hereto as
Exhibit "M" are photographs of the "canal" water feature masonry and weir.
23. It is important to note that currendy the "canal" water feature is currendy not
operating due to the water loss discussed above and construction failures.
24. The Project correspondence that I have reviewed, and on site construction indicates
that Petra, as the Construction Manager, allowed the contractor to fail to install the liners required
by the Contract Documents in the entry pools which is the apparent cause of one of the sources for
leakage. Additionally, the failure to insure industry standard construction technology allowed the
existing damage to the stone, brick and substructures along with the failure of the water features to
hold water.
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25. The failure of the water features to be constructed in the manner called for by the
plans and specifications, and the resulting massive degradation of the water features as a result of
water damage, evidences a gross failure by the Construction Manager to protect the City against
defective construction.
26. These latent defects should have been observed by any competent Job
Superintendant or Foreman for the Construction Manager, and are latent defect in the construction
of the Project.
27. The issues noted above, as well as the issues noted in my first affidavit, are
representative of a systemic failure of the Construction Manager to protect the City in the
management and construction of the Meridian City Hall Project.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
By: ~
Todd Weltner
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day ofJuly, 2010.
Notary Public, State of Idaho
Residing at: Meridian, ID
My commission expires: November 3, 2014
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of the




800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
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.." eotoPACTED SECTION OF &/4· M!I'IJS
A66fQ!!6A're~
Ut£ CANAL~ "'TH 18 &A GCf'FIER SHEET ,otr.l,J,.O"( cnoco AS I-'f'6
TO ASlM 8-152.~ seAMS I>HD TO 1"4/ER FOR ",,'fER. 116+f'THE56
PReCAST GGlN(;. STOlE HALl.~ rrf/CHlSEl...I'RVSllGAlED FINISH,
GOl.OR TO Moo\.TGtI '~"9«lNE ON GITY WrU. ....., StW...
c.Pr ,I\P~TO J'tER TO HA,.....,; MI"t Gol1T P'ftIP.STOP.
c.ofI"f"f'R ¥e1RI~W F'FlO..EGTeD LIP
EllIUGK~VERTIGAL~~
LI&IfT AS ~If'EDIsee aeGT. Sl-EeT5
~T GQNC; STOHl: """-L GH" V!9'EI:R. R.eTIG-ATa). AT e;,\Te:.ttoeKT
L.OGA"OI6
P'R!5GNIT c.ONCo STONE rw..L V/fltP, taJ5;'nGAlEP, rv~ arT DRIP STOP
GA5T-~ (:.ONe, GATaM:HT
DeGoOR.o'TlVE 6RA~ 'IJReAN ~l!:S'
..MX 16M\SRlD'
l2''''




rt--- ~A5T c.oNG STONE rIALL C,AP, RlJ5TIC.ATED, rtf SAt"4 GUT DRIP STOP
r Ir--- 6RIc.K VENEER "I'ERTlc.AL SOLI'IER GC\IR.SE
5
"-C"
DETAILS PERTAJNIN6 TO GANAL. I"lATERFeAnJRE ON SHEETS LI.6e - LlhCif ARE REG!lJIREV FOR TI£ BID
AL_'lE. IF ne BID ALTEl<NATE IS NOT~ BY ne 0I"te'<, TIEN Fl.lM>1"', rt=1R, BASINS,
et=ItJGK ~,5TOfU6E TANK. c.oF'PER LINER AND AS5OGIA'11:!::'~ FOR ~TER f'EA.'f'\JRE
YilILL. BE DEU:TED FROf'o1 Tt£ BASE BID. HOt'EVER, THE SI6NA6E Y'4ALL I"till. REMAIN J!I6 A eA!:5E BID
11&1 AS NOT'EI'. TtE FINISH l5fVrtD'E GONDITloN. OF THE PROPOSED FEAllJRE l1ILL SLOPE OOr+! TO TtE
SIDEI"'tALK 6RAPE AHO PLANlED ~ITH MATERIALS J..S SHOffi ON THE PLAHTlN6 PLAN.
STREAM WATER FEATURE BID ALTERNATE #2
1.2" GONC.ftET'E~ I"V
-a BARS • ~. O.G. EA 1"Vrr.,,(
6" COMPACTED !lEc.TlON Of"




4' X 4' X II' TOVER AS
MAJN FG\NTAIN ~TER
5OlJRCE; GOHSllWC1'EI>
YVREIHf'. e" x e" x 16·




5POlTr .........""..... ............... 6R'C,K~ VERTIC,Ai. SOLDIER~
16HT AS PRECAST c.oNC.. STONE .AGGENT STRIP
IFIED ~=~~~=~~5HeD 1 ~
ANODIZED ALUMIKJM, TYP. CENTER ON )1AL.L "
L.EN6TH PROVIDE SHOP Dlo"IG.





~ !5H1r OFF FLOAT
GA5T·IN~GONe.
G-Jrrt,1'Gtt'eHT aRB;~ P'1.AN
P1N TO GATCH I3ASIN
• veox
~1l"I'e6AATe;.........~'











h~~MA6STAA7<R.~P~I J' H I ~ADS.~P~
F'REC-A5T (;ONG. STONE Io"tALL CAP
Y'Vc.HlSEl..../RLlSTIGATEO FINISH, COLOR TO
MATctl 'ARRISGAFT' STONE ON C.ITY HAW.
AND SEAL.., GUT DRIP STOP.
® CANAL FEATURE - SECTION B-B1
_TO"""",
8
® FLOAT INTERFACE SCHEMATICS_TO.,....
CD CANAL FEATURE - SECTION A-A1
IIOTTO""""
COPPER Jl'EIR INSERT tV PRO..EGTED
Ll1"
eRICK VENEER
U6HT AS eF'EGIFIEP, see ELECT. SHEETS ~ '\( 1."- / I
F'l'<Ec.AST CONe. STOle """-Lve>eR,~~~ !!
RlJ5Tl"ATED, AT C,ATGHto'ENT LOCATIONS .t- fJJJ'~ Ir-~~6·
PRfG.,AST CONC STot£ rtAU. CAP, I"'V &At"( I V UNIT
GUT DRIP SToP • • MASONRY;
J ~ I, ~ FlU.""
C'AST·IN-I'LAGC c:oNC.. CATcae<r DEC9RA"~ .. , I , ~ 6ROIJT
6ftA11:;~ AGGE55ORJES' 16" X 16" '6RID' • ~ 1'1
PRECAST"""" STONe """-L VI;NEER, RUST1C>A .. I r""""""'"
~Fl-A_ SEATI...~~ \ 1..\1 ""Ii.· . II I I I I 'i ~::.=.""





e" DIA PVC PlF'E, c.LAS5 200- $C.HEOUl..E .040




















IHV '" 5 2605.0
INI(GIlIT2604."I






CANAL WATER FEATURE - PLAN
tl' OIA.~ PRAIN SPOUT
~IOED f'Olit PR.lMARY ""TER
0Ull",o,u
e" PVC 0J"f'FAll. PIPE t'> <__I
~~~NK~I"'IO-4 \.c::: \...
A5 fwF6 eY nlL!ERT
f'FUSGAST tt:..e;otJ
S~1S. geE DeTAIL :iI
SHeeT' LI.6& FoR Fl.O.t'IT
vALVE TO BE IN&TAI.J..Ep
t"II11tIN T.AHK lt6TAL..L.)'fIn-!
1:2" MlNfMLM c::oveR. SET
ON COt"P.A<;.'7eD FINISH
6'RADE OF :2601.6'
"1'\ d .~ 'I~
6- PVc;.~PIPEV \ C;
liN"''' otJr~5 \ J ..
G-AT(;H I'A5IN 'TYP.
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12- Sl'tJD5 i"5-OED TO l.ETTER5.... PER
LaTER, T,t.P Bl..OC+' snwc'Tl.ll:E AND
I'"tX ""fH NOH-&HRINK 6ROUT
I"lI'TaV'FtOOF BACK OF J"(All.
~T cot+C- 6roHE MU- C~. PlJJ5TlG.ATED,
J"V SJ<V"lI GUT PRIP STOP
1·~TY'P.
ElRICK VI:RNEER V'fRTIGAL SOlDIER COURSE
~T GONe AGGENr SiRfP
RLfSl1G-ATEP. RtJNNINISo """'"'
eRICK~ lIWNNIH6 BOND ABOVE
$LIB6RADE,. SEE 6RADlNrSo PLAN
eo x 16" CHJ. '1'Y'P I"tA-4ORlZ. REIHF.
evERY' 01l"ER GOllRSE.
60LD POLISHa' ANODIZED ~1M.M l..ETT£R6
"9~INGa.L.5. &·O~.
E ~ IN c;a.1.S • eo os:..
~. 1;2" 01:., HORIZONTAL
esRE£Vrr,R.JS"Ell\GHrc,A,Y





1:::t"Xl5"XII:2" STEEL. PLATE: An-.ACIED TO
eFUGK V'!!eeR t'tTH '" PIA.~
I5OLT!o (4)
~ ~~n/l2·Xll/.2·X9J1t)·)
LOCATION VAR.Ie. to" ea..ort~







® SIGNAGE WALL SECTION - BASE__~~D
I" FReEBOAAD~~
GOF'f'EF(.velR~TW~'TeDUP






~T GONCo Mote I"IN.L GN".
AIS'1'\G.A'TH>, ,trrGGEt(T S1RlP












!lI!!!:E PlJrIr( FOR tN. aevs.
e" PVc. PIPIN&
l ' 6" GOt-F'AGo1S ~T1ON CIF 15,<4"
r- M1M.1S GRJStED ROGIo::.
® CANAL FEATURE F-F1
MOTlO-"
~ PLATI"'t:'RK eEATlM6 NttEA
4" GO!"PJrrG.1S' sec:naN aF 9/4" MINUS
M61t!!6AlE. SA!!£
~TGCNC STOtE~ t:.N", ~TIGA'TEI:). W SAV'I GUT DRIP STOP
GOPPER J"ElR INSERT rv f'RO"E5C.1'!3:) LIP""""'-'~/~ ............--U6HT/I6SPEG.IF~~I5.fCT.!ltI:ETSf'REGA5T GONG- &Tote' I'V5TJG.A"1U'. AT GATe.tiMI!!'IT ~T\GltCS







~T GCNC STOlE i"'lM.L. C.Ap, ~TIC.ATEO,~~ GUt" PRlP STOP
eRICK~ veRTICAl. 5OL.D1eR~
~T GONe:;. 5TOtE I'tAl..L. RUST\GA.TED ACGI!NT STRIP; 2.5" THIGK
eR1GK veeeR fl:LHNIH& eoHD
flw J:'IA eRONm DRI'\IH 9F'OUT
f'fEGA9T GONe:;. STOlE Ac.GENT. RU5T!GA1Et)1 I''''" ~.
LII5tfT'AS5f'EG.II"EP
~A$T GONG 5Tote: f"W..L~.~lI:P.W s.trot'4 GVf 0RI1'" £.TOP
PRe-GA5T Gc:lMC-. V sox Me &A. c;.oF'f'ER steT LlHINS
t"~I"OR~
cor-l'"eR rei!'. JN5eRT WI' 1"'RO..ee:.'lS LIP
~T GGJIHG. !oTote """'I.L c,NI'. Re~'TeP.W 5N"I GtIr PIQP 5TOP
• STOte. FlleTtCAl'ED,~ PONeL




PICZGoAST~ 5Tc:::JfIe: )'WJ.. c,w.
~~~~~vaerc.~~
~~ • Ja' O~.~ ""Y
~~~'TEfUtBot'N~es'
Ib" x 16" '6RID'
Hr:lfiUZOHT,.\i. 5Ot.DI!R GOl.RfiE
"""""""r\A"MClRK
..." GOM"',lG.1E'1 eE<;;TION OF !Sf""
Mttte~.ROCK
COMF'-'C11!E>_
~ GONGo. ~T<iH eA5lN
!EE~I"LANPORINV'.EI...INS.
e"1"'I/G f"PM5o








4' X 4' X II' TOYER AS
~~~~~\~INF. a" )( e" x 16"
GM.J CCRE AND eRICK
""""""'"
,,' I iYid i I! 'I!In,t,t;r;





SEE 6RAPIN6 PLANo E.Xl1!!HD
BRtGK POi'+l A5
4' X 4' X II'TarER
/6S MAIN FOUNTAIN
~~l~
~T GONG STOlE Y'4ALL CN" 1"VGH~T1CA1EDFINISH.
GOl..OR TO MATGH 'ARRISGAFT' 5TONI: ON CITY HAU. AND SEAt.,
t"V SAV't Gl1T DRIP STOP
er:ae.t<.:W!~ v'atTiGAl. ~LDIER~
~T GCHC- STotE,ArGCEH'T S1R1P VEl'E~
fQ.NNrHIS BOND, RU5TlGA'R:D'







NeA. NfD WAI..L THIS
9Z-e,"
PReC-AST GONe. STONE rtAl.L (;;AP, FWSTIGATEO, rv SAY-! C.vT DRIP STOP
BR\GI(. 'I'I9'lEER VERTlc..AL 501.DIEf':.~
~T GoON(;. SoTote:, flLl5T1GATEP, ~ENT STRIP
BRlGK~ RLR'f't1N& eotP
eRIGK veNEER fU'OOH50 BONO
~AST GOHC STONE II"IN..L ~. ~TeP. W ~ GlJT DRIP SToP
eRICK VEtEE:R VERTlG.A.l. 5OLD~ COl.IR5E
FREGAST GONe. STatE YCAU. GAP, RU5l1GATED. AGGEHT STRJP
''I'oC"
~
~ 1 ". _.:A
CD SIGNAGE WALL SECTION e-c1
MOT 10"""
~
eRlc.K vaeeR ~1H6 60ND
e x& xlE> GM.J~ FI!..L. )"(l1'H
eROUT • 13 BAAS IN EACH caL
PReCAST CONe::- STONE~ v.Y', fW5Tl"""TeD.
I"V SN't c::JT DRIP STOP
£'IRI(;K'V9IEER VBUlc.AL. 9OLD1ER GC:ltJFtSE
F"ReGAST GONG !oTGlNE AC"..GI!!NT' 5TR1P~
~l'" sotoO. RlJSnGATI!D WGUT DftIp STOP
f'IQ;(;,AST GOHC STate Ko'ILL~.NST'IGoJ'1!P,==~~~;:;:,~~~t$tt~~~~f==~~"1W 5N't OJT DRIP STOPE!lfIIlIGt::. veEER 'VERTIGAL. GGlUFC5E'
PReGA9T GoQHG. STatE JrGCZNT !mUf"
VEIEE!R F4.HGH6 SOND, Rl.e11GAleI::'
BRJG.K 'YEtEER IiOU'NM6 BOND
HORIzot<T.... 5OU>_ """""" ~ i
~r\A-"", U




~ ~ eARS .~" OJ:". eA.. I"CAY
•• cotoPAG11!P ~T1ONOF !Sf."--""""GC.IH"AG1'B)·~
4
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AU. DETAIl.S ON !lHEET5 LI.1O - LI.11 _ IOEGUIREP
FOR THe 1RELL15 Dlt:> ALlSlNA"re. II""!HE eu>
AL_"re IS NOT AGC.EPTEt:> 8'f "!HE 0l'9ER" THEN AU.
!'£TAL I"AeRJc-ATION, LI6HT I'I~, c:.oNQOETE
FOOTINO! ANI:> Aseoc.IATEt:> IWOl:>I'lARE !"I1LL ee t:>ELETEt:>
I'ltOM TIE eASE _. TIE FINISH 6RAI>E CCNt:>ITlOH OF
TIE~~ISI'OCT1N65I'11LLee A
c-ONTIMJATION OF GONc-RETE FLA""""""",~
PAYI90S OR PLANTlNO! eEl:>5 AS IOEGlJIfOa>.
TREWS BID ALTERNATE #4
--"""
5'
(4) 5/4' t:>1A. X 12' AS., JIeDEI:)
TO eoTTOM OF _ PLA"re.
t.~OI&X4X4 --
~ I'El.P TO BOLTS
NO'I'1!, H.L lET""- !!L.Ef'o£NT5 At.o
ANI:>~ TO DE f'ON'I:It
GOAT PAINTED AS 5P£C.1l'1el:>.
2'-0'









+i-ft----+---+t-*+__r.. (4) 5/4' t:>1A. X 12' AB.~~,:>.,,- 1
-.!i:..~~_~__ 5'
1/2' x 10-5/4' X 6-5/4" S"reEL eASE
!"LA"re.








6' X 10" TUI3E S"reEL mELLlS POST ... I' I 'I \
TT1"1(;AL , I:'" T :1 \








STEEL exPAN£>EI) METAL SIeI!T.
TT1", e:ur TO FIT I"RAME. I'eLD
TO SUPPORT FRAME. POI'ICI!R
GOAT AS Ole UNIT.
GONCRI!TE FLA_ BEYOND. !lEE
MA1ERIALS PLANS FOR c-oNt:>lTlON.
ALL 1oETAL, 1NGLUt:>1N6 HAIOl>I'IA!'<E 5HALl. Be
POI'lllER t:-OA11S>, I'nH MNU"Ac-"MtE5
STANI:>AAt> c-oLOR PALETTE. ARGIlITEC-T TO
!5El.EC-T GOLOR
NOTE:
POST ANI:> SHAl>E F!<AI'E !!HALL DE MA-reI<IAL GUT
_ 11JeE STEEL IN ntE E>lMENSION5 _ ON ntE
__ TIE aooss IoE'EER5 5HALl. BE e:ur FROM
JItOUNP DIAI-£TaIt 5'TB9.. PiPE TO FACilLM'ATE 1!END1N6
PeR TIE AAl>1I 5HOt'lN. ~TOR TO I'lOOVIt:>I! SHOP
~ PFllOf< TO FAeRJc-ATION.
./ FtNISH~ SEE 6RAD1N6 PLANS.
........ UNPI5l'1.fG:1ED SOIL.
/ ~~~~AU.SEE.....w~
ARE SET LEVa. TO ACGEPT Tl..I3E STEEL
POST.
.< 5000 1".5.1. 12' X e' c-A5T-IN-PLAC-E GONCfOE1!! ml!LLlS
POOTI~. !>RILL TT1"E POU<. USE SOIL AS FOl'tM.
c.IOOS6 te-eeR _ eet<1' PL 1/4" X 2' X
STItAP PAINT AS ePEc-IFIEt:>
10'
"-- !l-1J:2" NOMI........ (4" OD)~ STEEL ERI'I GR05S_ 1II!lI""'. SHOP' eeND To SFec-1!'B> I'VDII (4) PeR e
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By J. RANDALL
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF FRANKLIN G. LEE
DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN
SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
COMES NOW, Franklin G. Lee, your affiant, who, being first duly sworn, deposes, states
and avers as follows:
1. I am one of the attorneys that represented the City of Meridian, an Idaho municipal
corporation (the "City") in the preparation and negotiation of that certain Construction
Management Agreement dated August 1, 2006 (the "Construction Management Agreement")
between the City and Petra Incorporated, an Idaho corporation ("Petra"). In that capacity, I have
personal knowledge of the City's desire and intent in negotiating the contract. I had a major hand in
AFFIDAVIT OF FRANKLIN G. LEE DATED JULY 6, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
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drafting the Construction Management Agreement and am familiar with its terms. I am also familiar
with the intent behind each clause of the Construction Management Agreement and the intent of
the parties' there to as reflected in its terms. I make this affidavit based upon personal knowledge
and to the best of my information and belief.
2. Paragraph 128 of the Affidavit of Eugene R. Bennett states that certain claims by the
City are "precluded because the damages do not amount to 1% of the cost of the Project as required
by the express terms of the Construction Management Agreement."
3. The "express terms of the Construction Management Agreement" that Mr. Bennett
references ill Paragraph 128 is, presumably, Section 2.1.4 of the Construction Management
Agreement.
4. I do not believe that Section 2.1.4 of the Construction Management Agreement is
ambiguous. However, to the extent it is deemed ambiguous, or the court wishes to know the
drafter's intent in applying the meaning of Section 2.1.4, I offer this affidavit to identify the meaning
and purpose of Section 2.1.4.
5. Mr. Bennett's characterization of Section 2.1.4 is not accurate. As discussed further
below, Section 2.1.4 is not a damages preclusion clause but an express performance warranty from
Petra to the City to protect the City from incurring unanticipated and undesired expenses through
Petra's errors and omissions that the City may not be able recover from Petra because of what is
commonly known as the "betterment" defense.
6. The betterment defense arises ill the construction context where an error or
omission results in additional costs that increase the value or usefulness the project and thereby
creates an enhancement or benefit to the owner. The betterment defense, if applicable, may bar the
owner from recovering the cost of the enhancement. The betterment defense is illustrated by facts
AFFIDAVIT OF FRANKLIN G. LEE DATED JULY 6, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Page - 2
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of the St. Joseph Hospital v. Corbetta Construction Co., Inc., 316 N.E.2d 51 (Ill. App. 1st Dist. 1974), which
is often viewed as the seminal example of the defense. In St. Joseph, the owner filed a construction
defect claim because improper wall paneling had been installed on the walls of a new hospital. The
owner had to remove the wall paneling and install better and more expensive paneling at substantial
expense. The court found that the owner was entitled to recover costs related to the original panels,
but not costs related to the replacement panels because the panels were an enhancement to the
hospital and such costs would have been borne by the hospital if the no error had been made. A
more detailed discussion of the betterment defense and its variations can be found in Bales,
O'Meora & Arman, The "Betterment" or Added Benefit Defense, 26 Construction Lawyer, No.2, Spring
2006, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
7. The betterment defense is of great concern for owners of construction projects
because the defense could result in undesired enhancements and additional expenses being foisted
on an owner when the owner does not have funds to pay for the enhancement or the owner does
not want the enhancement but has no other practical alternative, because of the error or omission,
to accept the enhancement (e.g., owner could have avoided the costs through implementation of
other solutions if the error or omission had not been made).
8. The City was concerned about the risk of incurring large unanticipated expenses
from Petra's errors or omissions (which are potential occurrences outside of the City's control) that
the City may not be recover if the betterment defense applies, so I added a performance warranty
from Petra to the City as Section 2.1.4 to the Construction Management Agreement, which reads as
follows:
"Construction Manager makes the following express representations and warranties
to Owner, which shall survive the execution and delivery of this Agreement:
AFFIDAVIT OF FRANKLIN G. LEE DATED JULY 6, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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2.1.4. Construction Manager shall prepare all documents and
provide all services required under this Agreement in such a manner that increases in
Project costs resulting from Construction Manager's errors or omissions do not
exceed one percent (1 %) of the total construction price of the Project; ... "
9. The Section 2.1.4 performance warranty reflects the City's and Petra's express
contemplation of the potential risk of project cost increases from Petra's errors and omissions, and
Petra's express warranty to the City that the City will not incur project cost increases above one
percent (1 %) of construction costs that result from Petra's errors and omissions.
10. Section 2.1.4 is silent as to project cost increases from Petra's errors and omissions
that are nolin excess of one percent (1 %) of construction costs. The intent of the foregoing silence
was for project cost increases from Petra's errors and omissions that are less excess of one percent
(1 %) of construction costs to remain subject to otherwise applicable rules of law, including the
betterment defense. For example, if the City incurred a 0.5% increase in project costs from Petra's
errors or omissions, Petra would be able to raise the betterment defense to the extent the betterment
defense would normally apply.
11. Contrary to Mr. Bennett's assertion in Paragraph 128 of his affidavit, Section 2.1.4
does not contain any language that precludes the City from recovering damages from Petra for
Petra's errors and omissions. No such preclusion was intended.
12. If such preclusion was intended, express language of preclusion would have been
added to Section 2.1.4 of the Construction Management Agreement. I don't recall any such
language of preclusion being requested by Petra during the negotiation of the Construction
Management Agreement.
13. Mr. Bennett's interpretation of Section 2.1.4 direcdy conflicts with Petra's Section
2.1.5 performance warranty to assume "full responsibility to Owner for its own improper acts
and/or omissions." Mr. Bennett's interpretation of Section 2.1.4 also direcdy conflicts with Petra's
AFFIDAVIT OF FRANKLIN G. LEE DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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express agreement, in Section 2.10 of the Construction Management Agreement, to indemnify the
City from Petra's negligent acts or omissions. If Petra's Section 2.1.4 performance warranty was
intended to be a waiver or release of potential damages claims for negligent errors or omissions, that
waiver or release would have been reflected or referenced in Sections 2.1.5 and 2.10.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this 6th day ofJuly, 2010.
~~-
Notary Pu . for Idaho
Residing at: • -
My Commission Expires: --,-,,-+-,....-.........=a..-_
AFFIDAVIT OF FRANKLIN G. LEE DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of the




800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
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The "Betterment" or Added Benefit Defense
Jerome V. Bales, Shamus O'Meara, and Mark R. Azman
§ 920 Benefit to PlaintiffResulting from Defendant's Tort
When the defendant's tortious conduct has caused harm to the
plaintiffor to his property and in so doing conferred a special
benefit to the interest of the plaintiff that was harmed, the
value ofthe benefit conferred is considered in mitigation of
damages, to the extent that is equitable.
Similarly, in breach ofcontract actions, courts generally hold that
the damages awarded should place plaintiff in the same position he
would have been had the contract been performed, but plaintiffs
should not be awarded more than the benefit they would have received
had the promisor properly performed the contract.2
As discussed herein, courts have applied the concept ofbetterment
in a variety ofconstruction disputes.J
Omission from the Project
Element Missingfrom the Design
Design professionals frequently invoke the betterment or added
value defense in the context ofclaims involving omissions in design
documents. Generally, courts require owners to pay what the omitted
item would have cost had it been included in the original design.
Accordingly, if the error is not discovered in the design stage, the
owner should not have to pay for any intervening increase in the cost of
labor or materials necessary to correct the error, or the cost ofneces-
sary retrofitting demolition that would not have been part ofthe origi-
naldesign.
For example, in Lochrane Engineering, Inc. v. Willingham Real-
growth Investment Fund, Ltd.,4 a land buyer sued a developer-seller and
others over an inadequate tank-drain septic system, and the developer-
seller cross-claimed against its civil engineer and the septic contractor.
During development, an engineerhad negligently advised the contrac-
tor and developer-seller to install two septic systems in a backyard,
instead ofinstalling one in the front and one in the rear, causing inade-
quate drain fields. The trial court found against the developer-seller,
contractor, and engineer in the amount of$45,OOO, consisting ofcosts to
study the feasibility ofconnecting to the sewer system, pumping out
the system, and adding an aerobic system.
The Basic Rule of Betterment
The doctrine ofbetterment is a rule ofdamages not unique to con-





When d~sputes arise concerning
expenditures to fix defective designs,
construction work, or materials,
design professionals, contractors, and
suppliers can face claims that far
exceed their original fees and costs.
The defendants in such disputes fre-
quently contend that the owner spent
too much on repairs or replacement,
which raises the following question:
Can an owner recover for an improve-
ment to, or added value over, the prod-
ucts or services for which he or she
originally bargained, because another
party breached the construction contract or is otherwise at fault for
causing damages? The answer to this question is complex, and can
present a significant impediment to resolving disputes.
In these circumstances, design professionals and contractors can
employ a defense that the repair, replacement, or amount ofmoney
demanded constitutes a "betterment" or "added benefit"l to the prod-
uct or service originally provided. These concepts provide more than
simply a"defense."They relate to the measure ofdamages available to
owners as well as the inherent burden ofproving entitlement to the
item or amount demanded. To date, no significant statutory authority
exists to guide practitioners in this area. Moreover, as shown in this
article, the legal decisions involving these concepts are extremely fact
laden and do not necessarily lead to uniform results.
Jerome V. Bales, a member ofthe law firm ofLathrop & Gage,
L.e., in Kansas City, Missouri, has been practicingfor 32 years
and is a member ofthe Steering Committee ofDivision Three ofthe
ABA Forum on the Construction Industry. Shamus 0 'Meara is a
partner with Johnson & Condon in Minneapolis handling con-
struction, public entity and selfinsurance matters. Mark R Azman
is a senior associate with Johnson & Condon practicing in con-
struction and complex litigation.
Reversing the judgment against the engineer, the Florida appellate
court advanced a thoughtful hypothetical, cited in subsequent deci-
sions, differentiating the damages owed by a contractor and a design
professional:
Ifa fixed-price contractor agrees to install an adequate drain
field and installs a 1,000 square foot drain field which is later
determined to be insufficient and to need 200 square feet
more area, the contractor, being liable for the cost ofrepairs, is
liable to the owner in damages for the cost of installing the
Published in Construction Lawyer, Volume 26, Number 2, Spring 2006 © 2007 by the American Bar Association. Reproduced with permission.• 1
All rights reserved.This information or any portion thereof may not be copied or disseminated in any form or by any means or stored in
an electronic database or retrieval system without the express written consent of the American Bar Association.
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additional feet ofdrain field. However, if a knowledgeable
owner retains a civil engineer ... and ... the engineer states
his opinion (by word or design specification) that a 1,000
square foot drain field would be adequate and the owner has
that system installed, and later it is determined that a 1,200
square foot drain field was necessary for an adequate system
... [t]he owner, not the engineer, should pay for the addition-
al200 feet ofdrain field ... because the necessity for the addi-
tional200 feet ofdrain field was caused by the owner's need
to dispose ofthe sewage produced by the structure served and
was not caused by the engineer's failure to have originally cor-
rectly estimated the quantity ofdrain field necessary to meet
that need.... Also, ifthe cost of later installing the additional
200 feet ofdrain field costs more than it would have cost if
installed as part of the original undertaking, the engineer
would be liable for the difference as well as any other conse-
quential damages.'
Essentially, the Florida appellate court was ofthe opinion that a
design professional cannot, as a matter oflaw, be responsible for items
that the owner would have paid for itself had the items been in the
original design. Because the buyer only produced evidence ofthe cost
ofrepair, the court reversed the judgment against the engineer.6
Lochrane references another Florida appellate court case, Soriano
v. Hunton,' in which the same betterment concepts were applied to a
defective design case involving the erection ofsteel framework for a
bank. In Soriano, a bank hired an architecture firm to design a bank
building and the architecture firm, in turn, hired a structural engineer
to provide designs. Afterbeginning construction, the builder informed
the architecture firm that the designs were defective. Unable to find
the original structural engineer, the architecture firm obtained two
new structural engineer opinions, both ofwhich confirmed that the
design was defective. Accordingly, the architects proceeded with a
new structural design that required tearing out some ofthe partially
constructed building and resulted in greater expense to the builder and
the owner. Because responsibility for the design fell to the architects,
and they had hired the original structural engineer to assist with the
design, they sued the original structural engineer for breach ofcon-
tract and indemnification.8
The architects alleged $56,291 in damages, the cost ofcompleting
the modifications. The Florida trial court disallowed $10,780 for
modifications it deemed unnecessary and deducted $5,340, represent-
ing the engineer's recovery under a counterclaim resulting in a total
damage award of$40,171. On appeal, the structural engineer argued
that he was not responsible for those costs that would have necessarily
been incurred and paid for by the owner had the modifications been a
part of the original design. The Florida Court ofAppeals agreed.
Another Florida appellate court" and the Supreme Court ofMainelo
have issued similar rulings.
Possible Exception---Contractor Premiums
Owners often seek reimbursement from designers where a change
order issued to the contractor pertains to components that were omit-
ted from the design. Even if a designer can demonstrate that the
change order involves pure betterment or added value, with no retro-
fitting or extra expense, an owner might argue that the contractor
probably included a "premium" in the change order. That is, the con-
tractor charged more than it would have ifthat work had been incorpo-
rated into the bid or negotiated price for the project. Because the
owner would not have paid such a premium ifthe missing component
had been included in the original design, the premium does not consti-
tute betterment or added value.
The problem is that a contractor may not be forthcoming with the
information necessary to determine ifthere was apremium associated
with a change order. Because the existence ofa hidden premium may
be based on pure speculation, the question ofwhich party has the bur-
den ofproof(discussed below) becomes crucial.
Sometimes a designer can verifY the price ofan omitted compo-
nent through independent sources, such as a catalog or expert testimo-
ny. When a contractor passes through the cost ofan item, adding only
its standard overhead and profit, there is no premium. Moreover, once
the designer can demonstrate the lack ofa premium on one change
order, it can argue that the contractor likely did not include a premi-
um on other change orders. Unfortunately, some change orders are
difficult to verifY, particularly as to the amount of labor used to retro-
fit the component. In some cases, the owner and the designer may
agree to settle the change order claims based upon an arbitrary per-
centage representing a theoretical premium charged by the contractor.
Possible Exception-Professional Standards and Implied War-
ranties
Another factor is whether the jurisdiction in question holds the
designer to a professional standard ofcare or whether it imposes an
implied warranty offitness of the drawings and specifications for
their intended purpose. A minority ofjurisdictions have imposed such
an implied warranty of fitness. I I Where the claim involves a design
error and the relevant jurisdiction imposes an implied warranty offit-
ness ofthe design documents, the designer may fmd it more difficult
to succeed on betterment or added value arguments. Such a result is
consistent with the cases discussed below where courts have refused
to recognize betterment because the designer agreed or represented
that the design would be complete. 12
Possible Exception-Representation or Warranty by the Designer
What ifthe design professional, through either oral statements or
contract language, represents to the owner that the design will be com-
plete or function properly? Some cases have held that the betterment
defense is unavailable under such facts, and that the owner should be
entitled to enforce the representation or recover what is essentially
the benefit of the bargain. In Carter v. WolfCreek Highway Water
Dist. ,IJ for instance, a design engineer brought an action against a
water district to recover unpaid fees, and the water district counter-
claimed for damages incurred to make a water storage tank function
properly. The owner claimed that the tank did not operate as prom-
ised because water could not flow to and from the tank, necessitating
the construction of an additional distribution line. The engineer
argued that the owner should pay for the line because it would have
been paid by the owner regardless ofplaintiff's actions. The court,
however, found that there was evidence that the parties intended the
project to operate properly upon completion and, therefore, the owner
was damaged when it had to incur the cost ofthe new distribution
line. 14 A Washington appellate court reached the same result."
Possible Exception-Warranty by Design-Builder
In some instances, the warranty provided by the design-builder
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extends to design errors. Thus, ifthere is an omission from the design,
a court might not apply the betterment defense for the same rationale
discussed above.
For example, the DBIA design-build agreement l • requires the
design professional to exercise that standard ofcare that is consistent
with the level ofskill and care ordinarily used by similarprofessionals
practicing under similar conditions at the same time and location.
However, it also provides that the parties may attach specific perform-
ance standards, the terms ofwhich could constitute an express war-
ranty. To the extent that the parties agree to achieve a specific result,
the betterment defense might not apply.
Similarly, theAlA family ofdesign-build documents includes war-
ranties that "the Work will be free from defects not inherent in the
quality required or permitted by law or otherwise, and that the Work
will conform to the requirements ofthe Design-Build Documents."11
The term "Work" is defined as "the design, construction and services
required by the Design-Build Documents...."" A court could rely
upon these design warranties and decline to require the owner to pay
for what would otherwise constitute betterment arising from an omis-
sion in the design.
Possible Exception-The Owner Would Not Have Built the Pro-
ject orAccepted the Design
As stated above, the premise of the application ofthe betterment
defense is that the owner should not be placed in a better position than
ifthe contract had been fully performed. However, in some cases the
owner may claim that the project or the particular design feature in
question would never have been undertaken/accepted ifthe owner had
known the truth. This fact (or the absence ofany evidence as to the
owner's intentions) has been crucial to the result reached by some
courts.
The court did not recognize betterment or added value in L.L.
Lewis Constr., L.L. C. v. Adrian,19 where homeowners prevailed against
a remodeling contractor on a claim for defective workmanship and
lack ofadequate engineering. The contractor argued that the trial court
erred in awarding the cost ofadditional steel beams and other extra
work necessary to support the weight ofa two-story addition, reason-
ing that the owners would have been required to pay for that addition-
al support if it had been installed at the beginning of the project
(particularly with a cost-plus contract). However, the Missouri Court
ofAppeals held that this was pure speculation, and that there was no
evidence the owners would have undertaken the addition ifthe struc-
tural concerns had been communicated to them by the contractor at
the beginning ofthe project.,oThat is, the owners may have chosen to
forgo the room addition or could have decided to build a new home
instead. Therefore, the court held that the trial court did not err in
awarding the costs ofthe additional beams and support structures."
The Kansas Supreme Court reached the same conclusion, where evi-
dence at trial concerned what the owner would have done had the
design defect not existed.22
A contrary result was reached in Gagne v. Bertran,23 a case involv-
ing erroneous soil tests, where the plaintiffs testified that they would
not have purchased the property ifthey had known the truth about the
presence offill dirt. Because the plaintiffs did not prove that the lots
were worth less than the purchase price or that the value ofthe build-
ing was less than the cost of construction, the California Supreme
Court determined that the plaintiffs had sustained no damage."
Omission by Contractor or Supplier
Contractors and suppliers are in a different position than designers.
Where the contract documents require a component that the contrac-
tor or supplier fails to provide, betterment should not apply. The rea-
son is obvious: Ifthe contractor had fully performed the contract, it
would have supplied the component at no additional cost to the owner.
Accordingly, the owner should not have to pay more to have the con-
tract enforced. In contrast, the owner should not be able to charge the
contractor based upon a new design that exceeds the requirements of
the contract documents.
What ifthe contractor honestly missed the item in the contract doc-
uments and did not include that item in its pricing? May the contractor
argue unjust enrichment or betterment? As stated above, if the con-
tract documents required the component, the contractor should abide
by the terms ofthe contract and supply the item without any addition-
al charge to the owner.
What if the contractor missed the requirement because of an
alleged ambiguity in the plans and specifications? Aside from any
contract interpretation arguments that apply, the contractor may refer
to betterment as part ofan "equitable" argument that the owner should
not receive the item for free and that the owner, designer, and con-
tractor should all share the expense. Although such an argument does
not rise to the level ofa legal defense, it may nonetheless be effective
as part ofsettlement discussions.
Repair or Replacement of Defective Component Included in
the Project
Assuming that the component was included in the design and
installed by the contractor, the question ofbetterment may arise when
the owner corrects the defective design or construction.
Enhancement to the Project
It is clear that when the owner corrects the defective component, it
cannot recover for an enhancement to the project. The following is a
simplistic explanation ofthis rule:
The purchaser of a Ford who encounters some instance of
faulty design in his vehicle is not entitled to its replacement by
a Cadillac. Therefore, ifcorrective measures necessary taken
enhance the value ofthe property above that which it would
have had ifbuilt according to the original concept, this should
not be the obligation ofthe architect who is found liable.'s
The courts do not hesitate to limit the plaintiff's recovery against
the designer, contractor, or supplier in order to prevent a windfall of
this type. The seminal case is St. Joseph Hospital v. Corbetta Constr.
Co., Inc.'· St. Joseph Hospital involved claims filed by a hospital
against its architect, its contractor, and the manufacturer ofplastic
laminate wall paneling that had been installed on the walls ofthe new
hospital. The paneling had a flame-spread rating ofapproximately
seventeen times the maximum permitted under the building code, and
it cost the hospital approximately $300,000 to replace it. The jury
awarded the entire cost ofrepairs to the hospital. On appeal, the defen-
dants contended that, ifthe hospital recovered the costs of the more
expensive paneling, it would be unjustly enriched and placed in a bet-
ter position than ifthe architect had fully performed the original con-
tract. The Illinois Court ofAppeals agreed with that proposition.'1
Following the decision in Henry J. Robb, Inc. v. Urdahl," the court
reduced the damage award by $116,000, representing the cost differ-
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ential ofthe paneling, associated labor (the new paneling was more
difficult to install), and the additional hardware, which had not been
specified in the original design documents.29
In Fleming v. Scott,3° two floor furnaces installed by a remodeling
contractor did not work properly, and the plaintiffreplaced them with
a new forced-air system with heat runners to all ofthe rooms. This
required excavation ofa basement where none had previously existed.
The jury awarded damages to the plaintiff representing the total
replacement cost including the excavation. The Colorado Supreme
Court reversed the award and remanded the cause for a new trial, rul-
ing that the owner could not charge the contractor for more and dif-
ferent kinds ofmaterials than embraced in the contract.31
In Oakwood Villa Apartments. Inc. v. Gulu,32 an owner contracted
with a heating contractor to design and install a heating system in an
apartment complex. Immediately upon installation, several problems
arose with the heating system. The owner sued for breach. In rejecting
the trial court's general award of $9,000, the Michigan Court of
Appeals pointed out that "it is necessary to determine what the par-
ties bargained for and in which respects the performance fell short of
expectations."" The contract required the heating contractor to design
a system that would meet the latest Institute ofBoiler and Radiator
Manufacturer methods, FHA requirements, and the inspection
requirements ofthe city. The court found no evidence that the system
failed to meet any ofthose requirements. Accordingly, "the manifest
injustice ofgoing to a contractor to design an inexpensive system and
then comparing it to one which an experienced professional engineer
would have designed should be apparent on its face. All that the plain-
tiffwas entitled to was a heating system as specified in section 2 ofthe
contract."34 The plaintiffwas entitled to damages for the system that he
bargained for and nothing more. The heating contractor, however, was
liable for any work improperly performed during installation ofthe
system. For example, the costs of repairing leaks caused by improp-
erly soldered pipes were attributable to the heating contractor to the
extent such repairs were reasonable and necessary.
Other courts have similarly denied recovery for enhancements or
quality upgrades.3s
Reduction for Use or Depreciation
When the owner replaces or repairs the component after having
used the project for a number ofyears, damages may be reduced to
reflect the extended life expectancy ofthat component. The outcome
ofdecisions on this point varies based upon whether the component
has a discemible useful life and whether the owner experienced signif-
icant problems with the component prior to its repair/replacement.
In Allied Chemical Corp. v. ~n Buren School District No. 42,36 a
school district installed a twenty-year roofon a school building. The
roof leaked continuously after installation. Nine years after the origi-
nal installation, the school district replaced a portion ofthe roof Two
years later, it replaced the rest ofthe roof. The school district sued the
manufacturer ofthe roofand the surety (other parties were sued but
not involved in the decision). Before entering a default judgment, the
court heard evidence on damages and prorated the replacement costs
on an 18/20 basis, giving the defendant credit for two years ofuse.J7
The Arkansas Supreme Court disagreed, finding that the cost of
replacing the first roofsection should be prorated on an 1l/20 basis,
recognizing nine years of use, and on a 9/20 basis for the second
replacement, recognizing eleven years ofuse. 38 In reversing the trial
court and remanding for further proceedings, the court reasoned that
crediting only two years ignored the defendants' attempted repairs
after that time and the district's continued use ofthe original roof39
In another roofcase, Bloomsburg Mills. Inc. v. Sordoni Construc-
tion Co.,40 the Pennsylvania Supreme Court reached the same conclu-
sion and reduced the plaintiff's damages based upon the years of
actual use. In Bloomsburg, a building owner brought an action against
an architect for improper design ofa roofthat had been guaranteed
by the manufacturer for twenty years. The cost ofthe original roofwas
$14,979. The owner spent $32,420 to replace the roofafter 8'12 years
of use. Affirming a jury verdict of $18,645, the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court found that it was appropriate for the jury to reduce
the damages by 42.5 percent (8'12 years divided by 20) and award
approximately 57.5 percent ofthe replacement cost.4' The Supreme
Court ofNew Jersey reached the same result in 525 Main Street Corp.
v. Eagle Roofing CO.42
The courts also have prorated the damages for other building com-
ponents. For example, in Rhode Island Turnpike and BridgeAuthori-
ty v. Bethlehem Steel Corp.,43 the Bridge Authority brought an action
against Bethlehem Steel for defective painting ofbridge steel work.
The problem was due to the defendant's failure to clean the steel sur-
face before applying the paint; one ofthe witnesses described the orig-
inal paint as "coming off in the breeze."44 The trial court found that
the original paint afforded some degree ofprotection to the bridge for
three years but that plaintiffhad contracted for a paint job that should
have lasted twelve years. Accordingly, the defendant deserved a cred-
it for $1,378,039, which represented 25 percent of the cost of the
repairs ($5,512,158). Judgment was entered for $4,134,188. Though
the defendant argued, on appeal, that it should be given credit for the
years it performed remedial work, the Supreme Court ofRhode Island
disagreed. Rejecting the defendant's argument, it ruled that to permit
Bethlehem credit for the extra time it took to cure its breach and paint
the 2'h-mile-long bridge would "wrongfully allow the company to
benefit from the fortuitous fact" that it took several years to repaint the
bridge:sFurther:
In computing the credit, the essential time element is not the
number of years that portions of the original coat of paint
remained on the bridge, but rather the amount of time that
Bethlehem's paint job as a whole served some useful function.
This approach best serves the meaning ofthe term "credit."
Bethlehem can only claim credit for that benefit which it has
bestowed upon theAuthority, that is, the useful life ofthe orig-
inal paint.46
The Supreme Court ofRhode Island remanded the case for a deter-
mination ofdamages based upon its ruling:'
In Fleming v. Scott,48 the Supreme Court ofColorado held that a
defendant-contractorwas entitled to a credit with respect to an owner's
damages for replacement oftwo floor furnaces. At most, the plaintiff
was entitled to the cost ofreplacing the defective floor furnaces with
the same type ofsystem or a refund ofthe contract price, but was "not
entitled to be placed in a position more advantageous than she con-
tracted for."49 Moreover, the trial court should have instructed the jury
to take into consideration depreciation ofthe equipment due to four
years ofuse (although the court did not specifY the life expectancy of
the equipment in its decision). so The Supreme Court of Colorado
reversed the jury verdict offull replacement cost and remanded the
case for a new triaU' Other courts have similarly reduced recoveries to
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account for the use enjoyed by a plaintiff52
Some courts have declined to reduce the owner's damages based
upon depreciation or useful life. For example, in Price v. B. Constr.
Co.,5J the purchasers ofa home sued the seller-builder for breach of
an express warranty that the cellar would be free from water intru-
sion for one year. Water entered the home within the first year. To
repair the problem, the plaintiffs installed a new drainage system
with a life expectancy equal to the building itself, or at least fifty
years. The issue on appeal was whether the jury should have been
instructed to prorate the damages over the fifty-year life expectan-
cy ofthe new system, i.e., whether the damages should have been
limited to one-fiftieth ofthe replacement costs since the original
guarantee was only for one year. The defendant argued that it would
be unfair to require it to pay a sum that would give fifty years' free-
dom from water infiltration. Applying the test established in 525
Main Street," the New Jersey appellate court found that the parties
bargained for work of a greater life expectancy than the one-year
guarantee." Finding that the damages were appropriate and should
not be reduced by depreciation, the court reasoned, "[U]nlike a roof
which has limited life due to its exposure to the elements, the cellar
of a new house that remains free from water for one year after its
construction might reasonably be expected to remain free from
water indefinitely thereafter."'·
In Boston Old Colony Ins. Co. v. Tiner Associates, Inc., 57 a tele-
phone transmission tower collapsed after the owner had used it for
more than halfof its fifty- to seventy-five-year life expectancy. The
lower court granted plaintiff's motion in limine to exclude any evi-
dence ofdepreciation. On appeal, the defendant (the contractor who
failed to brace temporarily the tower during repairs) claimed that the
court should consider depreciation because halfofthe tower's useful
life had been expended at the time ofthe collapse, citing Bel/south."
In rejecting that contention, the Fifth Circuit Court ofAppeals, apply-
ing Louisiana law, distinguished the holding in Bel/south based upon
the long life expectancy ofthe tower; unlike the plaintiffin Bel/south,
the owner ofthe tower did not expect to have to replace the tower in
the next two years, so there was no benefit to the plaintifffrom the col-
lapse.59 Accordingly, the Fifth Circuit Court ofAppeals affirmed the
district court's ruling on the motion in limine.60
Courts also have declined to recognize depreciation based upon the
severity ofthe problems experienced by the owner during the useful
life ofthe component-that is, when the useful life was not so useful.
For example, in Five M Palmer Trust v. Clover Contractors, Inc.,"'
the owner used a rooffor seven years before replacing it. Rejecting the
defendant's argument, the Louisiana Court ofAppeals ruled:
We are not persuaded by defendant's argument that this some-
how rewards plaintiffwith a new roof after using the old roof
for over seven years. The fact is that plaintiffnever got the roof
it paid for in the first place, and it has suffered with a roofthat
leaked continuously since it was installed despite repeated
attempts by defendant to repair the roofwhich were not only
unsuccessful but which aggravated the problem.·2
At least one Louisiana court ofappeals·3 has followed Five M Palmer
Trust.
A Delaware superior court declined to reduce the damages for
depreciation under the facts before it, citing the potential for jury con-
fusion. In Council ofUnit Owners ofSea Colony East v. Carl M Free-
manAssociates, Inc.,64 a plaintiffcondominium association claimed a
multitude ofconstruction defects and filed a motion in limine to block
the defendants from presenting any evidence to reduce damages based
upon the "useful life theory."Among the problems, the plaintiffhad to
replace the roof after thirteen years ofuse, and there were defective
walls, concrete balconies, and walkways. Distinguishing Blooms-
burEt' and Allied,"· the Delaware superior court noted that, unlike a
roof, these various building components may not have clearly identi-
fiable life expectancies. Accordingly, it granted the plaintiff's motion
in limine, reasoning that the "useful life theory" had the potential to
create significant proof problems and substantial jury confusion,
which might unduly benefit the defendants.·7Moreover, it stated that
ifit allowed a reduction for useful life, the plaintiffwould be entitled
to an offset for the diminished use ofthe defective component during
its "not-so-usefullife," which would create overwhelming proofprob-
lems.68
Cost ofRepair Exceeding Original Contract Sum
Should the doctrine of betterment apply to limit the damages
claimed by the owner when the cost to repair the defective compo-
nent exceeds the contractor's original price? Assuming there is no eco-
nomic waste and the reasonable repair provides the owner with a
benefit equal to that contemplated under the contract, the owner may
recover the entire cost ofrepair from the contractor.
An excellent example is the case of Scheppegrel/ v. Barth,"' in
which the contractor agreed to paint the inside ofthe owner's home for
$1,100. The paint later peeled and flaked. The owner then hired anoth-
er contractor to repaint at a cost of$2,411 and sought to recover this
amount from the original painter. The court allowed the recovery, stat-
ing:
In this case the work performed is worthless and must be com-
pletely redone. Plaintiff is entitled to be made whole and to
claim the expense ofrepainting the interior ofhis residence.
According to the evidence, the lowest bid for this work
amounted to $2,411, and the defendant is liable to plaintiff in
that amount. (Citation omitted).70
In Carter v. Quick," some owners entered into an oral contract for
construction ofa dwelling at a price of$25,000. After moving into
the home, the owners initiated an action for breach of contract and
negligent performance ofthe contract, alleging that the builder repre-
sented the home would be constructed in a good and workmanlike
manner and that the quality ofthe construction would be consistent
with the builder's own residence. After a bench trial, the owners were
awarded $4,060, the bulk ofwhich represented the cost ofreplacing a
brick veneer on the front ofthe home, and the builder was awarded
$205 on a counterclaim. The primary issue on appeal involved the
appropriate measure ofdamage for replacement ofthe brickwork.
After meandering through a general discussion ofthe law ofdam-
ages inArkansas and elsewhere, the Supreme Court ofArkansas set-
tled on a rule that would allow for the cost ofcuring defects, except
where curing the defects would cause unreasonable economic waste.
It also rejected the builder's argument that the cost of the brick
replacement was so excessive as to render replacement costs unavail-
able as a matter oflaw, stating that "[ilt cannot be seriously contend-
ed that replacement would result in material injury to the structure.
The mere fact that replacement would cost $4,000 or more and the
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contract price was only $25,000 does not mean that the [owner] had
met his burden to the extent that the court should say, as a matter of
law, that there was an unreasonable economic waste or that the
expense is too great to resort to this measure ofdamages."72 Finally,
although the Arkansas court felt that the owners should not be
deprived the benefit oftheir bargain, it did note that the current, undis-
puted market value ofthe home, with the poor brickwork, exceeded
the contract price, perhaps suggesting that there were no damages.
The dispute in Dierickx v. Vulcan Industries" involved application
ofa waterproofmg sealant to the basement walls ofthe owner's home.
The contractor provided a warranty with the work stating that the
basement would be seepage free for five years. After years oftrying to
stop seepage in the basement, the contractor gave up. During this time
period, the owner paid the contractor $230 for the work. Subsequent-
ly, the owner hired another contractor to break up a portion of the
owner's driveway and excavate at the basement wall. The owner sued
the original contractor, seeking amounts paid to the original contrac-
tor and the second contractor, for personal injury damages, and for
damages to property stored in the basement. At trial, the court found
that the contractor had breached its contract and renderedjudgment in
favor of the owner for $230, the amount the owner had paid to the
original contractor under the waterproofing contracts.
On appeal, the Michigan appellate court opined that any claims to
recover the second contractprice were not well founded, as the second
contract resulted in a greater benefit than that promised by the original
contractor (no seepage for in excess offive years). On the other hand,
the trial court had improperly limited the owner's damages to the orig-
inal contract price. The proper measure ofdamages, the court held, is
the lowest cost offurnishing the owner a dry basement for the warran-
ty period offive years. The owner is entitled to this measure ofdam-
ages even if the amount exceeds the original contract price. In
addition, the owner may recover incidental damages caused by the
breach.
In State ex rei. Stovall v. Reliance Ins. Co.," a recent Kansas
Supreme Court case, an owner was allowed to seek recovery ofdirect
damages, not to exceed the cost to replace the original system on the
date ofdiscovery ofthe defect, and consequential damages, even if
these damages far exceeded the original contract price. The Supreme
Court ofMississippi has reached the same result. 75
Other Applications of Betterment!Added Value
Underestimating Construction Costs
Contractors and design professionals are routinely called upon to
provide cost estimates to owners. Mindful that they are navigating
through a minefield ofpotential troubles, design professionals and
contractors are reluctant to prepare and provide such estimates. While
cost estimating is an everyday, mundane task in the construction
industry, the issue ofcosts is anything but mundane and is frequently
a source of heated conflict among owners, contractors, and design
professionals.
In many jurisdictions, ifa design professional significantly under-
estimates the cost ofa project, the design professional may not only
risk losing a fee, but may also be liable for damages to the owner.
Depending upon the jurisdiction, damages may be calculated as the
difference between actual cost and the estimated cost, as the differ-
ence between the market value ofthe property and the estimated cost,
or as lost profits suffered by a commercial owner. The following cases
reveal the risks to a design professional when underestimation
becomes an issue and how the concept ofbetterment may apply.
The early case ofCapitol Hotel Co., Inc. v. Rittenberry76 involved
an architect retained to design and provide a cost estimate for the con-
struction ofa hotel. The architect represented in his cost estimate that
the cost ofconstruction would be no more than $375,000, when, in
fact, the actual cost was $500,000. The architect sued to recover his
fee when the owner subsequently refused to pay. The owner counter.
sued, seeking damages associated with the increased cost ofconstruc-
tion and other damages. Prior to trial, a Texas trial court dismissed
the owner's claim for increased construction costs. At trial, a jury
found in favor ofthe architect on his claim for fees and denied recov-
ery to the owner on his remaining claims.
On appeal, the owner contended the trial court erred in dismissing
his claim for increased costs. The Texas appellate court agreed,
observing that the owner's claim arose from the parties' contract, but
sounded in tort (negligence and fraud) due to the architect's violation
ofthe duty to act with reasonable skill. The claim included allega-
tions that the architect knew that the owner would not have undertak-
en construction ifit knew costs could exceed $375,000, knew that a
fair return on the owner's investment could not be achieved ifcosts
exceeded $375,000, and failed to inform the owner ofincreased costs
until it was too late for the owner to attempt any cost-saving measures,
forcing the owner to complete the project for $500,000.
Although the Texas appellate court agreed that the dismissal ofthe
owner's claim was error, it rejected the owner's contention that dam-
ages should be measured by the increase in construction costs. In dic-
tum, the Texas appellate court said:
It would be inequitable to permit defendants to retain this
building with this added value and at the same time recover
the amount of such additional expenditure from [the archi-
tect].77
Instead, it identified the following as the correct standard:
The measure ofdamages generally for a breach ofcontract is
such a sum as will fully and fairly compensate the injured
party for the losses sustained, taking into consideration what
was in contemplation ofthe parties when it was made-in this
case a reasonable return on the investment.78
Thus, while recovery oflost profits was permissible in Capitol, it
was subject to proofthat the owner instructed the architect to prepare
the estimate with the understanding that constructing the hotel would
produce a fair return on investment. Even iflost profits could not be
proven with sufficient certainty, the owner could still recover, upon
prevailing on liability, some nominal amount as damages. Finally, the
court in Capitol ruled that an architect may not recover fees ifthe actu-
al cost ofconstruction is not reasonably near the estimate.
In the more recent case ofKellogg v. Pizza Oven, Inc. /9 a pizza par-
lor wished to construct a building on land owned by another. The
pizza parlor and the owner agreed that the owner would pay for the
building up to $60,000 and that the pizza parlor would pay for any
excess amounts. The architect was aware ofthis agreement. The archi-
tect submitted a cost estimate of $62,000, but the actual cost ofthe
building was about $92,000. The architect failed to monitor bids sub-
mitted by contractors and failed to inform the pizza parlor of the
increased costs until the building was almost finished.
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The Colorado Supreme Court presented the general rule:
An architect who substantially underestimates, through lack
ofskill and care, the cost ofa proposed structure, which repre-
sentation is relied upon by the employer in entering in the con-
tract and proceeding with construction, may not only forfeit
his right to compensation, but may become liable to his
employer for damages.80
Accordingly, the pizza parlor recovered the difference between the
actual cost ofthe building and the estimated cost, less change orders
and the customary 10 percent permissible variation. The court in Kel-
logg distinguished cases disallowing such damages, reasoning that
such cases involved owners. In contrast, the pizza parlor was not an
owner but a lessor and, therefore, did not stand to retain any benefit
from the additional costs. More importantly, the other cases involved
buildings with increased value or the potential for increased rental
income, but the defendant in Kellogg did not submit any evidence
demonstrating potential for increased efficiency, increased customer
revenue, or increased functionality.
Under Minnesota law, an architect may be held liable for certain
damages resulting from underestimating the costs ofconstruction. In
such cases, the owner's recovery may include forfeiture ofthe archi-
tect's compensation, but "not the excess costs ofthe structure." Rather,
the owner's recovery "is the difference between the total cost of the
property to date and that amount of money that a prudent person
would pay for the property in its present condition.""
Real Estate Purchase-Diminished Property f/Ulue
The question ofbetterment may arise in the context ofthe purchase
ofreal estate. A buyer intending to build a project may rely upon a pro-
fessional who renders advice on the suitability of the land for the
building, e.g., soil tests. Ifthe advice is erroneous, the professional
might argue that the buyer should not be able to recover any damages
because it received the value ofthe property. That is, the buyer should
not be placed in a better position than ifthe advice had been correct.
The cases on point turn on whether there was in fact some diminu-
tion in value because ofthe faulty advice.
In Gagne v. Bertran,82 the Supreme Court ofCalifornia held that
the plaintiffs failed to prove that they had been damaged by incorrect
soil tests performed by the defendant. The plaintiffs testified that when
they purchased the property, they relied on the tests showing the
absence offill dirt. Despite the fact that the plaintiffs had to pay more
than anticipated for the construction ofthe foundation, the court held
that they did not prove that the lots were worth less than the purchase
price or that the value ofthe building was less than the cost ofconstruc-
tion."
In Cory v. Villa Properties, '4 a California appellate court consid-
ered a suit by the buyers ofrealty against the sellers, claiming that they
thought they had purchased 2.84 acres ofland rather than 1.88 acres.
The plaintiffs testified that they would not have purchased the prop-
erty ifthey had known the facts. The lower court held that the plain-
tiffs had not shown any damage, but that ruling was reversed and the
case was remanded for a new trial. After discussing Gagne, the Cali-
fornia Court ofAppeals found that the plaintiffs did not sustain any
out-of-pocket loss because the value ofthe property was greater than
or equal to the purchase price." However, it ruled that there was a tri-
able issue as to whether the plaintiffs sustained any "additional dam-
ages," i.e., lost profits reasonably anticipated from subdividing and
selling offthe acreage (based upon California damage statutes).'·
Burden ofProof
Is betterment or added value an affirmative defense that must be
pled and proven by the architect, contractor, or supplier? Or is it the
owner's burden to show that the damages claimed are necessary to put
the owner in the same position as ifthe contract had been properly and
fully performed? The decisions are mixed, and the issue can have a
dramatic impact on the outcome ofa case.
Many states have rules or statutes similar to Federal Rule ofCivil
Procedure 8(c), which provides that "[i]n pleading to a preceding
pleading, a party shall set forth affirmatively ... any othermatter con-
stituting an avoidance or affirmative defense."87 Rule 8 does not indi-
cate whether betterment constitutes a matter of "avoidance" or
whether the claimant should bear the burden ofproof.
Most courts have placed the burden ofproofon the design profes-
sional, contractor, or supplier ("defendant" here for the sake ofcon-
venience).88 However, some courts have held that the owner has the
burden to prove that there was no betterment or added value.'9
The Texas Court of Appeals considered the question in
Hollingsworth Roofing Co. v. Morrison. 90 In Hollingsworth, a home-
owner sued a roofer who allowed a swimming pool to remain uncov-
ered during roofing repairs, which allowed tar to fall into the pool.
Judgment was entered for the cost to replaster the pool, but the defen-
dant complained that the pool was in need ofreplastering anyway and
that its value would be enhanced by replastering!' The court held that
"[t]he party urging such a contention has the burden to show that the
repair, as made, resulted in an enhancement ofvalue."92 Because the
defendant produced no evidence establishing any enhanced value, the
judgment in favor of the plaintiff was affirmed on that issue!' In
Chemical Express Carriers, Inc. v. French," another Texas appellate
court held that the defendant is not required to specifically plead bet-
terment but that the defendant has the burden ofproofthat there has
been an enhancement.
Other courts have placed the burden ofproofupon the owner and,
on occasion, have directed a verdict against it for failing to properly
itemize damages. In City ofWestminster v. Centric-Jones Construc-
tors;' the city sued the prime contractor and the designer claiming
problems with its wastewater treatment plant. The city claimed the
total cost ofreplacing two ofthe three structures involved in the proj-
ect. The design ofthe new structures included features that were not a
part ofthe original specifications, such as the correction ofa code vio-
lation by changing apertures in the walls and including additional
structural support. The city sought the total cost of removing,
redesigning, and rebuilding the defective construction. The case went
to trial against the contractor and its surety, and the court directed a
verdict against the plaintifffor failing to properly itemize its damages.
The court ofappeals affirmed that result, comparing the plaintiff's
case to the disfavored "total cost" approach used by contractors to
support other types ofclaims.96
In Neal v. Saizan,91 a homeowner sued the contractor who designed
and constructed a roofover an addition to a home. The Louisiana trial
court found that the defendant was negligent in the design and con-
struction of the roof, which subsequently leaked. The total cost of
replacement was $5,200, but the court only awarded $2,700, which
was the original contract price for the roof. The trial court would not
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award any damages above that amount because it found that the roof
as rebuilt was an improvement and there was no evidence adduced as
to the cost of repair versus the cost of the improvement!8 The
Louisiana Court ofAppeals affirmed the judgment ofthe trial court,
finding that the plaintiffhad not just repaired the roofbut had made an
improvement to it, and there was no breakdown of the damages by
the plaintiff." Therefore, the court found that the trial court did not
err in refusing to award additional damages to the plaintiffwhere no
evidence was adduced as to the exact cost ofthe same. 100
The Supreme Court ofMaryland has reached the same result in at
least two decisions. 101
This issue has practical significance. Betterment is difficult to
quantify; therefore, it is critical to understand which party has the bur-
den ofproof. In the absence ofclear appellate authority in a particu-
lar jurisdiction, counsel might consider seeking an advanced ruling
from the court so that the damages are determined on the merits,
rather than risking an adverse outcome based upon the failure to pro-
duce evidence on the issue ofbetterment or added value.
Contract Language
Due to the unpredictability ofthe case decisions cited in this arti-
cle, the parties to a project should consider whether to address the
issue ofbetterment in their contracts. For example, all or part of the
following provision might be included in the owner-architect/engineer
agreement (the second paragraph also could be used in the owner-
contractor agreement):
Ifa component of the Project is omitted from the Contract
Documents due to the breach ofcontract or negligence ofthe
Architect/Engineer, it will not be liable to the Owner to the
extent ofany betterment or added value to the Project. Specif-
ically, the Owner will be responsible for the amount it would
have paid to the Contractor for the component if it had been
included in the Contract Documents, and the Architect/Engi-
neer will be responsible for any retrofit expense, waste, any
intervening increase in the cost ofthe component and a pre-
sumed "premium" of_% ofthe cost ofthe component fur-
nished through a Change Order from the Contractor.
Ifit is necessary to replace a component ofthe Proj-ect due
to the breach ofcontract or negligence ofthe ArchitectlEngi-
neer, it will not be liable to the Owner for any enhancement
or upgrade of the component beyond what was originally
included in the Contract Documents. In addition, if the com-
ponent has an identifiable useful life that is less than the build-
ing itself, the damages ofthe Owner shall be reduced to the
extent that the useful life ofthe component will be extended
by the replacement thereof.
The use of this clause would favor the designer by solidifying the
defense ofbetterment and defining the "premium" associated with
change orders. However, the parties should consider whether the
designer's agreement to pay such a "premium" violates the terms ofits
professional liability policy as an assumption ofliability by contract.
Conclusion
The betterment or added value doctrine is widely recognized and
commonly applied in construction claims, but this aspect ofthe law of
damages is far from being fully developed. The approach ofthe courts
varies and many ofthe decisions appear to be result-oriented. There
are many exceptions to the defense, and the courts do not even agree
on whether the doctrine is an integral part ofthe owner's burden of
proofor an affirmative defense ofthe designer, contractor, or supplier.
Consideration should be given to including a betterment provision in
design and construction contracts to eliminate this uncertainty. iii
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77. /d. at 704.
78./d.
79. 402 P.2d 633 (Colo. 1965).
80. /d. at 634.
81. Kostohryz v. McGuire, 212 N.W:2d 850, 853-54 (Minn. 1973) (citing
Durand Assoc. v. Guardian Inv. Co., 183 N.W:2d246, 250 (Neb. 1971».
82.275 P.2d 15 (Cal. 1954).
83./d. at22-23.
84.225 Cal. Rptr. 628 (Cal. App. 1986).
85./d. at 633.
86./d. at 634.
87. FED. R. CIY. P. 8(c).
88. Boston Old Colony Ins. Co. v. TinerAssocs., Inc., 288 F.3d222 (5th Cir.
[La] 2002); Kellogg v. Pizza Oven, Inc., 402 P.2d 633 (Colo. 1965); State Prop.
and Bldg. Comm'n ofDep't ofFin. v. H.w: Miller Constr. Co., 385 S.W:2d 211
(Ky. 1964); Nat'ITea Co. v. Plymouth RubberCo., Inc., 663 So. 2d 80I (La. App.
1995); Bd. ofEduc. ofCharles County v. Plymouth Rubber Co., 569A.2d 1288
(Md App. 1990), cert. denied, Eurell Co. v. Bd. ofEduc. ofCharles County, 578
A.2d 778 (Md 1990); Zontelli & Sons, Inc. v. City ofNashwauk, 373 N.W:2d
744 (Minn. 1985); L.L. Lewis Constr., L.L.C. v. Adrian, 142 S.W:3d255 (Mo.
App. 2004); Bloomsburg Mills, Inc. v. Sordoni Constr. Co., 164A.2d20I (Penn.
1960); Hollingsworth Roofing CO. V. Morrison, 668 S.W:2d 872 (Tex. App.
1974); Chern. Express Carriers, Inc. v. French, 759 S.W:2d683 (Tex. App. 1988);
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill v. Intrawest I L.P., 1997 WL 563159 (Wash. App.)
(unpublished opinion).
89. Gagne v. Bertran, 275 P.2d 15 (Cal. 1954); City ofWestrninster v. Cen-
tric-Jones Constructors, 100 P.3d 472 (Colo. App. 2003), cert. granted, 2004
WL 2504512 (Colo. 2004); Zindo V. Pelican Builders, Inc., 367 So. 2d 1294
(La. App. 1979); Neal v. Saizan, 486 So. 2d 832 (La. App. 1986); Corelli
Roofing Co. V. Nat'l Instrument Co., 214A.2d 919 (Md. 1965); Hooton V.
Kenneth B. Mumaw Plumbing & Heating Co., Inc., 318 A.2d 514 (Md.
1974).




94.759 S.W:2d 683, 689 (Tex. App. 1988).
95. 100 P.3d 472 (Colo. App. 2003), cert. granted, 2004 WL 2504512
(Colo. 2004).
96.Id. at 478.




101. Corelli Roofing Co. v. Nat'l Instrument Co., 214 A.2d 919 (Md.
1965); Hooton v. Kenneth B. Mumaw Plumbing & Heating Co., Inc., 318
A.2d514,519(Md.1974).
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KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIll. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.






J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By J. RANDALL
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVE POWELL DATED
MAY 24, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
COMES NOW, DAVE POWEll, who being first duly sworn, who on oath deposes and says:
1. I am above the age of 18 years and have personal knowledge of the facts contained
herein.
2. I am the owner of River Ridge Engineer, and I am licensed Professional Engineer in
the State of Idaho.
3. At the request of the City of Meridian, I have reviewed the plans for the Meridian
City Hall Project.
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVE POWELL DATED MAY 24,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO




     
      
      
    
   
 
   
  
   
   
   
           
          




    
 
 
     
     
       
    
  
               
                 
 
                
    
                 
   
             
    
  
05/24/2010 08:37 FAX 2083441182 RIVERIDGE ENGINEERING l4J 003
4. As part of my review, I have prepared a take off, or engineering calculation, of the
square footage of the building, in order to determine how the square footage was allocated among
the various uses contained within the structure.
5. Attached hereto as Ex. t'N', is a uue and correct copy of the sUII1II1aIY of my
engineering calculations, which are incorporated herein byreference as though fully set forth.
6. As evidenced by the plans, and as divided by categ01Y, the following is the square
foot41ge breakdown of the various use components of the Meridian Gty Hall:
a. Office Space (including auditorium) - 73,199 square feet;
b. VeItical Shafts ~ 6,560 square feet;
c. Common Area ~ .2.LQlQ square feet;
Total: 101,572 square feet.
FUR1HER YOUR AFFIANT SAYElHNAUGHf.
TRour • JONES. GLEDHIll. FuHRMAN •
GOURLEY, P.A
BY.~Da;rer;oweu
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 24th day of May, 2010.
c- /-1 (_ .
.-~~~ -~
NotaryPublic, State of Idaho
Residing at: ~(eriSian; IE) ~.:~ I lct~
My commission expires: .We,'elllbCl 3,2014
.5. 25- 'l"2.....
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of the




800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518











AFFIDAVIT OF DAVE POWELL DATED MAY 24, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Page - 3
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All vertical openings· including elevators, stairs, mechanical
shafts, etc.
Hallways, restrooms, janitor's closets, telephone I electrical,
etc.
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JUl 062010
J. DAVID NAVARRO C' rk
KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468 ByJ.RANDALl' e
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A. DEPUTY






IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF LAURA KNOTHE
DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN
SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
COMES NOW, LAURA KNOTHE, who being first duly sworn, who on oath deposes and
says:
1. I am above the age of 18 years and have personal knowledge of the facts
contained herein;
2. I am a licensed Professional Engineer in the State of Idaho and a Licensed
Construction Manager in the State of Idaho;
3. My curriculum vitae is attached hereto;
4. I have been engaged by the City of Meridian to assist with the construction
issues and warranty issues which remained, and which continue to exist, following Petra's
AFFIDAVIT OF LAURA KNOTHE DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Page -1
004068
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abandonment of its duties under the Construction Management Agreement ("CMA") with
the City;
5. Under the CMA, Petra was to fulfill the role of a construction manager.
Prime Contractors were engaged by the City to perform actual construction. Petra's duties
under the CMA did not include any actual construction. In construction, punch lists are
utilized to identify work of the contractors engaged in the actual construction which is
incomplete, or compl eted improperly and which must then be repaired or replaced to
conform to the Contract Documents.
6. I have reviewed the punchlists that have been produced by Petra in this case,
and in particular have reviewed the punchlists that were attached to the May affidavit of
Gene Bennett. None of the punchlists attached to the Bennett affidavit relate to their
performance under the CMA, only to the Work to be completed by the construction
contractors. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and fully incorporated herein by this
reference, is a true and correct copy of the punchlists attached to the Bennett affidavit.
7. In conjunction with my work effort for the City on building issues, I have
had to coordinate the work of Prime Contractors whose work was not properly completed,
well in to the spring of 2010, such as Hobson Electrical, Buss Mechanical, M.R. Miller,
Western Roofing, and others. In other words, Work on the Project simply wasn't complete
in accord with the Contract Documents as of August 9,2009.
8. Petra did not implement the controls necessary to manage this project in
accordance with the standard of care expected in the industry.
9. In my professional opinion, the most significant problem was the lack of
development of the owner's project requirements, or "Owner's Criteria", an exercise that
was required by the CMA but not completed.
AFFIDAVIT OF LAURA KNOTHE DATED JULY 6, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Page - 2
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10. Section 4.2 of the CMA required that Petra, as the CM, provide a written
report detailing the CM's understanding of Owner's Criteria identifying design, construction,
scheduling, budgetary, operational or other problems or recommendations. The intent of
this requirement was to detail the City's project requirements to serve as the program or plan
for successful delivery of the project. The most important job of a CM is to establish the
Owner's Criteria in regard to schedule, budget and quality for the project and then oversee
design and construction for adherence to this criteria. In my professional opinion, Petra's
failure to develop the Owner's Criteria and to comply with the tasks required as it related to
the Owner's Criteria failed to comply with the standard of care for a construction manager at
the time and place of this project.
11. In my professional op11l1on, the second fundamental error with Petra's
approach to the project was the inadequacy of Quality Assurance and Quality Control
(QA/Qc) during construction and commissioning. The QA/QC procedures established for
the project were not in alignment with a standard of care expected within the industry.
Detailed procedures (as required by 4.4.1. of the CMA), Quality Management Plan were not
implemented to control the construction process. For example, the brick used for the water
feature was not in compliance with the contract specifications. An approved submittal was
not obtained prior to construction of the structure. Forensic testing has proven that the
brick has less than 1/3 the required strength. The current condition of this brick is that it is
crumbling and will need to be replaced.
12. Another example is the poor condition of the roof which has resulted in a
number of leaks which is considerably higher than the industry would expect for a building
of this age.
AFFIDAVIT OF LAURA KNOTHE DATED JULY 6, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Page - 3
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13. The third example is that the HVAC system was not properly commissioned
to ensure the occupants the comfort expected and the energy efficiency desired by the City
who paid for a "State of the Art" system. Team members have indicated that prior to my
involvement; a collaborative effort to address the concerns of the Owner had not been
engaged. Some specific issues with the HVAC system that have been somewhat mitigated in
the last 7 months include:
a. Adjustments to control set points to mitigate extreme cool conditions
experienced by occupants near floor vents/dampers
b. Repair and replacement of over 60 dampers that were malfunctioning
c. Modification of the piping for the Air Handling Units which was
installed backwards due to incorrect labeling on the units. The air handlers were not
providing heating to plenum air, which was also causing cold areas in the building.
d. Filtering and treatment of glycol mixture in hot and cold loops and
the loops for the data room due to improper treatment of water and lack of
maintenance during construction, start up and the initial part of the warranty period
e. Rewiring of Air Handling Unit #2 which was originally wired
backwards according to City personnel.
f. Development of alternates to floor vents in the bathrooms which
allow pathway for sewer overflow and other spills to enter and contaminate the
HVAC system
g. Study of system to understand cause of considerably higher than
expected energy consumption for a LEED Silver Building.
AFFIDAVIT OF LAURA KNOTHE DATED JULY 6, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Page - 4
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14. In my professional opinion, Petra's failure to develop and implement the
QA/QC failed to comply with the standard of care for a construction manager at the time
and place of this project.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
By: ~~-:::::=====---- _
~~
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day ofJuly, 2010.
Notary Public, State of Idaho
Residing at: Meridian, ID
My commission expires: November 3, 2014
AFFIDAVIT OF LAURA KNOTHE DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Page - 5
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day ofJuly, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
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AFFIDAVIT OF LAURA KNOTHE DATED JULY 6, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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TH_ NEW ENERGY COMP~.iY
Laura L. Knothe, PE, LEED® AP
Laura Knothe has over 18 years of experience in the construction industry on a wide variety of
projects providing various roles. Ms. Knothe has extensive design and construction management
experience which has allowed the development of proven project management effectiveness with a
disciplined approach. Ms. Knothe has strong communication skills, extensive contract
administration experience and a strong commitment to accountability, integrity, sustainable design,
and responsible construction.
CREDENTIALS
BSCE, Montana State University
Professional Engineer, ID #11145
LEED® Accredited Professional
Idaho Construction Manager Certification #16163-CM
Boise State University Construction Management Advisory Board Member
Vision Charter School Founding Member and Former Board Member, Caldwell ID
BSU Construction Management Department Adjunct Professor
WORK EXPERIENCE
President, The New Energy Company
Consulting firm providing project development, project management and claims consulting on a
wide range of projects with a focus on renewable energy. Services include overall program
management, contract administration, scheduling, estimating and budget control, quality control
and on-site supervision
Project Engineer, Ada County Courthouse Project ($S8M)
350,000 sf mixed-use, LEED® Certified, bUilding with state of the art security and AV systems that
includes retail spaces as well as Ada County's 25 courtrooms, office space and holding cells. This
project won the "Eagle Award" for a large international company (Morrison Knudsen) for
profitability and client satisfaction.
• Coordinated urban planning and project development
• Managed design to ensure that the owner's scope was addressed within the budget and
schedule restraints, and to minimize difficulty during construction
• Managed contracts, including contractor payment and change orders to ensure complete
execution of contract requirements and minimize change orders.
• Monitored schedule to ensure on-time completion and mitigate delays
• Created and monitored budgets
• Implemented document control and communications protocol to ensure quality and clear.
communications among the team
• Conducted site tours for County Commissioners and other occupants, the media, professional
societies, and city officials, which resulted in positive public exposure and a satisfied user group
• Monitored for quality, schedule, and adherence to design requirements
• Administered commissioning program that guaranteed startup and operation of all equipment
and provided adequate training for operations and occupants
Project Manager, City of Beverly Hills Operations Service Center I Parking Garage
$30 million dollar project for the construction of a temporary structure, relocation of personnel,
demolition of existing buildings, and construction of new operations service center and 300-space
parking garage. (LEED@ Silver)
• Managed design and construction while maintaining responsibility for all aspects of project
execution including schedule, budget, quality, and safety
004074
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Laura Knothe, PE, Page 2
• Coordinated periodic estimates during design to ensure budget compliance while working with
the users to provide a functional facility meeting program requirements
• Interfaced regularly with city officials regarding project status and issues including change
order negotiations
• Coordinated and resolved all issues related to regulatory agencies, other city entities and all
other stakeholders
Project Manager, University of Washington Capital Projects, Seattle, WA
Managed multiple projects totaling $10M annually on an urban campus. Projects included new
construction, remodel work, streetscapes and landscapes and required extensive planning,
construction phasing, and rigorous interaction with several campus organizations.
• Implemented Campus Master Plan through prioritization, financial and technical planning of
projects, and allocation of funding
• Assisted client and user groups with program scope identification based on needs, desires, and
funding
• Managed design using a hands-on approach to ensure that the owner's requirements were
met. Reviews involving all stakeholders and regulators alleviated difficulties during
construction, ensured compliance with code and environmental requirements and ensured
long-term operation and maintenance satisfaction.
• Administered the bid process and contracts; reviewed and negotiated all change order requests
• Presented project status to Board of Regents, Capital Projects' Project Review Board, Students,
Faculty, and other interested groups to gain appropriate approvals and to mitigate campus
situations that could delay work
• Authored correspondence, reports, and brochures detailing project status and impacts on
campus entities
• Monitored budget and schedule and proactively directed the project course to ensure program
completion within budget and on schedule
• Enforced compliance with community requests, regulatory requirements, and codes
• Interfaced with facilities departments before, during, and after projects to ensure long-term
functionality of systems. Assisted facilities to establish maintenance schedules and ensure
successful operation of systems.
Project Manager, Tyco Fire Products Facility ($12.1 M)
240,000 sf Manufacturing facility in Lubbock, TX. Building consists of 138,000 sf of manufacturing,
76,000 sf of distribution and 13,000 sf of office space. This project won the President's Award for
Technical Excellence in 2003 for Earth Tech, Inc.
• Coordinated program development, site selection, and property acquisition
• Interfaced with the City of Lubbock Economic Development Group to provide new facility and
300 new jobs to a depressed area in west Texas
• Responsible for all aspects of project management
• Monitored schedule. Fast-track project - programming through substantial completion was
accomplished in less than 12 months
• Controlled budget through value engineering, favorable construction methods and contract
negotiations resulting in Owner savings of more than $500,000
• Increased efficiency with phased design and construction to minimize contract time and realize
cost benefits
• Managed procurement and contract administration: Fifteen contracts were bid and awarded in 6
weeks. Twenty-five contracts were executed with a change order amount of less than 2%.
Program Management Consultant, Tamarack Resort, LLC, Tamarack, ID
Capital program includes resort development and construction projects that consist of
infrastructure, ski lifts and ski terrain, support structures and multiple residential and hotel
buildings in remote setting with significant access and logistics challenges.
• Change Order Review and Negotiations
• Contract Administration Assistance for $100M GMP Contract
004075
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Laura Knothe, PE, Page 3
• Procedures and project planning consulting for Capital Program
• Procurement assistance for multiple projects
Project Manager, Mixed-use Development, The Terteling Company, Boise ID
• Coordinate site selection, planning and permitting for multi-phase project
• Interface with multiple regulatory agencies regarding planning and zoning, building, highways
and environmental issues as well as water rights issues. Agencies include Ada County Highway
District, US Army Corps of Engineers, ID Department of Water Resources, Ada County Planning
& Zoning Department, ID Department of Lands and Ada Co. Commissioners
• Provide civil design and erosion and sediment control design for various projects
• Manage consultants necessary for planning and design of various projects
Construction Manager, Foothills Learning Center Phase 2, Boise ID
Interactive Learning Center in Boise Foothills
• Provided civil design and construction management for City of Boise
• Interfaced with various regulatory agencies including Foothills Development Division
• Provided on site coordination of work and quality control
Project Manager, McNary Dam CPSP Security Upgrade Project, Umatilla OR
Security system upgrades to existing systems for increased detection and delay features at
heightened force protection levels.
• Managed design and construction of a complete functioning and integrated securi~y system
• Closely monitored schedule, budget, and quality control to ensure on-time completion while
maintaining the budget and adhering to the contract documents
• Facilitated communication with the USACE
• Coordinated delivery and installation of owner-furnished equipment
Procurement & Contracts Manager, Pawtucket Water Treatment Plant
25 MGD, $45M Water Treatment Plant for the City of Pawtucket, RI
• Determine Work Packages, Prequalify bidders, prepare and distribute bid packages for
procurement of 34 packages
• Evaluate bids for technical compliance and accuracy and negotiate terms
• Prepare and administer contracts, including scope writing and schedule determination, change
mitigation
Design Engineer, Sipan Heap Leach Gold Mine Project, Pampa Cuyoc, Peru
Gold mine on completely undeveloped site at 12,000 feet elevation in the Andes Mountains
• Designed roads, site water sources and distribution, power generation and distribution and all
other site utilities and drainage
• Provided oversight during construction startup to ensure compliance
004076
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I -- Imty~nItem Comple.
se&t at tQI) riser ca~t stali at bOi6 east and west.wiflgd.· 1216Jli .' ll!J_
Provide groove to rece... .lve sealanliand.·.· instiJisea!ant Wti..-e ~urmtI'lt stel... ITI8IItt oorth I I.;"r~ .'. J..,
and south wing weUs at mOll\Jmeo1 !i~ir. 1215108 .:iiiii::L-Site WorkSealco2952
C~_tant at.tfi&iiotth-end.of I'nOnUment etair$l\d a" etoog.~_WaIts at
29&3 Sealco Site Work north water fe$lre. 1215108
2954 Cobblestone Site~rklostaUmedallion. 12lSJ08




2967 ICOmmerciai PaintmQ lMech!TtashEnois lPamtill banclrall al1doQ8fdriilfs;-- -~ '.--' --~r·--.~ .. - rr'n751Qi II#f1fJfJ'
2968 ITri-State IMeehlTtalhEncls IRemove light fixtJire closest tod~ ,tair and instaU cover"ov., j\,ltl*n~ .-- I .JPJI I Ift#
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Remove shut-off vahle wrench at !lias fine entering bl.ll~ 'aI'ld tum over to building I I -:II

































































Panelboatd.. is. nQt.CXlm.....Plele., terminate. allcircu.Ih:oJ'1dil¢tOrii...• •... ,proVide cover 00 panel, I . I #!!'l
Iabelatl ~ts, Ins~1 CitcYitdileetQry, cleanIlan~td in.rior. JRV lIiiI
2993 Tri-State Heritage 101 Ueebanlcal
Lighting contro/PlIl'l81 ial'l<ltCOlTI~. Terminate eJfc;ireult~, program panel, I 1--4
~toperation and controls, clean IntertQr Of panel,proyjQ8 CirOYitdirectorY.JRV W
2994 ITri-State Heritage 101 Mechaoical
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 l  Sit  W  alant  op  Of monument ir  t\l   estWifIQ aIlS. 1ti108 21.  
r i  r  t  r ei  alant and i stall s l t wher  monument tal ... maet n rt  j{/  l       a   onu nt Iitair.  
ompkite sealant  the n rt  .  mo u  s ir an  ll aJong  seatwalls  
~ 6  l      atur      Work InstaH  1  
2956 MRMiller SfteWork InttaU cover panels for founUiin valves. 11/5108 r»iff 2957 !Trl-State Site Work lostaN ml6slng light fIXture covers at north radiueed wall. JRV 2956 ABM Cleaning SfteWork Power wash all sacked walls. JAV 
2959 Axelsen Site Work Patch top of south~nter wall .adjilC80t to south Dedesttian ramp. JRV ..El ~ 
2960 Axelsen Site Work Complete sacking of ground chamfered edge at south side of seat Willi at entry fountain. JRV t:t# 
2961 KBWelding Site Work trellis installation. 1.215108 ~-
 Cobblestone i  ork  co ret  v   ver  undern  reDia. 12l5I08 '..:::I 
2963 Tri-State SiteWark Install clock. 1215108 
I~  m  n ng MachlTrash Ends Paint gattls. frames and angles. 111MJ8  r  iMechfTrash Ends IRemove all contractor material from area. 1215108 
2966 SEll !UechlTrash EncIs Paint boltS at dock bumpeJ$ black to match engl ... J 110!. .~ #t. AI.Lg/~~ SyCity &.r .. 
2967 o ercial ainting ecilITrash Enois Paint all handrail and Ol.l8fdralls. 
.~ r • 11/5108 ell' 
 - t  echlTras  I    ur    ock st i   NIf  plate over unctio   JRV d 
2969 Commercial Painting MeehlTrash Enels Paint dock anale safety yellow. 1115108 'II;.j fi,'. 




 D echlTr  d  tmaJlepoxy sealant at large crack at threshoJd of exI1 dOOf. ~ 
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  l\l    ga  i  .ri  uilding n  rn   il i  d    c  ls  n  la l   s  i   
Repair low spot in parking lot located at first low emission veJlic;!e p.dng near ~ast WarmWaathe .... 
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 erra-  :Parking Lot South [Remove all protective coverings from ADA tactil$ warning striPS. 12 iI08 
8  ri-State !Park g   II'I6taIl deCOl1tlive cover at the base of all parking lot Jig/1t fiXhli'eS. J'N 
6  Terra-W .  t ing  out  Clean all concrete debris off of ADA tactile wamlng $trips. 12 fIo8 .;.c.   J's  Pa ing   Remove 6" extension from fire hydrant 121MJ8 
f/IJ  
8  i- t  ti aa   ome  Provide blank coverplate on puahhutton outlet Poll( for dOOf' cont~ 1215!'O8 "I 
~  S  ritage  PlTlflns Hand diver does not operate. 1216108 j 
6 i-St  Heritage 100 Womens Rece~cle in room is cftad. JfN 
~- n-Stat  00  Missiog (1) attachment sa. on centar lumlnaire. J   aige cha ic l arit g   PITIfIIlS Grilles missing 1216108 
98  g     Warn .os Exhaust grille bent, bladet> broken and need 
. JRV •  aige Mechanical eritage 100 Wornens caulk fixtures to noor J V  ige i    o e s R$piac:e hose bibb with loose key type    e  Panelboard is not COITlplete. terminate all circuit conductorl. provide cover on panel. ~?  r -St  l l l  cIrcI.Ilt&, install cir uit irecto .  panelboard teri   
  M ch i  
i ti  tr l panel i$ not ITlplete. r i t  all circuit condl.tctors, r r  l, 
!!di   tet>t   lS d  i i  o  l proVide c cu  irectorY. JRV 
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Insulate watet . -- .---~--
Start heater
Install fkax on duet connected to furnace
Lower RP device is driPPino constantly
Insfall :t' Met in return of fl.llJlllCft with bottomaccus
Start".fan
Tiohttn~Il on Wlltar throvgtl \'WIll into chem room
~ IPaiQeMech$llical -IHlWitaDe10t Mechanical Is.al and eavlk all wall aodroofperietretion. ---.- J JRV
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3010 P Meetlanical tot Me~lcal
3011 Paige Mechanical ~ 101 Mechanical
3012 Pa Mechanical 101MechariICal~- ---JFN
3013P . $ Mect:latlical 101 Mechanical ~V
3'014 l'i-$tate Heritage 102 Mens 121(l!O8
301.5 Tn-state ~~ .. ~-~ -- ....._- -_._- - 121!W6
3016 Paige MechlIDicai JRV
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3efflf-- p '-~an~ JRV
3019 Paige Mecltanlcal 1215108 I #Ill ..:A
3020 T1tMi~allie4ll- lAerif!lj102~ ••. ==WklttOflc>or. •.-~ •.• ------ 1 .JP.V IiJ!fr
3021 T' tate .~103StorageRePIace~ Iens()fllUl'riinai~. . JRV . .h
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ast PaOOng Lot nch List T."..Weat O\l  lett rs from irragation o  2119109 .. ~ 
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  Qt c  Li   Landscapi   r   n    oi   i l   .• h    212310  ~. 
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KIM J TROUT ISB #2468 J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
• , By J. RANDALL
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIlL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A. DEPUTY






IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA










Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF KIMJ. TROUT
DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN
SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
KIM J. TROUT, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify regarding
the matters set forth herein.
2. I am a member of the law firm of TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN
• GOURLEY, P.A., representing the Plaintiff in this matter, and I make the following
statements based upon my own personal knowledge.
3. I have conducted, on behalf of the City of Meridian ("City") discovery in this
matter and have reviewed the discovery for purposes of preparing this affidavit.
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM J. TROUT DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION
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4. In my document review, I have been unable to find a single document, or
documents, in which Lombard Conrad Architects, Material Testing Incorporated, Heery
International, and City employees or building inspectors appears to have "signed off on the
Project."
5. In my document review, I have also been unsuccessful in finding a single
document, or documents, in which Lombard Conrad Architects, Material Testing
Incorporated, Heery International, and any City employees or building inspectors-outside
of those involved in this litigation-have reviewed the Construction Management
Agreement and performed an analysis with respect to Petra's work performance under the
Construction Management Agreement.
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the Heery
International Facility Assessment dated March 23, 2010.
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit 'B" is a true and correct copy of Deposition
Exhibit No. 10.
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true and correct copy of the April 3,
2007 letter received from Gene Bennett.
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" are true and correct electronic copies of the
depositions of Gene Bennett taken on February 19, 2010, April 20, 2010 and June 22-23,
2010; the deposition ofJerry Frank taken on March 3, 2010; the 30(b)(6) deposition of Tom
Coughlin taken on March 4, 2010; the depositions of Tom Coughlin taken on February 26,
2010 and June 21, 2010; and the incomplete deposition of Jack Lemley taken on June 16,
2010.
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FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN.
GOURLEY, P.A.
Br- S;iJ======-----
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day ofJuly, 2010.
Notary Public, State of Idaho
Residing at: Meridian, ID
My commission expires: November 3, 2014
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of
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Eric Jensen, Maintenance Supervisor - City of Meridian
Steve Christiansen, Architect - Lombard-Conrad Architects
Troy Kunas, Operations Manager - Heery International, Inc.
Colin Moar, Vice President of Commissioning Services - Heery International, Inc.
Martin Newhard, Senior Commissioning Agent - Heery International, Inc.
Chuck Hurn - Commissioning Agent
Document the piping rework for the pre-heat coils on the Air Handling Units AHU 1 & 2.
(The piping connections were reportedly mislabeled by the manufacturer.) Heery also
performed a limited facility assessment of Meridian City Hall. The intent of this review
was to observe the facility in normal operations.
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Meridian City Hall, Meridian, 10
City of Meridian HEERY
0707600 FACILITY ASSESSMENT 03/23/2010
1. GENERAL:
Heery Intematlonal, Inc. (Heery) was selected by Lombard-Conrad Architects, P.A. and the city of
Meridian to provide compreheMive commissioning (Cx) services for l\eir new City Hall Project
which completed construction in December of 2008.
Heery completed the majority of the functional testing of the facility in OCtober 2001 and followed up
on identified issues and staff training through completion of the project. The Final Commissioning
Report was issued in May 2009. It reflected the s1atus of any remaining is.... and provided
recommendations to the City of Meridian on final acceptance of the project. At the time of testing
the facility was able to flIlctlon per the design Intent with only a few deviations 81 equipment
operations were stabilized. Since the functional "Iting period the City hal installed furniture and
made changes to the building controls In an effort to resolve occupant comfort issues. The
Engineer of Record has worked on these changes with various oontractors and city personnel and
has accepted them 81 meeting the performance requir"""" of the design. Based on Heery's
limited assessment of the building and it's systems; operations have changed and no longer match
the original testing parameters verified in our scope of work.
Heery is aw.e that the city of Meridian was unhappy with the services they received from the CM
on the project, Petra Construction, and has been in legal discussions with them since the
construction ended. Heery International, Inc. returned to the fadlity on OCtober 5th and 8th of 2009
and conducted an assessment of the facility with the owner. A facility review report was prepared
and presented to LCA. Since this time Heery has learned that the city retained the services of The
New Energy Company (CM Services) and Trout. Jones. Gledhill. Fuhrman, PA Attorneys at law.
2. MEEnNGS ON DECEMBER 16, 2009
On 12/18109 Heery was invited to a meeting conducted at the Meridian City Hal facility and by The
New Energy Company. In attendance was the city of Meridian, LCA, Engineering Inc., Hobson
Fabricating, YAMAS, Technical Air Products, and Heery.
At the late morning meeting Heery learned several items:
• The AHU's piping connections had been mislabeled by the manufacturer, and the piping
contractor, Buss Mechanical, was planning to rework the piping soon.
• The mechanical engineer of record (EOR), Mr. Mike Wisdom of Engineering Incorporated,
and Dave Peterson of YAMAS had recently completely reviewed the control system in an
effort to correct some habitual Hot/Cold issues. They discovered several items that were
intrinsic to the control system's programming as wen as system defaults Of set points limiting
the control systems operations. They also discovered several items in the controls program
that they tel were way out of norms, but believe they were per the input from the Facility
Manager, Eric Jensen or someone using his login code.
• The facilities water systems treatment regime was not being maintained and they were out
of specWIed tolerances. It was stated that no one was aware of who had the responsibility to
maintain the water treatment. The New Energy Company stated they did not have the
project contract documents, the city facility manager was not familiar with them, the design
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Meridian City Hall, Meridian, 10
City of Meridian HEERY
0707... FACILITY ASSESSMENT 03/:.13/2010
teem did not know the answer and from earlier discussions and research, Heery was aware
that the specifications called for the contractor to provide w..... treatment services for one
year following substantial completion. Subsequent to the meeting, Heery provided
specification 15181 - Hydronic Piping, to the owner, the design team and the New Energy
Company which confirmed Heery's position. Please r.fer to section 1.7-A Water-Treatment
Chemical: MFumish enough chemicals for initial system startup and for preventative
maint.nance for one year from date of substantial completion.ft Please refer to section 3.8-
C MAdd initial chemical treatment and maintain water quality in ranges noted above for the
first year."
• The meeting also discussed the York under floor air units and the York in-ftoor boxes.
Specifically the conversation was about the seemingly random floor box damper operations.
The manufacturer's representative, Brad Bird of Technical Air Products (TAP), provided
documentation that indicated the units w.... performing a programmed function by opening
for 8 seconds every 5 minut.s to allow for the supply of fresh air to the space, referred to as
Mpuffing". This is a feature programmed into the control system of the floor boxes by the
manufacturer.
• The owner expressed that the side exit doors have been having difficulty closing at night
They have noted several ceiling panels that have popped up. The owner's contention is that
the vestibules may be over pressurized causing the doors to not close and the ceiling tiles to
pop up. No actual pr.ssures are known for this space.
• The outbuilding (not part of Heery's scope of work.)
The outbuilding houses bathrooms, the chemical treatm.nt for the water features and a
maintenance room. There is evidence of corrosion in the chemical storage area. From our
quick observation, the HVAC system in this facility may not be adequate or may not be
operating.
• Several items of documentation were pr.sented at this meeting.
Later in the day, Heery was invited to join The New Energy Company in a meeting with city
representatives. At this meeting there were four persons from the city, one from The New
Energy Company and one from Heery. The city expressed concerns regarding the following
items which should be addressed by the architect and engineers of record as they are not part
of the commissioning scope of work.
• The lack of water treatment on the wat.r systems; and the possibility that piping systems
and piping accessories may have been compromised or degraded to the point it may need
to be replaced.
• The city also expressed concerns about the overaU HVAC system and the fact that the city's
r.presentative/occupants are not satisfied with the system. They have a basic sense that
the facility is not comfortable, cold.
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• The floor boxes that are in the walkways seem to be trip hazards. They mentioned one
case in which a lady with high heels had an aceident.
• The floor tile in the lobby area. There have been severat slips and falls that they have
attributed to the tile. The perception is the tile is exceedingly slick with even the slightest
amount of moisture. They have spent several hundred dollars on walk-off mats to protect
against the falls.
• The water features have had serious maintenance issues and have cost them a great cleat
of money.
3. MEETING ON FEBRUARY 5,2010
On 21512010, Heery met with representatives of Trout Jones and The New Energy Company. The
purpose of this meeting was to discuss the city hall facility and the commissioning process. The
New Energy Company, lead Heery to believe that the meeting was to investigate design issues with
the facility. The meeting was conducted at Heery's office in Boise.
4. SELECTED ITEMS FROM THE FACILITY ASSESSMENT
(OCTOBER 4-5, 2009)
4.1. COMMISSIONED ITEMS
4.1.1. HVAC and EXHAUST SYSTEMS
• Exhaust Fan .3 - Per interview, exhaust fan t3 associated with the exhaust hood in
the first floor mail room is not utilized. The fan functions as per the design sequence
of operations. There are two reasons why this fan is not used.
1) There appears to be an internal issue with the city's personnel as to the
appropriate protocols, procedures and training for its use in the mail room.
2) The Exhaust fan does not appear to have any filtration system and the fan is
located relatively close to the intake of AH\J.1 (south unit).
The owner is concerned that if the hood is utitized and it does function correctly
removing an unknown substance, the substance may be removed from the mailroom
only to be sent into the intake of AH\J.1 and distributed throughout the building
compounding the issue. The remaining subs1anee that does not get sucked into
AH\J.1 may be blown outside and distributed throughout the local area, again
compounding the issue.
• Exhaust Fan t2 - This fanlductinglsystem is somewhat noisy in the third ftoor lobby
area. Per Engineers note the fan was originally wired incorrectly. It has been
corrected and the item is considered closed by the design team. The FM stated that
the city had no desire to further address this issue.
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City of Meridian HEERY
0707600 FACILITY ASSESSMENT 03/23/2010
4.1.2. HYDRONIC SYSTEMS
• Observations - The hydronic systems include the heating and cooling water loops and
associated equipment. The contractor has installed additional spring isolators on the
Trane chiller since the building was occupied. There may be a need to inspect the
roofing membrane in the area around the chiller. There may be compromised areas
that may be from the welding process. Both the chilled and hot water pumps
appeared to be operating per design however Heery don still have concerns
regarding the piping configuration. A cursory review of the boilers revealed what
appears to be a water condensation leak in the flues. This should be investigated by
a boiler technician.
• Chiller Unit - The unit appeared to be operating normally, no alarms were noted. The
engineer states that the unit is installed per the approved documents. At the time of
occupancy the unit was noted to be both vibrating the facility and unacceptably noisy
inside the facility. The manufacturer, Trane, did send out some service personnel that
installed additional screws in some of the sheet metal shrouds in hopes of quieting
some of the vibration/noise. Trane also added the sound attenuating blankets around
the piping and critical components of the unit. This did seem to remove some of the
noiselvibration. Heery is aware of several meetings and follow-up work that has
occurred regarding this issue. There are now spring isolators installed under the unit.
Various owner's personnel report that the noise/vibration remains at an unacceptable
level. Per the engineers response letter the unit is installed per manufacturer
guidelines and the EOR has accepted the work. Update: (12/16109) Per
conversation with the Architect and Engineer the contractor is planning additional
modifications to the chiller installation.
• Chilled Water Loop - The ChiHed Water (CHW) loop is fitted with a Pressure Relief
Valve (PRV) which was indicated on the plans and was installed as indicated by the
piping contractor (Buss Mechanic8I). During the Cx process it was noted that this
PRV was routinely venting and treated water was flowing to the floor drain. At this
time the PRV and associated piping was reworked so that it is now essentially
connected in close proximity to the suction side of the system pumps. In Heery's
opinion this reworked piping location is not ideal, but it is per the engineers design.
Update: (12/16109) Per conversation with the Architect and Engineer the CHW loop
water is out of PH levels balance (has high nitrate levels). Heery was requested to
review our records for receipt of chemical testing submittals; no water treatment
submittals were received by Heery. (3129110) Per 15181 section 1.5-A Product Data:
Item 3 Chemical treatment is a required submittal. 1.5-0 Water Analysis, a copy of the
water analysis to iHustrate water queIity available at project site is a required submittal.
• Pumps - The sound insulating boxes remain in place around 1he pumps. No leaks or
vibrations were noted.
Update: (3129/10) The sound insulating boxes have been removed. The owner
reports the sound is at an acceptable level.
• Boilers - All four (4) boilers appeared to be operating normally and were maintaining
the hot water temp per design (about 140 oF), no alarms were noted. Observing the
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Meridian City Hall, Meridian, 10
City of Meridian HEERY
0707800 FACILITY ASSESSMENT 03/23/3010
boilers there is evidence of a condensation leak from the flues behind the units. The
acidic condensation has started to etch and stain the concrete. Heery recommends
the eOR provide a statement to the Owner regarding their design solution for this
problem
4.1.3. PLUMBING SYSTEMS
• Hot Water System - During the Cx process It was noted that the hot water did not
appear to be properly distributed throughout the facility. Several sinks required the
hot water tap to be open for as much as eo seconds before hot water would be
available. The showers in the basement, even after eo seconds, did not have hot
water available.
Recirculation Pump - The owner reports that the recirculation pump runs 24/7 and
they no tonger have a hot water availability problem. There has been follow-up
rework associated with this system. The owner reports that the recirculation pump
impellor size was increased. some of the circuit setters were changed out for a
different size, and other additional circuit setters installed. At the time of Heery's site
visit there were personnel in the showers and the hot water was readily available.
Documentation of the changes and any rebalancing of the system have not been
made available to Heery at this time.
• Sewer Sump - Located in the basement janitor's room is a sanitary sump. During the
Cx process it was noted that the lid for this system was not sealed and odors could
become an issue. The installer did install a gasket material around the lid to help this
condition. Heery observed this sump visually and aromatically and found no issues.
4.1.4. BUILDING AUTOMAnON SYSTEM
• Observations - The BAS for this facility has multiple levels of systems provided by
different vendors and contractors which create a complicated overall BAS system that
is difficult to fully understand. Many manufacturers have proprietary information and
intricacies that is not common knowledge to all installation personnel. Trying to get
all the different systems to function as a whole has proved to be difficult. M noted
above the EOR and Controls contractor have spent additional time to improve BAS
performance. It is currently unknown whether adequate training been given to the
Owners staff on these changes and why they were implemented?
Schedules - The owner may not be taking futt advantage of the BAS. The use of a
correctly programmed daily occupancy schedule, holiday schedule, as well as a night
flush may increase the realized BAS benefits. During commissioning functional
testing the schedule was set to operate during normal business hours and shut off at
night per the original sequence of operation.
Data Trends - The established data trends are rather short. It is recommended that
the O&M personnel increase the length of time the logs are trended over (Heery
recommends 14 days). The O&M staff should also make it a routine to download the
data to more permanent data storage for long term trending. The BAS data should be
routinely reviewed by FM for areas to improve the energy savings.
He8fy International, Inc. - 412 E. Parkcenter Boulevard, Suite 305, Boise, 1083705 - Phone: 208.367.9151 - Fax: 208.367.9153 - www.hee!y.com
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sensor Calibration - There appears to be a possible calibration problem with the OSA
sensor. The BAS reports the OSA temp at 52 OF and per infra red sensor it is 42 OF
near the sensor. It is recommended that all sensors are recalibrated annually.
Issue - At tle time of the visit it was cool (depends on the temp sensor used) outside.
It was noted that the chiller's first stage was operating, which is not expected by the
design sequence of operation. It is not clear why the chiller was operating at this
temperature and it should be investigated by the FM. The original sequence called
for chiller operation to only be enabled when OSA temperatures reached 65F.
4.1.1. ELICTRICAl SYSTEMS
• Observations - No issues were noted with the main electrical system.
• Emergency Generator - The owner reported that the emergency shut-off mounted
on the exterior of the back-up generator can be accessed by the public and
occasionally is tripped. The owner reports that there is no BAS or generator
enunciator notification of the shut-off being activated.
• Ughting System - During the Cx process the Electrical Engineer and lighting System
representative set the facility spaces with a light meter and the light sensors adjusted
to optimize the daylight harvesting system. The timing, dimming and manual
switches verified functional by the commissioning agent. Several occupants reported
that the lighting is less than desirable and they would like to have more light available.
Heery recommends the lOR to discuss design light levels with Owner to confirm
required levels are being met.
• Alarm System - (1 st Fir, South Comm room) There appears to have been some
recent construction activities in the area, and perhaps someone covered the smoke
detector for protection. However, it is critical that all detectors remain operational.
Please remove the tape from the smoke detector and ensure no adhesive residue
has interfered with the detectors ability to function.
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4.2. COMMISSIONING ISSUES LOG
".2.1. The following is a brief listing of the outstanding commissioning related items that were
Identified by the commissioning process. The items indicated closed have been addressed
by the design team. Please refer to the original Site VISit Reports (SVRs) prepared by
Heery International's Cx Agents for a complete listing of significant items identified and the
attached issues log (attachment No.3).
There is a severe
vibration that
seems to be PIe.esee
Chiller originating from the attachment No. 1
51 9130108 Vibration Roof chiller. It can be from Engineering ClosedINoise heard and felt in
the HR area on the Inc.
3rd floor. Trane is
aware of the issue,
52 1016108 Roof Leaks Roof Several root leaks. obeve by Closedothers.
Plenum The Temp Sensors PIe.es..attachment No. 1n 1018108 Temp ALL are not within the from Engineering Closed
Sensors specified tolerance. Inc.
The plenum
pressure is less Please see
80 1CW108 Plenum ALL





Chilled operated at PIe.esee
85 10110/08 W.. Pentho maximum capacity attachment No. 1 Closed
Pumps
use because it keeps from Engineering
popping off the tnc.
Pressure Relief
Valve.
31ll EF-2 has significant Please see94 aftachment No. 1
A 10127/08 HVAC Floor noise in the from Engineering ClosedLobby ducting. Inc.
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0707.00 FACILITY ASSESSMENT 03/33/3010
4.3. CONCLUSION:
4.3.1. WHAT HAS WORKED....
• The Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing systems for the most part, appear to be
meeting the needs of the occupants. Like all prototype facilities, there have been
significant issues that were encountered during the design, construction and warranty
phases of this project. The ex process identified several items and the team, for the
most part, responded well.
• This facility is rather complicated and the maintenance staff does appear to be
doing an excellent job maintaining it, given the limited operating budget. Staying on
top of the daily operational review issues will result in a lower operational and
maintenance expenditure, over time, for the city.
4.3.2. WHAT HAS NOT WORKED....
• One of the areas that may be improved upon is the education of the occupants
and public as to the intent of the -GREENM facility. Getting more of the occupants to
understand the green and/or healthy living philosophy, may increase the use of many
features contained in this project such as; high efficiency vehicle parking, bicycle
storage, employee work out facility, accepting the reasons why the Indoor
environmental conditions may be just outside of their personal comfort zone, or
previous facility norms etc.
• The education and training of the occupants as to the capabilities of the facility.
Getting the occupants to understand that this is a high-tech -GREEN- facility and
getting them to understand the intent and limitations of the building systems will
improve their concept of the facilities performance.
• The lighting system is different than what is typical in an older building. The
lighting controls can be adjusted but the city may need to provide task lighting in
some areas based the work being performed.
• The BAS is an incredibly powerfut and useful tool when fully utilized and the
facility is properly tUned. There are multiple levels and layers of devices in the BAS
and each has their own limitations. To fully realize the potential energy savings of the
system, the city may want to obtain some more in-depth system training for the
maintenance staff or consider a long t«m maintenance contract with one of the local
BAS providers. The FM should examine the capabilities of the O&M team and
develop a plan to meet the operational needs of the facility in the future.
• The requested commissioning cIose-out documentation was very slow to be
delivered to Heery by others from the construction team. This did create extra work
for HYeral people.
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• The Cx Issues log is a tool provided to the owner and the construction team to
assist them with the tracking significant Cx issues to satisfactory resolution. Like
many recommendation tools, it is only UMfui if it is used and acted upon.
5. SITE OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
(MARCH 23, 2010)
5.1. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
5.1.1. Per c:hcussions with several randomly selected occupants; the majority of the
women claim to be cold and the majority of the men claim to be comfortable. All space
temperatures are not documented, however; please SM attachment 8 for screen shots of
the space temperatures indicated on the BAS. The original space temperature set point
was 88F throughout the facility and most spaces at incIicating temperatures above 88F.
5.1.2. The owner reports that the roofing contractor was there Monday (312212010) to
rework the roofing.
5.1.3. The owner reports that they had a cracked toilet. The toilet's base flange cracked at
the bolts. The owner replaced the toilet and'reports that no water found its way into the
underfloor plenum area.
5.2. HVAC SYSTEM OBSERVATIONS
5.2.1. AHU's - Heery opened the AHU's and entered the units closing the doors. Heery
observed that the filters, coils and units were acceptably clean. With the wind chill factor,
inside the unit's discharge section, it was cold. see additlonal discussions below in BAS
section 5.3 for more information.
5.2.2. Fan t2 is located in the North East comer of the penthouse and is the main
bathroom and general exhaust for the facility. This issue was recorded in the Issues Log
as item SMA on 10127/08. Engineering Incorporated issued a letter dated 11/1312009,
stating that the fan was originally wired backwards and at a very high RPM, that the
contractor reworked the wiring and the fan is operating at an acceptable level. Please see
attachment 1 for EI's letter and attachment 2 for Heery's complete Issues Log.
During the construction phase (before 10127/08) it was noted by the Test, Adjust and
Balance (TAB) contractor (Felts-House Engineering) that this fan was under performing,
meaning that it could not exhaust the specified amount of air. Heery is unaware of how
the decision was reached; however, the fan motor was increased from 2 HP to 3 HP. This
modification created added work for the HVAC, Electrical and TAB contractors.
Soon after the 'ssues Log was issued, the CM organiZed a meeting, in the 3111 floor lobby
area, just outside of the Mayor's reception ..ea. Those present represented, Petra, LCA,
EI, Hobson, and Heery. All parties present conOOned that the noise was at an
unacceptable level; however, no one at the meeting had any actual testing equipment to
document the noise 1eYeI. It was presented at this meeting by EI that the owner should
have the contractor install high density duct wrap insulation to a length of dueting (from the
point the dud drops down from the penthouse to the -r that spins the .. flow to the North
and South mechanical chases. It was learned by Heery later that the contractor presented
a price propouI for the addition of the insulation and the owner declined the proposal.
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0707C1OO FACILITY ASSESSMENT 03/:13/:1010
There are no specifIC noise level requirements for this system contained within the
specifications.
In Heery's facility review report d8ted 101812OOt, it is noted that the fan remains noisy. On
the latest site visit (3123110), the fan was again observed as operating at an above normal
sound level in the 3rd floor lobby area. On this site visit it was observed that 3 of the 4
sides of the dueling, as it penetrates the penthouse floor, appear to be separating, pulling
inward, from the concrete slab floor of the penthouse (see piet...... in Attachment 6).
5.3. Building Automation System (BAS) Observations
5.3.1. The facitity manager could benefit from additional training on how the operations and
functionality of the BAS and the HVAC system as a whole was designed to operate and
how the lOR intended the building systems to operate.
5.3.2. Heery is aware that the Engineer of record and the controls contractor (YAMAS)
have spent a significant amount of time analyzing, reevaluating and reprogramming the
BAS. The BAS controls programmed sequence of operation as currently configured
appe.... to be significantly different than what was evaluated during the functional
acceptance testing performed by Heery. Documentation of these changes has not been
made available to Heery at this time.
5.3.3. The building static pressure setpoint is 0.02" WC. (this is the same as during
functional testing) The pressure is indicated at 0.053" WC on the AHU-2 screen shot.
• It may be worth investigating if this is an absolute pressure or a relative pressure
and why it is off of set-point?
5.3.... The plenum pressure setpolnt is 0.05" WC. (this is the same as during functional
testing)
Area 1 - NE 0.042" WC
Area 2 - SE 0.039" WC
Area 2 - NE 0.054" WC
Area 3 - N 0.046" WC
The plenum pressure was observed to fluctuate from 0.028" to 0.06" WC, depending on
which area and floor the sensor was located on. The Duct Static Pressure has a setpoint
of 1.25" WC and was observed as remaining steady.
• It may be valuable to investigate the leaking floor boxes (how many and how
much in a specific area) and the opening and closing of doors in the spaces to
determine if they affect the plenum and building pressures.
5.3." Outside Air Temperature Sensor
The morning of the observations there was ice observed on the roof surface; however the
OSA temperature sensor reported 47.2 F.
• It is imperative this sensor is accurate and changed if it js broken.
• This sensor could be being unduly Influenced by external items. Heery
recommends the EOR and Contractor re-evaluate the position of this sensor.
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5.3.8. Air Handling Units - economizers
The AHU-2 economizer is operating on a minimum _point of 41.0 % open at 22,320 cfm.
The BAS is indicating 20,900 cfm at a damper position of 47.0 % open.
The AHU-1 economizer is operating on a minimum setpoint of 41.2 % open at 22,900 cfm.
The BAS is indicating 23,410 cfm at a damper position of 41.2 % open.
5.3.7. Air Handling Units - Valves
AHU-2 the Heating Valve is 0.0% open (closed) and the Cooling Valve is 75.0 % open.
AHU-1 the Heating Valve is 0.0% open (closed) and the Cooling Valve is 0.0 % open.
The Chiller was observed as being Off-Line and 3 of the 4 boilers are idling at 29% to 40%
capacity.
5.3.8. Air Handling Units - Coils
It is not clear that the SOO of the AHU's are adequately protecting the piping, coils or units
from fr"zing. The BAS sequence of operation does not appear to be operating as
observed during the FArs.
5.3.9. Plenum In-Floor Air Distribution Boxes
Heery 'NOI'ked with the FM and performed observations of the floor boxes operations. We
first went to the BAS and printed out 4 areas thats~ out of specification to the FM.
This could mean that the heating setpoint or the roomIspece temperature as reported by
the BAS were out of normal ranges as he recalled. eric printed out the info regarding four
specifIC units and we went to those spaces to observe the area and devices.
• Building Department - Terris Area. (Open offICe area in Building Department)







The thermostat was observed to confirm the BAS readings.
This is a cooling only unit, which means that the thermostat controls several floor
box.. that only have a side damper that is able to open or close allowing the
conditioned air in the plenum to escape into the spece above. The operation of
these floor boxes is such that when there is a call for heat, the dampers are to close
and when there is a call for cooling the dampers .. to open. That is all they do.
When we initially observed the floor box, the unit was calling for cooling and the
damper was open. We switched the t-stat into heating mode to observe the way the
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floor box responded. We waited for several minutes (4-5) and nothing happened.
Eric switched the t-stat back to cooling mode and we waited a few minutes and the
damper did a forward flip then did two backward flips and stopped in the full open
position. This whole flipping process only lasted a few seconds. We then set the t-
stat into the heating mode and waited. After 8-8 minutes we were about to give up
when the damper rotated to the closed position; however, it did not seal off the ftoor
box from the plenum. The damper remained open about 10 - 20 degrees and a
significant amount of plenum air was escaping into the space. It stayed in this
position for approximately 15 seconds then rotated to the full open position without
any input from us. The t-stat was observed as still calling for heat. Heery walked
around to several other cooling only floor boxes and observed that about half of them
were either fully closed or open. The other half were at some intermediate point.
Manufacturer to correct the floor box operation and damper shut off.
• Building Department - Reception Ivee







The thermostat was observed to confirm the BAS readings.
• Fire Department - Office (Chief's office)
2nd Floor - W Exterior
BAS T-Stat





The thermostat was observed NOT to confirm the BAS readings. The BAS indicated
the Room and Setpoint temps reversed from that c:I the thermostat.
The Room Temp. and Setpoint T.-np. inputs appear to be reversed in the BAS. The
space temperature appeared to be as the 1hermostat indicated and set per the
occupants desires. The 1Ioor boxes did appea' to be closed and no significant
amount c:I air was noted as escaping. The occupant reported that he has no issues
with his HVAC system but is very dissatisfied with the lighting. As noted earlier the
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City of Meridian HEERY
0707600 FACIUTY ASSESSMENT 03/:23/2010
EOR and Controls Contractor have made changes to the system. Documentation of
those changes have not been made available to Heery at this time.
• Fire Department· Conference room.
~ Floor - W Exterior
BAS T-stat





The thermostat was observed to confirm the BAS readings.
The office manager (fern.) has a desk in the open area outside the conference
room and reports to be cold most of the time, even in the summer. In an effort to
warm her space she raises the setpoint on both of the t·stats in the open area
(observed to be 78 F) and raises the setpoint in the conference room (observed to be
82 F) in an effort to hefp heat her space. She has an under-desk floor heater and
reports that most of the ladies she knows are cold as weH. There are two, cooling
only, floor boxes in the conference room. The floor box dampers do appear to be
closed with low leakage observed. This room does have a C02 sensor. No C02
readings were observed during this visit.
5.3.10. BAS Screen Shot Print out Comments. These comments are based on the results of
functional testing performed in OCtober 2008. Significant changes have reportedly been
made by the controls contractor and engineer of record; however, documentation of these
changes were not available to Heery during our site visit.
• AHU·2 - North
• Freeze protection for the coils is not evident.
• The SOO for the C02 sensor needs to be validated.
,
• The SOO for the HeatinglCooliflg valve operations needs to be re-verified.
i
• The economizerminlmax~Ie should be r..verified as having the correct
damper position and CO2 operations.
• R..verify the Disch8rVe /fJr T pReset.
• It was cold the moming§itions and the DA Temp Reset indicates 100%
cooling demand and a setpoint of 58.0 F. How is this cooling setpoint
calculated? How does it relate the HeatinglCooIing vatve positions? How
does it relate to the econom· Heery recommends EOR & Controls contractor
provide a statement to the~ on what should be happening and how it is
programmed to achieve the design intent
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City of Meridian HEERY
IJATit
_07_0_7e_o_o F_A_C_I_L_ITY_A_~-S-E-S-S-M-E-N-T---_o_3/_2_3/;....2_o1_o
• AHU-1 - South
• Freeze protection for the coils i$ not evident..
• Ex. Damper is 100% open.
• SA is 40,080 cfm and the RA is 39,180 cfm. That gives us a high volume of
OSA.
• Min. OSA DMiper position is 58%. This seems high % open re-confirm by the
TAB report that this is the minimum fresh air setting.
• How do we get Yxed Air temp of 57.8 F with nearly 100% OSA? Heating and
Cooling valve. are closed. H..,-y recommends the sensors to be checked locally
and confirmed calibrated and the Graphics page checked for proper indications.
• Look at Discharge Air temp Re,. control logic and programmed P&ID loop
• It is inclcating 100% cooling demand with a calculated 58tpoint of 58.0 F. The
cooling valve is 0% (closed).
• Floor Plan Level 2 NI & SI
Floor plenum pressure - 2 NE - 0.~54" we 2 SI - 0.039" we
• Floor Plan Level 3 North
• The mayor assistant's office h.s an indicated temp of 0.0 F. Why?
• The floor plans on the graphic$ do not match the building. There were several
last minute modifications by the owner which have not been translated to the
graphics.
5.4. Hydronlc System Observations
5.4.1. AHU Coil Piping - Rework
The rework on the piping for the AHU Pr.Heat Coils has been completed on both units.
• A correct piping diagram aIongi with an explanation of the error from the
manufacturer has been reqU8$ted and nothing has been received by Heery or
the FM.
• Heery has had communicat~with the TAB balancer, Ro-Bar, in which they
indicated that they had been 0.-. site and did perform a balance on the HW
system and they were comf~ with the flows they obMrved. In our
conversations, Heery encouraoed the balancer to produce and distribute an
addendum to their earlier TAB ireport to record their findings (Flow rate and
pressure, Delta temp upatreanl and downstream of the coil) of the reworked
piping syst.-n. Heery is not aWare of a revised report actually being produced or
reviewed.
• AHU-1 (South Unit) the piping has been reworked.
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City of Meridian HEERY
0707600 FACIUTY ASSESSMENT 03/23/2010
o There are no sample ports on the piping at or near the unit. To absolutely
verify that the correct arTIQUnt or if any water is tIoNing through a coU, the
system needs to have sample ports. Heery cannot confirm that the coils or
piping are performing by .,-npirical measurements. A non intrusive
ultrasonic flow meter be uSed to prove flow rate.
o The reworked piping has been insulated. As observed, there were no
indications of water flow ttl'lrough the reworked piping or coils.
o Neither the piping nor the units appear to have been correctly labeled for
direction of water flow. The units are labeled with what appear to be factory
labels and the piping is nOt labeled. As it was observed, if the labels on the
unit are correct then the piping as installed is incorrect. If the piping is
correct then the coil labels are not.
• AHU-2 (North Unit) the piping has been reworked.
o There are no sample ports on the piping at or near the unit. To absolutely
verify that the correct amount or any water is flowing through a coil, the
system needs to have sample ports. Heery cannot confirm that the coils or
piping are performing by empirical measurements.
o The reworked piping has not been insulated. As observed, there were no
indications of water flow through the reworked piping or coils.
e Neither the piping nor the units appear to have been correctly labeled for
water flow. The units are labeled with what appear to be factory labels and
the piping is not labeled. As it was observed, if the labels on the unit are
correct then the piping as· installed is incorrect. If the piping is correct then
the labels are not.
5.4.2. Chiller
The owner reports that the contractor/manufacturer was on site last week and reworked
the piping on the chiller. They appear to have removed the braided flexible connectors and
installed rubber flexible connectors in their place. The expectation is that this will remove
the vibration being transferred to the structure from the Chiller unit.
• The owner reports that a manufacturer's installed copper pipe broke on the chiller
unit. This pipe was replaced aAd the system recharged with chemicals by the
manufacturer at their cost.
o It may be worth noting that the owner reported that the broken
pipe or failure was actue~ a "Bad Weld". It may be worth looking at the
weld in question, forensically. This bad weld could be the result of the
relentless vibrations the unit creates and there could be other "bad welds"
soon. It should be considered that this vibration could be having a fatiguing
effect on the unit, the units piping and devices, the unit's supporting
structure, and the buildings structure as a whole. Heery recommends the
EOR. Architect and Structural Engineer provide a statement and advise the
Owner on this sbtion.
• The reworked piping was previOusly insulated by the manufacturer with sound
absorbing materials as an aftermarket add in an effort to reduce the
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vibrations/noise being experienced in the facility. This sound absorbing
insulation does not appear to have been correctly reinstalled.
1.4.3. Boilers
It was observed that three of the four boilers were operating, each between 29% and 40%
capacity.
The original SOO called for the first boiler to operate untO it reached a 70% of capacity
satpoint, then the next boiler was to be brought on line until both boilers (one and two)
reached a 70% of capacity setpoint, then the third boiler would come on line and so on.
This SOO was documented in Heery's Commissioning reports and has been observed as
being in operation since then.
• The current SOO of the boilers is not energy friendly and may have
added maintenance costs associa*i with it.
The Heating Water (HW) supply setpoint has been increased since Heery's originat FAT's.
HWS Temperature (setpoint) Current"" 190 F Original-160 F
HWR Temperature Current .. 173 F Original-146 F
• It is not clear exactly who increased~ setpoints or why, but it should be investigated.
5.4.4. Heating Water Systems
The HW system's Chemical Pot Feeder was valved off.
• The current chemical balance of the HW system should be reported.
The HW system pump was operating at 81%.
• The Facility Manager stated the HW system was being filtered.
• The AHU heating valves are~. The HW return is at 173 F and the Boilers are
not operating at fuH capacity.
The HW system has been modified. There is additional piping in the penthouse area.
• The added piping has not been insulated.
5.4.5. Variable Frequency Drives (VFO)
The owner reports that the VFO's were recently re-tuned.
• Much of the VFO whine has been removed from the pumps and the ductboard sound
attenuation boxes, that use to cover the pump motors, have been removed.
5.5. Plumbing System Observations
5.5.1. S8nitary sewer System
The owner reports that several departments, mostly the south side of the building, .e
complaining of sewer smells.
• There is a VTR? located in the proximity of the AHU-1 intake.
5.5.2. Domestic Hot Water
The owner reports that the hot water delivery to the basement sinks is slow.
5.6. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM OBSERVAOONS
5.1.1. lighting
The owner reports that many of the occupants are not satisfied with the available light.
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It should be considered that all observations m_ on the 3123110 visit were brief in nature. Heery
did not perform any detailed investigations of any specific system and the items noted mayor may
not be real concerns. Heery has extended an~ to the owner for us to return to the facility and
perform. detailed investigation; however, the off.r was not accepted. Pta previously stated, the
purpose of this visit was to observe and document the recent piping modification regarding the
AHU's and to briefly observe the facility in normal ,operations.
To address the results of the AHU piping rework observations, there are items of concern. When
asked, the owner did not know if the current pipinsJI was correct. It is reasonable that neither the
.owner nor Heery could positively state that the ~Is are correctly piped, without a piping diagram
from the manufacturer. The reworked piping s~1d be reviewed and approved by the EOR.
Correctty labeling the piping and units is important for all future maintenance of the equipment.
Personnel change, documents are lost and the labels will hopefully remain. The uninsulated piping
does put the piping in jeopardy of freezing. The water did not appear to be flowing through the coils
or the piping which increases the risk of the pipes. and coils freezing.
From our cursory review, the facility's mechaniC8l~ electrical, and plumbing systems do appear to
have several significant concerns. When we consider the current items with the historical items of
concern, Heery would recommend that a report from the construction team and design team be
sought. The owner should consider performing a full re-commissioning of the facility to verify their
facilities operations are consistent with the changes that have been implemented since the facility
was originally functionally tested in October 2008 'by Heery. The city of Meridian should also
consider a long term measurement and validation (M&V) program to gather all appropriate system
and building data trends and utility usages to fine tune the facility and optimize its energy efficiency.
This should provide the owner with the high level of confidence they need to inform the occupants
that their new facility is a model for the community and sustainable buildings everywhere.
Prepared By:




Selected Photographs from March 23,2010 Site Visit.
BAS sa"" shots, Equipment and Zone data, from March 23, 2010 Site Visit.
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Valved off Pot Feeder on the HW System. CHW System Pot Feeder
HW system operational VAV CHW System operational VAV
Heery International, Inc. - 412 E. Par1<center Boulevard, SUite 305, Boise, ID 83705 - Phone: 208.367.9151 - Fax: 208.367.9153 - www.heery.com
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Boiler #1 Indicated at 40% capacity Boiler #1 Supply and Return Thermometers.
EF-2 Ducting as it penetrates the penthouse floor.
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Chiller - new rubber flexible connectors
Chiller - Vibration isolator Chiller - Poorly installed insulation
Heery International,lnc. - 412 E. Parkcenter Boulevard, Suite 305, Boise,ID 83705 - Phone: 208.367.9151 - Fax: 208.367.9153 - www.heery.com
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AHU-2 - Showing the uninsulated pipe and original factory connection labels.
Ice on the roof
Heery International, Inc. - 412 E. Par1<center Boulevard, Suite 305, Boise, ID 83705 - Phone: 208.367.9151 - Fax: 208.367.9153 - www.heery.com
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Illustrating the proximity of the EF-3 and VTR to the intake of AHU-1.
Illustrating the tiles that the owner states are popped up due to pressure in the north vestibule area.
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Pro/eet Cost Summary - January 15, 2007 thru 7-12.07
18 Ilond Couneel







23 ContlJItant' I EnQineer
24 -------+------+-----1-----1......---+----+----+----125
26 l/lIUl'en Iders Risk
21 lor SoIl Cosls
0IlII 80ft C.....
~•• CDMInJclion 5219812 527lI.8 2 $279 812 279.812 III
~.·.,:II·';~..·~:","'~; .' " .~~i~~~_... • S181029~ $0
2 ers& .nanll_emenl 57196 480 $8,714.942 Slll80.852 $9 331 594 -1150 742 3.5
2e Intatiar ClIu1lc •..- ~.OOO -530. 00
2b PlleRIIIGenenllCond 5181029 5181029 51810211 $0
3 IBid Ph_IV· 8118 10 P1R1l 51 500 000 51.500.000" 500.000 51.500 00 SO
4 ConlIN 5% 5100 000 $825.881 5833398 -5i 537
5 L.EED <:ertiIIcalJon Collis 52lJ!'j.000 -52lJ5.ooo 4
V8bt ·5800 OOO? Ie
1 FF& wau. $0 S4U,110
1-::t2=~FF~Fi&l:~""~d~~IO~'Vl~"~..~I~J:lIIU~I-~!i!~C====:t=====~===~5O~===~$Om:===:!t::~U~UI.ooo500 -5215.500I- 3 fFIETe IS__ $0 $0 C'l Ii,=-t-_~-$22;;15~,OOO~
4 fflE ......m:v&_ 50 ~ • -5165,000
5 V.tue INm 1 50 $0 $0
6 INmz $0 $0 $01""'" INm J $0 SO $0
8 v.tue IIem 4 $0 $0 0 $0
'TOT~ PRQJ~tT COnS $l2',2l1l1otlQ . .$,.",".220 $'j7;m.•,~$1 ••1.5,3Ql1$20As7.i47 '5~,272A37
KeynoIes;
1 Co&ls 10 relllO\'8 conlamillllled soils. unloreseen in Geolechnical Report.
2 CM Fee a8&Oti8led wilh eddilion8t conlamlnated soils.
3 Includes co&la to edd fixed walls wners modular walls WIlfe prll\liously shown. stand a101l8 HVAC lor IT SelVef RoOms. Upgraded finishes.
4 NTE Cosls aSllOlcallld Wil/l obtaining lull Ll!EO CMllficrr~on and llPl'lylng lor "Siver Certification.·
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GENERAL CONTRACTORS & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
April 3, 2007






New City Hall Project
Dear Ted:
As requested, the following is our response to your concerns outlined in your letter of
March 30, 2007. This response is intended to be constructive and informative so that
the relationship between Petra and the City of Meridian would remain positive and
produce a project all parties can take pride in.
1. Project Staffing and Diligence - Petra has constantly worked to bring the Architect
and multiple Owner representatives for the City together in a positive atmosphere. At no
time have we shirked responsibility and in fact have gone beyond our scope of services
to help the City. Currently Petra has five personnel and support staff working on the
Meridian City Hall Project. In response to your specific questions we offer the folloWing:
a) Irrigation Ditch - The necessity of having the irrigation service
operational was identified by Petra last November. Over a month ago,
we noted that the delay in design decisions would require a tempora~
irrigation pipe ahead of the formal bids. During the week of March 26 h,
the contaminated soil removal to the south was sufficiently defined to
allow irrigation line installation. On Monday March 26th Petra presented
. the temporary irrigation line solution. Petra was not aware that a one
week notice for a purchase order would cause frustration on the part of
the City. Since that time we have turned the temporary pipe into a
permanent installation which will be completed by 4-15-07.
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b) Topo Surveyor -In CM contracts the parties responsible for securing a
surveyor for topo and boundary survey is the City or the Architect.
Once Petra learned that neither the City nor the Architect had secured
a surveyor for this design scope of work, Petra began working with the
City to solicit pre-qualified bidders for the work. After two weeks of no
success in finding a Surveyor that had the time to work this project into
their schedule, the City Engineer's office was solicited for additional
names of Surveyors under annual contract with the City that the City
would consider haVing work on this project. Four names were provided
and a firm was found and retained for the City Hall work to perform the
boundary and topo survey as soon as the site was ready with no delay
to the project. An acceptable backup firm was in place should the first
firm not be able to perform.
c) Delay in Bid Documents - Boiler plate for bid documents consist of the
contract (which is produced by the City), and the bid package
descriptions. The bid package descriptions are created after the plans
and specifications are developed. When asked for the bid packages,
the City was provided with the outlines that were created for this project
and it was noted at that time that outlines were being provided until the
plans and specifications were delivered to Petra by the design team.
The design team provided the plans and specs on schedule and the bid
packages were updated and submitted to the City approximately one
week later, within the project schedule. The bid documents were not
delayed.
d) Improper Staff Substitution - The project staff outlined in the
construction management services proposal of August 2006 and
transferred into the contract language was based on a project start date
provided by the City at that time. When the unforeseen conditions of
contaminated soil were realized, Petra brought in Jon Anderson. Jon
was superintendent on a $33 Million Tamarack development where he
had worked with EPA and IDEO issues, and is one of a few
superintendents in the entire Valley that can manage this unforeseen
cleanup to a successful conclusion. The finish foreman will be
identified and submitted to the City, when the final schedule is
established.
2. Poor Management of Demolition Contractor - The Demolition Contractor has
received public praise from the Mayor and Council for the work that they performed at
over $80,000 in savings over the next lowest bid. The demolition contractor took
precautions to protect the 3 identified well heads by covering them with fill material prior
to demolition. The fourth well was not found until after the demolition was complete and
there never was a casing above grade at this location. In demolishing concrete I brick
structures and falling a 185' chimney, it is reasonable to assume that some surface
CM017108004135
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damage will occur in spite of being covered with fill. At the same time, the demolition
contractor has some responsibility for the 3 damaged casings. The letter on March 30th
is the first time Petra has been notified of the dollar value for the damages incurred and
we will handle this with the City's Representative in our weekly production meeting.
3. Improper Management of Contaminated Soil Removal - The sequence of events
concerning the contaminated soil issue are as follows:
a) In January, Terracon drilled an exploratory well for groundwater
design which they characterized as containing contaminated soil.
They stopped and moved to another location. They ended-up
drilling two more wells and pulled water samples from them and had
them tested for contamination migration into the ground water,
which proved negative. The City was kept notified throughout this
process.
b) Petra contacted MTI, to provide a proposal for dealing with
contaminated soils. MTI pUlled a sample of dirt tested the contents
in their lab for general results and noted that it was mildly
contaminated, confirming the Terracon report. Petra then contacted
MTI and asked for full labs, identifying the exact contaminants and
their handling requirements and made the appropriate
recommendations to the City.
c) With the test results in hand, Petra confirmed with the licensed
abatement contractor that a registered landfill in Ada County would
take and remediate the contaminated soil and log the removal site
with the EPA. The Brownsfield Survey data information number
was provided to the landfill for their use. This is how all
--, ;. contaminated materials are required to be handled per the EPA
guidelines. Dual notification was also required with IDEO, and was
made by MTI after the initial hauling had begun. MTI filed a work
plan and notification with IDEO who acknowledged that the work
would be performed under the eXisting Brownsfield Survey for the
property, that we had correctly documented the removal, transport
and deposit of contaminated soils, the EPA had been correctly
notified of the project and then thanked us for inviting them to the
site and working with them to get all of the paper work in place.
d) There is not an additional permit required by IDEO and at no time
has the City been at risk for a tremendous environmental liability
due to the actions of MTI, Ideal Demolition, or Petra. In fact, the
actions of the Petra and Abatement team have gone beyond
traditional contractual relationships to insure that every precaution and
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In closing, it is Petra's observation that the City's frustration with "communication" and
"inordinate amount of time tracking and managing issues" stems from the organizational
format setup by the City. Over the past 14 years on previous CM projects that I have
worked on, there has been one Owner's representative to work with and to report to.
Currently you have that person in Brad Watson. I sincerely believe that Brad, Steve
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KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.








J. DAVID NAVA"JIIO, Clerk
By J. RANDALl
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICf OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PErRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
State of Idaho )
)ss
County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF KEITH WATTS DATED
MAY 24, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
KEITH WATIS, being duly sworn upon oa.th, deposes and says:
1. I aln ovet the age of 18 and am an employee of the City of Meridian, the Plaintiff in
this matter herein.
2. At all tiines material hereto, I was the Ciry Purchasing Agent.
3. At all times material hereto, both myself, and the City, relied on the Petra's
representations as to Petra's honesty, rrustworthincss, and in particular, relied upon Petra's
interpretations of what should, or should nor, be appropriately charged to the City by all Prune
Contractors, and by Petra itself.
AFFIDAVIT OF KEITH WATTS DATED MAY 24,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENt
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During the COlUse of the Project, Petra billed for, and the City paid for, items of
personal properry equipment, including, but not limited to, a scanner and a digital camera, which
were apparently used by Petra and kept by Petra and never turned over to the Ciry as the Owner.
5. After the Project was deemed Subsrantially Complete, and a~ part of this case, I have
now reviewed the Prime Contract and all Change Orders for TMC, Inc.
6. During the course of the Project, I relied exclusively on Perra's alleged superior
knowledge of construction management 1:0 insure mat me City was being appropriately billed by
Prime Contractors in accord with rhe Prime Contracts and the AlA A201 C1\1.,'\ General Conditions.
7. I have now reviewed all TMC, Inc. Change Orders in conjunction with the AlA
A201 CMA, and the bid documents, and have determined that no deductive change order or
additive change o:rdet was $ublnitted by TMC, Inc. to account for the actual cost of wintC;:t
conditions allowance contained in the TMC, Inc. contract. In effect, due to Pet.ra's failure to manage
the TMC contract according to its terms, the I believe the City paid TMC double, or an addition.al
$40,000.00 for winter conditions Work, which should have been included in the 'fMC base contract-
8. Petra submitted a Project Schedule to the City on May 9, Z007. A true and correct
copy of the Project Schedule sub1nitted on May 9, Z007 is attached as Exhibit "A".
9. The Petra Project Schedule of May 9, Z007, identifies the last activity in the Schedule,
to be the "Building Commissioning & Inspection", which was according to the Schedule to be
completed on July 31, Z008.
10. Change Orde.t No.1, was entered into between the City of Meridian and Perra on
June 27, 2007, and added one additional month of general conditions costs, but did not increase or
nor did it allow for the addition of additional days to the Project Schedule.
11. I have .reviewed the City's records and the Project Records. Other than. Change
Order No.1 issued to Petta for the unforeseen condition of the removal of contaminated soils,
AFFIDAVIT OF KEITH WATTS DATED MAY 24,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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there was never a document signed by the City and Petta whkh extended in any fashion, from the
time of performance identified in the Project Schedule provided by Petra.
12. Petra's Construction Management Plan ("eMP") was, in part, transmitted on May
19,2007, and contains the Quality Managcment Plan which identifies four phases of Work effort by
Petra and docs not provide in any fashion, for the Project to be completed as a "fa::;t track" project





13. Phase Four, or the "Commissioning Phase" of the Quality Management Plan states
that Petra shall:
Implement the contract warranty procedure, and address any and all
warranty calls from the City in a timely manner to rninirnize negative irnpact
on the City and to insuxe proper material and equipment warranties and
operation. (emphasis added)
At the end of the one-year builder's warl:an1.)', [it will] deliver to che City a
binder containing all warranty call back information, results and any warranty
extensions or warranty claim documentation.
a. From October 15,2008 through to February 24, 2009 thc City attempted to
contact Petra to ad1nioiste.t the warranties as stated in the Quality Managernent Plan. After
Petra failed to respond to the City'S requests, the City of Meridian began contacting Prime
Contractors to perform warranty wo:rk. At no time did the City modify the CMA or the
CMP, by written agreement with Petra, to assume responsibility for the administration of
warranty issues. To the contrary, Petra failed and refused to addtess warranty calls from the
City for obviously defective work.
AFFIDAVIT OF KEITH WATTS DATED MAY 24, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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b. As of the date of this Affidavit, neither I nor the City has received a binder
that contains "all warranty call back infonnation, results and any warranry extensions or
warranry claim docUlnentation."
14. At no time: waS r identified, in writing by the City, as me Owner's Re:prc::;<;ntative for
the Project under me tenns of the CMA. I did act as a "point of informational contact" for the
receipt of and distribution of information from Perra. Attached hereto is Exhibit "B" is a true and
C01-rect copy of Petra's meeting minutes dated Apti19, 2007. These meeting minutes identify wilhout
question, mat a "point of contact" is different than "Authorized Representative". Petra specifically
identifies me as merely a point of contact. In the meeting minutes dated May 2, 2007, Petra identifies
Petra employees Jon Anderson, Adam Johnson and Wes Bettis as '1)oints of Contact" for Perra.
Att2.ched hereto as Exhibit "e" is a true and correct copy of the May 2, 2007 meeting minutes.
15. At no time was the Construction Management Agreemem modified, and Gene R.
Bennett and Wesley Bettis, Jr. were named as the Construction Manager's "authorized
representative'.
16. At no titl.J.e did Petra seek, nor did the City, by way of City Council vote ill
accordance wim Idaho law, a designation of myself as an individual with the authority to acquire
goods or services on behalf of d1.€ City for the City Hall Project.
17. At no time was the CMA modified, in writing, during the course of the Project,
excepting for Change Order No.1, which was executed by all parties. The City issued Change Order
No.2, for LEED, signed by the City, but Petra has not signed it although Petra has been paid in full
in accord with the terms of the Change Order and the CMA; The City also issued Purchase Orders
for Change Order No.1 alld No.2 (LEED), and Petra billed against each.
18. At no time did I hold myself out to Petra as having any aud1.o!ity to spend City funds
and at all tillJ.es pertinent to this case, by my observation of Petta and our day to day interaction with
AFFIDAVIT OF KEITH WATTS DATED MAY 24,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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Gene Bennett and Tom Coughlin, I persona.lly knew that Petra understood that all spending by the
City required a vote of the Ciry Council.
19. At no time did Petra ask the City to adopt a "budget" for the Project as Petra uses
that term in the pleadings in this case.
20. At no time did Petta provide the City with a "Preliminary Price Estimate" nor a
"Final Price Estimate" as required by the CMA;
21. At no rime did Petra provide the City with a written r.eview of the City's "Ownds
Criteria" as required by the CMA;
22. Petta did however, fraudulently represent to the City that it had completed 10OCYo of
each of the task sets required by the CMA in order to ask for and receive payment of the
Construction M.anager's Fee at various intervals in the Project;
23. At all rimes I relied on Petra to be honest, and to act as a fiduciary to the City in the
preparation and presentation of Pay Applications. Only after the Project WllS deemed Substantially
Complete by Petra on October 15, 2008, did I begin to understand that Pe[ra had significantly and
improperly been billing the City for money.
24. Although Petta represented that it had obtained approval of the General Conditions
it was billing pursuant to the CMA, the fact is that Petra never fortnaDy subtnitted for City decision
making. Despite theit failure to do so, the City did issue a Purchase Order for each of the Phase II
and Phase III General Conditions in the amount specified and represented by Petra as the full
amount in the sum of$181,029.00, for each phase.
25. More importantly, during the course of the Project, Tom Coughlin and/or Wes
Bettis continued to change the method of presenting pay applications and I now believe that the
changes in the tnethod of presenting the pay applications was to enable Petta to receive more money
in payment than Petta was entirled [0 under the CMA.
AFFIDAVIT OF KEITH WATTS DATED MAY 24, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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Petra, by way of Gene Bennett d1.e Petta Project Manager, represented (Q me mat all
of the major components for the entire Project had been propedy induded in each bid package
before each bid package was distributed for public bidding as required by the Idaho Code.
27. Petta, by way of Gene Bennett and Wes Bettis, presented the City with an allowance
of $205,000 for all LEED related Work required for LEED Certification on the Project. Petra
represented to the City that the amount of $205,000 would cover any and all costs associated with
Petra's Work on the LEED Certification and that cost would be a complete and toral cost for the
LEED Work. Petra has been paid in full for the LEED Work on the Project and is owed nothing
for that Work. I have reviewed the City Council meeting records for August 14, 2007 and attached
hereto as E~hibit "D" at Bates No. CM018218, is the relevant segment of the record of that
meeting in which Mr. Bettis made the forgoing express representations regarding the cost of the
LEED ce11:ification.
28. I have never had any authority from the City of Meridian, at any time material
hereto, to authorize or spend any City money in any fashion other than that required by Idaho State
law as it applies to municipal entities and at no time, did I ever represent to Petra or anyone else that
I held such authority. I was never appointed as the designated or authorized representative of the
City. To the contra.ry, Petta, through Gene Bennett, in a letter dated April 3, 2007, requested a single
point of contact for informational purposes onl.y. Mr. Brad Watson was identified in Mr. Bennett's
letter as the pe:tson acting as me City's representative. I have sea.rched the City records and fmd no
authorization nom the City Council, in any form, designating an Owner's Representative for the
City Hall Project.
29. I filled the role as a point of contact for informational purposes, as requested by
Petra, but never represented to Petta, Mr. Bennett, or MI:. Coughlin that 1 was a designated or
authorized representative of the City unde! the Construction Management Agreement. l\ hue and
AFFIDAVIT OF KEITH WATTS DATED MAY 24, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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correct copy of Mr. Bennett's letter of April 3, 2007 is attached hereto as Exhibit "E", and
.incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth herein.
30. At no time material hereto, did Petra ever seek from me, a written modification with
respect to any term of the CMit dated August 1,2006.
31. I have reviewed all of the Pay Applil;ations received by the City from Petta. I have
also reviewed eve1J' form G702 that have been produced by Petta in the discovery in this case.
32. I have identified 13 of the 30 Pay Applications submitted by Petra, do not contain
any Architects Certificate for Payment as required. Contrary to the assertions made by PetJ:a, LCA,
as the Architect has never "signed off on the Project", nor did they sign off on every pay application
submitted by Petra, as was required by the AlA A201 CMa, Article 4, Section 4.6.8. Attached hereto
as Exhibit "G t ' are AIA Document G702-1992, which are Petra's Application and Ccttificatc for
Payment which were kept and maintained in the City's files. Attached hereto as Exhibit "H" are
AlA Doc;ument G702~1992, what are Perra's Application and Certificate for Payment which were
kept and mainrained by Petra and produced in this matter.
33. At present, the City has overpaid Petta and owes it no money. The City has never
'approved for payment' and in fact has rejected Petra's Claim for paymem of the sum of $126,030.04
claimed by Petra. In fact, Petra has wholly failed to document, as requited by the CMA any amount
that might be due to it, identified by claimed <change'.
34. Likewise, the City has never approved, and in fact has rejected Perra's Claim for
payment in its requested Change Order No.2.
35. .At present, the City is diligendy working on detennining the amoum of overpayment
which was paid to Petra and for which the City will seek reimbursement as part of its damage daim.
36. The City has paid Petra, in full, for its services. The City has paid all of the agreed
upon construction manager fee of $831,502.45 that was billed to the City. This amount is comprised
AFFIDAVIT OF KEITH WATTS DATED MAY 24,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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of the initial contract amount of $574,000, plus Change Order No. 1 for unsuitable soils in the
amount of $52,502.45 and Change Order No. 2 for LEED Certification in the amount of
$205,000.00. In addition, Petra has been paid $278,812.02 for reimbursable expenses.
37. Petra represented that the General Conditions Reimbursable for each of Phase 11
and Phase III work would be the Stun of $181,029.00. Petra was paid in the amount of $334,058.37
for Phase II, leaving an ovetpaid balance of $153,029.37. Petra waS paid $190,366.89 for Phase TTl
General Conditions, leaving an overpaid balance of $9,337.89.
38. At present, the City continues to deal ",ith major building issues including but not
limited to:
a. Roof Leakage which has occurred with nearly every major weather c;:vent
since October of 2008;
b. Significant water leakage into the fire riser room;
c. Extreme water leakage and water damage to the City Water Features;
d. Defects in Plaza construction, concrete, walkways, and settling;
e. Defects in the exterior masonry of the building;
f. Defective function of the chiller unit;
g. Defective function of the HVAC system as a whole.
39. To my knowledge the C'..ity Council was presented, and approved, only one single
design for the Meridian City Hall Project. If Petra claims there were substantial and material
changes, then Petta. made changes without notification or obtaining approval from the City Council.
40. When entering into contracts fOl the construction of the Project, the City relied
exclusively on the representations of Petta as its construction tnanager advisor, in theory, acting in
the best interests of the City. In fact Pet.ra wrote the contracts utilizing the City's boiler plate and
Petra's specifications and scope of work.
41. Petra, during the course of the Project, attempted to cxe:ate new billing categor.ies in
Pay Applications with which the City disagreed and which were never part of the CM.i\ or d'le
Construction Management Plan (HCMP"). As a result, in order to accurately track the costs as
against the pay categories which the City had approved, the City instructed Petra to follow the CMP
AFFIDAVIT OF KEITH WATTS DATED MAY 24,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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and bill against General Conditions. The City now knows thar Petta overbilled and the City overpaid
for those General Conditions, entitling the City to reimbursement from Petta. I cominua.lIy told
Tom Coughlin of Petra that Petra only had $181,029 fox each phase II and phase III against which
1:0 bill in pay applications.
42. On October 6, 2008 the City received a quote fi.'om Petta for construction
management services for the East Parking Lor. Upon review, I advised Mr. Bennett of Petra that the
City could not agree to 5% fee stated in the quote. Petra never provided any quote or estimatt: of
General Conditions and that issue was never discussed with me nor the City Council. In December
of 2008, I issued a Purchase Otder for $22,842 as the total for construction management services for
the East Parking lot. I personally asked Gene Bennett if the Petra fees for construction management
would be capped at $25,000.00 and he agJ:ccd.
43. Attached hereto as Exhibit "F" is a true and correct copy of the modified October
6, 2008 fee for the consttuction management services for thc East Parking Lot. It does not include
any fees fox General Conditions as no General Conditions were ever proposed, or accepted by the
City.
44. The City has paid Petra, in full, $25,000 for constrUction management fecs, and a
rotal of $30,621 which includes all costs billed by Petta fot construction management setvices for
the East Parking lot.
45. Petra's failure to provide the City with a budget for the City Hall Project made it
practically impossible to manage thc fmandal controls for the Project. Petra only provided the Cit)'
with cost estimates for £ixt:d costs from opened bids.
46. Based upon my review of the Project Documents, at no time was the City asked to
approve a budget for the Project by Petta. At all times, Petra sunply presented costs or contrac'[s to
AFFIDAVIT OF KEITH WATTS DATED MAY 24,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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the City for consideration while no formal budgeting process was completed by Petra prior to the
bidding of work segments on the Project.
47. I have reviewed the claimed undi~puted facts fued by Petra in support of its motion
fo.t summary judgment. Petra's use of the tCl:1TI "budget" in that pleading is simply false. Petra never
prepared a Preliminary Price Estimate or a Final Price Estimate from which any increases can be
measured. In fact, as Petra attempted to manage the design process for bidding pu:r.poses, once the
bid packages were sent out the design did not change, and from that point forward there was simply
an accumulation of costs resulting from bidding.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
By, /Idi~
K.citK'Watts
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 24th day of May, 2010.
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Notary Public, State of Ida.ho
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of the




800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.G. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
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1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507
PROJECT TITLE: Meridian Oty Hall MEmNG DATE: 4/9/2007
LOCAnON: Mayor's Conference Rm SUBJECT: Mayor's Building Committee
~~~~-~~~"~ ~ iC~-1
I N I BN IBII Nary IOty of MeI1dlan I
I y I BOW I Brad walson Igty of MerIdIan I
I y I GB IGene Bennett IPetra Incorpcra!ed I
I y I JF I Jerri Frank IPetra 1nallporated I
I ~ l:a I~~ I=of~ I
I y I KWT IIr!!!b Watts Igty of Me!ldlan I
I y I SIS I Steve SImmons ILCA Arthi\§C!S, PA I
I y I row I Tammy de Weerd Iely of MerIdIan I
I ~ I:: I::: l~of~ I
I y I WBG IWIll Berg Igty of MeridIan I
REM······.············ ·.•·• ..·i.,/,~·:;stAmS:)···;,- :\(:SARTjQ:;\/> ,,'c;;;,:;;,.. .•.••.:..·,·;.:;>Q;Ue:\·, ••.···•··· ••·.·:BALLIN'COURt
00001 OPN 1/12/200: 3/12/200: PETRA WB
Contaminated soils update. 4,800 cubic yards removed from site to date. Additional spots of contamination are still being
explored. Rnal quantities of contaminated soil have not yet been confirmed.
00002 OPN 3/12/200: ClTYMER KWT
Irrigation Update. Blue Rock has completed a majority of the piping through the site. Irrigation boxes will be formed up and
ready for concrete. John has specified 6,000 PSI concrete for maximum accelerated curing, and installed rebar on 16" centers,
and work will be complete prior to water flow from the Irrigation District.
00003 OPN 3/15/200: LOMARC STS
MTI has taken water samples from three test points to the north of contaminated soils spot. ACHD will require water testing
which can only be preformed by a testing facility in Denver, CO. and will need approximately 10 days for analysis and results.
00004 OPN 3/19/200: LOMARC STS
LCA to change or modify plaza designs that utilize the re-used brick. After design, calculate how many bricks will be retained
for plaza structure. 4/2, 700 sq feet of bricks will be needed for the Plaza structure. LCA to still collect number of brick from
Hatch Mueller needed for landscape seating. 4-9-07: 2,200 sq feet of stone will be needed for the plaza seating and steps, and
approximately 700 sq. ft. of brick will be needed for the small out building. For a total of 2,900 sq feet, or approximately
26,000 brick.
00005 OPN 3/19/200: LOMARC STS
Current basement design is 2-3 feet Into groundwater table. Per Elk Mountain's report, verbal approval has been granted from
all water authorities, but formal approval will still need to follow after formal application process. Water will not be accepted
unless dean. Testing will be required prior to application process. Application processes can range from 30-60 days depending
on the authority. 4-2-07 Elk Mountain Is still on hold for dewatering design and approvals, pending decision from Oty Council.
4-9-07: GeoTech released to do additional testing and design to handle projected ground, and surface water. Stratta to
research water analysis will change of building elevation, and design pumping and dewatering system.
00006 OPN 3/19/200: ClTYMER TO"
Steve, LCA distribute and discusses 4 Viable options for handling ground water and basement designs. 1. Leave project as
designed and peruse approvals from the respective a9,encies for dewatering. 2. Delete the basement, redraw building and
re-evaluate costs and schedule impacts. 3. Raise the bUilding above ground water levels, decreasing the amount of dewatering,
and allOWing the project to proceed at the current pace. 4. Delete the basement and plan for a future forth floor and
re-evaluate costs and schedule impacts. OVerall opinion would to Investigate and recommend option #3, with final decision to
be made by City Council at next session.4-9-07: Still pending Councils decision to raise basement elevation and proceecl.
Building Committee to provide additional information for Councils review at tomorrows meeting.
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1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507
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00007 OPN .PETRA WB
Bidding update.Bid Date April3rd, 2:00. Only Addendums for this package will be AddendumA, and Addendum B. Bid opening
will be In City Council Chamber at 2:00 p.m. +9-07: Bids have been opened, and quantified, will be reviewed at next City
Council Meeting Tuesday night. Keith and Wes to finalize'Conditlonal Notice of Award' that will then be distributed to winning
parties prior to contract release.
00008 OPN LOMARC STS
Value Engineering Update: Gene has meet with TMC Masonry and will meet with Rule Steel, and assemble a list of items that
could lower bid costs.
00009 NEW PETRA AJ
General Housekeeping: aty has reviewed T.I plans, and LCA is working on drawing revisions. aty has approved color scheme
for the building.
-Next bid package will target release the first of May.
-Keith Watts will be the primary point of contact for Petra. Budget overview:
-Project is currently valued at 16 million.
-Keith had questions'in regards to Cubical and furniture. Will get modular information from Steve, LCA.
00010 OPN
Next Meeting April 23, 2007, 8:15a.m. Production meeting this afternoon, 1:30 @ Meridian Building Department.
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1097 N. ROSARIO STREET. MERIDIAN, 1083642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507
PROJECT mLE: Meridian Qty Hall MEmNG DATE: 5/2/2007
LOCATION: Jobsite Trailer SUBJECT: Pre Construction Meeting 5/2/07
1:~~~l~~~;;;~l~~·I!.-/;":<.,·::,/, <;;;;.~,. ·":;'.)E~t~~·::::t' ·.•·.·:i:J/··· " .....•......... -.............. .......>; '.
I y I B8 IIlII Byer!y 1Rule Steel
····DUE· • BALLIN (OURT .
EXHIBIT
00001 NEW
Contracts: Contract will be distributed in today's meeting. Please return signed contracts no later than noon, Monday May 7,
2007 with all Bonding and Certificates of Insurance in place. Please return signed contracts no later than noon, Monday May 7,
2007.
ooo~ NEW
Schedule overview. Attached you will find a schedule overview for Meridian City Hall. Note the start dates and completion dates
of each task.
oo3סס NEW
Submittal Update. Steel, concrete, and elevator submittals have been submitted. Please note that submittals must be sent to
Petra, reviewed, and approved by the Architect prior to commencement of work. send all submittals to Jon or Adam as soon as
possible.
00004 NEW
Weekly Production Meeting will be held each Tuesday at 10:00. Each trade will need to send a representative to this meeting.
oo5סס NEW
Pay Applications. Payment applications are due on the 25th, for projected work thru the 1st, and will be paid by the 25th of the
following month.
Payment applications need to be submitted to: Petra, Inc.
1097 N Rosario Street, Meridian, 10 83642.
00006 NEW
Contact Information. Please fill out a contact sheet for our records. Include an on site contact with a cellular phone number.
00007 NEW
Site Safety. Company Safety Plans to be in the jobslte trailer. If you don't have a safety plan to Jon, please do so. Also, please
have any corresponding MSDS sheets with your safety Manual.
ornms NEW
Jobsite Rules. Hard Hats, and safety vests and/or bright colored clothing are required. Each trade must submit (1) one person
as their certified OSHA 10 hour competent Individual. A copy of their card will be submitted to Jon in the jobsite offICe. All
individuals using ladders and or scaffolding have to show documentation of training. All forklift 0 rators must have operator
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1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, 10 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507
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00009 NEW
Site Access. There will be a controlled and safe gates for access. Controlled gate for potential picketers. All subs to coordinate
off site parking for all employees on site.
00010 NEW
Points of Contact:
Field -- Jon Anderson 860-7516
Field/Office - Adam Johnson 493-2729
Field/Office --Wes Bettis 493-2729
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Meridian City Pre- Council Meeting August 14. 2007
The Meridian City Council meeting was called to order at 6:00 P.M. on Tuesday,
August 14, 2007 by Mayor Tammy de Weerd.
Members Present: Mayor Tammy de Weerd, Keith Bird, David Zaremba, Charlie
Rountree and Joe Borton.
Staff Present: Bill Nary, Matt Ellsworth, Anna Canning, Keith Watts, Joe Silva,
Bob Stowe, and Will Berg.







Mayor Tammy de Weerd
Item 2. Follow Up on LEED Program Proposal for New City Hall
Building by Petra, Inc.:
Borton: Item number two is the follow-up and decisions on the LEED certification
program, follow-up for the new City Hall and I'll turn it over to Wes Bettis to
continue the discussion from last week.
Bettis: Council President Borton, Mayor de Weerd, City Council Members, and
City staff, for the record my name is Wesley Bettis, construction manager with
Petra, Inc., 1097 North Rosario, here in Meridian, 83642. Tonight we are going
to continue our discussion. Mostly we're here to take your questions and find out
what you need to know to understand LEED better as best we can share with
you. With us this evening we have Russ Moorehead from LCA, as your architect
of record, to address any of the design issues. And we have a special guest in
the person of Dave Logan with Ada County to give us some first-person
information based on his experiences developing LEED bUildings with Ada
County. First, for the record, Councilman Bird, I would like to make note that
there is some very tall gray steel sticking up out of the hole today.
Bird: Hallelujah. Appreciate that.
Bettis: Secondly, it's important to note that in our current design no changes
need to be made to this bUilding to make it a LEED building. The energy
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Meridian City Pre-Council Meeting
August 14, 2007
Page 2 of 26
cost-effective and the most efficient in this application and therefore there is no
additional cost in the material, design, or construction of the building. We're
merely talking about does the City want to have a certification and at what level
for this energy and environmentally-friendly building? With that, I will turn it over
to Russ Moorehead and let him take it from there.
Moorehead: Thanks, Wes. Madame Mayor, City Council Members, Russ
Moorehead, LCA Architects, 1221 Shoreline Lane. I'm here basically just to
again answer any questions and, as Wes pointed out, the design has all the
components in there for a sustainable and green building. It's just at this point
we need to have direction as to whether we're going for the certification process
and what level of potential certification that might be. With us today we invited
Dave Logan with Ada County Operations, who can address to you from a
building owners' perspective. He currently has three LEED certified buildings.
One silver, two certified, and several in the works as Operations Manager for Ada
County through that county. So I'd like to introduce Dave Logan with Ada County
Operations and let him address the Council from a building owner's standpoint.
Logan: Thank you. Good evening. My name is Dave Logan. I live at 9200 Lyle,
Boise, Idaho, and I'm the Operations Director for Ada County. And where would
you like me to start? It's one of my favorite topics - - green buildings. And I like
to refer to them as high performance buildings. Green buildings I don't think do it
great justice in describing the buildings that we're building. High performance is
a much better term. But where would you like me to start?
Borton: Mr. Bird.
Bird: Dave, what I would like, and I think the Council's - - give us some idea of
the pros and cons. And I know there's very few cons. Mostly pros in having a
highly efficient building like the Courthouse or your other buildings that you're
doing. That's what I'd like. And, you know, is the dollar tradeoff worth it?
Logan: Well, I think so. And, you know, I'd like to, as we all know, that the initial
cost of the building is only a fraction of what we'll really truly spend on this facility
or the lifespan of the building. It's 'less than 10%. And so how we operate it and
the standards that we set on what we build it out of and how we operate it will
really kind of set the tone of where you're going to spend your money in the
future. And we know that high performance buildings will operate 25 to 30%
cheaper over time while producing a much more efficient environment for your
employees to work in. I really think you're going to like the fact that you have an
indoor air quality plan because it's kind of part of the process that you'll go
through. You'll establish policies for operating your building day one, the day you
move into it. You're going to have that indoor air quality plan that you can show
CM018215004156
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Meridian City Pre-Council Meeting
August 14, 2007
Page 3 of 26
your employees, that you're protecting their environment. You're also going to
have policies on chemical use and I was there one time. I felt, as Director of
Maintenance at Ada County, that we had a really good indoor air quality plan and
really good policy on chemical use. Well, I found out different. You know, LEED
sets the standard so high that this is an opportunity for you to regulate, to keep
hazardous materials out of your building and protect the environment and for the
people that are working in your building and for the people that come to the
building to do business. It gives, LEED will be. a template over time for your
maintenance people in how to operate the building. Nine months after you
operate your building you're going to be applying for Energy Star certification. I
know that, your engineer knows that. and your LEED people. LEED is going to
put you in the position to do that and hit Energy Star certification every year that
you operate the building. And it just lines you up with that. Some day, well, let
me go on and tell you that you're going to have an alternate transportation
program with the LEED certification. Your LEED certified professional is going to
help you develop that plan and kind of put it in place and you'll be able to track
how many people take advantage of alternate transportation that come to your
building and that also work in your building. You're going to know what's
happening to your storm water. Where's it go? And how to treat it and is it done
properly? And your maintenance people are going to know how to deal with
that. I thought again I had a handle on maintenance and a handle on policies
that we set for our buildings but when we went through the LEED process and
the scorecard we started establishing new standards that were above and
beyond what we were doing. And doing it once is really good. And right now,
like Russ said, we're doing it building after building. But we also have buildings
and projects that we don't do LEED certification but we have the trained
personnel and the policies of the programs that we're able to implement and put
it into the buildings that we don't use and they mayor may not ever see a giant
remodel or major alteration to the building. But we implement the programs. We
have the trained people to understand it and it's a benefit to all our buildings. I
can rattle on about LEED for quite some time, but go ahead.
Borton: I got a couple questions. One, a quick one to Keith Watts. My
recollection is that we had decided and approved money for at least the LEED
certification, not at any level. I think that was the $80,000 figure. Is that correct?
Watts: Yes, we've already done that (inaudible). (Inaudible) contractor meeting
for Gary to come in to do the commission, the LEED Commission Project.
Borton: So does that mean that, I thought the decision isn't whether or not we're
going to go LEED certified. it's whether or not we're gong to choose to go for a
higher level.
CM018216004157
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Meridian City Pre-Council Meeting
August 14, 2007
Page 4 of 26
Watts: I believe that is correct.
Borton: Yeah, we're all on the same page.
Watts: The building is designed to be certified. We're thinking it will be LEED
certified with the building as it is. For it to be an additional level, you'll have to
help me out for now. (Inaudible). You have that handy? (Inaudible). Monday
morning.
Bettis: Council, President Borton. It's a little more difficult than just to look at it
as a single cost item. And that's why we asked to come before you and talk
about the LEED certification process as a total aspect to the building. Cost-wise
the Council approved the $80,000 for Herry International to provide
commissioning for the HVAC and electrical systems which also applies to the
LEED criteria. It is one of the criteria that must be met for LEED certification. As
we began looking further into the LEED certification process we discovered that
indeed this building met the minimum criteria for LEED with very minimal
additional information. That cost to get to the certified level we've asked for,
primarily for the purposes of documenting this information, basically sorting the
trash and documenting how much material comes into the building and how
much goes out in recyclables of an allowance not to exceed $45,000. In
addition, we ask for an additional $5,000 to fund, again an allowance item, to
fund a publication for the innovation in the design process that would guarantee
another LEED point which would allow us to have a level of confidence that we
could achieve certification for LEED at that level.
Watts: Which is just a straight LEED certification, correct, Wes?
Bettis: Which is just a straight LEED certification.
Bird: But Wes, what we have right now. We've got points but we don't have a
guarantee of a LEED building. At $80,000 all that did was give us a certificate. I
mean, I realize there's two of us sitting up here that thought that did give us a
LEED building but it didn't. I mean, we've got points towards it, and we might
have it without this extra stuff. But it's no guarantee that we will have it for this,
what we got to already. I thought it did but it doesn't. And I think we all did.
Bettis: Council President Borton, Councilman Bird, you are correct. One of the
prerequisite requirements for LEED certification is complete commissioning of
the HVAC and electrical systems. This is also an aspect that you would want to
have occurred anyway as a part of your building operations start-up so that you
make sure all systems are balanced and working correctly. We have the
advantage of also making this part of the LEED process in this application.
CM018217004158
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Meridian City Pre-Council Meeting
August 14,2007
Page 5 0126
Watts: And I don't speak for LCA directly but they have agreed to also do all
their documentation at no additional charge which they in fact thought Herry was
doing that as well and they are not doing that. So LCA will be doing that division
of documentation without any additional charge.
Bird: Joe, Mr. President, I'm sorry. Wes, when here a couple, three weeks ago
you gave us the original and if I added it up, the top dollar to get this to him - - do
you know which - -?
Borton: Silver.
Bird: Silver was about $205,000. We figured maybe we could get it down to
$185,000 am I not right? I forgot to bring that paper that had it on it.
Bettis: Council President Borton? Councilman Bird, you are correct. The
handout included the total that added up to $205,000 which included the
allowances that I have reviewed here this evening which include the $45,000
allowance to document and sort the trash and recyclables, a $5,000 allowance
for funding the publication, $10,000 for modeling the HVAC system which is
critical in determining some of the indoor care quality points that are available
through LEED and then a $40,000 allowance for finding and dev~loping an
alternate water source, nonpotable, for the irrigation and the water features. And
if we look at the low end of that plus the, I'm sorry, I left out the $105,000, which
is the complete documentation allowance for the LEED application which is
essentially a fulltime person following around the installing contractors and the
Herry commissioning people documenting every step of the way and filling out
the application forms for LEED certification. Those add up to $205,000. That's
at the high end. We believe we can do it for maybe as little as $185,000.
Bird: Mr. Bettis, if I could. David, Dave, would you, on $205,000 expenditure,
how much, how long do you think it would take for the payback? I know we've
done, on the high performance class. when it first came out in the 1980's, it was
four or five years to pay for the high performance class in heating and air
conditioning. But if you go to a Platinum building or stuff. how long do you think
the energy savings, it would take to pay back yourself at $205,000, plus having a
better building, a better environmental building for your people? Do you have
any idea, Dave?
Logan: Well. I don't have enough information to be able to find out what kind of
solutions they're looking at in the HVAC. What they're going to do is put some
options together on HVAC efficiency and pick the one that'll give them the best
payback. And they'll probably present these items to you as, like the option for
CM018218004159
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Meridian City Pre-Council Meeting
August 14,2007
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the water supply. They're going to submit them to you and you'll be able to pick
one because they're probably not going to be cheap. Well, they may be cheap.
And they need to look at the payback at that time. Part of their job is to sell these
energy efficiency issues to you and provide that payback to you for you to make
a decision. The paperwork is staggering. There is a lot. The USGBC does not
hand out these ratings. You know, likely, a lot of times you'll submit one, two,
three times. And I even was rejected one time on the third time and I appealed
and I got it on the fourth. For a lousy credit. But you do, you go after the credits.
But by the time you're done you really have a great understanding of how you got
there. It's actually a process that you follow through. Probably I would guess
that the amount of material that you'll have to pass on to your maintenance
people and the next generation of people that are sitting here is going to be
staggering. The volumes of information on the type of building you built and the
decisions that you made as you went along and why you made them. You'll
actually have volumes of it and it'll be these guys' job to put that together and
submit that to the USGBC and provide you copies afterwards. They have a
steep road ahead of them to do it. I believe like they're saying that certification is
readily achievable. You don't have to go through every point out there. I'm
happy with certification if it's easily - -. You have to evaluate these costs to see if
it's worth going the extra points. And I missed Silver by one point. And I'm not
going any further. I'm not paying another dime. Because the payback wasn't
there. If I'm right, you know, are you guys saying you'll provide them the option
to say yea or nay on some things?
Watts: I believe they've done some of those.
Borton: I'll address your question with a question. And I left a message for
Steve this morning and so you can be in the hot seat for us along that - -. And I
kind of asked him before, either to you or to Wes, and I might be the dumbest
guy in the room on LEED certification. I read like crazy on it and the thing that I
think I need to see to understand if we're going to go for a Silver certification and
the high end is 38 points, will it be helpful for me in reviewing the criteria that you
guys have provided is to see the action plan of which specific 38 items you're
suggesting we go to, the action plan on how each of those is going to be
accomplished and maybe there's some sort of eco-charrette where we sit down
and go through each one of those. I have concern that this is unreasonable only
because it doesn't really show a whole lot of capital expense. You know, the
vast majority of it's documentation, and then when I look at the list. there's a lot of
actual hard expenses to meet some of those criteria so I might not get it. But that
would be so helpful for me to see you guys say, oh, do you want to be Silver?
We're going to go for 38 points. Here's the criteria for those 38 and here's the
specific action plan of how each of those points are obtained. That's my
confusion.
CM018219004160
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Meridian City Pre-Council Meeting
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Logan: Councilman Borton, if I'm understanding this right, and I know I'm on the
hot seat right here. The cost that you're paying, the cost for certification,
manage, and document material waste at $45,000. That is managing,
documenting, separating, and making sure the subcontractors manage it, which
helps the landfill. So you're recycling as much materials. Funding a publication
for innovative design process helps us get one point with an allowance of $5,000,
which will get us to the certification level. The rest of this, fund and develop a
nonpotable water source. If we do that, and they would certainly bring the
numbers to you if they haven't already been developed. But that's going to save
you water cost even though you provide your own water through the City sewer.
It does save water and if you were a private entity that would save you cost by
having that for water efficiencies. The other two items, funding the HVAC
modeling and higher indoor air quality efficiency rating at $10,000. Correct me if
I'm wrong, Wes, but that is basically running a modeling for documentation to the
US Green Building Council that in fact we have achieved indoor air quality
certification in levels that are expected for a Silver certification. It's basically
documentation. It's the cost to document all of that. Same thing, the allowance
for application documenting. As Dave pointed out, there is a ton of paperwork to
do. And that's an allowance to get the paperwork, the documentation, to submit
it to the US Green Building Council which then certifies it. In fact, we have
designed an energy or high efficiency building. I'm not sure if I answered your
question.
Borton: No, the question when I look back on the sheet is, are we able today to
check boxes so to speak and say --.
Bettis: If we can check boxes --.
Borton: Which specific ones? Each of the 38?
De Weerd: Mr. Chairman, Mr. President. I guess what it comes down to for me
is one, it's important that we're building a sustainable and efficient building. With
assurances to our employees that it is important to us that their air quality is good
and a lot of things that David stated. What I'm not necessarily interested in is
spending a lot of money just to document, if it doesn't make any sense. I mean if
certification is what we're trying to achieve and that is reasonable to acquire
within a reasonable price, but to spend a lot of money in documentation that isn't
necessary to gain one more point. That doesn't make sense to me. Because
you're only throwing money at it to get the point. If we already have the points
because we hired an architect, LCA, and a consultant to make sure what we are
going to build is sustainable and efficient and pays attention to the whole premise
of why you want a LEED certified building, that's what I'm interested in. But I
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don't need to buy extra points that we're not going to need. We just want to do
the right thing. So can you separate out the points that are already there
because of design and because they're meeting the goal of sustainability,
efficiency, and health.? And tell us what we need to do to get certification to
show that we're doing that. But I don't need to buy extra points. I won't do it in
my mortgage and I'm not really interested in doing it here so - -. Does that make
sense?
Watts: Madame Mayor? Council Members, to try and clarify, the hold on the
cost. I'll need Wes to confirm but I believe we started out at $205,000 was an
estimated cost to attain Silver. And I believe presented to us on Monday morning
it would be, through Value Engineering, a $105,000 savings to go strictly just for
LEED and I wish I could confirm that but I believe that's where we are, just to get
certified.
Bettis: Council President Borton, Council: That is correct. That is what we
presented. And to take it one step further if I could, and I apologize because I
realize that we have these Mayor's Building Committee meetings every other
Monday and we discuss this in detail at times but that is not discussed with the
entire council. So my apologies. There is a checklist which I believe we included
in the book. It's part of LEED. And part of our analysis in bringing this
information for you was to sit down with all of the consultants and go through this.
All these consultants are LEED experienced. They've worked on LEED projects.
They have a good feel for what is achievable and what is not, based on their
design. Through the sustainable sites, there are 14 points available. We believe
we have nine points right now. There are three other points that are possibly
achievable that we would need to look at further. Additional cost involved there,
none from the City's standpoint, other than our time working on this. One of
those items is an alternative transportation plan which we would need the City to
buy into either through ordinance or through proclamation. Under the water
efficiency, there are five points available. We believe we can achieve two with
the current design. There are potentially two more points available to us. Maybe
achievable. One of those is the development of the alternative water source for
the irrigation and the water features that are to be included in this project in the
Community Plaza. That has a cost associated with it because that source is not
available on the site at this time. That is either through a shallow, non-potable
well in exchange for surface water rights or to use during the season of your
seasonal surface water rights from the irrigation district. Is there a cost involved
with those? There is some. And that would be reflected in the irrigation and the
water plan for the site plaza. Under Energy and Atmosphere, there are 17 points
available. We believe we can achieve five with the current design. Part of that
has to do with the way the building is oriented and the limitations we had with the
site that we started with and the more traditional design to optimize the space
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and optimize your construction dollars. So we aren't getting a whole lot of points
there but we are picking up the commissioning for the HVAC and electrical
control systems. Under Materials and Resources, there are 13 points available.
We believe we have four at this time. There's an additional point available if we
can show that we have material reuse within the building, that is recycled
materials equaling at least 5% of those specified materials. We believe that we
have that with our acoustical ceiling tiles. They're loam but would require
additional analysis. Big item is the indoor environmental quality. Fifteen points
available. Right now we believe we have 13. The HVAC modeling, which is an
additional cost of $10,000, will spell out if we can pick up the additional points but
also be the crux of our defense for our certification application and provide
information back to you, the Council, on the cost of operating this building as
designed versus a more traditional design. Under the Innovation Design
Process, there are five points available. We only show one right as achievable
because this project has been designed by LEED accredited professionals.
However, there is an additional point available with the publication which we call
"Gary Christensen's Blow Your Own Horn" publication to advertise that you are
indeed a LEED building and meet the highest of standards for energy and
environmental design and concern. Based on that information, we believe we
have between 29 and 33 points right now in our design that are achievable. Will
we get those? We don't know at this point. But we believe we have a certified
building. That's why we decided to bring this forward to the Committee and
discuss it in more detail and why it has been brought forward to the Council for
your discussion. To achieve Silver, you just need 33 points. If we can pick up
even one or two points and we get the full 33 that we believe are achievable now,
we are comfortably in the Silver range. Can we guarantee that? No,
unfortunately. But we do have a good basis to start from.
Borton: Wes, for me that's awesome information. I appreciate you providing that
and the patience in my trying to get some of that information. That totals 34 on
my list, which is great.
Bettis: Plus or minus. (Inaudible).
Logan: I need to run so I just wanted to say thank you for letting me come here
and kind of ramble about LEED. I would like to say that your decision was so
wise to do the building commissioning. That effort alone is going to help you
bring that project in on time. It's going to help you bring it at 100% operational
when you expect to move in. And it's going to provide a lot of information for
your maintenance people on how to operate the building. It's really good and it
gives you LEED points. It sounds reasonable, the numbers that they're
presenting to you for certification. And it is a big job. But anyway, I commend
you for your efforts. And I thank you for letting me come here today.
CM018222
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Zaremba: I do have a question for Logan. Other people have gone ahead of
me but - -. Part of what we're discussi'1g is process. I think we're all in favor of
the high efficiency building and we want to go for that and we want to let the
community know we're going for that. Part of what we're discussing is how much
do we want to pay just to get a plaque on the side of the building? And I feel we
need to advertise it but what we're discussing is not whether or not we're going to
have a high efficiency building but how we're going to document that in order to
prove that we've got it. And my question for you really is as you have done
several of these, have you found, it would seem to be, there must be software
out there. If we are in our bid process telling suppliers that they need to supply
certain equipment, telling builders that they need to build it in a certain way,
telling operators that we're going to have a plan for operating them in an efficient
way. That work is already being done and what scares me is spending $200,000
to prove that we're doing that work when in fact it's already on paper somewhere.
Isn't there some software that can say we're doing all of this, this is how it puts it
together, and we don't have to reinvent all the documentation?
Logan: Well, in a way there is documentation. And your LEED professional is
going to kind of lead you through that but you'll find that it's - - there are things
that you have to do as an organization. They can't do it for you. It's kind of like
that indoor air quality plan that they were talking about. They can create one,
suggest it to you, but you'll have to evaluate that and decide if you're going to
implement it in your building and pass an ordinance or the resolution in adopting
it. You'll have several of those plans and you'll have other issues that you'll have
to do and somebody will have to step up from the City and say okay, we're going
to uphold the City's end of the process and kind of participate along with it.
There'll be things that you have to do and every project is tailor-made to the
building and the community that you're in. Every single one. And to a point,
there are now templates that they follow and they'll do that for you and walk you
through that and do the documentation. There are some things that you'll have
to do unfortunately and somebody will have to kind of take charge for you and do
that work. You know, maybe Len will do that for you, you know, I don't know but
. it's quite a bit. Also this is a way of life. This is an operating philosophy. You
can't put --. You can't buy it and put it on the wall. And it doesn't work that way.
This is a program and a process of, it's a way you do business. It's high
performance maintenance and operation of your building. It's high performance
construction and it's high performance government at its best. And it does work.
And you'll see, you can read articles today across the country where people have
built high performance buildings and go grab that plaque and put it up on the wall
and then walk away. And they find their buildings never perform the way they
thought they were going to. This is a partnership. And negotiate, negotiate,
negotiate. If you don't like $200,000, come back to amend a different dollar
CM018223004164
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amount. If you don't like $100,000, come back with them. Negotiate this thing
down and find out who's going to do the documentation. Who's responsible for
it? Are you going to do it - - Phil? Or Russ? Because it's a big job.
Borton: Thank you very much.
Logan: Thank you.
Rountree: Probably a question for Wes. There's no question in my mind that we
want to pursue this high performance building and certification. Whether or not
we want to spend the money to get the higher level, that's for all of us to decide
but I hear things like, well, there's no guarantee and it's documentation and you
have somebody looking over somebody's shoulder to see if something's done
and points are going to be based on model and assumed model results. To me
all of this is based on somebody else's performance besides ours. And quite
frankly it's your performance in terms of how well you've overseen these
activities. And for instance, if in the HVAC model we know we're going to get 13
points and the model says so and we turn it on and it doesn't work. And 10 and
behold, a square widget is in the system where an oval one should be and we've
paid the freight. We've accepted the building. We've assumed we're going to
get certification but now we don't get the points. We don't have a system that
works that's going to cost an unknown amount of dollars to get it to work not only
to have the high efficiency system but to get the points for the certification so to
me, I appreciate that we have a building designed that's pretty nearly certifiable
as long as it's built according to the specifications. If we're paying another
$200,000 to have somebody else look over somebody else's shoulders, and
there's no guarantee that they're going to look over that shoulder well enough to
make sure the high performance is going to result and there's no guaranty to us
that they're going to do it in such a way as we can get the points then to me it's
kind of a - - you know - - it's like rolling the dice.
Logan: Councilman Rountree, I certainly understand where you're coming from.
Certainly if a round widget was supposed to be used and a rectangular widget
was installed that's when we typically point the finger at the design team and say,
hey, you messed up. No, that's not correct. If it is specified with a round widget
and a triangular widget is put in place, it's no cost to the City to get that round
widget back.
Rountree: I understand that.
Logan: It's the responsibility of your project team, that is your construction
manager, your design team to make sure that with those construction
professionals that we have out there that you get the project you're paying for
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and then some. The certification process in and of itself is separate from the
building and the building performance. It is, for lack of a better term, simply
documentation that you've set the standard for all buildings to follow. In my mind
anyway. And the reason we're asking for the additional cost to process this
documentation is as we sat down with LCA and we looked at the process
necessary and LCA realized that Herry was not including the lead documentation
for the commissioning. That they were stepping up to take care of it. We looked
at our contract, at the total project from where it began to this point and said, you
know, we want this to be right by the City but we can't do it at our current
contract. We will cut it to the bare bones but we want to be able to help you
deliver the product you want.
Watts: Madame Mayor, Council Members: Just to try to put it in simplistic terms,
I believe that the LEED process has nothing to do with overseeing the
construction of the building. It is simply to document what was built, correct
Wes?
Bettis: Partially correct, Mr. Watts.
Rountree: That doesn't sound correct to me.
Bettis: Council President Borton, Councilman Rountree: Part of the process that
is involved in documenting is where ever we have a plenum between rigid walls
that comes down to the hard deck floor. It has to be caulked in place for the
LEED certification because we have to ensure an airtight plenum. Is this
required for the specification? No, not really. For the LEED certification,
absolutely. So we have to have somebody observe that, take a photograph of
that, document what gridline that occurs on, and fill out the application form that
goes with that documentation and goes into that binder. For every one of the
ducts that get installed, the supply clamps that are installed in the floor before
they go to the pressurized floor system, those ducts have to be sealed until they
are hooked up to the final distribution box. That again has to be documented,
photos taken, entered into the application form, and then documented again
when it is unsealed and hooked into the system. The US Green Building Council
reviews the plans of specifications and then they go through the application and
confirm that every step along the way we follow those plans, those specifications
and the additional criteria that they establish for a green building. That is where
the true cost to being the babysitters for that aspect of it, as Councilman Bird
called it in one of our meetings, really comes in to play.
Watts: So it does include that additional caulking, it's not just the documentation
(inaudible) that includes that extra work as well?
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Bettis: No, that's written into the specs, Mr. Watts. The caulking is part of the
insulation process. It's not required by code but it is part of the building process.
Watts: And is it a part of our cost that we've bid out to date?
Bettis: Yes, sir.
Watts: Okay, so I think that clarified it for me. Thanks.
Borton: Thank you, Wes.
Bird: Let me ask a question, Wes. And I was under the impression on this job
that we were probably getting tapes of everything that's going up. Most
construction management jobs that I've been on this size have continually all the
mechanical, electrical, structural, taped as they are put on - - what do you call
them now - - digital cameras that you all visual - - go around and take it. Is this
being done on a daily basis or a weekly basis?
Bettis: Council President Borton, Councilman Bird, we are taking the normal to
excessive number of photographs, digital. We are keeping those in an orderly
format for the job progress as is dictated by our contract as part of our
documentation and we are sharing those with the City. Those are being passed
along on a weekly basis to both Mr. Berg and to Mr. Watts for the City record.
Bird: And this, are those kind of records, Wes, help with the LEED certification?
Like are they something that we could use as proof?
Bettis: Council President Borton, Councilman Bird: Yes, for much of the
information we could be able to use some of this historical documentation and
that would help offset against the allowance that we've asked for so we wouldn't
have to spend as much allowance. It's the more specific items such as sealing
each of the ducts versus the weekly photograph showing where we have sealed
ducts that comes into playas the difference in cost
Bird: So as I understand it, to be guaranteed of our LEED certification, just the
LEED certification, is another $50,000.
Bettis: Council President Borton, Councilman Bird --
(End of tape).
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Bettis: Guaranteed to attempt to achieve - - too many years working for an
attorney, sir. We want to achieve those points and we believe we can achieve
them. Can we guarantee them? No, we can not.
Bird: That was a wrong word, Wes. But it is - -. So the $50,000 we are pretty
positive will get us the LEED certification.
Bettis; Correct.
Bird: I've got, if I could. one other question. On the HVAC for $10,000 we get
better interior air quality and this might be Russ or yourself, that to me is kind of
an extra that would be nice but should be a necessity. With the way the air
quality and stuff is beginning to become in this valley. I mean, we've had, I get
daily and all of you guys get daily air quality reports and this summer's been bad.
Am I not right? Can this system for $10,000 get us that interior air quality
better?
Bettis: Council President Borton, Councilman Bird, and Russ, I'll let you step in
and add anything you want. The indoor environmental quality is one of the key
issues not only in terms of LEED but in my mind as well from my perspective,
being in the construction industry for over 30 years now. There's a minimum
indoor air quality performance that must be met as a prerequisite. The HVAC
modeling allows us to take a deeper look at the system and to see what little
tweaks we can make to the performance of how the different motors operate,
how the different fans are operating in sequence, the variable speed drives, the
frequency drives are operating. Trying to achieve 30% greater than what is
required by Ashray or recommended by Ashray as a standard for the industry for
increased ventilation to improve and continue to improve that indoor air quality.
Borton: Council, we've got one item on the agenda so we need to have a
discussion and get some direction and I'll be brief and throw my thought out first
on LEED certification. Hearing all the information, my sense is to go forward with
the Silver certification. Understanding of this, I hear the word guaranteed even
though he doesn't want to use the word guaranteed. I'm going to treat it as the
word guaranteed. (Inaudible). I understand it is about a $200,000 expense and
I'm sensitive. One, I want the documentation (inaudible) assures some of these
elements get done and as difficult as a meat grinder process as this might be, I
would like to see us go through it before we subject the developers that are going
to follow. Again, with whom we take a lead on this issue. If it's a horrible, difficult
process maybe we ought to experience it firsthand before we subject private
developers in the future to go through it so - -. It's a risk that I think is worthwhile
for us to go forward.
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Bird: Mr. President.
Borton: Mr. Bird.
Bird: I thought all along that I'd like to go for Silver. I think you give the reason
whether or not we're going to ask private developers to be LEED certified
(inaudible) efficient buildings. I think we should take the lead. And I'll be truthful
the money we spend I would say that within five years we will recoup it and then
more. Our next generation of employees will thank us for doing it. I firmly
believe that. And our taxpayers also.
Zaremba: Mr. President.
Borton: Mr. Zaremba.
zaremba: I'm strongly in favor of high energy buildings or high efficiency
buildings. I agree that we need to take the lead on that. I do think that it's fair
that we take the extra step even at some expense to prove to developers that we
wish to influence and our own public and our employees who will use the building
that we are taking these steps so I also support the LEED certification. I'm sorry
that I didn't come in on this at the beginning.so I've missed some of the
discussion. I'd be interested in discussing what it would cost to go even farther
than that. There are other levels above that and I don't know whether there's
been discussion of cost versus benefit on making the roof out of solar panels. I
don't know if there's been discussion about capturing rainwater in a tank so that
one, it's never runoff and two, it can be used in the irrigation system. I don't
know if the discussions have been had unfortunately because I came into it late
but there are a lot of things that could be done so let me just say if we are at the
stage where we're discussing Silver and we think that what we're already doing
is enough points, I certainly support that, and it may be too late for a discussion
of whether we could go even farther or pad ourselves with extra points so that we
know we get it. I'm in favor of proving to the world that we're serious about this
and I think it needs to be certified.
Borton: Councilman Rountree.
Rountree: Mr. Borton, I've all along supported the idea of certification. The
levels of certification kind of rolled in as it looked like we were going to certify and
then maybe be able to do something better than just certification in the multiple
levels that are available. I get a little concerned about having to spend money to
document what it is you're doing. Basically you're trying to buy trust. But I also
appreciate the idea that Meridian's kind of taking the leading edge on sustainable
buildings and we are trying to be leaders in the community as far as development
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and future direction in the City and for that reason and that reason alone I would
support the effort. But I still would have to say I really get irritated about the cost
of an application.
De Weerd: Ditto.
Borton: Agreed. I wouldn't feel so comfortable if we didn't have a guarantee.
Rountree: Yeah, the guarantee is a concern. (Inaudible).
Borton: Do we need a motion to approve going forward with the Silver LEED
certification?
Bettis: Yes, Mr. President, I think that probably would be appropriate.
Watts: I need approval to enter a change order.
Bird: Mr. President, I would move that we entertain a motion to direct the
change order not to exceed $205,000 for Silver certification on a new City Hall
building.
Rountree: Second.
Borton: It's been moved and seconded to approve the additional $205,000
change order.
Bird: Not to exceed.
Borton: Not to exceed, excuse me, for the Silver LEED certification. Mr. Berg,
role call.
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Berg: Borton.
Borton: Aye.
FOUR AYES. MOTION CARRIED.
Borton: Thank you very much. Russ and Dave left. Wes, I appreciate you guys
coming, sharing your information. (Inaudible) City go through this.
Item 3. Discussion of Transportation Task Force Recommendation
Regarding the Draft FY2008-FY2009 ACHD Capital Projects
Budget by Matt Ellsworth:
Borton: One more item on the Pre-Council agenda. I'll turn it over to Matt
Ellsworth. Matt, I apologize for the delay in getting to you but we've got in front of
us the proposed ACHD Budget for 2008-2009 and some drastic changes to it so
Ellsworth: Mr. President, Members of the Council, that is correct. I'm here this
evening to seek your direction on and make sure that you're aware of a couple
issues surrounding this year's proposed ACHD fiscal year 08-09 Budget. Diving
in briefly, this is what was adopted last year for fiscal year 2009 and the reason
that I show it, if you wanted to focus your attention at the pie chart at the bottom,
that shows the distribution of construction funds proposed for fiscal year 2008.
Pretty much evenly distributed between Boise and Meridian with the remainder
among the other three communities. Unfortunately, when they started penciling
things in, going to this year's budget cycle, they noticed a $16.3 million shortfall
as predictable with cost escalations and so forth. Bottom line is, some projects
had a delay. So the projects that were proposed for a delay, that are proposed
for a delay are Ten Mile-Franklin to Cherry, Eagle-Victory to Ridenbaugh, the
intersection of Victory and Eagle, (inaudible) McAlister to 36th , and Deer Flat from
Meridian Road to Kuna. As you can see with this next slide, you have, the
amount of the burden that with this proposed action is now placed on the other
projects within the City of Meridian. Staff felt it was worth some discussion so we
increased that burden up to 87.8% as opposed to 12 for the rest of the County.
The Transportation Task Force discussed this matter last Thursday and they too
felt that that was a bit of an unfair level of the burden for anyone community to
have to shoulder so recommendation that they asked me to come forward to you
with conceptually speaking is to separate out the intersections involved in those
projects to see if there's any way to construct them over a two-year phase period
in that intersections in fiscal year 2008, roadway segments in fiscal year 2009.
Kind of a secondary component to the recommendation that they sent me
forward with is that the Park Center Bridge construction project is slated to begin
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EXHIBIT
GENERAL CONTRACTORS & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
April 3, 2007






New City Hall Project
Dear Ted:
As requested, the following is our response to your concerns outlined in your letter of
March 30, 2007. This response is intended to be constructive and informative so that
the relationship between Petra and the City of Meridian would remain positive and
produce a project all parties can take pride in.
1. Project Staffing and Diligence - Petra has constantly worked to bring the Architect
and multiple Owner representatives for the City together in a positive atmosphere. At no
time have we shirked responsibility and in fact have" gone beyond our scope of services
to help the City. Currently Petra has five personnel and support staff working on the
Meridian City Hall Project. In response to your specific questions we offer the following:
a) Irrigation Ditch - The necessity of having the irrigation service
operational was identified by Petra last November. Over a month ago,
we noted that the delay in design decisions would require a tempora~
irrigation pipe ahead of the formal bids. During the week of March 26 h,
the contaminated soil removal to the south was sufficiently defined to
allow irrigation line installation. On Monday March 26th Petra presented
the temporary irrigation line solution. Petra was not aware that a one
week notice for a purchase order would cause frustration on the part of
the City. Since that time we have turned the temporary pipe into a
permanent installation which will be completed by 4-15-07.
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• b) Topo Surveyor -In CM contracts the parties responsible for securing asurveyor for topo and boundary survey is the City or the Architect.Once Petra learned that neither the City nor the Architect had secured
a surveyor for this design scope of work, Petra began working with the
City to solicit pre-qualified bidders for the work. After two weeks of no
success in finding a Surveyor that had the time to work this project into
their schedule, the City Engineer's office was solicited for additional
names of Surveyors under annual contract with the City that the City
would consider having work on this project. Four names were provided
and a firm was found and retained for the City Hall work to perform the
boundary and topo survey as soon as the site was ready with no delay
to the project. An acceptable backup firm was in place should the first
firm not be able to perform.
c) Delay in Bid Documents - Boiler plate for bid documents consist of the
contract (which is produced by the City), and the bid package
descriptions. The bid package descriptions are created after the plans
and specifications are developed. When asked for the bid packages,
the City was provided with the outlines that were created for this project
and it was noted at that time that outlines were being provided until the
plans and specifications were delivered to Petra by the design team.
The design team provided the plans and specs on schedule and the bid
packages were updated and submitted to the City approximately one
week later, within the project schedule. The bid documents were not
delayed.
d) Improper Staff Substitution - The project staff outlined in the
construction. management services proposal of August 2006 and
transferred into the contract language was based on a project start date
provided by the City at that time. When the unforeseen conditions of
contaminated soil were realized, Petra brought in Jon Anderson. Jon
was superintendent on a $33 Million Tamarack development where he
had worked with EPA and IDEO issues, and is one of a few
superintendents in the entire Valley that can manage this unforeseen
cleanup to a successful conclusion. The finish foreman will be
identified and submitted to the City, when the final schedule is
established.
2. Poor Management of Demolition Contractor - The Demolition Contractor has
received public praise from the Mayor and Council for the work that they performed at
over $80,000 in savings over the next lowest bid. The demolition contractor took
precautions to protect the 3 identified well heads by covering them with fill material prior
to demolition. The fourth well was not found until after the demolition was complete and
there never was a casing above grade at this location. In demolishing concrete I brick
structures and falling a 185' chimney, it is reasonable to assume that some surface
CM017108004173
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• damage will occur in spite of being covered with fill. At the same time, the demolitioncontractor has some responsibility for the 3 damaged casings. The letter on March 30this the first time Petra has been notified of the dollar value for the damages incurred and
we will handle this with the City's Representative in our weekly production meeting.
3. Improper Management of Contaminated Soil Removal - The sequence of events
concerning the contaminated soil issue are as follows:
a) In January, Terracon drilled an exploratory well for groundwater
design which they characterized as containing contaminated soil.
They stopped and moved to another location. They ended-up
drilling two more wells and pulled water samples from them and had
them tested for contamination migration into the ground water,
which proved negative. The City was kept notified throughout this
process.
b) Petra contacted MTI, to provide a proposal for dealing with
contaminated soils. MTI pulled a sample of dirt tested the contents
in their lab for general results and noted that it was mildly
contaminated, confirming the Terracon report. Petra then contacted
MTI and asked for full labs, identifying the exact contaminants and
their handling requirements and made the appropriate
recommendations to the City.
c) With the test results in hand, Petra confirmed with the licensed
abatement contractor that a registered landfill in Ada County would
take and remediate the contaminated soil and log the removal site
with the EPA. The Brownsfield Survey data information number
was provided to the landfill for their use. This is how all
contaminated materials are required to be handled per the EPA
guidelines. Dual notification was also required with IDEO, and was
made by MTI after the initial hauling had begun. MTI filed a work
plan and notification with IDEO who acknowledged that the work
would be performed under the existing Brownsfield Survey for the
property, that we had correctly documented the removal, transport
and deposit of contaminated soils, the EPA had been correctly
notified of the project and then thanked us for inviting them to the
site and working with them to get all of the paper work in place.
d) There is not an additional permit required by IDEO and at no time
has the City been at risk for a tremendous environmental liability
due to the actions of MTI, Ideal Demolition, or Petra. In fact, the
actions of the Petra and Abatement team have gone beyond
traditional contractual relationships to insure that every precaution and
good practice has been taken to mitigate an unforeseen
environmental liability.
CM017109004174
                                                
             
           
        
          
        
         
            
         
          
 
           
           
            
        
           
       
    
            
          
           
         
            
          
          
             
          
          
         
          
             
              
              
           
             
          
         





In closing, it is Petra's observation that the City's frustration with "communication" and
"inordinate amount of time tracking and managing issues" stems from the organizational
format setup by the City. Over the past 14 years on previous eM projects that I have
worked on, there has been one Owner's representative to work with and to report to.
Currently you have that person in Brad Watson. I sincerely believe that Brad, Steve








             
            
                 
               
              
               
 
  




GENERAL CONTRACTORS &CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
October 6, 2008
Our proposal for the east parking Jot is as follows:
Pre--Construction Services
Fee























     
   
Mr. Keith Watts, Purchasing Agent 
City of Meridian 
33 East Idaho Avenue 
Meridian, ID 83642·2300 
Re:East Parking Lot 
Dear Keith: 
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Document G702™ - 1992
Application and Certificate for Payment
TO OWNER: City of Meridian PROJECT: Meridian City Hall APPLICATION NO: 001
33 East Idaho Street PERIOD TO: 11/27/2006
Meridian, 1083642 CONTRACT FOR: General Construction
PROJECT NO: 06-0675
FROM VIA Steve Simmons
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated ARCHITECT: Lombard - Conrad
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 1221 Shorline Drive
Boise, 10 83709 Boise, 1083702--_.._.. _ __ _-_ ---._._------ ------._--_ _---_._.._----_.._.._------- ----_..-_.__.__ _..-- __._._.- _-_.-..
Date: 11- 28--r:JP
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with the Contract
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (une 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed Wol1c
(ColumnD+EonG703) $11,547.82
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F + E on G703)
Total Retalnage (Unes 58 + 5b or Total In Column Iof G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Line 4 Less Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Line 6 from prior Certllicate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE









The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, Information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents. that ali amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Wol1c tor
Which previous Certificates for Payment were Issued and payments received from the Owner, and





SUbscribed and swom to before
me this day of November 28,
Notary Public: Debbie Gorski
My Commission expires: July 5, 2012
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-sila observations and the data comprising
this application, the Architect certifies to the OWner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
information and belief, the Wol1c has progressed as Indicated, the quality of the Work is in






(Attach explanation If amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: _
This Certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance. payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract - -
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved in previous months by OWner
Total approved this Month
NET CHANGES by Change Order
004177
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lication and Certificate for Payment ---.-.----•.•--.-•.--.."iarchlil;uji'iUpproi"jJ:~-..--.---.....-.....~~;-.--_.-.--.--...---- -..-..-- ._n.. APPLICATION NO.
. 'R'''''''' Meridian City HB/I "RIO'TO, 12/22/2006
FROM
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated












.__ _-----.._----_..__-----..--------_.._..-_ __.._-------_... ...-_ _._--_..- _ ---------_ _-------------._---
Date: I 2'" '2..0 '-0ce
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application is made for payment, as shown below, in comectlon with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. NetChange by Change Ordera
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPlETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(Column D+ Eon G703) $ 16,432.82
b. __% of Stored Material
(COlumn F + Eon G703)
Total Retainage (Unes Sa + 5b or Total in Column I of G703)
8. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(line 4 less line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(line 6 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(line 3 less line 6)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved in previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month










The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge. information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed In accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner. and




Subscribed and swom to before
me this day of December 20, 20'
Notary Public: Debbie Gorski
My Commission expires: July 5,2012 ~ ~ .... - .. tiP" • • ,
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FO ItiMeRT .. Ii * • 4
In accordance with the Contract Documents. based on on-site observations and the data comprising
this application. the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
Information and belief. the Work has progressed as indicated. the quality of the Work is in
accordance with the Contract Documents. and the Contractor Is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: _
This Certillcatels not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptanca of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract.
CM000839
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Document G702™ -1992 Meridian City Hall
Application and Certificate for Payment
TO OWNER: City of Meridian PROJECT: Meridian City Hall APPLICATION NO: 006
33 East Idaho Street PERIOD TO: 04/30/2007
Meridian, ID 83642 CONTRACT FOR: General Construction
PROJECT NO: 06-0675
FROM VIA Steve Simmons
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated ARCHITECT: Lombard - Conrad
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 1221 Shoreline 'Drive
Boise, ID 83709 Boise, ID 83702. .. .. .-._---_..._-----_.----------_.._-----------_..--------_._....----_...._..-......_--._-------._----...._-----------.-._oo_.._----




The undersigned COntractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were Issued and payments receiVed from the Owner. and
that current payment shown herin Is now due.
~ffe&~":.~.L.~ 2o:Jl
County ot Ada
Subscribed and sworn to before
me this day of April 30, 2007
Notary Public: Debbie Gorski
My Commission expires: July 5, 2012
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data comprising
this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
information and belief, the Work has progressed as Indicated, the qUality of the Work is In
accordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation If amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial ali figures on this
Application and on the COntinuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: _
This Certificate is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of





ApplICation is made for payment. as shown below, in comection with the Contract
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
6. RETAINAGE
a. 6% of Completed Work
(Column D+ Eon G703) ~
b._% of Stored Material T~3"O"" JJ"..-T T"'-
(Column F + Eon G703) TM3MVACf P.O'I QIVQtMqA
Total Retainage (lines 5a + 5b or Totalln Column I of G703) • QIII $ 21,317.82
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE • In
(Line 4 Less Line 5 Total) flJi»II1~ $ 627,346.98
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR P" i M!NI I
(Line 6 from prior CertifiCate) ~1~meeAgni ..ft:mJ" $ 605,843.13
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE 21,503.85
9. BALANCE TO FINISH,INCLUDING RE1MINAdI!! I $ 993,561.50
(line 3 less Une 6) ~.~qA ti~ftUO:J
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved in previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month
NET CHANGES by Change Order
CM000865
004179
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Document G702™ • 1992
Application and Certificate for Payment
TO OWNER: City of Meridian PROJECT: Meridian City Hall APPLICATION NO: 007
33 East Idaho Street PERIOD TO: 05/31/2007
Meridian. 1083642 CONTRACT FOR: General Construction
PROJECT NO: 06-0675
FROM VIA Steve Simmons
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated ARCHITECT: Lombard - Conrad
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 1221 Shoreline Drive
Boise, 10 83709 Boise, 10 83702--------. . _ _-_ _--------_ - ..__ _ _-_..-... .._----_ _--.-._---._------_.- --_ _.
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, In connectlon with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(ColumnD+EonG703) $ 56,994.79
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F + Eon G703)
Total Retalnage (Lines 5a + 5b or Total In Column I ofG703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Line 4 Less Une 5 Total)
7. LlESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR P",YMENT
(Line 6 from prior Certillcale)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Une 3 less Line 6)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved in previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month










The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed In accordance
with the Contract Documents, Ihat all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner, and
that current payment shown heM i n
CONSTRU 0 ;A j ~
By: Date: ~~31 J?7
State of: Idaho
County of: Ada
Subscribed and swom to before
me this day of June 18, 2007
Notary Public: Debbie Gorski
My Commission expires: July 5,2012
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data comprising
this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knOWledge
Information and belief, the Work has progressed as indicated, the qUality of the Work is in
accordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: _
This Certificate is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract.
CM000892
004180
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A~!~~c~tio~~.nd :~rti~ca.!.~.!or.:a"!~~:!.~ _.._.._. ._.._ _... P~u.rc••In ~.~ _ ••__•• ._••• ••_
TO OWNER: City of Meridian PROJECT: Meridian City Hall - . ~
33 East Idaho Street C II 1.1~~ • P~OD TO: 7/31/2007












The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contracto~s knowledge. information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed In accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were Issued and payments received from the Owner. and
:.~
:~teo~ ~-~:: Date: -~v
County or: Ada
Subscribed and swom to before DEBBiE GORSKI
me this day of July 30. 2007 I\IOTARY 62UBLIC
Notary Public: Debbie Gorski
My Commission expires: July 5. 2012 ~-~ .. b " " " " • " " • ~










CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment. as shown below. In connecllon with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet. AlA Document G703. Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(Column 0 + E on G703) $ 109,237,00
b.__% of Stored Material
(Column F + Eon G703)
Totel Retelnage (Lines Sa + 5b or Totelln Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Line 4 Less Une 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Line 6 from prior Certlflcate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH,INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(LIne 3 less Une 6)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDmONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved In previous monthS by Owner
Total approved this Month
NET CHANGES by Change Order
CM000943
004181
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In accordance with the Contract Documents based on on-site observations and the data comprising 
this application, the certifies to the Owner that ~ltect's knowledge 
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract. 
 
September 6, 2007
Correction to billing format and descriptions only
No change in dollar amounts esc
Document G702™ -1992
Application and Certificate for Payment
.... ....._----_.._._--_.-------....__.....------_.•.....------------_..._------_..---...----------------------------_._-_..
TO OWNER: City of Meridian PROJECT: Meridian City Hall APPLlCAnON NO: 010
33 East Idaho Street PERIOD TO: 8/31/2007
Meridian, 10 83642 CONTRACT FOR: General Construction
PROJECT NO: 06-0675
FROM VIA Steve Simmons
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated ARCHITECT: Lombard - Conrad
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 1221 Shoreline Drive
Boise, 1083709 Boise, 10 83702
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with the Contract
Continuation Sheet. AlA Document G703, is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(CoIumnD+EonG703) $ 157,089.41
b. __'Yo of Stored Material
(Column F + E on G703)
Total Retalnage (Unes 5a + 5b orTotal in Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Line 4 Less Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(LIne 6 from prior CertifICate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Line 3 less Line 6)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved In previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month










The undersigned Contracior certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were Issued and payments received from the Owner, and
~Q~-
By: ~"f4 :J; drfJCCLk Date: q -Gz - 07
State of: Idaho
County of: Ada
Subscribed and sworn to before
me this day of September 6, 2007
Notary Public: Debbie Gorski
My Commission expires: July 5,2012
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on·sile observations and the data comprising
this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architecfs knowledge
information and belief, the Work has progressed as indicated, the quality of the Work is in
accordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: _.,..... _
This Certificate is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contracto~
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract.
CM000990
004182
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Document G702™ - 1992
Application and Certificate for Payment--_.._-------------------------------...._-------.-----_.--...._-_..._--.__.---_..__._---.-_.._._-_...._------------_.._------------.
TO OWNER: City of Meridian PROJECT: Meridian City Hall APPLICATION NO: 012
33 East Idaho Street PERIOD TO: 10/31/2007
Meridian, 10 83642 CONTRACT FOR: General Construction
PROJECT NO: 06-0675
FROM VIA Steve Simmons
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated ARCHITECT: Lombard - Conrad
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 1221 Shoreline Drive
Boise, 10 83709 Boise, ID 83702....... ----- _._.__.._-_.--_ _-.__ - _.--_ _-_ _._--_._ - _-_ __ _•..
Date: (d -30-C!J2
>
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment. as shown below. In connection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet. AlA Document G703, is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
S. RETAlNAGE
a.S% of Completed Work
(Column D+ Eon G703) $ 229,661.50
b.__% of Stored Material
(Column F + E on G703)
Tollli Relllinage (Unes Sa + 5b or Total in Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Line 4 Less Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Line 6 from prior Certificalll)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BAlANCE TO FINISH, tNCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Line 3 less Une 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Tollli Changes approved in previous months by Owner
Tollli aDPI'OVed this Month










The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge. information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents. that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous certificates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner. and
that current payment shown herin is now due.
~;'N;~~OA ~~.
Stateo~
County of: Ada . '" ~'-""""""..A""'''''''''''"''''''''''''Q,."oI~
Subscribed and swom to before
me this day of October 30, 2007
Notary Public: Debbie Gorski
My Commission expires: July 5. 2012
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FdR*pt'ii1lE'Nf" " • w • • • •• +.f
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data comprising
this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Archltecrs knowledge
information and beliel. the Work has progressed as indicated. the quality 01 the Work is in
accordan1with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT 9ERTIFIED.
AMOUNT qERTIFIED
(Attach exPlanation If amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: _
This Certificate is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract.
CM001112
004183
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Document G702™ -1992
Application and Certificate for Payment
TO OWNER: City of Meridian PROJECT: Meridian City Hall APPLICATION NO: 013
33 East Idaho Street PERIOD TO: 11/3012007
Meridian, ID 83642 CONTRACT FOR: General Construction
PROJECT NO: 06·0675
FROM VIA Steve Simmons
CONTRACTOR: PETRA. Incorporated ARCHITECT: Lombard - Conrad
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 1221 Shoreline Drive
Boise, ID 83709 Boise, ID 83702
CONTRACTOR'S APPUCATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is mllde for paYMenL a8 shown below. In connection with the Conlract
Continuallon SheeL AlA Document 0703. is ellached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Coh.mn 0 on 0703)
6. RETAINAGE
.. 6% of Compleled Work
(Column 0 + E on 0703) $ 285,576.74
b.__% of Stored Malerlal
(Column F + Eon 0703)
Total RelalnBge (Lines sa + 5b or Totelln ColUmn I Of G703)
8. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAOE
(Une" less Une 5 T0I8Q
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(une 6 from prior certificate)
B. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH. INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Une 3 less line 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADOmONS DEOUCTIONS
ToIII Changes approved In previou8 months by Owner
ToJal approved thl. Month
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The undersigned ConltadOr car1ines that to the beat of the Conltacto(s knowledge. information 
and belief !he Work ooyered by this Application for Payment has been completed In accordance 
with the Contract Documents, !hat allllmounls have been paid by the Contractor on Work for 
whk::h previous Cortmclliea for Payment _re issued Md payments received from the Owner. and 





SubScribed and sworn to before 
me this day of December 5. 2007 
Date \\-'2..;Q-7 
named herein \ss(J'ance, payment and 'acceptance of payment are Without prejudice to any righl5 of 
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract. 
 
Document G702™ -1992





33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, ID 83642
PETRA, Incorporated


















. . _-----_ - ..--------------_ _-----_.. -.. _.._---._-------_ _ -----.-_.
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with the Contract,
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(COlumn 0 + Eon G703) $ 443,453.75
b. __% of Stored Material
(COlumn F + E on G703)
Total Retalnage (Lines 5a + 5b or Total In Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Une 4 Less Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Line 8 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Une 3 less Una 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved in DI'BVIous months by Owner
Totel approved this Month










The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contracto(s knowledge, Information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous certificates for Payment were Issued and payments received from the Owner. and
that current payment shown herln Is now due.
CON~UCTION MANAG~
By: "!: er \C'o.....e ;t::'5; Date: \ - ~,~
Stale of: Idaho
County of: Ada
Subscribed and swom to before
me this day of February 1, 2008
Monica Pope ~
My Commission expires: 412912 1 ' ~l
ARCHITECT'S CERT ICATE¥ PA$MliNfl'E
In accordance with the Contract umen&.l~JI'-!f'~;@ns and th data comprising
this application. the Architect ca es to ~@!a~jll18J~lI~ArchlteC? knowledge
Information and belief. the Wo "pdlQall~rk is in
accordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED. ~O
AMOUNT CERTIFIED ~.;;.'8...,_~...:t...;b,--""' _
(Attach explanation If amount cartified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
:;CH~~ ..
This Certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejUdice to any rights of
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract.
CM001280
004185
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Document G702™ -1992
Application and Certificate for Payment
~---------------------_._----------------.._-....._._--._-_...__._.._.._.------_._-----_._--...._....._.._---------------------..._..-------
TO OWNER: City of Meridian PROJECT: Meridian City Hall APPLICATlON NO: 014
33 East Idaho Street PERIOD TO: 12/31/2007
Meridian, 1083642 CONTRACT FOR: General Construction
PROJECT NO: 06-0675
FROM VIA Steve Simmons
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated ARCHITECT: Lombard - Conrad
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 1221 Shoreline Drive
Boise, 1083709 Boise, 10 83702
Date: \ 1,...'z,\-1---
The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents. that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner, and





Subscribed and sworn to before
me this day of January 3, 2008
Monica Pope
My Commission expires: 4129/2011 i l\Jl <h
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICA FOR P'A9I:JIMN'r rOPE
In accordance with the Contract Documen • based ~J(;jT~iiJ. ~n.tMJ,aW'tl data co
this application, the Architect certifies to tIi OwnertSiAT&~~ knowl
Information and belief. the Work has prog ~SJindieated. ~81ltV't"","n1O'ill~r'il.
acoordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entiUed to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTlFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED \ 1~ 'Z.t, 1'10. "Z7.
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all fIQures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARC~ITECT• ~
By: ....W_....1A__~_........ _
This Certificat~OUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor.
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of










CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment, as I\hown below. In connection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(Column D + Eon G703) $ 383,941.73
b. __%of Stored Material
(Column F + E on G703)
Total Retainage (Unes 5a + 5b or Total in Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Une 4 Less Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTlFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Une 6 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Line 3 less Line 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved in previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month
NET CHANGES by Change Order
CM001230
004186
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My CommiSSion expires: 4129/2011 
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Document G702™ - 1992
Application and Certificate for Payment
,-----,---------------------------------------------------_.
TO OWNER: City of Meridian PROJECT: Meridian City Hall APPLICATION NO: 017
33 East Idaho Street PERIOD TO: 3/31/2008





CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated ARCHITECT: Lombard - Conrad
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 1221 Shoreline Drive
Boise, 10 83709 Boise, 1083702----._.-._._-------_._._---------.----.-------_.._----------------------_.--_._---_.._--------------_._-----._-----------------------_.
The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge. information
and belief the Work covered by this Application fOr Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were Issued and payments received from the Owner, and
that current payment shown henn is now due.
C~N'2'CTION MANAGER
By. ,~ .. , _ Q,=~ =¢'.-
State of: idahO' • - •
County of: Ada
Subscribed and sworn to before
me this day of April 3, 2008
Connie S. Creager
My Commission expires: 02·12·2014
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMEN
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data comprising
this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect·s knowledge
infOrmation and belief. the Work has progressed as Indicated, the quality of the Work is in
accordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED .ltJ 151' 4-....;;08"---"-_1 _
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and pn the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
::CHITE~ltt~.
This Certificate is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED i.S payable only to the· Contractor.
named herein. Issuance. payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of










CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment, as shown below. in connection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(Column 0 + E on G703) $ 594,113.63
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F + Eon G703)
Total Retalnage (Lines 5a + 5b or Total In Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAlNAGE
(Line 4 Less Une 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Line 6 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(line 3 less Line 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved in previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month
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Document G702™ -1992 REVISED
Application and Certificate for Payment
o. _ •• • _ •••• ••••_ ••_ •••••••, '._---- ---- _----.•......._.. . .._------.._----_ _-----..--_.
TO OWNER: City of Meridian PROJECT: Meridian City Hall APPLICATION NO: REVISED 018
33 East Idaho Street PERIOD TO: 4/30/2008
Meridian, ID 83642 CONTRACT FOR: General Construction
PROJECT NO: 06-0675
FROM VIA Steve Simmons
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated ARCHITECT: Lombard - Conrad
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 1221 Shoreline Drive
Boise,lD 83709 Boise, ID 83702._-----_._-_.._-----_._..._--------_.._._._--_.._-.._----------_.._-_....._._-----_..-.-.-------._._----.
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with the Contract.
COntinuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Changa by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
•• 5% of Completed Work
(Column D + Eon G703) $ 655,406.75
b.__% of Stored Material
(Column F + E on G703)
Total Retainage {Lines 5a + 5b or Total In Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Une 4 Less Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Une 8 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Line 3 less Line 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Tolal Changes approved in previous months by Owner
Tolal approved this Month










The undersigned Contractor certl.fies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, informallon
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous CertlflC8tes for Payment were issued and payments received fro':!!..the Owner, and
that current payment shown herln is now due.
CON~UC~ON ~GER ...,49t;;=
By: 3&Av~ ; n ?Q1=r(./<'1'_Ai~:"lfi.llt,~9~:,:l%".,......----­
Slate of: Idaho
County of: Ada
SUbscribed and sworn to before
me this day of May 23, 2008
Connie S. Creager
My Commission expires: 02·12·2014 •••••••• \"V'.,,-'
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR P lQII' O~ ",'
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site 0 ':~\V~~; and Ihe dala comprising
this application. the Architect cerllfllIs to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
information and belief, the Work has progressed as Indicated. the quality of the Work is In
accordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: -- _
This Cerlfficate is not negQ~abl~•• llle AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. ISS,lJance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
the Owner or contractor under llils Contract.
CM001733
004188
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Document G702™ -1992 REVISED
/~, '~f";ll.',,". '\~it~:', '.'~''''''~''''''''''\,"
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33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 1083642
PETRA, Incorporated


















. _. - --------_._---_.__._---.------_._-_.._--_.-----_._-----_._--_.._-----_._-_..__.__.._------_._._-_.__.
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment. as shown below, In connection with the Contract
Continuation Sheet. AlA Document G703, Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(Column D + E on G703) $ 655,406.75
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F + E on G703)
Total Retalnage (Unes Sa + 5b or Total In Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
.(Line 4 Less Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(LIne 6 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Une 3 less Line 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDmONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved In previous months by Owner
Total approved th~ Month










The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the ContractOr's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the COntract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner. and





Subscribed and swom to before
me this day of May 23, 2008
Connie S. Creager
My Commission expires: 02·12-2014
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data comprising
this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
Information and belief, the Work has progressed as indicated, the quality of the Work is in
accordance with the COntract Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: ----------------------
This Certificate is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the Contractor '.
named herein. Issuance. payment and acceptance of payment are without prejUdice to any rights of
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract.
CM001734
004189
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Application and Certificate for Payment_._._.._.._--..-._._._-_ _-----------------------------_.._---_ _-----_ ------_ _..•..
TO OWNER: City of Meridian PROJECT: Meridian City Hall APPLICAnON NO: 018
33 East Idaho Street PERIOD TO: 4/30/2008
Meridian, 10 83642 CONTRACT FOR: General Construction
PROJECT NO: 06-0675
FROM VIA Steve Simmons
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated ARCHITECT: Lombard - Conrad
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 1221 Shoreline Drive
Boise, 10 83709 Boise, ID 83702----_._... ._._._-------- _---_.._ __ _-----_._-_.__ _-_ _----_ _ _-_ _ _..-.- _ _..
\
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
L 5% of Completed Work
(Column D + Eon G703) $ 657,709.04
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F +Eon G703)
Total Retalnage (Unes 5a + 5b or Total in Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(line 4 less Une 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERnFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(line 6 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Line 3 less Une 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved in previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month











The undersigned Contractor certiftes that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
\\otlich previous Certificates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner, and
that current payment shown herin is now due.
CONS~UCTIO.N MANAG~ • ::JJ"=- .\ ~ ._
By: ~.. •~ • ....J'-J.... Date: '-\ ~(;;) ~
Stata cJ: ldahO\
County of: Ada
Subscribed and sworn to before ...."",."......... 1
~
,.- RBJlO'"
me this day of May 2. 2008 • ..... ~ 'I!
Connie S. Creager ~"=iJ!~!:'l, ~"'.ll;'l&.L~~~~~:::..I.::-----
My Commission expires: 02-12-20 ~ '_.1.>-~"" :
ARCHITECT'S CERTI t~0JellAtM'NTi
In accordance with the Contract ~ma,\,' based o\~"\ite/~Eti0ns and the data comprising
this application, the Architect certifilto th ~at to)~ tithe Architecfs knowledge
information and belief, the Work has" re ~~i;ality of the Work is in
accordance with the Contract Documents. tfn~R~'entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFiED. "'-.1 84
AMOUNT CERTIFIED ~, 1...£\4-1 ~'1 -
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
:;CHITECT:~
This Certificate is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejUdice to any rights of
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Document G702™ -1992 REVISED
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JUN 0 ~ 2008
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33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, ID 83642
PETRA, Incorporated


















--------------------------- -_ _------------------_._---_....... .. _ _ ----- _----------- _-_..----_.
i
,...............,
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
App6cation Is made for payment, as shown below, in connection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED &STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(ColumnD+EonG703) $ 710,961.56
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F + Eon G703)
Total Retalnage (Lines sa + 5b or Total in Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Line 4 Less Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Line 8 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH. INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Line 3 less Line 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Tolal Changes approved In previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month












not negotiable. l'he AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor.
named herein. Issuance. payment and acceptance of payment are without prejUdice to any rights of
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The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information 
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance 
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for 
which previous Certificates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner, and 
County of: Ada 
Subscribed and swom to before 
me this day of June 2, 2008 
 ".   
  
  ,        u      
      , 
 
I~~j (I~ 0\l1 ~Im
UU JUl.·--O 7 2008 w.
I~Dl=~;
)




Application and Certificate for Payment
TO OWNER: City of Meridian PROJECT: Meridian City Hall APPLICATION NO: 020
33 East Idaho Street PERIOD TO: 6/30/2008
Meridian, 10 83642 CONTRACT FOR: General Construction
PROJECT NO: 06-0675
FROM VIA Steve Simmons
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated ARCHITECT: Lombard - Conrad
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 1221 Shoreline Drive
Boise, 10 83709 Boise, 10 83702
13'01J b51 ~
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, in connectlon with the Contract.
Continuation Sheel, AlA Document G703, Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(Column 0 + E on G703) $ 748,728.10
b. __'Yo of Stored Material
(Column F + E on G703)
Total Retalnage (Lines 5a + 5b or Total In COlumn I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Line 4 Less Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Line 6 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Line 3 less Line 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved in previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month










The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contracto(s knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payme~_t were iSSUed and pa~nts received from the Owner, and
that current payment shown herln~ due.
CONSTRUCTION MAl
By: ~~L£.C!
State of: ~ !
County of: Ada
Subscribed and swom to before
me this day of July 2, 2008./7
/' ,I
Connie S. Creager { c¢4 Oa < 6('~ -lJ!~ \ ~-
My COmmission expires: 02·12·2014 .. ~##" OF ,..~ ......
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYME~'",,,""'"
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data comprising
this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the besl of the Architect's knowledge
Information and belief, the Work has progressed as Indicated, the quality of the Work is in
accordance with the Contract Documents, and the COntractor is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with tha amount certified.)
A~CHIT~~
By. .e
This Certificate is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract.
CM002318
004192
l     
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Document G702™ - 1992 REVISED






33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 10 83642
PETRA, Incorporated












~ ©~ DW~m PERIOD TO:
~ CONTRACT FOR:








The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge. Information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed In accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous CertifiCales for Payment were Issued and payments received from the Owner. and





Subscribed and swom to before
me this day of September 4. 2008
Connie S. Creager
My Commission expires: 02.12.2014..... • = .. \.)'\ i - -. -. "!..- .
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FORpAY~MEN:t.- ( ~
In accordance with the Contract Documents. based on_so obsl.ry~\~1\S "and.the data comprising
this application. the Architect certifies to the Owner th the t of the Arc~ct'S knowledge
information and belief. the Work has progressed as ind; ~tfihe'wor'k is in
0\ ••
accordance with the Contract Documents. and the Contract .~nt of the
AMOUNT CERTIFtED.
AMOUNT CERTlFtED 4 ';1-WI'?, 111 -
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: _~~~~~~~~:=!C~ _
T~iS Certificate not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor.
named herein. Issuance. payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of










CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application is made for payment as shown below. In connection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet AlA Document G703. Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(Column 0 + Eon G703) $ 867,858.99
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F + E on G703)
TO}al Retainage (Lines 5a + 5b or Total in Column I 01 G703)
6. TdTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Line 4 Less Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Line 6 from prior Certificate)
¥URRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Line 3 less Line 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved in previous months by0_
Total approved this Month
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Meridian City HallPROJECT:City of Meridian
33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 10 83642
TO OWNER:
...__._ _ _._ _._.._..__._ _ _.--_.._.._._-_ _ _--_ _.._ _--_.........•_ - _ .
rF:'"\ ri=J ,. _ 1 • ~
FROM
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated











--_.._._. _ _... ._-_ __...•.•.•...._--............... . _.._-_ _ _••.....•...........••..___ ,
AMOUNT CERnAED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment, as shown below. In connectlon with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703. is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE(Line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE(Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(Column D + Eon G703) $ 908,815.21
b.__% of Stored Material
(Column F+ Eon G703)
Total Retalnage (Lines 5a + 5b or Total In Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Line 4 Less Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Une 6 from prior Certlflcate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE










The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, Information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner, and
that current payment shown herln Is now due.
CONSTRU N MANAGER .'" •"'"''.... ..s~ T\
By: ••, :~at~: •
State of: Idaho .' _. • ••• •'. '.~
Countyof: Ada f ..... OT f\ N} ......p "
Subscribed and sworn to before - - • ~ ~ i......... . :
me this day of October 2. 2008 ,.. : :\"'. -.
Connie S. Creager \.. I ~
My Commission expires: 02·12·2014 1PJ- ...... ,..~"'~
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PA _ Of \~~..,..
h.o .....
In accordance with the Contract Documents. based on on-site oSllTVllitM!l and the data comprising
this applicatlon. the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
Infonnatlon and belief. the Work has progressed as indicated, the quality of the Work is In
accordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is entltled to payment of the
b'i
~f>1, ;41 -
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDmONS DEDUCTIONS
Total ChanlIes aporOYed In Drevious months bv Owner
Total apDroved this Month
NET CHANGES by Change Order
(AUach explanation if amount certlfled differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to confonn with the amount certified.)
ARCHITE
By: ~~J.&~~~::::::=~~~!::t,..---------
This te Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
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Application and Certificate for Payment
ffl~ ©~ a[J] ~ 11/1
~ NOV.2 02008 ~
'By..l1itt€U1.C£
._ _--_._._---_.._--_._ __.._•....- __ _-_._.._------_.._._----_.._--_.__ _ _ __ _---
TO OWNER: City of Meridian
33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, ID 83642

















Boise, ID 83702---------- . . __._------_..__._._---_._-_._-------.--------------_._-_._._.._-_ _..-
402,O"2-l I?..}
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data comprisir
this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
information and belief. the Work has progressed as Indicated, the quality of the Work Is in
accordance with the Contract Documents. and the Contractor Is entiUed to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
The undersigned Contraclc1r certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certlticatas for Payment were Issued and payments received from the Owner, and
that current payment shown herln Is now due.
CONS'




Subscribed and sworn to before
me this day of November 10, 2,
~~











CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Appfication Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Ord....
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
S. RETAINAGE
a. 6% of Completed Work
(Column 0 + E on G703) $ 923,413.12
b.__% of Stored Material
(Column F + Eon G703)
Total Retainage (Lines Sa + 5b or Total In Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(lIne 4 Less Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Line 6 from prior Certillcate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH. INCLUDING RETAINAGE
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY IADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved In previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month
NET CHANGES by Change Order
(Attach explanation If amount cerlifled differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT§l A \1Jl..:-
By: J...tt~ ...........
This Certificate is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTiFIED Is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights I
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract.
CM002656
004195
_ .  
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The Underlilgned Contraelor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, Information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Cc!lntrael Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
0,121,488.11 whiCh preVious Certillcates fOr Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner, and
1,28~, 146.81 that current payment shown herin Is now due.
$21 ,405,8S4.92 CONS~ION MANAGER~
$21,014,431.'58>, By. _~~-=O'T......==_==-~~~:..==:...-- _
"-.~le of: Idaho ,
Co~f:.Ada
SUbSCrib~m to befOre
me this day of ,sovember4,2008
Connie S. ~raager . '.
My Commi~slon expires: 02-12- 01'" ::: -.- : -:
ARCHlrECrS CERTIFIC'A-T~.F" P\YIflI§tjl\C i j
In accorda~ce with the Contrael Documents, bas ". fA •__ observalio.~all.dtil.f data comprising
I '" ••'1f', I'tt-" ,,,-V ~
this appllclUon, the ArChitect certifies to the Owner ~F8lU~~l~s knowledge
informallorl and benef. the Work has progressed as in _aa~oY~e Work is in
accordance with the Contrael Documents. and the Contraelor Is ~(ft~d to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED. . (p3"",
AMOUNT CERTIFIED +t la I' 0,0 - ""<,
(Altsch eXJ1lanatlon If amount certified differs from the amount applied. InlUsI allllgures-o-Qthis
APPllcauoni•..~ndn the ConUnuatlon Sheet that are changed to confOnn with the amount certlllelQ
ARCHITECT: - JQ (\-'k- ""
By:· ~i"<AMM1Co- \
This CerUflCate is not negotlable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED1& payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance ot payment are without prejudice to any rights ot














---_._ - __......•_..........•.._ _.._ _ ,
City of Meridian
33 East Idaho Street
Meridiari)Q..s3642
PETRA, Incorporated
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive
Boise,lD 83709
Application and Certificate for Payment_...._.. .'
TO OWNER:
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Appllcetlon Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, Is altsChed
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G9nG703)
5. RETAINAGE
•• 5% of Completed Work
(CoIumnD+EonG703) / $ 923,413.12
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F + E on G703)
Total Retalnage (lines sa +5b otal in Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS R ~INAGE
(line 4 Less line 5 otal)
7. LESS PREVIOUS TIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(line 6 . r Certificate)
8. CURRENT ~ MENT DUE
9. BAlANC TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
FROM
CONTRACTOR:
--_.- _.._ _---_.._-_ __.,
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITiONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved In previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month
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Document G702™ - 1992 REVISED
rfD)~©~DWI
1Ill JAN 12 2009
BY.j..( VlaM-U
Application and Certificate for Payment
TO OWNER: City of Meridian
33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 10 83642








---- .__._, , _--_.._-----_.._-_._..__.- .._-_.__ _----_.-_._ --._----_.---_.
FROM
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated











The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were issued end payments received from the Owner, and
that CUrTent payment shown herin is now due.
Subscribed and swom to before
me this day of
Debbie Gorski







CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orde..
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (ColUmn G on G703)
5. RETAlNAGE
ao 5% of Completed Work
(Column D + E on G703)
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F + E on G703)
Total Retainage (Lines sa + 5b or Total In Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Une 4 Less Une 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Line 6 from prior C8rtltleate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY IADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved in previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month






~!:.'.... ..~........~mth~ount applied. Initial all figures on this
.. ... - .. .. ::;>. ngad to conform with the amount certified.)
..:----
By: :>< 7<
neg~. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
'"• Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejUdice to any rights,
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Application and Certificate for Payment
• .-
Document G702™ -1992 REVISE
D)~©~DIYJ~~J




.< C, ~,' {J 2 .201J9
--------------- , ,------------------------_...._------ --------------------._-------
TO OWNER: City of Meridian
33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 10 83642




















Date: t -'7, \-OS
iaunt applied. Initial all figures on this







Subscribed and swom to before
me this day of January 3', 2009
Debbie Gorski
By. ~:.----~--------------_
e AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights,
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract.
The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner, and










CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application is made for payment, as shown below, in connection with the Contract
Continuation Slieet, AlA Document G703, Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETA,,..AGE
a. 5% of Completed WoriI:
(ColumnD+EonG703) $ 890,951.89
b. __% of Stored Matet:ial
(Column F + E on G703)
Total Retalnage (Unes 5a + 5b or Total In Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Line 4 Less. Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Line 8 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH,INCLUDING RETAINAGE
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved In previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month
NET CHANGES by Change Order
CM102322
004198
 I ', '     J;."~~ 
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Document G702™ -1992
Application and Certificate for Payment
REVISED
D}~ ®~ n
MAR 17 2009 1"
I ',--'
~ydi~ =
----_.._-_..--------_._----.-------_ --_ _-_ --_.._------......--_._ - --_..__.._ __..__.._-_ .
TO OWNER: City of Meridian PROJ,ECT: Meridian City Hall APPLICATION NO: 028
33 East Idaho Street PERIOD TO: 2128/2009
Meridian, 1083642 CONTRACT FOR: General Construction
PROJECT NO: 06-0675
FROM VIA Steve Simmons
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated ARCHITECT: Lombard· Conrad
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 1221 Shoreline Drive
Boise,lO 83709 Boise, 10 83702---------_.. ...._--------_._---------_._._-_..•.........__._----_.._--_....._._-_....._.
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application ia mede for payment, aa shown below, in comection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA DooumElllt G703, is altached
1. ORIGiNAl CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Ordllfll
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
'" TOTAL COMPlETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed WorX
(Column 0 + E on G703) $ 639,267.18
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F + Eon G703)
Total Retalnage (Lines Sa + 5b or Total In Column I of G703)
6. TOTAl EARNED LESS RET~GE
(Una 4 Less Line 5 To'tisQ
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Une Bfrom prior Certllicate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BAlANCE TO FINISH. INCLUDING RETAlNAGE
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY IADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changee approved In prevIous months by Owner
Total approved this Month










The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the WorX covered by ttlis Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with ttle Contract ~mants, that an amounts have been paid by the Contractor on WorX for
which previous Cerllficates for Payment were iSSUed and paym received from the Owner, and
that current payment shown henn is n • e. Z
CONSTRUCTION MANAGER --: ~~ ,/ - l .-',~ 47
By: __ ....... Date: ~./ a
~~~ J
County of: Ada
Subscribed and swom to before
me this day of
Debbie Gorski
My Commission expires; 07-05-2012
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATEF~
In accordance with the Contract Documents, bllSed on on·s~ Observations and the data comprlsir
this lIpplicatlon, the Archltecrt certifies to the Owner that 10 the best of the Architect's knQWledge
Information and belief, the WorX has progressed "Indicated, the quality of the WorX is in
aCCO~rIl::8With the Contract Documents. and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED. '2. S-
AMOUNT CERTIFtED 2$'2.. t;"1~ -
(Attach explanation If amoLlnt certified differs from the amoLlnt applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the ContinLlation SMet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
=CHtTEC~~
This Certilicate Is not ntgotlable. T-he AMOUNT CERTiFIED is payable only 10 the Contractor
named hatein. issuance. payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights I
the Owner or Contractor LInder this Contract.
CM091889
004199
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Application and Certificate for Payment
TO OWNER: City of Meridian
33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 10 83642








-- .. -- ....
FROM
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated












In aocordanpe with the CoritnlctOocuments, bafBd on on-site observations and th. data comprisir
this applicallon, the Architect certifies 10 the Owner that to the best of th. Ardlitect's knowledge
Information a.,d beli.,. the Work has progressed as indicated, the quality of l11e Work Is in
acoordance with the Contract Docum.nts, and the Contractor is .ntitled to payment 01111e ~
AMOUNT CERTIFIED. j I .~" . . i \
AMOUNT CERTIFIED e::, 1..0J I~ 1- ~;j.;. G1;.0, C41 -
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are dlanged to conform wil11 the amount certified.)
~cHSTM~
~ '.' .' M4~_
This Certiflcate is not negOtiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payabl. only to the Contractor
named hltreln. Issuance, payment and acceptance of paymllnt are wrJlout pntjudlce to any rights I
th. Owner or Contractor under this Contract.
The undltrslgnlld Contractor certifies that to the best of th!t Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has belen completed in aocordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on WorX for
which previous ClIrlificaws for Payment were issued and payments l'llC6ived frOm the Owner, and
that current payment shown heIln is now due.
CONS~cnON MANAGeR~ .:::rs::-
By. ',,)CM t. hn 0 ....
Slaw of: Idahl:\
County of: Ada
Subscribed and sworn to before
me this day of April 9, 2009
Debbie Gorski
My Commission expires: 07-05-2012 ~ l









.."'Z,.O/13£;,J1t'1 ~~ -7 $20,738,490.73
'/ b"lUi 0'-3;' ~ 620,182.01
. '$ 37,605.66
(Une 4 Less Une 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Une 8 from prior Certificate)
8~ CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
Application is made for payment, as shown below, in connection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Doc:ument G703, !sattached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orde,.
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on (3703)
5. RETAINAGE
.. 5% of Completed Work
(Column D + Eon (703)
b.__% of stored Material
(Column F + Eon (703)
Tolal Retalnaga (Unes. 5a + 5b or Tolalin Column I of (3703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Totel Chlll1ges approved In previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month
NET CHANGES by Chang. Order
CM091911
004200
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Application and Certificate for Payment
REVISED
w.
·.. ~ ®~. DW:J.:J.
. . IHI•.. MAY I 2 2009 p' i
!ey .:h' ,-_i
TO OWNER: City of Meridian
33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 10 83642




















In accordance with the Contract Documents, bA C1\ 8li:ti&tolfS&lWllonunlf iIWi aata"e&ITi!",i
this application. the Art:Ilitect certifIeS lQ the Owner thatlQ the best of the Architect's knowledge
Information and belief. the Work has progressed as indicateq. the quality of the Work is in
accordance with the Contract Documents. and the Conttactorls enliUed to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED \1.4:f~4 0"& ee-
I :;...-----------
(Attach explanation if amount certified dlffer$ from the amount appned. Initial aU figures on thi$
~~"-"'''-~-'''J
ThisCertlficate is not negotiable, The AMOUNT CERT~IEI
named herein, Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice lQ any rights I
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract.
The undenligned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and.betief the Work CQvered by this Application for Payment has been completed In accoldance
with the Contract Documenlll. that aU amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previClllS CettiflC8tea for Pllyment we,.. issued and payments received from the Owner, and





SUbsCrIbed. al'ld SWOIl'l lQ before
me this day of May 5. 2009
Debbie Gorski











CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application is made for payment, as shown below, in connection with the Contract.
Continuation SMet, AlA Document G703. is attached
1. ORIGiNAl CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Ordel1J
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAl COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (CokJrnn G on G703)
6. RETAINAGE
a.6% of Completed Work
(ColUmn 0 +Eon G703) $ 25,335.05
b.__0/0 of SlQred Material
(Column F + Eon G703)
Total Retainage (Unes Sa + 5b or Total in Column I of G703)
8. TOTAl EARNED LESS RETAiNAGE
(LJne4 Less LJne 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERllFiCATES FOR PAYMENT
(Une 6 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved in previous months by Owner
TOl;II approved this Month
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Document G702™ -1992
Application and Certificate for Payment





33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 1083642
PETRA, Incorporated


















__ . _.v. ._...... ... a_, ._------_.__..-.._.._._----_ __.----_.__._._--_.- .
I 297.101.261
$1,029,127.22
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment, as shown below. In connection with the Contract
Contlnuatton Sheet, AlA Document G703, Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Chlnge Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (lIne 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
I. 60/. of Completed Work
(Column D+ EonG703) $ 11,547.82
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F + Eon G703)
Total Relalnage (Lines 58 + 5b or Total in Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Line 4 Less Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Line 6 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Line 3 less Une 6)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Totel Changes approved In previous months by Owner
Total approved tills Month-










The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contracto~s knowledge, Information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents. that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were Issued and payments received from the Owner. and





Subscribed and sworn to before
me this day of November 28, 2006
Notary Public: Debbie Gorski
My Commission expires: July 5, 2012
ARCHITECTS CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT
In accordance with the Contract Documents. based on on-site observatlQns and the data comprising
this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
Information and belief, the Work hss progressed as indicated, the quality of the Work Is In
accordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHiTECT:
By:-:;;;;:;:;:==:;:;;;:-:;=.;;;:;:;;;~;:;:;;;~::::;;.::::;;:;:-;;;:;;;::;;;~--~~--- ...This certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the Cont EXHIBIT
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to a
..."""""'--""'''-- I ----l:i---
004202
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i H the Owner or Contractor under this Contract. 
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Document G702™ -1992





33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, ID 83642
PETRA. Incorporated


















. _..__._._..... _. .. -_.-_._--....-----------_...-------_.-
I 297,101.261
$1.029.127.22
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
AppUcatlon Is made for payment, as shown below, in connection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
I. 5% Of Completed Wor1<
(ColumnD+EonG703) $ 11,547.82
II.__% of Stored Material
(Column F + E on G703)
Total Retainage (Lines Sa + 5b or Total in Column I Of G703)
8. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(L1nI4 Less Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Line 6 from prior Certificate)
a. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH. INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Line 3 less Line 8)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDmONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Chanlles approved in previous months by Owner
Total allPlOved this Month












The undersigned Contractor cerlines that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the Wor1< covered by this Application for Payment has been completed In accordance
with the Contract Documents, that aU amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner, and





Subscribed and sworn to before
me this 'day Of April 24, 2007
Notary Public: Debbie Gorski
My Commission expires: July 5, 2012
ARCHITECTS CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data comprising
this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best Of the Architect's knowledge
information and belief, the Wor1< has progressed as Indicated, the quality of the Wor1< is in
accordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation Ifamount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet thet are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By:--------------------------This Certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the Contractor
named herein, Issuance, payment and acceptance Of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract.
004203
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Document G702™ -19,92
Application and Certificate for Payment
._•••• •• • __0••• '_ _ _ •• _ •• _ ••••••
,._-- ._._---..__._.__._....
TO OWNER: City of Meridian PROJECT: MerIdian city Hall APPUCATION NO: 002
33 East Idaho Street PERIOD TO: 1212212006
Meridian, 1083642 CONTRACT FOR: General Construction
PROJECT NO: 06-0675
FROM VIA Steve Simmons
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated ARCHITECT: Lombard· Conrad
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 1221 Shorline Drive
Boise, 1083709 Boise, 1083702
- -----------------
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for paynient, as shown below. In connectlon wilh the contract.
ContInuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by CIIenge Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (lIne 1 + 2)
... TenAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
50 RETAINAGE
e. S% of COmpleted WOlk
(Column D + E on G703) $ 16,432.82
b.__% of Stored Material
(Column F + E on G703)
Total Retalnage (Unes sa + 5b or Total in Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAiNAGE
(Une 4 Less Une 5 TolaI)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Une II toniprior ceJ1lllcate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Line 3 less Une II)
ICHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDmONS DEDUCTIONS
ITolIIIlC In previous monIhs by Owner
liJ-tal8DIlfOV8d this Month
~.,













The undersigned Contractor certl1lellthat to the best of the Contractor'1 knowledge, InformaUon
and belief the WOlk covered by thle AppUcatIon for Payment has been completed In accordance
wilh the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previoua certIflcatea tor payment were Issued and payments received from the Owner. and
lhatcurrentpaymen~due.
CO:<Z. Date: I 2~ZO -e>ce
Slate of: Idaho
Counly of: Ada ~ --_ - -..,
Sub8crlbed and swom to before OEBB'E GORSK'
me thll day of December 20. 0 RY UC
Notary Public: Debbie GorskI D...
My Commllslon expirea: July 5. 2012 Nh~m;mw:;"'-P""I~"''IP'''''l''''''''''''
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE Fe
In accordance with the contract Documents. based on on-sIte obserVatIons and the data comprising
thll application. the Arl:I1itect certiflea to the Owner lhet to the beat of the Architect's knowledge
Information and belief. the Work has prcgreaaed as Indicated. the quality of the Work Is in
8CCOfdanCe with the Contract Documents. and th8 Contractor Is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation Ifamount certIfled dllfels from the amount appnec:l. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation SMet that are changlid to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: -:--_;...-._
Thls CertI1lcate 'I not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and~ of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract.
004204
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Document G702™ -1992
Application and Certificate for Payment
--------_.------, '._- a.. __ ,------- ---------
TO OWNER: City of Meridian
33 East IdahQ Street
Meridian, 10 83642

















Boise, ID 83702--------_._. . .... . .. , ..... ... -------------------
Oate: _
In accordance with the contract Doalments, based on on-site observations and the data comprising
this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
information and belief, the Work has progressed as Indicated, the quality of the Work is in
accordance with the Contract Documents. and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanetlon Ifamount certified differs from the amount applied. initial all figures on this
Applicetlon and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By:--------------------------This Certificate is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contracto~$knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous certificates for Payment were Issued and payments received from the Owner, and





SUbscribed and sworn to before
me this dayof Maroh 30, 2009
Notary Public: Debbie Gorskl
My Commission expires: July 5, 2012










CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Doalment G703, Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net ClNlnge by CIIsnge Ord.,.
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED &STORED TO DATE (COlumn G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
s. 5% of completed Work
(CoIumnD+EonG703) $ 21,317.82
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F + Eon G703)
Total Retainage (Unes 5a + 5b or Tolai in Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Line 4 Less Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(line 6 from prior certltIeate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(line 3 less Una 6)
ICHANGE ORDER SUMMARY IAoDmONS DEDUCTIONS
·otaI Changee approved In previous months by Owner
otaI approved this Month
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Document G702™ .1992
Application and Certificate for Payment





33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 10 83642
PETRA, Incorporated


















••• •••• ---._. aM aM •••••• • •• ._. • __._._._•••••••••_.
.(
Date: 0 3 -0 L - () 7
The undersigned Contractor oertlfies that to the best Of the Contractor's knowledge, Information
and belief the Work covered by this Applicallon for Payment has been completed In accordanoe
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner, and




Subscribed and sworn to before
me this day of March 1, 2007
NotalY Public: Debble Gorski
My Commission expires: July 5.2012
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR,
In aceonlanoe with the Contract Documents, based J QP1I-'P~ijserieU:1ar: ~mCri~na t
this appllcatlon. the Architect oertlfles to the Owner that to the best of the Architect·s knowledge
information and belief, the Work has progressed as Indicated. the quality of the Work Is in
accordanoe with the contract Documents, and the Contractor Is entilled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(At\llCh explanation It amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount oertified.)
ARCHITECT:
By. .,...;.
this Certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuanoe. payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudioe to any rights of










CONTRACTOR'S APPLICAnON FOR PAYMENT
AppIlc8tlon Is mad. for fl8YIl18nt. as shown below, In connectton with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document 0703, Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Ordera
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Un. 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED. STORED TO DATE (Column 0 on 0703)
S. RETAINAGE
a. 6% Of Completed Work
(ColumnD+Eon0703) $ 21,317.82
b.__'II. of Stored Material
(Column F + Eon G703)
Total Retalnage (LInea sa + 6b or Total in Column I ofG703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS R!TAINAGE
(Una 4 Less Una 6 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Une 8 from prior CertIfiCate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Una 3 less Un. 8)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Ch In J)leVIous months by OWner
Total aooroved this Month
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Document G702™ ·1992
Application and Certificate for Payment
Meridian City Hall





33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 1083642
PETRA, Incorporated


















,.... •• __' n ••_. _ .. ..- -._-----------.-----_.._- .
Date: f-IO - 07
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
ApplICation 18 made fer payment. as shown below. In connection with the Contract.
Continuatlon Sheet, NA Document G703, Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
8. RETAiNAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(CoIumnD+ Eon G703) $ 21,317.82
b. __% of Stored Material
(COlumn F + Eon G703)
Total Retalnage (Lines Sa + 5b or Total In Column lofG703)
8. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAiNAGE
(Une 4 Less LIne 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(LIne 8 from prior C81tificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAiNAGE
(Une 3 less Une 8)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Chan In previous monthS bY Owner
T!'t81 8DDl'OY8d this Month












The undersigned COntraclor certifie8 that to the best of the Contraclot's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by IhIs Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents. that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Peyment were issued and payments received from the Owner, and






Subscribed and sworn to before
me this day of April 10, 2007 BIE GORSKI
Notary Public: Debbie GorskI . jC
My Commission expires: July 5, 2012 uE OF IDAHO
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR ~~ilU:;:..;.·~~~ .....'P'9.,....(
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site obServations and the data comprising
this appUcation, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
Information and beBet, the Work has progressed a8 Indicated, the quality of the Work Is In
accordance with the Contract Documents. and the Contractor Is enlltted to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
. (Attach explanation If amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Appilcation and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:By: _
This Certificate 18 not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
the Owner or Contractor under this COntract.
004207
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Application and Certificate for Payment
,_ _ •••• ••• '" r __"' ••
TO OWNER: City of Meridian
33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 10 83642








............. ..._------ ... .....,
FROM
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated







Boise, 10 83702 ,--_.._-----,----_.. _._--_._--._ _---
CONTRACTOR"S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, in connecllon with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Ord....
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed WOIk
(ColumnD+ Eon G703) $ 56,994.79
b.__% of Stored Matet1al
(Column F + Eon G703)
Total Retalnage (Unas 58 + 5b or Total In Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Une" Less Une 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(une 8 from prior certItlcate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH,INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Line 3 less Une 8)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
. Total Changes apPlOV8d in previous months by Owner
Total aIlPfOV8d this Month










The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the WOIk covered by this Appllc:lltion for Payment has been completed In acoordance
with the Contrael Documents, that allamounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner, and
:~:::~~mentshownharini~. : J J
By: .~~ Date: _ -:[.~;g{&7
Stateof: Idaho _ •• ,. • it' • • • • =~ -- ..
County of: Ada
Subscribed and sworn to before
me this day of June 18. 2007
Notary Public: DebbIe Gorski
My Commission expires: July 5, 2012
ARCHITECTS CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT
In acoordance with the ContraeI Documents, based on on-site observations and the data comprising
this apprlCation, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architeers knowledge
Information and belief, the Work has progressed as Indicated, the quality of the Work Is in
acoordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entilled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: _
This certlfIcate is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejUdice to any rights of
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By. ________________________________________________________ __ 
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Document G702™ - 1992
Application and Certificate for Payment
, _- I. ••_._.... ••••• _
TO OWNER: City of Meridian
33 East Idaho Street
Meridian. 1083642








...- .... . ...._..... . .. --,
Date: 07-06--Q7
--_._.._-_._---._----
In accordance with the COntrael Documents. based on on-site observations and the data comprising
this application, the Architect cartllies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
Infonnation and belief. the WOIk has progressed as Indlceted, the quality of the Work is In
accordance with the COntract Documents. end the Contractor Is entiUed to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation if amount certlfted differs troin the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the COntinuation Sheet that are changed to confonn with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By:--------------------------this Certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance. payment and aoceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
the Owner or Contractor under this contract.
The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of tha Contractor's knowledge. Infonnation
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completsd In accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for




Subscribed and sworn to before
me this day of July 6, 2007
Notary Public: Debbie Gorski
My commission expires: J\dY 5, 2012
















9056 W. Blackeagle Drive
Boise, 10 83709
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application is made rot payment, as shown below, In connection with the Contract.
continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, Is atlached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Ord....
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of COmpletsd WOIk
(COlumn 0 + Eon G703) $ 72,355.18
b.__% of storeclMaterial
(Column F + Eon G703)
Total Retalnage (Lines Sa + 5b or Total In Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAiNAGE
(line 4 Less Une 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Una 6 from prior certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH. INCLUDING RETAINAGE






CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADomoNS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved In previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month
'1J
CD-I~ .CHANGES by Change Order
004209
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The undersigned Contraclor certlfieIthat to the best of the Contractor's knowledge. information
and bellelthe Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed In accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certific:ates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner, and
:~~
~01!!!7~~~:~~~ Da~:~, ..IiC:IC.~~-=~-I---
County 01: Ada .
Sub8aibed and sworn to before DEBBIE GORSKI
me this day of JUIy30,2007 NOTARY WLiC
Notary Public: Debbie Gonlkl
My commission expires: July 5, 2012
ARCHITECrSCERTIFroATEFORPAYMENT
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-eIt8 obselvatlons and the data comprising
this applicalion, the Alehltect Cle/tifies to the Owner thet ttl the beSt of the ArchiteCt's knoWledge
Information and belief. the WQfk has progressed as, indiCated, the quality of the WQfk is In
accordance with the COn!raCt DocUments. and the Contractor is enlilied to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERnFlED _
(Attach explanation II amount oertifled cllffers from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Appllcalion and on the Contlnualion Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: _
This certIftcate is not negoliable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. IssuanCe. payment and acceptance of payment are without prejUdice to any rights of
the Owner or Contractor. under this Contract•























9066 W. B!ackeagle Drive
Boise, 10 83709 .. "
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
AppIIc:atlon Is made for payment, as shOWn belOW, in conneclion with the COntract.
Conlinllillion Sheet, AlA Document G703, Is llttached
1. O,R1GINALCONTRACT SUM
,2. Net Change by Chang_ Otders
3. CONTRACT'sUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (COIiimn G on G703)
S; R~A1NAGE, ,
...~ of CoiJIpIjIted WQfk
(COIl111lnD+E()I\G703) $ 109,237.00
II.~'Yo of SlDred ~tetIaI
,(COIl111ln F + E on G703)
Total Retalilage (Unes 5a + 5b or Total in COlumn I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Un. 4 Less LIne 5 Total)
7. LESS PREvIOus CERnFiCATES FOR PAYMENT
(Une 6 trom prior certific8te)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
8. BALANCE TO F1NISH,INCWDING RETAINAGE
(LIne 31eSS line 6)
FROM'
CONTRACTOR:
CHANGE OijDE,R SUMMARY ,IAoDJTIONS DEDUCTIONS
, ToI8I: Cba . In _l01Is moriths bY Owner,
IT:oiiat~thllMonth . '
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Document G702™ - 1992
Application and Certificate for Payment
September 6, 2007
Correction to billing format and descriptions only







33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 10 83642
PETRA, Incorporated























CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application is made for payment, as shown below. In connection with the Contract.
Continuatlon Sheet, AlA Document G703, Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Onters
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAiNAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(Column 0 + Eon G703) $ 157,089.41
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F + Eon G703)
Total Retainage (lInes sa + 5b or Total in Column Iof G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Une 4 Less Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTlFtCATES FOR PAYMENT
(Une 6 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINlSH,INCLUDlNG RETAINAGE
(line 3 less line 6)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDmONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved In previous months bv Owner
Total approved this Month










The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents, that an amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were Issued and payments received from the Owner, and
:_~JTentpaymentsha:=rin~ now due.
By;~~rekG :J;dr:IGceL{ Date: Q-fs-Q7
State of: Idaho -,
County of: Ada
Subscribed and sworn to before
me this day of September 6, 2007
Notary Public: Debbie Gorski
My Commission expires: July 5,2012
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site obselvations and the data comprising
this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
information and belief, the Work has progressed as indicated, the quality of the Work is in
aocordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanatlon if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are Changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: _
This Certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
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33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 10 83642
PETRA, Incorporated
9056 W. BJackeagJe Drive
Boise, JO 83709




• II. ••••• • aa. •__•• ._ ..- _._- . . _---_._._----
The underalgned Contractor certifies that to the best or the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been complated In accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were Issued and payments received from the Owner, and
that current payment'7~now due.
~;'NS~JJ:¢:~~ Date; 09- U3-Q7
~o~ ~
County of: Ada
Subscrlbed and sworn to before - ...._--
me this day of September 28, 21
Notary Publlc: Debbie Gorski ~~t< H J+dH1S1H~'
MyCOmmisslon~lrea:JuIy5,2012 __ u§.TAtE OF fr ~.,
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATEFQ~:~O
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on·sIte observations and the daiX CBmprolftlTl:
this appllc:atlon, the Archlteel certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
information and belief. the Work has progressed as indlc:ated, the quality of the Work is In
accordance WIth the Contract Documents. and the Contractor Is entilled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CI!RTlFlED
(Attach eJq)lanallon If amount certified dlfl'ers from the amount applied. Inillal all flgures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheat that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: ...... ...-----:---:--:--:---:--
This Certlllcate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of










CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application is made for payment, as shown below, in connection with the Contract.
ContInuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orclel'll
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
... TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
.. 5% Of Completed Work
(Column 0 + Eon G703) $ 208,495.17
. b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F + Eon G703)
Total Retainag. (Unes 58 + 5b orTolalln Column Iof G703)
8. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Une4 Less Une Ii Total)
7. LI!SS PREVIOUS CERTlFlCATI!S FOR PAYMI!NT
(Une 8 from prior CertlrlC8te)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
t. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGI!
(Une 3 less Une 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ~DDmONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Chanaes alll:lfOY8d In etevJous months by Owner
Total aDlll'OVed this Month
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Document G702™ - 1992
Application and Certificate for Payment
~(Q)[pJW





33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 1083642
PETRA, Incorporated



























CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
AppHcation Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet. AlA Document G703. Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (COlumn G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 6% of Completed Work
(Column D + Eon G703) $ 229,661.50
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F + E on G703)
Total Retainage (lines 5a + 5b or Total in Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Line 4 Less Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Une 6 from prior Certificata)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Une 3 less Une 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDmONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved in previous months by Owner
Tolal alllll'Oved this Month










The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which pravious Certificates for Payment were Issued and payments received from the Owner. and
that current payment shown herln Is now due.
:NS~~:~statf'of: Idaho
Countyof: Ada ~ ....
Subscribed and swom to before OeBBIE GORSKI
me this day of October 30,2007 NOT. PUB' Ie
Notaly Public: Debbie Gorski Q:
My Commission expires: July 5. 2012 ~S"i)'1'''I'i!'mF''''''''''----''''..I
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE Fr
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data comprising
this application. the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
information and belief, the Work has progressed as indlcatad. the quality of the Work is in
accordance with the Contract Documents. and the Contractor Is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that ara changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: _
This Certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract
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Subscribed and swom to before 
me this day of October 30, 2007 
    
My Commission expires: July 5. 2012 rd; .. - l 
  'Ea.aliSi¥. • W • • • •••• 
     .         
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  .      e ,  UI       
              
  
  
               
     a           
 
B~ ______________________________________________ ___ 
              
               
       
·~t·
Doeument· G702™ • 1992
.a~;';f"£i,""·· . d' ioo:~'" £. p,'":~I,.~~qn·.n ·C••I'I••ateJ9r ayment
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~~plicationand C~rti~~atefO~:''!.~:~!-_... .. .__...._._._._~.~ __ _~~
TO OWNER: City of Meridian PROJECT: Meridian City Hall T--------- APPLICATION NO: j/ r (, 014
33 East Idaho Street PERIOD TO: 12/31/2007


















CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment. as shown beloW, In connection with the Contract
Contlnuatlon Sheet, AlA Document G703, is atlached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(Column D + Eon G703) $ 383,786.10
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F + Eon G703)
Total Retalnage (Lines 58 + 5b or Total In Column I of G703)
8. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Une" Less Line 5 Totaij
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Une 6 from prior certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Une 3 less Line 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDmONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved in previous months by Owner
Total apDroved this Month










The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents. that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous certificates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner, and





Subscribed and swom to before
me this day of January 30. 2008
Monica Pope
My Commission expires: 4129/2011
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data comprising
this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
information and belief. the Work has progressed as Indicated, the quality of the Work is in
accordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: _
This Certificate is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
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33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 10 83642
PETRA, Incorporated


















---------. . .._._-- _._ .
By: ----------------------
This CertifiCate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payml!lnt are without prejudice to any rights of
the Owner or Contrector under this Cantrect.









The undersigned Contractor certilles that to the best of the ContraclOr's knowledge, information
and bellelthe Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
wnh the Contreel Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work lor
which previous Certlflcates for Payment were Issued and payments received from the Owner, and
that current payment shown herin Is now due.
C~ST~CTI0N MANA~
By. 1&'Slate of: I';;;~
COUnty of: Ada
SUbscribed and swom to before
me this day of January 3. lIoos
Monica Pope
My Commission explres: 4/29/2011 ~ j Ilj P
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICA FOR FJA9JJIMNtr OPE
In lICQOrdance with the Cantreel OOCu , besed ~\lQiB~r.ibAaw ~ data co rising
this appfiCli!lIon, the Architect certifies to Owner&WdieIDfi~ knowle e
$ 5,995,360~38 information and belief, the Work has . ~._iltdlecled.1tIe"!l1'l'IIIVO&liiW \iValik 1S'ih!' ,
.~0.22 accordance with the Contreel Documents, and the Contractor Is entitled to payment of the
$12f099,907.4~Y' AMOUNTCERnFIED.
/ yl3~ AMOUNT CERTlFIED/9;1. (Attach explanation If amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed 10 conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application II made for payment, as ahown below. in connection with the Contract.
continuation Shftt. AlA Document G703, Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Chang. by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (lIne 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLeTED & STORED TO DATE (Column G 00 G703)
5. R!TAlNAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(Column D + E on G703) $ 383,941.73
II.__% or Stored MaterIal
(Column F + E on G703)
Total Retalnaga (lines 5a + 5b or Total In Column lor G703)
S. TOTAL EARNED LESS R!TAIMAGE
(Una 4 Less Line 5 Tota~
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Une 6 from prior Certlllcate)
.. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(lIne 3 less Line 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved in DAlVIous months by Owner
TotalllDlllOved this Month
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Document G702™ -1992
Application and Certificate for Payment
.. ------_._-_.
R:EVIS'ED











33 East Idaho Street
Meridian. 10 83642
PETRA. Incorporated



















_. . . ----- ...•., --_._.._,----_._._. ._-_..... ._.__._._ __._ _.
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application is made tor payment, as shown below, in connection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (LIne 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
6. RETAINAGE
a. 6% of Completed Work
(Column 0 + E on G703) $ 443,453.75
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F + E on G703)
Total Retalnage (Unes 58 + 5b or Total in Column I of G703)
8. TOTAl. EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Une 4 Less Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Une 6 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Una 3 less une 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Chanaes acDl'OVed in prevtous months bV Owner
Total aDDl'OYed thla Month










The Underalgned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge. Information
and belief the Work covered by this Appllcetion for Payment has been completed In accordance
with the Contract Documents. that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certlflcetes for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner. and





Subscribed and swom to before
me thia day of February 15, 2008
Monica Pope
My Commission expires: 4/29/2011
ARCHITECrS CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT
In aecordanee with the Contract Documents, based on on·alte observations and the data comprising
thla application. the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
Information and belief, the Work has Plllllressed as Indlceted, the quality of the Work Is in
accordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIRED
(Attach explanation if amount certified differa from the amount applied. Initial all ligures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: ---------------------
Thia Certillcate is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract.
004217
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Application and Certificate for Payment·_....._.._u.. ..._..._._. . ....._._._...__.... ., _
REVISED





33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 10 83642
PETRA, Incorporated

























CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application is made for payment, as shown below, in connection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703. is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on 0703)
6. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of COmpleted Work
(Column 0 + Eon G703) $ 443,453.75
b. __% of Stored Material
(COlumn F + E on G703)
Total Retainage (Unes 5a + 5b or Total In COlumn I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Line 4 Less Une 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Une 6 from prior Certillcate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Line 3 less Line 4)
CHANGEOROERSUMMARY ADDmONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved In prevtous months bv Owner
Total approved this Month










The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contracto~s knowledge. information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents. that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were Issued and payments received from the Owner. and





Subscribed and swom to before
me this day of February 15, 2008
Monica Pope
My Commission expires: 412912011
ARCHITECrS CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data comprising
this application. the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
information and belief. the Work has progressed as indicated, the quality of the Work is in
accordance with the Contract Documents. and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation if amount certified dllfers from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount Certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: _
This Certificate is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance. payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
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Document G702™ -1992
Application and Certificate for Payment
•••• a.l2I a.. _..__.. ..._ .._.
TO OWNER: City of Meridian
33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 1083642

















Boise, 10 83702... ..... ._-_.._-- --- ... • I • • •••••--- ._. • __
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection wilh the Contract.
Contlnualion Sheet, AlA Doeument 0703. is atIlIChed
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAl COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column 0 on 0703)
5. RETAlNAOE
•• 5% of Completed Work
(Column D + Eon 0703) $ 443,453.75
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F +Eon 0703)
Total Retalnage (Lines sa + 5b or Total In Column I of0703)
.. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(LIne 4 Leas LIne 15 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(line 6 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAlNAOE
(LIne Siess Line 4)
.... ~~•••••• M' ••••••••• _' ••• ~._ •••• ~._••••- •• ' -._.,". • •• '- ......~.
The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed In accordance
with the Contract Documentll, that aU amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
whk:h previoul CertiIIcateS for payment were issued and payments received from the Owner. and
that current payment shown herln la now due.
C~UCTION MANAG,.,
By; :ta,.e.,r~ Vp..;q:.. Date: \ -?'"""
Stale of: idaho
County of: Ade
Subscribed and sworn to before
me this day of February 1, 2008
Monica Pope
My Commission expires: 412 1
ARCHITECT'S CERT ICATE~~E
In accordance with the Contra AI~f8nsand
this application, tha Architect es to ~'frI!ac!tP1D)\fft.Yrchi
Information and belief, the Wo II of the II in
accordance wilh the Contract Documentll, and the Contractor il entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED. A . 1'tA.t4; A" ~O
AMOUNT CERTIFIED ~.:::V~t_·~".b=-_... _
(Attach explanation If amount oertllied differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
::H~~
-ThIs-GertlfiC8te-la-not-negottabflt;--'Fhe-AMOUNl'-6ERTlAED Is payable"only to the contractor
named h«eIn. Issuance. payment and acceptance of payment are Without preju<flCe to any rights of
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Application' and Certificate for Payment





33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 10 83642
PETRA, Incorporated






















CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, Is attaChed
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (LIne 1 ... 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED &STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
•• 5% of Completed Work
(Column 0 ... Eon G703) $ 443,453.75
b.__% of Stored Material
(Column F ... E on G703)
Total Retalnage (Lines 58 ... 5b or Total In Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Line 4 Less Line 5 TotaQ
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Line 8 from pIIor certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO F1NISH,INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Line 3 less Line 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDmONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Chanaes aDDIOVed In DravlDUs months by Owner
Total 8llDfDVed this Month










• va ••••__._._••••• • • • __•
The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contracto~s knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Peyment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents. that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which pnavlous Certificates for Payment were Issued and payments received from the Owner, and
that current payment shown herin Is now due.
CO~UCTlON MANAG,.,
By: :-cu...r· h,.. - :J::\:. Date: \-~~
Slate of: Idaho
County of: Ada
Subscribed and swom to before
me this day of February 1, 2008
Monica Pope
My Commission expires: 412912«!1
ARCHITECT'S CERTg:ICATE¥fiW~MIOIIPE
:men~~~f0ns and data comprising
illes to ~Tr~F"!»\!JLf~rchlt knowledge
Information and belief, the W . . i of the W Is In
accordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation Ifamount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: ~-----------~:_-~-
This certlflcete Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
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The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge. Information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents. that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
whiCh previous Certificates for Payment were Issued and payments received from the Owner. and
that current payment shown herin is now due.
C~NSX= MANAGER fa,
By. 'th ' ~•State of: Idaho
County of: Ada
SUbscribed and swom to before
me this day of February 29. 2008
Monica Pope
My Commission expires: 412'
ARCHITECT'S CE
In accordance with the C,
this application. the Archt
information and belief. the
accordance with the Contra,
AMOUNT CERTIFIED. f
AMOUNT CERTIFIED '~, "lSJ" Z:"l. ~ c:...-
(AttaCh explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuali<ln Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCflITECT:
By: Vi
This Certificate is t negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFI D is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance. payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of





















33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 10 83642
PETRA, Incorpora~ed
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive
Boise, 1083709




CONTRACTOR"S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application is made for payment. as shown below. In connectlon with the Contract.
COntinuation Sheet. AlA Document 0703. is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Ching. by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED &STORED TO DATE (Column 0 on 0703)
5. RETAiNAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(Column D + eon 0703) $ 539,662.88
b.__"10 of Stored Material
(Column F + Eon 0703)
Total Retainage (Lines Sa + 5b or Total in Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Line 4 less Line 5Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Line 6 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Line 3 less Line 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDmONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved In preVious months by Owner
Total approved this Month
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Document G702™ • 1992
Application and Certificate for Payment
-------------_._-------------_.._---_.._--_..._---------_...._.-_._--.....--_..__._------..._--_....--_._---------------.._-----_..------_..._-
TOOVVNER: City of Meridian PROJECT: Meridian City Hall APPLICATION NO: 017
33 East Idaho Street PERIOD TO: 3/31/2008
Meridian, 1083642 CONTRACT FOR: General Construction
PROJECT NO: 06-0675
FROM VIA Steve Simmons
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated ARCHITECT: Lombard - Conrad
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 1221 Shoreline Drive
Boise, 10 83709 ~oise. 10 83702--------_._.._..- _..•...--_._._-------_ -- __.-_ --.--._ _ ----_..__..- ---_ __.---_._-----------_.._------------_.
$ 594,113.63
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made tor payment, as shown below, in connection with the Contract.
Conbnualion Sheet, AlA Document G703, is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAlNAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(Column 0 + E on G703)
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F + E on G703)
Total Retainage (Lines 5a + 5borTotai in Column lofG703)






The undersigned Contractor certiflEls that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner, and
that current payment shown herin is now due.
CON~CTION MANAGea,., .
By;........... =~ ¢ ••
Stale of: IdahO' • •
County of: Ada
Subscribed and sworn to before
me this day of April 3, 2008
Connie S. Creager
My Commission expires: 02·12·2014
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMEN
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and the data comprising
this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
information and belief, the Work has progressed as indicated, the quality of the Work is in
accordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED .ltJ15} f O--::8;,....-"_J _
(Attach explanation If amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
::'CHITE~~.
This Certificate is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of




$13,170,093.90(Line 4 less line 5 Totai)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(line 6 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAlNAGE
(line 3 less Line 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved in previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month
NFT CHANGES by Change Order
004222
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Application and Certificate for Payment------------------------_.._----_...__..,-----, ____.._..._u_._.__. ..._ .._. . ....
TO OWNER: City of Meridian
33 East Idaho Street
Meridian. 10 83642








___.______ ----a.. ... .. .....
FROM
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated







Boise. 10 83702 &. .. ....._--_...._--_.._...--..-----..
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment, as shown below. In connectlon with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet. AlA Document G703, Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% ofCompleted Work
(COlumn D + Eon G703) $ 657,709.04
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F + E on G703)
Total Retalnage (lines 58 + 5b or Total In Column I of G703)
8. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Une 4 Less LIne 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Une 6 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE











CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes aDDl'OVed In prevtous months by Owner
Total approved this Month





(Allach .xpI.natlcn If amount certifie<l dlffera ffom the emount epplletl. 'nl"al all ngures on tnla
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
::CHITECT:~
this Certificate is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contrector
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of
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The undersigned Contractor certlftes that to the best of the Contractor's knowiedge, information 
and beUet the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance 
with the Contract Documents, thet all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for 
which previous Certlflcetes for Payment were issued and paymenis received from the Owner. and 
that current payment Shown hertn Is now due. 
CON~UcnONMANAG~ 
By: ~- ~:Jl' 
State ot.Jd8hO\ 
County at Ada 
information and belief, the Work has ,~ 
accordance with the Contract Documen~1h. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED. 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED 
l   
    ifi .... i  .. r   a  a lle<!  I Iti   "   s 
               
l ~ 
       i     10   
 r / o              
 W       
Document G702™ -1992
Application and Certificate for Payment
REVISED
RE C /2/ 11/2 D
JlJN 0 +2008
l.c.q AFlCHlrE;crs





33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 10 83642
PETRA. Incorporated




















applied. Initial all figures on this
:;...__. . r_..__ed to conform with the amount certifted.)
The undersigned Contractor certIIIes that to the beat of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed In accordance
with the Contract Documents. that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificetes for Payment were Issued and payments received from the Owner, and
that current payment shown herin Is now due.
CONs~cnON MANAGERfu. '
By: .. Ld9ob d ~ .... :S1~; C
\ .. .
State of: Idaho .
County of: Ada
Subscribed and swom to before
me this day of June 2, 2008
Connie S. Creager











_._... aa .. • ••
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
AppllcaUon Is made for payment, as shown below. in connection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(Column 0+ EonG703) $ 710,961."56
b. __%of Stored Material
(Column F + Eon G703)
Total Retaina!!e (Unes 5a + 5b or Total in Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Une 4 Leas Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERnFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Une 6 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
t. BALANCE TO FINISH. INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(Une 3 less Une 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDmONS DEDUcnONS
Total Changes aPDl'Oved in previous months by Owner
Total approved thlll Month
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In accordance with the Contract Documents. based on and the data comprising 
ce to the beat of the Archite s knowledge 




By. ,.<" /' 
:>" ~ - __ ~_._. __ - .. -0 ___ • ___ ._~ 
the OWner or Contractor under this Contract. 
Document G702™ -1992





• __._-•••••_-_••_ ••••••_-. aa • --_••• b_ • •
I.. .. ._ . . . .
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved In previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month









._. . _.--_.---..__ __ .
The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the WOI1< covered by thIs Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents. that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were Issued andp~ts received from the Owner, and
that current payment shown herln due.
CONSTRUCnONMAN~~~
~ vv
State of: ho •
County of: Ada
Subscribed and sworn to before
~ -
me this day of July 2. 2008 /'/! .1
Connie S. Creager C.. ~
My Commission expires: 02-12-2014 ~" Op ~~ ..,..~
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMEb......."",'
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site Observations and the data comprising
this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
information and belief, the Work has progressed as indicated, the quality of the Work Is In
accordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor Is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED. (f;IJ
AMOUNT CERTIFIED <J01, "51_- _
(Attach explanation If amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCH'TE~~
~ ~~e
This Certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of



















33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 10 83642
PETRA, Incorporated






CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment. as shown below, in connection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703. is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(Column D + Eon G703) $ 748,728.10
b.__% of stored Material
(Column F + E on G703)
Total Retainage (Lines 58 + 5b or Total In Column I of G703)
8. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Line 4 Less Line 5 TotaJ)
1. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Line 6 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH,INCLUDING RETAINAGE
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Document G702™ -1992







33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 10 83642
PETRA. Incorporated























CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
AppHcation Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with the Contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Nat Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(Column 0 + E on G703) $ 923,413.12
b. __% of Stored Materlal
(Column F + Eon G703)
Totel Retelnage (Unes 5a + 5b or Totel in Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(line 4 Less Line 5 Totel)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Une 6 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved In previous months by Owner
Totel approved this Month










The undersigned Contractor certilles that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed In accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certifleates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner, and
that current payment shown herln is now due.
CONS~CTlON MANAGERu. _
By: ~e.'e _~ Date: \o-~---e
State of: Idaho I
County of: Ada
Subscribed and swom to before
ma this day of November 4, 2008
Connie S. Creager
My Cornmlssion expires: 02·12·2014 i: -._.: -:
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE F<S pA.YIlII~til\ c J l
In accordance with the Contract Documents, bs~~~.Observa~.~~d !JJ:idata comprising
this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner t ~t8\~~raii~s knowledge
klformatlon and belief, the Work has progressed as Indi ~~A",~el~ Work Is In
accordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation if amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: _
This Certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment ara without prejudice to any rights of
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Document G702™ -1992 REVISED
Application and Certificate for Payment
Date: !z,6!'oB
In accordance wlth the Contract Documents, based on on-alte observations and the data comprisir
thla applk;atlon, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
Information and belief, the Work has progressed as indicated, the quality of the Work is in
accordance wlth the Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attsch explanation if amount certified differs from the emount applied. Initial all figures on this
Applicetlon and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to canfonn with the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT: .
By: _
This certificate is not negotiable..The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of paymant are wlthout prejudice to any rights I
the Owner or CoRitractor under this Contract.
~at. Idaho ~/1f!??4. ....:.: e • e ,
County at. Ada
Subscribed and sworn to before
me this day of December 9, 2008.
Debbie Gorski
My Commission expires: 07-05-2012
ARCHITECTS CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT
The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the ContraclDl's knowledge, Information
and belief the Work covanJd by this Application for Payment has bean completed In acoordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have bean paid by the Contractor on WllI1t for
which previous Certificates for Paymant were issued and~ts received from the Owner, and











CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Appliclltion Is made for payment, as shown below, In connection with the contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703. Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. NetChange by Change Ordera
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Une 1 + 2)
... TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAiNAGE
.. I'll of Completed WllI1t
(Column D + Eon G703) $ 928,281.71
b. __'ll of Stored Material
(Column F + Eon G703)
Total Retainage (Unes 5a + 5b 01' Total In Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAiNAGE
(Une 4 Less Une 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Una 8 from prior CertIfIcate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FlNISH,INCLUDING RETAINAGE
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY IADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved In previous months by Owner
Total ellPlOWd this Month
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TO OWNER: City of Meridian PROJECT: 
33 East Idaho Street 
Meridian, 10 83642 
FROM VIA 
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated ARCHITECT: 
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 
Boise, 1083709 
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Meridian City Hall APPLICAOON NO: 025 
PERIOD TO: 11/3012008 
CONTRACT FOR: General Construction 
PROJECT NO: 06-0675 
Steve Simmons 
Lombard - Conrad 
1221 Shoreline Drive 
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Document G702™ -1992











TO OWNER: City of Meridian PROJECT: Meridian City Hall APPLICATION NO: 026
33 East Idaho Street PERIOD TO: 12131/2008
Meridian, 1083642 CONTRACT FOR: General Construction
PROJECT NO: 06-0675
FROM VIA Steve Simmons
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated ARCHITECT: Lombard - Conrad
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 1221 Shoreline Drive
Boise, 10 83709 Boise, 10 83702... _...- ... ..-~ .. .--- ------_...---_..-
Date: \-z.~-p
CONTRACTOR'S APPUCATION FOR PAYMENT
AppIieationla made for payment, as shown below, In connection wlth the contract.
Continuation Sheet, AlA Document G703, Is BtlIIched
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orden
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
S. RETAINAGE
a. 6% of Completed WorlI
(Column D + E on G703) $ 887,415.94
b. __% of Stored· Material
(Column F + E on G703)
Total Retalnage (Unes sa + 5b or Total In Column I of G703)
.' 8. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(line 4 Leas Une 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CER11FICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Une 8 from prior CertIflcat8)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved In previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month











The undersigned Contractor certifies that to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information
and belief the WorlI covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
wlIh the Contract Documents, Ihet all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
which previous Certificates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner, end
that current payment shown herfn Is now due.
CONS~ MANAG.Ji!...By: XMv== \fQ, :n.
State of: Idaho 1
CouRtyof: Ada ,.......__-....Il....__...................-._.....,
Subscrtbed and swom to before DEBBIE GORSKI
me this day of January 7, 20 OTABY~IC
Debbie Gorski
My Commission expires: 07-05-2012
ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE FOR-PAYMEN
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-slte observations and the data comprisir
Ihla application, the Architect cartlfies to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
information and belief, the Work has progressed as Indicated, the quality of the Work is in
accordance wlth the Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation If amount certified differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
AppIieation and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to confonn wlth the amount certified.)
ARCHITECT:
By:-----------------------This certificate Is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named herein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights I
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract.
004228
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tate of: I  ounty= 1 ................. e ••• e , 
scri   s  t  before   
e this day of January 7, 201 TARY PUBLIC 
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Document G702™ -1992 REVISED
Application ~ndCertificate for Payment ,_...-----------
TO OWNER: City of Meridian PROJECT: Meridian City Hall APPLICATION NO: 027
33 East Idaho Street PERIOD TO: 1/31/2009
Meridian, 10 83642 CONTRACT FOR: General Construction
PROJECT NO: 06-0675
FROM VIA Steve Simmons
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated ARCHITECT: Lombard - Conrad
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 1221 Shoreline Drive
Boise, 10 83709 Boise, 1083702
------ . .... ,-------------- ... ._----------_..
Date: \ -~ \-OS
DEBBIE GORSKI
NOTARY PUBLIC
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on·slfe observations and the data comprisir
this application, the Archltact cartlj'les to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
informallon and belief, the Work has progressed as Indicated, the quality of the WOI1< is in
accordance with tha Contract Documents, and the Contractor is enlitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attach explanation If amount cartifled differs from the amount applied. Initial all figures on this
Application and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conform With the amount cartified.)
ARCHITECT:
By: _
This certificate is not negotiable. The AMOUNT CERTIFIED is payable only to the Contractor
named heteln. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights ,
the Owner or Contractor under this Contract. '
The undersigned Contractorc:ertlfies that to the best of theContractor's knowledge, Information
and belief the Wor1c covered by this Application for Payment has been completed In accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on WOI1< for
which previous Certificates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner, and
that current payment shown herln is now due.
:NSC=ERfuv..~
Stale of: Idaho \
County ot. Ada
Subserlbed and sworn to before
me this day of Janull/Y Sf. 2009
DebbIe Gorski
My Commission expires: 07-05-2012










CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY -\ADDmONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved in previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month
NET CHANGES by Change Order
CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application Is made for payment, as shown below. In oonneclfon with the Contract
Continuation Sllee~ AlA Document G703. Is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Una 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed WOI1<
(Column D + Eon G703) $ 890,951.89
b.__% of Stored Material
(Column F + Eon G703)
Total Retalnage (Unas 5a + 5b or Total In Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAJNAGE
(Une 4 Less. Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Llne 6 from prior certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
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Document G702™ - 199,2 REVI,SED
AppliCation and Certificate for Pliyment





. 33. East Idaho Street'
Meridian, 1083642
PETRA, Incorporated



























Application Is made for payment, 1$ shown below, In connecllon with the Contract.
Contlnulitl~n Sheet. AlA Document G703. Is atlll<:hed
1. ORIGIHAL CONTRACT SUM
2.~c~..~ChangeOrd_
:LCCN~,Sl:lMTODATe(Line1+2)
... TOTAL COMPLEl'E1) &STORED,TO DATE (Column G on G703)
So RETAINAGE, ' '
a. S% of Completed Work
(ColinnD+EooG70S) $639,267'.18,
b. _'_,_'.,%of stored Material '
(Column F + E on G7C>S),
Total, Retalnage (Unes 5ll + 5b or Total In Column I of G700)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAiNAGE
(Une 4 Less Une 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FQR pAYMENT '
(Une 8 from prior C81't1ffcate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DU,E ,
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLtJi:J~ RET~l,iE
, CHANGE ORDE~ SUMMARY ADDmONS DEDUCTIONS
'Total Challgel' appcoved In prWIOQS ~nths by ()wner
:Total .ppiovad; this Month "
,










The undersigl'led ContracIcr'certifies that to the best of tile Contractor's knowledga. information
and belief the Work~ by this Application for Payment has been complellld In accordance
with the Contract Documents, thaf all amounta have been paid by the Contractor on Work fer
whlcll previous certificates for PlIYlTIent were isauedand payml'l1l8.l8C8Ived frOm the OWner. and




me this day til
Debbie Gorski
My Cammlaslon expires: 07-05-2012
,ARCHITECT'S, CERTIFICATE F*,,"MEiitR' •••••••••• t< ,
In a~ance with the Contract Documents, based on on-slte observations and the date comprislr
this applICation, the Architecl certifiu to the Owner that to the best of the Architect's knowledge
Infoi'metion and belief, the Work hIlS progressed .slndicated, the quality of the Work Is in
accordance with the Contract'Documents, and the Contractor Is endlled to peyment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFIED. '2S-
AMOl;JNTCERTIFIED' 252, S-1~ -
(Altech explanation Ifamount ClIItified differs from the amount applied. Initial allllgules on this
AppIIeatIon and on the Continuation Sheet that are changed to conf9rm with the amount certified,)
::CMmc~Q~ .
This certilic:l!lte la not negotl~1e. ' The AMOUNT CERTIFIED Is payable only to the Contractor
neme<lllerein. Issuance, payment and acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights ,
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33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 1083642
PETRA, Incorporated




























Appllcatkln Is made for payment, aa shoYm below, il-cor..'IflCIIan with the Contnlcl
Con1lnlllltlon SIleel, AlA tlocurnent G703. Is ilttached
'1.ORIGIHAL cONrRAcr SUM
, 2. NeH211l11ge by CMftge Orders
3. CON1rw:T SUMTOOATI (Une 1 + 2)
4. TOTA!.Cl:*PLETEti & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
",R&TAlN~GE
••~ or CO!ilpIe\ed Work
(Columri0 +EonG703) $160.897.86
'b.__'" of Stored Material
(ColiImn F ". Eon 0703),
T.ReIIIilege (Unn Se +5borTolIIIln Column I orG703)-
.. tOTAL !ARMED LESSRETAINAGE
,: (line 4 i.ess,Une 5 Tola\)
7; lESS'~EVIoUS CElmFlCAtES FOR PAYMENT
(Une 8, from prior Cer1IIlcetJe)
8. QUlilReNT PAYMENT·DUE
t.,BALANCE,TO F1....INCWDING RETAINAGE
C~GEoR~ SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS













,The underalgned ContrecIcir C!lrtIlIea that to th~ belt or Ihe CoAtractOI'a knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been complfll8d in accordance
with the,Contract Documenm, that all amounta have been paid by the Contractor on Work for
whicll prevIoua ee.tIIicatea l'Ilt Payment_Iaued and payments ..-lved from the Owner, and
that ourrent payment 8hoWn helln IS nowdue.
~::::fo.~
County d: Me
Subaalbed and sworn to befoIe
me this~ or Aprile, 2000
Debbie Gonic!
My Commission expfts: 07·05-2012 1 - . I
ARCHITECT'S cefmFlCA'J E! PUR'PAfMENT· • • • • • •
In 8CCO,dallce with 1he CorittIIct Documents. buell,on on-slte obaelvations and the dida oomprlslr
thIa appIlcatlon, the ArdlttectceFtit.. to the Owner that to the beat or the An::hitect'a knowledge
InI'onnatIoIi and beW, the Work hila p,rogresser:f.. lndlc8led. the quallty or the Work Is In
acoldenoe~ lhe-ContrIIct DocIumenta. andlM~ctorIs entitled to payment of the
AMOUNTC!RTIFl!D.
AMOUNT CERTIFIED
(Attaerl8lCPI1IUllIon if amount cerlIIled dlII'ets from "- .mount applied. Initial en ngurea on this
ApplIcatIon end on the ConlInUllllon Sheet that .... changed to conform with the amount certltIed')
~HITECT:
By: _
This Cer1Ilk:alllls not negedable. The AMOUNTCERTIFIED ia payable only to the Contractor
nllned herein. I.-nee,~ and aolllIfl\IInce of payment are without pr8judlce to any rights I
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DocumentG702™ - 1-992 REVI,SED
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h ___. •
TO OWNER:' City of Meridian
33 East Idaho Street
Meridian, 10 83642




























The lIII$lIlgned Collttactor c:erllfies that to the beitor..Contractor'a knowledge. information
and belief the WOrk COY8I8d by'IhlaAppliCation fot PaIvment has been c:omp!eted in ac:c:ordence
wiIh the ContnICt Docurnente. 1hat alI:amountB have~PlIict by the Contractor on Work for
$20.463.495.11 which flIwlous CertiIicatIMI fOr PayrMnt__ 1UlI8d and paymenla _Ived from the Owner. and
$ 1,049,921.23 ~ thet CIIiNnt payment 8hcIwn herin Is now due.
$2tk5~i.1t44 CONSTRUCJIPN'IWfAGER
$21,513,41Et34 By: ~.'''T}.. & s:-
. '. Slate of: Idaho.,
COunly CIf: Ada '
$~ 8I1d sworn to before
me this day of May S. 2009
. Debbie Gonski
My Commlaalon explRls: 07-os:.2012
ARCHlTECT'$ CSRnFICATE" ::;~OF I·DAHO
In aooon:tancB with the COlllraCt~.llRraFii1lil!mEI¥IlO5'R ••rc!II~1r
this application. the ArchItsct certifies to the~1hatto the best of the Architect'. knOlll/ledge
InformatlOO and belief. the Work has progressed as il\dlcatad; the quality or fie Work is in
~ with the~Documents, and the ContriIotor is entitled to payment of the
AMOUNT CERTIFiED. A. II!~
. ~TCER1lFlED \1.1 .. .,.~ .....
(Attach exp1anation if lII1lOlIntQl/tlfied'Clllfers fromh amount appikIcL Initial aft figures on this
Application and. OlllheCofill~'nuat on Sh6et'lhat ...CIhanged 10 Confo.rm with the 8I1'lOuot c:ertifIed,)
~~~::~ . ;,IMMCr;:- · -:-
zV-.
fhia'certIIlc!ata Is not negoIable, The AJijOONTeERT .
I'lIIIned herein. ia-.8; JlIlYIIMlIlland~nce of pliPJrnent lI(eWilhout~to any rlQht8 •
fhe Owner or contnictof u"'\er tis coninlct.··
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY IAODITlONS . DEDUCTIONS'
Total Chana.. approved Itl~monthsbyOwner
TotIIIlIIlOI'OVed thJ, Month .
NET~HANGES by Cl1ange 0nIer .
CONTRACTOR'S APPUCATlON FOR PAYMENT
Application II made 101' payment, aslhown below. In connecticn with the Contract.
Continuation She... AlA Document 0793. is eU8cIIed
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net CI1.... by Change Ord_
3. CONlRACT SUM TO DATE (Una 1 + 2)
4. TOTALCO~ &STORED TO DAT! (Column 0 on G703)
So RETAll'lAGE
.. 6% or Completed WOlk
(ColumnD+E~G703) $ 25,335.05
b.__'I' at Sknd M8lerlll
(Column F +·e on G703)
Total Retainage (lin•• l5e + 5b or Tolaiin Column. or G703)
So TOTAL·EARNED LESS RETA1NAGl!
(line .. Lese Line 5ToI8I)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CER11FlCATES FOR PAYMENT .
(line 6 from prior certlficate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
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TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.AI. DAVID NAVARRO Clerk
22~ North 9th Street, Suite 820 By J. RANDALL '





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA










Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W.
BAIRD JR. DATED July 6,2010 FILED
IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
THEODORE W. BAIRD, JR., being duly swom upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am above the age of 18 years and have personal knowledge of the facts
contained herein.
2. Prior to beginning this Project, The City did not "approach Petra" to
perform CM services, instead, the City initiated a qualifications-based process to select a
construction manager. The City published a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) and received
responses from a number of construction manager candidates including Petra.
AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
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a. The City then narrowed the candidates, and conducted an interview
process, including an interview of Petra.
b. The presenters for Petra included Jerry Frank and Gene Bennett
c. Presenters at the interview also included Petra's claimed "LEED
Expert." Given that PETRA put its purported LEED expertise at issue in the
selection process, they must have had knowledge that LEED was under
consideration for this project, so it is disingenuous for them to now claim that the
LEED requirements caught them by surprise and resulted in extra expense on their
behalf. In fact, Petra was fully compensated for all documentation related to
achieving LEED Silver certification.
d. At the presentation, Mr. Frank stated that Petra was honest, and
would not make any claim for change orders nor additional money in the course of
the Project if selected..
e. At the presentation, and in written materials presented to the
selection committee, Petra made misrepresentations with regard to their level of
expertise in Construction Management. In actual fact, most of Petra's work prior to
undertaking the Meridian City Hall was in the nature of a General Contractor, and
Petra treated the Meridian City Hall project as a General Contractor at every step of
the way. As the result of Petra's failure to understand the fiduciary role that they
were hired to undertake, the City suffered financially on this project because the City
never received the trusted advocate and advisor that its leaders thought they had
bargained for.
3. Petra never informed the City as to what the cost of the Project would be by
way of the Kershisnik e-mail dated July 30, 2006. Neither the City nor Petra had an estimate
AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARYJUDGMENT
Page - 2
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of cost prior to the Project as there were no plans, designs or specifications when the
Construction Management Agreement ("CMA") was entered into.
4. It is important to note that Petra was represented by its own in-house legal
counsel during all contract negotiations. Because the written agreement incorporated and
superseded all previous written and oral communications between the Parties, the City relied
on the fact that Petra was able to resolve its concerns with the initial project budget before
they signed the written agreement.
5. At no time has the CMA been modified, except in writing by Change Order
No.1 executed by Petra and the City as required by the CMA. The City relied on its written
agreement with Petra because such written agreements preclude having "course of dealings"
supersede the written documents. The East Parking lot written proposal by Gene Bennett,
which capped Petra's construction management fees at $25,000.00, although not a change
order, is evidence that even when ordering extra work, the City did not intend to rely on
"course of dealing" to form the agreement between the parties.
6. From the occupation by the City to the date of this Affidavit, the City has
discovered and continues to discover major defects in the construction of the building as
supervised by Petra.
7. Based upon an investigation by the City, it appears that the foregoing major
defects include, but are not limited to:
a. The roof has leaked 35 times, and continues to leak with every major
weather event containing moisture. I prepared a small chart evidencing the pattern of
roof leaks during two particular storm cycles after considerable roof patching had
taken place. The chart is attached hereto as Exhibit "A". It should be noted that
the City's record of the roof leaks does not show a complete record from the date
AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARYJUDGMENT
Page - 3
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occupation to present, but does evidence profound defects in the roof. The City is
continuing to investigate problems and issues with the roof as constructed. Also
attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of the Case Management
Report dated April 9, 2010 detailing building maintenance events.
b. The installation of the roof drains are defective.
c. The masonry alignment and grout is defective;
d. The exterior brick work is defective;
e. Walls and doors in the basement were out of plumb and were
defective;
f. The chiller vibrates so badly that office space beneath it on the 3rd
upper elevation of the building has been unusable;
g. There are major water intrusions into the fire riser room, which have
created a mold issue, damage to the area, and a major safety issue;
h. There are major defects in the water features, including but not
limited to severe leakage, improper construction, damaged stone and brick,
efflorescence damage, overspray causing dangerous sidewalks, and major
discoloration of brick, concrete and stone. Attached hereto as Exhibit "C", are
some demonstrative photos demonstrating the condition of the water features as
constructed under Petra's supervision.
i. The Plaza area has major concrete cracking and unsealed concrete
gaps allowing water intrusion;
j. A major flood of the first floor and basement occurred on April 6,
2010 when the sewer pipe/valve system installed under Petra's supervision failed. It
was discovered that Petra failed to require the mechanical/plumbing contractor to
AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Page - 4
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install most of the plumbing cleanouts required by the plans. The City's cost of
cleanup and restoration was $35, 691.91;
k. A coolant leak from the computer server room on the third floor
occurred over the July 4, 2010 holiday weekend. This leak should have been
contained by a floor drain, but the drain was not operable, resulting in coolant
draining down the walls into second floor office space. The cost of cleanup and
restoration has not been determined. Investigation has revealed that the floor drain
failed because of a chunk of concrete lodged in the drain.
1. The HVAC system has constantly blown cold air to the discomfort
of building occupants and users, which, during the design phase Petra was
specifically told by Mayor De Weerd the City did not want nor expect from the
HVAC system to be designed. The City has no record of Jerry Frank's claimed
recommendation to use a heat pump system and no proposal was made to the City
for City review of such a system;
m. The HVAC system has never performed properly for any extended
period of time since the City occupied the building; Petra was fully aware of the
City's intent to construct closed interior offices and they should have known of the
inadequacy of the proposed HVAC system for the City's intended use. This is just
one example of where Petra as construction manager, should have presented the City
with its findings and alternatives in writing;
n. It is clear from the enormous number of defects that have been
discovered after Petra abandoned its work effort on the Project that Petra wholly
failed to discharge its duty to guard the City against deficient or defective work.
Petra staffed the worksite - or at least billed the City for the presence of personnel
AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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on site, however Petra has failed to establish that the efforts of these employees were
effective in fulfilling their duties under the CMA.
8. From and after October 15, 2008, Petra has consistently failed or refused to
deal with any warranty calls or issues related to defective or deficient construction; With the
one year period from occupancy nearly at end, and given Petra's refusal to act, the City was
forced to take action to establish its warranty rights to assure that those responsible for the
myriad defects would be on notice.
9. No representative of LCA Architects, Inc. ("LCA") has ever "signed off on
the Project", nor more importantly, upon Petra's work as the construction manager.
("signed off on" is not a term defined in the CMA).
10. No other construction manager, nor engineer, nor architect, nor materials
testing agency ever "signed off' on Petra's work effort nor the Projet as Petra alleges. This
claim by Petra is a pure fabrication.
11. At no time prior to November 1, 2007, did Petra ever advise the City of its
Notice of Claim with respect to additional construction management fees;
12. At no time was Keith Watts the City's designated representative. Keith and I
were initially designated at the City's point of contact for informational purposes.
13. In March of 2007, it became apparent that Petra had wholly failed to perform
the duties required under the CMA. On or about March 30, 2007 I wrote a letter to Petra.
Attached hereto as Exhibit "0" and fully incorporated herein by this reference, is a true
and correct copy of said letter.
14. The purpose of the letter was to advise Petra of its failures to perform under
the CMA, and to place Petra on notice of the City's consideration that Petra's service may be
terminated for non-performance.
AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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15. The Petra Construction Management Plan ("CMP") was submitted by Petra
to the City on January 22, 2007. The Petra CMP failed to contain key components required
by the CMA, specifically the required General Conditions section which was left blank. Petra
never supplemented this key section of the CMP.
16. A meeting, held in executive session on April 3, 2007, with Petra in which
Petra begged to be allowed to continue as the Construction Manager. Specifically Jerry Frank
promised the City Council, that everything would be 'just fine' if the City would allow Petra
to manage the construction, since the City had just received the Phase II Core and Shell bids
that very day.
17. At that meeting, Petra asked for a single point of informational contact, other
than me, as I had been acting as a point of contact for informational purposes up to that
time, and it became apparent at the meeting on April 3, 2007 that Petra did not appreciate
my efforts in pointing out their failures to perform their contractual duties.
18. At no time did Petra ask for, nor did it seek an "Owner's Representative" as
designated in the CMA. To the contrary, what Petra sought was someone other than myself
as the point of contact, because I was continually telling Petra and the City Council that
Petra wasn't doing its job. Following that meeting, Keith Watts the City Purchasing Agent
was designated as the City's 'single point of contact' for informational purposes. I believe
this was reflected in meeting minutes prepared by Petra in which Petra also designated
certain Petra field employees as "points of contact".
19. Although Petra held meetings with the Mayor's Building Committee, Petra
clearly understood that nothing could be approved by the City without a vote of the City
Council in an open meeting, according to Idaho law, including modifications of the
AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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contracts, changes in the schedule, including the decision of whether or not liquidated
damages would be assessed against Prime Contractors.
20. I was a participant in the Mayor's Building Committee meetings. At no time
did the City "change" the Project. At all times, the City attempted to follow Petra's lead as
the "manager" of the design process. Since there were no plans, drawings, or specifications
in existence when Petra and the City signed the CMA, there was nothing to "change" as
Petra has described it. The Project was an evolutionary process as concepts were produced,
discussed, and refined. The Mayor's Building Committee meetings were largely "status
conferences" when Petra distributed color photographs and bound reports of "progress" on
the project.
21. The City Hall building has never been complex. It is merely what I believe to
be a modem government office space with a basement. Petra continually alleges that they
had to perform "extra work" but fail to specify what that work entailed.
22. Contrary to Petra's assertions, the City always contemplated a public Plaza
along with related parking, as is contained in the CMA. This part of the Project was specified
in the Architect Request for Qualifications ("RFQ"), and Petra has stated in writing that they
had reviewed the Architect's agreement with the City.
23. No "budget" of $12,200,000 was created by the City for the purpose of
negotiation of the CMA. I was personally involved in the negotiations with Petra involving
the CMA, and the City's intent was clear that it required a 'ftxed' fee for the construction
management services and would not accept what Petra wanted which was a percentage fee
tied to total cost. That concept was rejected by the City and Petra was told the City would
not sign any kind of open ended agreement. The City did not intend, nor did it enter in to a
'cost plus' agreement with Petra;
AFFIDAVIT OF THEODORE W. BAIRD DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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24. On January 10, 2007, there was no City Council open session in which any
vote was taken to provide any instruction to Petra or LCA;
25. On February 26,2007 there was no City Council open session in which any
vote was taken to provide any instruction to Petra or LCA;
26. As of February 2008, there was no City Council vote to approve any final
project cost estimate. At no time did the City 'approve' in any fashion Petra's claim for an
additional $376,808 as an estimate or cost of an additional construction manager's fee for
Petra. At all times, the City has contested and rejected that claim for a variety of reasons,
including the fact that it is, and remains, untimely, undocumented, and unsubstantiated as
mandated by the CMA;
27. At no time following the execution of the CMA, did Petra, in its fiduciary
role, advise the City that it could, or should, stop the Project and re-evaluate the cost of the
Project before proceeding to award any contract to any Prime Contractor;
28. At all times following Petra's first attempt to claim additional construction
management fees, the City notified Petra that the fees were not justified and were not going
to be paid.
29. At all times ill the design process, Petra was aware that construction
management services at the flat construction management fee of $574,000 included the
furniture, fixtures, and equipment necessary for the City to take beneficial use and
occupancy of the building. Petra specifically included those items and associated cost
estimates in cost estimates provided to the City which did not show any claim for an increase
in the construction management fee. The City at all times relied on Petra's honesty with
respect to the cost estimates and the fact there would be no increase in the construction
management fee.
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30. Petra has never provided, nor did Petra keep and maintain, any accounting
for any increase in costs associated with an increase in reimbursable costs or as to the
increase in the construction management fee as specifically required by the CMA. Petra has
consistendy used a 'total cost' or percentage claim instead and that claim has always been
rejected by the City.
31. Petra has never demonstrated or denominated one dollar in cost increase that
is direcdy attributable to any single item of claimed 'change' as Petra misuses that phrase;
32. A review of the Project Records, particularly billing records, evidences that
Petra failed to keep and maintain records describing hourly services with reasonable
particularity as required by the CMA, and simply 'block billed' employees' time.
33. Petra has failed to produce a single cost record which can be tied to any
'change' claimed by Petra. All Petra has done is create 'block billings' which make no effort
to segregate and identify any costs attributable to any change. Petra made no effort to track
the time and cost because it knew it was under a fixed fee and that it had to have the City
agreement and approval before it could incur any charges for costs or services beyond those
contained in the CMA, or the claim would be disallowed by the City.
34. At no time did Petra seek, or obtain, approval from the City for any
additional construction management fees or reimbursable expenses before the fees or
services were allegedly rendered.
35. The City Council never held a vote, nor gave any directive to Petra to
proceed with bidding and construction of the Project before the construction documents
were complete. To the contrary, the City relied upon Petra to act in its fiduciary capacity to
advise the City of the best methods to reduce·cost and maintain cost control. At no time did
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the City receive any warning from Petra with respect to bidding, incomplete documents, or
risks associated with cost.
36. Petra claims the City actively interfered with the progress of the Project. At
no time did Petra provide any notice to the City of any active interference.
37. Petra was required by the CMA to advise and instruct the City as to any
Owner decisions that needed to be made. At no time did Petra advise that City that the City
had failed to provide an Owner's Criteria so that Petra could perform its duties under the
CMA;
38. The CMA was signed on August 1,2006. There were no meetings between
Petra, LCA, any Engineers and the City between August 1, 2006 and August 16,2006.
39. There was no City Council vote, at any open session meeting of the City
Council on February 26, 2007.
40. The Petra Construction Management Plan ("CMP") was submitted by Petra
to the City on January 22, 2007. The Petra CMP failed to contain key components required
by the CMA, specifically the required General Conditions section which was left blank. Petra
never supplemented this key section of the CMP.
41. The City never received beneficial use and occupancy within Petra's
Construction Schedule as submitted to the City. Petra was months behind when the City
took possession on October 15, 2008. Many facets of the Project were not yet complete
when the City moved in. Much construction work remained to be done and continued after
that date.
42. Petra wholly failed to continue or complete its contractually required duties
after October 15, 2008. Petra failed to supervise the continuing work of Prime Contractors,
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failed to respond to defect or warranty issues, and generally demonstrated a total disinterest
in performing any further responsibilities as the construction manager under the CMA.
43. At no time were design budget and cost estimates "approved" by the City
Council, as claimed by Petra. Petra fails to cite to a single City Council meeting official
records as supporting authority for this claimed fact in its alleged undisputed facts. Cost is
not Budget.
44. Petra's claim that "all" cost changes were made with the City's knowledge
and consent is blatandy false. Had Petra honesdy and openly admitted it's Superintendant's
elevation errors, the City would never have paid for Petra's error in paying the Pac-West
billings. Petra's dishonesty in covering its errors and seeking payment from the City for its
own breach of duty and negligence was, and is now known as fraudulent conduct.
45. The City has never "accepted" the Project or the building as claimed by
Petra.
a. A Certificate of Occupancy is a document that merely contains the
building official's opinion that the structure complies with code, and not that it
meets the requirements of the Contract Documents.
b. The punchlists provided by and relied upon by Petra only show that
the items listed were potentially completed. However, the City has not "accepted"
the Project or the building nor have they "signed of£" on the building in any manner.
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07/08/2010 11: 58 FAX 2088848723 MERIDIAN CITY HR/lEGAl I4J 002/002
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
By:
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Notaty Public, S~Idaho 
Residing at: M) ID 
My cornn.U5sion expiles: '3 .. e>: 3 ... l£» \,;;) 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day ofJuly, 2010, a true and correct copy of





800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
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Case Management
4/9/2010
Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
NORTH ELECTRICAL ROOM DOOR IS MIKE TANNER 12/3/2008 10:30 CLOSED 4812
SET TO NORMALLY OPEN INSTEAD OF
CLOSED
S 3RD CENTRAL STAIR TO ROBERT SIMISON 12/4/20088:48 CLOSED 4837
PENTHOUSE LOCK ISN'T WORKING
CORRECTLY.
BROKEN CASTERIROLLER ON BRAD LLOYD 12/15/200810:04 CLOSED 5028
CONFERENCE ROOM CHAIR
FREIGHT ELEVATOR DOOR IS MIKE TANNER 12/18/2008 10:27 CLOSED 5110
RUBBING ON THE EAST SIDE.
LIGHT BULB OUT IN MEN'S ROOM (3 BRAD LLOYD 12/29/2008 13:03 CLOSED 5218
SOUTH)
NEW FRIDGE ISN'T STAYING COLD BRAD LLOYD 1/8/2009 16:25 CLOSED 5356
NEED POWER BOX MOVED IN HR BILL NARY 1/9/2009 13:59 CLOSED 5372
TRAINER'S OFFICE
SIGNAGE NEEDS REMOVED FROM OLD ROBERT SIMISON 1/12/2009 11 :36 CLOSED 5393
CITY HALL
DOOR HANDLE REPAIR PETER FRIEDMAN 1/12/200911:54 CLOSED 5395
1ST FLOOR SINGLE USE BATHROOM NANCY RADFORD 1/12/200912:59 CLOSED 5396
TOILET
WRITTEN DOCUMENTATION NEEDED KARIEGLENN 1/12/2009 13:30 CLOSED 5397
BATHROOM WATER FLOW KARIEGLENN 1/12/200913:38 CLOSED 5398
MOVE HEATER REGISTER IN IT TERRY 1/12/200914:18 CLOSED 5402
MANAGER OFFICE PATERNOSTER
DOOR KICKS TERRY 1/12/200914:19 CLOSED 5403
PATERNOSTPR
FIRE DEPT ADMIN OFFICES AT CITY RON ANDERSON 1/13/2009 9:20 CLOSED 5417
HALL
REMOVE KEYBOARD TRAY & WALL MICHELLE 1/13/2009 10:08 CLOSED 5420
SHELF ALBERTSON
INSTALL KEY CABINET IN LEGAL MICHELLE 1/13/2009 14:07 CLOSED 5432
IAIBERTSON
RURAL CUBICLE NEEDS ELECTRICAL JUDY GERHART 1/14/20099:34 CLOSED 5459
BOX MOVED
SUPPORT BRACKETS SCOTT STECKLINE 1/14/2009 10:09 CLOSED 5461
OLD CITY HALL THERMOSTATS KATHY WANNER 1/14/2009 10:24 CLOSED 5463
MUBS LOBBY LIGTHING INTERFERS SHELLIE 1/14/200911:59 CLOSED 5470
WITH SECURITY CAMERA'S GALLAGHER
FAUCET REPAIR TO WOMEN'S RACHEL MYERS 1/14/2009 14:55 CLOSED 5473
RESTROOM - 2ND FLOOR
OUTSIDE AGENDA BOARD SHEREE FINCH 1/14/200915:23 CLOSED 5475
VEHICLE EMISSIONS TESTING NEEDED KARIEGLENN 1/15/20097:44 CLOSED 5480
MOVE DOOR KNOB. MARITA HAWKER 1/15/20099:30 CLOSED 5488
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
TRAINING ROOM DOOR - ALWAYS KARIEGLENN 1/15/200911:16 CLOSED 5496
LOCKED
PURCHASEIINSTALL CLOCKS IN ROBERT SIMISON 1/15/2009 11 :51 CLOSED 5497
CONFERENCE ROOMS ON FIRST FLOOR
TEMPERATURE IN COUNCIL NANCY RADFORD 1/15/2009 19:49 CLOSED 5512
CHAMBERS
COUNCIL CHAMBER TEMP NANCY RADFORD 1/15/200920:13 CLOSED 5513
INSIDE DOOR HANDLE ON 3RD FLOOR BRAD LLOYD 1/16/20098:21 CLOSED 5516
MEN'S ROOM IS LOOSE
STUCK ELEVATOR MARITA HAWKER 1/16/200911:12 CLOSED 5519
GENERATOR ALARM GOING OFF MARITA HAWKER 1/16/200911:18 CLOSED 5521
AUXILLIARY ALARM GOING OFF MARITA HAWKER 1/16/2009 11 :25 CLOSED 5522
CHANGE LOCKS MARITA HAWKER 1/16/2009 11 :30 CLOSED 5525
REVERSE LOCKSET MARITA HAWKER 1/16/2009 11 :33 CLOSED 5526
REVERSE LOCKSET MARITAHAWKER 1/16/200911:37 CLOSED 5527
AFTER HOURS CALL FOR WALL MARITA HAWKER 1/16/2009 11:43 CLOSED 5528
ADJUSTMENT
RELOCATION OF MAINTENANCE VAN MARITA HAWKER 1/16/200911:46 CLOSED 5529
FLU INSTALLATION CLEANUP MARITA HAWKER 1/16/2009 11:49 CLOSED 5530
NEED PAPER TOWEL HOLDERS MARITA HAWKER 1/16/200911:52 CLOSED 5531
KEYBOARD TRAY SWITCH OUT MARITA HAWKER 1/16/200911:54 CLOSED 5532
CONSISTENT LO-EVAP ALARM MARITA HAWKER 1/16/2009 13:05 CLOSED 5535
REQUEST FOR WALK OFF MATS MARITA HAWKER 1/16/200913:08 CLOSED 5536
KEY BOARD TRAY MARITA HAWKER 1/16/200913:12 CLOSED 5537
LIGHT OUT IN COUNCIL CHAMBERS MARITA HAWKER 1/16/200913:14 CLOSED 5538
LIGHT OUT IN LADIES BATHROOM MARITAHAWKER 1/16/200913:22 CLOSED 5540
KEY CYLINDER TO PENTHOUSE MARITAHAWKER 1/16/2009 13:26 CLOSED 5541
WATER LEAK MAYORS CONFERENCE KARIEGLENN 1/16/200914:30 CLOSED 5545
ROOM
ICRMP INSPECTION NEEDED OF KARIEGLENN 1/16/2009 14:33 CLOSED 5546
BOILER
DOOR DAMAGE KARIEGLENN 1/16/2009 14:35 CLOSED 5547
YAMAS CONTROLS KARIEGLENN 1/16/200914:42 CLOSED 5548
HVAC SCHEDULE CONFLICTS KARIEGLENN 1/16/2009 14:54 CLOSED 5550
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM KARIEGLENN 1/16/200914:57 CLOSED 5551
PLAN RACKS IN CLERKS STORAGE KARIEGLENN 1/16/2009 14:59 CLOSED 5552
MONITORING SECURITY SYSTEM KARIEGLENN 1/16/200915:00 CLOSED 5553
SANYO UNIT NOT OSCILLATING MARITA HAWKER 1/16/2009 16:03 CLOSED 5558
NO LIGHT SWITCH IN MAINT. OFFICE MARITA HAWKER 1/16/200916:06 CLOSED 5559
FLICKERING EXIT SIGN ON 2ND S MARITA HAWKER 1/16/2009 16:09 CLOSED 5560
HALL
DIMMER SWITCHES NEEDED IN IT MARITA HAWKER 1/16/200916:12 CLOSED 5561
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
PLEASE HANG UP A CLOCK IN NANCY RADFORD 1116/200916:48 CLOSED 5564
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
REPLACE LIGHT BULB FRONT OFFICE CODEEUPSON 1/20/2009 12:00 CLOSED 5576
BOILER #2 ALARM MARITA HAWKER 1120/2009 13:33 CLOSED 5578
MISSING PARTS ON LEVER SET ON MARITA HAWKER 1120/2009 13:39 CLOSED 5579
STORAGE
HEATING LOOP FREEZE CONCERN MARITA HAWKER 1120/2009 13:49 CLOSED 5580
PULL STATION MALFUNCTION MARITA HAWKER 1120/200915:51 CLOSED 5584
NO HOT WATER IN MENS 1ST FLOOR MARITA HAWKER 1120/2009 15:54 CLOSED 5585
BATHROOM
IT DATA AIR- SHORT CYCLE ON AC MARITA HAWKER 1120/2009 16:06 CLOSED 5586
UNIT
SANYO UNIT NOT OSCILLATING MARITA HAWKER 1120/2009 16:09 CLOSED 5587
NO LIGHT SWITCH IN BASEMENT MARITA HAWKER 1120/2009 16: 11 CLOSED 5588
MAINTENANCE OFFICE
POWER CORD HAZZARD ON 2ND MARITA HAWKER 1120/2009 16: 18 CLOSED 5589
FLOOR S COMM ROOM
HANG WHITEBOARD MARITA HAWKER 1120/2009 16:21 CLOSED 5590
SET UP MONITORING ON SECURITY MARITA HAWKER 1120/2009 16:25 CLOSED 5592
SYSTEM
OFFICE ACCESS & SECURTIY ISSUES MARITA HAWKER 1120/2009 16:31 CLOSED 5594
BOOT CLEANING STATION TOM JOHNSON 1120/200916:32 CLOSED 5595
LEAKING ROOF/SHOP CHIP HUDSON 112112009 10:20 CLOSED 5608
FLOOR DRAIN IN 3RD FLOOR MEN'S BRAD LLOYD 112112009 10:30 CLOSED 5611
ROOM EMITS FOUL ODOR
NETWORK LINES & ELECTRICAL DEANNE 1122/2009 8:03 CLOSED 5620
OUTLET MITTLEIDER
SOUTH SIDE HUMIDIFIER IN SERVER BRAD LLOYD 1122/2009 10:00 CLOSED 5625
ROOM ALARMING
MONITORING OF OLD CITY HALL - 33 E KARIEGLENN 1122/2009 10: 14 CLOSED 5626
IDAHO
FAUCET IN CONFERENCE ROOM PEGGY 1122/2009 12:49 CLOSED 5637
SPRAYS WILDLY
UNABLE TO UNLOCK SECURE DOOR PEGGY GARDNER 1122/2009 14:30 CLOSED 5643
WITH BUTTON
WHITE LIQUID LEAKING BEHIND NANCY RADFORD 1123/2009 10: 19 CLOSED 5649
FAMILY BATHROOM TOILET
WOMENS RESTROOM TOILET LOOSE KEITH WATTS 1123/2009 10:39 CLOSED 5650
FLOOR VENTS CHRISTINE 1123/2009 15:20 CLOSED 5660
BOUCHER
MOVE AIR VENT ROBERT SIMISON 1123/2009 16:34 CLOSED 5662
MOVE DATA BOX ROBERT SIMISON 1/23/200916:35 CLOSED 5663
HANG KEY LOCK BOXES ROBERT SIMISON 1/23/200916:36 CLOSED 5664
MOISTURE TED BAIRD 1126/2009 10:24 CLOSED 5676
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
MAIL ROOM EXHAUST FAN MARITA HAWKER 1/26/2009 15:05 CLOSED 5685
RUNNER RUGS FOR CITY HALL LOBBY JAYCEE HOLMAN 1/27/2009 10:27 CLOSED 5709
DIAGRAMS FOR MEETING ROOMS JAYCEE HOLMAN 1/27/200910:30 CLOSED 5710
ELEVATOR WARRANTY WORK. KARIEGLENN 1127/2009 15:47 CLOSED 5732
ARM-HINGE FOR PW CONFERENCE KARIEGLENN 1127/2009 15:50 CLOSED 5733
ROOM DOOR
PHONE CABLE TOM JOHNSON 112812009 10:53 CLOSED 5747
INSTALL KICK-DOWN DOOR STOP ON BRAD LLOYD 112912009 8:03 CLOSED 5767
IT TRAINING ROOM DOOR (INTO
HALLWAY)
PICTURE HUNG OVER DESK TOM JOHNSON 1/29/2009 11:16 CLOSED 5781
WEST SIDE ELEVATOR STOPPED KARIEGLENN 1130/2009 7:45 CLOSED 5802
WORKING
? TOM JOHNSON 1130/2009 11 :24 CLOSED 5808
METER ROOM HEATER CHIP HUDSON 2/2/2009 10:28 CLOSED 5835
STINKY 1ST FLOOR NORTH NANCY RADFORD 2/2/2009 10:45 CLOSED 5840
BATHROOMS
AC UNITS - MORE ALARMS DAVID TIEDE 2/4/200913:31 CLOSED 5887
CLEAN OUT OF OLD CITY HALL KARIEGLENN 2/4/2009 13:35 CLOSED 5888
CARPET NEEDS TO BE PUT DOWN KARIEGLENN 2/4/200913:36 CLOSED 5889
SHELVING TO BE INSTALLED KARIEGLENN 2/4/2009 13:37 CLOSED 5890
TAKE DOWN TENTING OVER WATER KARIEGLENN 2/4/2009 13:41 CLOSED 5891
FEATURE
WATER LEAK IN TRAINING ROOM MIKE TANNER 2/512009 16:22 CLOSED 5922
MOVE FILE CABINETS JENNIFER LUSK 2/612009 7:46 CLOSED 5927
BADGE READER IN BASEMENT BRAD LLOYD 2/6/2009 8:04 CLOSED 5928
STAIRWELL OF CENTER STAIRS IS
COMING APART
NEED VENT MOVED MIKE TANNER 2/6/2009 8:26 CLOSED 5930
POWERWASH FRONT LOT ROBERT SIMISON 2/6/2009 9:28 CLOSED 5935
PAINT RESERVED ON CERTAIN SPACES ROBERT SIMISON 2/6/2009 9:36 CLOSED 5936
IN THE FRONT LOT
PARKING SIGNS ROBERT SIMISON 2/8/2009 17:20 CLOSED 5944
BATHROOMS, BREAKROOM SMELL KARIEGLENN 2/9/20097:37 CLOSED 5945
HORRIBLE
HEATING ON WEEKENDS KARIEGLENN 2/9/20097:40 CLOSED 5946
TIME CAPSULE DOOR ANNA CANNING 2/9/2009 7:51 CLOSED 5947
SERVER ROOM AIR CONDITIONER TERRY 2/9/2009 10:29 CLOSED 5955
ALARM - SHORT CYCLE NO ROTATION PATERNOSTER
PLEASE MOVE ELECTRICAL BOX. IT'S MIKE TANNER 2/9/200915:51 CLOSED 5970
RIGHT UNDER MY FEET
FRONT HANDICAP ACCESSABLE DOOR NANCY RADFORD 2/1 0/2009 8:26 CLOSED 5978
IS LOCKED UNDOGGED
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
FIX DESK TODD LAVOIE 2/13/2009 17:02 CLOSED 6078
MONTHLY FIE EXTINGUISHER ERIC JENSEN 2/17/2009 8:05 CLOSED 6080
INSPECTION
HAND CART - FLAT TIRE - BUILDING KARIEGLENN 2/17/2009 12:52 CLOSED 6094
DEPT
INSTALL HAZ SIGNS ON HERITAGE ERIC JENSEN 2/18/2009 9:46 CLOSED 6107
BUILDING
POST INSPECTION CERTIFICATES ERIC JENSEN 2/18/2009 11 :07 CLOSED 6114
COMPLETION OF CUBES IN FIRE DEPT. ERIC JENSEN 2/18/2009 16:53 CLOSED 6122
AREA
MOVE ELlS DESK AND POWER BOX IN ERIC JENSEN 2/18/2009 17:00 CLOSED 6123
CLERKS OFFICE.
INSTALL DESK GROMMETT IN DESK @ ERIC JENSEN 2/18/200917:01 CLOSED 6124
CLERKS OFFICE
INSTALL GROMMETT IN TABLE IN ERIC JENSEN 2/18/200917:03 CLOSED 6125
FINANCE MEETING ROOM
SECOND FLOOR NORTH TOM JOHNSON 2/19/20098:18 CLOSED 6128
HANDICAP DOORS SHEREE FINCH 2/19/2009 8:51 CLOSED 6132
DOOR SWITCH UNDER DESK CHRISTINE 2/20/2009 10: 17 CLOSED 6157
BOUCHER
CHAIRS FOR MEETING ROOM AlB SHEREE FINCH 2/23/2009 11 :21 CLOSED 6185
CLOSE THE DOORS & WINDOWS ITS PEGGY GARDNER 2/23/2009 13:56 CLOSED 6191
WINDY IN HERE
ART WORK DESIGN AND PREP ERIC JENSEN 2/24/2009 8:28 CLOSED 6206
COULD YOU SET THE DEFAULT FOR FB MIKE TANNER 2/24/2009 15:47 CLOSED 6228
65 TO 72F?
SET THE HALLWAY LIGHTS TO GO OFF BRAD LLOYD 2/24/2009 15:58 CLOSED 6230
AT OR AROUND 17:30
BUILD ZONE LIST FOR PANIC ERIC JENSEN 2/25/2009 13:49 CLOSED 6248
BUTTONS WITH RIGHT PARTY
CONTACTS
HISTORICAL SOCIETY UNLOCKED SHEREE FINCH 2/25/2009 13:57 CLOSED 6249
DOORS
PUT IN TRASH CAN & TOWEL BRAD LLOYD 2/25/2009 15:42 CLOSED 6256
DISPENSER IN EMPLOYEE EXERCISE
ROOM
PHONE FOR CHAMBERS SHEREE FINCH 2/25/2009 16:07 CLOSED 6257
WINDOW IN THE DOOR OF WORKOUT BILL NARY 2/25/2009 18:52 CLOSED 6259
ROOM
COLD AIR COMING OUT OF AT LEAST 3 NANCY RADFORD 2/26/2009 9:20 CLOSED 6265
VENTS.. !!
COLD AIR BURST FROM HEATING SHELLIE 2/26/2009 9:50 CLOSED 6266
SYSTEM MY OFFICE AND lACY'S GALLAGHER
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
SPECIAL HAZARD BUILDING MECH ERIC JENSEN 2/2712009 15:55 CLOSED 6318
TOUR FOR FIRE DEPT
POSTING SEQUENCE OF OPERATION ERIC JENSEN 2/2712009 15:56 CLOSED 6319
AT ALL SPECIAL HAZARD ZONES
FOUL ODOR FROM HEATER VENT SHELLIE 3/2/2009 9:26 CLOSED 6327
GALLAGHER
HVACISSUE MAITPARSONS 3/2/2009 10:06 CLOSED 6329
LOBBY DOORS EVALYN NICHOLS 3/2/2009 10:44 CLOSED 6331
HIGH PITCHED NOISE IN CFO'S OFFICE KEITH WAITS 3/2/2009 10:47 CLOSED 6332
ELEVATORS SHEREE FINCH 3/3/2009 7:09 CLOSED 6349
HISTORICAL CENTER - CLEANING KARIEGLENN 3/3/2009 11 :09 CLOSED 6355
SCHEDULE
FOUL ODOR IN MY OFFICE SHELLIE 3/4/2009 8:23 CLOSED 6376
GALLAGHER
ALARMS ON DATA AIR UNITS ERIC JENSEN 3/4/2009 10:55 CLOSED 6382
HANG AED WALL MOUNTS ON EACH MARK NIEMEYER 3/412009 16:24 CLOSED 6403
FLOOR OF CITY HALL
VENTS AND A HIGH PITCHED NOISE JACYJONES 3/5/2009 9:21 CLOSED 6418
HANDICAP DOORS SHEREE FINCH 3/5/2009 10:03 CLOSED 6422
MOVE COMMUNICATION BOX KRISTY VIGIL 3/5/2009 16:45 CLOSED 6451
I(POSSIBLY)
FIX CARPET IN MINNICKS OFFICE ERIC JENSEN 3/6/2009 8:38 CLOSED 6456
DRIVE UP DROP BOX EVALYN NICHOLS 3/6/2009 8:58 CLOSED 6458
REPAIR WALL AND MOVE CONF. BECKY LICARI 3/6/2009 9:43 CLOSED 6460
ROOM SIGN
HAUL A BOX MARITA HAWKER 3/6/200915:12 CLOSED 6469
LIGHTS IN PLANNING DEPT KARIEGLENN 3/9/2009 9:09 CLOSED 6477
DESK MAINTENANCE/SWITCH SARAH WHEELER 3/9/2009 11 :44 CLOSED 6489
LOCATION
SERVER ROOM DOOR ISN'T LATCHING BRAD LLOYD 3/9/2009 11 :57 CLOSED 6490
WHEN CLOSING
LOCK ON DESK DRAWER KRISTY VIGIL 3/9/2009 13:26 CLOSED 6494
ASSEMBLE PLAN RACK ORGANIZE ERIC JENSEN 3/912009 16:22 CLOSED 6499
AND LABEL PLANS
LIGHT OUT IN 3RD FLOOR GALLERY ERIC JENSEN 3/10/2009 9: 11 CLOSED 6510
AREA
INSTALL PHONES IN SPECIAL HAZARD ERIC JENSEN 3/10/200910:58 CLOSED 6514
AREAS
WOMENS BATHROOM BASEMENT ERIC JENSEN 3/10/200916:12 CLOSED 6524
DOOR STICKING
SETTLING CRACKS ANNA CANNING 3/11/20098:14 CLOSED 6528
RACKING IN BASEMENT CLERK'S JAYCEE HOLMAN 3/11/2009 10:54 CLOSED 6535
AREA
CHAIRS NEEDED SHEREE FINCH 3/11/2009 13:57 CLOSED 6544
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
BULB REPLACEMENT PEGGY GARDNER 3/1 112009 14:30 CLOSED 6549
BROKEN CHAIR IN PUBLIC WORKS MARITA HAWKER 3/12/200911:46 CLOSED 6570
CONFERENCE ROOM
DOOR SCOTT STECKLlNE 3/13/2009 8:57 CLOSED 6588
PROGRAMMING LIGHTS TO REMAIN RACHEL MYERS 3/13/2009 9: 14 CLOSED 6590
ON
REVERSE LOCK ON DAIS DOOR JAYCEE HOLMAN 3/13/2009 15:07 CLOSED 6601
MOVEHANDSANIT~ERANDHANG BRAD LLOYD 3/13/200916:38 CLOSED 6603
TWO BULLETIN BOARDS NEXT TO TV
IN WORKOUT ROOM
LARGE MIRROR NEEDED FOR BRAD LLOYD 3/13/200916:41 CLOSED 6605
WORKOUT ROOM WALL (IN NOOK BY
THE EXERC~EBALLS)
MONTHLY FIRE EX INSPECTION ERIC JENSEN 3/16/20098:57 CLOSED 6609
MAYOR'S OFFICE BATHROOM SMELL ROBERT SIMISON 3/16/200913:12 CLOSED 6621
FIX HANDLES ON MAYORS OFFICE ERIC JENSEN 3/16/200915:04 CLOSED 6626
ENTRY DOORS
FREEZE TEST OF TOP CAPS KEITH WATTS 3/16/2009 15:21 CLOSED 6627
WET CEILING TILE IN OFFICE NANCY POWERS 3/1 7/20098:23 CLOSED 6634
TRAP PRIMER ISSUE IN MEN'S ROOM BRAD LLOYD 3/17/2009 11: 11 CLOSED 6642
ON 3RD FLOOR
DELIVER ADDITIONAL CHAIRS TO PW BECKY LICARI 3/17/200911:39 CLOSED 6644
TRAINING ROOM
NEED BOXES MARITA HAWKER 3/1 8/2009 8:30 CLOSED 6660
FOUL SMELL - POSSIBLY SEWER GAS - BRAD LLOYD 3/1 8/2009 13:07 CLOSED 6669
IN BASEMENT CUSTODIAL ROOM
SHOWERS SCOTT STECKLlNE 3/1 8/2009 15:45 CLOSED 6675
ADmST TOILET FLOW IN MENS ERIC JENSEN 3/1 9/2009 12:47 CLOSED 6697
SECOND FLOOR BATHROOM
1ST FLOOR LADIES ROOM EVALYN NICHOLS 3/19/200914:39 CLOSED 6705
MUBS LOBBY DOORS EVALYN NICHOLS 3/19/200914:40 CLOSED 6706
MUBS LOBBY DOORS KARlE GLENN 3/20/20097:37 CLOSED 6714
LIGHTS AND CABINET DOOR JENNIFER SHAW 3/20/2009 8:52 CLOSED 6715
MAP RAILS BARBARA SIDFFER 3/23/20099:52 CLOSED 6730
DISCUSS JANITORIAL BECKY LICARI 3/24/2009 10:06 CLOSED 6743
CONCERNS/DAMAGES
HANG BROCHURE HOLDER CHRISTINE 3/24/2009 10: 13 CLOSED 6744
BOUCHER
MOUNT LITERATURE DISPLAY RACK RACHEL MYERS 3/24/2009 10:21 CLOSED 6745
FAUCETS IN MEN'S ROOM (3RD FLOOR) BRAD LLOYD 3/25/2009 10:03 CLOSED 6774
NOT RESPONDING QUICKLY - AA
BATTERIES NEEDED
HVAC MAKING LOUD RATTLING BRAD LLOYD 3/25/2009 10:05 CLOSED 6775
NOISES IN THE IT TRAINING ROOM
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
FRONT DOORS - HANDICAP ACCESS PEGGY GARDNER 3/26/2009 9:36 CLOSED 6796
LADIES RESTROOM ISSUES ON THIRD SHERRIE EWING 3/26/2009 10:39 CLOSED 6800
FLOOR
DRAIN IN IT DEPT. SINK IS REALLY BRAD LLOYD 3/26/2009 17:14 CLOSED 6811
SLOW
LIGHT OUT JENNIFER SHAW 3/27/20097:40 CLOSED 6812
LOBBY DOOR LEFT OPEN STACY 3/27/20098:08 CLOSED 6813
IKTLCHE
ELEVATOR PROBLEM? PEGGY GARDNER 4/1/2009 15:24 CLOSED 6902
I WOULD LIKE TO REQUEST THAT ERIC BRENT BJORNSON 4/2/20098:39 CLOSED 6907
JENSEN (MAINTENANCE) INSTALL
THREE MORE STORAGE RACKS FOR
BUILDING SERVICES IN THE
BASEMENT
LIGHT OUT BECKY LICARI 4/2/20099:31 CLOSED 6909
LEAK IN ROOF BECKY LICARI 4/2/20099:32 CLOSED 6910
METAL SHELVING RACHEL MYERS 4/2/2009 11 :29 CLOSED 6914
MORE BOXES MARITA HAWKER 4/2/200915:30 CLOSED 6923
IDAHO POWER ENERGY AUDIT ROBERT SIMISON 4/6/200921:51 IN 6969
PROGRES
CONNECT MONITOR IN MAYORS ROBERT SIMISON 4/6/2009 21 :55 CLOSED 6970
CONFERNCE ROOM TO CONFERNCE
TABLE
COMPUTER MONITORS ROBIN JACK 4/7/2009 8: 13 CLOSED 6972
HANDICAPPED DOORS SHEREE FINCH 4/7/200910:31 CLOSED 6978
LEAK IN MAYOR'S SMALL ROBERT SIMISON 4/7/2009 19:45 CLOSED 6994
CONFERENCE ROOM
LOOKINGFOR2F~ECABINETAND BECKY LICARI 4/8/2009 10:56 CLOSED 7006
WHITE BOARD
BASEMENT SHELVING RACHEL MYERS 4/8/2009 10:56 CLOSED 7005
HANG PICTURE IN MY OFFICE TARA GREEN 4/9/2009 9:50 CLOSED 7020
FIX SINK IN MPR BREAK ROOM RACHEL MYERS 4/10/20099:12 CLOSED 7033
DELIVER DRAFT TABLE IN PW CAGE BECKY LICARI 4/13/2009 8:39 CLOSED 7043
TO ENG MNGR. OFFICE
CHANGE OUT F~TERSON HUNTAIR ERIC JENSEN 4/13/2009 9:05 CLOSED 7047
AIR HANDLERS
3RD FLOOR BATHROOM TRAP NOT KEITH DANIELSEN 4/14/2009 10: 19 CLOSED 7074
WORKING
REMOVE BOOKCASE & METAL BOX BECKY LICARI 4/14/2009 11:31 CLOSED 7077
FROM DD OFFICE
TOILET SEAT IN 2ND STALL OF 2ND FL. BECKY LICARI 4/14/2009 12:20 CLOSED 7079
LADIES RESTROOM IS LOOSE
HANG WHITE BOARD IN DD OFFICE BECKY LICARI 4/14/2009 12:25 CLOSED 7080
SIGN AT OLD LOCATION KRlSTY VIGIL 4/14/2009 14:35 CLOSED 7087
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
CLOCK JENNIFER SHAW 4/14/200915:51 CLOSED 7090
PTRAP IN MEN'S 3RD FLOOR BRAD LLOYD 4/1512009 11: 17 CLOSED 7101
RESTROOM IS RANK!
THERMO IN PW CONFERENCE ROOM KARIEGLENN 4/1512009 14:03 CLOSED 7114
NEW JANTIOR MONITORING KARIEGLENN 4/15/200914:18 CLOSED 7115
RECYCLE BINS MINDISMITH 4/16/2009 8:22 CLOSED 7118
FINANCE DEPT LOBBY DOORS EVALYN NICHOLS 4120120098:35 CLOSED 7147
ROOF LEAK IN ANDREA'S OFFICE ANDREA 412012009 11 :43 CLOSED 7161
PURCHASE 20' INDOOR EXTESION BECKY LICARI 4/21/2009 9: 19 CLOSED 7183
CORD FOR ENG. MANAGER OFFICE
MOVE AIR VENT SHERRIE EWING 4/21/200911:05 CLOSED 7190
FINANCE LOBBY DOOR EVALYN NICHOLS 4/22/20098:02 CLOSED 7207
REMOVE EXTRA CHAIRS FROM CONF SHEREE FINCH 4/22/2009 8:49 CLOSED 7212
ROOMA&B
DISREGARD LAST REQUEST SHEREE FINCH 4/22/2009 8:57 CLOSED 7213
ELEVATORS TOM JOHNSON 4/22/2009 10:03 CLOSED 7217
REPLACE BULB IN MAYOR'S LOBBY PEGGY GARDNER 4/22/2009 13: 12 CLOSED 7222
MOVE LIGHTING IN ART GALLERY PEGGY GARDNER 4/221200913:13 CLOSED 7223
MOUNT BULLETIN BOARD IN IT AREA BRAD LLOYD 4/2312009 9:33 CLOSED 7241
GET REAL DOOR SIGN - NAME PLATE BRAD LLOYD 4/23/2009 9:35 CLOSED 7242
FOR TERRY PATERNOSTER'S OFFICE
MINNICK'S OFFICE NEW CUBICLES MARITA HAWKER 4/23/2009 9:39 CLOSED 7243
PREP
CITY HALL - ILLEAGAL BACKFLOW MICHAEL ZEITER 4/23/2009 14:20 CLOSED 7254
ASSEMBLY
RELOCATE RISER ROOM SIGN FROM BRENT BJORNSON 4/25/2009 9:55 CLOSED 7269
NORTH ELEC. ROOM 1ST FLR.
CALL ELECTRICIAN (JOHN) FOR BRENT BJORNSON 4/25/2009 12:36 CLOSED 7270
LOBBY ART MOTOR
DESK FOR WASTEWATER KARIEGLENN 4/27/20098:05 CLOSED 7271
ROOF DRAINS - PLUGGED AND KARIEGLENN 412912009 7:52 CLOSED 7313
BACKING UP INTO THE BUILDING
MAINTENANCE VAN KARIEGLENN 4/29/2009 7:54 CLOSED 7314
ASSEMBLE 4 METAL RACKS IN RACHEL MYERS 4/29/200915:17 CLOSED 7329
BASEMENT STORAGE
REMOVE TILE IN MINNICK'S OFFICE MARITA HAWKER 4/30/2009 11 :29 CLOSED 7340
BY 9:00 FRI.FOR CABLE TO BE RUN
MOVE ELECTRICAL BOXES IN BECKY LICARI 4/30/2009 12:50 CLOSED 7342
ENGINEERING MANAGER OFFICE
STAINED TILE IN MAYOR WEST CONF. ERIC JENSEN 5/1/2009 16:39 CLOSED 7360
ROOM
TOILET IN MEN BASEMENT ERIC JENSEN 5/1/200916:41 CLOSED 7361
BATHROOM EAST STALL STICKING
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
POWER BOX NEEDS TO BE MOVED IN MARITA HAWKER 5/4/2009 9:08 CLOSED 7371
MINNICK'S OFFICE
RETURN CLERKS CHAIRS TO STORAGE BECKY LICARI 5/4/2009 9:43 CLOSED 7374
& PROJECTOR SCREEN TO IT
TROUBLE ON FIRE ALARM PANEL ERIC JENSEN 5/4/2009 9:56 CLOSED 7375
BATTERY OVERCHARGE ALARM ON ERIC JENSEN 5/4/2009 9:57 CLOSED 7376
GENERATOR
COKE SPILLED IN ELEVATOR SHEREE FINCH 5/4/2009 15: 15 CLOSED 7393
INSTALL WINDOW IN MAINTAINENCE ERIC JENSEN 5/5/2009 13:04 CLOSED 7410
OFFICE DOOR
CEILING TILES NEED FIXED CHRISTINE 5/6/200910:39 CLOSED 7421
BOUCHER
FIRE CORRECTION NOTICE - DATED KARIEGLENN 5/7/20098:08 CLOSED 7440
4/15/09
MENS RESTROOM MINDISMITH 5/7/2009 14:58 CLOSED 7453
SERVICE ALL CORRIDOR HEAT UNITS ERIC JENSEN 5/7/2009 16:27 CLOSED 7460
INCLUDING FRONT ENTRY O&M
INSTALL POST FOR ADDITION CITY ERIC JENSEN 5/7/2009 16:29 CLOSED 7461
HALL SINAGE REOUESTED BY ROBERT
BORROW VACUUM SHEREE FINCH 5/1112009 7:25 CLOSED 7478
HAND SOAP IN MEN'S RESTROOM - 1ST RICK JACKSON 5/11/20099:31 CLOSED 7487
FLOOR SOUTH
FAUCET NOT ACTIVATING IN MENS ERIC JENSEN 5/1112009 10: 12 CLOSED 7489
BASEMENT RESTROOM
SERVICE STAND ALONE HVAC UNITS ERIC JENSEN 5/1112009 10: 14 CLOSED 7490
IN ELEVATOR MECH ROOM / ELECT.
ROOM
LIGHTS OUT IN MAIN ENTRY PORTICO ERIC JENSEN 5/1112009 12: 12 CLOSED 7502
LIGHTS OUT IN FRONT OF COUNCIL ERIC JENSEN 5/111200912:12 CLOSED 7501
CHAMBERS
REPLACE CEILING TILE IN MEETING ERIC JENSEN 5/1112009 12: 13 CLOSED 7503
ROOM NEXT TO LUKES OFFICE 3RD
FLOOR
FIRE DEPT STORAGE ROOM JUDY GERHART 5/12/200915:54 CLOSED 7524
SERVICE VAV UNITS ERIC JENSEN 5/12/200916:24 CLOSED 7526
LOCK MECH'S IN FRONT DOORS KEITH DANIELSEN 5/12/200919:03 CLOSED 7529
(HANDICAP) ARE STILL NOT
FUNCTIONING
MOVE TWO FLOOR BOXES TERRY 5/13/2009 10:20 CLOSED 7534
PATERNOSTER
BACKFLOW DEVICE TOM JOHNSON 5/13/2009 12:01 CLOSED 7542
PAINT STAIRWELL TO MEZ ERIC JENSEN 5/13/200912:53 CLOSED 7543
LIGHT BULB OUT IN 3RD FLOOR MEN'S BRAD LLOYD 5/14/200914:39 CLOSED 7569
RESTROOM
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
RE-INSTALL SIGN ON BILL NARY'S MICHELLE 5/18/2009 9:52 CLOSED 7595
FRONT DOOR ALBERTSON
THERMOSTAT C. CALEB HOOD 5/18/200912:58 CLOSED 7604
MY OFFICE DOES NOT COOL DOWN KEITH WATTS 5/18/2009 16:27 CLOSED 7612
REMOVE TABLES SHEREE FINCH 5/19/2009 8:34 CLOSED 7621
SPRINKLER LINE BREAK TOM JOHNSON 5/19/20099:22 CLOSED 7623
BOOKSHELF MOVEMENT MICHELLE 5/19/200914:40 CLOSED 7633
IATBERTSON
SOAP DISPENSER IN FIRST FLOOR NANCY RADFORD 5/19/2009 14:43 CLOSED 7634
WOMENS BATHROOM IS BROKEN
THERMOSTAT ISSUES JACY JONES 5/19/200915:04 CLOSED 7636
FLOOR BOX JENNIFER LUSK 5/19/2009 15:25 CLOSED 7637
LIGHTS ATTACHED TO FRONT OF KARIEGLENN 5/20/2009 8:25 CLOSED 7642
BUILING
BUILDING NOT HOLDING TEMPSET ERIC JENSEN 5/20/2009 8:29 CLOSED 7643
POINTS
HVAC PROBLEM IN COUNCIL ERIC JENSEN 5/20/20098:30 CLOSED 7644
CHAMBERS TUE. MEETING
HVACROOFSTATNOTACCURATE ERIC JENSEN 5/20/2009 8:30 CLOSED 7645
AGENDA BOARD SHEREE FINCH 5/20/2009 10:38 CLOSED 7647
LOOSE CARPET IN FRONT OF ERIC JENSEN 5/20/2009 11 :34 CLOSED 7650
MINNICKS OFFICE
REMODEL MUBS COUNTER RETA 5/2l/20098:02 CLOSED 7662
DRYWALL DAMAGE KYLERADEK 5/2l/20098:38 CLOSED 7665
MOVE AIR VENT TO THE SOUTH KEITH WATTS 5/2l/20091O:57 CLOSED 7670
ITEMS NOT BEING COMPLETED BY BECKY LICARI 5/2l/2009 11:01 CLOSED 7671
JANITORIAL STAFF
SWAP CUBICLE WALLS KRISTY VIGIL 5/2l/200911:01 CLOSED 7672
MOVE PHONE JACK BOX IN TRAINING BECKY LICARI 5/2l/2009 14:33 CLOSED 7680
ROOM TO CENTER OF ROOM
BACK DOOR TO OUTSIDE NEAR TODD LAVOIE 5/22/2009 9:43 CLOSED 7689
FINANCE
WHITE OUTLETS IN NEW CUBE FLOOR BRAD LLOYD 5/26/2009 11:18 CLOSED 7708
BOX ARE DEAD - DP4 LC3A 16 18
AUTOMATIC BLIND IN THE CITY JAYCEE HOLMAN 5/26/2009 21: 14 CLOSED 7718
COUNCIL CONFERENCE ROOM
FRONT DOORS HANDICAPPED SIDE JAYCEE HOLMAN , 5/26/2009 21: 15 CLOSED 7719
BOXES IN STORAGE & NEW BOXES MARITA HAWKER 5/27/20098:44 CLOSED 7722
LIGHT BULB OUT IN GALLERY PEGGY GARDNER 5/27/2009 9: 11 CLOSED 7723
PAINT BASEMENT DOORS WITH ERIC JENSEN 5/27/2009 13:52 CLOSED 7737
NEWLY INSTALLED WINDOWS
CUBICLE WORK KRISTY VIGIL 5/27/200915:16 CLOSED 7738
MOVING WHITE BOARD SARAH WHEELER 5/27/2009 15: 17 CLOSED 7739
IN & OUT MAIL BOXES PEGGY GARDNER 5/28/20098:21 CLOSED 7741
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
ENERGY AUDIT BY IDAHO POWER / ERIC JENSEN 5128/2009 10:20 CLOSED 7747
MAYOR REQUEST
MOVE VENT OUT OF OFFICE SARAH WHEELER 5128/2009 11 :22 CLOSED 7750
MOVE VENT SARAH WHEELER 5/29/2009 10:50 CLOSED 7777
INSTALL AIR FREESHNERS IN ERIC JENSEN 5/29/2009 12:57 CLOSED 7779
BATHROOMS
RUSTING TOM JOHNSON 61112009 9:52 CLOSED 7789
AIR VENT TOM JOHNSON 6/112009 16:49 CLOSED 7808
LEAK IN CEILING CHRISTINE 6/2/20098:01 CLOSED 7810
BOUCHER
MUSTY SMELL IN HR OFFICE ERIC JENSEN 6/2/20099:58 CLOSED 7812
RE-INSTALL BASE AT BACK LOADING ERIC JENSEN 6/2/2009 10:43 CLOSED 7816
DOCK
INSTALL LIGHT OVER WORK BENCH ERIC JENSEN 6/2/2009 11: 16 CLOSED 7817
NOISEY FRONT DOOR MARlTA HAWKER 6/2/200914:43 CLOSED 7825
LOWER UTILITY DROP BOX KElTHWATTS 6/2/2009 15:50 CLOSED 7828
ROOF LEAK @ 3RD FLOOR CENTER ERIC JENSEN 6/2/2009 17:01 CLOSED 7831
STAIR MANWAY
MAYOR'S OFFICE IS WHISTLING PEGGY GARDNER 6/3/2009 13:22 CLOSED 7852
PLEASE HANG COAT RACK IN KRlSTY VIGIL 6/4/200912:59 CLOSED 7868
CUBICLE
THE OTHER DOOR HAS A SLIPPED MARlTA HAWKER 6/8/2009 15:31 CLOSED 7904
STRIP NOW.
MOVE AED SIGNS TO UNOBSTRUCTED ERIC JENSEN 6/8/2009 16: 16 CLOSED 7905
HEIGHT
INSTALL SINAGE ABOVE ALL OPEN ERIC JENSEN 6/8/2009 16: 17 CLOSED 7906
ACCESS FIRE EXTINGUISHER
CABINETS
HANG MADC PLAQUE IN FIRST FLOOR ROBERT SIMISON 619/2009 16:49 CLOSED 7912
PLEASE PUT SHELVES IN BASEMENT MICHELLE 611 0/2009 9:07 CLOSED 7917
UNIT TOGETHER ALBERTSON
CARD READER NOT WORKING MARITA HAWKER 6110/200910:08 CLOSED 7920
PULL FLOOR AND CHECK FIRE ERIC JENSEN 6/1112009 13:08 CLOSED 7940
DAMPNER OPERATION IN COUNCIL
CONF.ROOM
SEE ME ABOUT DAIRY DAYS SIGNS PEGGY GARDNER 6/12/20098:15 CLOSED 7946
FIX PARKING SIGNS AT OLD CITY ROBERT SIMISON 6/12/20098:49 CLOSED 7949
HALL LOT
CLEAN ROOF DRAIN BASINS ERIC JENSEN 611212009 10:59 CLOSED 7950
CLEAN ROOF DRAIN OVERFLOWS ERIC JENSEN 6112/2009 10:59 CLOSED 7951
REQUEST TO FIX CARPET TILE IN CRYSTAL RITCHIE 6112/2009 12:49 CLOSED 7953
OFFICE
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
~BERSTALLSINEASTPARKING ERIC JENSEN 6/15/20098:05 CLOSED 7965
LOT
REQUEST TO REMOVE OVERHEAD CRYSTAL RITCHIE 6/15/2009 9:05 CLOSED 7971
CABINET IN HR OFFICE
INSTALL SPECIAL HAZARD SIGNS AS ERIC JENSEN 6/16/200910:01 CLOSED 7994
REQUIED BY FIRE DEPT
ROOF LEAK BETWEEN SOUTH AIR ERIC JENSEN 6/16/200910:06 CLOSED 7995
HANDLER & PENTHOUSE AT FIRE
RISER
MAIN DIRECTORY SIGN ON 1ST FLOOR ERIC JENSEN 6/16/200910:12 CLOSED 7996
NORTH WALL LETTERING IS
WRINKLED
JANITORIAL COMPLAINTS AT POLICE ERIC JENSEN 6/16/2009 10: 16 CLOSED 7997
STATION
ROOF LEAK OVER 3RD SOUTH EAST ERIC JENSEN 6/16/2009 16: 10 CLOSED 8011
MOVE FLOOR BOX IN BILL NARY'S ERlCJENSEN 6/16/2009 16:42 CLOSED 8014
OFFICE
MOVE TABLE IN HR ERIC JENSEN 6/16/2009 16:51 CLOSED 8015
CIGARETTE BUTT CATCHER FOR ROBERT SIMISON 6/16/200917:03 CLOSED 8016
PLAZA TRASH CANS
SHARP EDGE ON DOOR SHEREE FINCH 6/17/20098:50 CLOSED 8019
LIGHT OUT IN FIXTURE NORTH END ERIC JENSEN 6/18/2009 11:01 CLOSED 8043
BASEMENT HALL
LABEL YAMAS CONTROL BOXES IN ERIC JENSEN 6/18/2009 11 :02 CLOSED 8045
COMMROOMS
CLEAN ELECTRICAL ROOMS ON EACH ERIC JENSEN 6/18/2009 11 :02 CLOSED 8044
FLOOR
FLOOR VENT LESLIE REESE 6/19/200915:32 CLOSED 8074
#1 ELEVATOR NOT OPERATING ERIC JENSEN 6/22/2009 8:05 CLOSED 8079
LIGHT OUT MARITA HAWKER 6/22/20099:01 CLOSED 8083
REMOVE AIR VENT MARIA EDWARDS 6/22/2009 10:34 CLOSED 8089
MOVE 3 VENTS IN CLERKS AREA ERIC JENSEN 6/22/200915:15 CLOSED 8105
MOVE FREE AIR VENT IN FINIANCE ERIC JENSEN 6/22/200915:16 CLOSED 8106
MOVE VENT IN TIM CURNS OFFICE PW ERIC JENSEN 6/2212009 15: 18 CLOSED 8107
2ND FLOOR
EMERGENCY LIGHT IN TROUBLE AT ERIC JENSEN 6/22/200915:35 CLOSED 8108
NORTH END OF BASEMENT HALLWAY
MAYOR'S CONFERENCE ROOM ROBERT SIMISON 6/22/2009 19:53 CLOSED 8112
PROJECTOR
STAPLE REMOVAL EVALYN NICHOLS 6/23/2009 17: 10 CLOSED 8129
CAN LIGHT IN CHAMBERS IS OUT SHEREE FINCH 6/24/2009 15:44 CLOSED 8149
DOORS TO CLERKS OFFICE STICK SHEREE FINCH 6/24/2009 15:44 CLOSED 8148
TOOL INVENTORY LIST ERIC JENSEN 6/25/2009 8:45 CLOSED 8155
INSTALL FULL-LENGTH MIRROR IN BRAD LLOYD 6/25/2009 9:29 ON HOLD 8159
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
INSTALL FULL STRIP OF COAT HOOKS BRAD LLOYD 6/25/2009 9:49 ON HOLD 8160
OVER BENCH IN BASEMENT MEN'S
LOCKER ROOM
MOTION SENSOR OUT MENS URNAL ERIC JENSEN 6/25/2009 10: 14 CLOSED 8161
HERITAGE BUILDING
GROMETHOLE EYALYN NICHOLS 6/25/2009 12:49 CLOSED 8167
MAGLOCKSONHERITAGEBU~DING ERIC JENSEN 6/26/2009 10:08 CLOSED 8195
FREIGHT ELEVATOR NOT WORKING KEITH DANIELSEN 6/30/2009 16: 10 CLOSED 8266
ITS SUMMER PEGGY GARDNER 7/1/20098:47 CLOSED 8268
SERVICE BASEMENT VAV #4 ERIC JENSEN 7/1/200911:03 CLOSED 8271
COLD IN THE PLANNING DEPARTMENT BARBARA SIDFFER 7/2/20099:31 CLOSED 8280
LOBBY
BUGS IN THE WINDOW PEGGY GARDNER 7/2/2009 10:57 CLOSED 8282
TEST MIKE TANNER 7/6/200912:21 CLOSED 8301
DRYWALL DAMAGE TERRY 7/6/2009 12:28 CLOSED 8303
PATERNOSTER
AIR CONDITIONING VENT IS NOISY MARITA HAWKER 717/20098:08 CLOSED 8313
CREATE CLOSET IN CONFERENCE ROBERT SIMISON 7/8/2009 10:57 CLOSED 8332
ROOMA&B
ENTRY DOORS STICK MARITAHAWKER 7/8/2009 11:09 CLOSED 8333
HOT WATER SCOTT STECKLINE 7/8/200914:14 CLOSED 8336
MUBS LOBBY DOOR EYALYN NICHOLS 7/9/20098:04 CLOSED 8344
REPLACE CEILING T~E WITH WATER CRYSTAL RITCHIE 7/9/20099:24 CLOSED 8348
STAIN OUTSIDE OF HR OFFICE
HANG PLAQUE PEGGY GARDNER 7/9/20099:31 CLOSED 8350
WET CE~INGT~ES! MICHELLE 7/13/2009 10:48 CLOSED 8378
AlBERTSON
TURN UP AIR CONDITIONING IN STACY 7/15/2009 8:36 CLOSED 8406
FINANCE DEPARTMENT WE ARE ALL KlLCHENMANN
FREEZING
REPLACE CEILING T~E IN SMALL ERIC JENSEN 7/15/200911:02 CLOSED 8408
CONF. ROOM MAYOR AREA
INSTALL RESTROOM SIGNS ON ERIC JENSEN 7/15/200913:06 CLOSED 8412
HERITAGE BUILDING
FREIGHT ELEVATOR NOT WORKING #3 ERIC JENSEN 7/16/200910:16 CLOSED 8420
TURN AROUND BENCH IN PLAZA ROBERT SIMISON 7/17/2009 10:46 CLOSED 8434
HANDICAPPED DOORS NOT CLOSING SHEREE FINCH 7/20/20097:26 CLOSED 8437
ELEVATOR BROKEN PEGGY GARDNER 7/20/2009 16:28 CLOSED 8456
NORTH DOOR WAS OPEN SHERRIE EWING 7/21/20097:54 CLOSED 8460
MOVE FILING CABINETS ON FRIDAY, MICHELLE 7/21/2009 11 :01 CLOSED 8464
JULY 24TH ALBERTSON
THE REAR DOOR BY THE LOADING MIKE TANNER 7/22/2009 7:28 CLOSED 8477
DOCK WON'T SHUT BY ITSELF, THE
ONE BEHIND THE GENERATOR
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
HEAT ON IN 100 DEGREE WEATHER PEGGY GARDNER 7/22/20098:31 CLOSED 8480
NORTH WEST DOOR KEITH WATTS 7/22/200911:55 CLOSED 8489
DISPLAY BOX IN COUNCIL CHAMBERS BILL NARY 7/22/2009 13:58 CLOSED 8496
HANG A WHITEBOARD IN MY OFFICE. SHANE LIM 7/22/2009 17: 12 CLOSED 8501
NORTH DOOR WAS OPEN THIS SHERRIE EWING 7/23/20097:44 CLOSED 8502
MORNING
CLERKS LOBBY DOOR DOES NOT SHEREE FINCH 7/23/2009 8:17 CLOSED 8503
LOCK
MOUNT T.V. IN FIRE ADMIN RON ANDERSON 7/23/2009 1l:31 CLOSED 8511
CONFERENCE ROOM
MOUNT T.V. IN FIRE ADMIN RON ANDERSON 7/23/200911:39 CLOSED 8512
CONFERENCE ROOM
LIGHT BULB OVER 3RD FLOOR MEN'S BRAD LLOYD 7/23/200915:51 CLOSED 8522
ROOM DOOR (OUTSIDE) IS DEAD
BASEMENT MEN'S LOCKER ROOM BRAD LLOYD 7/23/2009 15:51 CLOSED 8523
FLOOR IS FILTHY - NEEDS SWEPT &
MOPPED
WEIGHT ROOM FLOOR NEEDS BRAD LLOYD 7/23/2009 15:52 CLOSED 8524
VACUUMED
FAMILY BATHROOM SECOND FLOOR ERIC JENSEN 7/23/200916:48 CLOSED 8525
LEAKING RPT BY PETER FRIEDMAN
MAIN ENTRY DOORS NOT LOCKING AT KEITH DANIELSEN 7/24/2009 10:08 CLOSED 8530
NIGHT
REPLACE CARPET TILES IN HR OFFICE CRYSTAL RITCHIE 7/24/2009 10: 18 CLOSED 8531
REPAIR AND PAINT WALLS IN HR CRYSTAL RITCHIE 7/24/2009 10:22 CLOSED 8532
OFFICES (3) BEFORE TUESDAY
REPLACE LIGHT OUTSIDE BUILDING ERIC JENSEN 7/24/2009 11:22 CLOSED 8540
DEPT 1ST FLOOR SOUTH
TOO HOT KEITH WATTS 7/27/200910:17 CLOSED 8553
BRING UP COFFEE TABLE FIBASEMENT BECKY LICARI 7/27/2009 11:00 CLOSED 8558
TO ENG. MGR. OFFICE
HANG PRJECTOR AND SCREEN PEGGY GARDNER 7/28/20099:54 CLOSED 8572
LIGHT OUT HALL WAY ENTRY TO 2ND ERIC JENSEN 7/28/2009 13:04 CLOSED 8577
FLOORPW
MOVE FURNITURE OUT OF HR OFFICE ERIC JENSEN 7/28/2009 13:05 CLOSED 8578
CHECK OR REPAIR DOOR ON FRONT ERIC JENSEN 7/28/2009 14:39 CLOSED 8587
ENTRY OF POLICE STATION
LADIES RESTROOM FAUCETS NOT ERIC JENSEN 7/28/2009 15:56 CLOSED 8590
WORKING
BROKEN HANDICAP BUTTON MARITA HAWKER 7/29/20098:52 CLOSED 8598
MOVE VENT UNDER MAYOR'S DESK ROBERT SIMISON 7/29/20099:33 CLOSED 8600
1ST FLR WOMANS RESTROOM - KARIEGLENN 7/29/2009 14:49 CLOSED 8611
BROKEN TOILET ROLL HOLDER
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
MOVE FLOOR BOXES AND INSTALL ERIC JENSEN 7/30/2009 16:10 CLOSED 8636
DESKS IN 3 ROOMS OF HR
CHECK ACCURACY OF 2 BECKY LICARI 7/31/2009 11:11 CLOSED 8645
THERMOSTATS IN CONF. ROOM &
LOBBY
THERMOSTAT PROBLEM MARITA HAWKER 7/31/2009 14:23 CLOSED 8647
SLOW DRAIN IN IT BREAKROOM SINK BRAD LLOYD 8/412009 7:57 CLOSED 8665
SLOW DRAIN IN LEFT-SIDE BASEMENT BRAD LLOYD 8/4/20097:58 CLOSED 8666
MEN'S ROOM SINK
DIAGNOSE AND REPLACE SMOKE ERIC JENSEN 8/4/20099:06 CLOSED 8669
HEAD IN SERVER ROOM FLOOR
WINDOW WASHING PEGGY GARDNER 8/412009 9:06 CLOSED 8668
REPLACE BELTS AND SERVICE DATA ERIC JENSEN 8/4/2009 9:09 CLOSED 8670
AIR UNITS IN IT
INTERCOM @ BACK DOCK NOT ERIC JENSEN 8/412009 11: 17 CLOSED 8671
WORKING
PLEASE MOVE POSITION PLATES ON MICHELLE 8/5/2009 10:58 CLOSED 8688
OUTSIDE OF OFFICE DOORS ALBERTSON
MOVE VENT JUDY GERHART 8/5/2009 14:32 CLOSED 8691
A FEW THINGS NEEDED DONE ALISON ALDAPE 8/6/2009 10:09 CLOSED 8703
PLEASE INSTALL COAT HANGERS MICHELLE 8/7/2009 9:03 CLOSED 8711
BEHIND THE DOORS IN HR & LEGAL ALBERTSON
OFFICES
METAL FLASHING IS OFF OVER FRONT ERIC JENSEN 8/7/2009 11 :36 CLOSED 8714
ENTRY
FILE FOLDER RAILS ALLISON ALDAPE 8/13/2009 11 :45 CLOSED 8776
VENTS IN STEVE'S OFFICE ALISON ALDAPE 8/14/2009 10: 15 CLOSED 8787
VALVE ON TOILET IN LADIES ERIC JENSEN 8/14/200916:37 CLOSED 8798
RESTROOM LEAKS
REPLACE WATER STAINED CEILING CRYSTAL RITCHIE 8/18/20097:47 CLOSED 8810
TILES OUTSIDE HR OFFICES
2ND FLOOR HANDICAP BATHROOM BECKY LICARI 8/18/2009 15:39 CLOSED 8827
TOILET CAULKING CRACKED
LIGHTS OUT IN LOBBY ERIC JENSEN 8/18/200915:59 CLOSED 8828
HANDLE ON SINK CHRISTINE 8/19/2009 8: 18 CLOSED 8832
BOUCHER
LIGHT BULB OUT JUST INSIDE DOOR BRAD LLOYD 8/24/2009 8:52 CLOSED 8880
OF 3RD FLOOR MEN'S ROOM
WHITE BOARD IN ENGINEERING TIMOTHY CURNS 8/24/2009 16:29 CLOSED 8896
HALLWAY
COPY OF ROOF WARRANTY TO KEITH ERIC JENSEN 8/25/2009 11 :08 CLOSED 8909
WATTS
KEY CARD ACCESS TO DEPT RACHEL MYERS 8/27/2009 12:49 CLOSED 8944
ELECRICAL BOX JUDY GERHART 8/27/200914:45 CLOSED 8948
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
PUT KICK-DOWN DOORSTOP ON IT BRAD LLOYD 8/28/2009 10:28 CLOSED 8959
TRAINING ROOM HALLWAY DOOR
FINANCE DEPARTMENT DOOR WILL STACY 8/28/2009 14:43 CLOSED 8966
NOT OPEN WITH CARD READER KILCHENMANN
SOUTH ENTRANCE DOOR WON'T MIKE TANNER 8/3l/2009 10: 10 CLOSED 8977
CLOSE BY ITSELF
REPLACE STAINED CARPET 1ST FLOOR ERlCJENSEN 8/3l/2009 16:48 CLOSED 8985
BUILDING DEPT.
CHANGE OUT UNDER FLOOR FILTERS ERlCJENSEN 8/3l/2009 16:49 CLOSED 8986
IN 1ST, 2ND & 3RD FLOOR
NOISY DOOR BACK ENTRY INTO ERlCJENSEN 9/l/2009 9:26 CLOSED 8993
MAYORS SUITE
SMUDGE IN PAINT ABOVE DOOR PEGGY GARDNER 9/l/200911:13 CLOSED 8997
PATIO DOOR IS UNLOCKED SHERRIE EWING 91l/200914:31 CLOSED 9006
AMX TOUCHPANEL IN COUNCIL EXE JAYCEE HOLMAN 9/2/2009 9:22 CLOSED 9022
CONFERENCE ROOM NEEDS REPAIRED
VENT BARBARA SHIFFER 9/2/2009 10:46 CLOSED 9027
MOVE DOOR RELEASE BUTTON AT JANICE SMITH 9/2/2009 11: 14 CLOSED 9029
FRONT DESK
PATIO DOOR IS UNLOCKED SHERRIE EWING 9/3/2009 11 :55 CLOSED 9063
BROKEN SOAP DISPENSER IN LADIES EMILY KANE 9/9/2009 17:02 CLOSED 9139
ROOM
LIGHTING IN OFFICE CLINT DOLSBY 91ll/2009 9:23 CLOSED 9161
LIGHT FIXTURE PEGGY GARDNER 91ll/2009 13:07 CLOSED 9167
PAINT BALL ATTACK PEGGY GARDNER 91l4/20091O:54 CLOSED 9180
LEAKY TOILET KATYFROST 9/14/200910:57 CLOSED 9181
HOT IN MY OFFICE TERRY 9/14/2009 15:50 CLOSED 9190
PATERNOSTER
DOOR BUZZER MINDISMITH 91l5/2009 7:36 CLOSED 9194
SPRAYING TOILET!! TERRI RlCKS 91l5/2009 8:06 CLOSED 9195
OBTAIN PRICING FOR FENCING POLICE ERlCJENSEN 91l5/20099:46 CLOSED 9197
STORAGE AREA I CHIEF LAVEY
TOILET LEAKING AT 8TH STREET ERlCJENSEN 91l5/20099:47 CLOSED 9198
WATER BLDGI LADIES REST ROOM
ADJUST DOOR LATCH ON CITY ERlCJENSEN 9/15/200910:14 CLOSED 9201
CLERKS NORTH ENTRY DOOR
PROX CARDS NOT WORKING IN JAYCEE HOLMAN 91l8/2009 9:29 CLOSED 9244
CLERKS OFFICE
BADGE DOES NOT WORK ON CLERKS SHEREE FINCH 9/21/20097:46 CLOSED 9253
DOOR
DISCONNECT NOISY LIGHT IN OLD ERlCJENSEN 9/23/2009 9:39 CLOSED 9297
CITY HALL COUNCIL CHAMBERS
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
PLEASE HANG WHITE BOARD IN BLUE MICHELLE 9/28/2009 10:43 CLOSED 9353
CONFERENCE ROOM ALBERTSON
FRONT DOOR HANGS UP JUDy GERHART 9/28/2009 13:52 CLOSED 9358
WATER SHUT OFF VALVE COVER IS MARITA HAWKER 912812009 14:43 CLOSED 9362
OFF
NOISY LIGHTS KARIEGLENN 9/29/2009 8: II CLOSED 9369
NOISY LIGHTS IN BRUCE F. OFFICE ERIC JENSEN 9/29/2009 8:58 CLOSED 9372
AND SCOTT S. OFFICE
PLEASE MOVE CABLE & TELEVISION MICHELLE 9/29/2009 10:46 CLOSED 9377
ALBERTSON
SECURITY DOOR NOT WORKING SHERRIE EWING 9/29/2009 10:56 CLOSED 9379
TABLE IN LOBBY SHEREE FINCH 9/29/2009 11:38 CLOSED 9380
RELOCATE POWERIDATA BOX IN IT BRAD LLOYD 9/29/2009 13:27 CLOSED 9386
CONFERENCE ROOM
HANG PICTURES IN IT MICHELLE 9/29/2009 13:56 CLOSED 9387
ALBERTSON
GLASS POCK MARKED IN MAYOR'S ROBERT SIMISON 9/29/2009 20:38 CLOSED 9388
CONFERENCE ROOM
SCREEN PEGGY GARDNER 9/30/2009 15:48 CLOSED 9403
REMOVE CO-MINGLE RECYCLING IN ERIC JENSEN 1O/l/2009 9: 15 CLOSED 9414
SOUTH BASEMENT STAIR FIRE
VIOLATION
FIRE TESTING ASSISTANCE WI ERIC JENSEN 1011 /2009 9: 18 CLOSED 9415
SIMPLEX
#2 BOILER IN ALARM ERIC JENSEN 10/l/2009 9: 19 CLOSED 9416
ALL HANDS MEETING ERIC JENSEN 1O/l/2009 9:28 CLOSED 9418
RATTTLING AIR VENT UNDER FRONT BECKY LICARI 1O/l/2009 10: 17 CLOSED 9420
DESK
LIGHTS HUM IN CLINT DOLSBY'S BECKY LICARI 1011 /2009 10: 18 CLOSED 9421
OFFICE
CO-ED BATHROOM BY LADIES JUDY GERHART 10/1/2009 10:45 CLOSED 9425
RESTROOM 2ND FLOOR
WARRANTY ISSUE-SCRATCH ON KATHY WANNER 1O/l/2009 10:57 CLOSED 9427
WINDOW
FREIGHT ELEVATOR FINAL ERIC JENSEN 1O/l/2009 11:02 CLOSED 9428
INSPECTION
BREAK ROOM FAUCET ANNA CANNING 1011/2009 13:37 CLOSED 9431
LOOSE HANDLE ON 2ND FLOOR MENS ERIC JENSEN 1O/l/200914:15 CLOSED 9432
BATHROOM
FIRE DRILL & SIGNAL TEST ERIC JENSEN 1O/l/200915:36 CLOSED 9433
TRAP PRIMER NOT WORKING IN ERIC JENSEN 10/2/2009 15:39 CLOSED 9446
BASEMENT BICYCLE STORAGE
BULID FORM FOR BUILDING ACCESS ERIC JENSEN 10/2/2009 15:41 CLOSED 9447
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
OUR SINK IS REALLY SLOW DRAINING SAM COLE 10/5/2009 8:06 CLOSED 9450
AND CLOGGED
ORDER JANITORIAL SUPPLIES FOR ERIC JENSEN 10/5/2009 8:25 CLOSED 9451
CITY HALL
DAILEY MECHANICAL INSPECTION ERIC JENSEN 10/5/2009 8:28 CLOSED 9452
10/05/09 -10/09/09
REVIEW PUNCH LIST WITH KENNEY ERIC JENSEN 10/5/2009 8:32 CLOSED 9453
BOWERS IN FIRE
WATER LEAK IN BILLS PARSONS BARBARA SHIFFER 10/5/20099:59 CLOSED 9462
CUBICAL
ROOF LEAK IN S-W CORNER OF SOUTH ERIC JENSEN 10/5/2009 10: 11 CLOSED 9463
STAIR
HEERY INSPECTION ERIC JENSEN 10/5/2009 16:45 CLOSED 9478
YAMAS MISSING WEB PAGES ERIC JENSEN 10/5/2009 16:51 CLOSED 9479
SOP FOR DAILY MECHANICAL AND ERIC JENSEN 10/6/2009 9:00 CLOSED 9486
BUILDING OP AND INSPECTION
MAKE KEY FOR FIRE PANEL IN OLD ERIC JENSEN 10/6/2009 16:16 CLOSED 9508
CITY HALL
HANDLES ON THE FRONT DOOR JENNIFER SHAW 101712009 8:36 CLOSED 9511
SERVICE DATA -AIR IN IT SERVER ERIC JENSEN 101712009 11 :07 CLOSED 9515
AREA
SERVICE BATH FAN IN PENTHOUSE ERIC JENSEN 101712009 11 :07 CLOSED 9516
CUT BOLTS OFF OF ELECTION BALLOT JAYCEE HOLMAN 101712009 13:37 CLOSED 9518
BOXES
BUY 4 NEW MASTER LOCKS FOR JAYCEE HOLMAN 101712009 13:38 CLOSED 9519
ELECTION BALLOT BOXES
REPAINT DAMAGED AREAS ON WALL ERIC JENSEN 101712009 16:44 CLOSED 9527
IN PLANNING RECEPTION AREA
WATER BUILDING CHECK ERIC JENSEN 101712009 16:46 CLOSED 9528
PARTS FORMISC JOBS ERIC JENSEN 101712009 16:48 CLOSED 9529
HANDICAPPED DOORS SHEREE FINCH 10/8/2009 10:37 CLOSED 9536
TAKE RESPECTFUL WORKPLACE ERIC JENSEN 10/8/2009 14:25 CLOSED 9540
CLASS
WARRANTY ISSUE - CITY HALL LIGHT TIMOTHY CURNS 10/9/2009 11 :32 CLOSED 9555
POLES
DRILL HOLE THROUGH DESK TERRY 10/9/2009 11 :57 CLOSED 9556
PATERNOSTER
FLOOR BOX IN NEW WORKSTATION ALLISON KAPTEIN 10/9/2009 15:34 CLOSED 9564
DAILY MECHANICAL INSPECTION ERIC JENSEN 10/9/2009 16:55 CLOSED 9567
10/12/09 THRU 10/16/09
WORK STATION FOR PARKS ERIC JENSEN 10/9/2009 16:56 CLOSED 9568
KITCHEN SINK PROBLEMS JUDY GERHART 10/12/20099:57 CLOSED 9579
ELEVATOR BROKEN PEGGY GARDNER 10/12/2009 10:40 CLOSED 9580
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
REPLACE BROKEN TILE IN PUBLIC ERIC JENSEN 10/13/2009 8:56 CLOSED 9595
WORKSTRAlNlNGROOM
LOUD POP CAME FROM UNDER FLOOR BRAD LLOYD 10/13/2009 15: 13 CLOSED 9613
OF IT - AROUND 2:30PM ON 10/13/09
REGULATE TEMPERATURE IN I.T. BRAD LLOYD 10/14/200916:21 CLOSED 9633
STAGING ROOM
WATER LEAKING OUT OF BOILER ERIC JENSEN 10/15/2009 10:21 CLOSED 9638
STACKS / HIGHLY ACIDIC
CARD READER SENSITIVITY HANNAH CURTIS 10/15/200912:07 CLOSED 9640
FIRST FLOOR MENS RESTROOM ERIC JENSEN 10/16/2009 7:51 CLOSED 9656
HANDICAP TOILET PLUGGED
CANNED LIGHTS PEGGY GARDNER 10/16/2009 10:23 CLOSED 9660
WATER LEAKING OVER PAM ORR'S ERIC JENSEN 10/19/2009 9:09 CLOSED 9676
OFFICE
CLOSE LOUVERS IN VENTILATED BRAD LLOYD 10/20/2009 15: 12 CLOSED 9699
FLOOR TILES IN I.T STAGING ROOM
LIGHTS HUMS IN THE AFTERNOON TERRY 10/20/2009 15:23 CLOSED 9700
PATERNOSTER
DANGLING LINE IN WINDOW PEGGY GARDNER 10/21/200910:12 CLOSED 9717
DO YOU HAVE ANY SPACKLEIPUTTY JACY JONES 10/21/200913:33 CLOSED 9722
TO FILL SOME HOLES IN THE WALL?
TOILET LEAKING BRAD LLOYD 10/22/2009 9:46 CLOSED 9750
CLEAN 3RD FLOOR PILATES ROOM - STACY 10/23/2009 13:48 CLOSED 9772
SOUTHEAST CORNER KlLCHENMANN
CLEAN 3RD FLOOR PILATES ROOM STACY 10/23/2009 13:53 CLOSED 9773
SOUTHEAST CORNER OF BUILDING) KlLCHENMANN
CABINET RELOCATION KARIEGLENN 10/23/2009 14:45 CLOSED 9774
ADmST TEMP IN MY OFFICE JACYJONES 10/23/200917:02 CLOSED 9780
INSTALL CABLE INTO TELEVISION IN MARK NIEMEYER 10/26/200915:03 CLOSED 9809
FD ADMIN CONFERENCE ROOM
FIX ROLL OUT TRAY ON JOE SILVAS ERIC JENSEN 10/26/2009 16:34 CLOSED 9815
DESK
MOVE ELECTRICAL BOX TODD LAVOIE 10/26/2009 18:09 CLOSED 9818
FAUCET NOZZLE TIMOTHY CURNS 10/27/200916:10 CLOSED 9847
SEWER GAS STILL COMING FROM BRAD LLOYD 10/28/200915:12 CLOSED 9877
FLOOR DRAIN IN 3RD FLOOR MEN'S
RESTROOM
HOLIDAY BAZAAR SET UP SHERRIE EWING 10/29/20097:40 CLOSED 9885
SERVICE ELAVATOR HALEY ADAMS 10/29/2009 10:22 CLOSED 9896
DRILL HOLE IN DESK TODD LAVOIE 10/29/2009 11 :56 CLOSED 9901
PLEASE REMOVE FLOOR VENT TO JACY JONES 10/30/200915:43 CLOSED 9915
MINIMIZE WIND
LEAK IN TOM BARRY'S OFFICE BECKY LICARI 11/2/20099:39 CLOSED 9923
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
SINK HOLE IN PARKING LOT AT OLD ERIC JENSEN 1114/2009 13: 10 CLOSED 9961
CITY HALL
ELEVATOR IN THE LOBBY BARBARA SIDFFER 11/4/200913:11 CLOSED 9962
COUNCIL CHAMBERS FOLDING TABLE CHRIS LLOYD 1114/2009 13:35 CLOSED 9963
AND CONFERENCE ROOM A CLOCK
FAUCETS IN 3RD FLOOR MEN'S ROOM BRAD LLOYD 111512009 9:48 CLOSED 9974
NEED NEW BATTERIES
CHANGE LIGHT BULB AND SET CLOCK PEGGY GARDNER 1115/2009 15:47 CLOSED 9992
LEAK IN ROOF BARBARA SIDFFER 1116/2009 15:46 CLOSED 10003
CONVERT CUBICLE TABLE TO FREE KARIEGLENN 11110/2009 11: 13 CLOSED 10034
STANDING TABLE
MOVE WATER DONATED BY IDAHO PEGGY GARDNER 11110/2009 11 :23 CLOSED 10035
ROCKS
MODIFY DESK TOP KARIEGLENN 11110/200914:29 CLOSED 10041
BLINDS IN CITY COUNCIL JAYCEE HOLMAN 11110/200917:43 CLOSED 10051
CONFERENCE ROOM ARE BROKEN
POSSffiLE THIRD FLOOR ROOF LEAK. TED BAIRD 11112/2009 10:09 CLOSED 10062
MOVE MAYOR'S DESK PEGGY GARDNER 11/12/200911:13 CLOSED 10067
SHRILL NOISE SOUNDS LIKE BEARING PEGGY GARDNER 1111612009 8: 15 CLOSED 10096
IS GOING OUT
LIGHT INSTALLATION IN NEW WORK ALLISON KAPTEIN 11117/2009 10:48 CLOSED 10114
SPACE
REMOVE AIR VENT UNDER FRONT BECKY LICARI 11118/2009 8:43 CLOSED 10135
LOBBY DESK
NEED TO DRILL LOCK IN A CABINET IN JACY JONES 11118/200910:43 CLOSED 10137
THE BASEMENT
SERVICE DATA AIR UNITS IN IT ERIC JENSEN 11119/2009 10:54 CLOSED 10167
LIGHT IN CONF ROOM IS TOO DIM! KEITH WATTS 11119/200914:18 CLOSED 10176
INSTALL NON-LOCKING LEVER SET ON BRENT BJORNSON 11/20/2009 8: 18 CLOSED 10186
PLAN ROOM DOOR IN BUILDING
SERVICES
FIX FAUCET IN HR ERIC JENSEN 11120/2009 8:22 CLOSED 10187
WALL HANGING BARBARA SIDFFER 11120/2009 10:17 CLOSED 10188
WATER LEAK IN WARRENS OFFICE BECKY LICARI 11120/2009 12:02 CLOSED 10192
CLEAN SERVER ROOM FLOOR ERIC JENSEN 11120/2009 13: 10 CLOSED 10193
BULB INSIDE THE MEN'S ROOM DOOR BRAD LLOYD 11123/2009 8:03 CLOSED 10198
ON3RDFLOORISDEAD
REQUEST LIGHT REPAIR @ WATER MARILYN 11123/2009 10:38 CLOSED 10206
DIVISION BUILDING SUTHERLAND
NEW ACCOUNTANT OFFICE SIGN TODD LAVOIE 11123/2009 16:41 CLOSED 10220
TO HOT!!!! TOM JOHNSON 11124/20097:49 CLOSED 10221
WASH MAYOR'S AND CONFERENCE PEGGY GARDNER 11125/20099:37 CLOSED 10247
ROOM WINDOWS
INSTALL KEYBOARD TRAY BECKY LICARI 11130/2009 10:24 CLOSED 10270
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
DOORS TOM JOHNSON lI/30/2009 15:33 CLOSED 10280
HANDICAP DOOR MAIN ENTRANCE BARBARA SIDFFER 12/212009 10: 15 CLOSED 10324
LOCKEDINOT WORKING
HOT TOM JOHNSON 12/3/20097:44 CLOSED 10335
2ND FLOOR MENS RESTROOM KYLERADEK 12/3/2009 8:26 CLOSED 10337
SEWER SMELL IN 2ND FLR MENS MAX JENSEN 12/3/2009 9: II CLOSED 10339
ROOM
LIGHT IN FINANCE CONFERENCE KARIEGLENN 12/4/200913:10 CLOSED 10370
ROOM
SEWAGE SMELL IN WOMENS SHEREE FINCH 12/7/20098:16 CLOSED 10381
BATHROOM
BLIND IN COUNCIL CONFERENCE PEGGY GARDNER 12/7/2009 II :42 CLOSED 10389
ROOM
HANDICAPPED DOORS NOT WORKING SHEREE FINCH 12/8/2009 8:27 CLOSED 10401
PUT TOGETHER 2 DESK CHAIRS BECKY LICARI 12/8/20099:46 CLOSED 10408
INSTALL COAT HOOK IN JOE SILVIA'S ERIC JENSEN 12/8/2009 10:04 CLOSED 10409
OFFICE
EXTRA CHAIRS NEEDED FOR CONF SHEREE FINCH 12/8/2009 14:00 CLOSED 10416
ROOMSA&B
PURCHASE 2 BOXES OF SOFT KLEENEX BECKY LICARI 12/8/2009 15:30 CLOSED 10420
FOR BUILDING & PW
PAPER TOWELS STACY 12110/20097:09 CLOSED 10446
KlLCHENMANN
DRAFTY PEGGY GARDNER 12110/20099:37 IN 10451
PROGRES
INSTALL VOLUME CONTROL FOR ERIC JENSEN 12110/200916:46 CLOSED 10465
SPEAKER OUTSIDE COUNCIL
CHAMBERS
NITE DROP BOX EVALYN NICHOLS 12114/20098:34 CLOSED 10478
ORDER ENTRY MATS FOR MAIN ERIC JENSEN 12114/2009 15:22 CLOSED 10490
ENTRANCE
EMPLOYEE CHRISTMAS PARTY SHERRIE EWING 12115/2009 11:29 CLOSED 10502
WATER DRIPPING IN STAIRWAY SHERRIE EWING 12/15/2009 12:25 CLOSED 10505
3RD FLOOR CENTER STAIR AUX DRAIN KEITH DANIELSEN 12/15/2009 14: 10 CLOSED 10506
IS LEAKING
CEILING IS LEAKING AGAIN (MORE) TED BAIRD 12115/200914:50 CLOSED 10509
NORTH END OF 3RD FLOOR HALLWAY
HANDICAPPED DOOR TO COUNCIL JAYCEE HOLMAN 12115/2009 15:51 CLOSED 10512
CHAMBERS
SINK IN BASEMENT GIRLS' RESTROOM JAYCEE HOLMAN 12115/200915:51 CLOSED 10513
IS LEAKING
GIRLS' LOCKER ROOM DOOR JAYCEE HOLMAN 12115/200915:53 CLOSED 10514
EMPLOYEE CHRISTMAS PARTY SHERRIE EWING 12115/200915:54 CLOSED 10515
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
WATER DAMAGE TO THE CEILING IN MICHELLE 12/16/200912:08 CLOSED 10532
THE IT TRAINING ROOM ALBERTSON
MATS IN THE EMPLOYEE ENTRANCE JACYJONES 12/16/2009 12:34 CLOSED 10533
CORRIDOR BY FINANCE
MORE LEAKS ON THIRD FLOOR: CITY TED BAIRD 12/16/200915:38 CLOSED 10543
COUNCIL OFFICES
AND YET ANOTHER NEW (OLD) LEAK TED BAIRD 12/16/2009 16:55 CLOSED 10547
IN HR OFFICE NEXT TO CRYSTAL
COAT HOOK ROBERT SIMISON 12/17/200917:00 CLOSED 10561
TWO TABLES AND EXTENSION CORDS ERIC JENSEN 12/211200914:20 CLOSED 10616
FOR PW TRAINING ROOM / BECKY
CLEAN ROOF DRAINS AROUND BASE ERIC JENSEN 12/2112009 15:07 CLOSED 10617
OF BUILDING
FLOOR DRAIN IN 3RD FLOOR MEN'S BRAD LLOYD 12/22/2009 10:35 CLOSED 10632
ROOM STILL STINKING!
REPLACE BUILDING SMOKE ROBERT SIMISON 12/23/2009 9:56 CLOSED 10649
DETECTORS
TV IN BREAK ROOM ROBERT SIMISON 12/23/20099:58 CLOSED 10650
SITE LIGHT DAMAGE BY EXPRESS BRENT BJORNSON 12/23/200911:51 CLOSED 10655
DELIVERY TRUCK
FIX SCRATCH ON PW 2ND BACK ERIC JENSEN 12/29/200916:20 CLOSED 10700
ENTRANCE
SINK GASKET IN MAYOR'S PEGGY GARDNER 12/29/200916:43 CLOSED 10703
CONFERENCE ROOM
SMELL IN BATHROOM ROBERT SIMISON 12/29/200916:47 CLOSED 10704
KEY MINDISMITH 12/30/20097:03 CLOSED 10705
DOORKNOB JENNIFER SHAW 12/30/200916:44 CLOSED 10721
DRAINS IN BASEMENT MEN'S LOCKER BRAD LLOYD 114/2010 17:02 CLOSED 10747
ROOM ARE STINKING
MAYOR'S OFFICE BATHROOM SMELLS ROBERT SIMISON 1/4/2010 17:02 CLOSED 10748
HANG ART ROBERT SIMISON 114/2010 17:04 CLOSED 10749
REPAIR BROKEN OFFICE CHAIR BECKY LICARI 115/2010 11:03 CLOSED 10754
RAISE THREE PICTURES IN BUILDING BRENT BJORNSON 115/201014:06 CLOSED 10761
SERVICES BEHIND PUBLIC COUNTER
SCREWS STICKING OUT UNDER BECKY LICARI 1/7/2010 14:28 CLOSED 10808
KEYBOARD
FRONT ADA DOOR NOT WORKING PEGGY GARDNER 118/2010 9: 19 CLOSED 10814
FOUND ANOTHER STAINED CEILING TED BAIRD 118/2010 16:46 CLOSED 10830
TILE
ERRATIC TEMPERATURES IN THE DAVID TIEDE 111112010 II :38 CLOSED 10845
SERVER ROOM
TEMPERATURE IN GYM STACY 1111/2010 12:23 CLOSED 10846
KILCHENMANN
BREAKROOM MICROWAVE EVALYN NICHOLS 111112010 12:57 CLOSED 10849
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
DRAIN IN 3RD FLOOR MEN'S ROOM BRAD LLOYD II1412010 9:58 CLOSED 10895
STINKING AGAIN
WHAT HAPPENED TO THE HEAT? PEGGY GARDNER 1I19/201O 8:08 CLOSED 10926
ALARM GOING OFF AGAIN PEGGY GARDNER 1I19/201O 8:26 CLOSED 10927
BUILDING SERVICES KEY BOARD HALEY ADAMS 1I191201O 14:08 CLOSED 10940
TRAYS
REPAIR CHAIR - GAS LIFT PART IS IN BECKY LICARI 1I20/201O 8:38 CLOSED 10962
HEAT IN WARREN STEWART'S OFFICE BRUCE 1I20/201O 9:01 CLOSED 10964
BROKEN LOCK? PEGGY GARDNER 1120/2010 13:26 CLOSED 10983
DOOR RELEASE BUTTON HANNAH CURTIS 1I20/201O 14:04 CLOSED 10986
DRILL HOLE AND INSTALL ERIC JENSEN 1I20/201O 16:33 CLOSED 10994
GROMMETT IN DESK AT POLICE DEPT
DRILL HOLE AND INSERT GROMMET ERIC JENSEN 1I25/201O 8:38 CLOSED 11042
IN BUILDING SERVICES COUNTER
MECHANICAL ROOM CLEAN UP ERIC JENSEN 1/26/2010 11: 16 CLOSED 11063
LOOSE CABINET KRISTY VIGIL 1I261201O 15:56 CLOSED 11071
HANDICAPPED DOORS SHEREE FINCH 112712010 8:35 CLOSED 11081
ENTRY HANDI CAP DOORS NOT ERIC JENSEN 1127/201013:15 CLOSED 11087
CLOSING
2ND FLOOR MENS URNAL NOT TOM BARRY 1127/2010 16:16 CLOSED 11095
FLUSHING PROPERLY
DRAIN IN 3RD FLOOR MEN'S ROOM BRAD LLOYD 2/112010 10:23 CLOSED 11127
ODOR
PAYMENT DROP BOX - STILL LEAKING KARIEGLENN 2/1/2010 11 :52 CLOSED 11131
CAN LIGHTS ARE OUT IN THE JAYCEE HOLMAN 2/3/2010 9:19 CLOSED 11173
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
60 PLASMA ON SOUTH SIDE OF JAYCEE HOLMAN 2/3/2010 9:20 CLOSED 11174
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
COFFEE MAKER NOT WORKING IN BRAD LLOYD 2/3/2010 10:00 CLOSED 11178
EMPLOYEE BREAKROOM (2ND FLOOR)
INSTALL CABLE IN TERRY P. OFFICE ERIC JENSEN 2/5/2010 12:56 CLOSED 11234
ROOF LEAK IN TOMS OFFICE AGAIN BECKY LICARI 2/5/201013:43 CLOSED 11240
BULLENTIN BOARD INSTALL FOR RETA 2/5/201013:48 CLOSED 11242
STACY CUNNINGHAM
DRY BATHROOM FLOOR DRAIN TRAP TAMMY DE WEERD 2/812010 7:47 CLOSED 11265
MAYOR SUITE AREA
BIRD IN DUCTS KATYFROST 2/8/201010:38 CLOSED 11279
REPLACE WATER STAINED TILE IN ERIC JENSEN 2/9/2010 7:40 CLOSED 11297
TOM BRADY'S OFFICE
CABLE SIGNAL TERRY 2/9/201013:21 CLOSED 11317
PATERNOSTER
MOVE DATA AND HVAC TERRY 2/9/201013:22 CLOSED 11318
PATERNOSTER
HANDICAPPED DOORS SHEREE FINCH 2/9/2010 17:42 CLOSED 11327
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
CHAIR ASSEMBLY CODEEUPSON 2/16/20108:28 CLOSED 11457
TOILET REMOVAL AND REINSTALL MATfPARSONS 2/16/2010 10:21 CLOSED 11462
CLERK DOORS SHEREE FINCH 2/1712010 8:09 CLOSED 11479
BREAK ROOM JENNIFER SHAW 2/17/2010 15:04 CLOSED 11497
LIGHTS JENNIFER SHAW 2/17/2010 15:26 CLOSED 11502
MONUMENT SIGN SCROLLING BOARD ROBERT SIMISON 2/22/201014:42 CLOSED 11559
TWO LIGHTS OUT IN CITY COUNCIL ERIC JENSEN 2/22/2010 15:46 CLOSED 11561
CHAMBERS
SEVEN LIGHTS OUT ON SECOND ERIC JENSEN 2/22/2010 15:46 CLOSED 11562
FLOOR LOBBY
BAD BALLAST CAN LIGHT SECOND ERIC JENSEN 2/22/2010 15:48 CLOSED 11563
FLOOR MAIN LOBBY
HANDICAPPED DOOR (FRONT DOORS) JAYCEE HOLMAN 2/23/2010 8:43 CLOSED 11576
IS STUCK AGAIN
OFFICE DOOR LOCK SEEMS BAD TODD LAVOIE 2/23/2010 16:34 CLOSED 11594
HANG LEED PLAQUE ROBERT SIMISON 2/23/201017:02 CLOSED 11595
DESK SCOTT STECKLINE 2/24/2010 9:51 CLOSED 11607
LIGHTS IN THE IT TRAINING ROOM TERRY 2/24/2010 10:04 CLOSED 11609
WON'T GET BRIGHT PATERNOSTER
LIGT OUT ON PENNATE LIGHTING IN ERIC JENSEN 2/25/2010 11 :23 CLOSED 11651
MAIN LOBBY
LIGHT OUT IN FRONT OF COUNCIL ERIC JENSEN 2/25/2010 11 :23 CLOSED 11650
CHAMBERS
LIGHT OUT IF FRONT OF MUBS DOOR ERIC JENSEN 2/25/2010 11 :24 CLOSED 11653
LIGHT OUT IN FRONT OF CLERKS ERIC JENSEN 2/25/2010 11 :24 CLOSED 11652
DOORS
REPLACE BATTERIES IN MECH ROOM ERIC JENSEN 2/25/2010 11 :25 CLOSED 11654
CONTROLLERS
RELOCATE DATA PORT BOX FOR BECKY LICARI 2/25/2010 14:23 CLOSED 11661
PRINTER
LIGHT OUT REAR ENTRANCE TO FIRE ERIC JENSEN 2/25/2010 15:46 CLOSED 11665
DEPT.
LIGHT OUT LOBBY IN FRONT OF FIRE ERIC JENSEN 2/25/2010 15:57 CLOSED 11668
DEPT
TWO LIGHTS OUT IN HALLWAY IN ERIC JENSEN 2/25/2010 15:58 CLOSED 11669
FRONT OF PLANNING 2ND NORTH
SOUTH SIDE OF SCROLLING READER BRAD LLOYD 2/25/2010 16: 14 CLOSED 11670
BOARD HAS GLITCH IN THE MIDDLE
DRILL HOLE AND INSTALL ROBERT SIMISON 2/26/2010 11 :51 CLOSED 11684
GROMMETT IN DESK
REMOVE WHITE BOARD / HANG SHELLY HOUSTON 2/26/2010 11 :53 CLOSED 11685
PICTURES REPAIR AND PAINT HOLES
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
PAPER TOWELS IN FINANCE STACY 3/1/2010 12:03 CLOSED 11722
KILCHENMANN
CLEAN SERVER ROOM FLOOR TERRY 3/1/201016:44 CLOSED 11731
PATERNOSTER
URINAL MAX JENSEN 3/212010 9:37 CLOSED 11737
INTERIOR WINDOWS MAYOR'S SUITE PEGGY GARDNER 3/3/20109:08 CLOSED 11759
EXTERIOR WINDOW WASHING PEGGY GARDNER 3/3/2010 9:09 IN 11760
PRonRES
HANDICAP DOOR NOT WORKING PEGGY GARDNER 3/3/2010 9:10 CLOSED 11761
DRAPE LINE HANGING AGAIN PEGGY GARDNER 3/3/20109:46 CLOSED 11765
NEED BULLETIN BOARD HUNG AND SHELLY HOUSTON 3/3/2010 10:19 CLOSED 11767
BALCONY DOOR UNLOCKED
LOCK CHANGE TERRY 3/3/2010 11 :22 CLOSED 11771
PATERNOSTER
SINK ON 2ND FLOOR BRENT BLAKE 3/3/201013:08 CLOSED 11774
EMERGENCY LIGHT OUT MAIN ENTRY ERIC JENSEN 3/5/2010 8:54 CLOSED 11830
HIGH CEILING ABOVE ARTWORK
CITY WIDE HVAC CONTRACT ERIC JENSEN 3/8/2010 14:50 OPEN 11876
CITY WIDE ALARM & SPRINKLER ERIC JENSEN 3/8/201014:51 IN 11877
TESTING PROGRES
HOOK ON DOOR BRENDA 3/10/2010 10:33 CLOSED 11938
SHERWOOD
MOVE SHELF IN TRAINING ROOM JANINE RODRIGUEZ 3/1112010 11: 17 CLOSED 11966
LOOSE HINGES EVALYN NICHOLS 3/1112010 12:56 CLOSED 11967
HANG BOX PEGGY GARDNER 3/12/2010 13:56 CLOSED 11994
STAINED CEILING TILE IN MAYORS PEGGY GARDNER 3/12/2010 16:10 CLOSED 12006
CONFERANCE ROOM
FAUCET ON RIGHT SIDE SINK IN BRAD LLOYD 3/15/2010 9:25 CLOSED 12022
BASEMENT MEN'S ROOM NOT
TURNING ON
LIGHT OUT IN FRONT OF ELEVATORS ERIC JENSEN 3/15/2010 12:52 CLOSED 12035
ON SECOND FLOOR
LIGHT OUT NORTH SIDE OF COUNCIL ERIC JENSEN 3/15/2010 12:52 CLOSED 12034
CHAMBERS
REPLACE LIGHTS IN HIGHT CEILING IN ERIC JENSEN 3/15/2010 12:53 CLOSED 12036
ENTRY
HANG BULLETIN BOARD BRENDA 3/16/20108:22 CLOSED 12049
SHERWOOD
VENTS UNDER TABLE IN CITY JAYCEE HOLMAN 3/16/2010 9:20 IN 12053
COUNCIL CONFERENCE ROOM PROGRES
STORAGE RACKS IN BASEMENT JAYCEE HOLMAN 3/16/20109:21 IN 12054
PROGRES
DIRTY FLOOR IN 3RD FLOOR TIMOTHY CURNS 3/16/2010 15:57 CLOSED 12068
EXCERCISE ROOM
MOVE FLOOR BOX IN IT STAGING BRAD LLOYD 3/18/2010 16:37 OPEN 12135
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
HANG LARGE WHITE BOARD IN BUS. BECKY LICARI 3/19/2010 9:45 CLOSED 12141
OPS OFFICE
INSTALL KEYBOARD TRAY ROBERT 3/19/2010 13:12 CLOSED 12148
SOSNOWSKI
HANG PICTURE BRENDA 3/19/201013:22 CLOSED 12150
SHERWOOD
LARGE ROOF LEAK IN FRONT ON HR MICHELLE 3/22/2010 9:59 CLOSED 12167
FILING ROOM ALBERTSON
WATER SPOT PEGGY GARDNER 3/22/2010 10: 14 CLOSED 12169
WERE THE CEILING TILE REPLACED IN PEGGY GARDNER 3/22/2010 10: 15 CLOSED 12170
THE HALL?
TWO LEASKS IN COUNCIL OFFICE PEGGY GARDNER 3/22/2010 10:36 CLOSED 12172
CITY HALL FRONT LOBBY DOORS & SHEREE FINCH 3/24/20107:31 IN 12234
CITY CLERK DEPT LOBBY DOOR PROGRES
THERE IS ANOTHER WET CEILING TILE MICHELLE 3/24/2010 9:13 CLOSED 12243
ABOVE THE FILE ROOM IN HR ALBERTSON
RUNNING CABLE TO WORK STATION C. CALEB HOOD 3/25/2010 11 :53 CLOSED 12272
LIGHT JENNYMA 3/26/201010:22 CLOSED 12299
IT TRAINING ROOM DOOR HANDLE MIKE TANNER 3/29/201012:14 OPEN 12324
FELL OFF
AMERICAN FLAG TOM JOHNSON 3/29/2010 16:02 IN 12330
PROGRES
WATER LEAK IN THE CENTER CRYSTAL RITCHIE 3/30/2010 10: 17 CLOSED 12339
STAIRWELL OF THE 3RD FLOOR
WATER IN STAIRWAY SHERRIE EWING 3/30/2010 10:21 CLOSED 12340
LIGHTING PROBLEM PEGGY GARDNER 3/30/201010:54 OPEN 12342
NORTH-SOUTH DOORS JOHN MCCORMICK 3/31/201013:01 OPEN 12364
LOADING DOCK JOHN MCCORMICK 4/1/20107:57 OPEN 12368
FIX LAMINATE RACHEL MYERS 4/5/20107:49 OPEN 12428
NEW BULB IN OFFICE BRENDA 4/5/201 0 8:55 CLOSED 12433
SHERWOOD
FRONT DOORS & ELEVATOR JOHN MCCORMICK 4/5/201011:28 OPEN 12440
LEAK IN BASEMENT FINANCE RETA 4/5/201012:06 IN 12442
STORAGE CUNNINGHAM PROGRES
MOVE TABLES & CHAIRS FOR SHEREE FINCH 4/5/2010 16:23 IN 12451
COUNCIL ROUNDTABLE PROGRES
1ST FLOOR - MAIN WOMEN'S TERRI RICKS 4/6/201012:21 CLOSED 12477
RESTROOM - FLOODING
SEWAGE BACKUP JOHN MCCORMICK 4/6/201014:26 OPEN 12482
CHEMICAL SMELL KEITH WATTS 4171201011:24 OPEN 12506
UPDATE CLOCKS JACY JONES 4/8/20108:13 OPEN 12523
NEW WATER SPOT IN WARRENS BECKY LICARI 4/8/20109:55 OPEN 12529
OFFICE NEXT TO WEST SIDE OF LIGHT
FIXTURE
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Title Created By Created On Status Ticket
SUPPLIES - PAPER TOWELS PETER FRAME 4/8/201013:23 CLOSED 12540
INSTALL COMPUTER KEYBOARD ROBERT 4/8/201013:56 OPEN 12543
l'T'n ,"U SOSNOWSKI
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Gene R. Bennett, Project Manager
Jerry S. Frank, CEO
PETRA INCORPORATED
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive
Boise, Idaho 83709
Re: Performance Concerns
New City Hall Project
CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
HUMAN RESOURCES
William L. M. Nary
City Attorney/HR Director




Dear Jerry and Gene:
I write to express some of the City Council's concerns and issues about
how Petra has managed the new City Hall project, and request that you and your
team attend an executive session at 5:30 pm on Tuesday, April 3, 2007 at City Hall
to discuss those matters. The City Council hopes to receive information from your
team on how the issues will be resolved and to receive specific assurances that
your team will provide the construction management services on the remainder of
the project with the attention and skill needed for the project to be successful. Our
hope is that a complete discussion of these issues will lead to understandings and
agreements that will prevent, or at least minimize, future impacts on the project.
It may be helpful to start by reiterating why the City chose to hire a
professional construction manager to represent the City's interests on this project,
and why the City chose Petra to be its construction manager. The need for
professional management services is apparent because the City does not have any
construction professionals on staff and the project is sufficiently large and
complicated that professional expertise is needed. After a lengthy selection
process, the City selected Petra based on your representations about the expertise,
skill and diligence of your team. We placed our faith and confidence in you to
help us bring the project to completion successfully, and we entered into a detailed
contract with you that clearly set forth our expectations of Petra for the project. A
few of the expectations are illustrative and worth repeating h~.re:
CM017115
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• Construction Manager acknowledges and accepts the relationship oftrust and confidence
established with Owner by this Agreement and that this relationship is a material
consideration for Owner in entering into this Agreement. . . . Construction Manager
further covenants that Construction Manager will perform its services under this
Agreement, in the exercise ofordinary and reasonable care and with the same degree of
professional skill, diligence and judgment as is customary among construction managers of
similar reputation performing work for projects ofa size, scope and complexity similar to
the Project. (See Section 1.1)
• Construction Manager has the professional knowledge, skills, experience, education and
staffing to manage and coordinate the design and construction of the Project. The
individual employees ofConstruction Manager that will render services pursuant to this
Agreement are knowledgeable and experienced in the disciplines required for this Project.
(See Section 2.1.3)
• Construction Manager shall carefully observe the Work ofeach Contractor whenever and
wherever necessary ... to determine the quality and quantity of the Work in comparison
with the requirements of the Construction Contract [and to] protect Owner from continuing
deficient or defective Work. (See Section 4.7.9)
• Construction Manager shall perform all ofConstruction Manager's services in compliance
with all applicable laws, ordinances, rules, regulations or orders of any public authority
having jurisdiction over the Project, any applicable permits and any recorded covenants,
conditions and restrictions affecting the Site. (See Section 2.7)
To frame the discussion, I would like to raise some very specific concerns and issues. We have
discussed some of these concerns before; however, I wish to raise them again because of the
serious impacts that they have had, and may continue to have, on the project. This letter is not
an exhaustive list ofour concerns with Petra's management of the project, but only the most
currently pressing concerns that we hope will be shortly resolved.
1. Concerns about Project Staffing and Diligence.
We question whether Petra has adequately staffed the project. Our perception is that Petra's
staffing inadequacies appear to have resulted insufficient diligence on critical matters that are
Petra's responsibility. For example, our legal and purchasing staffhave spent an inordinate
amount of time tracking and managing issues that should have been handled by Petra. We are
not questioning the professional qualifications ofWes Bettis or Gene Bennett. Instead, we are
concerned that their obligations on other projects have prevented them from devoting the time
and attention to our project necessary to ensure that tasks are completed timely arid properly.
These problems have persisted despite Petra's past assurances that the Project would be
adequately staffed. Some of the problems experienced have created additional cost and
liability for the City, and may cause us to lose confidence in Petra's team. For illustrative
pwposes, a few examples follow.
CM017116004300
 
   
   
            
             
             
           
               
            
              
     
           
             
            
            
   
             
              
             
       
            
             
            
         
                 
                
                  
                
          
       
              
             
            
                
             
              
               
             
            
                






e a. Delay in Addressing Irrigation Ditch Issue. In November 2006, Petra
notified LCA of the need to design and bid-out work necessary to repair or replace the
irrigation ditch along the south property line that was destroyed during demolition. A
deadline ofApril 15, 2007 was noted at that time because the ditch needed to be back in
service before the summer water flows began. Although Petra included this work in the
current bid packages, this is ofno use to the City because ofthe bidding delays. We
reminded Petra of this matter last week and were forced to scramble an emergency
procurement together to retain a contractor that can start work next week. This problem
was unnecessary and frustrating to our staff. Further, it has resulted in potential
liability to the City if the work is not completed on time.
b. Delay in Securing a Surveyor. With demolition almost complete, Petra
discovered in early January 2007 that they had not yet scheduled a surveyor to perform
the required topographical and boundary surveys. The surveyor contacted by Petra was
booked through February, which would have presented an unacceptable delay in
procuring the surveys necessary to complete the building plans. After significant
scrambling, a different surveyor was located who was able to perform the work in a
timely manner. Although it appears that this matter was caught in time, it very nearly
caused significant and unnecessary delays in the project.
c. Delay in Shell and Core Bid Document. In early January 2007, the
City's purchasing agent began asking Petra when the City would receive the boilerplate
shell and core bid packages for review. Many subsequent requests were made but no
materials were provided by Petra for review until the same week that the bid documents
were released in early March. We need to receive future bid package boilerplate with
ample time in advance ofthe release date in order to facilitate their proper review and
efficient coordination between all parties.
d. Improper Staff Substitutions. Our agreement with you specified the staff
to be assigned to the Project. We went through the effort ofdoing so because we care
very much about knowing with whom we have placed our faith and confidence. Petra's
January staffing plan substituted the project superintendent without the required
approval. Further, the staffmg plan did not specify a foreman. We requested the
qualifications of the substituted staff with specific reference to actual owner-
representative construction management experience. Petra promised to deliver this
information on March 19,2007. We received information on project superintendent
Jon Anderson a week later and still have not received any information identifying the
project foreman. The quality of the staff Petra assigns to our project is critical to the
project's success, and we are very concerned about Petra's unauthorized substitutions
and the lack of information regarding the critical staff on the project. Further, we do
not believe that the information received to date is sufficient for use to determine that
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March 30, 2007
Page 4• 2. Poor Management ofDemolition Contractor.
The City is very dissatisfied with Petra's management of the demolition contractor. The City
made the effort to walk the project site with Petra personnel to identify the location of four
water well heads that needed to be preserved during demolition so that they could be properly
decommissioned (as required by law) by the well abandonment contractor. This decommission
needs to occur before construction on the site improvements can begin. However, either the
proper information and instructions were not communicated to the demolition contractor or the
demolition contractor failed to follow the instructions. After the demolition work was
complete, the well abandonment contractor discovered that the site had been scraped clean
with no sign of the well heads above ground. The well heads were located using GPS systems
and much frustration and perseverance. The mangled well heads were found between 7 and 12
feet below grade. The additional decommissioning work made necessary by the damage to the
wells included excavation, casing extensions, backfilling, compaction, increased oversight,
inspection, additional camera surveys, additional water tankers to clear the wells, and clearing
ofdebris shoved into the wells. To date, the City has incurred additional expenses that exceed
$10,000 to bring the wells back to pre-demolition abandonment status.
•
Whether or not the demolition contractor bears some responsibility for this matter, it appears to
us that Petra may have failed to properly inform the demolition contractor of the water wells
and/or failed to properly manage the contractor. See Section 4.7.9 ofour agreement with you,
which states "Construction Manager shall carefully observe the Work of each Contractor
whenever and wherever necessary ... to determine the quality and quantity of the Work in
comparison with the requirements of the Construction Contract [and to] protect Owner from
continuing deficient or defective Work." We do not yet know the cost and time impacts that
this matter will have on the project, but we expect them to be substantial.
3. Improper Management of Contaminated Soil Removal.
The City is very dissatisfied with Petra's management of the contaminated soil remediation.
We were notified of the soil condition on February 21,2007. Petra then recommended
removing the soil to determine the extent of the contamination as work progressed. The City
granted Petra's request to obtain a soil sample to be analyzed for abatement purposes. As soil
remoyal was about to begin, the City requested documentation of the laboratory results. The
soil sample had not been properly processed for the results to be laboratory certified. Petra
then notified the City of this oversight and recommended an official soil test prior to removal
ofsoil. However, instead ofproposing an official soil test solution that would result in
certified results, Petra then simply presented this issue to the City's purchasing agent for
direction.
After the soil removal activities begun with Petra's authorization, the City asked Petra whether
the contaminated soils were being removed in compliance with the property regulatory
authorities. Four days later, Petra notified the City that the soil removal work had been halted
on the grounds that "the City" did not secure a required permit from DEQ. The City was,
however, relying on Petra to manage the soil removal on the City's behalf. See Section 4.7.5
CM017118
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• of our agreement with you, which states that "Construction Manager shall verify that the
required pennits ... have been obtained." It is no understatement to note that Petra's failure
to adequately manage the soil removal has created tremendous potential liability to the City
and others, including the very real possibility of large civil fines, criminal penalties and a
complete shutdown of the entire project. Fortunately, a spirit of cooperation from DEQ
management have allowed us to, at this point, avoid any serious consequences.
The City Council looks forward to fully discussing the concerns and issues raised in this letter
with you. We have approximately 40 minutes on the agenda for this discussion, with the first
half reserved for you and your team to respond directly to these issues and concerns. If you
have any questions or matters to discuss before executive session meeting, please call me
directly. Again, the City Council hopes that a complete discussion of these issues will lead to







cc: Mayor Tammy de Weerd
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By J.RANDAll
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.





COMES NOW the PlaintiffjCounterdefendant City of Meridian ("City"), by and
through its counsel of record, Kim J. Trout of the finn Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman
Gourley, P.A., and hereby submits the following Memorandum in Opposition to Petra's
Motion for Summary Judgment. This memorandum is supported by the Affidavits! flied
concurrendy herewith, as well as the papers and pleadings filed in this matter. The City took
the depositions of Jack Lemley2, continued deposition of Tom Coughlin and the continued
deposition of Gene Bennett on June 16, 21, 22-23, respectively. With the exception of the
deposition of Jack Lemley, the final transcripts of Tom Coughlin and Gene Bennett have
! All affidavits referred to herein, unless otherwise noted, are the affidavits filed concurrendy herewith.
2 The City began the deposition ofJack Lemley, however has yet to schedule a time for the completion of Mr.
Lemley's deposition.
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not been received by the City in final format. The City reserves the right to supplement this
Memorandum in Opposition to Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment after it has an
opportunity to review the deposition transcripts.
I. INTRODUCTION
The City responds to the massive filing by Defendant Petra Incorporated
("Defendant" or "Petra") with two requests to the Court. The City respectfully requests that
the Court: (1) not accept any of Petra's claimed facts at face value, and (2) find that the City is
entided to test Petra's credibility. In effect, Petra's shotgun approach has forced the City to
attempt to prepare this case for trial, without the benefit of full disclosure by Petra or
discovery in compliance with the Rules of Civil Procedure.
First, it is important to note that Petra engulfs the Court and the City with the age-
old Latin concept: ipse dixit - I sqy it, therefore it is! Petra's strategy is simple - if Petra and its
employees say something often enough and loud enough, then whether it is the truth or not
simply doesn't matter. The City respectfully requests that the Court carefully examine each
and every document submitted by Petra to dissect fact from fiction. As will be learned, the
story which Petra weaves is primarily a fiction created to extract money from the City for a
job not done. It is only through critical examination of the documents, which fail to support
the "undisputed facts" as submitted by Petra, that one can extract the truth - which Petra
seeks to obfuscate by sheer weight.
Secondly, as the Court will be the finder of fact in this case, the City is entided to test
Petra's credibility. Therefore, at this stage, all inferences drawn from the "evidence"
presented by Petra must be taken in favor of the City as the Court examines Petra's ill
founded motion.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR SUMMARYJUDGMENT
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II. LEGAL STANDARD
The Court is well aware of the summary judgment standard, and it need not be
repeated here except to the extent that the standard mandates that the Court liberally
construe the facts in the record in favor of the City, and to draw all reasonable inferences
from the record in favor of the City. G & M Farms v. Funk Irrigation Compatry, 199 Idaho
514, 517, 808 P.2d 851,854 (1991). Here, as will be set forth below and as contained in the
affidavits filed concurrendy herewith, every material fact claimed by Petra is either false, or
disputed by the City and, therefore, summary judgment at this stage is simply not
appropriate.
III. ARGUMENT
A. The Affidavit of Eugene Bennett. Thomas Coughlin. Jerald Frank and Jack
Lemley Should be Stricken.
As set forth in more detail in the City's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Rule
56(f) Motion and the Memorandum in Support of the City's Motion to Strike, the Court
should not consider many of the statements made by Bennett, Coughlin, Frank and Lemley,
which each make the identical conclusory assertion that Petra performed its work in
accordance with the applicable standard of care for construction managers. The City
respectfully defers this section to the motions identified above and incorporate their
arguments as if fully set forth herein.
In addition, with respect to Jack Lemley, the City contends that there is not one
single stated factual basis nor reason provided for the opinion expressed in the affidavit, as
required by Rule 26(b) (4)(A) (i). Without such a statement, there is no basis from which the
Court can assess the credibility of the opinion. Petra has also failed to state the
compensation to be paid for providing this testimony. In short, the Lemley opinion is pure
ipse dixit.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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Petra has served a report of Lemley International, Inc. upon the City, but the
deposition ofJack Lemley is yet to be completed, and a deposition of Lemley International,
Inc. will need to be scheduled. T he City reserves its right to supplement its Opposition to
Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment upon the completion of the deposition of Jack
Lemley and the taking of the 30(b)(6) deposition of Lemley International, Inc.
B. Petra Failed to Perfonn Its Work in Accordance with the Applicable Standard
ofeare.
Assuming Tom Coughlin's, Jerry Frank's, Gene Bennett's, and Jack Lemley's
statements are not stricken from the record, the statements of "fact" set forth therein are
rebutted by the Affidavits of Steve Amento, Laura Knothe, Keith Watts, Ted Baird, Todd
Weltner, and Dave Powell filed in support of this memorandum.
It should come as no surprise that Petra's employees and founder state that Petra
performed the work with the applicable standard of care. However, as the affidavits of
Steven J. Amento and Laura Knothe state, after a review of selected documents, that Petra
did not act with the standard of care of a construction manager.3 Steven J. Amento having
reviewed selected documents produced in discovery in this matter has found that the project
records maintained by Petra and the records maintained by the City do not match,
specifically with respect to a Pac-West invoice contained in Pay Application No. 17.4 It is
apparent that the writing on the face of the invoice maintained by Petra was covered or
erased prior to the City's copy of the Pac-West invoice being made.s This clearly does not
meet the standard of care applicable to a construction manager.6 Needless to say, Petra's
3 Knothe Affidavit ~8; Amento Affidavit W15,17,24,26,37,45,47, .
4 Amento Affidavit W34-37.
5 ld.
6 !d.
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fabrication of billings is reprehensible fraud. Petra's claim that it did its job, let alone did it
well, is incredulous and defies the requirement of candor to the tribunal.
Petra had a duty to administer the Prime Contracts7, including with respect to the
contractually mandated dates of Substantial Completion. Petra's failure to manage these
contractually mandated dates of Substantial Completion, materially damaged the City, and
cannot possibly meet any standard of care. For example, Western Roofing, Inc., the Prime
Contractor responsible for installing the roof, had a contractually required Substantial
Completion date of November 23, 2007.8 The Prime Contract also calls for Liquidated
Damages in the amount of $500 per day for each day after the November 23,2007 date of
Substantial Completion.9 Each of the Prime Contracts issued for the construction work on
the Project contain an identical clause with respect to the assessment of liquidated damages.
No certificate of Substantial Completion was issued for Western Roofing, and there were no
changes in the Substantial Completion date to Western's Contract.10 Petra's unilateral and
arbitrary modification of the contractually mandated Date of Substantial Completion for
Western Roofing is indirect derogation of the City's contractual economic right to collect
Liquidated Damages.11
In addition to Petra's failure to administer the Prime Contract of Western Roofing,
Petra failed to ensure that Certificates of Substantial Completion were issued, thereby
foreclosing the City's contractual right to collect Liquidated Damages from the Prime
Contractors.12 Petra's conduct fails to meet the applicable standard of care of a Construction
7 Amento Affidavit mJ 26, 43.
8 Amento Affidavit mJ 38 & 39 and Exhibit ''T''
9 Id.
10 Amento Affidavit mJ 38-45.
11 Id.
12 Amento Affidavit'll 46.
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Manager.13 Thus, under any reading of the law and the facts presented by Petra and the City,
show that disputed material facts exist which require determination at a trial.
C. Petra Failed to Perform Its Duties Under the Construction Management
Agreement ("CMA").
Petra's assertion that it fulfilled its responsibilities under the CMA is simply false.
An item by item, careful examination of each of the premises upon which Petra relies will
evidence Petra's failure to be candid with the Court on this issue.
Petra asserts, "they [LCA] signed off on the Project.,,14 However, it is first important
to note that Petra fails to define what "signed off on the Project" means. In support of its
motion, Petra relies heavily on conclusory statements from Gene Bennett, a Petra employee,
and a copy of Pay Application No. 17, wherein the Architect Certifies that specific Pay
Application. To the contrary, the documents produced in this case, at least those produced
by Petra, fail to identify any single document in which LCA "signed off on the Project".15
In fact, a review of documents produced in this case, will show that Petra did not
obtain the Architect's Certificate for Payment on thirteen of the thirty pay applications.16
Further, it is important to note, that Petra would like to assert that LCA has reviewed
Petra's work, and the requirements of Petra as set forth in the Construction Management
Agreement ("CMA"). However, Petra has failed to produce a single document wherein
LCA has reviewed the CMA, and performed an analysis of Petra's work performance under
the CMA.17
13 Amento Affidavit ~ 47.
14 Petra's Statement of Undisputed Material Facts pp. 20-21 & FN 49.
15 Trout Affidavit dated July 6, 2010 mJ 3 & 4.
16 Watts Affidavit ~ 32 & Exhibit "G" & "H".
17 Trout Affidavit dated July 6, 2010 mJ 3 & 4.
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Petra then points the finger at Material Testing, Inc. ("MTI"), stating that they
attested that the work met the specifications. IS MTI was hired to perform soil testing,
compaction testing, inspection and testing of steel welds on the Project. While MTI
produced reports with respect to these specific areas of the Project, MTI was not hired, as
Petra would lead this Court to believe, to review all the work, including that of Petra, when
in fact, MTI was hired only to ensure that specific portions of the work of specific Prime
Contractors met specific specifications. No documents have been produced in this case by
Petra, which show that MTI "signed off on the Project," reviewed the CMA nor have they
performed an analysis of Petra's work performance as required under the CMA.19
Petra next asserts that Heery International, Inc., the commissioning agent, conducted
periodic onsite inspections.20 Petra would again like the Court to believe that because Heery
International reviewed the functional aspects of the Project for operational purposes, such as
the water system and determining a minimal level of functionality, that somehow Heery
"signed off on the Project" including Petra's work under the CMA.21 Heery International
did not "sign off on the Project" as Petra would like to have this Court believe. Again, there
are no documents produced in this Case, wherein it appears that Heery International "signed
off on the Project," reviewed the CMA nor have they performed an analysis of Petra's work
performance under the CMA.22
Finally, Petra asserts that City employees "signed off on the Project." Petra fails to
identify a single employee of the City, other than a general reference to "employees and
building inspectors" that "signed off on the Project." In fact no documents produced in this
18 Petra's Statement of Undisputed Material Facts p. 21 & FN 52.
19 Trout Affidavit dated July 6, 2010 mr 3 & 4.
20 Statement of Undisputed Facts p. 21 & FN 50
21 Trout Affidavit dated July 6, 2010 mr 3 & 4.
22 Trout Affidavit dated July 6, 2010 W3 & 4.
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case support that any employee, including building inspectors, have "signed off on the
Project", reviewed the CMA-other than those personnel who are involved in this
litigation-nor has any employee or building inspector performed an analysis of Petra's work
performance under the CMA.23
Petra's assertion is simply another ipse dixit. Petra's duties under the CMA did not
include physical construction of the building. Whether or not complete24 the punchlists
referred to in the Bennett affidavit have nothing to do with Petra's job duties under the
CMA. And in fact, the Work required by the Contract Documents was not complete as of
August 9, 2009.25
Petra would like to lead this Court to believe that the City, by way of issuing
Occupancy Permits, has accepted Petra's work, and that Petra's duties under the CMA were
thereafter concluded.26 The assertion, another conclusory statement by Gene Bennett, that
the Certificates of Occupancy issued by the City have any meaning with respect to Petra's
work under the CMA is ludicrous.
First, as a matter of fact and law, under the City of Meridian Ordinances, a
"Certificate of Occupancy" is only a certification that the building and site, or some portion
thereof, meets the city building codes.27 Contrary to Petra's assertion, a certificate of
occupancy has no relevance or relationship to the CMA. A review of the CMA, shows that
there is no reference to certificates of occupancy. If the Court reviews the documents that
Petra relies upon for this assertion with respect to Certificates of Occupancy28, the Court will
23 Trout Affidavit dated July 6, 2010 W3 & 4.
24 A review of Exhibit "A" to the Knothe Affidavit, it appears that punchlist items were assigned an item
number, however it appears that not all item numbers are included in the "punchlists" attached to the Bennett
Affidavit of May 5, 2010.
25 Knothe Affidavit ~ 7.
26 Petra's Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, Pg 5.
27 City of Meridian Code (Id.) § 11-1A-1.
28 Baird Affidavit, ~ 45.
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note that there is nothing on the Certificate of Occupancy that refers to Petra, its work
under the CMA, or the CMA in any fashion. In fact, the Certificates relied upon by Petra
. I 29are mcomp ete.
In addition to Petra's assertion being factually false, the cases cited by Petra in its
attempt to apply the completed and accepted doctrine to this case simply do not apply to
this case. At the outset, it is important to note that there are Idaho cases on point that
interpret and apply the completed and accepted doctrine and, therefore, cases from foreign
jurisdictions cited by Petra are not relevant or controlling in this case. Initially, a review of
cases on point, including Black v. Peter Kiewit Sons' Co., 94 Idaho 755, 497 P.2d 1056 (1972),
and the majority of cases from other jurisdictions only apply the completed and accepted
doctrine in the realm of a tort action, not a contract action. Other notable elements that are
almost universally found in cases applying the doctrine include: an action for personal
injury; the defending contractor retained no control over the project at the time of the
accident; no privity of contract existed between injured party and contractor; no warranty
issues were in play; and claims were being made by third parties.
Here, the issues in the case primarily revolve around a contractual dispute between
two parties to the contract - Petra and the City. There is not a claim for personal injury, the
City and Petra remain in privity of contract, Petra retained control over the Project at the
time of the disputed services, warranty issues are involved, and the claims are not being
raised by an unrelated third party.
The only case that does not involve a negligence action for personal injury was
decided by the Louisiana Court of Appeals in E.G. Schqfer Const. Co. v. Gallagher Transfer and
Storage Co., Inc., 495 So.2d 348 (1986). In a very brief opinion, the court in E.G. Schqfer
29 !d.
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applied the completed and accepted doctrine to bar the claim by the property owner against
a construction manager for repairing defective work when the owner made an "unqualified
acceptance" of the construction work. See id.
In this case, the City has never made an unqualified acceptance of the Project as
complete.3D More importantly, the City has never "accepted" Petra's work under the CMA
as "complete." Petra has failed and refused to perform any of its contractual duties after the
City occupied the building, including its duty to respond to the City's requests for warranty
work to be performed.31
Moreover, as the City has continued to pour through the documents, which Petra
has slowly trickled out in the discovery process, the City now finds that Petra's breaches of
its fiduciary duty, its duty of good faith and fair dealing, and breaches of the specific terms of
the CMA are much broader than first thought as of September of 2009, which breaches
include, but are not limited to:32
1. Petra's attempts to defraud the City by submitting false pay
applications is a breach of the CMA;
2. Petra's failure to administer the Prime Contracts for the economic
benefit of the City (i.e. waiving Millions of Dollars in Liquidated Damages) 1S a
breach of the CMA and is grossly negligent;
3. Petra's failure to protect the City against defective and deficient work
by the Prime Contractors is a breach of the CMA;33
30 Baird Affidavit ~ 41.
31 Watts Affidavit ~ 13.
32 See, the Affidavits of Keith Watts, Ted Baird, Steve Amento, Laura Knothe, and Todd Wehner
33 Baird Affidavit ~ 7
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4. Petra's failure to keep and maintain records describing hourly services
with particularity as required by the CMA and simply block billing employees' time is
a breach of the CMA;34
5. Petra's double billing is a breach of the CMA; 35
For Petra to assert its performance under the CMA was in any way completed is
simply false and is another of Petra's ipse dixit.
D. Petra's Claims Are Barred By Its Admitted Failure to Comply with § 7 of the
CMA.
Section 7 of the CMA states that, "fp]rior to providing any additional servlces,
Construction Manager shall notify Owner of the proposed change in services and receive
Owner's approval for the change." Construction Management Agreement, § 7. Therefore, in
order to receive compensation for providing extra services, Petra must have given the City
notice and received the City's approval for any requested change.
However, despite the fact that it is axiomatic in contract law, and the law of Idaho,
that when a contract places a duty which is an express condition precedent upon a party, the
party claiming the benefit of the contract must perform the condition in order to obtain the
benefit of the agreement,36 beginning at page 8 of its Memorandum, Petra vainly attempts to
explain away its failure to comply with § 7 of the CMA.
Here, Petra, despite its submission of thousands of pages of paper and hundreds of
pages of affidavits, fails to provide a single piece of paper or a single affidavit paragraph
34 Baird Affidavit 1132.
35 On December 8, 2009, the City submitted an "In Camera Affidavit of Kim J. Trout in Support of Plaintiffs
Motion and Memorandum Seeking Reconsideration." A copy of which is now being transmitted to Petra's
Counsel, and is incorporated as if fully set forth herein.
36 Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 147 P.3d 100 (Ct. App. 2006).
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stating that Petra sought and received the City's 'direction, decision, consent or approval' for
'Petra's proposed change in services'.
This requirement in Section 7 was specifically designed and included in the CMA for
the purpose of precluding every single argument Petra makes for its claim. The express duty
to seek and obtain City approval prior to providing any additional services fell squarely
on Petra. Not only was this duty express, but because of the fiduciary duty held by Petra it
was, and remains, held to a higher standard of responsibility for its duties under the CMA.37
Thus, it defies understanding how Petra, with a proverbial straight face, can argue it
performed all of its duties under the CMA, when the one duty of paramount importance to
its claims for extra fee, and claims for extra reimbursement were never presented to the
Cinr before Petra began providipg the additional claimed services.38
Even more importandy, Petra is contractually barred from its attempt to push this
responsibility in any fashion off to the City. Section 2.2.1 of the CMA bars Petra's assertions
in the entirety of Section 5 of the Petra memoranda. Section 2.1.5 provides that the
"Construction Manager assumes full responsibility to Owner for its own improper
acts and/or omissions..." If Section 2.1.5 were not enough, when tied to another express
Petra responsibility, the picture ojPetra'sfailure is complete. Section 2.2 of the CMA states that
the " ... Construction Manager shall notify Owner of any decisions that are required to
be made by Owner, and any deadlines pertaining thereto...."
37 Under the CMA, Petra agreed that: "Construction Manager aclmowledges and accepts the relationship
of trust and confidence established with Owner by this Agreement and that this relationship is a
material consideration for Owner in entering into this Agreement. Accordingly, Construction Manager
shall, at all times, act in a manner consistent with this relationship....Construction Manager shall, at
all times, further the interest of Owner...". Affidavit of Eugene Bennett dated April?, 2010, Exhibit "A".
38 The City disputes that any of the alleged services claimed by Petra are "additional". Given the evolutionary
nature of the Project, and the requirement that Petra do all things necessary to manage the design and
construction, the City asserts that the work promised to be performed by Petra was all contained within the
scope of the payments expressly set forth in the CMA and that none of the work was "additional".
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Petra's duty to notify, present its plan for 'additional services', and obtain the City's
consent by an official decision is clear and unambiguous. Likewise, Petra's responsibility for
its own omission is just as clear and unambiguous. As a matter of fact and law, all of
Petra's claims are barred and the Court must dismiss them as frivolous. Petra's own
omission is its undoing, and the contractual conditions precedent have never been satisfied.
If Petra had properly sought approval, and the approval was denied, it could have chosen to
not provide any services it considered to be 'additional'. The CMA squarely put the burden
of performance on Petra and Petra failed.
Furthermore, Petra's duties were expressly subject to Section 10.13 -- "Time of
Essence" provision of the CMA, which provides that "all times provided for in the
agreement, or in any other document executed hereunder, for the performance of any act
will be stricdy construed, time being of the essence." Thus, Petra's omission to perform the
express duties which were conditions precedent to the City's potential obligation to pay for
'additional' services, is now clearly time barred. Petra knew its duty under Section 7, and
it intentionally failed to inform the City about its claim for additional fees and costs.
Instead, what Petra did was try to sneak one in the back door. In repeated cost
estimates on January 15,2007, February 12,2007, April 3, 2007, and July 12, 2007 Petra did
not once increase the "CM Fee" in its Project Cost Summaries. Petra expressly told the
City that both its reimbursables and construction management fee would not
increase one penny, even though the estimated cost exceeded $20 Million DoUars!9
39 Trout Affidavit, Exhibit ''B'' and Exhibit "D", specifically the deposition of Eugene Bennett dated February
19,2010 at 132:5 - 140:18. Mr. Bennett testified that as of July 12, 2007 Petra knew of every major element
which it now claims is a "change" to the Project, including square footage, HVAC, Electrical, Mechanical, the
Plaza, Council Chambers, and of LEED and the Site Conditions, yet Petra represented that its 'costs' for
Construction Management Fee and Reimbursables would not increase.
Petra wholly mislead the City into beginning construction and not once, until the City was committed
to proceed properly advised the City it anticipated one cent of extra reimbursables or construction management
fees until its belated Notice of Claim in November of 2007, well after construction had begun.
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Any claim by Petra was waived by its failure to act when under an express duty to inform
and advise the City. Petra now seeks to be rewarded for its fraudulent misrepresentations
when it knew of every claimed 'change', yet continued to expressly tell the City there would
be no increase in Petra's fees or costs. Given its claimed expertise in construction
management40, it absolutely defies credibility for Petra to suggest that it 'didn't know' it
would seek a fee and cost increase.
The City had a right to rely on Petra's representations before it committed to going
forward with the Project at the time of the first bids, and it did rely on those representations
which we now know were absolutely and categorically false. 41 The City certainly entered into
the contracts for Phase II, and thereafter, in direct reliance upon Petra's false representations
about the cost of Petra's fee and reimbursables.
Petra signed the CMA. The rule in Idaho is established beyond doubt that Petra
manifested its assent to the contract and cannot now claim that it didn't understand its duties
and the express conditions precedent that it must follow. See, Swanson v. Beco Construction
Companies, 145 Idaho 59, 63, 175 P. 3d 748, 752 (2007) (party is deemed to know terms of
contract it signs and failure to read does not excuse that party's performance.) Irwin Rogers
Insurance Agenry v. Murphy, 122 Idaho 270, 833 P. 2d 128 (1992) (party who signs instrument
cannot later claim ignorance of its contents). Petra's claims are barred, and must be
dismissed with prejudice with an award of attorney's fees to the City.
40 Affidavit of Eugene Bennett dated April 7, 2010, Exhibit "A" Section 2.1.3.
41 Baird Affidavit mJ 13, 14, 16 & 17. Noting that when Mr. Baird wrote Petra on March 30, the City was
prepared to terminate Petra's services for its categorical failures in performance, but when Petra appeared
before the City Council on April 3 Petra begged for forgiveness for its failed performance and begged the City
for the opportunity to manage the construction and that it would 'perform' as required by the CMA. Petra now
asks the Court to reward it for lying to the City.
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E. The City Never Accepted Petra's Work Under the CMA.
As is clear from the Affidavits of Ted Baird and Keith Watts, the City has never
accepted Petra's work under the CMA, nor have they been asked to. Assuming, arguendo,
that Petra performed 'extra' services (a 'fact' which the City absolutely denies), the fact that
the City entered in to contracts for construction in reliance upon Petra's false
representations regarding its fees and costs, means only that Petra's 'fraud' vitiates any
consent the City may have given, unintentionally, to Petra's 'extra' work.
Petra's claims of waiver are simply groundless. However, even if considered, the
existence of waiver is a question of fact, which precludes any consideration of summary
judgment here. Batchelor v. Pqyne, 2009 WL 2929264 at * 3 (D. Idaho 2009).
Likewise, any claim of estoppel is groundless and precluded by the doctrine of
unclean hands.
The doctrine of "unclean hands" is based on the maxim that, "he who comes
into equity must come with clean hands." Gilbert v. Nampa School Dist. No.
131, 104 Idaho 137, 145, 657 P.2d 1, 9 (1983). It allows a court to deny
equitable relief to a litigant on the ground that his or her conduct has been
"inequitable, unfair and dishonest, or fraudulent and deceitful as to the
controversy at issue." Gilbert, supra; see also Hoopes v. Hoopes, 124 Idaho 518,
522, 861 P.2d 88, 92 (Ct.App.1993); 27 AmJur.2d. Equity § 126 (1996). In
determining if this doctrine applies a court has discretion to evaluate the
relative conduct of both parties and to determine whether the conduct of the
party seeking an equitable remedy should, in the light of all the
circumstances, preclude such relief.
Sword v. Sweet, 140 Idaho 242, 92 P.3d 492 (2004). Petra's knowledge, as the construction
managementprofessional, of each and every element of the claimed 'changes' upon which it now
bases its claims for extra costs and fees, while at the same time representing to the City
that there would be no increase in its costs and fees, bars Petra's claims.
Similarly, the doctrine of quasi-estoppel bars Petra's claims as a matter of law. Petra
specifically represented to the City at all times in its cost estimating process that Petra's fees
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would not change. 42 Petra now seeks an unconscionable advantage over the City, by
changing its position and claiming that even though it knew of each of the elements of the
so-called 'change' and continued to tell the City its fees and costs would not change, it
should now be compensated for 'extra' work it cannot document.
F. The Alleged Unilateral Conduct of Petra Cannot Modify The Express Written
Terms of the Construction Agreement.
In what should be considered a tacit admission that Petra seeks relief that is not
afforded by the express terms of the Construction Agreement, Petra asserts that it engaged
in a course of conducted which unilaterally modified (or in Petra's word "amended") the
Construction Agreement so as to render the express requirement a nullity.43 Petra's
argument should be rejected.
In the first instance it should be noted that Petra's argument that an agreed course of
conduct modified the express terms of the Construction Agreement is belied by the very
testimony of Petra's Gene Bennett. As Mr. Bennett acknowledged, Petra's belief that there
existed a modification of the Construction Agreement is based on its own, uncommunicated
beliefs.44 It is axiomatic that one party to a written contract cannot alter the terms of the
contract without the assent of the other. See Great Plains Equipment, Inc. v Northwest Pipeline
Corp., 132 Idaho 754, 769, 979 P.2d 627, 642 (1999).
However, even if these uncommunicated and unconfirmed beliefs could be relied
upon to assert a modification to the express terms of the Construction Agreement, Petra
wholly ignores the heightened burden it bears in asserting a modification to a written
42 Trout Affidavit, Exhibit ''B''.
43 Petra argues that the course of conduct also "supplemented" the Construction Agreement with respect to
"missing terms", yet Petra fails to identify what exactly are the "missing terms". Thus Petra's argument should
be construed as to that which it is - an attempt to have the express terms of the Construction Agreement
modified.
44 The citation to Mr. Bennett's deposition transcript will be provided, in supplement, when the final transcript
has been reviewed. The City hereby reserves its right to supplement its opposition to Petra's motion for
summary judgment with the citations to the final transcripts of the Coughlin, Bennett and Lemley depositions.
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contract. A party seeking to establish a parol modification to an existing written agreement
must establish the modification by clear and convincing evidence. Ore-Ida Potato Products, Inc.
v. Larsen, 83 Idaho 290, 293-94, 362 P.2d 384, 385 (1961). See also Bouten Const. Co. v. M&L
Land Co., 125 Idaho 957, 965, 877 P.2d 928, 936 (Ct. App. 1994) (stating that "the party
asserting that provisions of a written contract were subsequendy waived or modified by oral
agreement or by conduct of the parties has the burden of proving the assertion by "clear and
convincing" evidence.)
Finally, while Petra is correct in noting that implied terms derived from usage and
custom can supplement the terms of a parties' agreement, such implied terms can only be
used to define, explain or give clarification. Commercial Insurance Co. v. Hartwell Excavating Co.,
89 Idaho 531, 541, 407 P.2d 312, 317-318 (1965). Thus, implied terms cannot be used to
contradict express terms, as the purpose is to determine "what the contract really was and
not to overthrow it." Id.
Petra simply cannot sustain its burden of proof that is unilateral, uncommunicated,
and unconsented to beliefs worked an oral modification of the parties express agreement as
embodied in the provisions of the Construction Agreement. As such, Petra's Motion for
Summary Judgment on the basis of a modification, whether it be based on course of conduct
or implied terms, must be rejected.
G. The "Cardinal Change Doctrine" Is Without Application In This Matter.
Petra further argues that it is entided to application of the "cardinal change doctrine"
as an alternative basis to evade the application of the express terms of the Construction
Agreement. The cardinal change doctrine is applicable where deviations to a contract
"altered the very nature of the thing to be constructed", but is not available as a remedy
where "the project it ultimately constructed was essentially the same as the one it contracted
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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to construct." Atlantic Dry Dock Corp. v. U.S., 773 F.Supp. 335 (M.D. Fla. 1991). Thus,
where the changes are not to the nature of the project the contractor is asked to perform,
but rather relate to other causes for escalated cost, the cardinal change doctrine is without
application. Pellmin Canst., Inc. v. Witco Corp., 169 F.Supp.2d 568, 587 (E.D. La. 2001).
Stated another way, while the cardinal change doctrine is not "susceptible to precise
calculus", it is not available as a remedy where the essence of the contract remains
unchanged and only the details of performance may have altered. Paragon Ener;gy Cop. v.
U.S., 229 Ct.Cl. 524, 1981 WL 22045 (1981) (denying application of cardinal change doctrine
where contract changes resulted in over $2,00,000 in additional cost).
H. The Construction Management Agreement Does Not Preclude Claims By
The City Against Petra Which Are, In Total, Less Than One Percent Of The
Total Construction Price.
Citing to paragraph 2.1.4 of the Construction Management Agreement, Petra asserts,
essentially, that Petra was given blanket authority to have the City incur approximately a
quarter of a million dollars in damages without any recourse to Petra. A careful review of
the cited clause demonstrates that not only does the language of the clause itself not support
Petra's assertion of a prohibition, but such a provision is directly contrary to the express
duties imposed upon Petra.
In the first instance, it should be noted that nothing in the quoted language of
paragraph 2.1.4 even implies that the City waived any claims arising from Petra's negligence
that have a value of less than one percent of the construction costs. In truth, and as
explained in the Affidavit of Franklin G. Lee, this clause was not a waiver of liability, but
rather the imposition of an additional express warranty upon Petra to assure the City that no
negligent act of Petra would cause an increase in costs beyond the one percent of
construction cost value.
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Moreover, to assert that the language of paragraph 2.1.4 granted a blanket release of
liability to Petra up to, essentially, a quarter of a million dollars, would negate entirely the
very duty imposed upon Petra in the following paragraph of the Construction Management
Agreement. Pursuant to paragraph 2.1.5, Petra assumed "full responsibility to Owner for its
own improper acts and!or omissions". Additionally, Petra's assertion would be direcdy
contrary to its duty to· indemnify the City "arising out of or resulting from performance of
Construction Manager's duties or responsibilities" under paragraph 2.10 of the Construction
Management Agreement. In the interpretation of contracts, the court is obligated to give
effect to the intention of the parties and not view a single provision in isolation, but rather
view instead the entire agreement as a whole. Nordstrom v. Guidon, 135 Idaho 343, 347, 17
P.3d 287, 291 (2000); Iikley v. Max Herbold, Inc., 133 Idaho 209, 211, 984 P.2d 697, 699
(1999); Magic Valley Radiology Associates, PA. v. Professional Business Seroices, Inc., 119 Idaho 558,
808 P.2d 1303 (1991).
This Court should reject Petra's attempt to isolate a single proVlslOn 111 the
Construction Management Agreement for the purpose of construing it contrary to the intent
of the parties as express stated elsewhere. Petra's request for summary judgment in this
regard should be denied.
IV. CONCLUSION
Petra's claims are barred as a matter of law and summary judgment against Petra
should be entered. Under any reading of the law, and given the disputed material facts at
issue with respect to Petra's motion, the motion must be denied, and the City respectfully
requests the Court enter its Order doing so.
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DATED this 6th day ofJuly, 2010.






I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of





800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
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No. 2388 P. 1
~
JU~ U, 2010
J. DAVID NAVAAPIO CI rk
By J. RANDAll' e
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA. INCORPORATED. an Idaho
C01.potation,
Defendant.
STAT~ of Washington )
)ss
County of King )
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN],
AMENTO IN OPPOSITION TO
DEPENDANT'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
1. I am above the age of 18 yeats and have pe.tsonal knowledge of the facts
contained herein.
2. I am a co-founder and President of Corke Amento, Inc.
3. My curriculum vitae is attached hereto, and incorporated hetein by refetence
as though fully set forth hetein.
4. I am an expe:denced constiUction manage! in the State of Washington,
having managed seveta,l major projects over the course of my career. In my role as Pteside!lt,
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I have ditectly ot indirectly managed over 70 consullction ptojects which have an aggregate
'Value in excess of $100 Million. I am very experienced with work On projects of size~ scope
and complexity similar to the Meridian City Hall pfOject and am an expert in construction,
constrUction ma.nagement a.nd issues ditectly related to building defects, investigation~ and
repair.
5. I ha'Ve been tetained by the City of Me.r:idian to review the Ptoject known as
the New Meridian City Hall, and have conducted a site visit, have interviewed members of
the City Staff, an independent licensed consttuction management professional in the
Tteasute Valley, and a professional architect fatniliar with the Project.
6. In addition to a physical inspection, I have reviewed photographs of the
Project during consttuction, correspondence and documents related to the Project
management conducted by Petta. Incotpotated ("Petta"). Specifically, I have reYiewed the:
A. Construction Management Agreement;
B. The Petra produced Construction Management Plan;
C. AIA Al01CMa-1992 fonn. of Agteement fo! the Ptitne Conttactots;
D. AIA A201 CMa 1992 fortn of General Conditions for the Prime
Contractors;
E. Change Order Request No.2 dated April. 04,2008;
F. Change Order Request No.2 additional information received by the
City on October 3, 2008;
G. Change Order Request No.2 Revision #1 dated May 3, 2010;
H. Consuuction Plans and Specifications;
1. Selected Change Otdets initiated by Peu-a fo! the Ptoject;
J. Selected Pay Applications;
K. Payment Applications;
L. Petta Job Cost Detail Report;
M. Select project correspondence initiated by Peu'a, the City and
Contractors;
N Pleadings and Affidavits in the captioned lawsuit and
O. Selected Exhibits referenced in Petta's Motion for Surnrnaty
Judgment or Affidavits in Support of Petta's Motion for Summary
Judgment;
P. Deposition uanscript.
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Ju1. 2. 2010 4:29PM No. 2388 P. 3
7. The Construction Management Agreement "C.MA" between Petta and the
City ilnposed a uniquely high standard of care when compand to indo.suy-st~ndard contract
forms such as the agreements produced by the AlA and AGe. The first two sentences in
section 1.1 states:
Construction Manager acknowledges and accepts the relationship of trllst and
confidence established with the Owner i?Y this Agreement and it is a material
consideration for the Owner in entering into the Agmm6l1t. Accordingfy,
Construction Manager shall, at all times, act in manner consistent with this
telationship.
It is important to note this duty is imposed before, and in addition to, the typical
duty to "exercise of ordinaty and reasonable care....as is customary among consttuction
manage.ts ...."
The words "trust and confidence" are :not found in the AIA Consttuction
Managet/Owner Agreements nor are they found in the AGC Agreements. Both of these
agteements, especially the AIA agreements, are industry standard, and widely used on
consttuction projects The words H ttust and confidence" have a particular meaning; and in
my re~earch I discovered they are a fundamental in the description and defm.i.tion of a
fiduciary relationship. It is not typical for a conttactor, architect, construction manager to
enter into a fiduciary relationship with the Owner on a construction ptoject, in my
expetience, because a fiduci~u:y relationship unposes a very high standard upon the
Consti'Uction Manager, particularly regarding conflicts of interest, where the professional
must treat the fmancial interests of the owner as primary to the professional's interest. In
1::eviewing documents and events which transpired on the City Hall project, I have .teviewed
several examples where Petra failed to exercise ordinary and reasonable care and/or proceed
in a manner which placed its interest ahead of the City'S. Attached hereto as Exhibit HAJJ is
a true and correct copy of the Construction Ma:nagement Agreement.
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8 Petra's Claim for additional compensation is sought in Change Order No.2,
which was dated April 4, 2008, supplemented on October 3, 2008, and revised on May 3,
2010, whe:r:ein Petra is seeking $522,589 of additional compensation. Attached hereto as
Exhibit "B" is a troe and correct copy of the April 4, 2008 Change Order No.2. Attached
He.t:eto as Exhibit "e" is a true and correct copy of the October 3, 2008 additional
information regarding Change Order No.2, and attached hereto as Exhibit "D" is a true
and correct copy of the revised Change OtdeJ: No.2 dated May 3, 2010. Section 7 of the
CMA stated that Petta is entitled to an equitable adjustment to it's contact amount for one
of the following reasons:
(a) A change in the instmctions or approvalsgiven b Owner that necessitate
7tvisions to previouslYprepared documents or the l'ejmfimlJonce ofpreviouslY
petfttmed services,'
(b) Significant change to the Project, including, but not limited to .rize, qHa/ity,
comp/ex'i(y, OwneJ/s schcdli/C, blidgct OJ'proC1I7'fl1lJent method;
(c) Construction Managerpeiforms additional services becm/Je ojactive Owner
inteifercncepursuant fa Sec/ion 5.2 above, or
(d) Prpa/'ation fll' and attendance at adispute r8,Jo/ution proceeding or a/egal
proceeding except where Construction ManageI' lsaparry thereto OJ' wheJ'e the
Construction Manager's performance is an issue in SIIch proceeding.
a. With regard to items (a) and (b), there were no plans, specifications,
or drawings in existence for the Project as of August 1, 2006, when the CMA was
signed. Therefore, as a matter of fact, there is no baseline then or today, from which
to measut:e the 'changes' or 'revisions' which Petra asserts as the basis for its c1ai!ns,
except a change in cost;
b. With regard to item (b), the CMA calls for "n fout stOly strUcture";
and there are four stories in the Meridian CitY Hall. The CMA also calls for "80,000
square feet of standard class A office space" In order to construct 80,000 square feet
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of office space, the building si2e will necessarily have to be larger than 80,000
square feet to accomtnodate othet featutes of a city hall space, such as the council
chatnbets, ent1y lobby, halls, resttooms, mechanical, etc. Therefore, Petta, as an
experienced General Contractot and Construction Managet should have known that
a building with a typical 80% efficiency tario, large enough to acco!ntnodate 80,000
square feet of office space, would necessatily have to approximately 100,000 square
feet in total size. The Metidian City Hall is approximately 104,000 square feet, which
would be well within the size an experienced constmction manager would have
anticipated.
c. The schedule did not materially change. Petra's services in the CMA
included 6 months for preconstl"tlction and 18 mondls for construction. Petl-a
commenced services in August of 2006 and issued project substantial completion in
August of 2008. Petta requested, received and was paid for a one month contract
extension fOJ: unanticipated contaminated soils and is not entitled to additional
compensation for this issue. According to Petra's "Statement of Undisputed Material
Facts", the City occupied the Project five weeks ahead of the project schedule. (page
37 of Statement)
d. The procurement method did not change
9. Therefore, the only measurable contractual metric which changed was the
Project Budget, listed in the CMA as $12,200,000. Petta's rationa.le for a majority of the
$522,289 claimed in CO #2 is calculated on a 4.7% percentage of the $8,221,103 increase in
the project budget ($12,200,000 to $20,421,103).
10. The fust written notice of claim was submitted to the City on November, 5
2007. Throughout 2007, Petta made recommendations to the City to increase the project
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Ju1. 2. 2010 4:29PM No. 2388 P, 6
budget as Bid Packages were cornpleted, released to bidders and the bids were opened and
analyzed. Months prior to the November 2007 letter, Petra knew, or should have known, of
all the components and costs of the Project upon which Petta now claims a 'change' as the
basis for its Claim, as of the time the bid packages were released and bid. A true and cortect
copy of the November 5, 2007 letter is attached hereto as Exhibit "E".
11. As of April 3, 2007, the Phase II bids wete received for all Core and Shell
work. The Phase II Cote and Shell contained the Pt:Oject Work "which inch.lded steel (the
'council chambers moment welds) and the exterior brick and stone, which Petra claims is a
'change'.
12. On June 3, 2007, the Phase III Bid Package for the mechanical, electrical,
and plumbing ("MEP") work was .released and the bid package documents included:
a. HVAC 'access float' system which Petra claims as a 'change';
b. All electrical systems which Petta claims as a 'change';
c. All mechanical and plumbing items which Petra claims as a 'change';
13. Therefore, as of July 12, 2007, as noted a.bove, Petta knew all of the items
which it now claims as a 'change' giving rise to its claim for increased compensation.
14. Under Section 8.1 of the CMA, Petra had a duty to provide written notice to
the City not more than 21 days after it first knew of the fust appearance of any
circumstances giving rise to its claims, and Petra knew or should have known of those
circumstances as early as January 15, 2007 when the fIrst adjustment to the 1i2.2M ptoject
budget was presented to the City and throughout the spring and summer of 2007 when
additional inc!eases were initiated as Phase II and Phase III bid packages were completed,
released fot bids and the bids opened and analyzed. Again, the fust written notice of claim
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was submitted to the City on November 5, 2007, many months after the fust project budget
increase was initiated by Petta.
15. Petra's failure to pmvide w1itten Notice in a timely manner, in good faith,
and with honesty, is a b1:each of the standard of c~ate by Petra as a Construction·Managet,
especially given Petra's relationship of "trust and confidence",
16. The City had a right to rely on Petta's representations as to CM Fee before
a.ccepting any Phase II bids, Phase III bids and becoming committed to the Project.
17. With regard to Section 7(c) ~'Active Owner interference" in the CMA, Petra
had a duty to provide the City with written notice, of any 'active interference' by the City
pursuant to Section 5.2 of the CMA. There does not appear to be any Project Record
wheteby Petra gave Notice to the City of the City's 'active interference' as claimed by Petta.
Petra's claim having failed to provide written Notice of active interference is a bteach of the
standard of cate and a breach of the CMA
18. Petra had a duty to protect the City from construction that did not meet the
plans and specifications, under Section 4.79 of the CMA Pett~\ had employees on site on a
daily basis to monitor and oversee the "quality and quantity of the Work" and issue notices
of non-compliance in accordance with Petra's "Construction Management Plan" (See
section on Coordination, Methods and Procedures). Attached hereto as Exhibit "pI) is a
t1ile and correct copy of the Consttilctlon Management Plan.
19. Examples of work which does not comply with the plans and specifications
includes:
a Leaking watet featutes at the City Plaza
b. Leaking toof (See Knothe affidavit)
c. Poorly co.tntnissioned and mllifunctioning HVAC system (See
Knothe affidavit)
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d. Missing and!or inaccessible clean-outs (See Weltner affidavit)
e. :Missing HVAC test and operational reports (See Weltner affidavit)
P, 8
20. The Rule Steel Contract calls for Rule Steel to commence wotk on OJ: about
July 16 t\ 2007 and to be (Substantially Complete' as of October 5th , 2007. Attached hereto as
Exhibit "G" is a true and correct copy of the Rule Steel Contract.
21. Rule Steel's performance was a key to the timely completion of the
consuuction of the Ptaject. The timely completion of the steel framework for the City Hall
structure was of critical importance to both Phase II completion of the Cote and Shell,
specifica.lly the building enclosure including the extetiot masomy and .roofing. Rule's
perfofmance was also important because any delays would push subsequent work activities
in the winter thus causing increa.sed costs for heating and weather protection, as well as loss
of labor productivity.
22. It is indisputable from Petra's co.rrespondence to Rule, that Rule repeatedly
failed to complete the Work per the schedule significantly impacting a critical path
component of the WOtk. Attached heteto as Exhibit "H" is a h1.lt and correct copy of the
November 1, 2007 letter.
23. Rule Steel failed to substantially complete its Work, by October 5th, 2007, as
requited by its Contract Documents. In fact, according to Petta correspondence, Rule Steel
was still working stroctural components in FebruaL1 2008. Attached hereto as Exhibit "I" is
a true llnd eoncet copy of the Mateh 12, 2008 lettet.
24. Petra failed to provide the standard of care to the Owner as requited of the
Construction Manager by the conttact regarding contract administration of the Changes to
Rule's contract. Specifically Petra failed when it:
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a.· Recommended an extension to Rule's contract even though Rule
failed to provide tirnely written request foJ: time extension as requited by contract.
Pet the Rule Steel contract, AIA201CMA, Section 4.7 Claims and Disputes, the
Contractor shall provide tirnely (21 days) written notice of a claim. There is no
evidence of contemporaneous written notice from Rule Steel for request or claim for
additional time Attached hereto as Exhibit "]" is a true and correct copy of the
AlA A201CMa.
b. Reconunended an extension to Rule's contract without making an
adjustment for the 30 days float allowance as tequited by contract. AlA A201CMa,
Section 8.3.1 states in part:
"Controct Time shall be extended by Change Orderfor S1lch reasonable
time os Owner mqy detel'mine. The Owner and Con/mctor acknowledge andagm
that the e'litica'path constmetion schedulefor the Ptoject incorporates not 1m than
30 days ofJloat'for Owne,' callsed delays and that extem-ion of time is warranted
onlY if events identified above cause a total delqy 01J the criticalpath in excess of
.f1Ich Jloat' dqys,
Essentially the contract requited the float to be exhausted before granting an
extension of time.
c. Modified a written Change Order, afte!.: it had been signed by the
City, but before it was signed by Rule Steel, Rule Steel Change Order No.1 was
presented to the City, with no change in Contract Time, and an increase in the
Contract Amount of $35,760. After Rule Steel Change Ordet No 1 was presented to
the City, and approved by the City, it was improperly modified by Petra and Rule
Steel to add language regarding contract times not presented to the City, that is:
'-rDD" which Mr. Coughlin has testified means 'To be Detel1nined'. This action by
Petra as the CM is both a breach of its fiduciaLJ duties to the City, and 9. breach of its
duties to administer the Contract Documents of the Prime Contractor as written, on
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behalf of the City. Attached hereto as Exhibit "K" is a true and correct copy of
Rule Steel's Change Order No. 1 that was presented and signed by the City.
Attached hereto as Exhibit "L" is the modified Rule Steel Change Order No.1.
Attached hereto as Exhibit "Mu is a tt:ue and cOJ:tect copy of Mr. Coughlin's
30(b)(6) deposition in which he defines the definition of "TBD."
25. PetL'a prepared and recommended Rule Steel Change Order No.3 along with
Mt. Coughlin's letter of November 19, 2008 for settlement of liquidated damages and
adjustments for time extensions. In this Change Order, Rule was gl'anted a 97 days
extension. Rule was also assessed Liquidated damages for 28 days, fOJ: a total of $14,000 at
$500/day. Attached hereto as Exhibit UN" is a true and correct copy of Mr. Coughlin's
letter of November 19, 2008. Attached hereto as Exhibit "0" is a tine and couect copy of
Rule Steel's Change Order No.3.
26. The Petta/Coughlin letter fails to meet any applicable standard of care for a
Construction Manager because:
a. There is no evidence in the Ptoject RecO!ds of a timely written
request for an extension of contract time submitted by Rule Steel due to weather;
b Petta's Pl'oject Recol:ds documenting Rule Steel's Work performance
evidence that Rule encountered potentially inclement weather because of its own
failures to adequately a.nd timely perform the Work;
c. Petra's Project Records provide no evidence thnt Rule Steel made nny
timely request for an extension in contract time due to alleged changes in the Work;
d. Absent timely requests for changes in contract time or sum, the
Contractor, Rule Steel, waived the right to request changes and it was Petra's
responsibility to enforce those waivers on the behalf of the City;
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Ju1. 2, 2010 4:30PM No, 2388 p, 11
e. Lombard Conrad Architects ~CA) failed to issue a Notice of
Substantial Completion for Rule Steel;
f. Petta failed to require LCA to issue Notices of Substantial
Completion, as required by the AlA A201CMa, Section 9.8 for any Contractor on
the hoject, as is requited by the CMA and the AlA A-201CMa Contract
Documents;
g. Without a "Validly and accurately issued notice of Substantial
Completio!,! by LCA as the A:cchitect, key Contract milestones such as the
cornrnencetnent of wananties and the determination of appropriately assessed
liquidated damages dates ($500.00 per day) cannot be determined;
h. Petta wholly failed in its professional and contractual duty to
adtninister the Prime Conttacts in accord with the AIA A101CMa and AIA
A201CMa Contract Documents as it relates to Substantial Completion.
i. The City has incurted additional winter weather-related expenses
because the delays pushed work into the winter weather season. The quantum of
these expenses has not been deterlnined, but Petra's Job Cost Detail Report includes
costs for '''winter conditions" in excess of $172,000. It appears the City also paid
other Contractors directly for additional wintet expenses. Attached hereto as
Exhibit up" is a true and cotrect copy of Petra's Job Cost Detail Report.
j. In addressing the Rule Steel Change Order's, Petra breached its
professional standard of cate, and its contractual duties under the CMA and AIA
Al01CMa and AlA A201CMa by failing to preserve and protect the City's interests
in enforcing the tet1nS of the Contract Documents.
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27. I have carefully reviewed the CMA, as well as the Petta requested change
Order No.2, as now le-rised by Petra, and the PettraJob Cost Detail Report.
28. With respect to potential reirnbmsable costs, Section 6.2.2 of the CMA
requites that Petta keep and maintain .tecords of the «actual number of hours worked in
ftrtherance ofthe change by the Project Manager [Eugene Bennett), Project Engineer [Wes Bettis
or Tom Coughlin], Project Engineer, Project Superintendant, and Project Foreman".
(emphasis added)
29. Petta demonstrated its ability to perform the requited tracking of hours with
respect to the 'change' of 'contaminated soil'. This is documented in Change Order No.1
(along with the corresponding back up documentation provided by Petta). Attached hereto
as Exhibit "Q" i~ a true and correct copy of Change Order No. 1..
30. Petl--a has provided no ttacking of the actual number ofhout's worked in ftrthermzce
of the change, for each of the alleged 'changes' in the Project for which Petta makes its Claim,
as identified in its Notice Dated November 5, 2007, as required by Section 6.2.2 of the
CMA.
31. I have reviewed representative Petta time card records for the Project. With
the exception of the LEED work, the time card records as kept by Petra. are useless to
determine the acttla/ n11mber of hOllrs worked in fHrthm:mce of the change, now claimed by Petra.
(Note that Petta is not seeking additional cornpensation specifically fa! LEED work.)
32. There do not appear to be any contempo:taneaus time :tecords kept and
rnaintained by Petta. during the work, except those submitted by Petra for Change Order No.
1, and for LEED work, which docutnent in any fashion the actual Jlumber of hours worked itt
jHrlherance ofthe change, for any change, claimed by Petra, as required by the CMA.
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33. In my evaluation of Peu--a's claim, I have asked for documentation providing
a bteakdown of the estimated hours for work anticipated in the original eM Fee and
xeirnbursable hours. I am told no estimate was prepared by Petta, hence there is no baseline
to compate Petra's claimed hours against for purposes of detemUn.i.ng what has changed and
if the amount of houts and costs claimed is "equitable» under the tertns of the CMA.
34. I have reviewed a portion of Pay Application No. 17, specifically a. copy of
the Project Records maintained by Petra and the Project Records maintained by the City
with respect to the Pac-West Invoice Dated February 19, 2008. Attached hereto as Exhibit
"R" is a uue and COl"!ect copy of the Pac-West invoice maintained by the City. Attached
hereto as Exhibit "S" is a tlue and correct copy of the Pac-West invoice maintained by
Petra.
35. It appears that Petta's Pac-West invoice (Exhibit "R") for the additional
work that, from the wtiting on the face of the invoice submitted to Petra, was additional
work required to be perfonned as result of an error made by Petta's Supel'intendant in
marking an elevation.
.36. It also appears that the writing on Pewl.'s Pac-West invoice (Exhibit "R")
stating Petra's error was erased prior to the City's copy of the Pac-West invoice (Exhibit
"Q") being made.
37. To a reasonable degree of professional cettainty, Petra's conduct as it relates
to the manufacture of invoicing sent to the City fOJ: payment does not meet the standard of
care fot a constluction manager in the state of Idaho, or any other state in which I have
worked as a construction manager.
38. I have also reviewed the AIA Document Al01CMa, Standard Form of
Agreement Between Owner and Contl:actor, signed by the City of Meridian and Western
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Roofmg, Inc for the City of Metidian City Hall Pxoject (the HWestern Contract"). Attached
hereto as Exhibit "T" is a true and correct copy of the Western Contract.
39. The Westetn Contract contains a requited Substantial Completion date of
November 23,2007, for the roofing Work 011 the Project. The Contract also provides for a
Liquidated Damages payment of $500.00 per day fOl: each day past the November 23, 2007
date of Substantial Completion.
40. In xeliance upon the information provided to me by the City, I have also
reviewed copies of Change Orders No.1 and No.2 for Western Roofing Attached heteto
as Exhibit nu" is a true and correct copy of Western Roofing Change Order No.1.
Attached hereto as Exhibit "V" is a tlUe and correct copy Western Roofing Change Order
No.2.
41. The City has advised me that there were no Certificates of Substantial
Completion issued by the Architect, Lombard Conrad, for any Prime Contractor, such as
Westem Roofing.
42. The City received Change Order No.1, signed by Petra and Western
RoofIng, on or about September 25, 2008. As stated above, the Substantial Completion Date
as defined by the Western Roofing Contract is November 23, 2007. It appears that Petra
prepated Change Order No. 1 and either inconcctly. or intentionally insetted the followi.ng
information in the "CHANGE IN CONTRACT TIMES:" column as follows:
"Otiginal Contract Times: Substantial Completion 8/28/08"
Petta then goes on to state: ''Net Change ftom Previous Change
Orders ...None"
Petta then goes on to state: "Conttact Times prior to this Change Order:
...None"
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Petra then goes on to state~ "Net Increase (decrease) of this Change
Order... None"
Petra then goes on to state: "Contract Times with all Approved Change Orders:
, .. Substantial Completion 8/28/08."
43. Petra. was cha.rged undet the Construction Management Agreement with the
management and adtninistl.'ation of the Prime Contracts, as a fiduciary, for the benefit of the
City of Meridian.
44. Petta's unilateral and arbitrary modification of the contractually mandated
Date of Substantial Completion for Westetn Roofing is in ditect derogation of the City's
contJ:actual economic right to collect Liquidated Damages.
45. In reviewing Western Roofing's Change Order No.2, Petta appears to have
sUnply copied the same unilatetalmodification, which it initiated in Change Order No.1.
Neither Change Orde! pl:ovide any explanation to the City for the change in substantial
completion date as would be Petra's duty under the Construction Managetnent Agreement
and in accord with the standatd of caJ:e for a constmction manager similarly situated in that
time -and locale, 01' in any time and locale.
46. In addition to the Westetn Roofing example cited above, Certificates of
Substantial Completion wete not issued f01: any of the many prime contracto!s on this
project, thereby foreclosing the City's conttactual tight to collect Liq\.udated Damages.
47. I have reyiewed rny opinions with a licensed construction manager in Idaho
f.amiliar with work in the Treasure Valley, and based upon my review, in my opinion to a
reasonable degree of professional certainty, Petra's conduct fails to meet the applicable
standard of care for the Construction Manager fOf the City of ivferidian on the City of
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Meridian City Hall Project. especially given uniquely high standards requited for a





My conunission expires: 10" os-. 12.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of





800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
















   
                 
              
 
   
  
   
     
   
   










          
   
  







A'ITN: Ted W. Baird, Deputy City Attorney
Dear Ted,
RECEIVED
AUG 0 f 2006
City ofMeridian
City Clerk Office
Enclosed are two signed and notarized originals of the Construction Management
Agreement for the City HaIl Project.
As discussed with you it is our underStanding that Section J0.2.1(i) shall be the subject of
a Change Order. To wit, the three year renewal requirement for the Errors and Omissions
Liability Insurance shall be changed to a renewal requit"ment of two years so as to
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1. RELATIONSIDP OF THE PARTIES 1
1.1 RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES. 1
1.2 AUTHORIZED REpRESENTATIVE. 2
1.3 CONSTRUCTION MANAGER AS OWNER'S REPRESENTATIVE. 2
2. CONSTRUCTION MANAGER 2
2.1 CONSTRUCTION MANAGER'S REPRESENTATIONS. 2
2.2 COMMUNICATIONS. 3
2.3 MEETINGS WITH GOVERNMENTAL OFFICIALS. 3
2.4 PROJECT RECORDS. 3
2.5 VAWE ENGINEERING. 4
2.6 GOVERNMENTAL PERMITS. 4
2.7 COMPLIANCE WrTH LAWS. 4
2.8 INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR. 4
2.9 CONSULTANTS. 4
2.10 INDEMNIFICATION 5
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3.4 CONTRACTOR. 7
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4.3 SITE PREPARATION PHASE. 7
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9. SUSPENSION AND TERMINATION
9.1 SUSPENSION BY OWNER FOR CONVENIENCE.
9.2 TERMINATION BY OWNER FOR CONVENIENCE.
9.3 TBIUvlINATION BY OWNER FOR CAUSE.
9.4 TERMINATION BY CONSTRUCTION MANAGER.
10. GENERAL PROVISIONS
10J OWNERSHIP OF WORK PRODUCT.
10.2 INSURANCE.
10.3 PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS.









10.13 TIME OF ESSENCE.
10.14 NonCE.
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THIS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") is made
effective the I$I day ofAugust, 2006, by and between CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho municipal
corporation (UOwner"), and PETRA INCORORATED, an Idaho corporation ("Construction
Magager'1.
RECITALS
A. Owner is under contract to purchase that certain two-acre parcel ofland located at
27 E. Broadway, Meridian, Idaho (the "Site").
B. Owner desires to abate and demolish the existing structures on the Site and
develop a new city hall facility thereon consisting of a four story structure with approximately
80,000 square feet of standard Class A office space and related improvements with surface
parking (the "Project").
c. Construction Manager has represented to Owner that it is has the skills,
qualifications, and experience to provide professional construction management for the Project
on behalfofOwner.
D. Owner desires to retain Construction Manager, and Construction Manager desires
to be retained by Owner, for professional construction management services for the Project on
Owner's behalt: .
AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises, covenants, and
agreements stated herein, and for other good and valuable consideration, the sufficiency ofwhich
is hereby acknowledged, Owoer and Construction Manager agrec as follows:
1. RELATIONSIDP OF THE PARTIES
1.1 Relationship of the Parties.
Construction Manager acknowledges and accepts the relationship of trust and
confidence established with Owner by this Agreement and that this relationship is a material
consideration for Owner in entering into this Agreement. Accordingly, Construction Manager
shall, at all times, act in a manner consistent with this relationship. Construction Manager
further covenants that Construction Manager will perfoml its services tinder this Agreement, in
the exercise of ordinary and reasonable care and with the same degree of professional skill,
diligence and judgment as is customary among construction managers of similar reputation
performing work for projects of a size, scope and complexity similar to the Project. Construction
Manager shall, at all times, further the interest of Owner through efficient business
administration and management.
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (CONSTRUCTlON MANAGEMENT ADVISOR) PAGE I
NiOW MERIDIAN CITY HALL
C:..DocUME}..7S AND SE"It:CS\f'KWlDSNlJK\lOCAL.SET1'JNOS\T£~fI'OJURV lh.'TERNETFllEJ\0t1d'31:hCM AOR- PlTJtA OP04.00c
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Owner and Construction Manager shaH designate a representative who shall be
authorized to act on that parties' behalf with respect to the Project. Each party's representative
shall render decisions in a timely manner in order to avoid unreasonable delay in the progress of
the Project. Each party may rely upon the directions and decisions ofsuch representatives as the
directions and decisions of the other party. Neither Owner nor Construction Manager shall
change its authorized representative without five (5) days prior written notice to the other party.
1.2.1 Owner's authorized representative shall be:
To be determined by Owner. Upon Owner's selection of its
authorized representative, Owner will provide Architect the name
and contact infonnation for such representative.
1.2.2 Construction Manager's authorized representative shall be:
Gene R. Bennett, Project Manager and
Wesley Bettis, Jr., Project Engineer
PETRA INCORPORATED








1.3 Construction Manager as Owner's Representative.
Construction Manager shall be a representative of Owner during the Project.
Construction Manager shall have authority to act on behalfof Owner only to the extent provided
in this Agreement, unless otherwise set forth in writing.
2. Construction Manager
2.1 Construction Manager's Representations.
Construction Manager makes the following express representations and
warranties to Owner, which shall survive the execution and delivery of this Agreement:
2.1.1 Construction Manager is or will be professionally qualified to
provide constlllction management services for the Project and is properly licensed to practice
construction management services to Owner by all public entities having jurisdiction over
Construction Manager and the Project;
CONSTRUCfION MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (CONSTRUCfION MANAGEMENT ADVISOR)
NEW MERIDIAN CITY HALL
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2.1.2 Construction Manager has, or will as part of its services under
this Agreement, become familiar with and examine the Site, including, but not limited to, the
existing terrain, structures, landscaping and the local conditions under which the Project is to be
designed, constructed, and operated, and correlate its observations with the Project's
requirements;
2.1.3 Construction Manager has the professional knowledge, skills,
experience, education and staffing to manage and coordinate the design and construction of the
Project. The individual employees of Construction Manager that will render services pursuant
to this Agreement are knowledgeable and experienced in the disciplines required for this Project;
2.1.4 Construction Manager shall prepare all documents and provide
all services required under this Agreement in such a manner that increases in Project costs
resulting from Construction Manager's errors or omissions do not exceed one percent (1 %) of
the total construction price of the Project; and
2.1.5 Construction Manager assumes full responsibility to Owner for
its own improper acts and/or omissions and those employed or retained by Construction Manager
in connection with the Project (excluding intentional acts), but not for acts and omissions
expressly directed by Owner.
2.2 Communications.
Construction Manager shall endeavor to keep Owner fully infonned regarding the
progress of the Project so Owner can have meaningful review and involvement in the Project.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing sentence, Construction Manager shall, as a
matter of course, promptiy provide Owner with copies of all documents relating to design and
construction management and coordination, meeting notes and memorandum and any other
information related to the Project for Owner's review and input. Construction Manager shall
notify Owner of any decisions that are required to be made by Owner, and any deadlines
pertaining thereto. Construction Manager shall consult with and advise Owner with respect to
any such decisions.
2.3 Meetings with Governmental Officials.
Construction Manager agrees to provide Owner with reasonable notice of all
formal public and non-public meetings with government officials regarding the Project. Owner
shall be entitled to attend any fonnal public or non-public meeting with governmental officials
regarding the Project. Construction Manager shall document all meetings with governmental
officials related to the Project and any verbal or written interpretations related to the Project
provided by any governmental officials.
2.4 Project Records.
All records relating to the Project in Construction Manager's possession (the
"Project Records") shall be made available to Owner for inspection and copying at a reasonable
time and place upon the written request of Owner. The Project Records shall include, but not be
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT {CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT ADVISOR)
NEW MERIDIAN CITY HALL
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limited to, all plans, specifications, submittals, correspondence, minutes, memoranda, receipts,
timesheets, electronic recordings and other writings or things that document any aspect of the
design and construction management and coordination of the Project. Construction Manager
shall maintain the Project Records for six (6) years after substantial completion ofProject or for
any longer period required by law.
2.5 Value Engineering_
Construction Manager shall value engineer the Project to maximize costs savings
to Owner through discounts, value engineering and other actions consistent with good design and
building practices for a project of the type contemplated by Owner.
2.6 Governmental Permits.
Construction Manager shall, with the assistance of Owner and Architect, prepare
and file all documents necessary to obtain the approvals of governmental authorities having
jurisdiction over the Project, including, but not limited to, building and occupancy permits.
2.7 Compliance with Laws.
Construction Manager shall perform all of Construction Manager's services in
compliance with all applicable laws, ordinances, rules, regulations or orders of any public
authority having jurisdiction over the Project, any applicable permits and any recorded
covenants, conditions and restrictions affecting the Site.
2.8 Independent Contractor.
Construction Manager acknowledges that it is an independent contractor and not
an employee or agent of Owner. As an independent contractor, Construction Manager shall be
and remain responsible to Owner for all its negligent acts or omissions in cOWlection with its
duties and services under this Agreement that result in damage or injury to persons or property.
Construction Manager shall indemnify and hold harmless Owner against all claims or liabilities
that are asserted, incurred or recovered against Owner related to employer liabilities that arise
from Construction Manager's employment or retention of any person or entity. Owner shall
have no control over the manner or method by which Construction Manager meets Construction
Manager's obligations under this Agreement; provided that Construction Manager's services
shall be perfonned in a competent and efficient mamwr tlus is in compliance with this
Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to mean that Owner employs or is
responsible for compensating any consultant ofConstruction Manager.
2.9 Consultants.
Prior to retaining or engaging any consultant to provide services pursuant to this
Agreement, Construction Manager shall submit for Owner's approval a written statement listing
(1) a description of the services to be provided by said consultant (2) a brief description of said
consultant's qualifications to render the identified services, and (3) a disclosure of any
ownership, controlling interest or affiliation between Construction Manager and said consultant.
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Owner shall bear no responsibility for reimbursing Construction Manager for services of any
consultant retained or engaged by Constnlction Manager unless Construction Manager first
complies with this Section.
2.10 Indemnification
To the fullest extent permitted by law, Construction Manager shall indemnify,
defend and hold hannless Owner and its officers, directors, agents and employees from and
against claims, damages, losses and expenses, including but not limited to attorney's fees, arising
out ofor resulting from performance ofConstruction Manager's duties and responsibilities under
this Agreement, but only to the extent caused by the negligent acts or omissions ofConstroction
Manager, its employees, agents or anyone for whose acts they may be liable, regardless of
whether or not such claim, damage, loss or expense is caused in party by a party indemnified
hereunder.
2.11 Outside Compensation Prohibited.
Except with Owner's knowledge and consent, Construction Manager shall not
engage in any activity or accept any employment, interest or contribution that would reasonably
appear to compromise Construction Manager's professional judgment with respect to the Project
or the relationship of trust between Owner and Construction Manager established herein;
provided, however, notlling in this Section shall be deemed to limit Construction Manager's
ability to provide services for an competitor of Owner.
3. OWNER
3.] OWner's Objectives.
Owner's objective for the Project is to develop a new cost efficient city hall
facility and public plaza on the Site.
3.2 Owner's Duties.
3.2.1 Owner shall, at its expense, furnish Construction Manager with
documents in its possession concerning the Site, which documents shall include a legal
description, environmental risk evaluation, site survey and preliminary title report.
3.2.2 Owner shall provide Construction Manager with Owner's
preliminary planning and programming information regarding the Project, including, but, not
limited to, Owner's purposes, concepts, desires and any design, construction, scheduling,
budgetary or operational needs, restrictions or requirements, as the same may be amended from
time to time ("Owner's Criteria").
3.2.3 Owner shall timely review documents provided by Or through
Construction Manager and timely render its direction, decision, consent or approval on matters
identified by Construction Manager for Owner's direction, decision, consent or approval.
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT ADVISOR)
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Owner shall timely review documents provided by or through
3.2.5 Owner shall provide for all required testing or inspections ofthe
Work as may be mandated by law, the Construction Documents or the Construction Contracts;
3.2.6 If Owner learns of any failure to comply with the Construction
Contl"cl.Ct by Contractor, or of any errors, omissions, or inconsistencies in the services of
Construction Manager, and in the further event that Construction Manager does not have notice
ofthe same, Owner shall inform Construction Manager;
3.2.7 Owner shall afford Construction Manager access to the Site and
to the Work as may be reasonably necessary for Construction Manager to properly perform its
services under this Agreement;
3.2.8 Owner's review, direction, decision, approval or consent of any
document provided or matter identified by or through Construction Manager shall be solely for
the purpose of detennining whether such document or matter is generally consistent with
Owner's Criteria. No review of such documents shall relieve Construction Manager of its
responsibility for the accuracy, adequacy, fitness, suitability, or coordination of its services or
work product.
3.2.9 Construction Manager shall be entitled to rely upon services and
information provided by or through Owner only to the extent that a reasonably prudent
Construction Manager would so rely on such services and information. Construction Manager
shall promptly notify Owner in writing if Construction Manager becomes aware of any errors,
omissions or inconsistendes in such services or information.
33 Owner's Architect.
Owner has retained LeA Architects, P.A., an Idaho professional corporation










Construction Manager hereby acknowledges that it has received, reviewed, and studied the
agreement fonn that Owner intends to use with Architect (the "Architectural Agreement"), and
the same is herein incorporated by reference. Construction Manager shan consult and coordinate
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with Architect as needed to fulfill its duties hereunder, and shall assist Architect as need for
Architect to fulfill its duties to Owner under the Architectural Agreement.
3.4 Contractor.
Construction Manager understands that Owner plans to retain multiple prime
contractors (the "Contractors'') to provide construction labor, services, materials and equipment
for the Project (the "Work"). The tenn "Contractor" means all prime contractors retained by
Owner to perform Work, but not the prime contractor's subcontractors, laborers and material
suppliers.
4. SCOPE OF SERVICES
4.1 In General.
Owner has retained Construction Manager to help it achieve the objectives set
forth in Section 3.1 above by managing and coordinating the design and construction of the
Project on behalf of Owner. Therefore, the general scope of Construction Manager's
responsibilities is to do all things, or, when appropriate, require Architect and each Contractor to
do all things necessary, appropriate or convenient to achieve the end result desired by Owner,
including, but not limited to, those tasks set forth in this Article 4. The tasks set forth in this
Atticle 4 are not intended to be an exhaustive list of the tasks required to achieve the result
desired by Owner. The general scope of Construction Manager's responsibilities and shall
include all other tasks indicated or implied in this Agreement and the implementing plans
contemplated herein.
4.2 Development Strategies Phase.
Construction Manager shall carefully examine Owner's Criteria and consult with
Owner and Architect in detail about the same in detail. Based on its review and consultations,
and with the assistance of Architect, Construction Manager shall prepare and submit to Owner a
written report detailing its understanding of Owner's Criteria and identifying any design,
construction, scheduling, budgetary, operational or other problems or recommendations that may
result from Owner's Criteria. The written report shall also include proposed solutions addressing
each problem identified, alternative strategies for the cost effective design and construction of
the Project, and alternative strategies for the cost effective future expansion of the Project.
Construction Manager, with Architect's assistance, shall develop a preliminary project schedule
fur the design and constmction of the Project.
4.3 Site Preparation Phase.
Construction Manager shall also prepare and submit to Owner a plan for the
demolition of the existing improvements on the Site and the preparation of the Site for
construction activities. Upon Owner's approval of the plan and Owner's notice to proceed,
Construction Manager shall proceed with bidding of the demolition Work in accordance with
Section 4.6 below. Upon Owner's approval of the lowest bid and notice to the demolition
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Contractor to proceed, Construction Manager shall proceed with the management of the
demolition work in accordance with Section 4.7 below.
4.4 Preliminary Design Phase.
4.4.1 After reviewing Construction Manager's written report and
Architect's written report with Owner and Architect, and reaching agreement upon proposed
alternatives and solutions, COllstruction Manager shall, within the time frames set forth in the
preliminary schedule developed in Section 4.2 above and in cooperation with Architect's efforts,
prepare and submit to Owner for approval the following:
(a) A plan for the management of the design and construction of the
Project (the "Construction Management Plan"), which shall include (i) a Project
organizational chart, (ii) staffing recommendations for Owner, Architect and
Construction Manager, along with an explanation of the roles, responsibilities,
and authority ofeach staffmember from each ofthe three entities, (iii) description
of the various bid packages recommended for the efficient and cost effective
bidding of the Project, including the procurement of those "general conditions"
items that may be efficiently and lawfully procured by Constmction Manager
directly; (iv) a description of the basic methods and procedures for coordination
between Contractors; and (v) a system for claims avoidance on the Project
consistent with fixed price construction contracts. Construction Manager shall
not be responsible for the failure of Owner and/or Architect to adequately staffthe
Project in accordance with the approved Construction Management Plan.
(b).A comprehensive master Project schedule (the "Project Schedule")
that specifies the proposed starting and finishing dates for each task required to
complete the demolition of the existing site improvements and the design,
construction and occupancy of the Project. The Project Schedule shall be divided
into separate tasks and phases as desired by Owner and shall include the tasks of
Owner, Architect, Construction Manager and each Contractor. The Project
Schedule shall provide reasonable time periods for Owner reviews and approvals
where appropriate.
(c) Based on the Architect's preliminary designs and specifications, a
preliminary price estimate for the design and construction of the Project (the
"Preliminary Price Estimate")~ using area, volume or similar conceptual
estimating techniques, which shall include all expenditures that will be required of
Owner and a reasonable allowance for Owner's contingency.
Cd) A plan for the efficient and effective communication of infonnation
between Owner, Architect, Construction Manager and each Contractor (the
"Communications Plan"). The Communications Plan shall include payment
procedures, be compatible with the accounting practices of Owner and shall
provide reports and documents in the fonnat and in the frequency required by
Owner.
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(e) A plan for managing the quality each Contractor's Work (the ".Q11alitv
Management Plan"); and
(t) Construction Manager understands that the Owner's maximum price
for the construction of the Project is Twelve Million Two Hundred Thousand and
Noll OOths Dollars ($12,200,000.00) (the "Project Budget").
4.4.2 Owner shall timely review and approve or disapprove the
documents set forth above. If Owner disapproves any document, Owner shall set forth the
reasons therefor in writing. Construction Manager shall then revise the disapproved document as
required by the reasons for disapproval and resubmit the revised document to Owner for
approval, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. This process shall
repeat until Owner approves the documents set forth above.
4.4.3 If the Preliminary Price Estimate developed pursuant to Section
4.4.1(c) exceeds the Project Budget provided by Owner to Construction Manager in Section
4.4.l(t), Owner may require Construction Manager, with no increase in the not-to-exceed
allowance for preconstruction services set forth in Section 6.2.2(a) below, to (i) consult with
Owner and Architect to identify cost saving measures and (ii) assist Architect in revising the
Preliminary Design to reflect approved cost savings measures, and (iii) revise the Preliminary
Cost Estimate to reflect the anticipated savings from approved cost savings measures, as
necessary to bring the Preliminary Cost Estimate below the Project Budget. Absent clear and
convincing evidence of gross negligence, and provided Construction Manager completes its
obligations under this Section, Construction Manager shall not be financially re.qponsible to
Owner for the failure ofthe Preliminary Cost Estimate to be within the Project Budget.
4.5 Construction Documents Phase
During the Construction Documents phase, Construction Manager shall complete
the followings tasks:
4.5.1 Make recommendations for reVISion to the Construction
Management Plan and submit them to Owner for review. Revise the Construction Management
Plan to include revisions approved by Owner.
4.5.2 Monitor compliance with the Project Schedule, which shall include
pe110dical progress reports and immediate reports of material deviations from the Project
Schedule for the design phase.
4.5.3 Review the Construction Documents at appropriate intervals
during their preparation to make recommendations to Owner and Architect as their
cOl1sttuctability, cost-effectiveness, clarity, consistency and coordination. This review shall
include peer reviews by electrical, mechanical, structural and architectural professionals fOT up to
two (2) work days per discipline.
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4.5.4 Construction Manager shall, with the assistance of Architect,
prepare documents necessary for the clear separation of the Work into the various bid packages
as set forth in the Construction Management Plan.
4.5.5 Conduct such Project meetings as required for the timely
completion oftlle Project;
4.5.6 Keep and distribute minutes as required In Construction
Management Plan and Communications Plan;
4.5.7 Coordinate transmittal of documents to regulatory agencies and
advise Owner ofpotential solutions to problems encountered;
4.5.8 Prepare value analysis studies on major construction components
as requested by Owner.
4.5.9 As Soon as practical after Architect's submission of the
Construction Documents and in accordance with the Project Schedule, Construction Manager
shall submit to Owner a final written estimate of the anticipated price for constructing the Project
(the "Final Cost Estimate"). The Final Cost Estimate shall be detailed and shall be divided into
bid packages and work categories. If the Final Cost Estimate exceeds the Maximum Price,
Owner may require Construction Manager, with no increase in the not-to-exceed allowance for
preconstructioll services set forth in Section 6.2.2(a) below, to (i) consult with Owner and
Architect to identify cost savings measures, (ii) assist Architect in revising the Construction
Documents to reflect approved cost savings measures, and (iii) revise the Final Cost Estimate to
retlect the anticipated savings from approved cost savings measures, as necessary to bring the
Final Cost Estimate below the Maximum Price. Absent clear and convincing evidence of gross
negligence, and provided Construction Manager completes its obligations under this Section,
Construction Manager shall not be financially responsible to Owner for the failure of the Final
Cost Estimate to be within the Maximum Price.
4.6 Bidding Phase.
4.6.1 Construction Manager shall assist Owner in preparing bid
packages contemplated by the Construction Management Plan, preparing and placing notices and
advertisements to solicit bids, delivering bid documents to bidders, tracking bid documents and
bidders, answering bidders questions; reviewing addenda, holding a pre-bid conference if
required, reviewing bids or proposals for construction, and detennining the selected bidders.
4.6.2 If the lowest bids from qualified bidders exceeds the Maximum
Price, Owner may require Construction Manager, with no increase in the not-to-exceed
allowance for preconstruction services set forth in Section 6.2.2{a) below, to (i) consult with
Owner and Architect to identify cost savings measures, (ii) assist Architect in revising the
Construction Documents to reflect approved cost savings measures, and (iii) rebid the Work, as
necessary to bring the Final Cost Estimate below the Maximum Price. Absent clear and
convincing evidence of gross negligence, and provided Construction Manager completes its
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obligations under this Section, Construction Manager shall not be financially responsible for the
failure of the Project to bid within the Maximum Price.
4.6.3 As appropriate, Construction Manager shall bid or select the
providers of"general conditions" items designated for procurement by the Construction Manager
under the Construction Management Plan.
4.7 Construction Phase.
During construction of the Project, from commencement ofconstruction activities
until final payment to all Contractors, Construction Manager shall have and perform the
following duties, obligations, and responsibilities:
4.7.1 Construction Manager shall have and perform those duties,
obligations and responsibilities set forth in the construction agreements between Owner and each
Contractor (the "Construction Contracts"). Construction Manager hereby acknowledges that it
has received, reviewed, and studied tIle forms that Owner intends to use for the Construction
Contracts, and the same is herein incorporated by reference. Construction Manager
acknowledges that Owner may modify the Construction COlltracts, and that such modified
Construction Contracts shall be applicable to this Agreement; provided, however, to the extent
such modified Construction Contracts are materially are inconsistent with the terms of this
Agreement, this Agreement shal1 control as between Owner and Construction Manager.
4.7.2 Construction Manager shall, as contemplated herein and in the
Construction Contract, but not otherwise, act on behalf and be the agent of Owner throughout
construction of the Project. Instruction, directions, and other appropriate communications from
Owner to Architect and each Contractor shall be given by Construction Manager.
4.7.3 Construction Manager shall monitor, update, implement, make
recommendations on, and report to Owner on compliance with, the Construction Management
Plan, Project Schedule and Project Budget.
4.7.4 Construction Manager shall conduct Project meetings as required
for the timely completion of the Project in accordance with the Project Schedule, and shall keep
and distribute minutes as required in the Construction Management Plan and Communications
Plan.
4.7.5 Construction Manager shall verify that the required permits, bonds,
and insurance have been obtained.
4.7.6 Construction Manager shall require each Contractor to prepare and
submit to Construction Manager for general review a safety program ~nd a quality assurance
plan in conformance with the Contract Documents and the Quality Management Plan.
Construction Manager shall promptly report to Owner regarding whether or not the safety
program and quality assurance plan proposed by each Contractor conforms to the Contract
Documents the Quality Management Plan. Construction Manager shall review each safety
program and each quality assurance plan to detelllline that the programs and plans of the various
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Contractors performing Work at the Site, as submitted, provide for coordination among the
Contractors for the portions of the Work each will perform. Construction Manager shall monitor
each Contractor's compliance with the safety program and quality assurance plan and report to
Owner promptly concerning any deviation therefrom along with recommendations for
correction. Construction Manager shall be responsible for coordinating the Contractors for each
p011ion ofthe Work.
4.1.7 Upon receipt, Construction Manager shall carefully review and
examine each Contractor's schedule of values ("Schedule of Values"), together with any
supporting documentation or data that Owner, Construction Manager or Architect may require
from the Contractor. The purpose of such review and examination shall be to protect Owner
from an wlbalanced Schedule of Values that allocates greater value to certain elements of the
Work than is indicated by such supporting documentation or data or than is reasonable under the
circumstances. If the Schedule of Values is not fOWld to be appropriate, or if the supporting
documentation or data is deemed to be inadequate, and unless Owner directs Construction
Manager to the contrary in writing, the Schedule ofValues shall be retumed to the Contractor for
revision or supporting documentation or data. After making such examination, if the Schedule of
Values is found to be appropriate as submitted, or if necessary, as revised, Construction Manager
shall sign the Schedule of Values thereby indicating its infonned belief that ilie Schedule of
Values constitutes a reasonable, balanced basis for payment of the Contract Price to the
Contractor. Construction Manager shall not sign such Schedule of Values in the absence of such
beliefunless directed to do so, in Writing, by Owner.
4.7.8 Construction Manager shall promptly examine, study, approve or
otherwise respond to each Contractor's shop drawings and other submittals. Construction
Manager's approval of such submittal shall constitute its representdtion to Owner that such
submittal is in general conformance with the Construction Documents, Construction
Management Plan and Project Schedule. After COllstruction Manager's review, Construction
Manager shall promptly forward such submittals to Architect, with Construction Manager's
comments attached, for review, approval, rejection or other response. Construction Manager
shall promptly forward information or actions received from Architect to the appropriate
Contractor.
4.7.9 Construction Manager shall carefully observe the Work of each
Contractor whenever and wherever necessary, and shall, at a minimum, observe Work at the
Project site no less :frequently than each standard workday. The purpose of such observations
shall be to determine the quality and quantity of the Work in comparison with the requirements
of the Construction Contract. In making such observations, Construction Manager shall protect
Owner from continuing deficient or defective Work, from continuing unexcused delays in the
schedule, and from overpayment to a Contractor. Following each observation, Construction
Manager shall submit a written repolt of such observation to Owner and Architect together with
any appropriate comments or recommendations.
4.7.10 Construction Manager shall reject, in Wilting, any Work of a
Contractor tllat is not in compliance with the Constmction Documents unless otherwise directed
by Owner in writing.
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4.7.11 Construction Manager shall procure, for reimbursement by Owner
pursuant to Section 6.2.3 below, those "general conditions" items identified for procurement by
the Construction Manager in the Construction Management Plan.
5. SCHEDULE.
5.1 Schedule of Performance.
Construction Manager shall commence the performance of its obligations wlder
this Agreement upon Owner's notice to proceed and shall diligently and expeditiously continue
its performance in accordance with the Project Schedule until all services hereunder have been
fully completed The time limits established by the Project Schedule are of the essence and shall
not be exceeded by Construction Manager without Owner's prior written consent or as permitted
in Sectio115.2 below.
5.2 Delays.
If Construction Manager is delayed at any time in progress of its services under
this Agreement by an act or neglect of Owner, or an employee of Owner, or of a separate
contractor employed by Owner, or by changes in its scope of work, unavoidable casualties, or
other causes beyond Construction Manager's reasonable control or by other causes which Own.er
determines may justify the delay, then the Project Schedule shall be equitably adjusted for such
reasonable time as Owner may determine to be appropriate for the extent of the delay.
Construction Manager's sole right and remedy against Owner shall be an extension of time and
reimbursable expenses pursuant to Section 6.2 unless such delay is caused by acts of Owner
constituting active interference with Construction Manager's performance, and only to the extent
such acts continue after ·Construction Manager fi.Imishes Owner with written notice of such
interference. In the event of delay from active interference by Owner, Construction Manager's
sole right and remedy shall an equitable adjustment in its compensation pursuant to Article 7
below.
6. COMPENSATION
6.1 Construction Manager's Fee.
As full compensation for Construction Manager's performance under this
Agreement, Owner agrees to pay Construction Manager a fee of Five Hundred Seventy-four
Thousand and No/lOOths Dollars ($574,000.00) (the "Construction Manager's Fee") plus
reimbursable expenses set forth in Section 6.2 below. For purposes of progress payments,
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The Construction Manager's Fee includes Construction Manager's overhead, profit, horne office
expenses, transportation expenses and field office supplies and expenses, such as
communications (i.e., telephones, cell phones, facsimiles) and photocopies. The Construction
Manager's Fee also includes the necessary and appropriate principal level management of tIle
Project, the efforts of the Project Manager (identified in Section 6.2 below) during the
construction phase, and clerical support.
6.2 Reimbursable Expenses.
6.2.1 Professional Staff Reimbursables. Owner shall reimburse
Construction Manager for the direct personal expense (i.e., payroll plus related taxes, insurance
and customary benefits) of certain professional staff when actively working in furtherance of the
















6.2.2 If any of the professional staff identified above leaves the
employment of Construction Manager or otherwise becomes unavailable, the Construction
Manager shall promptly submit the name, rate and qualifications of a suitable replacement to
Owner for approval, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. Construction Manager
guarantees that the efforts of the reimbursable professional staff will not exceed the amounts set
forth in subsections (a) b~low for preconstruction services (i.e., the services specifically set forth
in Sections 42 to 4.6 above) and subsection (b) below for construction services (i.e., the services
specifically set forth in SectiOll4.7 above). Ifthe size (i.e., 80,000 square feet), complexity (Le.,
four story, surface parking), Owner's schedule (i.e., six. months Preeonstruction Phase Services,
eighteen months Construction Phase Services), Project Budget (i.e., $12,200,000.00),
procurement method (Le., no long lead time and/or expedited materials). andlor bidding process
(Le., two bid packages, no rebids) materially changes, Owner and Construction Manager agree
that the not-to-exceed limits set forth below shall be adjusted up or down accordingly based upon
the actual number ofhours worked in furtherance of the change by the Project Manager, Project
Engineer, Project Superintendent, and Project Foreman.
(a) Preconstruction Phase Services
An amount not-to-exceed Twenty-nine Thousand Eight Hundred
Eighteen and No/lOOths Dollars ($29.818.00), which is based on
the following expected efforts over a six (6) month period for
preconstruction services:
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(b) Construction Phase Services
An amount not-to-exceed Two Hundred Forty-nine Thousand Nine
HWldred Ninety-four and No/loOths Dollars ($249,994.00), which
is based on the following expected efforts over a eighteen (18)
month period for construction services:
Position Months Hrs/Mo. Ratelhour Cost
Project Manager 18 32 $63.50 InCMF
Project Engineer 18 64 $45.90 $ 52,877
Project Superintendent 18 173 $40.40 $125,806
Project Foreman 18 173 $22.90 $ 71,311
Total $249,994
6.2.3 "General Conditions" Reimbursables. Owner shall reimburse
Construction Manager for the "general conditions" items designated for procurement by the
Construction Manager under the Construction Management Plan at the cost thereof incurred by
the Construction Manager.
6.2.4 Records of Reimbursable Expenses. Construction Manager
shall maintain full and detailed records of all reimbursable expenses and exercise such controls
as may be necessary for proper financial management and control of the Project. Such records
shall be made available for inspection by Owner during normal business upon three (3) days
notice. Construction Manager shall maintain such records for a period of five (5) years from the
completion or termination of Construction Manager's services under this Agreement.
6.3 Payments.
6.3.1 As a condition precedent for any payment due under this
Article 0, Construction Manager shall submit to Owner a monthly application for payment no
later than the fifth day of the calendar month for services properly rendered and reimbursable
expenses properly incurred during the preceding month. The Construction Manager's Fee
earned shall be calculated as a percentage of each phase completed. Reimbursable expenses
shall be separately itemized and supported by invoices, timesheets or other data substantiating
Construction Manager's right to payment as Owner may require. Hourly services shall be
described with reasonable particularity each service rendered, the date thereof, the time
expended, and the persons rendering such service. Each invoice shall be signed by Construction
Manager, which signature shall constitute Construction Manager's representation to Owner that
(i) the services indicated in the invoice have reached the level stated and have been properly and
timely performed, (ii) the reimbursable expenses included in the invoice have been reasonably
incurred in accordance with this Agreement or otherwise approved by Owner in writing, (iii) all
obligations of Construction Manager covered by prior invoices have been paid in full, and (iv)
the amount requested is currently due and owing, there being no reason known to Construction
Manager that payment or any portion thereof should be withheld. Submission of Constnlction
Manager's invoice for final payment shaH further constitute Construction Manager's
representation to Owner that, upon receipt by Owner of the amount invoiced, all obligations of
Construction Manager to others, including its consultants, incurred in connection with the
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (CONSTRUC110N MANAGEMENT ADVISOR) PAGE 15
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Project, will be paid in full. During the construction phase, Construction Manager shall present
its statement of services to Owner concurrently with the approved Certificates for Payment,
when possible.
6.3.2 Owner shall pay Construction Manager sums properly invoiced
within 30 days of Owner's receipt of such invoice. If payment is not made within thirty (30)
days, the outstanding balance shall bear interest at the rate of.75% per mont11 until paid.
7. CHANGES
Changes in Construction Manager's services (not involving a cardinal change to
the scope of the services) may be accomplished after the execution of this Agreement upon
Owner's request or ifConstruction Manager's services are affected by any of the following:
(a) A change in the instructions or approvals given by Owner that
necessitate revisions to previously prepared documents or the reperformance of
previously performed services;
(b) Significant change to the Project, including, but not limited to size,
quality, complexity, Owner's schedule, budget or procurement method;
(c) Construction Manager perfonns additional services because of
active Owner interference pursuant to Section 5.2 above, or
(d) Preparation for and attendance at a dispute resolution proceeding
or a legal proceeding except where Construction Manager is a party thereto or
where the Construction Manager's performance is an issue in such proceeding.
Except as otherwise set forth in this Agreement, if any of the above circumstances materially
affect Construction Manager's services, Construction Manager shall be entitled to an equitable
adjustment in the Schedule ofPerfonnance, the Construction Manager's Fee and/or the not-to-
exceed limits for reimbursable expenses, as mutually agreed by Owner and Construction
Manager. Prior to providing any additional services. Construction Manager shall notifY Owner
of the proposed change in services and receive Owner's approval for the change. Except for a
change due to the fault of Construction Manager, a change shall entitle Construction Manager to
an equitable adjustment in the Schedule of Perfonnance, Construction Manager's Fee and/or the




In the event that any claim, dispute or other matter in question between Owner
and Construction Manager arising out of or related to tltis Agreement or the breach hereof (a
"Claim"), Owner and Construction Manager shall first endeavor to resolve the Claim through
direct discussions. Claims must be initiated by written notice. The responsibility to substantiate
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT ADVISOR)
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Claims rests with the party making the Claim. Except as otherwise agreed in writing,
Construction Manager shall continue to diligently perfonn its obligations under this Agreement
and Owner shall continue to make payments in accordance with this Agreement pending the final
resolution of any Claim. Construction Manager acknowledges that Owner's ability to evaluate a
Claim depends in large part on Owner being able to timely review the circumstances of the
Claim. Therefore, Construction Manager agrees that it shall submit a Claim to Owner by written
notice no later than twenty-one (21) calendar days after the event or the first appearance of the
circumstances giving rise to the Claim, and that such written notice shall set forth in detail all
facts and circumstances supporting the Claim.
8.2 Mediation.
All Claims shall besubject to mediation as a condition precedent to the institution
of legal or equitable proceedings by either patty. Request for mediation shall be filed in writing
with the other party to this Agreement. The request may be made concurrently with the filing of
a legal or equitable proceeding but, in such event, mediation shall proceed in advance of legal or
equitable proceedings, which shall be stayed pending mediation for a period of 60 days from the
date of filing, unless stayed for a longer peliod by agreement of the parties or court order. The
parties shall endeavor to mutually agree on an independent, professional mediator within 15 days
of the request for mediation. The parties shall endeavor to have the mediation completed within
60 days of the request for mediation. The parties shall share the mediator's fee and any filing
fees equally. The mediation shall be held in the place where the Project is located, unless
another location is mutually agreed upon. Agreements reached in mediation shall be enforceable
as seltlement agreements in any cOUlt having jurisdiction thereof. Owner and Construction
Manager agree that all parties with an interest in a Claim being mediated may be included in the
mediation, inclUding, but not limited to, Architect and Contractors.
9. SUSPENSION AND TERMINATION
9.1 Suspension by Owner For Convenience.
Owner may order Construction Manager in writing to suspend, delay, or interrupt
the performance of this Agreement, or any part thereof, for such period of time as Owner may
determine to be appropriate for its convenience and not due to any act or omission of
Construction Manager. In that event, Construction Manager shall immediately suspend, delay or
interrupt the performance of this Agreement, or that portion of this Agreement, as ordered by
Owner. On the resumption ofConstruction Manager's services, Construction Manager's Fee and
Project Schedule shall be equitably adjusted for reasonable costs and delay resulting from any
such suspension.
9.2 Termination by Owner for Convenience.
Upon written notice to Construction Manager, Owner may, without cause,
terminate tllis Agreement. Construction Manager shall follow Owner's instructions regarding
shutdown and termination procedures, strive to mitigate all costs and stop the performance of its
services. Upon such temlination, Constmction Manager shall invoice Owner for all services
actually performed and any reasonable costs or expenses incurred by Construction Manager in
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT ADVISOR) PAGE 17
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connection with the termination (such as services necessary to shutdown performance), but not
lost profits, unabsorbed overhead or lost opportunity).
9.3 Termination by Owner for Cause.
If Construction Manager fails to fully and faithfully perform its duties and
responsibilities under this Agreement, Owner may give Construction Manager written notice of
such failure and Owner's intent to terminate Construction Manager's services if Construction
Manager fails to COmmence and diligently continue satisfactory correction ofsuch failure within
ten (l0) days, If Construction Manager fails to commence and diligently continue satisfactory
correction of the failure within such IO-day period, Owner may terminate Construction
Manager's services by written notice. Upon such tennination, Construction Manager shall not
be entitled to receive further payment until the Project is finished. If the unpaid balance of
Construction Manager's Fee exceeds costs of finishing Construction Manager's services and
other damages incurred by Owner, such excess shall be paid to Construction Manager, If such
costs and damages exceed the unpaid balance, Construction Manager shall pay the difference to
Owner.
9.4 Termination by Construction Manager.
Upon ten (10) days' prior written notice to Owner, Construction Manager may
tenninate tltis Agreement if (i) the progress of the Project has been suspended by Owner for
convenience for a period of ninety (90) days through no fault of Construction Manager; (ii)
Owner fails to pay Construction Manager in accordance with this Agreement and Construction
Manager has not defaulted; or (iii) Owner otherwise breaches this Agreement or fails to perfolm
its duties and rcsponsibil!ties under this Agreement and Owner has failed to cure the breach or
failure to perform within ten (10) days after Construction Manager provides sucb written notice
of the breach or failure to perform to Owner. Upon such termination, Construction Manager
shall invoice Owner for all services actually performed and any reasonable costs or expenses
incurred by Construction Manager in connection with the termination (such as services necessary
to shutdown performance), but not lost profits, unabsorbed overhead or lost opportunity).
10. GENERAL PROVISIONS
10.1 Ownership ofWork Product.
All documents prepared by Construction Manager for the Project shall become
and be the sale property ofOwner, and Owner shall be deemed to be Owner ofall common law,
statutory and other reserved rights thereto, including copyrights. Construction Manager may
keeps copies ofsuch documents for its records and for its future professional endeavors.
10.2 Insurance.
10.2.1 Errors and Omissions Liability. Construction Manager shall
provide elTors and omissions liability insurance on an aggregate limits "claims made" basis in an
amount not less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000). Construction Manager shall either (i)
maintain the specified levels of aggregate limits "claims made" insurance for no less than three
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years after completion or termination of Construction Manager's services under this Agreement,
or (ii) provide tail coverage for claims, demands or actions reported within six (6) years after
completion or tennination of Construction Manager's services under this Agreement for acts or
omissions during the term of this Agreement.
10,2.2 General Commercial Liability. Construction Manager shall
maintain at all times commercial general liability insurance and excess liability coverage on
occurrence form basis (standard, umnodified) with products and completed operations coverage
in an amount not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence and Two Million
Dollars ($2,000,000) annual aggregate.
10.2.3 Worker's Compensation, Construction Manager will maintain
at all times such worker's compensation and employer's liability coverage insurance as required
by the laws ofthe State in which the Project is located and any other state in which Construction
Manager or its employees perform services for Owner. The policy must be endorsed to include a
waiver ofsubrogation,
10.2.4 Additional Insureds. Upon Owner's request, Construction
Manager shall have Owner and Owner's lender, if any, named as additional insureds under all
Construction Manager's liability insurance policies (not including errors and omissions and
workers' compensation insurance).
10.2.5 Certificates of Insurance. Construction Manager shall provide
certificates of insurance issued by the insurer to Owner for each policy required under this
Section 10.1 and, if requested by Owner, copies of each insurance policy. Each certificate issued
to Owner shall contain th~ following covenant of the issuer: "Should any of the above described
policies be cancelled before the expiration date thereof, the issuing company will mail 30 days
written notice to the certificate holder."
10.2.6 Construction Manager's Consultants. Construction Manager
shall require its consultants to maintain at all times insurance coverages consistent with the
consultant's role on the Project and reasonably acceptable to Owner.
10.3 Payment and Performance Bonds.
Ifand when requested by Owner, Construction Manager shall provide Owner with
a payment and performance bond Or bonds in the amounts requested by Owner to secure the
construction manager's obligations hereunder. The cost of such bond or bonds shall be a
reimbursable expense pursuant Section 6.2.3 above.
lOA Recitals and Exhibits.
The recitals above and the exhibits referred to in this Agreement and attached
hereto are incorporated into the agreement as if set out in full in the body of the Agreement. In
the event of a contlict between any exhibit and the body of this Agreement, the Agreement shall
control.
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT ADVISOR)
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10.5 Counterparts; Facsimile Transmission.
This agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be deemed
to be an original, but all of which, taken together, shaH constitute but one and the same
agreement. Delivery of an executed counterpart of a signature page to this agreement via
facsimile transmission shall be as effective as delivery of an original signed copy, provided that
an ~rigillal signed copy shall be delivered to the party entitled thereto within flve (5) business
days after such facsimile transmission.
10.6 Attorneys' Fees.
In the event of any controversy, claim or action being filed or instituted between
the parties to this agreement to enforce the tenns and conditions of this agreement or arising
from the breach ofany provision hereof, the prevailing party will be entitled to receive from the
other party all costs, damages, and expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees, incurred by
the prevailing party, whether or not such controversy or claim is litigated or prosecuted to
judgment. The prevailing party will be that party who was awarded judgment as a result oftrial
or arbitration and detennined to be the prevailing party by the judge or arbitrator.
10.7 Governing Law.
This agreement shall be govemed by the laws, including conflicts of laws, in the
State of Idaho as an agreement between residents of the State of Idaho and to be performed
within the State ofIdaho.
10.8 Venue.
As a material part of the consideration for this agreement, each of the parties
hereto agrees that in the event any legal proceeding shall be instituted between them, such legal
proceeding shall be instituted in the courts ofAda County, State ofIdaho, and each of the P81ties
hereto agrees to submit to the jurisdiction ofsuch courts.
10.9 Grammatical Usage.
In construing this agreement, feminine or neuter pronouns shall be substituted for
those masculine in fonn and vice versa, plural tenns shall be substituted for singular and singular
for plural in any place in which the context so requires, and the word "including" shall be
construed as if the words "but not limited to" appear immediately thereafter.
10.10 Binding Effect.
This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties
hereto and their respective heirs, legal representatives, successors and assigns. Construction
Manager shall not assign its rights hereunder, nor shall it delegate any of its duties hereunder,
without the written consent ofOwner. Owner may assign this Agreement to any affiliated entity
or to any lender providing construction financing without Construction Manager's prior written
consent. Construction Manager agrees to execute all consents reasonably required to facilitate
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such an assignment. If either party makes such an assignment, that party shall neveltheless
remain legally responsible for all obligations under this Agreem.ent, unless otherwise agreed by
the other party.
10.11 Headings.
The headings contained in this agreement are for reference purposes only and
s11a1111ot in any way affect the meaning or interpretation hereof.
10.12 Additional Acts.
Except as otherwise provided herein. in addition to the acts and deeds recited
herein and contemplated to be performed. executed and/or delivered by the parties, the parties
hereby agree to perform, execute and/or deliver or cause to be performed. executed 'and/or
delivered any and all such further acts. deeds and assurances as any party hereto may reasonably
require to consummate the transaction contemplated hereunder.
10.13 Time of Essence.
All times provided for in this agreement. or in any other document executed
hereunder, for the performance of any act will be strictly construed, time being of the essence.
10.14 Notice.
All notice between the parties shall be deemed received when personally
delivered or when deposited in the United States mail postage prepaid. registered or certified,
with return receipt requested, or sent by telegram or mail-o-gram or by recognized courier
delivery (e.g. Federal Express. Airborne. Burlington, etc.) addressed to the parties. as the case
may be, at the address set forth below or at such other addresses as the parties may subsequently
designate by written notice given in the manner provided in this Section:
Owner:
With a copy to;
To be detennined by Owner. Upon Owner's selection of
its authorized representative, Owner will provide Architect
the name and contact information for such representative.
Office ofthe City Clerk
City ofMeridian
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Construction Manager:





Gene R. Bennett, Project Manager
PETRA INCORPORATED






With a copy to: Patrick C. Kershisnik, Esq.
PETRA INCORPORATED






.10.15 Rights and Remedies Cumulative.
Except as otherwise expressly stated in this Agreement, the rights and remedies of
the parties are cumulative, and the exercise by any party of one or more of such rights or
remedies shall 110t preclude the exercise by it, at the same time or different times, of any other
rights or remedies for the same default or any other default by the other party. In the event of a
default, the parties have all of the rights and remedies afforded in law or in equity, except as
provided herein to the contrary.
10.16 Third-Party Beneficiaries.
Nothing contained herein shan create any relationship (contractual or otherwise)
with, or any rights in favor of, any third party. Construction Manager's duties and
responsibilities shall not relieve any other party, including Construction Manger and Conn'actors,
from their duty to fully and faithfully perform their contractual and other obligations to Owner.
10.17 Integration; Waivers.
This is the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the matters
covered herein and supersedes all prior agreements between them, written or oral. This
Agreement may be modified only in writing signed by both parties. Any waivers hereunder must
be in writing. No waiver of any right or remedy in the event of default hereunder shall constitute
a waiver of such right or remedy in the event of any subsequent default.
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If any term or provision ofthis agreement shall, to any extent be determined by a
court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of this agreement
shall not be affected thereby, and each term and provision ofthis agreement shaH be valid and be
enforceable to the fullest extent pennitted by law; and it is lhe intention ofthe parties hereto that
if any provision ofthis agreement is capable of two constructions, one ofwhich would render the
provision void and the other ofwhich would render the provision valid, the provision shall have
the meaning which renders it valid
[end oftcxt]
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STATE OF IDAHO )
: ss
County ofAda )
On this f1. -th.. day of~2006,before me, a Notary Public, personally
appeared TAMMY DE WEERD and WILLIAM G. BERG, JR., known Or identified to me to be
the MAYOR and CITY CLERK, respectively, of the CITY OF MERIDIAN, who executed the
instrument or the person that executed the instrument of behalf of said City, and acknowledged





: 0 .. -••. ,,';ij , •
• • t •
• I I •· ' , .
~ \ £~j/eJ.. """ ~..&'~ .••
• ~~W•••••
Notary Public for Idaho .
Residing at: IYk l-h ~( JcI
Commission expires: _112:::.1..,):- 'f
STATE OF IDAHO )
: ss
County of Ada ).
On this 1$+ day of~2006,before me, a Notary Public, personally
appeared JERRY S. FRANK, known or identified to me to be the CEO of PETRA
INCORPORATED, an Idaho corporation, who executed the instrument or the person that
executed the instrument of behalf of such corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same. .
(SEAL)
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT ADVISOR)
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~priJ 04, 20~~~ , "~~f~,
Mr.!~~ith W~~:Purchasing Ag;~t'~




RE: Change Order"" ","'.iI'lt - Constructi~b;~~anagement Fee Increase
Meridian City H~ ,,;PToject ' G/X- i:~ c.
l~" .,.
Attached for the City of Meridian's revi\,WSSnd consideration is propos~ Change Order No' 2 for ad~itional
Co~str\.lFtiQnManagementFee in aQCord~ll'ce with the tenns an4.; conditions of the Cilnstruction Management
AgteeJt;l~lltbetw¢enthe City of MerldiaiiIDid Petra, Inc for the~eridian City Hall project
As we had iqqicated: in our letterofN<>vember 5,2007 it,.has been Petra, Inc intentto sUbmit a change order
for .additioila.1fe,a ,as'a ~ult ofthec~n1ulative scqpe~bapgesllow thattbecon~u~tionb.udget farthe Plw.a
has been fiJla.fii.e~., In accordancew~t~'Articie 7(b) of th~ constrUct,iQ~matl~gei;Pentagr¢'eplent Petltjs
requesting the aQditiQ~U1Jf~fQ~.th~sigQif'lClPlt 9PlJlgesio th~·proj¢ct $i~e,' eo~pl~xity and bq4get~athave
occqrredsil)~~th~engaHagreetpent'wa~'~xe~uteci~-rb~prpj~ct'~lze ~as,jl)c~~<J.'fr~m8.0,0?'0 .SF t~1 04,000
SF;~h~ complexlty of the,' proJ~ct bas ~crell$egconsli;tetablyas detl1~~stratedby,the $Igroficant number"of
ch~og~sto the.ednstru9ii~n dQcumentsthrough ASI's. RFl's & PR's. 'fo acs:ommodllte tbe<,:~ange$~nd
cli1iifi~tipns the bUdget has increase<i froi]l $12,20Q,oOOto $20:421,103, resulting 'ill a n~l increa,se to the
budge~ of $8~Zl,lO3. This increase does not inclil,de the site development costs for the removal and
replacement of the co!\taminated, an.d unsuitable ma.teri~lsand the fee assopiated with that work., Petra Is
J:equestingan" inc['(iase of $376,808in~he Construction'management fee., The· fee, iqcrease amount has been
inCluded in the budget previously, The attached change order and the associa4ldbackupshow how this'
increase has !:leen calculat~. '
B
.......O':'·;>.,""';!!!l:,,!iii,,~Oil·J)19.7 N. ROSARIO ST.• MERIDIAN, 1083642' PHONE; (208)323~4S00 ' fAX; (208) 323-4507
""'/~"",,~,> ' www.PE.RAlNC.NET ',',
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. Petra is not requesting an additional reimbursable expepseor gener~l CQnditi()os reimbursables as part of this
change order. At this time we believe sufficient 'funds are available to cover these cost thru the contract
completion date.
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CONSTRUCTION MANAGER: PETRA, INC
PROJECT: lIIERIDIAN CITY HAll - Construction Management
The Contractor is hereby directed to make the following changes from the Contract Documents and Plans.
DescrIption: Increase the amount of the Construction Management Fee In accordance with Article 7(b) of the of the
"Agreement Between Owner and Construction Manager" as a result of significant changes to the project size complexity
and budget. The project size has Increased from 80,000 SF to 100,000 SF. The complexity of the project has Increased
considerably as demonstrated by the significant number of changes to the construction documents through ASl's, RFl's &
PR's. To accommodate the changes the building budget has Increased from $12,200,000 to $ 20,421,103. This results In a
net increase of $8,221,10.3 to the bIJdget. Using the contract CM rate of 4.7'. on the bUdget increase yields a total fee
Increase of $ 386,392. Petra had included a fee Increase of $ 376,808 In the budget projections and will accept that amount
All OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN THE SAME.
Reason for Change Order: Increases in project size, compleXity and cost.
Attachments: Petra worksheet dated 4/3/08. shOWing how the fee increase was calculated.
CHANGE IN CONTRACT PRICE: CHANGE IN CONTRACT TIMES:
Original Contract Price $ 853,812 Original Contract Times: Substantial Completion 8/28/08
Net changes form previous Change Orders Net changes form previous Change Orders
No._01 to-- No._to_ (calendar days)
$52,502.00 None
Contract Price Prior to this Change Order: Contract Times prior to lhls Change Order:
(calendar days or dale)
$906,314.00 8/2812008
Netlncrease (deCrease) oflhis Change Order: Net Increase (decrease) of lhis Change Order:
(calendar days or date)
$376,808.00 None I..
ContractPrice with a/l Approved Change Orders: Contract Jimes with a/l Approved. Change Orders:
(calendar days)
$1 ,2B3,122.00 SUbstantial Completion 8/28/2008
R'OOMM'~~~I ACCEPTED: (CONTRACTOR)




APPROVED: (CITY PURCHASING AGENT) COUNCIL APPROVAL
By: Keith Walls
Date: Date:
APPROVED: (CITY) - ATTEST:
By: Mayor Tammy de Weerd By: City Clerk. Jaycee Holman
Date: Dale:
Page 1 of 1
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Construction Management Fee Increase Worksheet
Current Builging Construction BUdget .
Not including site development costs for removal of
COl1taminated and unsuitable material, replacement
with structural fill.
Deduct CM Fee for Site Development
Original Project Budget
.Budget Increase
Original Contract CM Fee - 4.7% of Original BUdget
CO#01 - CM Fee on Cominated/Unsuit Mati
Requested Fee Increase -
4.7% of Budget Increase, $ 8,221,103 is $ 386,392. BUdget
projections have included $ 376,808 for the fee increase, Petra
will use that amount.
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Original Contract Amount 
Construction Managers Fee $ 574,000 
Reimbursable Expenses 
PreConstruction Phase Services $ 29,818 




Approved Change Orders 
Change Order #01 - CM Fee on Contaminated Mati Repl $ 52,502 
Current Contract Amount $ 906,314 
Proposed Change Orders 
Change Order #02 - Add'i CM Fee for Budget Increase $ 376,808 













ConstnJttion Mgmt Fee DATE: 4/3/2008
• Meridian City Hall JOB: 060675
Attn: Keith Watts CONTRACT NO: 1
City of Meridian
33 E Idaho Avenue
Meridian, m·S3642
Phone: 888.4433 Fax: 887.4813









RE: To: From: Number:
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL
In accordance with Article 7 (b) of the "Agreement Between Owner and Construction Manager" the Construction Management Fee is to be
increased as a result of significant changes to the project size, complexity and budget. The project size has increased from 80,000 SF to
100,000 sl=. The compleXity of project has increased considerable as demonstrated by the significCjnt number of changes to the construction
documents through ASl, RFI & PRo The budget has increased from the $12,200,000 to $ 20,421,103 for the Building Construction. This
results in a net increase of $8,221,103 to the Budget. The contract CM Fee was based on 4.7% ofthe original bUdget. Using the rate of
4,7% on the budget Increase yields a total fee increase of $ 386,392 .. Petra had previously included an an amount of $376,808 in the
budget projections for the fee increase and will request this amount.
Attached is a worksheet, dated 4/3/08, illustrating how this additional fee amount was calculated.
Item De$Criptic)!1 Q~aOtitv Units Unit Prl~e
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Tabl~ o:fConteni$: .. '
..' .....• ··:.Co~erLetter· .'
.',Exe~utive Summary
,. ..' .. ,'." ..
.• .: Project Size '& Complexity
• 'sdUdingComPlexity"
• Budget.
• ..Cha;nge Order Request
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The attached document is in response to the City or Meridian's request for
additional information and back-up to Petra's proposed Change Order #2; dealing with
increase in fee and management costs as a result of the project increase in size,
complexity, and budget as provided for in Article 7(b) of the Construction Management
Agreement.
. Very Truly Yours,
~~e.-:s:c
Gene Bennett
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Article 7(b) of the Constru~tion Management Agreement provides for an "EqUitable
Adjustment" in, the '~Construction Manager's fee and the not-to-exceed limits for
reimbursable expenses" due to significant change in the Project due to "size, complexity,
and budget." ,
,.. ,'The attached documentation specifically addresses the changes in each of these "
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Contract to Remaining Pl:Oject
Hours Date Hours Hours Difference Rate Amount
Project Manager 768 723 256 979 211 $63.50 Non-
Reimbursable
Project Engineer 1,536 2,443 170 2,613 1,077 $45.90 $49,434
Staff Engineer Q 1,648 0 1,648 1,648 $26.96 $44,430
Project
Superintendent 3,114 3,224 865 4,089 975 $40.40 $39,390
Foreman 3,144 1,857 0 1,857 <1,257> $22.90 <$28,785>
Total: 8,532 11,186 2,654 $104,469
Increased Salary Costs
The following chart is a comparison. of actual hours spent managing the Project versus
the negotiated contract amount:
Petra utilized a mechanicaVelectrical superintendent in lieu of a finish foremen to oversee the
MEP construction. Rate for the superintendent was $34.51 and the additional cost was:
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 Supt Fore an 1857 $11.61 $21,566 






























Prolect Size and Complexity
Project Size
The size of the Project increased in three principal areas:
• Physical 'Size - The size of the Project increased from 80,000 sq.ft. to 80,000 sq~ft. plus a
. 20;000 sq.ft basement for a total of 100,000 sq.ft. Addition of the basement added time
\
to the Project to get out of the ground.
• Scope of work within building - The amount of work within the building was originally
envis,i()ne~ as "standard" Class A office space with open office areas. Final design
utilized fixed wall office, partitions and cabinetry in lieu of demountable office partitions. .. '"
requiring more supervisory time to manage the Project.
.• Plaza &Site work - Original site work was envisioned as "surface parking" and the
required streetscape around the building. Final plaza design included amphitheatre,
Heritage building, trellis, canal, stream, plaza with pavers and fountains, as well as
parking and street scape. To manage this work, Petra employed a full time Project. .' .
Superintendent and Staff Engineer to oversee the intricate installation.
. Building Complexity
The compleXity of the bUilding changed in five principal areas:
• Structure: size of the City Council chambers. dictated column to beam moment welds in
four directions throughout the structure. This was more than the 2 directional moment
welds that were initially anticipated, and added time to the Project during the rainy
.season when it is difficult to weld.
• Building exterior: The City's desire to have an exterior that would stand the "test of tifne"
dictated that use of stone and brick. This is a more expensive and time consuming
construction method than is used on other commercial buildings, but was required in
order to provide a 200 year structure.
• Mechanical: The mechanical system used in the building is state-of-the-art. It
incorporated access floor/under floor duct throughout the building with a two pipe
hydronic system providing under floor control to individual VAV boxes at individual work
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office changes compared to the usual rooftop system with the single thermostat for large
work areas.
• Electrical: The electrical system also is,state-of-the-art with "daylight harvesting" controls,
C02 monitoring, standby generator and UPS systems - all requiring additional time to
install.
• Because of the complexity of the mechanicaVelectrical systems, Petra employed a
mechanicaVelectrical superintendent in lieu of a foreman to ensure the success of the
Project.
• LEED: The certification for LEED with the state-of-the-art ME? systems added time to the
overall Project to complete.
CM023883
004380
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The proposed budget for the project during contract negotiations in August, 2006
was set at $12.2 million for 80,000 sq.ft. This was done in order to negotiate the
.c~nstruction management agreement to get the Project started prior to any drawings
being prepared.
All budgets, bids, and contract awards were received by the City and. . .
approved by City Council.
.The final budget of $20.4 million for the building and plaza was presented to City
Council in the monthly report in December 2007, and is currently the budget for the
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- '_ Change Order Request
.' .... .... ", .',:.
'-The change order request is composed of two portions:
~ J. '.,
.' ,Increased sa~ry costs to man-age the Project as a result of the Project's increase in physical
-size, complexity ~nd budget., -
$126,035
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LiJ:' 912512008 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71TL~: 3:00:13 PM Page: 1
Company No, , 1 PETRA Incorporated
Tfting: ' Employee Range BENEUG thru BENEUG Pay Periods Ending Between 01/01/06 and 08131108Job Range 060675 thru 060675 "
Eugene Bennett
n JOB PHASE, COST CODE j=)ERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
1'-1
60675 1 ' 410 '6/17/2006 BENEUG 2
60675 1 410 6/2412006 BENEUG 1
1 , 60675 1 410 7/1/2006 BENEUG 1l.:..~
,60675 1 410 7/8/2006 BENEUG 4
0 60675 1 410 7/1512006 BENEUG 2L ,60675 1 ' 410 1/612007 BENEUG 2
60675 1 410 1/13/2007 BENEUG 1
n 60675 1 410 1120/2007 BENEUG 11{ .~ 60675 1 410 1/27/2007 BENEUG 12
60675 1 410 2/3/2007 BENEUG 6
r] 60675 1 410 2/10/2007 BENEUG
8
L 60675 '1 410
2117/2007 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 2124/2007 BENEUG 2
60675 1 410 31312007 BENEUG 16
] 60675 1 410 3/10/2007 BENEUG 8~
L 60675 1 410 3/17/2007 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 3/24/2007 BENEUG 4
rl 60675 1 410 3/31/2007 SENEUG 4,L 60675 '1 410 ' 4n12007 BENEUG 11
60675 1 410 4/14/2007 BENEUG 7
f-] 60675 1 410 4/21/2007 BENEUG 6
I 60675 1 410 4i28/2007 BENEUG 1
'- 60675 1 410 5/5/2007 BENEUG 5
fJ
60675 1 410 5/1212007 BENEUG 6
60675 , 1 410 5/19/2007 BENEUG 8
60675 ' 1 410 5/2612007 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 ,61212007 BENEUG 4
'f-] 60675 1 410 6/9/2007 BENEUG 1
L 60675 1 410 6/1612007 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 6/2312007 BENEUG 4
0 60675 1 410 6/30/2007 BENEUG 460675 1 410 7/1412007 BENEUG 2
60675 ' 1 ' 410 712112007 BENEUG 2 ~
'] 60675 1 410
814/2007 BENEUG 1
L: 60675 1 410 8/1112007 BENEUG 9
.60675 1 ,410 8/1812007 BENEUG 6
~-:l
60675 ' 1 410 8/2512007 BENEUG 2..
60675 1 410 ' 9/1/2007 BENEUG\ 8
U 60675 1 ,410 9/8/2007 BENEUG 2
60675 1 410 9/1512007 BENEUG 3
[J 60675 1 410 9/2212007 BENEUG 3~: . 60675 1 410 10/612007 BENEUG 3
60675 1 410 10/13/2007 BENEUG 4
U 60675
1 410 10/20/2007 BENEUG 2
60675 1 410 10/27/2007 BENEUG 1
60675 1 410 11/3/2007 BENEUG 4
0
60675 1 410 11/10/2007 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 11/24/2007 BENEUG 3
L
60675 1 410 121112007 BENEUG 24
60675 1 410 12/8/2007 BENEUG 9
0~. 60675 1 410 12/15/2007 BENEUG 20f,<, 60675 1 410 12/2212007 BENEUG 20
60675 '1 410 1/5/2008 BENEUG 16
CM023887
004384
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9/25/2008 ..PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71
3:00:13 PM Page: 1
'1 PETRA Incorporated
Employee Range BENEUG thru BENEUG Pay Periods ending Between 01/01/06 and 08/31/08
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Eugene Bennett
PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
·1 410 1/1212008 BENEUG 4
1 .. 410 1/1912008 BENEUG 6
1 410 1/2612008 BENEUG 8
1 410 21212008 BENEUG 4
1 410 2/9/2008 BENEUG 3
1 . 41"0 211612008 BENEUG 8
1 .. 410 212312008 BENEUG 6
1 410 3/8/2008 BENEUG 8
1 410 3/15/2008 BENEUG 12
1 410 312212008 BENEUG 4
1 410 3129/2008 BENEUG 12
1 410 4/5/2008 BENEUG 10
1 410 411212008 BENEUG 16
1 410 4/1912008 BENEUG 12
1 410 4/2612008 BENEUG 16
1 410 5/3/2008 .BENEUG 7
1 410 5/10/2008 BENEUG 12
1 410 5/1712008 BENEUG 10
1 410 5/24/2008 BENEUG 8
1 410 5/31/2008 BENEUG 12
~ 410 61712008 BENEUG 16
1 410 6/14/2008 BENEUG 16
1 410 6/21/2008 BENEUG 8
1 410 6/28/2008 BENEUG 12
1 410 7/5/2008 BENEUG 12
1 410 7/12/2008 BENEUG 8
1 410 7/19/2008 BENEUG 16
1 410 8/2/2008 BENEUG 8
1 410 '8/9/2008 BENEUG 36
1 410 8/16/2008 BENEUG· 36
1 410 8/23/2008 BENEUG 36
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Employee Range BElWES thru BETWES pay Periods Ending Between 01/01/06 and 08/31/08
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912512008 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71
3:00:13 PM Page: 1
. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Employee Range BETWES thru BETWES Pay Periods Ending Between 01/01106 and 08/31/08
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Wes Bettis
PHASE· COST COPE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
1 410 7121/2007 BETWES 36
1 .410 712812007 BETWES 40
1 . 410 8/412007 BETWES 40
'1 .410 8/11/2007 BETWES 40
1 410 8/18/2007 BETWES 24
1 410 8125/2007 BETWES 32
1 .410 9/112007 BETWES 35.5
1 410 9/8/2007 BETWES 32
1 410 9115/2007 BETWES 22.5
1 410 912212007 BETWES 40
1.. '410 . 9129/2007 BETWES 40
1 410 10/1312007 BETWES 40
1 ,410 10/20/2007 BETWES 40
1 410 1012712007 ·BETWES 40
1 410 11/312007 BETWES 40
1 410 11/1012007 BETWES 40
1. 410 1111712007 BETWES 40
1 410 11124/2007 BETWES 24
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912512008 PAY:ROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code:
3:00:13 PM Page:
1 PETRA Incorporated
Employee Range STEART thru STEART Pay Periods Ending Between 01/01/06 and 08/31/08
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Employee Range COUTHO thru COUTHO Pay Periods Ending Between 01/01/06 and 08/31/08
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q',~: 9/2512008 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71
T..ne: 3:00:13 PM Page: 1
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Frtting: Employee Range JOHADA thru JOHANA Pay Periods Ending Between 01/01/06 and 08131108
~ .' Job Range 060675 thru 060675 "
.~"" .
Adam, Johnson
[] JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
1'-1
60675 1 405 '8/1912006 JOHADA 2..
60675 1 405 9/2312006 JOHADA 3
~.,:.l 606.75 1 405 9/30/2006 JOHADA 4
'60675 1 405 10128/2006 JOHADA 6
~-1i 60675 '1 405 11/412006 JOHADA 4r,.
t ... 60675 . ,1 405 11/11/2006 JOHADA 12
.60675 1 ' 405 11/18/2006 JOHADA 12
r t 60675 1 405 11125/2006 JOHADA 8
i l' 60675 1 405 12116/2006 JOHADA 1:. J
'60675 1 405 . 112012007 JOHADA 10
1"1 60675 1 405 .213/2007 JOHADA 16
l.J . 60675 1 405 211012007 JOHADA 15
60675 1 405 211712007 JOHADA 4
fJ
60675 1 405 212412007 JOHADA 6
r, 60675 1 405 3/312007 JOHADA 18
t. ". 60675 1 405 3/1012007 JOHADA 27
60675 1 405 3/17/2007 JOHADA 35
i--I 60675 1 405 3124/2007 JOHADA 29J'.
'. 60675 1 405 3/31/2007 JOHADA 23l ..:.
60675 1 405 41712007 JOHADA 29
'] . . 60675 1 405 4114/2007 JOHADA 27f" .
I 60675 1 405 4121/2007 JOHADA 23
(",'.
60675 1 405 4/28/2007 JOHADA 18
[] 60675
1 ,405 5/5/2007 JOHADA 17
60675 1 '405 5/1212007 JOHA~A 14
60675 1 405 . 5/19/2007 JOHADA 23
'-:j 60,675 1 405 512612007
JOHADA 34
: ". 60675 1 405 . 6/2/2007 JOHADA 38
1..',:'J . 60675 1 405 6/9/2007 JOHADA 39
60675 1 . 405 611612007 JOHADA 36
'J 60675 1 405 612312007 . JOHADA 37~ .-: ' 60675 '1 405 613012007 JOHADA 401,..
60675 1 405 7n12007 JOHADA 32'
.LJ
60675 1 405 7/1412007 JOHADA 40
·50675 1 405 7/21/2007 JOHADA 36
'60675 1 405 7/28/2007 JOHADA 40
[/' 60675 1 405 8/412007
JOHADA 34
]', 60675 1 405 8/11/2007 JOHADA 35
.... ..;..... 60675 1 405 8/18/2007 JOHADA 28
60675 1 405 8125/2007 JOHADA 271] 60675 1 405 9/112007 JOHADA 19
L~ 60675 1 405 9/812007 JOHADA 23
60675 1 405 9/15/2007 JOHADA 28
! I 60675 1
405 9/2212007 JOHADA 29
; .•,j 60675 1 405 9129/2007 JOHADA 28
60675 1 405 10/6/2007 JOHADA 28
i '1 60675
1 405 10/13/2007 JOHADA 24,
60675 1 405 10/20/2007 JOHADA 21,.
.....,.
60675 1 405 10/27/2007 JOHADA 19
[1
60675 1 405 11/3/2007 JOHADA 20
60675 1 405 11/10/2007 JOHADA 20
60675 1 405 11/17/2007 JOHADA' 23
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912512008 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code:
'3:00:13 PM Page:
·1 PETRA IncOrporated
Employee Range PLONIC thru PLONIC Pay Periods Ending Between 01/01/06 and 08/31/08






















PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
1 405 612812008 PLONIC 24
1 ·405. 7/1912008 PLONIC 25
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9125J2008PAYROLL H!STORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71
3:00:13 PM Page: 1
1 PETRA Incorporated
Employee Range BOGJUS thru BOGJUS Pay Periods Ending Between 01/01/06 and 08/31/08
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
[lJOB PHASE COST CODE
.Justin Boggs
PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE AVG REG RATE
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PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION .q·~e: ·912512008 Report Code: 48.71
Tune: 3:00:13·PM Page: 1
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporatedfrting:.. . Employee Range ANDJOH thru ANDJOH Pay Periods Ending Between 01/01/06 and 08131108
Job Range 060675 thru oaO~75
Jon Anderson
F:ll·".
PHASE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODELJ JOB COST CODE REG HOURS
r-r 60675 1
·420· 3/3/2007 ANDJOH 4
: . 6.0675 1 420 3/1012007 ANDJOH .8i·
~. ", 60675 1 420 3/1712007 ANDJOH 32
fl
60675 1 420 312412007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 '420 3/31/2007 ANDJOH 40,
60675L .. 1 420 41712007 ANDJOH 36
~0675 1 420 4/14/2007 ANDJOH 40
'] 60675 1 420 4/21/2007 ANDJOH 40,.,.t: 60675 1 420 4/2812007 ANDJOH 40L
60675 .. 1 420 ' 5/512007 ANDJOH 40
[}. '60675 1 420
5/1212007 ANDJOH 32
60675 1 420 ·5/19/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 .420 5126/2007 ANDJOH 37
FI 60675 1 420 6/212007 ANDJOH 40I . 60675 1 420 6/912007 ANDJOH 404't...... 60675 1 420 6/16/2007 ANDJOH 32
0
60675 1 420 6/23/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675· 1 420 6/30/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 71712007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 7/14/2007 ANOJOH 40
f] 60675 1 420 7/2112007 ANDJOH 36~ . 60675 1 420 7/28/2007 ANDJOH 40.....
60675 ,1 420 8/4/2007 ANDJOH 40
n 60675 1 420 8/11/2007 ANDJOH 4060675 1 420 8/18/2007 ANDJOH .39t ..,
60675 1 420 ·8/25/2007 ANDJOH 40
fJ
. 60675 1 420 9/112007 ANDJOH 40
r . 60675 1 420 . 9/8/2007 ANDJOH 32
L 60675 1 420 9/15/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 912212007 ANDJOH 40
rJ 60675 1 420 9129/2007 ANDJOH 32,.t 60676 1 420 10/6/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 .420 10/13/2007 ANDJOH 39}
f] 60675 1 420 . 10/20/2007 ANDJOH 40
l. 60615 1 420 10/27/2007 ANDJOH 38
60675 1 420 ·11/3/2007 ANDJOH 39
I··.. ' 60675· 1 420 11110/2007 ANDJOH 40
\ J 60675 1 420 11/17/2007 ANDJOH~"...
39
. 60675 1 420 11/24/2007 ANDJOH 24
\1 60675 1 420
12/112007 ANDJOH 40
·60675 1 420 ·1218/2007 ANDJOH 37
L· 60675 1 420 12115/2007 ANDJOH 35
60675 1 420 12/2212007 ANDJOH 39
,.' '-~ , 60675 1 420 12/29/2007 ANDJOH 24I. [
LJ 60675 1 420 1/5/2008 ANDJOH 32
60675 1 420 111212008 ANDJOH 40
ill 60675
1 420 1/19/2008 ANDJOH 40
I· 6067:5 1 420 1/2612008 ANDJOH 16
60675 1 420 2/9/2008 ANDJOH 37
n 60675 1 420 2/16/2008 ANDJOH 35
U 60675 1 420
2123/2008 ANDJOH 32
;;'.
60675 1 420 311/2008 ANDJOH 40
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Employee Range ANpJOH thru ANDJOH Pay Periods Ending Between 01/01/06 and 08/31/08









PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
1 ·420 3/15/2008 ANDJOH 38
1 420 .3122/2008 ANDJOH 33
1 420 3/2912008 ANDJOH 40
1 420 4/5/2008 ANDJOH 38
1 420 .4/1212008 ANDJOH 38
1 420 4/1912008 ANDJOH 38
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.9125/2008 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code;
3:00:13 PM Page:
1 PETRA Incorporated
Employee RangeCHIPAT thru CHIPAT Pay Periods Ending Belween 01/01/06 and 08/31/08






































PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
1 420 .7/5/2008 CHIPAT 32
,1 420 7/1212008 CHIPAT 40
'1' ' ,. 420 7/1912008 CHIPAT 40
1 420 . 7/26/2008 CHIPAT 40
1 420 812/2008 CHIPAT 40
1 . 420 8/912008 CHIPAT 40
1 420 . 8/1612008 CHIPAT 40
1 420 8/2312008 CHIPAT 40
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912512008 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Coda: 48.71 
3:00:13 PM ' Page: 1 
1 PETRA Incorporated , 
Employee Range VAUJER thruVAUJER P~ Periods Ending Between 01/01/06 and 08/31/08 
Job Range 060675 thru 060675 
Jack Vaughn 
PHASE COSTCPDE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS 
1 420 4/19/2008 VAUJER 7 
1 420 4126/2008 VAUJER 20 
1 ,420 5/3J2008 VAUJER 40 
~ " .420 ,5/1012008 VAUJER 40 
1 420 5/1712008 VAUJER 40 
1 420 . 5124/2008 VAUJER 40 
1 420 5/3112008 VAUJER 24 
1 420 6n/200B VAUJER 40 
1 420 6/1412008 ' VAUJER 40 
1 ,420 ' 6/2112008 VAUJER 37 
1 .420 612812008 VAUJER 35 
1 , 420 71512008 VAUJER 32 
1 ,420 .7/1212008 VAUJER 40 
1 .420 7/19/2008 VAUJER 40 
1 420 7/2612008 VAUJER 40 
1 420 8/212008 VAUJER 40 
1 420 8/9/2008 VAUJER 40 
1 420 8/16/2008 VAUJER 30 
1 420 8123/2008 VAUJER 40 
1 420 8/30/2008 VAUJER 40 
705 
 
r~ 912512008 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71~i' te:,
L e: 3:00:13 PM Page: 1
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
r;]nting: EmploYee Range TRESCO thru TRESCO Pay Periods Ending Between 01/01/06 and 08131/08
L Job Range 060675 thru 060675, Scott Trepagnier
t"')
! I ' JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURSLJ
'60675 1, 420 8125/2007 TRESCO 40
fJ ,60675 1 420 9/8/2007 TRESCO 32!i,
L. '60675 ' 1 430 9/1/2007 TRESCO 40
60675 1 ' 430 9/1512007 TRESCO 40
0 60675 1 :430 ,912212007 TRESCO 4060675 1 430 9129/2007 'TRESCO 40
60675 1 430 .1016/2007 TRESCO 40
r-l 60675 1 430 10/13/2007 TRESCO 40j'
i 60675 1 ' 430 1012012007 TRESCO 37
L.. ,.
430 ,10127/2007,60675 1 ' TRESCO 38
IJ 60675 1
430 ,,111312007 TRESCO 39
60675 1 430 11/1012007 TRESCO 40
l ,60675 1 430 11/1712007 TRESCO 40
60675 1 430 11/24/2007 TRESCO 32
'1 430 12/1/2007 TRESCOI 60675 1 40L.. 60675 1 430 12/8/2007 TRESCO 40
60675 1 430 12/15/2007 TRESCO 36
D" , 60675 1 430 12/22/2007 TRESCO 4060675 1 430 12/29/2007 TRESCO 20
60675 ' 1 430 1/5/2008 ' TRESCO 28
('] 60675 1 430 1/12/2008 TRESCO 35i 60675 1 430 1/19/2008 TRESCO 35
L~
60675 1 430 ,1126/2008 TRESCO 40
']
60675 1 430 21212008 TRESCO 37
.' 60675 1 430 2/9/2008 TRESCO 38I,e ,60675 1 430 ' 2/16/2008 'TRESCO 30
60675 1 430 2123/2008 TRESCO 32i'] 60675 1 430 3/1/2008 TRESCO 30I'
V, ' 60675 1 430 3/8/2008 TRESCO 32
, 60675 1 430 ,,3/15/2008 TRESCO 33
IJ' 60675 1 430 312212008 TRESCO 30" 60675 ' 1 ; 430 3129/2008 TRESCO 351; ,
60675 1 ,430 ' 4/5/2008 TRESCO 301
I1
Boa75 1 430 ' 4/1212008 TREScO 32
60675 .. 1 430 4119/2008 TRESCO 31
60675 1 430 4126/2008 TRESCO 31
" 60675 1 430 5/3/2008 TRESCO 28
"JI ' 69675 1 430 5/10/2008 TRESCO 26
t..:.. ,60675 1 430 5/17/2008 TRESCO 30
'60675 1 430 ,5124/2008 TRESCO 34
0 60675 1 430 513112008 TRESCO 2060675 1 430 6/1412008 TRESCO 20
60675 1 430 6/21/2008 TRESCO 26
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.Employee Range BRODRE thru BRODRE Pay Periods Ending Between 01/01/06 and 08/31/08







JOB PHASE COST CODE , PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
1 405. 4/2612008 BRODRE 20
1 405 5/312008 BRODRE 40
1 405 7/5/2008 BRODRE 32
. 1 430 5/10/2008 BRODRE 40
1 430 5/17/2008 BRODRE 40
1 430 6124/2008 BRODRE 40
1 430 5/31/2008 BRODRE 32
1 430 6/7/2008 BRODRE 32
1 430 6/14/2008 BRODRE 30
1 430 6/21/2008 BRODRE 32
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• Project Size & Complexity
• Building Complexity
• Budget
• Change Order Request




   
     
   
   
   
     
   
  
    
   
 
  







The attached document is in response to the City or Meridian's request for
additional information and back-up to Petra's proposed Change Order #2; dealing with
increase in fee and management costs asa result oftheproject increase in size,
complexity, and bUdget as provided for in Article 7(b) of the Construction Management
Agreement.
The attached document has been revised from the original submitted previously
on October 3, 2008. The total dollar amount requested has been updated to reflect the
actual man-hours worked versus the projected man-hours.
Very Truly Yours,
Gene Bennett
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Article 7(b} of the Construction Management Agreement provides for an "Equitable
Adjustmenr in the "Construction Manager's fee and the not"to"exceed limits for
reimbursable expenses" due to significant change in the Project due to "size, complexity,
and budget."
The attached documentation specifically addresses the changes in each of these
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Project Size and Complexity
Project Size
The size of the Project increased in three principal areas:
• Physical Size - The size of the Project increased from 80,000 sq.ft. to 80,000 sq.ft. plus a
20,000 sq.ft basement for a total of 100,000 sq.ft. Addition of the basement added time
to the Project to get out of the ground.
• Scope of work within building - The amount of work within the building was originally
envisioned as "standard" Class A office space with open office areas. Final design
utilized fixed waif office, partitions and cabinetry in lieu of demountable office partitions
requiring more supervisory time to manage the Project.
• Plaza & Site work - Original site work was envisioned as "surface parking" and the
reqUired streetscape around the building. Final plaza design included amphitheatre,
Heritage building, trellis, canal, stream, plaza with pavers and fountains, as well as
parking and street scape. To manage this work, Petra employed a full time Project
Superintendent and Staff Engineer to oversee the intricate installation.
Building Complexity
The complexity oftha building changed in five principal areas:
• Structure: size of the City Council chambers dictated column to beam moment welds in
four directions throughout the structure. This was more than the 2 directional moment
welds that were initially anticipated, and added time to the Project during the rainy
season when it is difficult to weld.
• Building exterior: The City's desire to have an exterior that would stand the ''test of time"
dictated that use of stone and brick. This is a more expensive and time consuming
construction method than is used on other commercial buildings, but was required in
order to provide a 200 year structure.
• Mechanical: The mechanical system used in the building is state-of-the-art. It
incorporated access floor/under floor duct throughout the building with a two pipe
hydronic system providing under floor control to individual VAV boxes at individual work
stations. The system provides the ultimate in control, comfort, and fleXibility for future
004403
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office changes compared to the usual rooftop system with the single thermostat for large
work areas.
• Electrical: The electrical system also is state-of~the~art with "daylight harvesting" controls,
C02 monitoring, standby generator and UPS systems - all requiring additional time to
install.
• Because of the complexity of the mechanical/electrical systems, Petra employed a
mechanical/electrical superintendent in lieu of a foreman to ensure the success of the
Project.
• LEED: The certification for LEED with the state-of-the-art MEP systems added time to the
overall Project to complete.
004404
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BUdget:
The proposed budget for the project during contract negotiations in August, 2006
was set at $12.2 million for 80,000 sq.ft by the City of Meridian. This was done in order
to negotiate the construction management agreement to get the Construction
Management Agreement executed prior to any drawings or design criteria being
prepared.
All budgets, bids, and contract awards were received by the City and
approved by City Council.
The final budget of $20.4 million for the bUilding and plaza was presented to City
Council in the monthly report in December 2007, and this plus the $1.35 million site
demolition and remediation cost equals the current project budget of $21.77 million.
004405
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Change Order Request
The change order request is composed of two portions:
• Increased salary costs to manage the Project as a result of the Project's increase in physical
size, complexity and budget.
$136.197




   
         
                 
    
 
                  
   
   
Increased Salary Costs
The following chart is a comparison of actual hours spent managing the Project versus
the negotiated contract amount:
Contract 4130/10
Negotiated Hours Total
Contract to Remaining Project
Hours Date Hours Hours Difference Rate Amount
Project Manager 768 1,174 0 1,174 406 $63.50 Non-
Reimbursable
Project Engineer 1,536 3,044 0 3,044 1,508 $45.90 $69,217
Staff Engineer 0 1,687 0 1,687 1,687 $26.96 $45,482
Project
Superintendent 3,114 3,872 0 3.872 728 $40.40 $29,411
Foreman 3,144 1,857 0 1,857 <1,287> $22.90 <$29,472>
Total: 8,532 11,410 2,412 $114,638
Petra utilized a mechanical/electrical superintendent in lieu of a finish foremen to oversee the
MEP construction. Rate for the superintendent was $34.51 and the additional cost was:
ISupt Foreman
Total Additional Supervisory Costs:
1,857 I $11.61 I $21,560
$136,197
004407
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Increased Fee




The 4.7% rate is consistent with the fee increase requested and approved in Change
Order#1.
This fee covers home office costs of 3.0%, insurance of 0.7% and pre-tax profit of 1.0%.
Increased fee is as follows:
Final Project Budget - Building & Plaza















              
 
                
     
      
    
   
  






Date: 5/312010 PAYROll HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71
TIme: 12:41:34 PM Page: 1
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
··inting: Employee Range BENEUG thru BENEUG Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04130/09
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Eugene Bennett
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
60675 1 410 1/6/2007 BENEUG 2
60675 1 410 1/13/2007 BENEUG 1
60675 1 410 1120/2007 BENEUG 11
60675 1 410 1127/2007 BENEUG 12
60675 1 410 213/2007 BENEUG 6
60675 1 410 2/1012007 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 2/17/2007 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 2124/2007 BENEUG 2
60675 1 410 3/312007 BENEUG 16
60675 1 410 3/1012007 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 3/1712007 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 312412007 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 3/31/2007 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 41712007 BENEUG 11
60675 1 410 4/1412007 BENEUG 7
60675 1 410 4/21/2007 BENEUG 6
60675 1 410 4/2812007 BENEUG 1
60675 1 410 5/512007 BENEUG 5
60675 1 410 5/12/2007 BENEUG 6
60675 1 410 5/1912007 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 5/2612007 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 6/212007 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 6/9/2007 BENEUG 1
60675 1 410 6/16/2007 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 6/23/2007 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 6/30/2007 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 7/14/2007 BENEUG 2
60675 1 410 7/21/2007 BENEUG 2
60675 1 410 8/4/2007 BENEUG 1
60675 1 410 8/11/2007 BENEUG 9
60675 1 410 8/18/2007 BENEUG 6
60675 1 410 8/2512007 BENEUG 2
60675 1 410 9/112007 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 9/8/2007 BENEUG 2
60675 1 410 9/1512007 BENEUG 3
60675 1 410 9/22/2007 BENEUG 3
60675 1 410 10/6/2007 BENEUG 3
60675 1 410 10/13/2007 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 10/20/2007 BENEUG 2
60675 1 410 10/27/2007 BENEUG 1
60675 1 410 11/3/2007 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 11/10/2007 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 11124/2007 BENEUG 3
60675 1 410 12/1/2007 BENEUG 24
60675 1 410 12/8/2007 BENEUG 9
60675 1 410 12/15/2007 BENEUG 20
60675 1 410 12/22/2007 BENEUG 20
60675 1 410 1/5/2008 BENEUG 16
60675 1 410 1/12/2008 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 1/19/2008 BENEUG 6
60675 1 410 1/26/2008 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 2/2/2008 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 2/9/2008 BENEUG 3
004409
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Date: 5/312010 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71
Time: 12;41:34 PM Page: 1
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
.. :;ntlng: Employee Range BENEUG thru BENEUG Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04130109
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Eugene Bennett
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
60675 1 410 2116/2008 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 212312008 BENEUG 6
60675 1 410 3/812008 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 3/15/2008 BENEUG 12
60675 1 410 3/2212008 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 312912008 BENEUG 12
60675 1 410 4/512008 BENEUG 10
60675 1 410 4/1212008 BENEUG 16
60675 1 410 4/19/2008 BENEUG 12
60675 1 410 4/26/2008 BENEUG 16
60675 1 410 5/312008 BENEUG 7
60675 1 410 5/1012008 BENEUG 12
60675 1 410 5/1712008 BENEUG 10
60675 1 410 5/2412008 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 5/31/2008 BENEUG 12
60675 1 410 6/7/2008 BENEUG 16
60675 1 410 6/14/2008 BENEUG 16
60675 1 410 6/21/2008 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 6/28/2008 BENEUG 12
60675 1 410 7/5/2008 BENEUG 12
60675 1 410 7/12/2008 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 7119/2008 BENEUG 16
60675 1 410 81212008 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 8/912008 BENEUG 36
60675 1 410 8/16/2008 BENEUG 36
60675 1 410 8/2312008 BENEUG 36
60675 1 410 8/30/2008 BENEUG 32
60675 1 410 9/612008 BENEUG 24
60675 1 410 9/1312008 BENEUG 32
60675 1 410 9/20/2008 BENEUG 16
60675 1 410 9/27/2008 BENEUG 35
60675 1 410 10/4/2008 BENEUG 37
60675 1 410 10/11/2008 BENEUG 40
60675 1 410 10/1812008 BENEUG 24
60675 1 410 10/25/2008 BENEUG 24
60675 1 410 11/112008 BENEUG 25
60675 1 410 11/8/2008 BENEUG 26
60675 1 410 11/15/2008 BENEUG 12
60675 1 410 1112212008 BENEUG 12
60675 1 410 11/29/2008 BENEUG 6
60675 1 410 1216/2008 BENEUG 2
60675 1 410 12/13/2008 BENEUG 10
60675 1 410 12/20/2008 BENEUG 2
60675 1 410 12/27/2008 BENEUG 2
60675 1 410 1/10/2009 BENEUG 2
60675 1 410 1/17/2009 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 1/24/2009 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 1/31/2009 BENEUG 16
60675 1 410 2/7/2009 BENEUG 14
60675 1 410 2/14/2009 BENEUG 12
60675 1 410 2/21/2009 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 2/28/2009 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 3/7/2009 BENEUG 16
004410
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· Date: 5/3/2010 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71
Time: 12:41:34 PM Page: 1
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
"'rinting: Employee Range BENEUG thru BENEUG Pay Periods Ending Between 08101/06 and 04/30/09
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Eugene Bennett
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
60675 1 410 3/14/2009 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 312112009 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 3/2812009 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 4/4/2009 BENEUG 8
60675 1 410 4/1112009 BENEUG 4
60675 1 410 4/1812009 BENEUG 8
Total 1174
004411
         
     
     
             
     
  
          
      
      
      
      
      
      
  
Date: 513/2010 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71
. Time: 12:42:41 PM Page: 1
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
. ~nting: Employee Range BETWES thru BETWES Pay Periods Ending Between 08101/06 and 04/30/09
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Wes Bettis
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
60675 1 410 7n/2oo7 BETWES 32
60675 1 410 8112/2006 BETWES 4.5
60675 1 410 8119/2006 BETWES 6.25
60675 1 410 812612006 BETWES 2.5
60675 1 410 91212006 BETWES 1.75
60675 1 410 9/912006 BETWES 3.25
60675 1 410 9/1612006 BETWES 3
60675 1 410 9/23/2006 BETWES 5
60675 1 410 9/30/2006 BETWES 5
60675 1 410 10/7/2006 BETWES 9.25
60675 1 410 10/14/2006 BETWES 10
60675 1 410 10/21/2006 BETWES 4.5
60675 1 410 10/28/2006 BETWES 6.75
60675 1 410 11/4/2006 BETWES 7.75
60675 1 410 11/11/2006 BETWES 4.25
60675 1 410 11/18/2006 BETWES 5.25
60675 1 410 11/25/2006 BETWES 5.75
60675 1 410 1212/2006 BETWES 12.25
60675 1 410 1219/2006 BETWES 18
60675 1 410 12116/2006 BETWES 12.25
60675 1 410 12/23/2006 BETWES 19.75
60675 1 410 12130/2006 BETWES 6.75
60675 1 410 1/6/2007 BETWES 13.5
60675 1 410 1/13/2007 BETWES 18.25
60675 1 410 1/20/2007 BETWES 19.25
60675 1 410 1/27/2007 BETWES 15.25
60675 1 410 213/2007 BETWES 13
60675 1 410 2/10/2007 BETWES 27.75
60675 1 410 2117/2007 BETWES 22.5
60675 1 410 2124/2007 BETWES 26.25
60675 1 410 3/3/2007 BETWES 23.5
60675 1 410 3/10/2007 BETWES 26.5
60675 1 410 3117/2007 BETWES 26.75
60675 1 410 3124/2007 BETWES 27.75
60675 1 410 3/31/2007 BETWES 29
60675 1 410 4nl2007 BETWES 27.5
60675 1 410 4/14/2007 BETWES 34.21
60675 1 410 4/21/2007 BETWES 34.5
60675 1 410 4/28/2007 BETWES 33.25
60675 1 410 5/5/2007 BETWES 9
60675 1 410 5/12/2007 BETWES 22.75
60675 1 410 5/19/2007 BETWES 32
60675 1 410 5/26/2007 BETWES 26
60675 1 410 6/212007 BETWES 9.5
60675 1 410 6/9/2007 BETWES 16
60675 1 410 6/16/2007 BETWES 40
60675 1 410 6/23/2007 BETWES 34.5
60675 1 410 6/30/2007 BETWES 40
60675 1 410 7/14/2007 BETWES 40
60675 1 410 7/21/2007 BETWES 36
60675 1 410 7/28/2007 BETWES 40
60675 1 410 8/4/2007 BETWES 40
60675 1 410 8/11/2007 BETWES 40
004412
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Date: 5/312010 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71
Time: 12:42:41 PM Page: 1
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
...·inting: Employee Range BETWES thru BETWES Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04130109
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Was Bettis
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
60675 1 410 8118/2007 BETWES 24
60675 1 410 812512007 BETWES 32
60675 1 410 9/112007 BETWES 35.5
60675 1 410 9/812007 BETWES 32
60675 1 410 9/1512007 BETWES 22.5
60675 1 410 9/22/2007 BETWES 40
60675 1 410 9/2912007 BETWES 40
60675 1 410 10/13/2007 BETWES 40
60675 1 410 10/20/2007 BETWES 40
60675 1 410 10/27/2007 BETWES 40
60675 1 410 11/3/2007 BETWES 40
60675 1 410 11/10/2007 BETWES 40
60675 1 410 11/17/2007 BETWES 40
60675 1 410 11/24/2007 BETWES 24
60675 1 410 12/1/2007 BETWES 27
Total 1547.21
004413
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Date: 5/312010 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71
Time: 12:50:04 PM Page: 1
. Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
'nting: Employee Range COUTHO thru COUTHO Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30/09
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Tom Coughlin
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
60675 1 410 121112007 COUTHO 4
60675 1 410 121812007 COUTHO 16
60675 1 410 12115/2007 COUTHO 16
60675 1 410 1212212007 COUTHO 12
60675 1 410 1212912007 COUTHO 8
60675 1 410 1/5/2008 COUTHO 16
60675 1 410 1/1212008 COUTHO 16
60675 1 410 1/26/2008 COUTHO 12
60675 1 410 212/2008 COUTHO 8
60675 1 410 219/2008 COUTHO 16
60675 1 410 211612008 COUTHO 20
60675 1 410 2/23/2008 COUTHO 16
60675 1 410 3/1/2008 COUTHO 20
60675 1 410 3/8/2008 COUTHO 8
60675 1 410 3/15/2008 COUTHO 28
60675 1 410 3/2212008 COUTHO 24
60675 1 410 3/29/2008 COUTHO 24
60675 1 410 4/5/2008 COUTHO 28
60675 1 410 4/1212008 COUTHO 28
60675 1 410 4/19/2008 COUTHO 24
60675 1 410 4/26/2008 COUTHO 24
60675 1 410 5/3/2008 COUTHO 20
60675 1 410 5/10/2008 COUTHO 28
60675 1 410 5/17/2008 COUTHO 32
60675 1 410 5/24/2008 COUTHO 24
60675 1 410 5/31/2008 COUTHO 24
60675 1 410 61712008 COUTHO 32
60675 1 410 6/14/2008 COUTHO 32
60675 1 410 612112008 COUTHO 32
60675 1 410 6128/2008 COUTHO 28
60675 1 410 7/5/2008 COUTHO 24
60675 1 410 7112/2008 COUTHO 28
60675 1 410 7/19/2008 COUTHO 28
60675 1 410 7/26/2008 COUTHO 24
60675 1 410 8/2/2008 COUTHO 24
60675 1 410 8/9/2008 COUTHO 16
60675 1 410 8116/2008 COUTHO 24
60675 1 410 8123/2008 COUTHO 32
60675 1 410 8/30/2008 COUTHO 36
60675 1 410 9/6/2008 COUTHO 12
60675 1 410 9/13/2008 COUTHO 8
60675 1 410 9/20/2008 COUTHO 12
60675 1 410 9/27/2008 COUTHO 22
60675 1 410 10/4/2008 COUTHO 12
60675 1 410 10/11/2008 COUTHO 8
60675 1 410 10/18/2008 COUTHO 14
60675 1 410 10/25/2008 COUTHO 10
60675 1 410 11/1/2008 COUTHO 10
60675 1 410 11/8/2008 COUTHO 14
60675 1 410 11/15/2008 COUTHO 18
60675 1 410 11/2212008 COUTHO 24
60675 1 410 11/29/2008 COUTHO 26
60675 1 410 12/6/2008 COUTHO 16
004414
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Date: 5/312010 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71
Time: 12:50:04 PM Page: 1
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
.·inting: Employee Range cOUTHO thru cOUTHO Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30/09
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Tom Coughlin
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
60675 1 410 12113/2008 cOUTHO 16
60675 1 410 12120/2008 cOUTHO 16
60675 1 410 12127/2008 cOUTHO 12
60675 1 410 1/3/2009 cOUTHO 16
60675 1 410 1/10/2009 cOUTHO 6
60675 1 410 1/17/2009 cOUTHO 16
60675 1 410 1/24/2009 COUTHO 20
60675 1 410 1/31/2009 cOUTHO 24
60675 1 410 217/2009 COUTHO 24
60675 1 410 2/14/2009 COUTHO 16
60675 1 410 2121/2009 COUTHO 8
60675 1 410 2128/2009 COUTHO 22
60675 1 410 3n/2009 COUTHO 23
60675 1 410 3/1412009 COUTHO 21
60675 1 410 3/21/2009 COUTHO 18
60675 1 410 3/28/2009 COUTHO 28
60675 1 410 4/412009 COUTHO 9
60675 1 410 4/11/2009 COUTHO 18
60675 1 410 4/18/2009 COUTHO 8
60675 1 410 4/25/2009 COUTHO 12
Total 1395
004415
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513/2010 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code:
12:49:27 PM Page:
1 PETRA Incorporated
Employee Range STEART thru STEART Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30/09




JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
60675 1 410 2/312007 STEART 9
60675 1 410 211012007 STEART 10
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5/312010 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code:
12:49:27 PM Page:
1 PETRA Incorporated
Employee Range PIESTE thru PIESTE Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30/09




JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
60675 1 405 1/1312007 PIESTE 11
60675 1 405 112012007 PIESTE 24
60675 1 405 3/3/2007 PIESTE 16













      
   
   
            




         
     
      
     
     
 
Date: 5/3/2010 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71
Time: 12:57:45 PM Page: 1
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
" ..Inting: Employee Range JOHADA thru JOHANA Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30/09
\ Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Adam Johnson
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
60675 1 405 811912006 JOHADA 2
60675 1 405 912312006 JOHADA 3
60675 1 405 9130/2006 JOHADA 4
60675 1 405 10/2812006 JOHADA 6
60675 1 405 11/412006 JOHADA 4
60675 1 405 11/11/2006 JOHADA 12
60675 1 405 11/1812006 JOHADA 12
60675 1 405 11/25/2006 JOHADA 8
60675 1 405 12116/2006 JOHADA 1
60675 1 405 1/20/2007 JOHADA 10
60675 1 405 213/2007 JOHADA 16
60675 1 405 2/10/2007 JOHADA 15
60675 1 405 2/17/2007 JOHADA 4
60675 1 405 2/24/2007 JOHADA 6
60675 1 405 3/3/2007 JOHADA 18
60675 1 405 3/10/2007 JOHADA 27
60675 1 405 3117/2007 JOHADA 35
60675 1 405 3/24/2007 JOHADA 29
60675 1 405 3/31/2007 JOHADA 23
60675 1 405 4nJ2007 JOHADA 29
60675 1 405 4/14/2007 JOHADA 27
60675 1 405 4121/2007 JOHADA 23
60675 1 405 4128/2007 JOHADA 18
60675 1 405 5/5/2007 JOHADA 17
60675 1 405 5/12/2007 JOHADA 14
60675 1 405 5/19/2007 JOHADA 23
60675 1 405 5126/2007 JOHADA 34
60675 1 405 6/2/2007 JOHADA 38
60675 1 405 6/9/2007 JOHADA 39
60675 1 405 6/16/2007 JOHADA 36
60675 1 405 6123/2007 JOHADA 37
60675 1 405 6/30/2007 JOHADA 40
60675 1 405 7nJ2007 JOHADA 32
60675 1 405 7/14/2007 JOHADA 40
60675 1 405 7/21/2007 JOHADA 36
60675 1 405 7/28/2007 JOHADA 40
60675 1 405 8/4/2007 JOHADA 34
60675 1 405 8/1112007 JOHADA 35
60675 1 405 8/18/2007 JOHADA 28
60675 1 405 8/25/2007 JOHADA 27
60675 1 405 9/1/2007 JOHADA 19
60675 1 405 9/8/2007 JOHADA 23
60675 1 405 9/15/2007 JOHADA 28
60675 1 405 9/22/2007 JOHADA 29
60675 1 405 9/29/2007 JOHADA 28
60675 1 405 10/6/2007 JOHADA 28
60675 1 405 10/13/2007 JOHADA 24
60675 1 405 10/20/2007 JOHADA 21
60675 1 405 10/27/2007 JOHADA 19
60675 1 405 11/3/2007 JOHADA 20
60675 1 405 11/10/2007 JOHADA 20
60675 1 405 11/17/2007 JOHADA 23
60675 1 405 11/24/2007 JOHADA 12
004418
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. Date: 5/312010 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71
Time: 12:57:45 PM Page: 1
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
. ';nting: Employee Range JOHADA thru JOHANA Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04130109
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Adam Johnson
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
60675 1 405 1211/2007 JOHADA 26
60675 1 405 121812007 JOHADA 32
60675 1 405 12115/2007 JOHADA 33
60675 1 405 1212212007 JOHADA 33
60675 1 405 12129/2007 JOHADA 14
60675 1 405 1/5/2008 JOHADA 12
60675 1 405 1/1212008 JOHADA 15
60675 1 405 1/19/2008 JOHADA 11
60675 1 405 1126/2008 JOHADA 38
60675 1 405 2/212008 JOHADA 20
60675 1 405 2/9/2008 JOHADA 2
60675 1 405 2/16/2008 JOHADA 1
60675 1 405 3/1/2008 JOHADA 8
60675 1 405 3129/2008 JOHADA 20
60675 1 405 4/5/2008 JOHADA 40
60675 1 405 4/12/2008 JOHADA 40
60675 1 405 4/19/2008 JOHADA 40
Total 1561
004419
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Employee Range PLONIC thru PLONIC Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04130/09






JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
60675 1 405 6128/2008 PLONIC 24
60675 1 405 7/19/2008 PLONIC 25
60675 1 405 7/26/2008 PLONtC 25
60675 1 405 11/29/2008 PLONIC 20
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· Date: 51312010 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71
Time: 12:43:57 PM Page: 1
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
·~intin9: Employee Range ANDJOH thru ANDJOH Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30/09
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Jon Anderson
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
60675 1 420 3/3/2007 ANDJOH 4
60675 1 420 3/10/2007 ANDJOH 8
60675 1 420 3/17/2007 ANDJOH 32
60675 1 420 3/24/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 3/31/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 4/7/2007 ANDJOH 36
60675 1 420 4/14/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 4/21/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 4/28/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 5/5/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 5/12/2007 ANDJOH 32
60675 1 420 5/19/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 5/26/2007 ANDJOH 37
60675 1 420 6/2/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 6/9/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 6/16/2007 ANDJOH 32
60675 1 420 6/23/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 6/30/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 7/7/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 7/14/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 7/21/2007 ANDJOH 36
60675 1 420 7/28/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 8/4/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 8/11/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 8/18/2007 ANDJOH 39
60675 1 420 8/25/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 9/1/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 9/8/2007 ANDJOH 32
60675 1 420 9/15/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 9/22/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 9/29/2007 ANDJOH 32
60675 1 420 10/6/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 10/13/2007 ANDJOH 39
60675 1 420 10/20/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 10/27/2007 ANDJOH 38
60675 1 420 11/3/2007 ANDJOH 39
60675 1 420 11/10/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 11/17/2007 ANDJOH 39
60675 1 420 11/24/2007 ANDJOH 24
60675 1 420 12/1/2007 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 12/8/2007 ANDJOH 37
60675 1 420 12/15/2007 ANDJOH 35
60675 1 420 12/22/2007 ANDJOH 39
60675 1 420 12/29/2007 ANDJOH 24
60675 1 420 1/5/2008 ANDJOH 32
60675 1 420 1/12/2008 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 1/19/2008 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 1/26/2008 ANDJOH 16
60675 1 420 2/9/2008 ANDJOH 37
60675 1 420 2/16/2008 ANDJOH 35
60675 1 420 2/23/2008 ANDJOH 32
60675 1 420 3/1/2008 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 3/8/2008 ANDJOH 36
004421
         
     
     
             
     
  
          
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
60675 1 420 3/15/2008 ANDJOH 38
60675 1 420 3/22/2008 ANDJOH 33
60675 1 420 3/29/2008 ANDJOH 40
60675 1 420 4/5/2008 ANDJOH 38
60675 1 420 4/12/2008 ANDJOH 38
60675 1 420 4/19/2008 ANDJOH 38
60675 1 420 4/26/2000 ANDJOH 40
2167
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Date: 51312010 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71
Time: 12:48:47 PM Page: 1
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
. -'~lntlng: Employee Range VAUJER thru VAUJER Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01106 and 04130109
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Jack Vaughn
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
60675 1 420 411912008 VAUJER 7
60675 1 420 412612008 VAUJER 20
60675 1 420 51312008 VAUJER 40
60675 1 420 5/1012008 VAUJER 40
60675 1 420 5117/2008 VAUJER 40
60675 1 420 5/24/2008 VAUJER 40
60675 1 420 5131/2008 VAUJER 24
60675 1 420 6/712008 VAUJER 40
60675 1 420 611412008 VAUJER 40
60675 1 420 6121/2008 VAUJER 37
60675 1 420 6128/2008 VAUJER 35
60675 1 420 71512008 VAUJER 32
60675 1 420 711212008 VAUJER 40
60675 1 420 7/1912008 VAUJER 40
60675 1 420 7126/2008 VAUJER 40
60675 1 420 8/212008 VAUJER 40
60675 1 420 8/912008 VAUJER 40
60675 1 420 8116/2008 VAUJER 30
60675 1 420 8/23/2008 VAUJER 40
60675 1 420 8/30/2008 VAUJER 40
60675 1 420 91612008 VAUJER 32
60675 1 420 9/20/2008 VAUJER 40
60675 1 420 9127/2008 VAUJER 32
60675 1 420 10/4/2008 VAUJER 40
60675 1 420 10111/2008 VAUJER 40
60675 1 420 10/18/2008 VAUJER 40
Total 929
004423
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Date: 5/312010 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71
Time: 12:53:19 PM Page: 1
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
....;nting: Employee Range CHIPAT thru CHIPAT Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30109
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Pat Child
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
60675 1 420 7/512008 CHIPAT 32
60675 1 420 7/1212008 CHIPAT 40
60675 1 420 7/1912008 CHIPAT 40
60675 1 420 7/26/2008 CHIPAT 40
60675 1 420 81212008 CHIPAT 40
60675 1 420 8/9/2008 CHIPAT 40
60675 1 420 811612008 CHIPAT 40
60675 1 420 8/2312008 CHIPAT 40
60675 1 420 813012008 CHIPAT 40
60675 1 420 9/612008 CHIPAT 40
60675 1 420 9/13/2008 CHIPAT 40
60675 1 420 9/20/2008 CHIPAT 40
60675 1 420 9/2712008 CHIPAT 20
60675 1 420 10/4/2008 CHIPAT 20
60675 1 420 1011112008 CHIPAT 20
60675 1 420 10118/2008 CHIPAT 20
Total 552
004424
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Employee Range DILJER thru DILJER Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30/09






JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
60675 1 420 1212/2006 DILJER 16
60675 1 420 12/9/2006 DIWER 40
60675 1 420 12116/069 DILJER 40
60675 1 420 1212312006 DILJER 40
















   
     
 
            




         
     
     
     
     






5/312010 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code:
12:51:28 PM Page:
1 PETRA Incorporated
Employee Range BIGHOH thru BIGHOH Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04130109




JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
60675 1 420 11/412006 BIGJOH 6
60675 1 420 11/1112006 BIGJOH 26
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Date: 5/312010 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71
Time: 12:53:19 PM Page: 1
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
""'inting: Employee Range TRESCO thru TRESCO Pay Periods Ending Between 08/01/06 and 04/30/09
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Scott Trepagnier
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
60675 1 420 8/2512007 TREScO 40
60675 1 420 9/812007 TREScO 32
60675 1 430 9/112007 TRESCO 40
60675 1 430 9/1512007 TRESCO 40
60675 1 430 9/2212007 TREScO 40
60675 1 430 9/29/2007 TRESCO 40
60675 1 430 10/6/2007 TRESCO 40
60675 1 430 10/13/2007 TRESCO 40
60675 1 430 10/20/2007 TRESCO 37
60675 1 430 1012712007 TRESCO 38
60675 1 430 11/312007 TRESCO 39
60675 1 430 11/10/2007 TREScO 40
60675 1 430 11/17/2007 TREScO 40
60675 1 430 11/24/2007 TRESCO 32
60675 1 430 121112007 TRESCO 40
60675 1 430 12/8/2007 TRESCO 40
60675 1 430 12115/2007 TRESCO 36
60675 1 430 12/22/2007 TRESCO 40
60675 1 430 12129/2007 TRESCO 20
60675 1 430 1/5/2008 TRESCO 28
60675 1 430 111212008 TRESCO 35
60675 1 430 1/19/2008 TRESCO 35
60675 1 430 1/2612008 TREScO 40
60675 1 430 212/2008 TRESCO 37
60675 1 430 2/9/2008 TRESCO 38
60675 1 430 211612008 TRESCO 30
60675 1 430 2123/2008 TRESCO 32
60675 1 430 3/112008 TREScO 30
60675 1 430 3/812008 TRESCO 32
60675 1 430 3/1512008 TRESCO 33
60675 1 430 3/22/2008 TRESCO 30
60675 1 430 3/29/2008 TREScO 35
60675 1 430 415/2008 TREScO 30
60675 1 430 4/1212008 TREScO 32
60675 1 430 4119/2008 TRESCO 31
60675 1 430 4/26/2008 TRESCO 31
60675 1 430 5/3/2008 TRESCO 28
60675 1 430 5/10/2008 TRESCO 26
60675 1 430 5/17/2008 TRESCO 30
60675 1 430 5/24/2008 TRESCO 34
60675 1 430 5/3112008 TRESCO 20
60675 1 430 6/14/2008 TRESCO 20
60675 1 430 6121/2008 TRESCO 26
60675 1 430 6/28/2008 TRESCO 30
Total 1487
004427
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Date: 5/312010 PAYROLL HISTORY DISTRIBUTION Report Code: 48.71
Time: 12:59:34 PM Page: 1
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
. , inting: Employee Range BRODRE thru BRODRE Pay Periods Ending Between 08101/06 and 04/30/09
Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Drew Brown
JOB PHASE COST CODE PERIOD ENDING EMPLOYEE CODE REG HOURS
60675 1 405 4/26/2008 BRODRE 20
60675 1 405 5/3/2008 BRODRE 40
60675 1 405 71512008 BRODRE 32
60675 1 430 5/10/2008 BRODRE 40
60675 1 430 5/17/2008 BRODRE 40
60675 1 430 5124/2008 BRODRE 40
60675 1 430 5/31/2008 BRODRE 32
60675 1 430 6n/2008 BRODRE 32
60675 1 430 6/14/2008 BRODRE 30
60675 1 430 612112008 BRODRE 32
60675 1 430 6/28/2008 BRODRE 32
Total 370
004428
        
     
     
               
     
  
          
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
  
GENERAL CONTRACTORS & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
November 5, 2007
Via: Hand Delivery
Mr. Keith Watts, Purchasing Agent
City of Meridian
33 E Idaho St.
Meridian, ID 83642
RE: Notice of Intent to submit formal Change Order Request.
Keith:
This letter is a Notice of Intent for Petra Incorporated to submit a formal Change Order Request to the City of
Meridian for additional Construction Management Fee and additional Project Engineer compensation in accordance
with the terms and conditions of the Construction Management Agreement between the City of Meridian and Petra
Incorporated for the Meridian City Hall project. .
In accordance with Article 7 (b) of the "Agreement Between Owner and Construction Manager", Petra is
requesting additional Construction Management Fee for significant changes to the project size, complexity and
budget.C'he project size has increased from 80,000 SF to 100,000 SF with a full basement.-The corresponding
budget has increased from $12.2 Million to a current estimate of$ 19.6 Million, which does not include the site
development costs of contaminated and unsuitable soil removal, replacement with structural fill material and the
associated CM Fee to manage this site preparation scope of work. The contract CM fee was based on S 12.2
Million at 4.7%. The additional fee is based on the difference of contract values, $ 7.4 Million at 4.7% with a
Phase IV-Plaza & Site Improvements budget ofSI.5 Million or a total fee increase of$347,800.00
Additionally, in accordance widl Article 7 (b), as noted above, the construction Manager is requesti,g
additional reimbursable expenses for the Project engineer due to the increased size, complexity and budget in the
Project that requires additional man hours for the Project engineer on the project from the contract of 64
hours/month for 18 months to 94 hours/month for the final 12 months ofthe project. This reflects an additional 10
hours/month for 12 months at the contract rate of$45.90/hour. or $ 5,508.00.
No additional general condition reimbursable or temporary expenses will be requested as a part of this
Change Order Request, as the scheduled completion date is still within the contract timeline and no additional
expenses will be incurred as a part of this change. A formal Change Order Request will be forwarded once Phase
IV-Plaza and Site Improvements bids the end of this month and a final construction budget is developed.
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9OS6 VI. BLACKEAGLE DR. • BOISIi. II) 837051 • PHONE: @I?) 323-4.m • FAX: (2(8)323-4507
CITY OF MERIDIAN
CITY HALL PROJECT
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT PLAN INDEX
i) Index
ii) Project Directory
a) CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT PLAN
i.) Project Organization Charts
ii.) Project Staffing Recommendations
iii.) Project Phases & Bid Packages
iv) Construction Manager's Estimated General Conditions & Procurement Requirements
v) Project Contractor Coordination, Methods & Procedures
vi) Claims and Change Order Management
b) PROJECT SCHEDULING
i.) Conceptual Schedule




d.) PROJECT COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
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9056 W. BlACKEAGLE DR.












Role Company Spec No. Contact City State Phone Fax Cell
ARC Arc:hltect
Boise 10 208-345-6677 208·344-9002
CON Contractor ---_._---- --------
WesBetlls Boise Idaho 208-323-4500. -"-"..-,,._...._---_.-~-,_._-,,-. __ .._-
DES Design Consultant
Dell Hatch Coeur d'Alene
. .. EI1~~nee.rln!llnc

















10 208·345·7127 208-345-7173 UNAVAILABLE
10 466.4601 466-4608 989-8159
Idaho 208-343-3663 208-343-9625 UNAVAILABLE.- ..... ... . .... _..._..- ,.
10 208-376-4748 208-322-6515 208-890·5364. ,... - ".-,-.









10 208.388_6346 208.388.6924.. _--,. -
10 323-4500 208-887-1297
Id 208.385.2903 208.385.2417-- .... _--- .. " .... " ...._-.
10 888.3999 888.5052..-.--......."... -..~_.MeridianDave Mason
')TH Other
Design Space Modular 01504
.BlilJilfngs --- ..... -...
Id~l1o.~~~~C()~apny
Meridian City Hall Jobsite




Keith Watts Meridian 10 888.4433 x207 887.4813
SUB Subcontractor
ABC Sanitation and Septic. 01~___, ~~C!20~r. t:'!ampa .. ,.-------'TiiC-------'-- _----- 10 208-467-0089 208-467-0097
Anvil Fence'_._ _------_._-_._.~ .._._..- _._ .
Ideal Demolition Service
.~~~__ .. _ .. ,~i~~_~!11~~I1. ~~s.e_. __
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IJ PROJECT ORGANIZATION CHARTS
ITJ PROJECT STAFFING RECOMMENDATIONS
illJ PROJECT PHASES & BID PACKAGES
IVJ CM ESTIMATED GENERAL CONDmONS
& PROCUREMENT REO.
VJ PROJECT CONTRACTOR COORDINATION
METHODS & PROCEDURES







    
    
      
     
   
    
   
















Project Master Organization Chart
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It is recommended that the City provide a minimum of two contact sources for day to day operations so that in
the case of unforeseen conditions that require City feedback or to address contractual issues. The current contact
protocol of Keith Watts-Purchasing Agent, first contact; if unavailable or time sensitive communication the second
contact would be Ted Baird-Asst. City Attorney.
Keith Watts is responsible for releasing the bid packages in each phase of the project, collecting the bid
results, issuing the bid results to the City Council for ratification and approval, confirming with Ted Baird and the
Construction Manager that the successful bidders meet the legal requirements for the project and collect the executed
contracts, approved by the City Attorney's office. Copies of all executed contracts, purchase orders and/or service
agreements are to be forwarded to the Construction Manager for the project files
All communication will be copied, as noted in the Project Communications Plan, to the Mayor--Tammy
DeWeerd, City Councilman--Keith Bird, City Clerk Will Berg and Public Works Director Brad Watson in addition to
the two primary contacts listed above which make-up the Mayor's Building Committee and the Mayor may appoint
any of these individuals to act on time sensitive communication in the absence of the primary contacts.
Architect Staffmg Requirements:
The primary contacts and staff for the course of design and construction of the City Hall Building at LCA
Architects, PA are two of the Principals of the firm; Steve Simmons and Russell Moorehead. During the course of
this project, if neither of them is available, the Project Director is Steve Christensen, who can respond to questions
and provide additional insight into the design and construction of the facility.
The Architect will make regular site visits to review the work in progress and to provide input regarding the
construction, clarifying any detail requirements and resolving and conflicts in design application. These visits will
typically be twice a month, more often as warranted. At no additional cost to the City, at least once a month Joe
C ad (ret), one of the former principals of the LCA Architects, PA will visit in the site in place of Mr. Simmons or
oorehead to provide a visual inspection of the work in progress, Mr. Conrad will provide an experienced
CM017009004440
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Meridian City Hall Project
Staffing Requirements
Page 2.•perspective in the fonn of an observation report distributed to all three parties. His wisdom and expertise will be
beneficial to the project and assist in minimizing claims by noting potential issues before they become contractual
problems.
Construction Manager Staffing:
The staffing for the City Hall Project by Petra Incorporated for the day to day and general administration of
the project is detailed in the Project Organizational Chart. While the primary contacts for the project are Wesley
Bettis - Project Engineer and Jon Anderson - Project Superintendent; the additional contact is Gene Bennett - Project
Manager/Director who is authorized to act on all questions and contractual issues. In the event a contractual or
operations issue requires immediate action and none of the three primary contacts are available by the contact
information in the project directory, or if additional input from Petra Incorporated is necessary, Director of
Construction Art Stevens is available to address any concerns. In the event Mr. Stevens is not available, CEO Jerry
Frank is available by contacting his Administrative Asst.
In addition to the primary contacts and the site specific staff noted in the organizational chart, Petra,
Incorporated has internal staff to work on estimates, schedules, and project specific clerical requirements on an as.:
needed basis that are part of the service provided as the Construction Manager for the City of Meridian.
The Construction Manager/Project Engineer will be responsible for:
• Representing the City in the design process and providing insight to meeting the City's expectations
for the project.
• Developing and issuing the bid packages to the City for bid release, managing the bidding process to
insure good budget and cost controls are established.
• Reviewing the bid results and recommending a course of action to the City Council.
• Developing and maintaining the project schedule, monitoring daily, weekly and monthly progress to
obtain timely contract completion.
• Reviewing and distributing the submittals to manage the material and equipment to be installed in
accordance with the design documents.
• Maintain and manage the communication and other document control logs for the best project
efficiency.
• Attend weekly on site progress meetings and support Project Superintendent in maintaining an
efficient and safe project site.
• Provide regular inspections of work in progress in support of Project Superintendent for the project
duration.
• Provide regular public updates to the City on the job cost and schedule performance as a good steward
ofthe public funds financing this project.
The Project Superintendent will be responsible for:
• The day to day operation and management of the project site, to maintain a clean, efficient and safe
work site.
CM017010004441
    
  
                       
                 
 
   
                   
                  
               
                  
                 
                
                   
        
                 
                 
                  
        
                
   
                  
        
               
              
    
                
     
               
 
              
     
                
 
                   
      
       
                   
  
 




• Manage and coordinate the sequencing of the work in progress in accordance with the project schedule
to ensure timely completion of the project. Coordinate the various trades and materials to avoid
conflicts with the contract documents and maintain efficient progress.
• Provide the front line of quality control in the installation of the contracted work and with the
Construction Manager, insure timely response to questions or requests regarding the work in progress
from all parties.
The Project Director/Project Manager is responsible for:
• Reviewing the design and estimating progress and providing input and direction for the CMlPE.
• Regular work in progress inspections and review with the Project Supt. and the CM/PE.
• Being available to the City to answer and questions, provide comments or suggestions and provide
support regarding the project.
Other staff that is available to the Project from the Construction Manager during the course of the project
includes:
• Estimating: To develop, update and monitor a project budget and provide additional dimension
analysis and research to insure the most cost effective construction possible.
• Field Office Engineer: Available to assist with the processing and log status of all project
communications.
• Legal & Safety: Providing support to address any legal or contractual concerns during the course of
construction. Regular site inspections and support to insure a safe and efficient construction project
site are a major responsibility ofthis position.
CM017011004442




                 
               
         
                  
              
   
       
               
               
                
    
                  
 
              
           
                
 
                 
              












MERIDIAN CITY HALL PROJECT Phase III T.I. and MEP's
July 12, 2007 2:00 P.M.
PHASE III BID RESULTS
Bid Package Contractor Amount
1 Handrail and Miscellaneous Metal Sun Crest Corportation 73,265.00
2 Carpentry American Wall Coverinq 112,000.00
3 Millwork and Cabinetry ICWP 464,000.00
4 Interior Storefront and Glazinq Custom Glass 68,678.00
5 Caulking TBD 0.00
6 Doors/Frames/Hardware A8S 277,230.00
7 Overhead and Coilinq Doors Crawford Door Sales 5,590.00
8 Drywall, Fireproofinq, Acoustical Ceiling Tile American Wall Coverings 1,038,550.00
9 Ceramic Tile Schumacher &Co., Inc. 110,953.00
10 Flooring Designer Floors 182,354.00
11 Paintinq and Wallcoverings Commercial Painting 151,275.00.-- Specialties S81 110,000.00Access FloorinQ Pac West Interiors 528,800.00
14 Window Coverings Intergrated Ineriors 11,900.00
15 Operable Partitions The Masonry Center 20,840.00
17 Fire Protection Simplex Grinell 412,879.00
18 Plumbing 8uss 953,385.00
19 HVAC Hobson Fabrication Corp 2,060,000.00
20 Electrical, Low Voltage, Fire Alarm Tri State Electric 2,749,895.00






Security & Access Budget 165,000.00
ITOTAL FF&E BID PACKAGE BUDGETS
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MERIDIAN CITY HALL PRcflcT Phase III T.I. and MEP's
July 12. 2007 2:00 P.M.
Handrail and Miscellaneous Metal
Project:
Bid Opening:
PHASE III BID PACKAGE: -------.;...------
EocBA.. - -
BIDDER Pacific Steel Fabricators Sun Crest Corportation
PROPOSAL PROPERLY COMPLETED
Yes& SIGNED Yes
















Apparent Low Bid Contractor Sun Crest Corportation
Apparent Low Bid Amount $73,265.00
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MERIDIAN CITY HALL PRO!lCT Phase III T.1. and MEP's




PHASE III BID PACKAGE~
_:....-~---------
EocBA - -
BIDDER American Wall Covering
PROPOSAL PROPERLY COMPLETED
&SIGNED Yes

















Apparent Low Bid Contractor American Wall Coverina
Apparent Low Bid Amount $112,000.00
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CT Phase III TJ. and MEP's
July 12, 2007 2:00 P.M.



























Apparent Low Bid Contractor ICWP
Apparent Low Bid Amount $464,000.00
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O·ENBR.AL C:ONTRAC'l'ORS
CT Phase III T.!. and MEP's
July 12, 2007 2:00 P.M.
MERIDIAN CITY HALL PRO
Interior Storefront and Glazing
Project:
Bid Opening:






















Apparent Low Bid Contractor Custom Glass
Apparent Low Bid Amount $68,678.00
7/24/200712:39 PM Bid Pkg 4
CM017017
004448
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CT Phase III T.I. and MEP's
July 12, 2007 2:00 P.M.




















Apparent Low Bid Contractor A
Apparent Low Bid Amount $0.00
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o:nNllRAE - CON'l'RACT'ORS
CT Phase III T.I. and MEP's
July 12, 2007 2:00 P.M.




PHASE III BID PACKAGE:
--~---...;...------
EocBA.. -





















Apparent Low Bid Contractor ABS
Apparent Low Bid Amount $277,230.00
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MERIDIAN CITY HALL PROtCT Phase III T.I. and MEP's
July 12, 2007 2:00 P.M.
__ _ Overhead and Coiling Doors
Project:
Bid Opening:
PHASE III BID PACKAGE: ---_.......::....;..;...;....;...-----
EDcBA..
BIDDER Crawford Door Sales
PROPOSAL PROPERLY COMPLETED
Yes& SIGNED

















Apparent Low Bid Contractor Crawford Door Sales
Apparent Low Bid Amount $5,590.00
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CT Phase III T.I. and MEP's
July 12, 2007 2:00 P.M.
MERIDIAN CITY HALL PRO
Drywall. Fireproofing, Acoustical Ceiling Tile
Project:
Bid Opening:
PHASE III BID PACKAGE:
~--.;-~--=:.:...---_..::---
EDcBA..






















Apparent Low Bid Contractor American Wall Coverings
Apparent Low Bid Amount $1,038,550.00
7/24/200712:39 PM Bid Pkg 8
CM017021
004452
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CJ:RNRRAL -com'R~"ORS
CT Phase III T.I. and MEP'sMERIDIAN CITY HALL PR




PHASE III BID PACKAGE: ------------
A B c o E





INCLUDED IDAHO PUBLIC WORKS
13556-B-4 11559-A-4 11461-AAA-4LICENSE NUMBER
BID BOND ATTACHED Yes Yes Yes
SUBCONTRACTORS LISTED . nla
(If required\ nla nla
ADDENDUM -A Yes Yes Yes
ADDENDUM -B Yes Yes Yes




Apparent Low Bid Contractor Schumacher & Co., Inc.
Apparent Low Bid Amount $110,953.00
7/24/200712:39 PM Bid Pkg 9
CM017022
004453
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OItNJ!ilA.L- CONTRAC'roifs
CT Phase III T.I. and MEP's
July 12, 20072:00 P.M.




PHASE III BID PACKAGE: --.;;:....----------
EocBA - -
BIDDER Schumacher & Co, inc. Designer Floors




& SIGNED Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
INCLUDED IDAHO PUBLIC WORKS
LICENSE NUMBER 13556-B-4 11018-AA-4 10356-B-4 12838-A-4 14916-B-4
BID BOND ATTACHED Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
SUBCONTRACTORS LISTED
(If reauiredl
ADDENDUM -A Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
ADDENDUM -B Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
ADDENDUM -C Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
ADDENDUM - D
$205,468.00 $182,354.00 $240,891.00 $219,744.00 $188,722.00
BID AMOUNT
Apparent Low Bid Contractor Designer Floors
Apparent Low Bid Amount $182,354.00
7/24/200712:39 PM Bid Pkg 10
CM017023
004454
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OENERAL··· CON1'RAC"TbRS
CT Phase III TJ. and MEP's
July 12, 2007 2:00 P.M.




PHASE III BID PACKAGE: _---=- ---::;....- _
EDcBA.. - -
BIDDER Color Craft Commercial Painting National Coatings BHM and Associates
PROPOSAL PROPERLY COMPLETED
Yes& SIGNED Yes Yes Yes
INCLUDED IDAHO PUBLIC WORKS
10308-B-4LICENSE NUMBER 14413-B-4 15290-A-4 10263-C-4




Yes Yes Yes Yes
ADDENDUM -B
Yes Yes Yes Yes
ADDENDUM -C




Apparent Low Bid Contractor Commercial Painting
Apparent Low Bid Amount $151,275.00
7/24/200712:39 PM Bid Pkg 11
CM017024
004455
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PHASE III BID PACKAGE:
MERIDIAN CITY HALL PR
July 12, 2007 2:00 P.M.
Specialties






INCLUDED IDAHO PUBLIC WORKS
14744-8-4LICENSE NUMBER










B c D E
Apparent Low Bid Contractor
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OI{NBRAL--CON"rkAL"70R$
CT Phase III T.I. and MEP'sMERIDIAN CITY HALL PR




PHASE III BID PACKAGE: ---.-;;...--------
EDcBA.. -




















Apparent Low Bid Contractor Pac West Interiors
Apparent Low Bid Amount $528,800.00
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PHASE III BID PACKAGE:
MERIDIAN CITY HALL PRJlCT Phase III T.I. and MEP's
July 12, 2007 2:00 P.M.









INCLUDED IDAHO PUBLIC WORKS
LICENSE NUMBER
16721-C-3-4 1192-2-C-4
BID BOND ATIACHED Yes Yes
SUBCONTRACTORS LISTED










Apparent Low Bid Contractor Intergrated Ineriors
Apparent Low Bid Amount $11,900.00
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CT Phase III T.I. and MEP's
July 12, 2007 2:00 P.M.




PHASE III BID PACKAGE: --------------
EocBA.. - - - -




INCLUDED IDAHO PUBLIC WORKS
11306-AAA-4LICENSE NUMBER









Apparent Low Bid Contractor The Masonry Center
Apparent Low Bid Amount $20,840.00
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O:i(N:t~L -CbN'rRACTOR.S
CT Phase III T.I. and MEP'sMERIDIAN CITY HALL PR




PHASE III BID PACKAGE: --..;,.-.----------














Apparent Low Bid Contractor A
Apparent Low Bid Amount $0.00
7/24/200712:40 PM Bid Pkg 16
CM017029
004460
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OENBRAL CONTRACTORS
CT Phase III T.I. and MEP'sMERIDIAN CITY HALL PR




PHASE III BID PACKAGE: ------------
EocBA..





















Apparent Low Bid Contractor Simplex Grinell
Apparent Low Bid Amount $412,879.00
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CT Phase III T.I. and MEP'sMERIDIAN CITY HALL PR
July 12, 2007 2:00 P.M.
. _ . ~ . __ . Plumbing
Project:
Bid Opening:
PHASE III BID PACKAGE:
EocBA.. - -
BIDDER Lacy Mechanical RM Mechanical DeBest Inc Buss
PROPOSAL PROPERLY COMPLETED
& SIGNED
Yes Yes Yes Yes
INCLUDED IDAHO PUBLIC WORKS
12219-AAA-4LICENSE NUMBER 11526-AAA-4 10998-AAA-4 14908-AA-4
BID BOND ATTACHED Yes Yes Yes Yes
SUBCONTRACTORS LISTED
(If required) n/a n/a n/a n/a
ADDENDUM -A
Yes Yes Yes Yes
ADDENDUM - B
Yes Yes Yes Yes
ADDENDUM -C
Yes Yes Yes Yes
ADDENDUM - D
$1,340,100.00 $1,258,437.00 $1,120,194.00 $953,385.00
BID AMOUNT
Apparent Low Bid Contractor Buss
Apparent Low Bid Amount $953,385.00
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PHASE III BID PACKAGE:
MERIDIAN CITY HALL PR
July 12, 2007 2:00 P.M.
HVAC
CT Phase III T.I. and MEP's
("lHNBR,AL CONTRACTOR,S
EocBA.. -










(If reauired\ Yes Yes









ADDarent Low Bid Contractor Hobson Fabrication Corp
Apparent Low Bid Amount $2,060,000.00
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PHASE III BID PACKAGE:
MERIDIAN CITY HALL PR
July 12. 2007 2:00 P.M.
Electrical, Low Voltage, Fire Alann
CT Phase III T.I. and MEP's
·o:ttNBitA-C CONTRACTORS
EocBA-- - -
BIDDER Anderson Wood Tri State Electric Lea Electric Northwest Electrical
PROPOSAL PROPERLY COMPLETED
Yes Yes Yes Yes& SIGNED
INCLUDED IDAHO PUBLIC WORKS
10702-AAA-1-3 11818-AAA-4 14043-AAA-4 14621-AAA-4LICENSE NUMBER
BID BOND AITACHED Yes Yes Yes Yes
SUBCONTRACTORS LISTED
(If reQuired)
na na na na
ADDENDUM -A Yes Yes Yes Yes
ADDENDUM -B Yes Yes Yes Yes
ADDENDUM -C Yes Yes Yes Yes
ADDENDUM - D
$2,799,000.00 $2,749,895.00 $2,767,213.00 $2,994,405.00
BID AMOUNT
Apparent Low Bid Contractor Tri State Electric
Apparent Low Bid Amount $2,749,895.00
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CT Phase III T.I. and MEP'sMERIDIAN CITY HALL PR




















Apparent Low Bid Contractor A
Apparent Low Bid Amount $0.00
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OENBRAt_ --CON"rRAC1'(j-iis
MERIDIAN CITY HALL PRcl:CT Phase III T.I. and MEP's




PHASE III BID PACKAGE: _---:._---------














Apparent Low Bid Contractor A
Apparent Low Bid Amount $0.00
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MERIDIAN CITY HALL PROJECT Phase III T.I. and MEP's
July 12, 2007 2:00 P.M.
Bid Package Summary
Bid Package Contractor Amount
Handrail and Miscellaneous Metal Pacific Steel Fabricators 70,178.00
Carpentry American Wall Covering 112,000.00
Millwork and Cabinetry ICWP 464,000.00
Interior Storefront and Glazing Custom Glass 68,678.00
Caulking A 0.00
Doors/Frames/Hardware ABS 277,230.00
Overhead and Coiling Doors Crawford Door Sales 5,590.00
Drywall, Fireproofing, Acoustical Ceiling Tile American Wall Coverings 1,038,550.00
Ceramic Tile Schumacher 110,953.00
Floorinq Deigner Floors 182,354.00
Paintinq and Wallcoverings Color Craft 95,600.00
Specialties SBI 110,000.00
Access Flooring Pac West Interiors 528,800.00
Window Coverings Intergrated Ineriors 11,900.00
Operable Partitions The Masonry Center 20,840.00
AudioNisual A 0.00
Fire Protection Simplex Grinell 412,879.00
Plumbing Buss 953,385.00
HVAC Hobson Fabrication Corp 2,060,000.00
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Meridian City Hall I i
~~~~~~~ _u __~eridian. Idaho i i12-Jul-07---:-·---------t----------------.--.--.--.------.----- .. --.--.----.-t-----------.-------.!---.
I i
Z:\ESTIMATES & PROPOSALS\2006\Wes\Meridian City Hall\Project Summary 07-12-07 Phase III Presentation
CM017037
004468
1 1xtures & EQuipment 
2 )emountable Walls (Options to $1.163 Million) 
'. .... .......... . '.'; ..... . 
1$,oftO.i:l~..·::.: •.•••• ..;. . . ..•.•.......••••.... .' ....•.. 
1 City Fees - Meetir'lQ 
 City Fees - Use 
:3 City Fees - Plan Check 
 ICity Fees - Bldg Permit 
 City Fees - Water & Sewer 
 ICitv Fees - Ot • Consultantplan Ck 
 IACHDlmpact Fees 
 Ilocal Fire III Review 
 IDEQ Plan Review 
·   Idaho Power 
 Union Pacific 
 '":"" for Bids 
 I Soil and lI<Ai Report 
 I Survey Work (DesiQn) 
 IBid ['nn,,~an~ Costs - Reproduction & Postaoe 
 IBond Counsel 
 IBond Rating (Bond Issuance Cost) 
·  I Desion ""-l,,,OnSI. ,",VII • 
 IFiscal AQent 
 ural II : Desion 
L~" 
·  I"\J(;lIllectural Reimhll..,,,,hl,,,,, 
 
 • ('nn~"I • .,.n··-Traffic Study 
24 ' r:,," ""-'VII"". 
 Ileoal Counsel 
 , r".,+., 1:1, ,ilrlorc; Risk 
 "'V, for Soft Costs 
ITotal Soft Costs 
II Costs 
1 Bid Phase I - ; & [ 
2 
2a 
Soil AI • (NTE) 3.500 CY Est 
3 
4 
Contanll"''''.,J Soils CM FEE 
I:!",i~h, ,,..,,,,hl,,,C; - Construction 
"'''n~'~ ,nH"n Fee 
rotal CM & Site A ...... ; .. ;+I,,"'1 Cost 
1 Bid Phase II - COre & Shell 
1a Phase II Generall",Of)vJllum, Budget 
2 Bid Phase 111- MEP's & Tenant IIIII.I'UV"''''''''' 
-2<"1 Phase III General Budoet 
3 IBid Phase IV - Site & Plaza 
4 I Construction ' 5% 
5 _EED ( Costs 
IValue Engineerll'Y 
"', 
In Total Below In Total Below 
. 










!Ii!\Xiti.:-lb9 . $5:836.369 
$181,929 $181,029 
$9.180,852 $9.27: '.832 
:jilin ,029 $181,029 
$1 !'inr nOr $1.500.00( 




$01 $1) ..!1M75.809 $19,760,546 
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GENERAL CONTRACTORS & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
April 9, 2007






33 E Idaho St
Meridian, ID 83642
RE: New City Hall Project
Bid Phase II - Bid Results
Mayor and Council for the City of Meridian:
On April 3, 2007 Phase II-The Cold Shell & Core scopes of work for the new
City Hall bid with sealed proposals received by the City Clerk's office until 2:00 P.M.
The 25 bids received for the 10 bid packages that comprised the contract documents were
then carried to the council chambers where the bids were opened and read aloud in a
public bid opening in accordance with IDPW requirements and applicable statutes.
The bid results were tallied by bid package and the original tally sheets and bid
documents retained by the City's Purchasing Agent, Mr. Keith Watts. Copies of the bids
and a bid package re-cap sheet are included in the three ring binder accompanying this
letter. All bids were checked for appropriate and current IDPWC license class, attached
bid bond or bid guarantee, current Idaho RCE, acknowledgement of all published pre-bid
addenda and a properly filled-out and signed bid form. Any deviations from the
requirements were noted on the re-cap sheet and reviewed as a potential disqualifying
action for the submitted bid.
The confirmed low responsive bids are as follows:
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$ B'dAm tL B'ddfW k RB'dP k IS1 ac age cope 0 or esponSlve ow 1 er 1 oun
II Sitework MJ's Backhoe & Excavation $ 610,314.00
21 Concrete Sidewalks, LLC $ 655,595.35
31 Masonry * TMC, Inc. $1,584,760.00
4/Steel Fabricate & Erect Rule Steel Tanks, Inc. $1,847,000.00
51 NOT USED
6/Exterior Doors/Frames & Architectural Building $ 7,820.00
Hardware Systems, Inc.
71 Exterior Framing, Drywall, American Wall Cover, Inc. $ 363,287.00
& Insulation
8/Aluminum Storefronts Custom Glass, Inc. $ 295,321.00
Curtain wall & Glazing
9/Roofing Western Roofing, Inc. $ 182,990.00
101 Elevators ** Schindler Elevator Corp $ 222,100.00
III Moisture Protection & SEALCO $ 67,182.00
Waterproofing
Total of Responsive Low Bids for Phase II $5,836,369.00
* The bid form allowed for a bid on an alternate product for the Cast Stone on the
building. The bid from TMC, Inc, for the Rock Cast - Cast Stone would result in a cost
savings or contract reduction of <$ 15,680.00>.
** A lower bid by $1,294.00 was submitted by ThyssenKrupp Elevator, but the
product bid does not match the specifications, so the bid was disqualified on the grounds
of not being in accordance with the bid documents.
Petra Incorporated, as the Construction Manager of Record, recommends that the
City accept and ratify the results of the Phase II Bid Packages for the New Meridian City
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90S6 W. BLACK!AGLE DR. •
CONTRACT PHASE I
• FAX: (2CB)323-4507
ASBESTOS ABATEMENT AND DEMOLITION
MERIDIAN CITY HALL
General Description
This bid package covers asbestos abatement and demolition work of existing structures.
Bid October 5,2007.
Bid Packages
BP #1 - Asbestos Abatement
BP #2 - Demolition
Work on both packages started 10-30-06.
Work 98% complete as of 01-10-07.
Remaining work consists of removal of a sanitary sewer line and manholes that is currently live and
a 100 pro live Qwest Communications line as of 1-10-07.
Qwest Communications has been notified of their need to relocate their line in conduit provided
along with the Idaho Power relocation.
The sewer line has not been removed at this time so as to not cause the City additional cost with
pumping a temporary holding vault, until the site work is scheduled to start on the site. At that time
the Demolition Contractor will re-mobilize on site and complete the work.
CM017042004473
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9OSl5 W. BLACKEAGLE DR. • • PHONE: @8'l323-4~ • FAX: (200)323-4507
CONTRACT PHASE II
SITE UTILITIES & BUILDING SHELL
MERIDIAN CITY HALL
General Description
This bid package covers the excavation, foundation, basement walls, and building shell through
roofing. This does not cover MEP's.
Release and Bid Date
This package is scheduled to be released for bid on 3/1/07 with a bid date of3/27/07.
Bid Packages
BP #1 - Dewatering, Excavation, Backfill & Site Utilities
BP #2 - Concrete
BP #3 - Masonry & Stone
BP #4 - Steel & Steel Erection
BP #5 - Carpentry
BP #6 - Doors
BP #7 - Exterior Curtain Wall System & Shafts
BP #8 - Storefront & Glazing
BP #9 - Roofing & Sheetmetal
BP #10 - Elevator
BP #11 - Dock Equipment
CM017043004474
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9OS6 W. BLACKEAGLE DR. • • FAX: (208)323-4507
CONTRACT PHASE III
BUILDING FINISHES & MEP'S
MERIDIAN CITY HALL
General Description
This bid package covers the building finishes and mechanical, electrical, plumbing, fire protection.
Release and Bid Date
This package is scheduled to be released for bid on 4/3107 with a bid date of 5/15/07.
Bid Packages
BP #1 - Handrail and Misc. Metal
BP #2 - Carpentry
BP #3 - Millwork & Cabinetry
BP #4 - Insulation
BP #5 - Caulking
BP #6 - Doors, Frames & Hardware
BP #7 - Overhead & Coiling Doors
BP #8 - Drywall, Fire Proofing, Acoustical Ceiling Tile
BP #9 - Ceramic Tile & Granite
BP #10 - Flooring
BP #11 - Painting & Wallcoverings
BP #12 - Specialties
BP #13 - Access Flooring
BP #14 - Window Coverings
BP #15 - Operable Partitions
BP #16 - Audio / Visual
BP #17 - Fire Protection
BP #18 - Plumbing
BP#19-HVAC
BP #20 - Electrical, Low Voltage, Fire Alarm, Voice/Data
CM017044004475
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This bid package covers the exterior landscaping and finished plaza.
Release and Bid Date
This package is scheduled to be released for bid on 5/15/07 with a bid date of 6/12/07.
Bid Packages
BP #1 - Asphalt, Final Grading & Topsoil
BP #2 - Exterior Concrete
BP #3 - Fencing
BP #4 - Landscaping
BP #5 - Masonry
BP #6 - Steel
BP #7 - Roofing
BP #8 - Doors, Frames, and Hardware
BP #9 - Painting
BP #10- Specialties
BP #11 - Plumbing
BP #12- Electrical
CM017045004476
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9056 W. BLACKEAGLE DR. • • fAX: (2(8)323.4501
CITY OF MERIDIAN
CITY HALL PROJECT
PROJECT CONTRACTOR COORDINATION, METHODS & PROCEDURES
Petra Incorporated utilizes Expedition Project Management software by Primavera. This is the premier project
management software for construction and engineering applications and is also used by the Project Management Institute in its
Project Management training and by manufacturing firms as well for document and process tracking and control of projects and
processes.
Petra Incorporated, as the Construction Manager, will be tracking the City Hall project utilizing the document control
data base that is a part ofExpedition. By entering this information into the Expedition data base, accounting for and tracking the
progress of issues, letters, submittals, samples and contract action is made uniform and virtually inarguable. Some of the forms
will utilized during this project follow in this section of the CMP. A brief description and use of the enclosed forms
ws.
One of the repeated themes of the CMP is also one of the keys to the successful management of a construction project
and that key is communication. The forms of communication that have been discussed include the project bid documents, the
contract documents and schedule, and the correspondence providing direction to the Contractors and the City. Coordinating the
various trades, material deliveries and daily progress requires attention to detail and that starts with communication both
internally and externally.
Daily Field Report: Internal contractor coordination and communication starts with the daily field report that is filled out by
the Project Superintendent. This is the "live report" on what trades and how many workmen are on site each day and what
materials are delivered to help each trade meet their contracted delivery schedule. The daily reports are kept filed in
chronological order and become the living history of the project activity from the beginning to the end of the project. Copies are
sent to the Petra Office project file and the originals are kept on site for the duration of the project for ease of reference.
Transmittal: A transmittal is attached to all transfers of contractual nature such as plans, specifications, samples, mock-ups,
schedules or other documents (except for direct letters, memos, e-mails) between Petra and all team members, bidders, vendors
or other parties to document and track these actions for everyone's benefit. Copies of transmittals will be distributed to the City
and the Architect regarding all milestone events and copies of all transmittals, numbered sequentially will be kept on file in the
Project Office and at the Petra office in the project file.
Request for Information (RFI): A RFI is part of the communication plan to document and track questions, comments
and details from bidding and contracted parties to the project to record the interpretation of the contract documents and
memorialize the answers for the record for the duration of the project. The original RFI and the response RFI are kept together
lIed in the Project Office and at the Petra office in the project file. Copies of the original and response RFI's are also
CM017048004479
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Meridian City Hall Project
Project Contractor Coordination, Methods & Procedures
Page 2.
Bulletin: A bulletin is a general communication tool that can be specific to one contractor or broadcast to several or all
of the contractors on the site. A bulletin does not require recipient response, but does become part of the project documentation
memorializing conversations, on site meetings, comments from an inspector or the City regarding a scope of work or work in
place and records this information within the project log. This helps the City and Construction Manager better track directives
and on site comments, and better manage selective memory loss.
Change In Condition (CIC): A Change in Condition is typically issued from the Construction Manager to a Contractor or the
Design Team to document a change on site during the course ofconstruction that differs from the contract documents. This is to
help all parties remember when this issue was first documented, what direction is given and by whom in the best interest of the
project. This can lead to the establishment of force accounts to keep work moving forward on an approved time and material
basis or stop work due to a material change that will render the existing design or contracts for the work impractical, unsafe or
otherwise untenable.
Notice to Proceed (NTP): A Notice to Proceed is a contractual document that may be used by the Construction Manager, with
pemrission of the City, to authorize the start of a bid scope of work under specific conditions and liability to the City no greater
than that covered by the City's contract, while waiting for the official City contract document to be released for execution. A
NTP may also be used to start or extend a scope of work to further identify an unforeseen condition or CIC that requires
additional work. outside of the contracted scope of work, to fully understand the impact to the contracted work. The NTP
should always state the specific monetary liability assumed by the City for this work, to avoid all claims against the original
contracted scope of work.
Change Sketches: A Change Sketches form with explanation may be used to in conjunction with or in lieu of a transmittal to
afer information regarding clarification of the contract documents to a Contractor from the Design Team or from a
lW"tractor in the field to the Design Team to clarify existing conditions for further review and solution to avoid work stoppages
or slow downs due to the work not being consistent with the intent of the design. A Change Sketches being issued does not
automatically mean that a change order is pending, but does help to track the specifics of an issue and could become a change in
condition that may be outside of the contractual scope ofwork definitions.
Non-Compliance Notice: A Non-Compliance Notice is a formal step in the quality control and contract management of a
project. Typically it is utilized to notify a Contractor or Vendor that a scope ofwork or delivered material does not comply with
the contract documents and must be removed, replaced or modified in accordance with specific criteria in a stated time frame to
be within the contracted scope of work and avoid further contract action. A Non-Compliance Notice may also be used to
notify a Contractor, the Design Team, the CM or the City that they have failed to meet a specific milestone of the contract and
note what agreed corrective action will be taken to bring the contract out ofnon-compliance.
Correspondence Logs: Expedition is set-up to automatically or manually track the receipt or transmittal of correspondence
that is directly related to the contract. At any time during the course of the project all correspondence generated or received can
be identified by date, sender, and specification section. This is especially useful on large, complex design build projects to
memorialize all of the discussions relating to scopes of work that are constantly making material changes to address the
performance requirements.
Meeting Minutes: The meeting minutes are one of the key communication and coordination tools for the management of a
project. Weekly progress meetings will be held and attended by the field supervisors for all contracted parties on site or
scheduled to be on site in the next two week period to coordinate the work in progress. This meeting discusses the contract
schedule and what work is necessary to maintain the schedule, individual contractor staffing, any details that are not clear in the
contract documents that require Design Team response, on site safety issues and alerts, material shipment status and/or
ges, as well as good and bad events over the past week. The purpose of the meeting is to provide clarity and direction to
CM017049
004480
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Meridian City Hall Project
Project Contractor Coordination, Methods & Procedures
Page 3.
the project and create a team effort atmosphere so that all Contractors are working together as a single team. The minutes from
these meetings are recorded, memorialized and distributed to all attendees along with notice of specific items on the minutes that
may require action or response from their company.
Once a month, just prior to the submittal of the monthly pay application, the weekly progress meeting becomes the Monthly
Progress Meeting. Each Contractor on site is asked to have a representative on site to address their work in progress application
for payment during a formal site inspection. At times this meeting and inspection may be held in conjunction with the
Architect and City's inspection and at other times it will occur just prior to the City's inspection. Meeting Minutes will also be
distributed after these inspection visits and may also include Non-Compliance Notices, Change Sketches, Change In Conditions
or other directives as required to maintain project quality, limit claims exposure and manage change order requests.
Other Documents for Coordination and Management: As noted in the communications plan and the Claims and Change
Order Management Plan, there are specific documents that are to be issued and logged into the project for managing the flow of
the work and the flow of the associated paperwork generated by the Project. These include Change Order Requests, Proposed
Change Orders, and Change Orders that are specific to the management of changes to the contracted scope of work. The
Submittal Log and Submittal Transmittals are specific to the receipt, forwarding and tracking of the approval process for the
materials and components that go into the project to insure that the City is receiving the best value for their construction dollar.
This further shows how inter-related the communications, schedule management, change & claims management and the
contractor coordination plans are as greater part of the Construction Management Plan.
CM017050004481
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This Communication contains proprietary business information and may contain confidential information, Ifthe reader ofthis message is not the intended recipient, or
the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying ofthis communication
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PROJECT: Meridian City Hall
TITLE: Demo








• PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507
DATE: 1/19/2007
JOB: 060675
TO: Attn: Keith Watts
City of Meridian
33 E Idaho Avenue
Meridian ,10 83642
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33 E Idaho Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
Phone: 888.4433 Fax: 887.4813
NOTICE TO PROCEED
No. 00001
The Following is Authorization to Proceed with the following described Work, subject to the terms on this page,
the Value of which shall not exceed:
REMARKS:
1. It is the intent of Subcontractor and Petra, Inc. to enter into a formal Agreement for performance by Subcontractor of services
for this Project (the "Work"). Subcontractor acknowledges that it is aware of and agrees to comply with the requirements
and provisions that will be incorporated into such formal Agreement, and that this Authorization to Proceed is executed solely to
expedite the Work for the duration set forth.
2. Subcontractor agrees to comply with the following insurance requirements:
SUbcontractor will provide Certificates of Insurance to Petra, Inc. before entering the Project site, or proceeding with any Work.
3. Subcontractor agrees that should a formal Agreement not be entered into for any reason, SUbcontractor, upon notification, will
terminate the Work, and vacate the Project Site. Subcontractor agrees that Petra, Inc. may, in its sole discretion, terminate
the Work, and vacate the Project Site. Subcontractor agrees that Petra, Inc. may, in its sole discretion, terminate this Authorization
to Proceed at any time. In the event of a termination, Subcontractor agrees it will be reimbursed only for actual
direct costs incurred to the date of termination, plus overhead and profit markup of -0.-%
4. During the performance of the Work as prOVided for in this Authorization to Proceed, Subcontractor shall indemnify, defend and
hold harmless Petra, Inc. and its owners, officers, directors, agents and employees against any daims, losses and expenses
(including, but not limited to, attorney fees and costs), arising out of or resulting from the performance of the Work, provided that
any such claim, damage, loss or expense is attributable to bodily injury, slckness, disease or death, or to injury to or
destruction of tangible property (other than the Work itself), including the loss of use resulting therefrom, and is caused in whole or
in part by any negligent act or omission of the Subcontractor, any of SUbcontractor's sub-subcontractors, or anyone for
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Petra Incorporated
9056 W. Blackeagle Dr.
Boise, Idaho 83709
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TO: Attn: Keith Watts
City ofMeridian
33 E Idaho Avenue
Meridian,ID 83642
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9056 W. BlACKEAGLE DR. • BOISE, ID B3709 • PHONE: (2OS) 323-4500 • FAX: (20B) 323-4507
Meridian City Hall MEmNG DATE: 1/19/2007
SUBJECT: Demo






   
                
      
  













905!5 W. BLACKEAGLE DR. • • FRONt:: @8) 323-4n • FAX: (2(8)3234507
CITY OF MERIDIAN
CITY HALL PROJECT
CLAIMS AND CHANGE ORDER MANAGEMENT
Change Order Management and Claims requires diligence on the part of the City, the Design Team and the
Construction Manager beginning at the conceptual design phase. In fact, attention to detail and definition at each
phase of the project is the best way to minimize claims against the contract for additional costs after the successful
bidders are awarded contracts.
Claims avoidance starts with the conceptual design stage with the Design Team and the Construction Manager
listening to the City and defining the expectations of the finished product in a format that all of the team understands.
This repetitive, re-stating of the perceived expectations helps to set the tone for the design details that will become the
r or the conceptual and preliminary budgets and drive the construction documents phase.,
During the construction documents phase the Design Team and Construction Manager begin formal
communication to document the design details, as well as the discussions on the most cost effective and efficient way
to construct the project. This team approach in interaction with the City is intended to not only reinforce the
understanding of the City's expectations with the entire team, but also to identify areas of ambiguity that could lead
to post bid claims and change order requests. These can then be addressed prior to and during the bidding process to
minimize the opportunity for claims against the design and the actual construction conditions.
Occasionally site conditions, field inspection code interpretation or even a change in design driven by the
Owner's request, in this case the City, may need to be addressed with one or several project participants. This does
not automatically mean that any of the Contractors or Suppliers is entitled to an increase in their contract value or
additional time in their contract schedule. To control this, the Construction Manager first identifies the issue, reviews
the contract documents, discusses this issue with the Design Team and the Owner and documents the process from
inception to completion.
This documentation includes the project management protocol of utilizing Requests for Information (RFI),
Requests for Proposal (RFP), Change Order Requests (COR) and Proposed Change Orders (PCO), before any
Change Order is published and executed. During each step of this process the justification for any requested change
must be detailed with reference to the contract documents (drawings, specifications, pre-construction field reports,
etc.), reason for the change in conditions or scope of work, detailed quantities of materials, labor and equipment and
their associated costs, and impact on the contract schedule. Only after reviewing all of this information and
c ing that a claim may be legitimate or necessary will the Construction Manager present a change order request
CM017062004493
     
   
   
   
     
                  
                 
                    
    
                
                     
                    
           
             
                   
                   
                   
                     
             
                
                    
                    
                 
                  
   
             
               
                  
              
                   
                 
                 
 




or proposed change order with a recommendation for action and ask the City to make their decision to accept, reject
or send back for additional information.
If a decision to approve a requested change is delivered by the City, a formal change order is issued with the
full detail of the change in material, equipment, labor and schedule impact and fully executed prior to any payment
for the additional. work being authorized. If the decision from the City is a rejection or request for additional
information the appropriate documentation will be transmitted to the claimant along with the justification for the
decision and the direction to continue work without delay.
If unforeseen conditions are encountered without the benefit of knowing the full extent of the work, (such as
contaminated soil that needs to be removed and replaced with engineered fill) the Construction Manager may
recommend to the City that a "force account" be established and the actual additional work tracked on a unit basis,
and the Contractor compensated for the actual unit of work completed at a negotiated per unit cost. All force account
work will be verified by the Construction Manager's personnel, with the appropriate corresponding documentation
such as load tickets, visual inspection and if necessary measured and quantified by a third party to insure proper
compensation is made to the affected Contractor.
In all matters regarding claims and change requests, each request will be documented and addressed quickly
to avoid delays in the schedule that could impact the project schedule and to protect the City against latent claims
a e project is complete.
CM017063004494
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Management of the City Hall project will include a construction schedule that is created and updated in Microsoft
Project software. The schedule that is included in this Construction Management Plan is a conceptual timeline for the
organization and implementation of the design, bidding and construction of the City Hall project. It is an expansion of the
chedule that has been followed through the preliminary design phase of the project and will continue to expand as the details
the work is released for bid and schedule commitments made with the successful contractors.
Once schedule commitments with Contractors are in place, an updated construction schedule will be published as the
baseline for each phase of the construction. This schedule will be updated and distributed once a month at or just prior to the
montWy progress meeting and Architect's inspection to status job progress for the entire project team.
The Construction Manager and Project Superintendent will be developing and publishing "micro-schedules" in the
form of "Two Week Look Ahead" schedules for the weekly construction team progress meetings and developing "what if'
analysis schedules of specific inter-related scopes of work. While these are important management tools, they are not contract
schedules.
The Construction Schedule is a representation of a plan to sequence and complete the work in accordance with the
contract design and is subject to both positive and negative adjustments due to weather, site conditions, design modifications,
material availability, and code inspection interpretation. Any and all of these influences will be noted and tracked on the
schedule to not only keep all the project participants up to date on progress and scope of work completion commitments, but
also to assist in maintaining an organized and efficient project and avoid change order claims due to lack or planning and
preparation.
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Delete Finishes in Unassigned Areas -14,122 SF 
Delete Access Floor in Unassigned Areas -14,122 SF 
Delete Eletrlcal Distribution in Unassigned Areas 
Delete Basement 






Design Clarification & Other Savings
Estimated Mechanical Savings Wet & Dry
Estimated Electrical Savings to Base Contract
Alternate Access Floor Supplier
Subtotal Estiamted Savings
Other Savings Options
Unassigned Areas -14,122 SF
Delete Finishes in Unassigned Areas @ $10/SF
Delete Access Floor in Unassigned Areas @$ 5/SF
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2 City Fees - Conditional Use
3 City Fees - Plan Check
4 City Fees - Bldg Permit
5 Ci Fees - Water & Sewer Connection
6 City Fees - Outside/Specialty Consultant Plan Ck
7 ACHD 1m act Fees
8 Local Fire Department Review
9 DEQ Plan Review
10 Idaho Power
11 Union Pacific
12 Advertisement for Bids
13 Soil and Geotechnical Report
14 Surve Work (Design)
15 Bid Document Costs - Reproduction & Postage
16 Bond Counsel
17 Bond Rating (Bond Issuance Cost)
18 Fiscal Agent
19 Architectural Programmin I Schematic Design
20 Architectural Design Development-Const. Administration
21 Architectural Reimbursable
22 Specialty Consultant-Commissioning Engineer
23 Specialty Consultant-Traffic Study
24 Specialty Consultant-Misc.
25 Legal Counsel
26 Insurance Costs-Builders Risk





    
   
Construction Contingency 5% 
Total Construction Estimate 
  




Project: Meridian City Hall· Phase II • Shell
Client: City of Meridian






















Unit Site C&S TI Site C&S TI Division
Descriotion Cost Unit Quantitv Quantltv Quantitv Subtotal Subtotal Subtotal Total Total
$181,029
SURVEY
CONSTRUCTION STAKING I $18,000.00 ILS I 11 I $18,0001 $18,0001
RESTAKING $4,000.00 LS 1 $4,000 ~,oool
$22,000
CLEANUP
DAILY CLEAN UP $250.00 WKS 351 $8,750 $8.750
FINAL CLEAN UP $0.02 SF 101,008 $2,020 $2,020
$10,770
TESnNG & INSPECnON
TESTING & INSPECTION I $18.500.00ILS I 1.01 I $18.5001 $18.5001
I I I I I I $18.500
TEMPORARY UTILITIES
TEMP. POWER INSTALLATION $2,500.00 LS 1.0 $2,500 $2,500
TEMP. POWER USAGE $500.00 MTHS 8.0 $4,000 $4,000
TEMP. WATER INSTALLATION $900.00 LS 1.0 $900 $900
TEMP. WATER USAGE $150.00 MTHS 8.0 $1.200 $1,200
$8,600
MATERIALS & SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES & POSTAGE $150.00 MTHS 8.0 $1.200 $1,200
DRINKING WATER $50.00 MTHS 8.0 $400 $400
PHOTOGRAPHS $80.00 MTHS 8.0 $640 $640
SCHEDULE PLOTTING/PRINTING $40.00 MTHS 8.0 $320 $320
PLAN REPRODUCTION $500.00 MTHS 8.0 $4,000 $4,000
$6.560
SAFETY
SECURITY $500.00 MTHS 8.0 $4,000 $4.000
SAFETY REVIEW CONSULTANT $750.00 MTHS 8.0 $6,000 $6,000
SAFETY MATERIAL AND LABOR $0.10 SF 101,008.0 $10,101 $10,101
SIGNAGE $800.00 LS 1.0 $800 $800
$20.901
PROTECnON
PROTECT FINISH WORK $0.01 SF 101 008.0 $1,010 $1.010
STORAGE CONTAINERS $150.00 MTHS 8.0 $1,200 $1,200
WEATHER PROTECTION & HEATING $10,000.00 MTHS 4.0 $40,000 $40,000
TEMP. FENCE $4,000.00 LS 1.0 $4,000 $4,000
$46,210
MAINTENANCE/OPERATION
PROJECT OFFICE $436.00 MTHS 8.0 $3,488 $3,488
TOILETS $575.00 MTHS 8.0 $4,600 $4,600
TEMP. LIGHTING $2,500.00 LS 1.0 $2,500 $2,500
TRAFFIC CONTROL $6,500.00 LS 1.0 $6,500 $6,500
DEWATERING OPERATION
HOISTING/CRANING/OFF LOADING $5,000.00 LS 1.0 $5,000 $5,000
TRASH BIN $1,500.00 MTHS 8.0 $12,000 $12.000
STREET CLEANING $425.00 MTHS 8.0 $3,400 $3,400
DUST CONTROL $750.00 MTHS 8.0 $6,000 $6,000
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C&S TI Site C&S TI Division
Descri lion Cost Unit Quantitv Quantitv Quantitv Subtotal Subtotal Subtotal Total Total
$358,327
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS
DUST CONTROL I $0.01 ISF I 101,008 $1,0101 $1,010
EROSION CONTROL $0.02 SF I 101,008 $2,02Of $2,0201
I I I I $3,030
ROUGH GRADE
EXCAVATE BASEMENT & HAUL OFF $10.00 CY 15,000 $150,000 $150,000
BUILDING PAD STRUCTURAL FILL $13.50 CY 1,108 $14,960 $14,960
FOOTINGS I FOUNDAliON 1BACKFILL $15.50 LF 838 $12,989 $12,989
BACKFILL BASEMENT WAlLS $13.50 CY 5,000 $67,500 $67,500
PIERS $225.00 EA 30 $6,750 $6,750
DEWATERING $50,000.00 LS 1 $50,000 $50,000
$302,199.00
FINISH GRADE
BUILDING PADS $0.06 SF 29,960 $2,397 $2,397
3/4" ROAD MIX @ SOG $20.00 CY 425 $8,499 $8,499
$10,695
SEWER
8' VCP SEWER $34.40 LF 355 $12,212 $12,212
HOOKUPS $850.00 EA 1 $850 $850
CLEAN OUTS $450.00 EA 4 $1,800 $1.800
$14,862
DOMESTIC WATER
2" H20UNE $18.00 LF 355 $6.390 $6,390
BACKFLOW $500.00 EA 1 $500 $500
HOOKUP $750.00 EA 1 $750 $750
DETECTOR CHECK/BACK FLOW $8,500.00 LS 1 $8,500 $8,500 $16,140
FIRE LINES




FOOTINGS (56lBS/CY $0.60 LBS 21,112 $12,667 $12,667
FOUNDATION (75LBS/CY) $0.60 LBS 29,625 $17,775 $17,775
EMBEDS REBAR $1.00 lBS 7,920 $7,920 $7.920
SOG 6"·WWF $0.48 SF 30,795 $14,782 $14,782
SOG 5"-WWF $0.48 SF 73,360 $35.213 $35,213
PIERS 35LBS/CY $0.48 LBS 6,650 $3,192 $3,192
CMU BAR $1.10 SF 25.621 $28.183 $28,183
$119,732
BUILDING CONCRETE
FOOTINGS $250.00 CY 377 $94,250 $94,250
SLAB ON GRADE (6') $2.75 SF 30,795 $84,686 $84,686
SLAB ON DECK 5" $3,00 SF 73,360 $220,060 $220,080
10" BASEMENT WAll $15.00 SF 7,920 $118,800 $118,600
FOUNDATIONS $275.00 CY 395 $108,625 $108,625
PIERS $275.00 CY 190 $52,250 $52,250




SUBCONTRACTOR BUDGET $1,320,000 LS 1 $1,320,000 $1,320,000
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Project: Meridian City Hall-Phase III-Core &11
Client: City of Meridian
Date: February 12, 2007
Building 101,008 SF Site 29,960 SF
Building Levels: 4 Site Paving 0 SF
Building Foot Print 29,960 SF Site Landscaping 0 SF
Building Construction: COREITI Site Concrete SOG 0 SF
GENERAL CONTRACTORS Construction Duration: 8,00 Mths Parking Structure 0 SF
I I Unit I Site I C&S I TI Site I C&S I TI I Division
IDescriotion I Cost I Unit Quantitv I Quantitv I Quantitv Subtotal I Subtotal I Subtotal Total I Total
$181,029
SURVEY
CONSTRUCTION STAKING $18,000.00 LS 1 $0 $18,000 $0 $18,000
RESTAKlNG 1$400000 LS 1 $0 $4000 $0 $4,000
I $22000
CLEANUP
DAILY CLEAN UP S250.00 WKS 35 SO $8,750 $0 S8,750
FINAL CLEAN UP SO 02 SF 101,008 SO $2,020 $0 S2020
S10,770
TESTING & INSPECTION
TESTING & INSPECTION $18,500.00 LS 1.0 $01 $18,5001 $0 $18,5001
I $18,500
TEMPORARY UTILITIES
TEMP. POWER INSTALLATION $2,500.00 LS 1.0 $0 $2,500 $0 $2,500
TEMP. POWER USAGE $500.00 MTHs 8.0 $0 $4,000 $0 $4,000
TEMP. WATER INSTALLATION $900.00 LS 1.0 $0 $900 $0 $900
TEMP. WATER USAGE $150,00 MTHS 80 $0 $1,200 $0 $1,200
$8,600
MATERIALS & SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES & POSTAGE $150,00 MTHS 8,0 $0 $1,200 $0 S1,200
DRINKING WATER $50,00 MTHS 8.0 $0 $400 $0 $400
PHOTOGRAPHS $80.00 MTHS 8.0 $0 $640 $0 $640
SCHEDULE PLOTTING/PRINTING $40.00 MTHS 8.0 $0 $320 $0 $320
PLAN REPRODUCTION $500.00 MTHS 8,0 $0 $4,000 $0 $4,000
$6,560
SAFETY
SECURITY $500.00 MTHS 8.0 $0 $4,000 $0 $4,000
SAFETY REVIEW CONSULTANT $75000 MTHS 8,0 $0 $6,000 $0 $6,000
SAFETY MATERIAL ANO LABOR $0.10 SF 101,008.0 $0 $10,101 $0 $10,101
SIGNAGE $800.00 LS 1.0 $0 $800 $0 $800
$20901
PROTECTION
PROTECT FINISH WORK $0.01 SF 101008.0 $0 $1,010 $0 $1,010
STORAGE CONTAINERS $150.00 MTHS 8.0 $0 $1,200 $0 $1,200
WEATHER PROTECTION & HEATING $10,00000 MTHS 4.0 $0 $40,000 $0 $40,000
TEMP. FENCE $4,000.00 LS 1.0 $0 $4,000 $ $4,000
$46,210
MAINTENANCEIOPERATION
PROJECT OFFICE $436.00 MTHs 8 $0 $3486 $0 $3,486
TOILETS $575.00 MTHS 8.0 $0 $4,600 $0 $4,600
TEMP. LIGHTING $2,500,00 LS 1.0 $0 $2,500 $0 $2,500
TRAFFIC CONTROL $6 500.00 LS 1.0 $0 $6,500 $0 $6,500
OEWATERING OPERATION $ $ $0 $0
HOISTING/CRANING/OFF LOADING $5,000.00 LS 1.0 $0 $5, $0 $5,000
TRASH BIN $1,500.00 MTHS 8,0 $0 $12,000 $0 $12,000
STREET CLEANING $425.00 MTHS 8.0 $0 $3,400 $0 $3,400
DUST CONTROL $750.00 MTHS 8.0 $0 $6,000 $0 $6,000
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$0 $29025 $0 $29,025
$0 $20664 $0 $20,664
$49,689
$130,556
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0
_::_~~,::~~~ ",",-_"_,_,_~,...l_~~_:-L-2















$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0
$1,078,027
$0 $461,400 $0 $461,400








CABINETRY-SUBCONTRACTOR QUOTE $130,556.00 LS $0 $130,556 $0 $130,556
$130,556
$43,799
71,598 $0 $35,799 $0 $35,799
$35,799
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PAINT & WALL COVERING
INTERIOR WALLS $0.50 SF 135,248 SO $67.624 SO S67,624
INTERIOR CEILINGS SO.50 SF 2,522 $0 $1261 SO S1,261
HM DOORS & FRAMES $55.00 EA 137 S7,535 SO $7,535
MISCTRIM $1.55 LF 1,500 $2,325 SO $2,325 $78,745
$46,625
1 $0 $9,975 $0 S9,975
10 $0 $6,250 SO $6,250
36 SO $5,400 SO $5,400
$0 $0 SO $0 $21,625
$25,000
$0 $25,000 $0 S25,000
S25,000
$739,516
$0 $739,518 $0 $739,518
$739,518
$31,700
161 $0 $16,100 SO SI6,100
$16,100
1;..~~~~_'_,_:~~~"_~i--Le.~~




OPERABLE WALL PARTITION SUB QUO $15,600.00 LS
: J _:_~."._~-:._....:.-:-__,_~':-_~~lit=:
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SO S2,350,000 $0 S235O,000
SO SO $0 SO S2,35O,000
$2,323,349
SO S2275,078 SO $2,275,078









































Fund may be in the red
-$1,500,000 by up to $1.5 millionCAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
UNRESERVED GENERAL FUND $16,467,291
MINUS CIP DEFICIT $1,500,000
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~eridian City Hall
0,000 sf facility 7/13/2004
Opinion of project budget
Construction Cost $ 7,500,000.00
Land purchase-(3 acres) $ 3,200,000.00
Planning & Zoning Fees $ 5,000.00
Geotechnical Fees $ 15,000.00
AlE Fees $ 600,000.00
Legal Fees $ 25,000.00
Project Testing $ 25,000.00
PermiVPlan Check Fees $ 25,000.00
ACHD Impact Office $ 104,940.00
ACHD Impact Retail NA
Water Connection Fees $ 5,000.00
Sewer Connection Fees $ 10,000.00
Idaho Power Engineering $ 3,500.00
Idaho Power Connection $ 10,000.00
Telephone Service $ 5,000.00
Gas Service $
Signage $ 10,000.00
Builder's Risk Insurance $ 5,000.00




Bidding Contingency $ 375,000.00
Construction Contingency $ 375,000.00
Total project budget: $ 13,883,440.00
Factors which could affect cost include location factors, condition of the site,
zoning and environmental regulations, quality of materials, size of project,
season on the year, contractor management, weather, building code
requirements, and the marketplace availability of skilled labor and building
materials. Substitute materials and construction methods may have to be
employed, and these may increase the installed cost and/or life cycle costs.
Such factors are difficult to evaluate and cannot be accurately predicted at this
time. A bidding contingency bUdget line item has been included in the figures
above to address variances in bidding and marketplace conditions.
ZGA Architects and Planners, Chartered cannot guarantee or warranty the
accuracy, correctness, value and sufficiency of the information contained herein.
CM017086004517
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I 1-- $14,422,968 .' . .... .i. .../ .:
CODE $0 NO. GENE~~~~~~;"T~~: 000% TOTAL sUB~i_-_o==r~~~I-=-_ ._--~~B#L=-=-l~~~c-- !~B-~ ~~~~~~--~-=_
~~J~:""EL E\~--~r-i-~-~~;~E .~~
CODE NO. CLEAN~~SCRIPTION SUB TOTAL $0 -- -------1-------- -0-----+--- +-1 -
$18,000 DIVISION 01 DIRECT COSTS --------~===-- --==o-t----- _-+ +-1 =~_---11
Final Clean Petra Budaet $18,000 Petra Budget j .$18,000. +-
Steam Cleanina $0 ---1-----------------r-----=----t-- .
~:e~v~~:n-uo Petra BUdaet $10,4:g P~~~~~~:-+ $1~~~~-------------1==-~ -1=





jQ:=-~-=t_---- -=--==~~:t-=-.-:....--=-t--------o----f---.--..--.--.--..$0 i ;
I I I I I ..; .... J=.. --~=~_~ =:- ~-~~=l=~-:-~~=:~-~:=-:::::-c:c-::::-::::.:::-:i-::::::----:::::::.:-----I
CODE NO. DESCRIPTION SUB TOTAL ~---------+------ ..----- ·---....---..-·-----t ----.. ---------1--------------+-----------1
$1.69;2~~6 ~~~~~~:02 SITE $0 ===- -r=-~-- ~==:~~::-~:_==::r-- --0-------
02740 Asphalt Concrete Pavina $0 L . 0(\
02850 Site Imorovements HatchMuelier $1,500,000 HatetiMuelier -I $1,500,000 ----------- -'\J'~'
De-Waterino Budoet $50,000 BudgeL J::. $50,000 -----------.
Piers Budoet $6,750 Budaet ! 6750
Footinos-FND-Bkfill Budaet $12,989 Budaet i 0 1~2~98~9;+------0.---0--+
Basement Ex Budaet $52,604 Budget --1-:"'__ 526_04
Dust Control Budaet $1,010 Budget_:=C___ -=1~01~01====0===:j
Erosion Control Budaet $2,020 Buc:t9.~_=1_ 2020
Blda Pad Budoet $2,397 Budaet I -;2~39~7;+---------+
SOG Base Budaet $8,499 BUds~t . i . 8499
Sewer & Water Budqet $14,862 Bu~i----.-.1'0-------14862"---------.------
Fire Main Loop Budaet $40,000 BUd9~[------T ~oo.Q 0
.-. ----_...•~._ .._--,~_._-~---_ ..-._----_._-_._..- .•._.




I 6 i I : 
   ;"T~~: .   S ·-_· =l ~I- .~ B#L=-=.I~~~3.._.~  ___  
~~~~~~~~6~RSONNEL :g -~~ __ ~~~---r' -... -..... -.. .. =~=~~_~- .... -..... -... n_ -----------.r-- ---------
GENERAL EXPENCES $0 . ..::===-r~==~==--=- =~-=-=~==l.::-=~:-- ± ___ = 
DESIGN ----1----- _. _______ L_. II 
   N    + -- +- -+-: -----
$18,000 DIVISION 01 DIRECT COSTS ---------t------- --==_-._·-·-_-__ -+~I' _-_--.-_-___ -1---___ -+-____ --1 
I        -1 $18,000 . 
I ~~e::~:~ing :g -==-----.. I-------====-====--=F- I =1 
Weekly Clean-up Petra Budget $10,480 Petra BUclgett $10,480 I r-----l 
I I p t r tr  g t ,  Pet!~ ud.  j .  -----1- -
I I :g +_. . .r----+--------'r-------I 
l $0 ! 
$0_ -=r= 
$0 _L 
~r-- - +-- . $or------t---To""- . . i _~C"C"+___o,.,.___~-.,.,-·.-·· ... rcc·--c:-::'c . ,.--· .. ·-··__+::_:_-,,·,·,--·----,------.------1 
  $0 ----== =1= =-- -+- . -. + - 1 
::~::.~~~_ V6 .. ".. 0---- --I=~~=---- ----------- --
.. __ "w._.w . _ •. IIY $0 -I-----.. ··---- ---.. -------.------ D . \. \ \ . 
. ,-----.. -- .- t ll r , .  tch ll r l$1,500,00  =====:=:_=\JiAd 0 e/f { 
,,_,,;,y Budget $50,000 BudgeL ____ L ____ $50,000 _________ J .. ". .' . \ 5-\ 
;~~ _ •• __ • _00 a t ,  t .  ___ . ____ -' (' ~"" ~ ·if 0 
• ::_-_""" Budget $12,989 Budget i 12969 .).('l~ 4:...,fIi 
- O    _____ L 6  ,),;11', 
.v ... 'v, Bud!:let $1,010 udget .. -1----1010 J 
~ • . udaet $2,020 Bucl.9.e(----l----~ 
,_ .. ~ udaet $2,397 udget=_J 2 m=~~
.......... ifci   u  I  
~ '.::~".v, g t ,  U [=:=r-·-- t = 






I $14,422,988: I I _
CODE NO. DESCRIPTION TOTAL SUB#1----TslOti1--- SUB#2--lBio#2 SUB #3 ~---
$0 GENERALCONDlTIONS 0.0% ----------1-----------------1 1-----
~:~~~~~~~~RSONNEL :g---=·--r==~=--==-- -r------------ ----
~~~~~ EXPENCES $0 ---=------~--------- ====:F-----~---I-------+-------l
CLEAN UP $0 -:=-I~==:~- =:-----r-------- -- ~ I
CODE NO. DESCRIPTION SUB TOTAL J--. I
$18,000 DIVISION 01 DIRECT COSTS ii
Final Clean Petra Budget $18,000 Petra Budg~_L $18,000 -J- I
Steam Cleaning $0 i i i
Power Wash $0 --------------T----- -- I ,---
Weeklv Clean-up Petra Budget $10,480 Petra BUdJlet l ~ _ i i
Dumpster Petra Budget $8,040 petra_ BU±_et"1 $~~O J
$0 I!1------+--1-----------;-----+------;;:$0::+------ - i
I-- +--+- -+ -+ -:$~O, - J. -=- 1 ---1
$0 I i -----I$0 II-----+--+----------+----t-----:$-:?:ior---------------il---- ,
I-
I---+ -+- ---f ---:$o::+- -----rI ----- 1 !
$0 1--
I-----+---+----------+----t-----:$~Ol,=-=~-=i= _-----r
CODE NO. DESCRIPTION SUB TOTAL $O------T---------- -l --
$1,691 131 DIVISION 02SITE----1-- 1------
02300 Earthwork $0' --I . --- I
g~~:g ~~~~~~~::~:aving HatchMuelier $1 ,500,O~g H~~~-h~---u=:-iie-r+----$1=,5-00--~~--~~-------=---=-: -----------+-----
De-Watering Budget $50,000 BL!S!9.~L ( $50-,:-~ .____ . i i __
Piers Budget $6,750 Budget _ _ __ 67501 !_
Footings-FND-Bkfill Budget $12,989 BUd~ ,___ 12989 I _j!__-_=_-_-_-I
~~:~~:~:r~~ ~~~~:~ $~~:~~ ~~~:_e=f==-4m-------f _ I --
Erosion Control Budget $2,020 B~~~l +---2~~ 1 !
Bldg Pad Budget $2,397 Budget ! 2397 I
SOG Base Budget $8,499 Bud9~C----::]=-= __. ~1~ .1 ·-----+1---__--1
Sewer & Water Budget $14,862 Budget 1 14862 i !
Fire Main Loop Budaet $40,000 BlJ~9..~C==_=;---------·--·-iQ9QQ :--:--------1---- [ -------
I-----+--t----------;-----+------;;;:$O~-~:·:~::~~~--t=-:====--=:~=~_~~::_-+- __




r ~ --~-- ! :j.  I _ 
I E IN ,I ES IPTI  T TAL ~UB!~==~T~~~ __ ~~UB#2 _-=rsl-O#2SUB#3 ~_= __ 
$01 IGENERAL CONDITIONS 0.0% ! I 1 
~~RSONNEL g u_ - -- .. ~.  ~ 3 ~ --
GENERAL EXPENCES $0 _____ J~ I I 
DESIGN I 
I CODE INO. CLEAN~~SCRIPTION SUB TOTAL $0 --~-----r------~~-+:---
     I 
1-___ -+_*=~=:::.;....:::J::-----_f.::_=_::_~~~+_--~$1i:::0"',4:.:::8_=0f.;p_!'e:::=traBUdJletr$10,48() +-1 ____ +-___ _ 
,,8,040 Po" ""!' .. '  $8~040 J 




$0 . -+------~-----_+----r----~ 1 1 1 I $0 ----- I I 
1 I I I $0 --------r----- ------1
1
------1------1----
 - i 
$a '- . ----1=----1 ---- - - -r 
~~~~13  NO. VISIO~~~~~~TION SUB TOTAL $0-~~==1====-=------t- -+-- __ 
 rt rk $0 _______ -~~i ____ ;  __ =_.1 I 
02740 Asphalt Concrete Paving $0 __ .______ . _____ ~;:;_ _______ 1 __________ ......l ____ _ 
02850 Site Improvements HatchMuelier $1,500,000 HatchMuelier $1,500,000 I I 
   ~~L ___ + ____  _  I I--
       750 I I 
   u  _____   .  i  _  I, 
Basement Ex Budget $52,604 Bud9~t [ 52604 --1-
Dust Control Budget $1,010 BUdge'C=l==-161O I -----+------f-I---
I 
i  t l t ,  ud t  020 I  
    :===~-_ ---2397 'I 
S  Base Budget $8,499 Bud9~t ___ I _______ ~1~ ----------.l ~ 
        I 
i  i   g   U ~ ~--· -· - -iQ  ... ~ ·--- -T-- ----!. 
1 I' I 
--··-------····---"·-1----·------"---·-~- -.-.-----+----~----- ! -
CODE INO,I DESCRIPTION I SUB I TOTAL $OI-- .. -=--=-=-=~=-~=--=--=~:~=:====~..::.--:---l---- -------1"--,,_ ~ 
 
It
$4~~~~~ ~~~~~~I:~~~~;~;r:udaet Conceat Bud $461 ,861conceptBUd-t----$461,861 petraBu-diler-r----$ij78,452 --------t---------
I----+-+--------+----+------+----~=~-~~--~~-=:=-=-====t-~--_ --- +-__---1
1- -+_+_---------_l_----1_------,$50:t----------- ' i I
1-----+--1----------+----I-------:$E-\0·----------~1=--=---=:=-=~:::-===---=:r--------.--------+-------1$0, I
1-----+--+C=o-n-c-re.,...te-,A:-cce-ss-o-r':'""ie-s----l-----I-----$50;.1- ---------·T----·------ -------r----- -----+-----.-1
CODE NO. DESCRIPTION SUB TOTAL~===-==J~~~=~-=-=-~====l----_ I __
$0 DIVISION 04 MASONRY d-:~=-:==,-=---:-=--,-I~' --=-:-=-::-=:-::+.:;-:--=--:--c-+-----,~~c_._=_!
Brick & Stone Budaet $1,606,620 p-ete Mickels~_~Q...09Q ~..et!'!ll~_~,606,620 Petra Budget $1,646,913
$0 i -
CODE NO. DESCRIPTION SUB TOTAL i [
$0 DIVISION 05 STEEL - .~ - T---·
05500 Structural Steel & Erection Petra Budael $1,570,005 Petra BUdi:let! $1,5::;;7:::0-=,0~05=+-----+--1 -----+-----+------1
05501 Arch Railinas Petra Budael $4,725 Petra Budael ! $4,725
05500 O!'
1---:~;;.I--+_---------_l_----1_------:8----·----+--·------- - e----------l.--.-----+------+-------
05501 $0 I i i
05500 $0 =1= I05501 $0------ \ -------+----+--j----+----+--1----1
-------,--..
- - -.-.. $0 ----L _ i
I-----+-+----------+_---~t__----;:;;~+----r----- --------- -in
CODE NO. DESCRIPTION SUB TOTAL 1-------- -- I
$129200 DIVISION 06 WOOD/PLASTIC l-----~c- i I
06100 Rouah Carpentry - Mt1 Petra Budaet $93,401 Petra BUdaet i $93,401, I
06100 Rouah Caroenlrv· Labor $0 1 -+1----_l_-----f-----I
06400 Architectural Woodwork - Mil $0 i I I
06400 Architectural Woodwork - Labor $O ~----- 1- _
06800 Finish Caroenlrv Petra Budaet $35,799 Petra Budaet i $35,799 I
t__----+--l----------+-----I-----:~.;+~.-------1------ - t------ ------+:-----1
CODE NO. DESCRIPTION SUB TOTAL 1 I ;
$424,134 DIVISION 07 MOISTURE PROTECTION 1 - ----r----- ...----+------1
07311 Insulation Petra Budael $37,854 Petra Budget 1_ $37,854 ------.=--=::l= _
07322 Caulkina & Wateroroofina Pelra Budaet $15,570 Petra Budael $15,570 -+---.----,----------1
07511 Metal &TPO Roofina &Fireoroofi Petra Budoet $334,911 Petra BUd~l- $334~~TI
Sound Batt Insulation Petra Budaet $35,799 Petra Budget· $35,799 I
I-






$461,861 DIVISION 03 CONCRETE ! -------_._+-_ .. _._. __ .- · ·03300 Cast-In-Place Concrete Bu t ot  ,861 Co  -r- · $461,  P tr  dget i $678,  
--~ .. --... ----__i_---.----. - I 
____ ~ _______ i ___ ._ .. _. 
-.----~_r. -
$  I 
$0 1-- I 
0 1 
oncrete Accessories $  ! 
"-----
I I   TAL 
--------"-----.------    I _ .. _ " ___ ._ .. ___ ._ ..l." .. _ ..... __ ._,._ -_._. --
$0 DIVISION 04 MASONRY 
flet  ickelsent  $4,23Q...Q9Q    g   .90nce...et BU~_~,6 20    
-----_.------. -------. -
$0 I 
     . \ --r .~--. 
 I I I    
tr  Q f~570,005 
I 
05500 tr ct r l teel  rection tr  ! , ,  I 




--1 --· -- ·· .
 
i 
  + 05501 $0 \ ! I 
 
--- -- -,-  
i .....  - ..... --- ...  __ 
. .. -\.- .- ...... fO -----._--j .•.. - •. -. .... ............ -- .. ·----1 I ---1 - - - ---
$0 1-------- -- ! I  . I I    I 
 I I I   / I  i I 
 g  t  I  g   t  udg t t-- 93;401 , I 
  trv -   ·-----1 ---'---~ -- :  t      
 t    0 ------~-----. ......,.cc -----------t---.--.--- . f------  p t Y        -
$0 -_______ .J ___ .. __ . I $0 I .. 
.; I 
     ! - 1 ___ ; 
$424,134 I I I  07 I  I   . - t= 
_ .. 
   t      - ! 
07322 lki g  t rpr fi g tr  g t ,  tr  o ! $1~..!?.z.Q ---r---·- t
 l   l e  f   a    ud~~ 4,~D 
    a o   F'.etr~.E!':I.d e! ______ ~~§,!  
----- I 
! .--.-.. --.".--."--~: ---~ 
$0 . + ------ ----t---- I $0 
... ---.-.-.. --~-----.. -
$0 ~==~-----!=~-===-:-== 
.------+-----.. +- -t--~·---·~-·----·----
$0 i I 
 
e




$476,478 DIVISION 08 DOORS & WINDOWS ~_-__- ~=--===-_-=__-__---_-_-_--_-_-_--iL------f--------i------
08110 Doors Frames & Hardware Petra Budget $30,900 Petra BU9.9~.J_ $30,900 --------t--
08210 Storefront, Curtainwall, Glazina Petra Budaet $329,128 Petra Bu~__L $329,12!! -L---=-====~=-=-======_=,t:::.===--------I
08400 Wood Doors Petra Budaet $116,450 Petra Budget __:__ $116,450 __. +-1----1------t--------;
$0-- I
I------+-+---------t-----t-----:$:-=O+- -----------------------:------ C'
~~~;,865NO. DIVISIO~~:~I~:~~~~N SUB TOTAL j ---~=-t~===:=----l-------
1----::=:-::+--f-::---":::---.-~_;__---_+.:::-7"":_:::__._:__;_t---=:::A~$O~_=_=-=-c:;_:_;_r_l----- 1---- -'-' +- --+1-----
09250 Gypsum Board Systems Petra Budaet $297,694 Petra Bu~ $297,694 I
09510 Acoustical Ceilina & Inter Fram Petra BudQet $486911 Petra Budaet I $486,911 ------+-!,-----1-----_+_
$0 i _1- -11 ----; + ----;
$0, I
f----::0:::9~30::-;:0:+--+T:;::i~le-;:F:;:lo~0'::rs:--------if;;p::::etr;::a:-1B::::u~d;::'QEe:':t-t---~$;;O::1-;::6-;::,8~00H;:;-Pe:::;t=ra:-;B:;:-u::;dQ=le~t·! $16,800 !
09660 Tile Walls Petra Bud! et $48,960 Petra BudQet I $48,960
09668 Carpet Petra Bud! et $168,161 Petra Budget i $168,161 i
Granite Tops Petra Bud! et $36,400 Petra Budget! $36,400 i
09900 Paint!nQ Petra Bud! et $78,939 Petra Budget.l $78,939 i !
. ... 09950 WaUCQYenOg Petra Bud et $0 Petra Budget ! !
COOE NO. OESCRIPTION SUB TOTAL-- i ...........-j- .! .. _.
$21,625 DMSION 10 SPECIALTIES ' _ -f---
10160 Toilet Partitions - Mtl Petra Budget $9,975 Petra Budget i $9,975 ----___/----_1_, ----;
10160 Tollet Partitions· Labor N/A $0 N/A , i
10260 Wall Bumpers· Mtl $0 ----r i
10260 Wall Bumpers· Labor $0 ---r' _..__.__L _
10800 Toilet Accessories· Mti $0 i i
10800 Toilet Accessories· Labor Petra Budaet $6,250 Petr~~!!Q.~1 ~,2~0 -1.-----
Fire Extinguishers $5 400 Petra Budget J $5,400 '
CODE NO. DESCRIPTION SUB TOTAL I+-----/------+-----4------+------f$5,000 DIVISION 11 EQUIPMENT +__ _ _
11160 Loading Dock Equipment Plug $5,000 PluL ~ $5,000 ....J.. -----fl-----1
$0' f-
Tube cart Corral $0 --i-.---- I - ..1.-_ --
1- -+_+ -1- +- ;;$0:+- 1 . +l -f
I-
+--t -II- -+ .--=:$O:+- :--------- - ' 1
$0 r- ~
I--.."..C.."..O....OE=---+N:-:-O.....+---=O-=E-::-SC....R"""I:":'P=TI=O..,..,N,--~I---:S,..,..U:-=B,...--+T"""O"""T=""A...,-L---::=.j----------'----·T-----·------- i ..-
$467,253 DIVISION 13 SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION ---------------T---------- ;
1----':....:.-=;1;;;32;::;8~3+--+A;;:-cce"':':"s":s=;:F,;-lo:':o':-r@~$;;;6;-;:_5"i0;;..;;,.==.,I';:;;IP:';et="ra'-';B:::-u::;da":'"Ee:7t-+--~$;;-:4;-;::6:;-7,-;;'25~3:tp;::;-e::-;:t·r~.!3!J_-~9-_e-tI:~_$46?,.253 .. -r-----





-----.~ .. -.. --"--.-- - -----.-._---.. -.--
$0 
· ~· ··-r --"------- -_ .. 
i 
$0 -----_ .. _-- .. _--- .-~-.----.. "---. -_._- ._-_.-._--
$0 I i ---1------ ._-"----
CODE NO. DESCRIPTION SUB TOTAL I 
$476,478 I I I  08   I  
---t--.--- ------------L --_. __ ._--------j--------_.      tr  t ,   u<!l.9~.1.  
~:==:=-t= 
I 
 t r fr t, urtain all, lazing etra udget ,  tr   __ "_ .. __ , !! ----J 
    g     .:   
$0 -- ': 
$0 I 
' , --
r-- r--DESCRIPTION SUB TOTAL -, 
---~=t=~== -~ 
CODE NO. +--$1,133,865 DIVISION 09 FINISHES I .----------- - I--.------t-------
• 
$0 ! 
     g    U _L ___  
- ' 
, i 
! 09510 ti l ili g  I t r r  tr  g t  tr  g t I ,  ! I 
 I i I 0 
Petra Budget 1  09300 Tile Floors Petra Budget $16,800 $16,800 
    g    g  !  I 
   clg     !  - i 
   g    Uclge! !  I 
 i ti g  g    t.   i ! 
 v rin   gg       
D  . D I I   OTAL ! - - ---- _ ....... _- I i I 
    
 Ud9ett-'-~;9i  . -f-,.  il t rtiti  - il tr  t ,  I 
 i  titions -     
f-
i 
  ers -   i 
  ers -   ... _ __    ______ 
  ories - l  J I I 
 il  ories -  t  g t ,  ~I!9.~ L ___  ! 
       1----
     I 
,  M I   I  I 





0 +------ I- I  rt rr l $0 
f -
..L.._ 






CODE NO. DESCRIPTION SUB TOTAL 
.. --- ---·,_·--·t------·---.. --
i 
$467,253 DIVISI N 13 SPECIAL C NSTRUCTI N 
----_._----_ ... _-,------_ .. _---
-1 ---13283 Access Floor  $6.50 IPetra Budget $467,253 Petr~13!J_~£!etI:~_ $46?,,253 
      - ! 
 
fa e
13750 1 $0 i ! i
I $0-----1----- ! I - -----
I CODE NO. DESCRIPTION SUB TOTAL -----_-T-------- ---- i I I
$156,000 DIVISION 14 CONVEYING SYSTEMS _~:----- -r----===--1~ J~====
3 Hvdraulic Elevator IConceat Bud $156,000 CClrlceetBudL ~156~Q.9.Q'petra BUd~+--_ $156,6?~ --------1- _
$0 I I I
~ ---------,.------ ------,---- - ---
$0 __ _ i _ __' :$0 ----------T---------- ------------T---- - I -
$0 -i I ;
CODE NO. DESCRIPTION SUB TOTAL - -----t----- I -------I----i
$2,824,000 DIVISION 15 MECHANICAL --- -----t------------- ---------------t-------------------------------------,,------------
Dlv 15 Fire Protection Enalneer Est $204,000 Enaineer Est I $204,000 Petra Budget I $308,074 1-------
Div 15 Plumbing Enalneer Est $470,000 Engineer Est L $470,000 I •
Div 15 HVAC Enalneer Est $2,150,000 En9!!leer ESLL $2,15q,QQ9+ -1- + --+- 1
Test & Balance $0
CODE NO. DESCRIPTION SUB TOTAL i
$2,2~:~~ ~:~~~~ 16 ELECTRICAL Petra Bud et $2,275,710 ~~~~i;i:F~~;;;;~~---$2,275J101---------+----------I
$0 i I
l-----+--l----------+----+----..--:$EO~---------..T------------ ------ \ .-- --- I
I-----+--+--------+----f------:$Eof-------r - I I
l- +_l- -+ +- ..--:$!:::0:.j-, I ------ i ------+,-----11
l--===--+.--:-=-I--~====_::_:_--+-----I=.=:_:_---+------------------L-------------~---------------_j_----.. -- -..,-I------------_1-------------------
CODE $0 NO. PERM;~~~;~PTION TOTAL_ -_'C-c=:==-J~=-~_-- --------t====-"F===-=!==-:::=:=-..-l_





CODE NO. DESCRIPTION TOTAL-~=--===-E ~=~- !-----
$132,607 BONDSIINSURANCE . I
LIABILITY INSURANCE $35,203 ----- I T
BUILDERS RISK INSURANCE -------------r-------~~_ --t--------
BOND $97,404 -~ .- --
-------+l----------t---------t-------I-----+-
~~~~~T:~temInstallation $13.416,733 ~1_~7J_ij=_=~~I~ ------------1
2.5 CONTINGENCY $335,41833--~~~=~L_________ - I
5 OVERHEAD &PROFIT $670,837 I
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CODE NO. ---DESCRIPTION TOTAL_ c ________ L ___ , __ -------~+--~~.,.,__=::I:=_:_:=---+_------l 
$0 PERMITS I FEES _______ 1 ___ __ "---- .. 
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~-= -==-=~=-~ =-... _" -. -". - --- - - -.-. --. --+ 
1----+-1----------+----+-------+ ----------~-=-~~~:=----=-=-.::I--- _____  ____________ 1 
E N . ES IPTI  TOTAL-~=--===-t==--=~~::-~ i ! 
$132,607 B NDSIINSURANCE t--------- ------~-- I 
~~~~~SI~~~~~~C  $35,203 ~= ~==F = ..:..----------i=---=--- f-
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Petra Incorporated understands that above all else, the success of a construction project is due to the level of communication
between the participants and the understanding of the roles of each of the participants and how they can effectively interact
with minimal confusion. Below is a diagram showing the basis lines of communication for the City Hall project.
The Construction Manager will have a direct line of communication with the City, the Design Team, the Testing and
Inspection Consultants, and with all of the Contractors, Subcontractors, and Suppliers involved with this project.
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City ofMeridian City Hall Project
Communications Plan
Page 2.•II.) The City has a Direct Line ofCommunication with:
The Design Team
The Construction Manager
The Primary Contacts for the City are Keith Watts-Purchasing Agent for the City and
Ted Baird-Asst. City Attorney for all legal and contract matters.






The Primary Contacts for the Design Team are Steve Simmons and/or R.uss Moorehead -- LCA
The Construction Manager has a Direct Line of Communication with:
The Design Team
The City
All Prime Contractors (bidding and contracted)
All Subcontractors (bidding and contracted)
All Suppliers (bidding and contracted)
All Utility Providers
The Primary Contacts for the Construction Manager are
Wesley Bettis-Construction Manager/Project Engineer,
Jon Anderson-Project Superintendent
Pat Kershisnik-Contract & Legal
III). Communication Protocol:
Since the communications plan is three way between the primary parties, it is recommended that all formal
communication between any two primary parties, including letters, fax transmissions, e-mails, memos, bulletins and
transmittals be copied to the third party so that all information is open and shared with the principal parties on this
project to enhance and expedite communication and minimize any delays in the sharing of project specific
information.
Contractual information between the Design Team and the City, and the Construction Manager and the City
is not subject to the shared information recommendations and remains proprietary between the contracting parties,
except as required b Idaho Public Works statutes.
The communication formats and tools are described in detail in the Construction Management plan and
lude a formal method oflogging all sent and received correspondence during the course of the project, expect for
CM017096
004527
      
  
              
   
   
              
          
          
  
   
   
  
  
              
          
   
  
      
     
     
   
        
    
   
    
   
                 
              
                     
                
 
                
               
        
               
                 
 
City of Meridian City Hall Project
Communications Plane ge3.
e-mails which are specific to each user. Electronic storage of all e-mail correspondence is recommended, and when
practical, hard copies should be made and filed in the project files for future reference.
Examples of some of the Construction Management Plan communication tools to be used and tracked
during the course of the project in the Expedition Project Management Software by Primavera, utilized by Petra
Incorporated include:
BUL (Bulletin)
CIC (Change in Condition)
CO (Change Order)
COR (Change Order Request)
NCN (Non Compliance Notice)
NTP (Notice to Proceed)
MTG (Meeting Minutes)
PCO (Proposed Change Order)
RFI (Request for Information)
RFP (Request For Proposal)
TRN (Transmittal)
SUB (Submittal Log)
All communication with and from the Contractors and Vendors during the bidding process and during the
course of construction will start and end with the Construction Manager. Whether it is a question from a bidder or
Contractor or a request made about a specific scope of work, the Construction Manager will log the information
into the project controls and forward the document to the appropriate party with a requested response time, copying
the other parties. Then the document is followed through the process until the timely response is received, noted in
the log and the information is distributed to all appropriate parties. This attention to detail keeps all of the project
participants aware of the issues and progress in the project and also assists the Project Team with managing claims
against the contract for additional work.
CM017097004528
      
  
 
                 
               
               
                 
  
  
    
   
    
    
    
   
    
    
    
  
   
                
                    
                  
                  
                   
                    
                   

















Petra Incorporated recognizes that the quality of construction has a direct relationship to the long tenn maintenance and
ownership costs to the Building Owner. That is why the implementation of a comprehensive Quality Management Plan is
important to the successful management ofany construction project.
The Petra Incorporated Quality Management Plan includes four phases:
I) The Design Phase
II) The Pre-Construction Phase
III) The Construction Phase
IV) The Commissioning and Occupancy Phase.
I.) The Design Phase of the Quality Management Plan includes Petra's participation in the design process to insure a
finished design that is efficient and cost effective in the construction of the facility. This is accomplished by:
a) The participation in the Design process including regular attendance of design project meetings with all of the
design consultants to insure that the City's input is timely and relevant to the design process.
b) Internal peer review by the Petra Project Team and Senior Management at various stages of the design to
evaluate project "constructability" and to look for missing details that could lead to post bid change orders
and project budget increases.
c) Internal value engineering for evaluation and possible to submittal to the City and the Design team to provide
alternate construction suggestions from both a budgetary and long tenn building ownership cost.
II.) The Pre-Construction Phase of the Quality Management Plan is focused on insuring that the tools and controls
are in place at the start of construction so that all prime contractors are aware of the Quality Control requirements
and who the various responsible parties are for the course ofconstruction. These include:
a.) Establishing and identifying the vertical and horizontal controls for the project site and the scopes of work,
and confmning that the construction surveying contractor has been retained to provide continued support to
the project through the course of construction.
b.) Confmning the engagement of a qualified, third party inspection and testing finn in accordance with the
Design Team's specifications, as well as State and Local building pennit requirements.
CM017099004530
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c.) Development of a preliminary plan for the construction of the project including; site access control, prime
contractor scheduling, material deliveries, staging and waste control.
d.) Internal Project Team meetings to review implementation of existing design and develop recommendations to
the City for budget and design considerations prior to the bidding and construction phases of the project.
e.) Review and publish bid packages for the scopes of work in each phase of the project. Assist City in the
bidding process. Control the pre-bid RFI and addendum process to minimize the impact on the project
constructability and optimize value engineering suggestions within the Idaho Public Works Construction Law
statutes.
f.) Review the bid results in detail with the City and collect any additional information to insure that the project
value is in keeping with the intent of the bid documents prior to making recommendations for acceptance by
the City.
III.) The Construction Phase of the Quality Management Plan is where the planning and organization of the
Construction and Construction Management Team come together. The Petra Team is specifically responsible for:
a.) The collection, review and processing of the submittal packages prior to and after review by the Design Team
to confirm that the intent of the design is being met, in accordance with the Project Communications Plan.
b.) Weekly progress meetings on site with all prime contractors on site or scheduled to be on site to review work
in progress, work quality controls by trade, quality assurance testing requirements that are scheduled or need to be
scheduled.
c.) Daily inspection for correctness and quality of work being installed by the Petra Project Management team
confirming that the work is being installed in accordance with the contract design and best construction practices.
d.) Monthly review with the City of the quality ofthe work in place, the schedule, any value engineering or design
modification suggestions submitted by the Construction Team and how each of these would impact the quality,
construction schedule and long term performance ofthe project.
IV.) The Commissioning & Occupancy Phase of the Quality Management Plan is the stage where the City will learn
how the City Hall Building works and begin occupying the facility. The Quality Management Plan focuses on the
steps necessary to insure that all equipment and building components are operating correctly including:
a.) Assist the Commissioning Agent in the distribution of the Operations & Maintenance Manuals (O&M) from
the prime contractors as required by the construction documents. Participate in the training process and
documentation to insure a smooth transition between the construction and operation of the facility.
b.) Schedule and direct the City and the Design Team in the Punch list process and then manage the punch list to
insure that any corrections are completed in a timely manner in accordance with the best construction
practices.
c.) Implement the contract warranty procedure, and address any and all warranty calls from the City in a timely
manner to minimize negative impact on the City and to insure proper material and equipment warranties and
operation. Log and track all warranty reports to identify trends and notify the City of any potential patent or
latent product or workmanship issues that may require further action by the City.
d.) At the end of the one-year builder's warranty, deliver to the City a binder containing all warranty call back
information, results and any warranty extensions or warranty claim documentation.
CM017100
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-e .AlA DocumentA101/CMam -1992
.' '. ,i, ~ .
, ,'_ :::~',,' '~~ilt!ard Form ofAgreement Between Ownerand Contractor





" • as of Ibo 8n1 day of p\P:{ in Iboyear TWo TboIJSlllld Scveu.






""~nd !bedJ~~~ ", ,,
(ParogirJp/rs del~;ed)
Rule Steel Tanks, Inc:.
21986 MiddielOll'Road
Middleton; idaho" 8360S
For tbe fo,l1owinll ~ject:
(ParagraphS JeTer"ed)' ,
'New Meridian '~ty Hall
33 east BroadwayAvenue
Meri4iari; IdDho, ~3642 '
,~ ai!PlOxi~te1>, ~~;Qop square fOC)!, llJulti-stoty city ball office buildiu8 wilb a
,,'~t. '/ ': ;:",,::::,'; ',':,':':
'~~tectis: , ,,',,: .
I
(pmrigroplii rlelete#),: ,',. ;':. '"
LCAARCHlTJ!CTS;P.A. '
, J22t Sbore!inl' Lane " "
Boise, Idaho 83.702
ThC Owner lIIld ,Conttjjj;tor agree as set rortb below.
ADDmONS.AND DELEIIClNS:
TIle author or this dDcll\1lll1t has
added IrlIonnaIIoII needed for iIs
IlClII'IlIleIbt The aulharllllIy lIIso
hawmIud lhe texI of lhe llllgInaI
AJA II!llndaid Iomt. An AddiIions lI1Id
DeIdIonIRfpOItIhal notes adrJed
InfonnaIIanas wall as l'8VisIans 10
lhe S1andard fonn \ext IS 8VlIlIabIe
lrom lhe author and should be
revtewed, AvellIcaI lim In !he lell
ml/Pl oIlh1S doclIIlent 1ndk:aI1IS
wher8lh8 author has added
necessaJY InIolmaIIon and where
the aulhor has added ID 01'deIeled
lrom the orlglnal AlA text.
This document has Important legal
consequences. Consultation wIIh an
attorney Is encouraged with I1l&peel
to ItacampIellonor~.
The 1992 EdIlanol AlA Document
A201ICMa,GeneraJ CondiUons 01
Ihe Contract lor Construetlon.
ConsInIGlIon Manager-AdYIser
EdIIIon. III adopted In this dOllllllent
bym-a. Do lIlltus8 YAlh oIher
general 0llIIlI1I0ns unIe8s thJs
docUmeIIt is modiIIed.
Inlt.
AlA DocumInt A1011CMa--1_CepyriGhI 01992 by The~ lnsliIID of ArchIlecls. All rIgIll3~ WAJlN.'NG: TIllS AlA- Dacwnellt Is
prDI.~ by u.s, Copyright law Knd Inlefnellonal Trell\l.... Uneulhorile4 rep.odutlltln or di~"ll>ullon of this AJAe DocuIll8fl1, 0' iIfIy portlOIl or It
may rEsult In ~.-..<lvI' "'" c.imlMI p.",,,r.I&., and win be ~llCU1ellID II." marimum Ilklanl possible UIlder Ill. law. TIlIa document was puduced
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.·~T : .. :.' '!:i~~: <m:~=:~nr, Coadilionl oftheConlrl\Ct (Geaeral. Supplcmcmtary and other
.-:. ': .: ./' '" .~). Drawings, Spedfieatious, Addenda issued prior 110 execlltion ofthis Agreement, other doc:uments listed
'. ... ..:. ... iIiifib:Xgieemenc and Modifieations issued after executioa of this Agreement, these form the Contract, and are as
. : . . . . . ~y a,an of the CoJllraet as if auadted to d1is Agreement or repeated herein. The Conttae:t represcnrs the entire and
'. ',":; ;.'_ ~ .':, ',.:~~agreement belWCell the parties heRlo and supmedes prior negotiations. repn:smlatlons or apmenlS.








..ARt.ca.e~ ~DATE,~~O~ AND SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETIOfI
l··t '-1~:4!t#of~~tis the date from which the ConlnlctTime ofSection 3.2 is 1tICIlSun:d. lind sbIIll bet1Ie datq:~ iD.a~~:to~ issued by !he Owner•.(P~girJpM tW~'t6i:/J .:. ,,: '.
. ". ~ 7:.: .
I§3.2:rile C~Uactor ~bal].achiClVe Substantial Completion of rile enure Work beginning July 16. 2001 and finishingOctober S.2007 per production'schedule.
(111#" the cakntiqrDate or 1IJfI'Iberofcalendardays after the date ofcommencement. Aho insert any requirements




Provi4c all labor. material. rools, and equipment to
COlllplllte steelf~~ and erection lIS noled on
.·the di'awings··.~ the following:. . ".
.'P;Yi~on J-.~~{\{eiiuireme~ .:' .;,
: SeCtlcli05"1iQ.;.'&ructutal Sred''-:":.':
S«:lion'·o;~bo.~;~iil ~rlcations
~J1 QS210~~iihoi5tS " .
SilC1i!Jri.-O,S10 - Metal Stairs. . .' .
.':Sec"iil)jj·i>s110-·.8teeJ Deck: :'.. ..~.", .
. This b~ package ~r1CaUy'.jncludes:
.. ." ProvidCall c~Jni:fal.as required for steel
~ng. . .:: : :::~;>.
... .Pro~~ f..~;B. job$ito'lIU steel imbeds.
11Jis bid ~~:~~iJjcaIlY excludes:




;subjectio.adjilsiments of this ConlrllCtTime as provided in the Conncl Documents.
(Insert provisions, 1/any. for liquidated damages relating to failure 10 complete on timt.)
The Contractor acknowledges and agrees that the Owner will suffer financial loss in an amount that is difficult 10
quantify jf the Work is not SUbstantially complete on the date set forth in lhe Contract Documents. The Owner shall
have the option to as!ieSS liquidated damages against the Contractor (and its surely. if any) in an amount of Five
Hundred & NOIlOO Dollars ($500.00) per calendar day. for each calendar day ofdelay untillhe Work is
AlA Document A1011C1Ia"'-1992. Cop,nDhi • 1992 by The AmtIlcan InslillAe 01 AreIIilec:ls. AU ngllb raIlI'Wll WARtlING: nIls AlA~ DOGumenl Is
protocled by U.s. Copyrlght L_ and InternaUonei Treaties. UnauthorIZed teIltOducUon or dlstrlbullotl ollllls ",,,4 Doc_nt. or any portion or II,
n'ay r<ISUII In _eelVIl tnd crlmlnal ""nallitl•• IIId wiN bo Iltoseculad to I~.maXlmUll\ exterll p<!ssalle und6f lila law. ThIS docIImenlwas produclld
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.... subsl8DtiaUy complete. The CoaIrracW' IICmowledps DI1d ap:es thllt the IUIlOlIDtS set fonb above are a reasonable
~ .. ' .. , .~~~fthe damltgesthal will1ikdybe in=n:d by Owner in Iblsevw the Worltis nol substantlaUy comp!etehy
:'.': '. ...'~_~Conh in lbe Coolnc:tDoI:umeIllS, and nota penalty. Irn:sponsibllity for a delay In SlIbstantial
. ,.' '. ;.,: '. ,-~ shared by tbe ConllaCtor and others, Owner may reasooably apponlOll the damages between such
.: ". : . '.. ··.respofiliI&le parties. The right 10 assess Uquidatcd daDIages is in addldon 10, and not in limltallon of, any rigbt or
:... _:.... '., .•,. :~ ;rnllable \0 the Owneror ro protect tbe Owner to address delay by the ColtD'aetor, whethersucb ri&ht or
': ;".. -, . .:.' '.,~ Is under law, in equity or under Contmd Doeumc.nts.
. . ..... .......:.~:
AR:I'ICLE4 CONTRACT $\1M
1
1.(01 Tho 0WJt¢I'IbaIl~y:t1lc CoIlbUtor in CIlI'J'llIIt funds for tbe Conttaetor', perfonnancoof the Comrae:l the
'.~t Supli,)f ODc?'~~ioD Eigbt Hundred~Seven Tho_ad DoDars &: NO/IOO ($1,847,000.00), SlIbject
':','. ..t(y.lIlfdidOllS.•I,cf'dcclqCc~as provided in the Contraa DoculllCllts•
'. ", ·:··..i~Tbe~i:t~t,'~ upon the loDowing qJremates, ifany, wIlich IIRl described In the Contract
~imd hi;rC~ ~bythe 0I :(P~~~;:'):' Y .. ': WIler.
.:.. :
:'§ u U~I·Price~.ir'any, are:~'fonows:
Description Units PrIce ($ 0.00)
ARl'ICLE 5 PROGRESS PAYMENTS
§5.1 siscd upon Applklalions for Payment sublDitted by Ihe Contractor to lhe Consttuction Manager, and upon
ProlC!<t t\pplieatioos B!!d Cenlfieates for Payment issued by the Construction Manager and ArchItect, the Owner
shalf rilake progniss paymen(S 011 account of the Contract Sum 10 the Contractoras provided below and elsewhere in
· the.Con~t DOcuments.
I§'5.2,The period covered by each Application for Payment shall be one calendar month ending on the last day of the(Paragiaph& deleted). .montb.. .' .';' ,.'
·'t~:;Proyic!¢ an Applicationf~~nt is submitted to lhe COIIJtfUCrion~er ROIIater than tIic 25'" day ofa
·nionth..tb!= PwDer-sball~ pajmtnt 10 I~ Contractor ROIIater Ittan the :zod' day of the foUowing month. IfIn
·~PRli~~P.!l~ is Jeceived by lhe Construction Mallllp:l' after' the application date filled above, payment
SbaU,~ Jll!l;de'by tlie Owner: notfa\er~ thirty (30) days after the Construction Mllllager n:ceives the Application
;forP~n~ '...
·I~Bach AWilc:adoa for Payment shall be based upon tIHi Schedulo ofValues submilled by the Contractor in
· wJ!h~~~~ P9cumeDlS and approved by ConsIrucdon Maaager. The SClIeduIe of Valuo.s shall
~te tbe endre~Qa¢t Su~..a,mong the l'lItiOll8 portions orthe Work IIlld be PJqHIIed in suc:b form lUld
suppcidaJ by sudl ~'!cfli\l!ls~tlare its accuracy as the ConalrlJdioD Mana,er may require. This sdledule, when
.approved by Ibe ConstruCtion Manager, sha1J be osed as a basis for reviewing the CoI'llraetor's Applications for
.PaymenL ',: .
§ s.s Applications for Payment shaD indicate lhe percentage ofcompletion ofeach portion of the W0Ik. as of the end
of tbe period covered by the Application for Payment
§ U Su1!icicit to the provisions of the Contract Documents, the amount of eacb progress payment shall be computed
asfoUows:
§ 5.&.1 Take II1at portion of !be Contract Sum properly allocable to completed Work as determined by multiplying
the pelCentage completion of each portion of the Work by the share of the tolal Contract Sum allocated to that
portion of tbe Work in the Schedule of Valucs, Jess retainage of five percent ( 5% ). Pending final detennination of
cost to the Owner of changes in the Work, amounts nol in dispute may be includet.l as provided in Seclion 1.3.7 of
the General Conditions;
Init
AlA~A1011C11a'" -1t92. CGpyrlgllt 0 1S92bl'ThtArnel1clln IMlIlulaof MN1ecIa. AIIr1g/1lS1'--...1. WARNING' This AlAe Do<:ument II
pIOtec~by US. Cop)'lgbIlaw aM Inler_;Ol Tte.'I••. lJnaulh<>tlzed rep,odUctlon or !II$ltlbulion elf "". "IA' DlIClIII'Ieat, "" allY pertien of l~
may .0.1lll1......". civll end trlmlnal penoltre•• """ WIll be pruser.ulell te the maaltntlm .""',,, possible uncle' lila law. TWs dQcumenl_ prodUced
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, .. , .• _ .. I ~.,~~ that JIOdion oftbe CoDlI'llCt Sumproperly aJlocable to materials and equipmentdeH~ and suitably
.' :-t;.'·:· '. ';f':::~:,' ,.''" ~'. .~&'J.s_lor sliJsequont lncorporadon In the c:omplcled COJIStruetioa (or, jfapproved In IIdvIlllCe by the
"~' ...{'. ':. ::':~" <S~J,tably stol'CIdoffthc site at a location agrcedupllIl in wrlting),lessretalnage offive pcrceot( S%);
.:.' .:: ••••• :... .:'" ,": :.";' 1lI'
.' ... ...., §W ~ubll'llCt lbe 8ggJegate of previous paymeats made by tho Owner, and
'!·~;"'il.: -.:;~~".:~:,,;:;.: :'.:'~. :i:r;":.
'.:,.: ," ....~ .~. .'. "~''!B Sublracumounts, ifany. for which the ConslnICtion Manager or ArchiIeCt has withheld or nullified a
.' ,... .....QlrtIflCllte for PayJDellt.JS prorided in Section 9.5 ofthe Oeneral Conditions.
'l',·[;,~~"--~~_",_·~_"_-_,,
'.",' t'5.J.1A~~s~~mpletionoftbe Work. lSum sufflcicDt to increase the toIaI paymelll$ to ( )
'M-t~ ~~Su~P~sllCh.amounll as tho Coastnlcdon Manager recollllllCDda lIlld the ArcbiIeCt delennlnes for
.:.... :: ::. :.~!~.~~~.i~t~claims;and
.:: . . .1'5.7,iks.4. if~ii.:~*~~·'orrhe Work is thereafter materially delayed through no fault of the Conlraclor, any
:'. .idc{idPd~·.~.,~·in acg)rdancc with section 9.103 of the General Conditions.
(P.~~~his~;:~~~). <.....:'.
ARTICLE 6 FINAL PAYf,tENT
Final paynient. consdbJlillJ iJie enti~ unpaid balance of the Contract Sum, shall be made by !he Owner 10 the
COI1lllICfOrw~mIbp CoiItraCt bas been fully performed by the Contraclor except for the Comractor's
'reSpprisi~"tY: te1wrrect nOnCi>nforming Work as provided in Section 12.2.2 of the General Condilions and 10 satisfy
other reqUirements, itaily, which necessarily survive final payment; and (2) a final Projecl Certificate for Payment
has 'beeii i~ued t;ly~~ ConSIJUCiion Manager and Architect; such final paymenl shll1l be macle by the Owner not
inoril tball 30 days alier the ii1sulIIICe of the final Project Certific.:lIle for
(P4Tf!.Jl;.aIJlu deleled)
~a~~:
A-RrlCl.E '7 M1SC~EOU'S PROVISIONS
,§ i.t\Vhetem~,~ liiade iQ l1lis:Ngreement 10 a provision of the General Conditions oranother Contract
.PI3.cu~ the refmmee refers lo,ri;Iii Provision as amended or suppJemenled by other provisions of the Contract
'.~::. .'; :.~~~:~.~ :.::.~:"..I~~~ ~:: • :.~ :1": .': _
":::": . 'I'§;~,~~'d-;;;~U~11~.the Contract shall bear interest from the date payment is due It the legal rate
,. ::<;, .: "'p~~~&!C'~ Jime to dn\i:~i.th~'~:where the Project is located.
,, .. '. ", rParagr[IP.fu:deleted): : ..:: .'
::.~t.~~~ ~~~~.au4·&~ces:
(He~ /nse"'t:lmpD~fjJi#iJ1.tj~iJf!Il sel'l'lces which are d'rfPl'J/ltfrol/l Drmaddilfon 10 those IncJud«l elJewhen In
1M·~DoauniiJtf.)-)· .:: ...
". : .. ~:~~:.:.. :~ .
.'.: .
§~.4 Other PrOvisionS: '
(Here 11051 any specialprovisions qJfeaing ,he Cotrtrael.)
ARTICLE 8 TERlllHATION OR SUSPENSION
§ 8.t The ContnIct may be terminated by the Owner or the Contractor as provided in Article 14 of the General
Conditions.
Init.
§ 8.2 The Work may be suspended by the Owner as provided in Article 14 of the General Conditions.
NIl D_A101lC11a"-I992.~gI1lC 1992 by The Am8Ilean lnafl1UleolAn:hItects. AllrlghlsrHMWd. \VARHl/IG: This AlA' Do......onti.
prOleeled by U.S, Copvr/g/ll Law and InIBmaUonaJ neall... UnauUtorlzecl 'Illteduciion or dlStllbuuOl> 61 11119 AIAa DlICIIJIIOftt. orany ponIon 0111.
"",y 'esult In sover. eMI and ...&nlnal penal"'.' and will be lJI'O!I8"uled to Ihe muimum el<len! pOS8IllI. IIIIder Ihe 10"'. This doellmenIwas produced
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..A ARTICLE. ENUMERATION 0' CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
~. . ! ..,.TIlt! Contract Documen.rs, except for Modifications issued after exocolion ofthis Agreomeat, lire 0IlUIIleClIled as
,:.:. ~;'"
. "1\ ':,,oJ'-::'
. """ : , .. i ':(:fDAareemcnt is this executedStandard Form ofAgreement BellWeu Owner and Cootraclor, AlA
, ,. .' ~tAJOl/CMa,1992 Conmk:tionManap-Ad\IiserEdldon,
.,>.>:'" ~ ". ;l'i:i~fl'110 0eneraJ ConditiOOs are.me GelIoraI COIldi1ions of Ibo Contract for Consttuelion, AlA Document
.. '. A201/CMa, 1m ~on:sllUl:lion Manaset-Adviser Editlou, as modified and all8cbed hemo as Exhibit_.
::,:' '. ".... _.'tiu'I'I!8'~~,~nd other CobdiliollS ofIhc Contracl arc Ihoso contained in Ihe Project Manual dared
::, .' ... lIlillllias fol~: ,:ii \v~l' . I • .
,':' . :~'nI ~:::"..::'. .:.. TItlt Pasts





Ihoile idendfied'011 Exhibil B; attached hereto.
(Table deleted)" - .
~ 9.1"·~e Addenda; jfauy, life lIS follows:
Number '









~0lIS ofAddmlda'ri:bumg to l;Ji~i ~Qirel1l8lll5 are no! pan of Ihe ContraCl Docurnenls unless !he bidding
: nii:jUI~menlS ~.!II!iO enumerated. in -ihi~ ArtIcle 9.
of:. • ".'
§"V <;lthiir~iili, ifany. forming part of !he Conlrllc:l Documents lire as follows: .
(ii",!JYe f!II.Y~' doq~ w~ich are imended to101711 partof. Contract Documents. The General
. Coild;~I,rovide that biddbrg·.~ilJremenll mcb as advertisementor invitation to bid, Instrucr/on.s to Bidders.
~/eJo~ iinJ the.~on~tor"s bid are not part ofthe Conrroct Documenls unle.rs emUtlertJled in thit
. ~,"",CIIt: They should be listedhere only i/intt1Uled to be part oftM ContractDocwnent.r.)
." . ."
".; .
AlA DocuIIlelIIA101IClh1lt -1992. CapyrIghI 01992 by Tl1e American lna1illlle 01~ All rights reHfWll. WARNING: This AlA" !I<lcu"'anlls
plotoK:ted by u.s. Copyrigt>t r.aw and ""tlflllllla",,1 Treatle•. UnllUlhori:ed ,._,ion or dlsltlbutlan Ollhi" AlA" tlocu""",', or anV portion or!t.
mllY ,esul' in leV". "'Vila"" e,lmlmll penaltleo, and wnl be W""""U""" (a the ",."'mum eden! pc.sibil> under !fle 'aW. This dQc:Umenl_ ptllCIuced
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~it A - S~fications
EXhibit.» - DraWings: COld Shell and Core Package Sheets: AD.O.Cl.l .CI.2, C4.!. C4.2, C4.3, Ll.20, AD.D. AD.!
.•AO.2,A,3, AOA.. Ap.S..A2.00. A2.10. A 2.20. A2.30, A2.40. A2.50. A2.60. M.D. AJ.I, A3.2. M.J. A4.0. A4J,
.A4,Z, A4;.J, A4.4, A4.5."AS.D. AS.IAS2. AS.3, AM. A9.0, A9.l, A9.2.A9.3.S0.Dl,SI.Ol, 81.02, 82.11,82.12.
52.21,812,82.31,82.32,82.41, 82.42,82.5,S3.1, ~.Jr ~.2, 87.1,87.2.57.3.57.4.87.5,57:6, PO.O, PO.!, PU,
Pl1 P2 1 <n I uc f) EI ..... EI IS ",.'. I III:",.; . ,F". , ...... , ."03, • \,\' ~~ ..
EXhibit C - Addendum A ,•."'::\.... "I"
~bjq).-Ad~mB /"Or% ~\
Approved as to COJllcnt .~ ~
~.~~,.,>.'.... 1i:t.'. ·~··t~ ~.8DL,,~ }
. . . . ..• .1 '. 0 .,,~ ~r 181 . :jJ ~
"... '", '1 .• - /~ "':" ". ~?,. "1 a"...._~-= ~ ...:I.~X
,c~11a1ll <i. fJllt.}t.• City CIefk::O;.~'. ". I,,;, .~ ""UNT"1. " •.'.' .~..- .tJiJF 'I, II"




.: Dated: : 5'';'tJ- 0 1
AlA lloeuIrIent A1011C1A" - 1892. Cop)'llglll C ll1!12 !Il'llla American tns/llllte 01 AtchitecUl. All r\ghIs _II. WAIlNlHG: This AIA~ Documanll$
ptoIfeled by u.s. Copytfghl Low and !nlernatlonaJ Troalloa. unaulhorlzed repraducllon or dlllltlbuUon of til'" AlA" Document, or an, partIon 0111,
may ..sufi In Sll\IOto civil and CIlmlnal ""nal,*" ..d will Ill! prO!lllcllkld to lho. ""'lmum elllonl JlOMJbIe Ilhd.. lh. I.... ThIs dOc__j:lnIduced
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• Finish paintingltol1eh-up painting
• Installation ofembedded items
• Bolts other than steel to steel and steel to concrete/CMU
• Non ferrous (stainless, aluminum, brass, etc.)
• Reinforcing steel, rebar, mesh
• Items on electrical, mechanical, plumbing, civil plans
• Expansion joint steel
• Testing and inspection costs
• Light gauge Oess than lOga)
• Simpson type hardware
• Engineering/stamped drawings
• Lines. grades, elevations
• Field measurements
• Construction power
• Cleaning concrete, grout, etc. from embeds
• Paint other than standard shop primer
• Site steel (catch basins, sumps, etc.)
• Non~sl1p surfacesltape on ladder rungs
........ ~'~-'---" '."'-_.-' ..-.._----------_._........_-~._---_.~-~
CM101758
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GENERAL CONTMcrORS & CONStRUcrlQN MANAGEM)t.Nl
November 1, 2007
.Via US Mail




R£: Meridian City Hall Steel Fabrication & Erection
Genttemen:
Petra Incotporated, Construction Martager fQr the Meridian City Hall is providing this. contract schedule
update discussion to illustrate our concerns and: to reinforce the terms and conditions of the agreements that
.all contractors on this proJ~Gt are bound.
The bid documents included.a. contract scl;ledule that showed a completed facility with occupancy on August
1, 200ft The unforeseen sO.il conditions' .encountered had a net effect of fom calendar weeks de1ilY in
starting the concrete foundation work which adjusted the schedule to a completion date of August 28, 2007.
. i,lJ;1e S.~el 1.'~, luc. was issued a Conditional Notice of Award on April 11, 2007.. the City Counpii •
awroved' tlte con-u-acton May 8,(h, 2007'and 'cxcout-cdth¢ contta¢t June 4,.2007. Thecontira,ct sche4ute
called for a 60 work day duration for the structural steel erection sCope-of work whha :start day of June 4,
2007 and completion on Augu$t 24, 2001.
Rule Sttiel!.BoiseStecd EteGtorsbeglUl'instalUng shear tabs on July 30,2007. Structural Steel began arriving
on,site on AugttSt 3, ~007 and ag~in on August 6, 2007. No steel was. delivered' August 8-10, 1.001, with
additiona1steeJ d.eliv~re4 beginning August 13th when steel erection could actually begin. This ~~ounts,.for
a loss of nine.days of erection time. The- erection, crew then had to shut down at the end of day on August·
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Rule Steel Fabrication Delays
Sepretriber26,2007
Page 2.
These 11 days of lost~rectiontime, with the erection fmally starting four full months after· the City's Notice
of Award· has help.ed to push thisptoject aut of the traditionally good constniction season into the more
unreliable fall weather patterns. The· I! daYS·Qflost time on the front end ofthe steel erection scope ofwork
and th!: cQutinued fabrication errors anq misNhipments w~ll dOClUllented by the lette:n; of~-15-07. &-27-07,
8-29-07, 94~01 and 9-26-07 equate to the project time lost due to weather.
The weekly job progress meeqs·"address the overall schedule, as well as the three· week look ahead
schedule for the impacted work. The Steel Erection starting on July,30, 2007 has ~ready expended'68 w.ork
d#ys thrQugQ. OotQ~r, 31, 2001 sinQe th-e er.ectiQJJ began. This dpes not aCCQ!lIlt fQr the shop drawing.s,
submittal .~eview anfJ: fabrication, which be:pn with the fust SUbmittallll1 April 27, 2007, with a contract
schedUle time of 60 working days, which is now ;at 133 days With fabrication still on.going. The cun:ent
schedule, enclosed, shows all of the erl:\ction work inolu4ing the penthuuse completed by November 23,
2007, accounting for the weather delays to date.
This letter is official notice that Liquidated DamagesilJ accordarlc..e with the Agreement between the City of
Meridian and Rule Steel Tanks, Inc. will be assessed gegimting Qn Novemoor 26, 2001 if the e,ntire
sttuctural steel scope of w0rk in not complete, 'due to the inability of this contract to meet it's contractual
,deadlines.
Enel: Original Contract Sohedule
CurtentCootract ~chedule
C} Art Stevens,Gene Bennett, Jon Anderson, Adam Johnson-P.etra, Inc.-via e-mail
Keitlr Wam-City ofMeridian.-vill hand delivery
1:I:\PROJECTS\2006\Wes\Mcridian ,¢ity Hall\Corresp'Olldence\Rule Steel 010·31~.doc
PETRA8.8759
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GENERAL CONTRACTORS
1097 N. Rosario Street, Meridian, ill 83642 Phone (208)323-4500 Fax (208)323-4507
Date: March 12,2008
To: Keith Watts, Purchasing Manger, City Of Meridian
From: Tom Coughlin, Project Manager
Re: Rule Steel- Time Extension & Liquidated Damages
In an attempt to address the time extensions that Rule Steel has requested for various ASI's and
RFI's issued to-date Petra Inc. has reviewed the requests and the actual scenario involving the
progress of their work.
Petra had previously informed Rule Steel that they would be assessed liquidated damages
starting on 11/26/07 if the entire structural steel scope of work of was not completed by that date.
It is Petra's opinion that the steel scope of work was not substantial complete until 2/08/08. This
date represents the date that Petra feels the structural steel was completed to a point so as not to
impede any of critical path follow-on work required to complete and/or dry-in the building. This
period amounts to 75 calendar days. The period of time that Rule Steel would be assessed
liquidated damages for would be the 75 days minus any time extensions granted for the various
ASI's & RFl's that have impacted the structural steel scope of work.
Rule Steel had previously requested a total of 27 days for the items that were included in Rule's
CO#01. This request was held in abeyance pending the completion of the work.
For the items previously included in CO #01 :
• ASI-7 Lower Floor Structure at 151 Floor- Time requested 5 days. OK to recommend to
the City.
• ASI-8 Steel Connection Modifications - Time requested 10 days. OK to recommend to
the City.
• ASI-18 Add Camber & Revise Moment Connections - Time requested 5 days. OK to
recommend to the City.
• ASI-19 Connection Fix for Bsmt Wall to Low - Time requested 2 days. Not
recommended, didn't impact the progress of the work.
• ASI-23 Stair Tower Support Steel - Time requested 5 days. OK to recommend to the
City.
This is totals to 25 of the 27 work days requested.
For the items pending change order submittal:
• ASI-13 Elevator Tube Upgrade - Time requested 10 days. Not recommended, this work
was done after the substantial completion date.
• ASI-52 Elevator Penthouse Beams - Time requested 10 days. Would recommend 5
days.
• ASI-54 Roof Elevation & Slope @ CMU Wall - Time requested 3 days. OK to
recommend.
• RFI-73 Sun Shade Connection - Time requested 3 days. Not recommended, did not
impact the progress of the work.
• RFI-74 Angle Clips for Support of Wall- Time requested 3 days. Not recommended, did
not impact the progress of the work. As of Friday, 3/7/07 these clips had not been
installed.
• Bent Plate @Grid H (Included with RFI-74) - Add bent plate, shop drawings marked
incorrectly. Time requested 5 days. OK to recommend to the City.
CM010162
004541
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• RFI-93 Relief Angle @ Stair Towers - Time requested 5 days. Not recommended, did not
impact the work. This was for furnishing only.
• RFI-94 Furnish and install two chiller beams. Time requested 5 days. Not recommended,
did not impact the work. This was issued and accomplished after the base bUilding work
on the critical path was completed.
The time for these pending changes that Petra can recommend to the City would be 13 work
days.
The total time extension, considering both the CO#01 items and the new items, that Petra would
propose to recommend is 38 days work days, which translates to 52 calendar days. The 52
calendar days represent a time extension that Petra feels would be fair and responsible to both
Rule Steel and the City. Based on this Rule Steel would still be liable for liquidated damages for a
period of 23 calendar days based on a substantial completion date for their work of 2/8/08. The
total cost for these 23 days at $5001Day would be $ 11,500.
Please review this scenario and let me know if this line of reasoning is acceptable to the City. If
this is acceptable Petra will propose this to Rule as settlement of the matter of the schedule
delays and the time extensions requested forthe various delays. Currently Petra has not
approached Rule with proposal regarding their time extension requests.
CM010163004542
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A.'. ARTICLE 1 GENERAL PROVISIONS
., § 1.1 BA$IC DEFINITIONS
'.,,/ .'> ·;'f.~l,i!··:~CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
;,y. '. ,,_,.,':~;/:; :. '" t Documents consist of the Agreement between Owner and Contractor (hereinafter the Agreement),
':(;'ris of the Contract (General. Supplementary and other Conditions), Drawings, Specifications, addenda
. . ... ,', .' .~~ prior to execution of the Contract, other documents listed in the Agreement and Modifications issued after
., .. ' .,:.; :<'ex~iilion of the Contract. A Modification is (I) a written amendment to the Contract signed by both parties, (2) a
·:~e Order, (3) a Construction Change Directive or (4) a written order for a minor change in the Work issued by
.. ~.Architect. Unless s~fically enumerated in the Agreement, the Contract Documents do not include other
~nts SIWP as bi@iJ:!g requirements (advertisement or invitation to bid, Instructions to Bidders, sample forms.
;~:Contraet9t!;~ bid <if~ons of addenda relating to bidding requirements).
.:l;j~1.2 TH~~I~~·;h;
the Contiili<lD.9curii~p.tjl(forn:t the Contract for Construction. The Contract represents the entire and integrated
~me~'''e.t.VVee~·tM:P.itrti~:hereto and supersedes prior negotiations, representations or agreements, either written
ori>ratrti~. (::.-ontrai<t;il:tliy 1ie:~1l1ended or modified only by a Modification. The Contract Documents shall not be
.·cpnstni~~H~~;~·.fon~Q~~l relationship of any kind (I) between the Architect and Contractor, (2) between the
;9on'~O,ii "g& 1!I:@~~ll.traetor, (3) between the Architect and Construction Manager, (4) between the Owner
imd:ilSJ,ilX:on ..fOf~~i)::$Ubcontractor or (5) between any persons or entities other than the Owner and
Contractor. T!te..(;onstrUStib'hManager and Architect shall, however, be entitled to performance and enforcement of




The Project Manual is the volume usually assembled for the Work which may include the bidding requirements,
samplefo~ Conditions of the Contract and Specifications.
. ".' , ' '." -',
§;1I8fU~t4~H
UJilessspecifically limited in context, the word "furnish" and any derivatives thereof shall mean to deliver the
specified items, materials or equipment (and all necessary appurtenances to the extent required by. or reasonably
inferable from, the Contract Documents for a proper installation) to the Project site and store in a secure location.
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',  '  "".,':~;/ .. ..... .::'             . 
"1Is    ,    .    
   ...  ~                  
  ... ,: : 1        1           .   
                     
..  t.              
. '.~nts   4dID.            , 
c~I#!;~        , 
.:l;j~1.2 I~)·;i;  
't  D.9curii~p.tjl(fotn:l            
,.,.~ v. e~.~~:P.itrti~:hereto          
l.·Th~ ii:I<t:tna  ded             
cpnstni~ ~~ ; # ~QW~l     1          
C; s o i .'  :@.~@trac             
wfa J,il:ii,:onr Of.~~i)::$Ubcontractor           W   
 l e:.¢onst¢~ biiM             
 4  h t )~tta ~ nded       
". .' .' '. 
§1;1;3THi;WO~~ .. ' i·' 
The term j'Wo*i':wean$"t~coristruction and services required, implied, or reasonably inferable from the Contract 
Wcuments, wli~lher c(JnlPl¢ted or partially completed, and includes all other labor, materials, equipment and 
. servicesprovide4()rto~pto"'i4ed by the Contractor to fulfill the Contractor's obligations. The Work may 
constitittetlle wholi!:ora pm:t;pfthe Project. The Work includes providing such supplementary or miscellaneous 
items,liPP!itte_es an~d~YiSes to the extent required by, or reasonably inferable from, the Contract Documents 
(w~thCJ:$~wn()J':notij!i¢l~ntal to or necessary for a sound, secure, complete and functional installation. Further, 
the WQrklnclud~$~lnabor, materials, equipment and services necessary to complete its Work in accordance with all 
applical>le laws, jnc)uQingbuilding related code requirements. 
§J.1.4 THE PRoJE~: ..... .' 
11te ProJ~q~t~iOiai constru,,9.~Ii-i:ltwhich the Work performed under the Contract Documents may be the whole 
Or'il part W::Wfii~hma.Y·in«ludeOOitstruction by other Contractors and by the Owner's own forces including persons 
m::¢mitjesulKier~Pllfate contracts not administered by the Construction Manager. ...... . .... :.:.:,. . ..... : .. ;. 
'§1.d:r~~ ~\lVlNGS,> ,:< ........ : 
.. The Drawings are th¢graphic ,~~tpictorial portions of the Contract Documents, wherever located and whenever 
)s~il¢~ showhlg the &sign, location and dimensions of the Work, generally including plans, elevations, sections, 
cietiUIs"schedules and !liilgtilm!!. 
§ 1;1;8. THE SPECIFlCi~~k:'> 
The'SpecitiC;l.tiQns,a.re thiifportion of the Contract Documents consisting of the written requirements for materials, 
equipmeiii,;~~~~()n systems, standards and workmanship for the Work, and performance of related services. 
.:  ". "; . ' 
. ;   o E~t NUAL 
                . 
         
. '. '. 
i F "ISH 
                
             ,   
                   
I i    
            i  a    2   
  ,                    
      i i", 1 l i   l   to  a>.i           
  soft        .loo0             
   
 
§ 1.1.9 INSTALl
"install" and any derivatives thereof shall mean to incorporate the specified items, materials or equipment
ork including all necessary labor, materials and connections to the extent required by, or reasonably
om. the Con.~t Documents to perform a proper and complete installation of the items, materials or
in a condition ready for use or operation, including but not limited to, unpacking and assembly of the
.<'. '"," ...',1" 1leJJ:l,,ffiaterial or equipment.
:K':2':i';::;!U">':1;;~~;' ;'>':";PROVIDE
,/i':\::',·;;'\ '''I .:JI,!~ word "provide" ~;,~y derivatives thereof shall mean to furnish and install as defined above.
'Ji~:.; .:~.~=~=.",:==-..=="~~:.:::
\i1&:~~1i';£;:n;~~:~t~o::~t.preceding the expressed verb and the requirements described
.;",:::: :);(:~ ::,...,.:~:~:';
§1.1.1~;~PROVEP;l>!8~~'FEb, SELECTED
l'ft,lfwprds"apptoved;directed, selected" and similar words and phrases shall be presumed to be followed by "by
Atclliteet", Thewor~~··l;8tiSfactory. submitted, reported" and similar words and phrases shall be presumed to be
followed by "t9.1\r~Qitect~ ...
.·§~.2 ~E,~UTI9~.S?R~ELATlq~~tll~fENT
§1.2.1'Tb~CQ#~ct:P:i*um,~nts:Sbal1be signed by the Owner and Contractor as provided in the Agreement. Ifeither
th¢,ownci'rlrCoDtfiili'tbr orboth do not sign all the Contract Documents, the Architect shall identify such unsigned
ri~#~p~ upCjnicii~est. '.
··i1.2i,*~~riOft4t: c<iritri.~~i:thb:~ontractor is a representation that the Contractor has visited the site.
:,biiC(llne familiar withl<x:al conditions under which the Work is to be performed and correlated personal
:.obs~iViltions With r<;CiWr.effiei)tsof the Contract Documents.
§ 1.2.5 Unless otherwise stated in the Contract Documents, words that have well-known technical or construction
industry meanings are used in the Contract Documents in accordance with such recognized meanings.
Inlt.
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or equip ent. 
derivatives thereof shall ean to furnish and install as defined above. 
the Contract Documents may contain phrases with expressed verbs, such as furnish, 
erect, comply, apply or submit. Such phrases shall be construed to include the 
"the Contractor shall" preceding the expressed verb and the requirements described 
Iili{~itbry~!errltmt of this Contract. 
of'I~(Ji:ici!;e!less~'ftle Contract Documents may contain references to specification sections and details 
"~""',"","',"'"" references shall be construed to include the appropriate form of the phrase, ", and 
§ t1.13IN[UCATEDQR SHOWN 
'The \Yords"lndiclited" or "~hoWll" and any derivative thereof shaH mean "as detailed, scheduled, schematically 
depicted or statdd inCQllttcad,Documents." 
"§ ;.1.UINCLlJriiNG';"':' 
The ~prds'~ioclude"> "includes", or "including" shall be deemed to be followed by the phrase "without limitation." 
-.'·t.i/·" . ..... .";", ... " 
 1.1.1 AftPROvE[); Dn E¢'TEb,  
The W                
r h c . he wor<is "satisfact r ,        H     
  OArchitei; . 
'I.  ~~UTJ9~. 9 R ~~~IN  
· h¥ #@.ct:~ul1) h l     W           
'O et lt                 
O~*~  Cjn~ues  ' 
.i1.2i,*~~riOfthl: Jr ~~~i:thrcontr or          , 
< c())  Il  lflOc              
, 'obs~W   qwr.effi¢ii~s ,     
§ 1:2;3 The intent of theCohtr;mt:Oocuments is to include all items necessary for the proper execution and 
',completion,of the Wodi: 6}ti1l~ Contractor. The Contract Documents are complementary, and what is required by 
',Ofle shall'~,iUibj~ng as if required by all; performance by the Contractor shall be required only to the extent 
,consistent'Wit6.:thll'·:¢on~t Documents and reasonably inferable from them as being necessary to produce the 
, intended resiilts. The Contractor shall notify the Construction Manager of any materials indicated but not specified 
as to finish, quality or installation. Unless otherwise directed by the Construction Manager, any materials not 
specifieashall be,consistent in finish, quality and installation as the adjacent or similar finished conditions. 
'§:~.2~.~8ttiZlltion of the Specifications into divisions, sections and articles, and arrangement of Drawings shall not 
control the Contractor in dividing the Work among Subcontractors or in establishing the extent of Work to be 
performed by any trade. 
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§ 1.2.6 In the event of an inconsistency, conflict. or ambiguity between or among the Contract Documents that
cl!lU19.t ~resolved consistent with the provisions ofSections 1.1 and 1.2, the Contractor shall request a clarification
jr~ur"the'Construction Manager. For the purpose of detennining which Work affected by an unresolved
:;;iilc#i)~~tJi;JK:y, conflict, or ambiguity shall be presumed to be included in the Contract Sum, the Conttact Documents
:·~haift.iike:precedence in the following order:
.1 Written modifications to the Agreement; Change Orders, Construction Change Directives and ASIs,
with those a later date taking precedence over those of an earlier date;
.2 TheA~ment;
.3 .Written~·$,\Wplementary Conditions, if any, to the General Conditions;
.4 :i;3eneralCOIiditions'
.5. :Specifj¢~*-~~; ,
.6 .c.:<P.rawipgs;:brawing detailS shall have precedence over plans, sections and elevations. Drawings of a
. )iirgersCilil~shall have precedence over those of a smaller scale. Figured dimensions shall have
..;-;.;prec~ii.C~ oy«;\'sca1ed dimensions.
§.1;3 OW,,~~SHIf:'~~·U~E.~fARCHITECT'S DRAWINGS, SPECIFICATIONS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS
·§:1.3.1TlleDraWirig~ ~t:~#tions and other documents prepared by the Architect are instruments of the
.Arc11i~ct'$senrl(;ijtllrmlgh.Which the Work to be executed by the Contractor is described. The Contractor may
·retliinpne con(r~drecOrdset.Neither the Contractor nor any Subcontractor, SUb-subconttactor or material or
equip~ntsuppJiersl:\ll\Iownprdaim a copyright in the Drawings, Specifications and other documents prepared by
the~hitel:t,and. ~ll:~sot~~~ise indicated the Owner shall be deemed the author of them and will retain all
commonla\V. statutorY and other reserved rights, in addition to the copyright. All copies of them, except the
Cqiltractor's rec(lfd set,shlt.It't;e returned or suitably accounted for to the Owner, on request, upon completion of the
"Work.~e DraWings, Specifications and other documents prepared by the Architect, and copies thereof furnished to
the C~l1trilctor, are filr uSe solely with respect to this Project. They are not to be used by the Contractor or any
"Subcon,tI;t~t9r,:'M~-siJbCon(iaftor or material or equipment supplier on other projects or for additions to this Project
·outsic¥ithl<~op.cOf tlteWo*without the specific written consent of the Owner. The Contractor, Subconttaetors,
S1:1b-su1>cl>ntraeto~aIld material or equipment suppliers are granted a limited license to use and reproduce applicable
portiblJs of the DrilwiJigs, Specifications and other documents prepared by the Architect appropriate to and for use in
tbeex¢:cuqon pf tlte~ W:~rItl,mderthe Conttact Documents. All copies made under this license shall bear the
Statritoiycopyr~ghtn(lti.ce,if any, sh()wnon the Drawings, Specifications and other documents prepared by the
,Af¢p1tect. SUbm!$UordistributioIl~.meet official regulatory requirements or for other purposes in connection with
.tI)i:&PrP.j~~i!lll9tt() b~ constru~'~:pubiication in derogation of the Owner's copyright or other reserved rights.
§ U~,Althmlgh~er requested Architect to prepare Construction Documents that are accurate, adequate,
coijsi~@jt,coordiiiiited, and ~uffl.cient; for construction, OWNER MAKES NO REPRESENTATlON OR
•.\V~rpF ANY N~1'tffl.EWJjATSOEVER TO CONTRACfOR CONCERNING SUCH DOCUMENTS.
·Ci>ottactohgairi hereby ackrioWltidges and represents that it has received, reviewed, and carefully examined such
.dot~~niS, has found them to be cOmplete, accurate, adequate, consistent, coordinated, and sufficient for
COI\$i@ctiol)"llJld thatCori,tractor has not, does not, and will not rely upon any representations or warranties by
Own~r concetiling suc.h'i:lOC~ments, as no such representations or warranties have been or are hereby made.
:. :~ .
§1.4~~UMTION
§1A.1 Terws:,¥pi~lzed in these General Conditions include those which are (I) specifically defined, (2) the titles
ofnumbered~cl~s .or(3) the titles of other documents published by the American Institute of Architects.
§ 1.5 INTERPRETATION
§14'1l)tbejn~est of brevity the Contract Documents frequently omit modifying words such as "all" and "any"
~lirilcl~su¢llas "the" and "an," but the fact that a modifier or an article is absent from one statement and appears
inli!lOthetis'nQtintended to affect the interpretation of either statement.
§ 1.6RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS
§ 1.6.1 The Owner and Contractor agree that their objectives for this Contract are to:
.1 Complete the Project according to the highest standards of quality;
.2 Complete the Project on time;
.3 Complete the Project within or under budget or estimates;
AlA Document A201ICMa'" -1992. CClpyright @ 1992 by The American Ins1ltute of Arch«ects. AU rights reserved. WARNING: This AlA" Document Is
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Continually endeavor to reduce the cost of the Project;
Avoid and minimize delays on the Project and the critical path;
Promote positive public relations;
Make the work on the Project enjoyable;
Construct the Project and administer the Contract Documents so that all parties are treated fairly;
Avoid injuries; and




:§1.6.2 In furtherance oftlJe objectives set forth in Section 1.6.1, the Owner and Contractor shall endeavor to
:....: :p¥note harniOny and,~9:~peration among each other and others employed for the Project, and agree to deal with
:::~ other aiiii,Qthers in.#air, reasonable, trusting and professional manner. In furtherance of the above, the Owner
~~L'\~af~~;~remwOf~eoo-~
;4''':: TreiJ(¢:a¢h othe;iwith mutual respect, resolve personal conflicts immediately, avoid personal attacks,
an!ff<AAJs 9P'tlxfmerits of the Project;
t~1Y n..... ' ., , h party of meetings;
A~hd ..,. rt weekly, morning and other meetings;
:ffiV:elJti .. 'giii; from interfering with professionalism and the merits of the Project;
Usebesi~heiTbest efforts to resolve any claims or disputes, including direct negotiations with each
othei-iJ{goodfaith and, recognizing their mutual interests, attempt to reach a just and equitable
sdilijion{IlI1Q .'
.9 .it errQr~;uU~takesand false starts...... <,;"..
ARTrCLE'1>OWNER .'
.§ 2.1P~fl~ITI0~\·
§ 2;1;1'111~'()wii~r isthe pe~on or entity identified as such in the Agreement and is referred to throughout the
Coiltfac'tPocumeJ1tS'ii~ifsiilgular in number. The term "Owner" means the Owner or the Owner's authorized
repre~ntative.·,'·c;': ...
§2012 T11e 0WileruPoIlre~sonable written request shall furnish to the Contractor in writing information that is
'ilecessary and relevilil!for the Coillractorto evaluate, give notice of or enforce mechanic's lien rights. Such
information s~all include a correct statement of the record legal title to the property on which the Project is located,
usUally'ref¢i#d'#J;liSt@':,sit~,andtheOwner's interest therein at the time of execution of the Agreement and, within
tiY~d!lYS after any'clitilige, iriformation ofsuch change in title, recorded or unrecorded.
§2.2~Q.A~~~N AND $ER~dE$R~QuIRED OF THE OWNER
;§:2,2.H~I~~H «', "",,;;,,'
..... ',;.:"
'§~2:2:2 The Owner haSJ'1J(Dished some information regarding the characteristics of the Project site. By furnishing
such material)the b~'dO~fnOt represent, warrant, or guarantee its accuracy either in whole. in part, implicitly or
explicitly, or at all, arni'!ili.au',ii'!lVe:i\o liability therefor. The Contractor shall confirm the location of each utility,
"&haii exea:vl1-tean4djsposeoteach on-site utility and cap each off-site utility as required by the Work and as may be
.. "i~cluded iii'the::~Cintract Documents, Owner does not assume any responsibility regarding any surveys, test borings,
or:;other inv~tigiitk$riiiregarding the site, and makes no warranty or guaranty regarding the site conditions. The
Contractor siialtii~kesUch site investigations as the Contractor deems necessary, and make available to the Owner,
Construction Manager and Architect all reports of such site inves,tigations.
.·,§2.23'EXce~tf£lfpermits and fees that are the responsibility of the Contractor under the Contract Documents, the
OWnet'sb311~ and pay for necessary approvals, easements, assessmems and charges required for construction,
use or occupancy of permanent structures or for permanent changes in existing facilities. Unless otherwise provided
under theContTaCt Documents, the Owner. through the Construction Manager, shall secure and pay for the building
permit.
§ 2.2.4 Information or services under the Owner's control shall be furnished by the Owner with reasonable
promptness to avoid delay in orderly progress of the Work.
InlL
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...§~~.V!!less otherwise provided in the Contract Documents, the Contractor will be furnished, free ofcharge, such
/~~'9.fDrawings and Project Manuals as are reasonably necessary for execution of the Work.
...'... ':''\;~:i1~~ Owner shall forward all communications to the Contractor through Ihe Construction Manager and shall
·.9~raneously provide the same communications to the Ar.chitecl.
... ··.r"::i~'1 The foregoing are in addition to other duties and responsibilities of the Owner enumerated herein and
'. '.. '. ~ially those in re~t 10 Article 6 (Construction by Owner or by Other Contractors), Article 9 (Payments and
, , ·.··.····;.~'mpletion).~ Articj~1·1 (Insurance and Bonds).
;0,; ..• .:.;"
§"~OWN~~RJGH1'J;~~'MOPTHE WORK
§:t3.1 Iftltt;f:;Q.~tra~Qifl1Iis to correct Work which is not in accordance with the requirements of the Contract
•Wumel\isll8ieq~WSec;tion 12.2 or persistently fails to carry out Work in accordance with the Contract
pocumell~;~tIle OW!iii1;J)y \Vi_tten order signed personally or by an agent specifically so empowered by the Owner
'iilWriti!ig, may ordefthe Cc;lntraetor to slOp the Work, or any portion thereof, unlil the cause for such order has been
tiirtuP!l~;itOw~V:~~ilie tigjitofthe Owner to stop the Work shall not give rise to a duty on the part of the Owner to
exerc;:ise;@$ right for the ~il~r.t of the Contractor or any other person or entity.
§2.4:$WNE~S:lUdHTTOC~RY OUT THE WORK
§2.4,1 If theC()Dtrac~rd~fa:ultsorneglects to carry out the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents and
fai1~:witl!inlisevel\:iJaY peripd~fter receipt of written notice from the Owner to commence and continue correction
.ofsuchdefaUlt or neglect Willi diligence and promptness, the Owner may, without prejudice to other remedies the
.Owner mayhave,coiTectsl1chdeficiencies. In such case an appropriate Change Order shall be issued deducting
frompaymentsthenorther~~fter due the Contractor the cost of correcting such deficiencies, including compensation
for $eCqnStructi()n~ait~ger'sand Architect's and their respective consultants' additional services and expenses
made neCessary ~y:sitch defaUlt; neglect or failure. If payments then or thereafter due the Contractor are not




§3.1.1The Conirilctoris·thei>erson qreptity identified as such in the Agreement and is referred to throughout this
A~ement as ifs!I!gllllU in numbl;lf. The.term "Contractor" means the Contractor or the Contractor's authorized
represeil~tive, .. . ... ..
§3.102The~Jum\~erllll"Contractors" refers to persons or entities who perform construction under Conditions of the
COri!i3Ctthat areadministeredbY-tlJe Construction Manager, and that are identical or substantially similar to these
Conditl6ns. .',. .
. .:. ". "
§3,t.3The Contractorrnakes ili~ following express representations and warranties to the Owner, which shaH survive
the~ecutior:J and deliye1Ypf,~e Agreement:
Contra~~ris full~ qualified to act as a public works contractor for the Project and has, and shall
m!!illwn, any 'and all licenses, permits, or other authorizations necessary to perform the Work;
.2 ·.Contillc>~r has become familiar with the Project site and the conditions under which the Project is to
be conStructed and operated;
CoJltractor has become familiar with all legal requirements applicable to the Work, including, not
limited to, all applicable laws, statutes, ordinances and building codes;
Contractor has received, reviewed, compared, studied and carefully examined all of the Contract
pocuments and, except as reported, found them in all respects to be complete, accurate, adequate,
consistent, coordinated and sufficient for the bidding and construction of the Work. Such review,
c(lmparison, study, and examination shall be a warranty that the Contract Documents are complete
and the Project is buildable as described therein, except as reported to Construction Manager in
writing; and
That the Contract Time is a reasonable period for performing the work.
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§ 3.2 REVIEW OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS AND FIELD CONDITIONS BY CONTRACTOR
. Contractor shall have a continuing duty to study and compare the Contract Documents with each other,
- or's submittals and with information furnished by the Owner pursuant to Section 2.2.2. The Contractor
.ately report to the Construction Manager any errors. inconsistencies or omissions discovered. The
·Co· shall not be liable to the Owner, Constmctioo Manager or Architect for damage resulting from errors,
jng>.nl;j.~ncies or omissions in the Contract Documents unless the Contractor recognized such error, inconsistency
.i.iof;~nJiSsion and knowingly failed to report it to the Construction Manager and Architect. If the Contractor performs
·'liiiY\~hnstruetion activity knowing it involves a recognized error, inconsistency or omission in the Contract
.J:?pcuments without su~. notice to the Construction Manager and Architect, the Contractor shall assume appropriate
.• ~PonsibilityJor such,~onnance and shall bear an appropriate amount of the attributable costs for correction.
\~·~~U The ~~wactol;~i. have a continuing duty to take field measurements and verify field conditions and shall
/cllfc:fully cOnipiJre su~lfQ~ld measurements and conditions and other information known to the Contractor with the
.• ¢~tract ~'Ui1:Ien~~Q.te commencing activities. Errors, inconsistencies or omissions discovered shall be reported
..• to the Cori'siniCftonMllliager':lind Architect at once.
'.....
§ 3.3~U~ERVlSICH.I A"P¢9~STRUCTION PROCEDURES
§3.:t1The Sontlac«j£shallsupervise and direct the Work, using the Contractor's best skill and attention. The
COlltractorshall be sol¢lyrCllp(insible for and have control over construction means, methods, techniques, sequences
andproCe4Weslmc:lfotcoor~iJlating all portions of the Work under this Contract, subject to overall coordination of
theConstfrictiotiMliilag~tlill'ptovidedin Sections 4.6.3 and 4.6.4.
§3.3.3 Th~ Contractor shall not be relieved of obligations to perform the Work in accordance with the Contract
Documents either by ~ctivitiesor duties of the Construction Manager or Architect in their administration of the
Contract,or bytests,j~s#tions or approvals required or performed by persons other than the Contractor.
§ 3.3AThllCon\fllctorshail inspt:ctpOrtions of the Project related to the Contractor's Work in order to determine
·that sudiportiOrisare)nproper cbnditlon to receive subsequent Work.
§3.4.2 Th~Ct>ritriil:t9r.shall enforce strict discipline and good order among the Contractor's employees and other
persons carryingo\gth;~ Contract. The Contractor shall not permit employment ofuntit persons or persons not
skilled in tasks lissigntid to them.
§ ~.4.3After the Contract has been executed, the Owner after consultation with the Construction Manager and
·Arclliteet,Wiu·consider a formal request for the substitution of products in place of those specified only under the
followingcoriditions (and only if submitted on the substitution request fonn set forth in the Contract Documents):
.1 . Required product cannot be supplied in time for compliance with Contract time requirements;
.2 Required product is not acceptable to a governing authority, or determined to be non-eompatible, or
cannot be properly coordinated, warranted or insured, or has other recognized disability as certified
by Contractor,
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may result in ,,",vere ciVil and criminal penalties, and will be prosecuted to the ma.lmum e.tent possible under the law. this document was produced
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§;~.2.~'iIiC·CpntFai:;totsball~rform the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents and submittals approved 
p~#(~'Sec~Ii,3~'12;·.···; , .. ' 
, ..... 
 3S p,ERVlSfQtl D:¢9~STRUC   
:h  C ri f t( r itll              
ontractor   e  res p '            
r coo.4tesllIKiJor'coordinating              
M!iilag~taS'provided      
. . . . . .... : .. :.: :~"", ,'. ':.' 
§ 3.3;2 The ~ontractor'~hllll be responsible to the Owner for acts and omissions of the Contractor's employees, 
SUb<:oti~ctors aildtbeir agents and employees, and other persons performing portions of the Work under a contract 
with thiiC6ntraCfor. " 
 e                 
   ies              
tract,   t s,hlspecti             
 , I !ra  s lll  e  p rt              
'  lportiOrisare~ i   o i      
. ." .. ,." . -'.: " 
§3~.5 :Tbe c:ontriictor shall, timely ~uest and coordinate tests and inspections required to complete the Work. 
""':':,',',:, 
§ 3.4 LAB~RAND ~T~RIALs 
§ 3:4.1 Uniess otherWise provided in the Contract Documents, the Contractor shall provide and pay for labor, 
materi:hls, equipme/)t;:~ls;:¢~l)struction equipment and machinery, water, heat, utilities, transportation, and other 
facilities and services'J1~siUyfor proper execution and completion of the Work, whether temporary or permanent 
and Whether or not iric6i:pOra~ or to be incorporated in the Work. 
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Substantial advantage is offered to the Owner after deducting offsetting disadvantages including
delays. additional compensation to An:hitcet and Construction Manager for redesign. investigation.
evaluation and other necessary services and similar considerations; and
The specified product or method or construction cannot be provided in a manner that is compatible
with other materials. or cannot be properly coordinated, warranted, or insured, and where the
Contractor certifies that the substitution will overcome the deficiency•
.3
• •• •~~ p'
:'§.:3).u By making requests for substitutions based on Section 3.4.3 above. the Contractor:
.1 Represcmtll that he has personally investigated the proposed substitute and determined that it is equal
:<9r supepqr:!Jn all respects to that specified;
.2;i;~epre ,...... at it will provide the same warranty for the substitution that it would for that specified;
.3 .)'.~,. the cost data presented is complete and includes all related costs under separate
;~H~9n . '" '.. t excludes the Architect's redesign costs, and waives all claims for additional costs
··r~late~(i9jiie sllbstitution which subsequently becomes apparent; and
.A' ,;:;;iWin.s~rfP~the installation of the accepted substitute, making such changes as may be required
.X:/ ':JOl\t.Iie~o~~;be complete in all respects.
;':§-i~~;~~)d~Ii:v¢~4'~y or on account of the Contractor and intended to be incorporated into the
<co!l~itif#ti(jit ()f;~;PrQj#t~.1ifi1l become the property of the Owner as delivered, but the Contractor may repossess
. hQlj$clf'9f a~Ysl#.'Plusr~Jmiining at the completion of this Contract. All scaffolding, apparatus, ways, works,
liI~c~illeryan4;pi~s'1;l~iJghtuppn the premises by the Contractor shall remain his property, but in the case of
de.f®jt. l\!ld¢pmpl~#9!,'Oft~~-Work by the Owner, Owner shall be entitled to use such scaffolding, apparatus, ways,
i\y~iks., ~hincJi:i!ri4' p18ll$\vitJiout cost or liability for depreciation or damage by such use and without prejudice to
·Qwner's other;f!ghtSorr¢in,~ies for any damage or loss sustained by reason of said default.
II
,(..•..........•.....
§'+6.2 ~,¢ij~~~I:, in consideration of securing the business oferecting or constructing public works in the State
\i(Jdabo, reoo~'~~~t it is engaged in a transitory business and that in the pursuit thereof it property used therein
.hiay be outside:fu¢$4ite of Idaho when taxes, excises, or license fees to which it is liable become payable.
Accordingly, the Contractor understands, covenants and agrees:
-:1>TRpay promptly when due all taxes (other than on real property). excises and license fees due to the
. State of Idaho, its subdivisions., municipal corporations and quasi-municipal corporations therein,
l\ccrued or accruing during the term of this Contract, whether or not the same shall be payable at the
end of such term;
.2 That if the said taxes, excises, and license fees are not payable at the end of said term, but liability for
the payment thereof exists even though the same constitute liens upon its property, to secure the same
to the satisfaction of the respective officers charged with the collection thereof; and
.3 That, in the event of its default in the payment or securing of such taxes, excises, and license fees, to
consent that the department, officer, board, or taxing unit entering into this Contract may withhold
Init. AlA Document A201JCUe'" -1992. Copyright @ 1992 by The American Institute 01 Architects. AU rights reserved. WARNING: This A!A& Document isprotected by U.S. Copyright law and International Treaties. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution ollhls AlA" Oocument, 0' any portion 01 ii, 21
may ,ealll! in 5<!vere ciVil and criminal penalties. and will be prosecuted to lhe maximum exlent possible under the law. This document was produced
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. §3.s-WMIb\NTV" ." 
>§ 3.5JTh~¢on$lctQi'warran~ to the Owner, Construction Manager and Architect that all labor furnished under this 
Conti-Vct~hall ~Compet!mt loperform the tasks undertaken, that the product of such labor shall yield only first-
clas$ re.&i4ts,thl\~<lll:~t~ijals and equipment furnished under the Contract will be of high quality and new unless 
, 9t!1~i~~equ,iJ'~Qrpermitted by the Contract Documents, that the Work will be free from defects not inherent in 
~'i:h~'qUllli~Y reqJlirc:d()rPl'!nnirted, and that the Work will conform with the requirements of the Contract Documents. 
'j.bfWork nofs~c:qy t;olDplying wilhth~se requirements shall constitute a breach of Contractor's warranty. Work 
.. Wt~onformiiigJ~.~~;require~9ts;·1it<:luding substitutions nol properly approved and authorized, may be 
';c9i!si~~d'~(ectivti.'The Conrta¢:tgeswarranty excludes remedy for damage or defect caused by abuse, 
·.'lnbdificr~(;.ri~~~:~~edI?Y tliitrintractor, improper or insufficient maintenance, improper operation, or normal 
~~~.~teilr;#@¢~i#.)rinaIi1sage~ If required by the Construction Manager or Architect, the Contractor shall furnish 
,',. $ati~1)' evidence as to ~,~n(tand qUality of materials and equipment. The Contractor shall assign and deliver 
':~y'S~I#Jjtta!lt~r or supp!ier~~nq~to the Owner. 
n.U~ES"·' 
'll.:$;1··'rhe Cpntracto(~iiIjpay sales, consumer, use and similar taxes for the Work or portions thereof provided by 
theGontractorwhjc~~J~gailY;~.Ilacted when bids are received or negotiations concluded, whether or not yet 
effec:tive or merely sehildt:il¢c.l togo into effect. 
: ".;": 
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from any payment due him hereunder the estimated amount of such accrued and accming taxes,
excises, and license fees for the benefit of all taxing units to which the Contractor is liable.
AlA Document A201/CMa11l-1992. COpyright @ 1992 by The American Institule of ArchileclS. All rights r_ved. WARNING: This AlA" Document Is
protected by U.S. Copyright Law and International Treaties. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution of this AlAS Document. or any portion of it,
may resuit in severe civil and criminal penalties, and will be prosecuted 10 lhe maximum exlent possibie under the law. This document was produced
by AlA software at 10:45:07 on 0412712007 under Order No.1000295111_1 which expires on 41412008, and is not for resale.
User Notes: (744410520)
§:~;t4Thec6Iltnc~t~~~WC~llIPlY with and give notices required by laws. ordinances, rules and regulations and
.J#~:of(jlrfs~pf PJi~Iiii~iith~ri~~ bearing on performance of the Work.




§ 3.9.1 The Contractor shall employ a competent superintendent and necessary assistants who shall be in attendance
at the Project site at all times when the Work is actually in progress. The superintendent shall have complete
authority to represent, act for and bind the Contractor, and communications given to the superintendent shall be as
binding as if given to the Contractor. Important communications shall be confirmed in writing. Other
ore entering into this Contract, the Contractor shall be authorized to do business in the State of Idaho and
te and delivery to Owner any affidavit concerning taxcs requested by Owner.
§,~,7.3ItiSbottl)#,C6IJtt~ili't'~·i"esponsibility to ascertain that the Contract Documents are in accordance with
':~IJi)lic~~le la~;sta~t~~~~~dfj;ances, building codes, and rules and regulations. However, iftbe Contractor observes
.tbarpgftlonsoftlJe,C9~traetDocuments are at variance therewith, the Contractor shall promptly notify the
'C .; ··.t1()nMii6~ger.AJ:ql)i~ectand Owner in writing, and necessary changes shall be accomplished by appropriate
M""" ,,?;, ... .:','
§32'~:~ftheCo.il~ra&6i~iformsWork knowing it to be contrary to laws, statutes, ordinances, building codes, and
Me.'sill!l(fteguI~ti.p~~~i~lJt"such notice to the Construction Manager. Architect and Owner, the Contractor shall
~ti~full r8$~h!iibiliWf6r such Wp*and shall bear the attributable costs.
.>.:i<:.'.': .<~,::.,-;..
§;~.8 ~~L.PW~N,~~~. .' ,. .'>\;Y
··§3~8.1Tlif~tfii¢to/~all)nclooe1jjthe Contract Sum all allowances stated in the Contract Documents. Items
¢P.Ye~4 bY'anQ~"~;shallbesupplied for such amounts and by such persons or entities as the Owner may direct,
'.• , l:i\it·~,P9J1tnidor~hilil not¥l~lu.~ to employ persons or entities against which the Contractor makes reasonable
Y:phje~l:JD.?"j\, ',/;~F>~;\·X:.·:.-
"'-;':":'"-.:..::".:' . ":. 'j'~~:( -:"....- .
/§'3;8;2 Unj~ssotherwiseprovid~inthe Contract Documents:
:".\,: ..1.,.mas:~~.~1Jiprnentunder an allowance shall be selected promptly by the Owner to avoid delay
(in th ,'.'; •
.2 a1lowiiit('atH:over the cost to the Contractor ofmaterials and equipment delivered at the site and
..... :i~IJequireatiiies, less applicable trade discounts;
:3i,,:¢i)n~tor's costs for unloading and handling at the site, labor, installation costs, overhead, profit and
'\9ti1ef~~penses contemplated for stated allowance amounts shall be included in the Contract Sum and
rioflivtii~·allowances;
.4 whenever costs are more than or less than allowances, the Contract Sum shall be adjusted accordingly
., .•...•...•.•..... :. . .,. •. ~yChangeOrder. The amount of the Change Order shall reflect (l) the difference between actual
c ;:~'. ":<.~'::::\_,:. :":cpsts and the allowances under Section 3.8.2.2 and (2) changes in Contractor's costs under Section
.. ··'>··,,'3:{8.2.3.
Inlt.
. ithin ten (10) days of its receipt ofany tax forms from the Owner, the Contractor shall properly and fully
Icte such forms and return them to Owner. The Contractor understands and agrees that such forms may request
i< ),('.-!{;21:A~a~ names, addresses.;,.contracting parties (including all subcontractors and vendors) and other information.
:<';;of~; 5Prior}~~ ex~a.$n of this Contract and again prior to requesting final payment for the Work, the
tor SlIlI11\co" ecute and deliver Idaho State Tax Commission form WH-5 to both the Owner and to
;rr;uc' daho;~~~itax . sion.
NOTICES
'pUi~~~ in the Contract Documents, the Owner shall secure and pay for the building permit
~tiie~and pay for all other permits and governmental fees, licenses and inspections
...." ·.',':and completion of the Work which are customarily secured after execution of the
.~:..§ required when bids are received or negotiations concluded.
CM101780004564
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communications shall be similarly confirmed on written request in each case. The superintendent shall supervise and
<:!~ ~ Work and shall not physically participate in the actual performance, assemblage or installation of the
~*O,ik e~cept limited participation that is incidental to sncb superintendent's supervisory duties.
·13.9.2·'Prior to commencement of the Work. Contractor sha)) provide Owner with the name, contact information,
qualifications, experience and role of the superintendent and its assistants. 1be Contractor sha)) not retain any
.' ~~tendent or assistant to which Owner has a reasonable objection. Upon Owner's request, Contractor shall
'replace the superintendent or any assistants that become reasonably unsatisfactory to Owner. So long as such
individuals named remain actively employed or retained by Contractor, they shall perform the roles indicated unless
. owner agrees to the coiitr.ary in writing. If one or more individuals not listed above subsequently assumes one or
,tn.(jie of those., functio~' Usted above, the provisions of this Section 3.9 shall bind the Contractor as though
. Cri~traetor b~properJy.9esignated such individuals.
§ 3.10 CONTRACTOR'S:.CQ"NSTRUCTION SCHEDULE
§ ~.•10.1 ne CClDtractOf, promptly after being awarded the Contract, shall prepare and submit for the Owner's and
A,rchiteci's info~ii~~;anclJhe. Construction Manager's approval a Contractor's Construction Schedule for the
Work. Sueh schedule sha)) not exceed time limits current under the Contract Documents, shall be revised at
approPria~j~;i)~ as ~q$Cdby the conditions of the Work and Project, shall be related to the entire Project
COnstruction schedUle to tblextent required by the Contract Documents, and shall provide for expeditious and
practicable execution of tl1e Work. The Contractor shall promptly report any delays in the performance of the Work
to the ConstrUction Manager.
§3.10~T\111 Contractor shall cooperate with the Construction Manager in schedUling and performing the
Contnictor's Work to avoid'conflict, delay in or interference with the Work of other Contractors or the construction
or operations of the Owner's own forces.
§ 3.10,3''fhe Contfu,ctor sh!1ll prepare and keep current, for the Construction Manager's approval, a schedule of
submittals }Vhich is coordinated with the Contractor's Construction Schedule and allows the Construction Manager
reasonabl~ time to. reView submittals.
§ 3.10AThe Contractor shall conform to the most recent approved schedules.
§3.10.5 If the Work is' not on schedule and the Construction Manager does not believe the Contractor's proposed
aetionto bring the Work on schedul~ isooequate, then the progress of the Work shall be deemed unsatisfactory. In
such event, in addition to its rights' under Article 14, the Owner, at its discretion, may require the Contractor to work
such additional time over regular hours, including Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, without additional cost to the
Own,c:rto bring the Work on s<:hedule.
§ 3.10.6 Unless otherwise agreed'byOwner, Contractor shall use the latest edition of "Primavera Project Planner",
"Microsoft Project" or accepted equivalent CPM scheduling software to prepare and update the Construction
Schedule. The Construction Schedule shall be provided to a level of detail acceptable to Construction Manager, and
shall:
.1 Use time·~aled logic diagrams based on an precedence concepts~
.2 B~ <:apable of providing various analysis of the schedule, including, but not limited to, listing of
actiVitlt;s by code, predecessor, successor, trade and float;
.3 Iiidicaiean adequate number of scheduling activities to properly describe the nature and sequence by
which Contractor intends to carry out the Work;
(i) For activities that have not yet started, indicate the planned start and
planned completion dates;
(ii) For activities that have been started but not yet completed, the update
of the schedule shall indicate the actual start date. percent complete, and forecast completion
date;
(iii) For activities that are completed, indicate the actual start dates and actual completion dates;
and
(iv) For activities which are behind schedule or have not started in accordance with the approved
Construction Schedule, provide a narrative as to the reasons for behind schedule, the status
AlA Document A201/CMaTll -1992. Copyright @ 1992 by The American InstitUte 01 Arch"ects. All rights r.served. WARNING: This AlA" Document is
prc>tected by U.S. Copyright Law and International Treaties. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution 01 this AlA" Document, or any portion of it, 23
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§3.t~i~,~So~tractor shall carefully review, approve and submit to the Construction Manager, in accordance with
tI'!~~h .:~4~equence approved by the Construction Manager, Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples and
~i#lili~ ....·~I~ required by the Contract Documents. The Contractor shall stamp and sign each submittal with
"Reviewe:dforcompliance with the Contract Documents and approved [or approved as noted]." If the submittal
contains any deviation from the requirements of the Contract Documents, the Contractor shall indicate such
deviation with a conspicuous notation on the submittal. The Contractor shall cooperate with the ConstrUction
Manager in the coordination of the Contractor's Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples and similar submittals with
related documents submitted by other Contractors. Submittals made by the Contractor that are not required by the
Contract Documents may be returned without action. Construction Manager and Architect shall have no duty to
, ,.:- ;,.,
§3.til.i~~¢(l~tr .'~or~h~n!li~ submit a weekly activities schedule ("Weekly Activities Schedule") indicating
contraetor'swee.p;JanJ()F#iecuting the Work. The Weekly Activities Schedule shall be consistent with the
.•.•·.' c.·.:. '.··fu·on.·..•.• ture:.s.·.trU.......•.•..c ·.·.:•. .tci~o.:~n· : ' . .:~.~~~ indicate three (3) weeks, consisting of one (I) week "history" and two (2) weeks
.rid weekly scheduling meetings with Owner at a time and place selected by Owner.
I be updated not less than monthly in accordance with the established cut-off dates
h updates shan include with revised logic diagrams and shall include all Change
..ecessary to indicate actual conditions and the actual sequence of the Work.
of the activity, the actions being faken to bring the activity back into schedule, and the
forecast completion date.
Show any work activities, approvals and submittals by Owner, Construction Manager, Architect or
others that are predecessors to Contractor's work activities, including projected dates for submission
. and return ofall Shop Drawings and other submittals;
Allow Owner to properly coordinate the work of its separate contractors, if any, and to properly plan
on its use of portions of the Project prior to the date ofsubstantial completion;
The expected delivery dates for all long-lead items, major equipment and material items to be
inco . cd into the Project;
.7 "',.Proj tes for shutdown or disruption ofongoing activities ofOwner on the Site, as approved in
;«adv wner;
.8."i;:!Sx tes for testing and start-up of an major mechanical and electrical equipment and
i;' ·;mt JIS requested by Owner win be available for beneficial occupancy; and
;ig",'AciW! '. t an activities began or ended, as they are realized.
..•. ::.~:. ~~
';§3,11D()9YM~T$AttPSAMeLES AT THE SITE
.§ 3,11.1'I1l¢ Colit.ryi.Ctor~~!UI·lnliintain at the site for the Owner one record copy of the Drawings, Specifications,
a44~1j~,~!:i~ge., ".' . oiher Modifications, in good order and marked currently to record changes and
sel¢Ciiohsmadedqi-t ..... ,.struction, and in addition approved Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples and similar
l"equiiedj;ubmitcil~,Theses~all be available to the Construction Manager and Architect and shall be delivered to the
qqnstl'H¢~on M89~~~rfors~bmittal to the Owner upon completion of the Work.
:~a.12·$.,()~DRA~GS,PRODlJ~PAt~AND SAMPLES
fn;12iL$~< .!lIfe draWihs~Hiillgrams,schedules and other data specially prepared for the Work by the
.. C:9~I!a'l:ttif~: "', , c(qr, stib~siibcontraetor, manufacturer, supplier or distributor to illustrate some portion of
'tfu;:~Wt>rlc.·' . \'
.·>§;3.1J.~;~~QdWtpa~ ljI'e ill~~~6;~,.~tl1ndard schedules, performance charts, instructions, brochures, diagrams and
,~er, ii'ifonnauon furnished liY'ilib'Coiltractor to illustrate materials or equipment for some portion of the Work.
§a;~~;3' Sall}l?!~s ~¢,PP~i¢.~t~~~ples which illustrate materials, equipment or workmanship and establish
st~l1Imls by Which"lli~w:~t!<"¥,!ln'lt~ judged.
···.§.3.1~.4 s~~~:~m~.iS,·;~~u~·Data, Samples and similar submittals are not Contract Documents. The PUI"POse of
.·.·Weir subitiit~is.tC>4¢.monstrate for those portions of the Work for which submittals are required the way the
.'Cciritractor pw~)~J!J!:onforrn to the information given and the design concept expressed in the Contract
DOCuments. ReView by' the Architect is subject to the limitations of Section 4.6.12.
Inil. AlA Document A201/CMa
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review partial submittals or incomplete submittals. The Contractor shall maintain a submittal log that includes, at a
·l1!.~mm"!ro. the date ofeach submittal, the date of any resubmittal, the date of any approval or rejection, and the
". ,. ie~n,;fw any approval or rejection. Any Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples or similar submittals that do not
.:~:'iil~;Contractor's approval stamp will be returned without review.· ~ ....". ':.' ,',.
",: - .~. :.:'" "
.. ,; ,§...~.1~~,The Contractor shall perform no portion of the Work requiring submittal and review of Shop Drawings,
. :':~Data, Samples or similar submittals until the respective submittal has been approved by the Construction
'.• :·Mamtger and, if appropriat~Architect. Such Work shall be in strict accordance with approved submittals.
.§;~12.7 By approving .AA~,submitting Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples and similar submittals, the Contractor
.• #resents th~(theCOJ;i~~orhas determined and verified materials, field measurements and field construction
:~t.i~a relate.s:Ithereto;:ot;Will do so, and has checked and coordinated the information contained within such
#U"pUttaIs~~)he ~~ments of the Work and of the Contract Documents.
§3;12.8 Th~C6~~t~r~hall ~ot be relieved of responsibility for deviations from requirements of the Contract
'DOi:umentS,bY·iheCQn.sttuetiQb Manager's lind Architect's approval of Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples or
.siriiiJar:~b~itaI~~less tlKiC9ntraetor has specifically informed the Construction Manager and Architect in writing
·Of suchd.¢Viiition: ilt:the~ilri¢pf submittal and the Construction Manager and Architect have given written approval
to ~:~J#ific;deYi~tiori,n;fContractor shall not be relieved of responsibility fur errors or omissions in Shop
Dra\Viligs; Pfl)~uct Da~Satpples or similar submittals by the Construction Manager's and Architect's approval
tIlereof, ., .
§3.1~.9TheCoAtra(itor sh~ld~ect specific attention, in writing or on resubmitted Shop Drawings, Product Data,
Samples Of simili\f.subrnittals,to revisions other than those requested by the Construction Manager and Architect on
previo~sub~UiiIs.
§ 3.1~;10h1f()rma~oilaI SUbmittals upon which the Construction Manager and Architect are not expected to take
respotl~iveactionmaypes()i,jentified in the Contract Documents.
.. . . "
§3.12.11.Whenpfofessl()naI certification of performance criteria of materials, systems or equipment is required by
tIieC()~tract ~~eJlts;JheConstruction Manager and Architect shall be entitled to rely upon the accuracy and
c(>mpl"tenesspf suc~c!il~ullitions ~1l4·l;Cl1ifications .
. .-.. . -., '. .- ... ' .
;§.~.12.1~'11le'~9!J~b~ Shall Pr~Yi~IlComplete schedule of required Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples or
. similiir~.~~~Jo.~Co!!stroCtion Manager within ten (l0) days after execution of this Contract Unless
ot!iimvise apPr9Yed. by Construction Manager, Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples or similar submittals shall be
sub'niitteiJ.in suffiCient time tpaliQ\VJl()t less than twenty-eight (28) days for the Construction Manager and
.ArchiteCt tofeview such subiilirtais. .' .
··~~.13~SEd~sirE
§ 3~1M, The<;ontn.wt()~ shall.confine operations at the site to areas permitted by law, ordinances, permits and the
Contract DoCuments and snaIl ,not unreasonably encumber the site with materials or equipment.
§ 3.1~.2 Tbeqpp~etO;SbalI coordinate the Contractor's operations with, and secure the approval of, the
C9nstructio~MiUlager before using any portion of the site.
AlA Document A201/CMa'" -1992. Copyright @1992 by The American Inslitute of Architects. All rights .--ved. WARNING: This AlA" Oocument is
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§3.14 CUTTING AND PATCHING 
§ 3.14.1 The Contractor shall be responsible for cutting, fitting or patching required to complete the Work or to make 
its parts fit together properly. 
§3.14J 11ie ~ontractor shall not damage or endanger a portion of the Work or fully or partially completed 
construction of the Owner's own forces or of other Contractors by cutting, patChing, excavating or otherwise 
altering such construction. The Contractor shaH not cut or otherwise alter such construction by other Contractors or 
by the Owner's own forces except with written consent of the Construction Manager, Owner and such other 
Contractors; such consent shaH not be unreasonably withheld. The Contractor shall not unreasonably withhold from 
the other Contractors or the Owner the Contractor's consent to cutting or otherwise altering the Work. 
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§ 3.15 CLEANING UP
§ 3.151 The Contractor shall keep the premises and surrounding area free from accumulation of waste materials or
.:..:., ',' .'. ").,' ·r,' 'i'.~4usedby operations under the Contract. At completion of the Work the Contractor shall remove from and
,.: :<:: .. ".' ...~. -'t'Project waste materials, rubbish, the Contraet9l"s tools, construction equipment, machinery and surplus
;,.,,;.. ....:.. ;!Atwtfl~:;
\ :.:;§·:~;,·$#·if the Contractor fails to clean up as provided in the Contract Documents, the Construction Manager may do
, ',sEfWlth the Owner's approval and the cost thereof shall be charged to the Contractor.




;§..3;16.1 Th¢:CdiitraCtQi'~hiUl at all times relevant to this Contract provide the Owner, Construction Manager and
:.'Mc.··:·hitec.,t~c~s,$ t<!;W~)Vo~k.l.n preparation and progress for review or inspection, wherever located, without any
·fl;)hnaIity.~t:·:Other,ph:J.Cl!duie;: ,
-;.';~'!'-.,: : :-.:,' ::i'~" '.: :::(
l3.1.7J~qy"'LTI~~A.ijD PJ\TI;t#S
§ 3;ff;1il1i6 C·' "toi{lil!a!\'payall royalties and license fees. The Contractor shall defend suits or claims for
·infringBriienf~plltenfiightsand shall hold the Owner, Construction Manager and Architect harmless from loss on
account there9f, buoihi\11notileTesponsible for such defense or loss when a particular design, process or product of
a.p3.!1icular IJ!~uflictuier orlDanufacturers is required by the Contract Documents. However, if the Contractor has
· reason to pelieve that ihe ~ql\ired design, process or product is an infringement of a patent, the Contractor shall be
responsible fOrSuchiossunleshuch information is promptly furnished to the Architect.
§;3.UI~DEMNi~ICATION·< .
§ 3;18.1rQthe fulie~(extentpetmitted by law, the Contractor ~hall indemnify and hold harmless the Owner,
Cons@Ciign Mlin~ger,J\il.iJ:litect, Construction Manager's and Architect's consultants, and agents and employees of
any()fth~infroma.n(agilinst claims, damages, losses and expenses, including but not limited to attorneys' fees,
arising out of orreSllltingfrom performance of the Work, provided that such claim, damage, loss or expense is
attributable to bodily injury, sickness, disease or death, or to injury to or destruction of tangible property (other than
the Work itseltJjriclu4in$JOss of use resulting therefrom, but only to the extent caused in whole or in part by
negligent acts or onussi()Ds of the (::oDtn:!ctor, a Subcontractor, anyone directly or indirectly employed by them or
anyone for Whose actS they maybeli~ble. regardless of whether or not such claim, damage, loss or expense is
dwsed'in·part'~y·~PfutY'inc:!emnifil:d hereunder. Such obligation shall not be construed to negate, abridge or reduce
other rightSoroblJg~tllins of'indemnity which would otherwise exist as to a party or person described in this Sectionits.;'· . '..
'l~18.2~iclairiJsagainst ~;~~~n'~J~ntity indemnified under this Section 3.18 by an employee of the Contractor,
a' Subcontractor, anyone directly or indirectly employed by them or anyone for whose acts they may be liable, the
indein!iificati~n obligation iiil~r this Section 3.18 shall not be limited by a limitation on amount or type ofdamages,
compensation 01: b~nCfitS:pa)'able by or for the Contractor or a Subcontractor under workers' compensation acts,
disability benefit aetS;oio~etemployee benefit acts.
. " "
§3.18.3 Theobllgat\o,ns of the Contractor under this Section 3.18 shall not extend to the liability of the Construction
Manager. Anihitecttheir consultants, and agents and employees of any of them arising out of (I) the preparation or
lipproval of map~;dr8Wings,opinions, reports, surveys, Change OrderS, designs or specifications, or (2) the giving
of or the failure to give directions or instructions by the Construction Manager, Architect, their consultants, and
·agents and employees of any of them provided such giving or failure to give is the primary cause of the injury or
d#age..
§3.19 ASOB!.lILTDOCUMENTATION; OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE MANUALS
§ 3.19.1 The Contractor shall provide the information necessary for the Construction Manager to furnish one (I)
copy of reproducible "as built" Construction Documents relating to the Work and improvements in a form and detail
reasonably satisfactory to the Owner.
Inlt.
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a §3.19J The Contractor shall provide the infonnation necessary for the Construction Manager to provide the Owner
~ v4tIH~~~ (3) complete copies in loose-leaf binders ofall operating and maintenance data, all manuals, instructions
'.::':.:),:/' '. . .·,:.~ions for all products, materials, machinery and equipment for the Project, and shall instruct the Owner
,./. ..•.. ::." ::'::.:lthe operation of all systems, machinery and equipment.
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In$e evel1tOwll~r~~uldfjIl4)inecessary or convenient to replace Architect, Owner shall retain a replacement
l!I'chitect Who s1ial18'ss~~J,b~iole of Architect. Unless otherwise directed by Owner in writing, Architect will
performthosellutiesalld4ischarge those responsibilities allocated to them in this Contract.
§ 4~CQij~TRUl::T.19~'~"¢~R
§ 4.2.11'4~~onstructi9I1lViil,nager is the person or entity identified as such in the Agreement and is referred to
tbrougl:l9ut:!he Contrllct,p~uments as if singular in number. The term "Construction Manager" means the
ConS~tioliManageror'ihe Construction Manager's authorized representative.
§ 4.2.tOwner bll~re'~iri~d Petra 1nc()rporated. an Idaho corporation ("Construction Manager") to provide
c()nstructionmaQag~#.leriiservicesf()tthe Project. Construction Manager's authorized representative is:
. ,..~J.~4 ADMINISTRATION OF THE CONTRACT
':.:: :,:;' :l~h\.ItCHITECT
·>'·§4~1.1 The Architect is the person lawfully licensed to practice architecture or an entity lawfully practicing
'.• " arcJJitecture identified ~.such in the Agreement and is referred to throughout the Contract Documents as if singular
....•.. :jl{~umber. Tlie. term "Mhitect" means the Architect or the Architect's authorized representative.
··.'·~.1.2 o~f~ re4icA Architects, PA, an Idaho professional corporation ("Architect") to provide
'::Pij:JfessionaI:a#ibitet;~servicesfor the Project. Architect's authorized representative is:
..... "., .' .- .. ;.: .... -.:
·§4.2.3 In the: event Owner'should find it necessary or convenient to replace Construction Manager, Owner shall
. retain a repIliteiheqfconstruetion manager who shall assume the role of Construction Manager. Unless otherwise
directed by O:w~rm'writing,Construction Manager will perform those duties and discharge those responsibilities
ailocated to them''inthis Contract.
.'§4.3 [Deleted.] ,.
§4.4[Deleted.]
§ 4.5 Disputes arising under Sections 4.3 and 4.4 shall be subject to mediation pursuant to Section 4.9 below.
§ 4.6 ADMINISTRATION OF THE CONTRACT
§ 4.6.1 The Construction Manager and Architect will provide administration of the Contract as described in the
Contract Documents, and will be the Owner's representatives (I) during construction, (2) until final payment is due
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and (3) with the Owners concurrence, from time to time during the correction period described in Section 12.2. The
n Manager and Architect will advise and consult with the Owner and wiD have authority to act on behalf
er only to the extent provided in the Contract Documents, unless otherwise modified by written
in accordance with other provisions of the Contract.
. §~~.2,The Construction Manager will, for the benefit of the Owner, determine that the Work is being perfonned in
?~~~e with the requirements of the Contract Documents, will keep the Owner informed of the progress of the
","vviitk; and will guard the Owner against defects and deficiencies in the Work
./ ,...~.:; .. : .:'1;1I;U The CQnstructiQn'~nager will provide for coordination of the activities ofother Contractors and of the
). ...'. '... .(QWner's o~f.o.,rces ~;~eWork of the Contractor, who shall cooperate with them. The Contractor shall
':" .:.', . Piifticipate Wiilh)thetC9ntractors and the Construction Manager and Owner in reviewing their construction
:/,"~~~ules w'h:~~'ifire¢~j6do so. The Contractor shall make any revisions to the construction schedule deemed
'~~essary;~'lijoiiiNiiY,lew;md mutual agreement. The construction schedules shall constitute the schedules to be
.;u~@ by th'e¢pntract~f{#fueiContractors. the Construction Manager and the Owner until subsequently revised.
. ;: .
§:4.6.~tTh~.C(instritc~dn ManaSer will schedule and coordinate the activities of the Contractors in accordance with
.qte l~t~s!I!PPr()ve~,Piojc:ct.c9.Dstruction schedule.
§4.~.~"TI1~ ~~tectWi![yisit the site at intervals appropriate to the stage of construction to become familiar with
the progress and q\lllIity oflhe completed Work and to determine if the Work is being performed in a manner
in4ic!1tingthat theW()rk, when completed, will be in accordance with the Contract Documents. However, the
"Mbiteet~il Dl~t~i'eqUired.tO make exhaustive or continuous on-site inspections to check quality or quantity of
·P1eWo*"On$.~basisofol!-~iteobservations as an architect. the Architect will keep the Owner informed of
prbgresS'of the Work; and Will guard the Owner against defects and deficiencies in the Work.
IniL
. .- -'- .. ".
§U.61'beCOnStnl9t10n ¥anag~r. except to the extent required by Section 4.6.4. and Architect will not have control
ovel'or c:*ge iifandY\;'ill,llOt be responsible for construction means, methods. techniques. sequences or procedures.
orfor$af~typrecauti~s;!lfldprograms in connection with the Work, since these are solely the Contractor's
responSibIlity as provided in Section 3.3. and neither will be responsible for the Contractor's failure to carry out the
~0I:\cin.aceordllJlcewiththe Contract Documents. Neither the Construction Manager nor the Architect will have
controloverorcharge of or be responsible for acts or omissions of the Contractor. Subcontractors. or their agents or
employees. or ofatly;other personsp¢rforining portions of the Work.
".' .:,. ".:',".',.:.
§~6.7CQinll1tini(:atiOil$Facilitalillg'ContraetAdministration. Except as otherwise provided in the Contract
..;J)oCi.tment~ hrWilCi~'direct 2ommunications have been specially authorized, the Owner, Architect and Contractor
shi!Ii~unica~\vith each(J~\lfibro!Jgh the Construction Manager in conformance with the communication plan
apPrO~ed~YO~er. Com~uni6~Vonsby and with the Architect's consultants shaH be through the Architect.
Go~mun)C1lticifis'by and with S~l$oritractors and material suppliers shall be through the Contractor,
C6nimuniciltions by and with other Contractors shall be through the Construction Manager and shall be
;Coi1~niporane()usly,pt6,Videdto the Architect.
. § U.II The construciionM~~ger will review and certify all Applications for Payment by the Contractor, including
.', ;nnalpaYrnellt:l1JeConStI'UctlCin Manager will assemble each of the Contractor's Applications for Payment with
similar APpljca.t!QQsfrom other Contractors into a Project Application and Project Certificate for Payment. After
;ryYiewing ii*-4i:e:rt.iMng the amounts due the Contractors, the Construction Manager will submit the Project
. Application a'ndffoject Certificate for Payment. along with the applicable Contractors' Applications and
Certificates for Payment. to the Architect.
§4.6.9 Bas¢d ()fJthe Architect's observations and evaluations of Contractors' Applications for Payment. and the
. certificationS;Ofthe Construction Manager, the Architect will review and certify the amounts due the Contractors
andwjll issue a Project Certificate for Payment.
§ 4.6.10 The Architect and Construction Manager will have authority to reject Work which does not conform to the
Contract Documents. and to require additional inspection or testing. in accordance with Sections 13.5.2 and 13.5.3,
whether or not such Work is fabricated. installed or completed. but will take such action only after notifying the
Construction Manager. Subject to review by the Architect. the Construction Manager will have the authority to
AlA Document A201/CMaTM - 1992. Copyright @ 1992 by The American Institute of Architects. All rightS reserved. WARNING: This AlA'" Document Is
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_ reject Work which does not conform to the Contract Documents. However, neither the Architect's nor the
"."."'. . ... n Manager's authority to act under this Section 4.6.10 nor a decision made by either ofthem in good
... ':.'... .. \.: .. ';;f:. to exercise or not to exercise such authority shall give rise to a duty or responsibility of the Architect or
":';A~/\.: "/i ·:.;:$f~ctionManager to the Contractor, Subcontractors, material and equipment suppliers, their agents or
'-." .. ,..' '.:' :y .;'~k)yees, or other persons performing any of the Work.
C'):';'" ;·\<:it.;11The Construction Manager will receive from the Contractor and review and approve all Shop Drawings,
, :'.':" ",: .. : "'''':Pi&liict Data and Samples, coordinate them with information received from other Contractors, and transmit to the
......·.::M~hitect those recomW9pded for approval. The Construction Manager's actions will be taken with such reasonable
"cW§ptptness ~Jo causiA9,delay in the Work of the Contractor or in the activities of other Contractors, the Owner, or
.',"';":,.;0.»;:; ::. '~~~.Archi ,:.~.:. ....~"'.:-.
:...~':' te<;Ji';::,:, ':'::':\;',":
:,.·....:·:·.SUt~iike.:,'.••.~.c.:th:,. ·.~.a.'.: n·~lasnW12fjOS.The...f.:;',:' :...... ·';~;;;'D:~:::~:;~~:~~;a;:O~~~:i::;=::::~e:':;t~:;~~=~~~e
;,,.,:Y~I\#d,~,design concept expressed in the Contract Documents. The Architect's action will be
":'.::'":' able,Piili:nPtness as to cause no delay in the Work of the Contractor or in the activities of the
~#iCr~ .... ,OwQe.r, ~r the Construction Manager, while allowing sufficient time in the Architect's
.p;rof«iii~<)~j.. :',iii t adequate review. Review of such submittals is not conducted for the purpose of
de~gqi~~~{ , '#ompleteness of other details such as dimensions and quantities, or for substantiating
i~~j::iions fQr:1\'!Stap.Jl:.l')f· performance ofequipment or systems, all of which remain the responsibility of the
C;Q1\tia¢tor~.re,quir~il~)')iieC()ntract Documents. The Architect's review of the Contractor's submittals shaD not
l'tlJi~ye th~q:;.ritr~l.l.t~~l:lftbeeiWgations under Sections 3.3, 3.5 and 3.12. The Architect's review shall not constitute
,ap,p~v~.9 .. ':;p~iU~9P$,,or,unless otherwise specifically stated by the Architect, of any construction means,
. ·metbods, '. ..... ...¢S; ~Qll~~¢.¢sor procedures. The Architect's approval of a specific item shall not indicate
'..~pproyl"l\of aiJ,/issewIY9'f(\Vhich the item is a component.
.':.. ';,:-":"""'- . ..... ;., .. - .. '...,.
§ 4,6~13Tl\t:CoI1S1l"U(:ti~nMapager will prepare Change Orders and Construction Change Directives.
§~:~.14Jl()IIRwin~:!l~ns~l~ti6~ with the Construction Manager, the Architect will take appropriate action on Change
Orderso,ConstrUcuort Change Directives in accordance with Article 7 and will have authority to order minor
cha/lges in the \Vork'~Pl"Qvided in Section 7.4.
U;.~.15 The COJi~~~().n~analll;rwiP¥Untainat the site for the Owner one record copy of all Contracts,
l?~wil1~s,... ." ons, addep'%~geOrders and other Modifications, in good order and marked currently to
reeord lUI ciJ;.~¢lectioris1itacki during construction, and in addition approved Shop Drawings, Product Data,
~~I>l~s 'aDd:~iiili1,¥#Quirea sublllittals. These will be available to the Architect and the Contractor, and will be
'. dCl~~r.e~~o the owner upo~~oIl1p.~ti()1!of the Project.
.·§;~U.16Th~¢~~f.t~on Illilill;~g~~t-VillasSist the Architect in conducting inspections to determine the dates of
'S~~tantialCompletionandfmal'completion, and will receive and forward to the Architect written warranties and
~~docuwen~J:e,q4iJ:Eid~y'~e Contract and assembled by the Contractor. The Construction Manager will
forward to tiI'eArchi~«.~,n~#*l"QjectApplication and Project Certificate for Payment upon compliance with the
.-e<NJi'ements of the C()il~~~~~ments.
Inll
§4.6.17 If~~:Q~:!Wd Architect agree, the Architect will provide one or more project representatives to assist in
<:!im'ing outt,~e;~mtect' s responsibilities at the site. The duties, responsibilities and limitations of authority of
sitch project rep~t3tives shall be as set forth in an exhibit to be incorporated in the Contract Documents.
§"'6,1.81:1te~!i~tructionManager will interpret and decide matters concerning performance under and
i'eq\lirC:~iltS'oftheContract Documents on the written request of the Owner or Contractor. The Construction
h4~llgef'sr~pP!1se to such requests will be made with reasonable promptness and within any time limits agreed
upon, ifno agreement is made concerning the time within which interpretations required of the Construction
'Manager shallbefurnished in compliance with this Section 4.6, then delay shall not be recognized on account of
failure by the Construction Manager to furnish such interpretations until 15 days after wrillen request is made for
them.
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include manufacturers of materials
.uties of Architect's, Constroetion Manager's, and Owner's personnel at the Project site,
. 'ves or otherwise, do not make any of them or their representatives or personnel in any
duties that belong to Contractor, Subcontractors or other entities, and do not relieve
or other entities or any other entity of their obligations, duties, and responsibilities,
.' ~,. any health or safety precautions required by such Work. Constmction Manager's,
~nnel have no authority to exercise any control over any health or safety precautions
.'~ilg, noting, observing, correcting, or reporting on health or safety deficiencies at the site
:"~lY:the presence of Architect's, Constroction Manager's or Owner's personnel at the
~,of providing to Owner a greater degree of confidence that the completed work will
<~uments and that the integrity of the design concept as reflected' in the Contract
:~i6~2i~~t>~6,ltr.;iGATIONS, AND RESPONSffiIUTIES OF CONTRACTOR UNDER THIS
CONTWt\CI'(Slt.f\LJ.i>lN.?NO MANNER WHATSOEVER BE CHANGED, ALTERED, DISCHARGED,
~IJEA$@, ORSA'tISFIEDBY ANY DUTY, OBUGATION, OR RESPONSIBILITY OF ARCHITECT OR
CQNS'fRl.JCT~Q1IT·M~~GER. CONTRACTOR IS NOT A THIRD-PARTY BENEFICIARY OF ANY
AQRImMBNTBETW$N'OWNER AND ARCHITECT OR OWNER AND CONSTRUCTION MANAGER. IT
IS EXPRESSLY AckNdWLEDGED AND AGREED THAT THE DUTIES OF CONTRACTOR TO OWNER
~;;ffl'[)EP~PENfBF, AND ARE NOT DIMINISHED BY, ANY DUTIES OF ARCHITECT AND
CONS'i'RUc:rION-MANAGER TO OWNER.
§4.7C:~MS~[)~!~PUl'ES " .
'§~7.1.~fiAi9~1I•..,t\Claim is a (leplandor assertion by one of the parties seeking, as a matter of right, adjustment or
. iiilerpfefiitf~I(6(ep#tilli:.t te~~;payment of money, extension of time or other relief with respect to the terms of the
C~nr.:a(£ ~:~)~liiim'i;'aIso .includes other disputes and matters in question between the Owner and Contractor
....•• aris~~g9~~Hf drtel~ting to ~¢~i!~~.Claims must be made by written notice. The responsibility to substantiate
·····.··qm~~hiiJtiest with the PliltYmliid*Mlie Claim.
..:'t.' ..~'~i~i~nofcih~tnJc~~~~~~ger. Claims, including those alleging an error or omission by the Construction
.' . r orkJ'chi~~ti:is'tiilll~referredinitially to the Constmction Manager for action as provided in Section 4.8. A
decision by~Colls.@~ti~itM3ilager, as provided in Section 4.8.4, shall be required as a condition precedent to
medi~tion or litigatiort'Qf~iO~betweenthe Contractor and Owner as to all such matters arising prior to the date
.. ' ",Jinafpa~~ij~~lt~Cl" reglifliless of (1) whether such matters relate to execution and progress of the Work or (2) the
":,tixtent to'WIli~~th¢''''9rk has been completed. The decision by the Constroction Manager in response to a Claim
':s~!ill not J:ie'il'cii~<lifi,!irJp«cedent to mediation or litigation in the event (I) the position of Constmction Manager is
v~cant, (2) tiiii COilSttUction Manager has not received evidence or has failed to tender a decision within agreed time
limits, (3) the Construction Manager has failed to take action required under Section 4.8.4 within 30 days after the
q~91isJ:lll!c\ei:(4) 45 days have passed after the Claim has been referred to the Construction Manager or (5) the
:CUlim'relates:tt{a mechanic's lien.
'"j -.' ".-". -. .,.- - .•~:.. ". - "
§ 4.6.19 Interpretations and decisions of the Constroetion Manager will be consistent with the intent of and
re inferable from the Contract Documents and will be in writing or in the form ofdrawings. When making
«tations and decisions, the Construction Manager, with Architect's assistance, will endeavor to secure
ormance by both Owner and Contractor, will not show partiality to either and will not be liable for
interp«tations or decisions so rendered in good faith.
n~h:},,(:/:'f' '::q:C';f~~~:On matters relating to aesthetic effect, the Constroetion Manager will defer to the decision of the Architect,
: ;'\vhieb will be final if consistent with the intent expressed in the Contrael Documents.
Init.
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§~7;j,~.:1..iriuts on Claims. Claims by the Contractor must be made within 21 days after occurrence of the event 
giving rise to such Claim or within 21 days after the Contractor first knew or should have known of the event or 
condition giving rise to the Claim, whichever is later. Claims must be made by written notice. Any Claim not timely 
made shall be deemed waived. The written notice of Claim shall include a factual statement of the basis for the 
Claim, pertinent dates, contract provisions offered in support of the Claim, additional materials offered in support of 
the Claim and the nature of the resolution sought by the Claimant. The Contractor shall cooperate with the Owner in 
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-. I.0.rder.. t.o... 00.'tigate the alleged or potential damages, delay, or other adverse consequences that may arise from the
• fact$ underlying the aairn.
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.c;oJ!tjn~!l to make payments in accordance with the Contract Documents.
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J~.7.6 Clajiri;;:;tP.' Co~¥@.~ or Unknown Conditions. The Contractor acknowledges that it has had a reasonable 
.6ppartunitYi.tQ condq!#.a.,~8re1UI inspection of the Project site. If conditions are encountered at the site which are (1) 
su~~~rothet#.isc:,.'conc~ed physical conditions which differ materially from those indicated in the Contract 
... J:}~DJ¢ij~@;;i'e~iiJ;;iy ~.~inable from a careful inspection of the Project site, or (2) unknown physical 
'. ·~on~fiPn~.pf.,iln!1*#~ D.ilw.~ which differ materially from those ordinarily found to exist and generally 
'reco~;as ~~rit i.!1i~~~~t.tuction activities of the character provided for in the Contract Documents, then notice 
'by meo~rvii!gP.!UtYs~I!1e· given to the other party promptly before conditions are disturbed and in no event 
laterfllim 21days after~tStobservance of the conditions. The Construction Manager will promptly investigate such 
cOll4itions ariiJ,if ~Ylli.ffer lI1I1terially and cause an increase or decrease in the Contractor's cost of, or time 
reql!itedfor,Jlerforina~eofllriipart of the Work, will recommend an equitable adjustment in the Contract Sum or 
. Cpntract'Time, ()r bbth~ If the Construction Manager determines that the conditions at the site are not materially 
different fedm $9~e indic~e4jn the Contract Documents and that no change in the terms of the Contract is justified, 
the Coristruction Manag~;sljail so notify the Owner and Contractor in writing, stating the reasons. Claims by either 
party i!10ppositiollto ~i,J!:ii' det<:qnination must be made within 21 days after the Construction Manager has given 
.notic~ of~~ dec.ision. If m~ OWner and Contractor cannot agree on an adjustment in the Contract Sum or Contract 
Time, theadjustnlent shDltb¢referred to the Construction Manager for initial determination, subject to further 
prOceedin~pursuant to Section 4.8. 
§4.7.70aims for A<kijtioffl\ICost. If the Contractor wishes to make Oaim for an increase in the Contract Sum, 
~iil;ten notice asproyjlied'herein shall be given before proceeding to execute the Work. Prior notice is not required 
fQi",Claims relatiIlg~p~.emerge~Y ~1I4angering life or property arising under Section 10.3. If the Contractor 
t#!ievel91<Witjop~lcost is involY~«:"f.o.{reasons including but not limited to (I) a written interpretation from the 
Ari:hiiecf,:(2)an.:9.fi:lerJ)Y t~ OWner to stop the Work where the Contractor was not at fault, (3) a written order for a 
1I1in9f:c;haiig~iti.~.w:ork i~sued by the Architect, (4) failure o(payment by the Owner, (5) termination of the 
CQPtI'aCt bytheOVvDer. (6) Q)vilpr~f~,uspension or (7) other reasonable grounds, Claim shall be filed in accordance 
withthe:pt~~\lre establisti~~here,ji:" . 
§4;,.B CI~~S f~r Aci~itional +;~.> . 
§4.7.B.1If the Contractor'wishc:s!!> make Claim for an increase in the Contract Time. written notice as provided 
herem shall be given. TiteConiiilctor's Claim shall include an estimate of cost and of probable effect of delay on 
progress()ftll~ Work. In the case of a continuing delay only one Claim is necessary. 
§.4.7.8.2 Ii~erse ~~ather conditions are the basis for a Claim for additional time, such Claim shall be documented 
by data sUbstilntlatingthat weather conditions were abnormal for the period of time and could not have been 
reasonably anticipated, and that weather conditions had an adverse effect on the scheduled constraction. 
§.t7.~;b;jiuyorDarnage to Person or Property. If either party to the Contract suffers injury or damage to person or 
property!lecauseof an act or omission of the other party, of any of the other party's employees or agents, or of 
others (onvhose acts such party is legally liable, written notice of such injury or damage, whether or not insured, 
shall be given to the other party within a reasonable time not exceeding 21 days after first observance. The notice 
shall provide sufficient detail to enable the other party to investigate the matter. If a Oaim for additional cost or time 
related to this Claim is to be asserted. it shall be filed as provided in Sections 4.7.7 or 4.7.8. 
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§4.8 RESOLUTION OF CLAIMS AND DISPUTES
,§~" t'Th.e Construction Manager, with the assistance of the Architect, will review Claims and take one or more of
:~*;M!~Wingpreliminary actions within ten days ofreeeipt of a Claim: (1) request additional supporting data from
::tbC····, "'ant, (2) submit a schedule to the parties· indicating when the Construction Manager expects to take action,
.;''.(- ~tThe Claim in whole or in part, stating reasons for rejection, (4) recommend approval ofall or part of the
...~im by the other party, (5) suggest a compromise, or (6) attempt to facilitate the resolution of the Claim through
:::,:~jnformal discussions. The Construction Manager may also, but is not obligated to, notify the surety, if any, of
·:'·:·'~:ii8tureand amount of the Claim.
":'J )·§~;8.2 If a CI~ has~ ,resolved, the Construction Manager will prepare or obtain appropriate documentation.
. - ,.;<::.:.. . '", -!. , ..:.,:
fi·4..i1.3 If a~ha&:~flt.,*en resolved, the party making the Claim shall, within ten days after the Construction
::'~#ager's:~f~~n#Y:f~onse, take one or more of the following actions: (I) submit additional supporting data
'~uestedf>Y'~eCoi\.~oqManager, (2) modify the initial Claim or (3) notify the Construction Manager that the
iilliiaI Clmmstlhuls'{:';'""
':§,4.8.+lf·~"¢rkimb~·~i>t~~;iesolved after consideration of the foregoing and of further evidence presented by the
.'plirti~;~(~ueS"@~Y tlJ,!fSl?p8truction Manager, the Construction Manager will notify the parties in writing that
:theGRMtt:Uctio.~M~g~t;~,:~\!icision will be made within seven days. Upon expiration of such time period, the
, Coil~@etionMaiiagllfi'\VjlJ;t~lIder to the parties the Construction Manager's written decision relative to the Claim,
hl~ludfug aTly ~hang~jrithed:oritract Sum or Contract Time or both. If there is a surety and there appears to be a
~os~ibilityofaCoriU1l~~i-'~de.faiJlt, the Construction Manager may, but is not obligated to, notify the surety and
:re91lestthesuretY'~,~ssistllll<:~)nresolving the controversy.
§A.8~5The Construction Mliliilger's decision shall be final and binding on the parties unless a demand for to mediate
the qiliIlipursualltte1)~ti6n4;9below is made within 30 days after the Construction Manager's decision. The





§4.9:tJ\IJy Claimaqsi~go\ltofor related to the Contract shall be subject to mediation as a condition precedent to
tbecontiriuation(lnifnotthidnstitutioll) 9flegal or equitable proceedings by either party.
§;~9.2T4~(l~essh~lendeavort~I~~ive their Claims by mediation. Request for mediation shall be filed in
Wrlting'Witlf.lhe'·6thtftH)!'J"ty to thed6iili-act and the Construction Manager. The request may be made concurrently
willi the in~titlltibn't1f1c;gal-o'r equitable proceedings but, in such event, mediation shall proceed in advance of such
leg~l ()t#qu.jtabl~ipfuceeding!l,)vh.i.~J'I~l!ball be stayed pending mediation for a period of 60 days from the date of
':f!liiigi:;Up!i!I\~~ayedfor a lli.*g~~ri~b'y agreement of the parties or court order.
: . ~ '." .. ". '. '.. .-. . , . - .' '-..'
:§4;'.~~e~aftiesShailsh.arethe ~diator's fee and any filing fees equally. The mediation shall be held in the place
wi)erethe Project isl!X:~~l.1Illess another location is mutually agreed upon. Agreements reached in mediation shall
be e!U'0rceableas setil~nii~greements in any court having jurisdiction thereof.
.... :-.. ;",:'. :::. . i.( ~. .
i§ 4,10 ARBITRI\rIO~
TIle parties maY agree to resolve any Claim or dispute related to this Contract by arbitration on such terms as they
Play agree: .·A.bseiJisi1ch agreement, any reference in this Contract to arbitration shall be void and of no force or
effect whatsoe\iet: ..
§ 4.11 AnORNEYS' FEES
In'theevellt ofiiliy controversy, claim or action being filed or instituted between the parties to this Agreement to
'~nforce'ille terinsof this Agreement or arising from the breach of any provision hereof, the prevailing party will be
'entitIe~Joreceive from the other party all costs, damages, and expenses including reason$le attorneys' fees,
incurtedbythe prevailing party, whether or not such a controversy or claim is litigated or prosecuted to judgment.
The prevailing party will be that party who recovers at least 75% of the total amount claimed by that party in the
action, or who is required to pay no more than 25% of the total amount claimed by the other party in the action.
(Paragraphs deleted)
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, , "I W~~~:~ONTRACTORS
';;'::" \«: .; , '~ubcontractor is a person or entity who has a direct contract with the Contractor to perfonn a portion of the
.i:/~': ii<,::;i>; ~ site. The tenn "SUbcontractor" is referred to throughout the Contract Documents as if singular in
"c";;.;'"," ,', ,', iiom' .', means a Subcontractor or an authorized representative of the Subcontractor. The tenn ·Subcontractor"
,does,not include other Contractors or subcontractors of other Contractors.
";:;:,:i :(\i~;~~~: Sub-subcontractor is a person or entity who has a direct or indirect contract with a Subcontractor to
,', ,';; ',; :Pefonn a portion of tb(~Vork at Ihe site. The tenn "Sub-subcontractor" is referred to throughout the Contract
, ",' :',;:,~mentsi\l!jf singu}ilfJp number and means aSub-subcontractor or an authorized representative of the Sub-
~~ontract~f4i:' ',,:.'.
-. '.~': ..
":'- _.- "',- -".' .:'
,'§5.2.31(theOwn~r, C()llstruetion Manager or Architect has reasonable objection to a person or entity proposed by
the ¢9Dtractor,theCZonfractor Shall propose another to whom the Owner, Construction Manager or Architect has no
rea,S()fuibleobj~on~ l'h~C<>I'!tract Sum shall be increased or decreased by the difference in cost occasioned by such
c!laIi~ ai'id an appr()pri~~(:hange Order shall be issued. However, no increase in the Contract Sum shall be allowed
for~c~ chan~ull1eSsilie Contractor has acted promptly and responsively in SUbmitting names as required.
§S14.'~ C()~triict6.i·i~allnot chllflgea $ubcontractor, person or entity previously selected if the Owner,
G~tisiructioDM~get:or Archit~cffullkes reasonable objection to such change.
• ". ~ • '. • ., H.· ','" ". " ": -' •••
Init.
'§5.34il'lf~erllnce of Section 5.3.1 above, any part of the Work performed for the Contractor by a Subcontractor
iidtsSllb-sUl>c:<:lIitractor shall be pursuant to a written agreement between the Contractor and such Subcontractor (or
the Subcontractor and its Sub-subcontractor at any tier), which shall be prepared on a fonn of subcontract
satisfactory to the Owner. Each subcontract shall, where appropriate. contain provisions that:
.1 Require each Subcontractor to ascribe to the objectives and agreements set forth in Section 1.6;
.2 Require that the Work be performed according to the requirements of the Contract Documents;
.3 Contain the waivers of subrogation consistent with the provisions of Section 11.3.7 below;
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. ""c.:;. :' '.::,: ... :" , . " :~f,~,,;f\:.~ubcontracto                     
.. '\? ·:,i:'·" :,J~:\i':·:;/W~atihe                
',;';; ::' .' ':'C:;'\'"  :r~fMi~~              
· .          
, .  i                   
" :,p     b(W'   t            
 · . ments yj  J             
'~~o i :: .... ,;J' 
.·,§~t~ AWAR~~';SUBf:~t,itRACTS AND OTHER CONTRACTS FOR PORTIONS OF THE WORK 
'§'5,~.1 U9.!¢~~;~therfoi~¢.·i~~te4 in the Contract Documents or the bidding requirements. the Contractor, as soon as 
.p~icak!~;.Il4#, a~1# th~;~ontract, shall furnish in writing to the Construction Manager for review by the 
QWD~. !z.9*!~cpofiJ~!Jan~ffi.i~ Architect the names of persons or entities (including those who are to furnish 
· i¥teri~.pt;~PW~*-1: f~#~!~d to a special design) proposed for each principal portion of the Work. The 
<;:on~~oji ~#~@ .. ~l:;pti#nptly reply to the Contractor in writing stating whether or not the Owner, 
Cqn~~ilon ~#.iet,%;Mhitect, after due investigation, has reasonable objection to any such proposed person or 
entitY ;Failur~ Qfttteconstruction Manager to reply promptly shall constitute notice of no reasonable objection. . ... . 
.§'$,i~2 TheG.~ntrlll;wFshail nptcpntract with a proposed person or entity to whom the Owner, Construction 
~aqaget~Qtj\rcNtc#basma4ereasonable and timely objection. The Contractor shall not be required to contract 
witb anyone tQ;w~om tbc,CoDtflictor has made reasonable objection. 
. . 
.  5. 31f. he Wner. P c               
 <iDtractOr.theC ir t l'              
te ,So.wibleobjeption, h¢·Con ct               
llaIigt: i itn r P ateC ge     .          
i'~cb ge ullleSs the        submitt     
 si..'ifu; c ~trtict(»)·~~U ot an Subcontr          
ioDM~get.or chit~cf~        
• .  • • • " . " ". "" • " •••  
· §~ SUi¢9tft:AAeTlJAL ~LArl()t§; 
U4.tByaiil#.ls.#if~~ttel:i agreement, the Contractor shall require each Subcontractor, to the extent of the Work 
to,!¥'piW9n.nOO by the Subc~~4tor;t() be bound to the Contractor by tenns of the Contract Documents, and to 
.asSum.e~oW~the Contra~toiatl~'PQligations and responsibilities Which the Contractor, by these Documents, 
'. :~llmes.t<?~#d:the O~nel\Co~,~on Manager and Architect. Each subcontract agreement shall preserve and 
pC!':!!"c'.t the rights of the~ner, Construction Manager and Architect under the Contract Documents with respect to 
"~)Yofk to be perfq~.p')',m~ Subcontractor so that subcontracting thereof will not prejudice sucb rights, and 
shall allow to the Sub¢o~cii>r;:U!1less specifically provided otherwise in the subcontract agreement, the benefit of 
all, rijbts, remedies ali4~¢$$' agrunst the Contractor that the Contractor, by the Contract Documents, has against 
:the bwner~·~~,appropiijjte. the Contractor shall require each Subcontractor to enter into similar agreements with 
SIlb-sub~J)~~*~r;i>'Jhe Contractor shall make available to each proposed Subcontractor. prior to the execution of 
· th# subcontrit¢tawe.roent, copies of the Contract Documents to which the Subcontractor will be bound. and. upon 
Written request()f;~Subcontractor. identify to the Subcontractor terms and conditions of the proposed subcontract 
agreement which may be at variance with the Contract Documents. Subcontractors shall similarly make copies of 
!lJ)plicab.le p<)rti.~!Is of such documents available to their respective proposed Sub-subcontractors. 
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. §:~~)f~e W~rk'hllS beensllsp~#9¢ for more than 60 days, the Subcontractor's compensation shall be equitably
:'mJju$t#~;" ': '. 'i . ":<'j'::"
.. :.~ ".; ': ':.:" . :.: ".:'
A Require the Subcontractor to carry and maintain insurance coverage according to the Contract
Documents and to file certificates of the coverage with the Contractor;
Require submission to Contractor or Subcontractor, as the case may be, ofapplications for payment in
a form approved by the Owner, together with clearly defined invoices and billings supporting all the
applications under each subcontract to which the Contractor is a party;
Report, so far as practicable, unit prices and any other feasible formula for use in the determination of
\t:,H?ir'.",:.'j:;••'l,/;<)§,·y· costs of changes in the Work;
,~, .7 ReqUire each SUbcontractor to furnish to the Contractor in a timely fashion all information necessary
for the'.. aration and submission of reports;
.8 ',Requi "" . each Subcontractor continue to perform under its subcontract in the event the Contract is
./~rmi ': ... " the Owner shall take an assignment of the subcontract and request Subcontractor to
;';'.~pntin),#fii#fformance; and
.9;:(;igM~'~,!l Subcontractor to remove all debris created by its activities.
:\:;:'t ~.::~:.;.'; -;... :~;;;.::~::~r~~
.'~~t enter into any subcontract. contract. agreement. purchase order or other arrangement
.·ng ofany portion of the materials. services, equipment or Work with any party or
Affiliated Entity (as defined in this Section), unless the Arrangement was approved
Manager, after full disclosure in writing by the Contractor to the Owner and
.... . '. lliation or relationship and all details relating to the proposed Arrangement The
..'~t#t:'> ". 1i!(@)~ntitY. ,. fiiiDs (a) any entity related to or affiliated with the Contractor or with respect to which the
C"A~Ctorii$dii-eg})rll1dire:t9wnership or control, including, without limitation, any entity owned in whole or
'Jl~J:iY t1l~¢o!ltrador,(b) anY holder of more than 10% of the issued and outstanding shares of, or the holder ofany
inJ~t.est.iD'.llie ..... , .tm:;.~di(i:) any entity in which any officer, director, employee, partner or shareholder (or
~~tnbCI:ot'ilie,.... . . oflirlYi'~(ibe foregoing persons) of the Contractor or any entity owned by the Contractor as a
:ditect9rindUecHntere&t;'whith interest includes, but is not limited to, that of a partner, employee, agent or
sh~Wldt:r. '. ...... '.'
••.• § 5;~:~9fJ1':INGE~tA~$I~NM~NT OF SUBCONTRACTS
. §5.4;1l¥~~subconllilcfagiieement for a portion of the Work is assigned by the Contractor to the Owner provided
th~t:' .... ..... .
ass,.ig1lIll~~tiseffective only after termination of the Contract by the Owner for cause pursuant to
SedioJ]J4,1.imd onlyfor.those subcontract agreements which the Owner accepts by notifying the
SU1>C()lltr~clor in ~ting:4hd
~Jgrirrient is subje:ct,@the prior rights of the surety, if any, obligated under bond relating to the
Contract> .'.,
Init.
§ 6.1.2 When the Owner performs construction or operations with the Owner's own forces including persons or
entities under separate contracts not administered by the Construction Manager, the Owner shall provide for
coordination of such forces with the Work of the Contractor, who shall cooperate with them.
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li~;~ AI{~u~ntraCt~ mat~ria1 ~urchase agreements entered into by the Contractor shall be assignable to Owner 
~Dt to this SecqoifS:4\vitj)out any change in price or scope. The Contractor shall incorporate the foregoing 
req1l.~rementiti·'a11silbi¥llft.l,i:(ruidmaterial purchase agreements, either by specific wording or by reference to this 
SeC.t.f~n 5.4.--'" 
'<'kICLE~j;C~$:igUCTION BY OWNER OR BY OTHER CONTRACTORS 
--f'*,1 OWNElftR,GlI,l"jo PERFORM CONSTRUCTION WITH OWN FORCES AND TO AWARD OTHER CONTRACTS 
§fo1.1 The OWrt~r'reseiYes the right to perform construction or operations related to the Project with the Owner's 
own forces, which include persons or entities under separate contracts not administered by the Construction 
.. ¥8JII1g<lr~1'\le.owner further reserves the right to award other contracts in connection with other portions of the 
-P:fujee(i)h)~ construction or operations on the site. If the Contractor claims that delay or additional cost is 
- inVolVe4b!ic~i.i~:of such action by the Owner, the Contractor shall make such Claim as provided elsewhere in the 
COtlttactJ)QCuments. 
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§ &.1.3 Unless otherwise provided in the Contract Documents, when the Owner performs construction or operations
. rela~ to the Project with the Owner's own forces, the Owner shall be deemed to be subject to the same obligations
... " a#~:i(;'~iWe the same rights which apply to the Contractor under the Conditions of the Contract, including, without.', .ex~~ others, those stated in this Article 6 and in Articles 3, 10, II and 12.
.......... : .. '
§6.MJ'he Contractor acknowledges that its Work is only a portion of the Project and that Owner has retained other
, ,;,p.~;:COntraetors. under substantially similar Conditions of the Contract and under the administration of the
·Co'iiStiuetion Manager and Architect, to perfonn the other portions of the Project. The Contractor further
aCJcnowledges that the Qwner, Construction Manager, Architect and Owner's other prime contractors expect, and are
.~IYing upon. the Con~~r to timely and properly perform its obligations under the Contract. The Contractor
\iiiderstands.iP.ida~jh8t such other prime contractor's shall be an express third-party beneficiary of this Section
6.h4 and, ~¥.tore, ~¢9ntractor will be responsible to Owner's other prime contractors for any damages they
)ilay incur tb:_ ~sult trofuthe Contractor's failure to timely and properly perform its obligations under this Contract.
Fiirther, Coiit(ai:ror uiideJstan~ that is it the beneficiary of substantially equivalent provisions in the Owner's
cPi»racts whlHts otlietjm~ contractors. Accordingly, if Contractor is delayed or damaged by the acts or
·oniissioi\s.9f.i!DolhCiprihte.~Ji~torof Owner, the Contractor shall look exclusively to such other prime contractor
·fl?tth~~oYFY(Jl~'y~g~~ that the Contractor may incur therefrom. The Contractor expressly acknowledges
and a~sthat Owqer'sQthe~ Prime contractors are independent of the Owner, and that Owner shall not be liable
·for any acts or;Oriiissiolls.ofSjlch other prime contractors.
§~.2 ~\JTU~L !WlPO~$IBILITY.".
·§6.2,1 TheContractor$3ll. jifford the Owner's own forces, Construction Manager and other contractors reasonable
.oppOrtunityfor in~ction:aiidstorage of their materials and equipment and performance of their activities, and
shall connect and coordiilatelhe Contractor's construction and operations with theirs as required by the Contract
DocuIilents.
§ 6.2.2 Ifpart ofti.te ~cintract()(s Work depends for proper execution or results upon construction or operations by
the Owrier's own forces or qther contractors, the Contractor shall, prior to proceeding with that portion of the Work,
promptly r¢iJ9rt tOtl1~ C9.nsuuction Manager and Architect apparent discrepancies or defects in such other
constructionthat would render it unsuitable for such proper execution and results. Failure of the Contractor so to
rej)OrtshaU cOflstitllte ap~IQlowledgment that the Owner's own forces or other Contractors' completed or partially
cOD.iPleted con.stro,ctipll~dit and proper to receive the Contractor's Work, except as to defects not then reasonably
diScoverable. .. .
§ 6.2.3 Cos~caused by delays or bYh~properlytimed activities or defective construction shall be borne by the party
resP9Il~ibleth~~fOt. ..
§ &.2.4 The.C9ntl'actor Shallp'l'oritp~~retJiedY damage wrongfully caused by the Contractor to completed
c~nstruction or·pam.aUy conipl~ti:d.construetion or to property of the Owner or other Contractors as provided in
S~tion lO.i5.
§ &.2.5 Qaims and o~rdim>~tC"sand matters in question between the Contractor and other contractors shall be
subject to the provisions otS!i<:i,ioos 4.7 and 6.1.4 above, proVided the other contractors have reciprocal obligations.
§6.2.6 The Pwner.aJid other Contractors shall have the same responsibilities for cutting and patching as are
described fOT.theCcintiactor in Section 3.14.
§ 6.3 OWNER'S RIGHT TO CLEAN UP
§ 6.3~tIC a di~p.~~ arises among the Contractor, other Contractors and the Owner as to the responsibility under their
resj>ectiy-e cori~ts for maintaining the premises and surrounding area free from waste materials and rubbish as
describedil\ Se¢tion 3.15, the Owner may clean up and allocate the cost among those responsible as the
Construction Manager, in consultation with the Architect, determines to be just.
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ARTICLE 7 CHANGES IN THE WORK
GES
ges in the Work may be accomplished after execution of the Contract, and without invalidating the
y Change Order. Construction Change Directive or order for a minor change in the Work, subject to the
$ stated in this Article 7 and elsewhere in the Contract Documents.
shall be performed under applicable provisions of the Contract Documents, and
mptly, unless otherwise provided in the Change Order, Construction Change Directive
in the Work.
;b1t····
.. c'· iF' .::,..:..... ..... '~:'.... ,
iii4 M~,mfprlce~'Jfi;·:~ta~~iitthe Contract Documents or subsequently agreed upon. and if quantities originally
.• '¢9I\tem j~teaarew'~bang~'iit a proposed Change Order or Construction Change Directive that application of such
·,·WJi .. ' "'J(jq" ';~Q.f!W:P:t"kproposed will cause substantial inequity to the Owner or Contractor. the applicable
.unit>~~·'sh~i)·q~~~Wiidjusted.
§;~!~~ANG~:~~~I:~' .-'
§7.2.1 A CKa.ngeQrderis awritten instrument prepared by the Construction Manager and signed by the Owner.
<;:Olls~ctil)l{~~g~. Arc~jte<:;t and Contractor, stating their agreement upon all of the following:
. .f~·chl1ngein'theWork;
'.2 .·th~ambtinfo'r~he adjustment in the Contract Sum. if any; and
.3 the ex.tentof the adjustment in the Contract Time, if any.
::' "•".,:', ":;:r§,~~#tA Change Order shall be based upon agreement among the Owner, Construction Manager, Architect and
. :." ,'., "', >...... ·":.:t!i)fitiitctor; a Construction Change Directive requires agreement by the Owner. Construction Manager and Architect
_(.. '\.,;: ';"~h'::'~tO~~inot ~;~red to by the Contractor; an order for a minor change in the Work may be issued by the
'<::::'~' ':~;.:\<
,'!:,
§ 7.2;2NieihodS\ised indetertnining adjustments to the Contract Sum may include those listed in Section 7.3.3.
§!.2.4~y SlliWge Order shall constitute a final and full settlement ofall matters relating to or affected by the
·.¢b8,iig~iJ1'tIi~;Wt>i:k, including, but not limited to, all direct, indirect and consequential cost associated with such
"'chlingearl(JlIlly)md all adjustments to the Contract Sum and Contract Time. The Contractor shall include the Work
cov~red by~iJchChange Order as if such Work were originally part of the requirements of the Contract Documents.
§ 7.2.5 By the execution of a Change Order, the Contractor agrees and acknowledges that it has had sufficient time
and opportunity to examine the change in Work which is the subject of the Change Order and that it has undertaken
all reasonable efforts to discover and disclose any concealed or unknown conditions which may to any extent affect
the Contractor's ability to perform in accordance with the Change Order. Aside from those matters specifically set
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§7.2:.3 The·maxim~m amount for profit, overhead, bonds and insurance combined, which may be added to any 
Change'Order, sball be. as follows: 
. .1·For"theC::;onlnictor, for Work performed by the Contractor's own forces, fifteen percent (15%) of the 
. costoffueW'ork peifotmed by the Contractor's own forces (which is for 10% profit, 2% for 
ov:erhead, 2% forbondsahd I % for insurance); 
.2'>f.~rtl!~,C!onQ'aCtor;ior\Vork performed by a Subcontractor, five percent (5%) of the amount due the 
"Siibto~lliictdr; 
.3 Fort-ach SubcolltrllctorQr Sub-subcontractor involved, for Work performed by that Subcontractor's 
.' o,\¥n forces;t~#perce~HlO%) of the cost of the Work performed by the Subcontractor or Sub-
:subcoritracto{aiid' ". ..' 
A . For ea~hS~o~tr~t~r, for work performed by such Subcontractor's Sub-subcontractors, five percent 
(5%) of di&'cost of the Work performed by the Sub-subcontractors. 
The.¢osts to which thea.bc>t~~p¢tkntages shall be applied are set forth in Section 7.3.6. In order to facilitate 
.• :::~hecking of quptl!tions for'~itras or credits, all proposals, except those so minor that their propriety can be seen by 
:;iii~pectioli; ·shi\Ilbe'~~ompanied by a complete itemization of costs including labor and materials for the Contractor, 
. <~h SubcOiltriiClo;';andeach Sub-subcontractor. Such itemization will be required for any Change Order over 
$500.00. . . 
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§i~3.3J,fJll¢j::irim.~~on G~@ge Directive provides for an adjustment to the Contract Sum, the adjustment shall be
b~~n9~'()f~Jf~fiowi~i~ethods: .
':,', :;:1'" ~~itial' a9i;~#:~ce of a lump sum properly itemized and supported by sufficient substantiating data to
peijilit eyal:ilatitln;
.2 'uDitprices~tl\ted in the Contract Documents or subsequently agreed upon;
.3 .' .:"i:lst t{);~edeterwined in a manner agreed upon by the parties and a mutuaIly acceptable tixed or
. pe!'gen~ge fee>()f
asprovidedinSettion 7.3.6.
§:7.3.4JJponr~l';~Pt()fibAIJ~truction Change Directive, the Contractor shall promptly proceed with the change in
the W()~~illyolvedandl!dVis~theConstruction Manager and Architect in writing within forty-eight (48) hours of the
,COn~C~9l"S'3grlltlll!eiit ord.is~gteement with the method, if any, provided in the Construction Change Directive for
'deternlilli~g tbeproPosed lldj~stment in the Contract Sum or Contract Time.
§!.3.5AConstruetionChange Directive signed by the Contractor indicates the agreement of the Contractor
therewitl1,inchJdin~~justl11entin Contract Sum and Contract Time or the method for determining them. Such
agr~Jiieitt shlillbeeffe~tiveimmediate!yand shall be incorporated into a future a Change Order.
,.§;t;3.6Jft~~!ltraet<JTdoes noV~~'dpromptlY or disagrees with the method for adjustment in the Contract Sum,
." the.methjj~hiJld~~ adjiJstllll;nt shall be determined by the Construction Manager on the basis of reasonable
~X~Jl<JjtiJ~!Io'n~~v~ngsofthose performing the Work attributable to the change, including, in case of an increase
, .inili~;CoJl!J:aaSiilri, an all\?wanqe'ri1.roverhead and profit in accordance with Section 7.2.3 above. In such case of
.' ,lIJIine~~~'m.' $e Contraet'~#.aJt43.ispunder Section 7.3.3.3, the Contractor shall keep and present, in such form
. '~theCi)i:ls~tion ~l:!D3germllyprescribe, an itemized accounting together with appropriate supporting data.
. ,VllJesg otheiWise provided in the Contract Documents, costs for the purposes of this Section 1.3.6 shall be limited to
.the following: .,' '>"',
.1 ">costSoU~~,mcl1;Jding social security, old age and unemployment insurance, fringe benefits
requiTed,bY'a~t or custom, and workers compensation insurance;
.2 c9sts of materi8Js, supplies and equipment, including cost of transportation, whether incorporated or
.,consutned;
.3 re~tidc9sts of machinery and equipment, exclusive of hand tools, whether rented from the Contractor
oTi:lthers;
.4 costs of permit fees, and sales, use or similar taxes related to the Work; and
.5 ·lidditionaI costs of supervision and field office personnel directly attributable to the change.
forth in the Change Order, the Owner shall not be obligated to make any adjustments to either the Contract Sum or
.9?ptrnerp'ime by reason ofany conditions affecting the change in work addressed by the Change Order that could
) ;'\ ..';:,': ·,;~~t~{~nably been discovered or disclosed by the Contractor's examination•
.':'~',: :::";::.};:':.j~~i~6iSTRUCTION CHANGE DIRECTIVES
... ;. ..' §.7.~.1. A- Construction Change Directive is a written order prepared by the Construction Manager and signed by the
:.....:.) •.'.; ':', ::;(~~;Construction Manager and Architect, directing a change in the Work and stating a proposed basis for
.. ,.' :.·..,iidjftsiment, if any, in the Contract Sum or Contract Time, or both. The Owner may by Construction Change
:..:pirective, without invalj.4ating the Contract, order changes in the Work within the general scope of the Contract
.>:;~!i!listingof~ition~';'~~!elionsor other revisions, the Contract Sum and Contract Time being adjusted
.-;':~#¢ordingly,:); .;:>" ".;'.-.", .;',
:§i.~.2 A C:6~~Cti<;l~~~ge Directive shall be used in the absence of total agreement on the terms of a Change
,.bider.::·;::··: .' .' . ".
::.:.:::\:::.:
'. ". " .:..... -' .'. ~.
§ 7J:i Pelldillg~hal determination of cost' to the Owner, amounts not in dispute may be included in Applications
for Paynlenl.The amount of credit to be allowed by the Contractor to the Owner for a deletion or change which
results in a net decrease in the Contract Sum shall be actual net cost as confirmed by the Construction Manager.
When both additions and credits covering related Work or substitutions are involved in a change. the allowance for
overhead and profit shall be figured on the basis of net increase. if any, with respect to that change.
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Inlt.
§ 7.3.8 If the Owner and Contractor do not agree with the adjustment in Contract Time or the method for
.)l~ng it. the adjustment or the method shall be referred to the Construction Manager for determination.
l?::~
)ViJen the Owner and Contractor agree with the determination made by the Construction Manager concerning
.. nts in the Contract Sum and Contract Time, or otherwise reach agreement upon the adjustments, such
llgre~ntshall be effective immediately issued through the Construction Manager and shall be recorded by
.'p~tion and execution ofan appropriate Change Order.
'" : .... ,.,...
." i7,4 MINOR CHANGES,IN THE WORK
·>§'i;4.1 The Af!;hitect ~ifi:lIave authority to order minor changes in the Work not involving adjustment in the
':C6iitract Sufu\or exte&i~liofthe Contract Time and not inconsistent with the intent of the Contract Documents.
:s\)j;h chan~~ban ~:~ffuCted by written order issued through the Construction Manager and shall be binding on
~epwner~~¢on~~t~:TheContractor shall carry out such written orders promptly.
. " : ..".... - .:,., ;·..i:~, ':.
§i~4.2IfUi~¢ti~tr~totf~IS·jllatany order for a minor change in the Work, a directive from the Construction
Miulagei";'pii'eSpoJi~¢Jo a requi:st for information will require an adjustment to the Contract Sum or Contract Time,
'ffit'CQ~~W shliji 'nofe)Ce¢ut~ such direction and immediately notify the Construction Manager and Architect in
,Writil)~ofihC nai:i\i¢of th~iu:tjUstrnent that will be required.
· ';" ::::.:,:~~:;'~'\.:':' ... <:....:-.:) "\'::\.:;<.':.
·ARticLEs TIME i
§J.fOEFINrn(jNS
§8.•1;1 :Un]~sotherWisejirovided, Contract Time is the period of time, including authorized adjustments, allotted in
theContmctDocuf\\eiits fprSubstantial Completion of the Work.
§/!.1.2 11Ie date Ofc0lllnlencement of the Work is the date established in the Agreement. The date shall not be
postponed by the failure to act of the Contractor or of persons or entities for whom the Contractor is responsible.
§8.1,4The term "day" as used in the Contract Documents shall mean calendar day unless otherwise specifically
detinet\; .
§8.2'~ROGRE~ANDCot.l~LETION ".
·§82.1 Time, Umitsstllted in thec:ontractDocuments are of the essence of the Contract. By executing the Agreement
fh~ ContrattordSDfli'i1)il't!lat theC&iiract Time is a reasonable period for performing the Work.
0: •.•. ;".; .;. "/:: ::~::' ~.:," • .
":"." :.-.- . "..
·§:11.3 DELAYS AND ExrENSIONS OF TIME
§ 8.3.1 If the Contractor is delayed at any time in the commencement or progress of the Work on the critical path by
an actor neglect of the Owner, Construction Manager or Architect, or of an employee of either, or of a separate
cp~t#ctorempJ6yedby the Owner, or by changes ordered in the Work, or by labor disputes, fire, unusual delay in
deliveri¢S,unavciidable casualties or other causes beyond the Contractor's control, or by delay authorized by the
Owner·peridinll'mediation or litigation, or by other causes which the Owner determines may justify delay, then the
ContrilctTimeshall be extended by Change Order for such reasonable time as the Owner may determine. The
Owner and Contractor acknowledge and agree that the critical path construction schedule for the Project
incorporates not less than thirty (30) days of "float" for owner caused delays and that an extension of time is
warranted only if events identified above cause total delay on the critical path in excess of such float days. Further,
only delays that cause the cessation of construction activities on the critical path for a period of three (3) Consecutive
AlA Document A2011CMa1M - 1992. Copyright © ,1992 by The American InstitUte of Architects. All rights reserved. WARNING' This AlA& Document is
protected by U.S. Copyright Law and International Treaties. Unauthori2ed reproduction or distribution 01 this AlA" Document, or any portion 01 it,
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e .. 1. =i:~o~:r:;: five (5) days or longer in any calendar Q1Onth, shall be applied against the float or warrant an
)" ::..C;;·:,~:·i~:~~~ms relating to time shall be made in accordance with applicable provisions of Section 4.7.
.":; .:: ~: ".':' ..... ,!.\ >: <~.:;.::'.
Inil
,§ ~,~.3..~cept as expressly set forth in Section 8.3.4, the Contractor agrees to make no claim for damages for delay
:J9~::perrormance of this contract occasioned by any actor omission to act ofOwner, its Architect, its Construction
·<Manager. its agents or employees or any other contractor, and agrees that any such claim shall be fully compensated
;JQrby an extension of ~rne to complete performance of the Work.
:l'i~A Notw:i~Jandi!i~;M~ng to the contrary set forth in Section 4.7.7 above or elsewhere in this Contract, the
.::~J)traetor $.'8!Jnot M:;e,n~Ued to recover damages for delays, except for delays caused by Owner or for anyone
/\iiilri,se acts:ttie'{)WIl(~{;j~jbe liable. As a condition precedent to recovering additional compensation for any delays
:!It9ibutabl~}();We ()~;j)r ~yone for whose acts the Owner may be liable or for delays identified in Section 8.3.1
. :~re i'l:~~~ of~.e~t.4.~YS set forth therein. the Contractor shall provide the Owner with written notice
ideilti~gtbe11llti.ii'e:of tb¢d¢lay(s) and the Owner's responsibility therefor, and provide the Owner with a
:~0Il.abl¢~oiit4wre~1~(¥Cause(s). If the Owner fails to cure the cause of the delay(s), the Contractor may be
'entitlci4 ~9iDl1ke)l~liimf(>riU:lditional compensation for costs of the Work incurred as a direct result ofsuch
de!lly(~)~fSu<:JlI;I¢j;lys vV~ielb.e result of a Construction Change Directive. The Contractor acknoWledges and agrees
.thitntssole rejj}edy rorsU"Chdelays is additional compensation pursuant to this Section 8.3.4. The Contractor shall
not!>eentitI~to recoY'e.r~amag~. lost profits or lost business opportunities from the Owner.
.,:~~~~~~~~~JS.A~P..COMPlETION
§ 9.1.1 The ContractSUIl1 is stated in the Agreement aIld, including authorized adjustments, is the total amount
payalll.,'by the Ownel"to the Contractor for performance of the Work under the Contract Documents.
.... § 9,2~¢H~DUl~.()F V"'-I1ES..
§9.2.1Within ten(l(»~Ys of commencement of this Contract, the Contractor shall submit to the Construction
Manager, a scheduleufvidues allocated to various portions of the Work, prepared in such form and supported by
such ~ta.tO Sul>~ta.lltjatt;i~,li.!:curacy as the Construction Manager and Architect may require. The Contractor shall
notimbalance itsSj;h~l#eof Valllc:$illQ~!'rtificial1y inflate anyelementthereof. This schedule, unless objected to
by the constniciion,Mailliger or Ai~l1it~t. shall be used as a basis for reviewing the Contractor's Applications for
.• Payment. ':;: •....
§9.3.APPUCATlOk$,fOR PAYMENT
§·U.iOn or beforctbe dateset.ftlitb in Section 5.3 of the Agreement for each progress payment, the Contractor
···.shaii sUbiilit-tothe ConstmCiionMaQ~ger an itemized Application for Payment for Work completed in accordance
With the$c:!te@le ofv~ue~:S~~~pplication shall be on AIA Form G702, be notarized, if required. and supported
'. by $Uch d8tilsubstantiating the Contractor's right to payment as the Owner, Construction Manager or Architect may
tiiquire. suc!t fIS copj~s9fr.~q~itions from Subcontractors and material suppliers. and reflecting retainage if
provided for elSewh~~j~ theJ~Qn.tract Documents. The Contractor shall submit four (4) originals ofeach
. APP1ication for Paymeilt.i '. '.' .
. .
.r"§$.3.1.1 s~h.aj>Pli~tions may include requests for payment on account of changes in the Work that have been
,properly authoQze(i'l>y{:onstruction Change Directives but not yet included in Change Orders.
§ 9.3.1.2 Such applications may not include requests for payment of amounts the Contractor does not intend to pay to
a SubcPAtr4Ctor 0, material supplier because of a dispute or other reason.
§ 9.3,2'UnlesS otherwise proVided in the Contract Documents, payments shall be made on account of materials and
equipment <Ielivered and suitably stored at the site for subsequent incorporation in the Work. If approved in advance
by the Owner,payment may similarly be made for materials and equipment suitably stored off the site at a location
agreed upon in writing. Payment for materials and equipment stored on or off the site shall be conditioned upon
compliance by the Contractor with procedures satisfactory to the Owner to establish the Owner's title to such
materials and equipment or otherwise protect the Owner's interest, and shall include applicable insurance, storage
and transportation to the site for such materials and equipment stored off the site. Off site storage locations shall not
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anager's request. the Contractor sball submit its Applications for Payment (other than
properly executed and acknowledged lien releases for all prior payments by (i) the
ontractors and material suppliers, and (iii) any potentiallienors who has filed, or has
.' :cmcumbrance against the Project. All lien releases for the Project shall be on a form
.cop.~stent in wording and shall: (i) waive any liens or right to lien with respect to Work
~;]~j)'certify the amount such person or entity has received under all prior payments; and
." , .Ji?'ihe Project held by such person or entity has changed. or, if any contract has changed•
.··1ind,i~¥~t' of any change.
>§:9:~i~~~he¢,,~MJt¥:;~~~~~tor is in breach of its payment obligations to a Subcontractor pursuant to its contract
Witnsuch SllbcoritractQl'~ ~rid%il:r three (3) days written notice from the Owner. the Owner has the right to issue
'joihtpayeecheckst~t~e O)ntri!dtor. In the event of a dispute between the Contractor and Subcontractor or material
Sl.!pplieI'll$i1ilY al.l1QllDi d1Jet(j{>l,!ch Subcontractor or material supplier, the Owner may issue a joint payee check to
th~Co~trliCiorail4'SIiCllsu,,*0~iractor or material supplier in the disputed amount and deduct the amounts so paid
(j-omlllebalaiiceoft\1¢pay.rtent due the Contractor.
":'§'9.4.CE~"IFiCATES ••~O~.·;~YM~NT
.§ 9.4,1 Th~C:Onstriii::ti(m.¥~f1ager will assemble a Project Application for Payment by combining the Contractor's
applicati?l'IsWitbsimilarap,plications for progress payments from other Contractors and, after certifying the amounts
due on such applicaoons, forward them to the Architect within seven days.
§~.~;2Withiristi'eilday#.after the Archit~ct' s receipt of the Project Application for Payment, the Construction
Mainlgerand'~hite~rwi1l eitheriss~~to the Owner a Project Certificate for Payment, with a copy to the
Gontra.c:~r,fo~~HCh amount astli~Qgnstruction Manager and Architect determine is properly due, or notify the
o:>ntractorapd:p.wnerin, writing'cifthe Construction Manager's and Architect's reasons for withholding
certlficati6i1inllVhoi~prinpiirt as provided in Section 9.5.1. Such notification will be forwarded to the Contractor
b)'·;tliec:onstrUctl&Ji Manager·' ., .....
':::.,,:..,>:". ". '.',':.' ::::-:: ~ ~ :~. .,::'>..:
.'. :i§~,d\~j~lIIice ora si:pli.~i~.q¢ritiicate for Payment or a Project Certificate for Payment will constitute
rejH:esentiitions made separately by the Construction Manager and Architect to the Owner, based on their individual
'6~iVationsat the,site;alhi.~hll,data comprising the Application for Payment submitted by the Contractor, that the
Wor\< bas P.sse:dtO·ih.~pqJpHndicated and that, to the best of the Construction Manager's and Architect's
knOwledge, informat16~'!iil4~l!ef; quality oftbe Work is in accordance with the Contract Documents. The
.f.oregoingrep~~~taticins·a~~ubject to an evaluation of the Work for conformance with the Contract Documents
upon Subs.~1(tial(;OIilpletion, to results of subsequent tests and inspections, to minor deviations from the Contract
'~cumentscp~bleprior to completion and to specific qUalifications expressed by the Construction Manager or
Architect. The i&s\i1iQceof a separate Certificate for Payment or a Project Certificate for Payment will further
constitute a representation that tbe Contractor is entitled to payment in the amount certified. However, the issuance
~faseparateCertiticate for Payment or a Project Certificate for Payment will not be a representation that the
:~nstruction~Jinager or Architect has (I) made exhaustive or continuous on-site inspections to check the quality or
qUantityofthe)VQrk, (2) reviewed the Contractor's construction means, methods, techniques, sequences or
procedUres, (3) reviewed copies of requisitions received from Subcontractors and material suppliers and other data
requested by the Owner to substantiate the Contractor's right to payment or (4) made examination to ascertain how
or for what purpose the Contractor has used money preViously paid on account of the Contract Sum.
be outside the State of Idaho. Any materials stored off-site and paid for by the Owner sball be physically marked as
. pwner's property.
Contractor warrants that title to all Work covered by an Application for Payment will pass to tbe Owner
" the time ofpayment. The Contractor further warrants that upon submittal of an Application for
~ all Work for whicb Certificates for Payment have been previously issued and payments received from the
'Shall, to the best of the Contractor's knowledge, information and belief, be free and clear of liens, claims,
interests or encumbrances in favor of the Contractor. Subcontractors, material suppliers, or other persons or
>". '" ; .. , .. ;~,,~ties making a claim,'~y reason of having provided labor, materials and equipment relating to the Work.
.'..... , .. " . ,'" ,";\'\.;::".:-
:;",:?,;~:: ..'.; ..:' ..'.:\:.});y.:.,;:;:::
,'X:
'nit.
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a § 9.5 DECISIONS TO WITHHOLD CERTIFICATION
., §M"1,'fI;Je Construction Manager or Architect may decide not to certify payment and may withhold a Certificate for
)«:'< :~),' ",," ::~JJD whole or in part, to the extent reasonably necessary to protect the Owner, if in the Construction ,
:, :", ,::' ,:'"" :', "~s or Architect's opinion the representations to the Owner required by Section 9.4.3 cannot be made. If.the
, '.' ,,', ,', ' ',<," lion Manager or Architect is unable to certify payment in the amount of the Application, the Construction
~ or Architect will notify the Contractor and Owner as provided in Section 9.4.2. If the Contractor,
, ;, ,3,¢.l>~#.tiction Manager and Architect cannot agree on a revised amount, the Construction Manager and Architect will
promptly issue a Certificate for Payment for the amount for which the Construction Manager and Architect are able
,tc>'!Jl8ke such represen~~ons to the Owner. The Construction Manager or Architect may also decide not to certify
'"p~Yment or, ~ause of,~ij~uently discovered evidence or sUbsequent observations, may nullify the whole or a
'.,,~ of a C~~£ate f<>f::~aY.ment previously issued. to such extent as may be necessary in the Construction
M~ger's !;itMchitej:(~:~pinion to protect the Owner from loss because of:
'," .1 :,;:(jefectl)o~WOrk not remedied;
~: "'tbirdPiU'tY:clab:ns filed or reasonable evidence indicating probable filing of such claims;
~,,' :f.ail~:~f;ihe ~ntractor to make payments properly to Subcontractors or for labor, materials or
,,:i":3~;~~ce that the Work cannot be completed for the unpaid balance of the Contract Sum;
,'\5," ~~ totQe.QWner or another contractor;
".6~S9naf!je~ri~bnce that the Work will not be completed within the Contract Time, and that the
,~paidtiaIance would not be adequate to cover actual or liquidated damages for the anticipated delay;
: Or
.7", pef.!'iste1l1failute,to carry out the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents.
§ 9.6A1'leitherd:1e Owner, Construction Manager nor Architect shall have an obligation to payor to see to the
p~ymelllpt'mo~y to a Subcontractor except as may otherwise be required by law.
§9.~.5Payment to material suppliers shall be treated in a manner similar to that provided in Sections 9.6.2,9.6.3 and
9.6.4.
§ 9.6.6 A Certificate for Payment, a progress payment, or partial or entire use or occupancy of the Project by the
Owner shall not constitute acceptance of Work not in accordance with the Contract Documents.
Init.
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§9.5.2 ",henth~~bOvere~sonsfor withholding certification are removed, certification will be made for amounts 
previo~sly withheld. . 
§ &.~p~()~RES$ PAYMENTS . 
. § 9.MM¥r the:Const:J:UCtion Manager and Architect have issued a Project Certificate for Payment, the Owner shall 
m!lkcpayrJlent in tbemanner and within the time provided in the Contract Documents. and shall so notify the 
C()Iis~cti(;ri fdanllger !indArchitect, Until conditions set forth in Section 9.10 are met, the Owner shall pay ninety-
five, IJ!m:~rlt (95..% ),ofJheaDlount due the Contractor on account of progress payments. If the Construction Manager 
arid. tbeArchittlci. dktewune that the Contractor has made or is making satisfactory progress on any uncompleted 
wmons of the work,.tbe Owner may,at itS discretion, release a portion of the retainage to the Contractor prior to the 
.actual fiD~completion of the con4iij9Ds Set forth in Section 9.1 O • . ' .~:' ' ... ' .. " 
§ ;~S~ 1'he' COIl~~Q~,s~ll promptly pay each Subcontractor. upon receipt of payment from the Owner, out of the 
am~t.p~d to the Contract9~ l)riiICcQ~t of such Subcontractor's portion of the Work, the amount to which said 
Subc9n.~<:io(il!entided"rtlfli:\;ti.Qg ~r~~iltages actually retained from payments to the Contractor on account of 
s~(;t1 SubCriJ)W.~ti>r'~portion9f~Work. The Contractor shall, by appropriate agreement with each Subcontractor, 
fe.q!iire eachSubconttactor to make payments to Sub-subcontractors in similar manner. 
§9.s,i 1 The Contract9I'sh~1 ~i>t .~thhold from a Subcontractor or supplier more than the percentage withheld from 
the ¢ertificate of PayDleilt 'fors~ch Subcontractor's or supplier's portion of the Work. 
'§'$.6.3 Th~ C~p.~tni~ti.on Manager will, on request, furnish to a Subcontractor, if practicable, information regarding 
pei:centages of~~>inpi~tion or amounts applied for by the Contractor and action taken thereon by the Owner, 
Construction Manager and Architect on account of portions of the Work done by such Subcontractor. 
 & ,4l' e ~bertb.                 
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no fault of the Contractor, 1) the Construction Manager and Architect do not issue a Project 
for Payment within fourteen days after the Construction Manager's receipt of the Contractor's 
for Payment or 2) the Owner does not pay the Contractor within seven days after the date established in 
Documents the amount certified by the Construction Manager and Architect. then the Contractor may, 
. en additional days' written notice to the Owner, Construction Manager and Architect, stop the Work until 
"t of the amount owing has been received. The Contract Time shall be extended appropriately and the 
t Sum shall be increased by the amount of the Contractor's reasonable costs of shut-down, delay and start-
,up"which shall be accQtnplished as provided in Article 7. 
-.: >'~':~':~ ~~'" ~:,;t)?· . , .. ,~. 
'§~8 SUBST,IAL CQ:MPLETION 
1'
:·:'!~.':=:~a.1 Ser'" C#)p~~on is the stage in the progress of the Work as certified in writing by the Construction 
n ..... g , hir:e.-g;:~iben the Work or designated portion thereof is sufficiently complete in accordance with the 
·(j%.!jtract .... . ntlili'&::i:'fui Owner can occupy or utilize the Work for its intended use . . ;": :,.: :' > .. ~~. ::~.: :.::>::.,: <J';"' 
;§~.8.2W~*'~e g~~tof¥~j'lsiders that the Work, or a portion thereof which the Owner agrees to accept 
: S!ip3rately{issu!>,s~tillllyc(;imPlete, the Contractor and Construction Manager shall jointly prepare and submit to 
: ,the ~~~ a. . . " .. " ¥.il$iY#,:1ist of items to be completed or corrected. The Contractor shall proceed promptly to 
co~'pl~#flilidc. ...... ' i~ijiS§ilthe list Failure to include an item on such list does not alter the responsibility of the 
CMilii~i>r t9:~§i'!ipl"te:i!IrW'brkin accordance with the Contract Documents. Upon receipt of the list, the Architect, 
asilsted by~,Con$iti~iioil Mallager, will make an inspection to determine whether the Work or designated portion 
. thereOf is~w>.stantilll.lycoinp1tl~~ If the Architect's inspection discloses any item, whether or not included on the list, 
. which istioi.in accordailce .with-the requirements of the Contract Documents, the Contractor shall, before issuance 
Qrtbe Certfficate~¥Sub$~nti~ Completion, complete or correct such item upon notification by the Architect The 
<,:ontt.Wtor shal(thens*6pjitirequest for another inspection by the Architect, assisted by the Construction Manager, 
to deiernii.nc:: SubstaritialComplelion. When the Work or designated portion thereof is substantially complete, the 
ArchitectWjil pr¢parea CerJificate of Substantial Completion which shaH establish the date of Substantial 
Completion, shaU<!sta\>lishtesPonsibilities of the Owner and Contractor for security, maintenance, heat, utilities, 
dainaglStOtite Workapd,iIiMrrance, and shall fix the time within which the Contractor shall finish all items on the 
list accptDpanyipgthe'Cettlficate. Warranties required by the Contract Documents shall commence on the date of 
$ubstahtiai Cotnplc::tionofthe Work or designated portion thereof unless otherwise provided in the Certificate of 
'Siibstantlai Corilpletio~;1'he Certifi~ate ,of Substantial Completion shall be submitted 10 the Owner and Contractor 
fOJ:· their writteii~c#t#ii-ce of respPnsib,lities assigned to them in such Certificate. 
§ ~.8.3>1}floriS\1i,~~PlllCOqlpietioriof the Work or designated portion thereof and upon application by the 
. G~)l:~ctOr liriclCettifj¢anonby the Construction Manager and Architect, the Owner shall make payment. reflecting 
.. ; .. adj#g~ntin reUiiriilge, if ~Y;·f~t.$ti'Cl:i Work or portion thereof as provided in the Contract Docunients. The 
' .. {pa~~tistili1l·~ sufficient'tQ:;~~~~"1,he total payment to ninety-five percent (95%) of the Contract sum, less such 
. .~urit$'ii8,:W~':(jons~tio'it~'#lagerdetermines to be necessary to withhold for incomplete Work and unsettled 
·,d~. The amount Withheld for incomplete Worle and unsettled claims shall be one hundred fifty percent (150%) 
ofth~ cost to. ~e OI.V.Ii~f.ro~Inplete such Work or settle such claims . 
. § 9~PARTIAL OCCU~~Y'§~~SE 
... § 9.9.1 TheQWner-.~ay oCcupy or use any completed or partially completed portion of lhe Work at any stage when 
:silch portiQ~ls CiesigDated by separate agreement with the Contractor, provided such occupancy or use is consented 
,'tQ lly the iriiltrr~r.;#~'~llired under Section 11.3.11 and authorized by public authorities having jurisdiction over the 
Work. Such parua}Occilpancy or use may commence whether or not the portion is substantially complete, provided 
the Owner and Contractor have accepted in writing the responsibilities assigned to each of them for payments, 
.reJainage ifanY, security, maintenance, heat, utilities, damage to the Work and insurance, and have agreed in writing 
'conc;:ermilg,tbej).i:iriod for correction of the Work and commencement of warranties reqUired by the Contract 
D9cu~nts.~ the Contractor considers a portion substantially complete, the Contractor and Construction 
Manaier sltllij<;inlly prepare and submit a list to the Architect as provided under Section 9.8.2. Consent of the 
Contractor to partial occupancy or use shall not be unreasonably withheld. The stage of the progress of the Work 
shall be determined by written agreement between the Owner and Contractor or, if no agreement is reached, by 
decision of the Architect after consultation with the Construction Manager. 
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§9.9.2 hnmediately prior to such partial occupancy or use. the Owner, Construction Manager, Contractor and
~W.~~!.sball jointly inspect the area to be occupied or portion of the Work to be used in order to determine and
··.~9t.4i~ condition of the Wark•
." ;§:;.~i;·;W~ess otherwise agreed upon, partial occupancy or use of a portion or portions of the Work shall not
·coIlStitpte acceptance ofWork not complying with the requirements of the Contract Documents.
....... §t.10FINAL COMPLETION AND FINAL PAYMENT
.§,~10.1 Upon completi~p of the Work, the Contractor shall forward to the Construction Manager a written notice
.•..~ the Work.y; ready:(()i·:final inspection and acceptance and shall also forward to the Construction Manager a final
~~tractor's)\pplicaY9~l9r Payment. Upon receipt, the Construction Manager will forward the notice and
·MiPlication.t!!J~e ArPi»@ who will promptly make such inspection. When the Architect, based on the
.~ilnune~§j.i of$i¢.0.nstruction Manager, finds the Work acceptable under the Contract Documents and the
q~traet m.u;y,perfon~4iihe..Construction Manager and Architect will promptly issue a final Certificate for
P~,ment~iig th8ttQ:~ ~t oftheir knowledge, information and belief, and on the basis of their observations
aiti;ljnsp#'ti9.~ii, ~·W9i1c:~.b,een completed in accordance with terms and conditions of the Contract Documents
aild tm.itlJie·~t~biitaDce.fo~~ to be due the Contractor and noted in said final Certificate is due and payable. The
Cons#c~on ltianager's :ilD.ti"Architect's final Certificate for Payment will constitute a further representation that
con~on~1isttl4in Sectioi:i..9JO.2 as precedent to the Contractor's being entitled to final payment have beenfulfliled.· .. ." .
§!I.10,2 Neit\l.et fi~111pll~rn~n~119r any remaining retained percentage shall become due until the Contractor submits
to.$tl Arehii.d:t.tl)r,l>l1gh tll~G9ristruction Manager (I) an affidavit that payrolls, bills for materials and equipment•
.and other ilide~tt#J;less~~rip~~ttld with the Work for which the Owner or the Owner's property might be responsible
or encllmbere~ (less amotiiltswithheld by Owner) have been paid or other wise satisfied, (2) a certificate evidencing
that insuHUl~e I'equireti:~y theqontract Documents to remain in force after final payment is currently in effect and
willnotbecim~led9railqW(ldto expire until at least 30 days' prior written notice has been given to the Owner. (3)
a wri~~lilia~emelitth~ttb~~9J'1lractor knows of no substantial reason that the insurance will not be renewable to
cov~l'the pptiod ~tlired~Y the Contract Documents. (4) consent of surety, if any. to final payment and (5), if
req~fredl:1ythe Owner, other data establishing payment or satisfaction of obligations, such as receipts, releases and
w-aivers of: lie!JS, ~laill,1S' ;S(l¢l!fity interests or encumbrances arising out of the Contract, to the extent and in such
f9fnlaS may be!l~ign~~'by the OWJ;ler.If a Subcontractor refuses to furnish a release or waiver required by the
OWner, the ConitactQrmay furnis,1Ja¥<;ind satisfactory to the Owner to indemnify the Owner against such lien. If
siJeh Iiell re~ps unsatisfted atWr:Payments are made, the Contractor shall refund to the Owner all money that the
OWner maybt;co.nlle~'ed to.pa}/indischarging such lien. including all costs and reasonable attorneys' fees.
§ 9;1~~~If; .airbrsuistantial C::~l~t.i~t'of the Work, final completion thereof is materially delayed through no fault
of~C~ntractQror by issuapc~ .(if(:h~rige Orders affecting final completion, and the Construction Manager and
·~hitectlil(>,:co.nfum,.the OWrief$hall, upon application by the Contractor and certification by the ConstrUction
Ml@.lger and ArchiteCt, llDd without terminating the Contract, make payment of the balance due for that portion of
the W'9r'k fully,compl¢t~iin411Ccepted. If the remaining balance for Work not fully completed or corrected is less
thaI! retainage stiPUla~#"th¢G.Qntract Documents, and if bonds have been furnished, the written consent of surety
to paYment of the baiati~c{4li.~ f9f'tbat portion of the Work fully completed and accepted shall be submitted by the
G.oni:ract~rJ9;theArchiiedthi-ough the Construction Manager prior to certification of such payment Such payment
.shall be nia¥pri~ei"terms and conditions governing final payment, except that it shall not constitute a waiver of
Cl~ms.The making c;>ffinal payment shall constitute a waiver of Claims by the Owner as provided in Section 4.4.5.
§ 9.10.4 Acceptance of final payment by the Contractor, a Subcontractor or material supplier shall constitute a
\Vaiverof c1ai~s .by that payee except those previously made in writing and identified by that payee as unsettled at
the·tiliie offina,l Application for Payment. Such waivers shall be in addition to the waiver described in Section 4.7.5.
ARTICLE 10• PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY
§10.tsAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND PROGRAMS
§ 10.1.1 The Contractor shall be responsible for initiating, maintaining and supervising all safety precautions and
programs in connection with the performance of the Contract. Contractor hereby certifies that it has an established
safety policy as required by the Occupational. Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). which requires regular
safety meetings. The Contractor agrees to conduct weekly safety meetings regarding its Work under this agreement
AlA Document A201/CManl-1992. Copyright @ 1992 by The American InSlilUte of Architects. All rights reserved. WARNING, This AlA" Document Is
protected by U.S. Copyright law and International Treaties. Unauthorized reproductio" or distribution ot this AlA" [locume"t. or any portion 01 it, 43
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§{10.1.2 In th~;~yent ~¢.ontractor encounters on the site material reasonably believed to be asbestos or
!~iychlorioo.'" ·Piphi¥.y:tt.PcB) which has not been rendered harmless, the Contractor shall immediately stop Work
>~rt)pe area..." " rt the condition to the Owner, Construction Manager and Architect in writing. The
')Y9tk in'. . .. ,}hall not thereafter be resumed except by written agreement of the Owner and Contractor
,if:in fact~ .' .iiH~iisbe~tbs or polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) and has not been rendered harmless. The Work
j~ the at; "'are;(sll81l bll:~med in the absence of asbestos or polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB), or when it has
. been '.. '. . bahriiess, by Wrihen agreement of the Owner and Contractor, or in accordance with final
',:~erniiiiati9n by~:Arc1U~'t
" :;, ; -.~"': .-;.; ." ',:' ~ '.' .- ~: '.
and shall promptly prepare minutes ofsuch meetings and provide copies of such minules to Contractor as the Wod:
.s. The Contractor agrees to comply witb all requirements of OSHA relating to the Wad: and shall
d provide all applicable material safety data sheets in accordance with OSHA requirements. The safety
:, . '.. ·.·$hall be designed according to criteria provided by the Construction Manager. The safety policy shall also
":'fl!4U~;!f.drug and alcohol free workplace enforced through pre-employment testing, random testing, periodic
· ~~,Jor cause testing and immediate mandatory testing for any employees involved in any accidents or incidents.
Y~!i~~G,ontraetor shall submit the Contractor's safety program to the ConstruCtion Manager for review and
':.:.'. '::: ,', :::,·,'.',·;,.·.'I···ciJ()liffination witb the safety programs of other Contractors. The Contractor shall at all times comply with the
.. approved safety pro~,
~..:'..' -'.
§ 111.1.3.'rlte¢~l1ttact()rs~il1i.ilot be required pursuant to Article 7 to perform without consent any Work relating to
asbestos or poIYchlorlnated biphenyl (PCB).
._".' :,.:' - :.. .'::,".. C:..
§'1~;1ATothetiJlle~texteJltPo/mittedby law, the Owner shall indemnify and hold harmless the Contractor,
Coi1strU(;tion MiiJlager,Aicllitet\t, their consultants, and agents and employees of any of them from and against
cla'imS;.damage~{1os~e~:;#ideitpenses, including but not limited to attorneys' fees, arising out ofor resUlting from
· pert"cirilla?~ecifthe 'York in~~affected area ifin fact the material is asbestos or polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB)
andhas.Dl>tbeenreiidiiiM ?~less, provided that such claim, damage, loss or expense is attributable to bodily
'injury;§ickness;dise~9{de;ath, or to injury to or destruCtion of tangible property (other than the Work itself)
includiiiiloils ofUse r~l!ltirig therefrom, but only to the extent caused in whole or in part by negligent acts or
omissi!jDsrif theOwner,anyone directly or indirectly employed by the Owner or anyone for whose acts the Owner
rrlaYlieliable, reg8!"d!ess .ofwhether or not such claim, damage, loss or expense is caused in part by a party
iiiderilriified here*o.a.er,SpCh obligationshall not be construed to negate, abridge or reduce other rights or
o1:iftgationsonri~itywhich woUIdoiherwise exist as to a party or person described in this Section 10.1.4.
§10.1j:lf~~ri~blet*cal!tiOriS~lf1>e inadequate to prevent foreseeable bodily injury or death to persons
resultingfr(;hl¥:tMte,rlai or:.substance encountered on the site by the Contractor, the Contractor shall, upon
. r~()gi!iz~ngtlie'~ohdition, iJP.m~!~~I" ~top Work in the affected area and report the condition to the Owner,
"Ccins@Ctibii'~lInager ana,'A#;I#tei:HifWriting. The Owner, Contractor, Construction Manager and Architect shall
···then PtOe(;edJ#the silrile rriiUmef'4e~bed in Section 10.1.2.
InlL
· § 10.2 SAFETY OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY
§10.2;1 The Contractor shall take reasonable precautions for safety of, and shall provide reasonable protection to
prevent damage, injury or loss to:
.1 employees on the Work and other persons who may be affected thereby;
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§;10J.~The.Qwner:~~~U:b!;·rc:sponsible for obtaining the services of a licensed laboratory to verify a presence or 
absence of thifmailii.rill:;()r:~ul>$tiUtce reported by the Contractor and, in the event such material or substance is found 
to ~i>resent, to veritY;tli!,IlJf~;been rendered harmless. Unless otherwise required by the Contract Documents, the 
.owner shall~ish in wi1tiiifto the Contractor, Construction Manager and Architect the names and qualifications 
dfperso~'ot~nliti,~~'who are to perform tests verifying the presence or absence of such material or substance or 
"who are to pert6~tli~'task of removal or safe containment of such material or substance. The Contractor, the 
Construction Man~gerand the Architect will promptly reply to the Owner in writing stating whether or not any of 
them has reasonable objection to the persons or entities proposed by the Owner. If the Contractor, Construction 
, Manager or i\J"<:lIitect has an objection to a person or entity proposed by the Owner, the Owner shall propose another 
to\Vb6lri llieContractor, the Construction Manager and the Architect have no reasonable objection. 
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the Work and materials and equipment to be incorporated therein, whether in storage on or off the
site. under care. custody or control of the Contractor or the Contractor's Subcontractors or Sub-
subcontractors;
other property at the site or adjacent thereto, such as trees, shrubs, lawns, walks, pavements,
roadways, structures and utilities not designated for removal, relocation or replacement in the course
ofconstruction; and
construction or operations by the Owner or other Contractors.
Inll
. .., .§10.2.2 The Contractor ,sJlall gjve notices and comply with applicable laws, ordinances, rules, regulations and lawful
.'..:i#,4Crs of puN¥: authot;~s bearing on safety of persons or property or their protection from damage, injury or loss.
,tlQ.2.3 The.~¢P~tractOi,~@1 erect and maintain, as required by existing conditions and perfonnance of the Contract,
#~nabll(~~.fc#.!.~afety and protection, including posting danger signs and other warnings against hazards,
piil~ulgati~g:i!iiJety:~~tiops and notifying owners and users of adjacent sites and utilities.
Ir!.b"~.~r.lU:;.~b.~:~::~~::~~=~:::t:::s~~:~:::;oU::~:=~:~er.si:ipen'isiQniOf pl(')perly qUalified personnel, and the Construction Manager reasonable prior written notice.o ••; ••••• ': ••, ••••• _. • ••••• : •• __ '
§10.~;5rhe Qon~act!,rII~all~romptly remedy damage and loss (other than damage or loss insured under property
insllnlllCe req\li!"¢dbytlJeContrllct Documents) to property referred to in Sections 10.2.1.2. 10.2.1.3 and 10.2.1.4
cl\U~ in)'iIWle or~nJ)artbYl1l¢'Contractor, a Subcontractor, a Sub-subcontractor, or anyone directly or indirectly
emPIbYed~faJlyqHhenkpr1:>y'anyone for whose acts they may be liable and for which the Contractor is
r.~pon~ipleullQefSectiQ~·I(),2:1.2, 10.2.1.3 and 10.2.1.4, except damage or loss attributable to acts or omissions of
tge ()~~r, Coniitructi911Mamiger or Architect or anyone directly or indirectly employed by any of them. or by
anyo"e.for\Vhoseact~anYofthem may be liable, and not attributable to the fault or negligence of the Contractor.
TbefoJ,'egCling ()bli8\ltioiisofth~ Contractor are in addition to the Contractor's obligations under Section 3.18.
. .'.... . '., '. , . '
. .. . :.'." .
§10,1,$TlleContractorshall designate a responsible member of the Contractor's organization at the site whose duty
shall'b~thepreyention of accidents. This person shall be the Contractor's superintendent unless otherwise
4e~i~lIli.tedbythe,contraqtorin writing to the Owner, Construction Manager and Architect.
; . . . - .'
§10,23The C~~tra~torshallnot load o~ permit any part of the construction or site to be loaded so as to endanger its
Safety·, ". .
§ to;3 ~MER~~~C,I.e.S.
§lo.~fln{ln enJergency af~piigs'af'ety or persons or property, the Contractor shall act, at the Contractor's
(iiscretiofi;t~p~ventthreat~!:i~,~geiinjuryor loss. Additional compensation or extension of time claimed by
thtl COD~t9r(>iJ account oran.~riietgencyshall be determined as provided in Section 4.7 and Article 7.
'ARTIC~ 11JNSURANCeiAND BONDS
§ 11.1 CONTRACTOW,$J.tABiuttINSURANCE
§".ir, The ContractQj.~hlilf~ciiasefrom and maintain in a company or companies lawfully authorized to do
pusinessitlt:li¢jJ¢s,dictionit. which the Project is located such insurance as set forth below. Such coverage shall
include Iia!lWtyth;lt~yarise out of or result from the Contractor's operations under the Contract and for which the
Contractor may be legll11y liable, whether such operations be by the Contractor or by a Subcontractor or by anyone
directly or inciifectlyemployed by any of them, or by anyone for whose acts any of them may be liable. All
insurance carriers must maintain an A.M. Best rating of •A-· or better.
•1
(ParagrC/phs di!leted)
Co~ercial General Liability. The Contractor shall procure and maintain until the Project has been
completed and accepted by the Owner Commercial General Liability coverages with the following
per project annual aggregate limits, using ISO Form CG 25030397 (or a substitute form proViding
equivalent coverage):
General Aggregate Limit Not less than $5,000,000;
(other than Product-Completed Operations)
AlA Document A201/CMa1M -1992. Copyright @ 1992 by The Amertcan Instltute of ArchitectS. All rights reserved. WARNING: This AIA* Document Is
protected by U.S. C"pyrightlaw and InlOrnalional Treaties. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution of this AlA" oacume"l. or any portion of !t.
may result In seve.e civil and criminal penalties, and will be prosecuted 10 Ihe maximum extent possible under the law. this document was produced
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Not less than $5,000,000;
Not less than $5,000,000;
Not less than $5,000,000;
Not less than $ 100,000; and
Not less than $ 10,000.
Product-Completed Operations Aggregate Limit
Personal and Advertising Injury Limit
Each Occurrence Limit
Frre Damage Limit (anyone fire)
Medical Expense Limit (anyone person)
. :Worlteti~C6mp~nsation. The Contractor shall procure and maintain until the Project has been
.coJi1pji::t~an4ilC'cepted by the Owner statutory Worker's Compensation coverage and showing
EppIRyl!r)~i~J:)"lity coverage with minimum coverage of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000). In
add,i.tion;:(?~~1i'~ctor must provide evidence that its Subcontractors and their subcontractors carry
'sirnihlt~y~tilge. The Owner and other named insureds requested by the Owner need not be named as
an.lId4iti9naii~sured on the Employer's Liability coverage or the Worker's Compensation coverage
u~J~$~:specific1l11y requested. Subject to the Owner's approval, the Contractor may include
E#iPl()yefsLiability coverage in the Umbrella or Excess Liability Coverage of its General Liability
and, A~~W~\)iie Liability policies.
Such policy or policies must include broad form property damage coverage including. but not limited
to, damage arising from blasting, explosion, collapse of structures or other property or damage to
undergrg~,nd utilities and property with any X.C.U. exclusion removed. The policy or policies must
',..r.. ctor's protective liability insurance, product and completed operations coverage and
liability insurance that includes coverage for theContraetor's obligations under Section
. eral Liability policy shall be endorsed to include personal injury, libel, slander,
.on, and false arrest. All policies shall be written on an occurrence basis rather than
.. t the Contractor's Option, such coverage may be provided by separate policies for
al\<J(for Owner and other named insured, or by naming the Owner and the other named
iis" naI named insureds on the Contractor's policy. If coverage is obtained by naming
4 .'. as additional named insureds, the policy must contain a separation ofinsureds
. 6iNlause and a breach of warranty clause as set forth in Section 11.1.4 below and the
"'st;so indicate.
Aut()J~o~~e.The Contractor shall procure and maintain until the Project has been completed and
ac;cti~te&b~·,the Owner;.Comprehensive Automobile Liability Insurance for all owned, non-owned
aod~vehicleswi~)ingle combined limit of not less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000) per
.•........ '.o<:~nce. Such):&~&age must name the Owner and other named insureds as may be requested by
'';thfC>Wrier as additiCihalinsureds.
. §M~1~~iri~i;ranb~ requ~~:)'~~()n 11.1.1 shall be written for not less than limits ofliability specified
. ,thdej~'ii1;1fie"<::9Jltract ~~ntS'orrequired by law, whichever coverage is greater. Coverages shall be
'W1ami8i~~:Wiihoutilitemlpti~}nifitipi~'dateof commencement of the Work until date of final payment and
j~fuiiQationofany coverage required to be maintained after final payment. Additional insurance coverage shall
:liwifas pril)1ary i~r~#~j(wi~ respect to any other insurance afforded to Owner and the other named insureds.
"."/. ":·::·:··::.::::"·:.'·<::'":-":.:\:V·.":,': ':
. . § H~1J Certificates ofi#~~ll;lIcceptable to the Owner shall be submitted to the Construction Manager for
. ·•. transrrnttal totlie QwnerWiib Ii copy to the Architect prior to commencement of the Work. These certificates and the
•. '.'·.l~surance~Hci~'~uired by this Section 11.1 shall contain a provision that coverages afforded under the policies
.':~1 not ~~~I#4.Pt'~lowed to expire until at least 30 days' prior written notice has been given to the Owner. If
any of the foregomg:losUrance coverages are required to remain in force after final payment and are reasonably
available, an additional certificate evidencing continuation of such coverage shall be submitted with the final
Applicatio,~fotPayment as required by Section 9.10.2. Information concerning reduction ofcoverage shall be
Jur~~sh~,~ythe'Contractor with reasonable promptness in accordance with the Contractor's information and belief.
•1 JO-Day Notice Clause - Acceptable Language. As a condition precedent to any modification,
cancellation or nonrenewal of the policy or policies by the insuring company during the periods of
coverage as stated herein, thirty (30) days prior written notice of such cancellation, material change or
non-renewal wi11 be mailed to the party to whom this certificate is issued.
InlL
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.2 3D-Day Notice Clause - Unacceptable Language. Should any of the above-described polices be
canceled. materially changed or non-renewed before the expiration date thereof, the issuing company
will endeavor to mail 30 days written notice to the below named certificate holder, but failure to mail
such notice sball impose 110 obligation or liability on any kind upon the company.
•1 Breach ofWarranty Clause. As to the interest of any additional insured. the insurance afforded by the
policy s~~ be invalidated by any breach or violation by the named insured of any warranties,
declarati9Ds or conditions. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the additional insureds shall be subject to
.:all te~~;~~ conditions in the policy and nothing contained herein shall prevent exhaustion of the
... 'Jimits.Qflilll)ility by payment on behalf of any insured..... ",. ~'.~ "" '.::-?': ..'[
,2 ••... ··Sq,~~~f ~ured (Cross Liability) Clause. Except with respect to the permissible limits of
........•.•.!iPs~~: itnc)l.~y rights or duties specifically assigned in this coverage part to the first named
,insuied;this iJiSWance applies (i) as if each named insured were the only named insured. and (ii)
separately tiJealih insured against whom claim is made or lawsuit is brought.,", ',,'::
§ 11~1.5, tIte ~ctor~4~Utiquire all Subcontractors and Sub-subcontractors of any tier to provide (i) Commercial
GeneralLiabilitY Insuranee(with not less than $1,000,000 coverage for personal injury and property damage); (ii)
W()rkef's CQnwens~tio~ph;)yer's Liability Insurance (not less than $500,000 coverage), and (iii) Business
A:ut<lIJlob¥~;'diibilit)'~al)C~Jnot less than $1,000,000 coverage) substantially as set forth in Section 11.1. The
·.C(J~tract9rshan provide cei1ifielites of insurance evidencing such coverages prior to allowing such Subcontractors
.andSub-subcontraetorstocciniinence of Work.
§ 11.2QWN;R'SLJA~lLrriINS.URANCE
§ 11,2.1TheOwn~rshall~responsible for purchasing and maintaining the Owner's usual liability insurance.
Optionl\lIy,the Owner,lli~ypurchase and maintain other insurance for self-protection against claims which may
aris.efr!lmoperatio~s\mderthe Contract. The Contractor shall not be responsible for purchasing and maintaining
this optionalOwner'S liability insurance unless specifically required by the Contract Documents.
§11.3PROPERryiN$.lRANCE . . .. ..
§11.3.1 Unless Qtl1ei'WiSeprovid¢;,tI!e QWner shaH purchase and maintain, in a company or companies lawfully
authori~dt&d9ljusiness in thejili1¢i.¢tion in which the Project is located, property insurance in the amount of the
iUitial CoiitrilCt·,~fu ·as weH as siJb8equent modifications thereto for the entire Work at the site on a replacement cost
basiswithoutWiuntarYde<M:tibles. Such property insurance shall be maintained, unless otherwise provided in the
CootlaCiDocumenis· or otherwiS¢ ~gteed in writing by all persons and entities who are beneficiaries of such
:.i~~e~lUItitfiDal payme~{liliSiieeriinade as provided in Section 9.10 or until no person or entity other than the
.owm;r:haS 1m i~surablEl inte~ilnt~e·property required by this Section 11.3 to be covered. whichever is earlier. The
. ()~c:;r's ins'Unince program is intended to cover the interests of the Owner and does not cover the interests of the




§ 11.3.1.31fthe property insurance requires minimum deductibles and such deductibles are identified in the Contract
Documents, the Contractor shall pay costs not covered because of such deductibles. If the Owner or insurer
increases the required minimum deductibles above the amounts so identified or if the Owner elects to purchase this
AlA Document A201/CMatll -199Z. Copyright @ 1992 by The American Institute of Architects. All rights reserved. WARNING: This AIA~ Document is
prolected by U.S. Copyright Law and international TreaUes. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution 01 this AIA~ Document, or any portion of it, 47
may res"ll in severe civil and criminal penalties, and will be prosecuted te the maximum e><tent possible under Ihe law. This document was produced
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,§ 11.3.1.1~pertyjnsurarice shatl be on an "all-risk" policy form and shall insure against the perils offrre and 
.. extended ~oyer~gellIi9, physical loss or damage including, without duplication of coverage, theft. vandalism, 
mitI,cious mischi~f,.collapse, falsework, temporary buildings and debris removal including demolition occasioned 
by enforcementdfany applicable legal requirements. Coverage for other perils shall not be required unless 
otherwise provided in the Contract Documents. 
§11.3.1iThe ec;ntractor shall maintain insurance as deemed necessary by the Contractor to protect its interests and 
the interestsofits Subcontractors and their Sub-subcontractors in the Work, including property, materials, 
equipment, and tools. Materials incorporated into the Work and materials suitably stored at the Project site will be 
considered covered by the Owner's insurance program at 12:00 noon on the date Owner issues payment therefore. 
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insurance with voluntary deductible amounts, the Owner shall be responsible for payment of the additional costs not
CQvered because ofsuch increased or voluntary deductibles.
:;,Y:..~. "" \ .. ',:.' \<.;:::/)~~1':!~~0~:i~~~~~~
..,'.'.:..':" , I;). <· ..·:,·;ll.5;1~!ltI'he Co?tractdor shall ~roVidef insurance
k
cO¥rederagetheforPropo~ons.of thandeWal0rk sto~1 Offd-site: for portions of
: :.....! c· . ::.• " :::.thewu....:in transit, an all portions 0 the Wor sto at ~ect Site, I matena an eqmpment
.... . inCQ~Jllted into the Work until covered by the Owner's insurance program as described in Section 11.3.1.2 above.
.~;::':.: :.:.~ ;':: ". ';':." :": ::"'::":;:;: ../~:.~;.
....... ;'. '" ::':§'11~3;1.5 The insurance required by this Section 11.3 is not intended to cover machinery, tools or equipment owned
. 'or.rented by the Con~~r that are utilized in the performance of the Work but not incorporated into the pennanent
·;·U1aproyements.1be COjjtractor shan, at the Contractor's own expense, provide insurance coYerage for owned or
<~mactpil~l'Y' tOQ~"o{i:quipmentwhich shall be subject to the provisions of Section 11.3.7.
·:§!~i.3J Bon~;Ud J~~~~ Insurance. 1be Owner shall purchase and maintain boiler and machinery insurance
:~hired J)y~!to,,~('])ocuments or by law, which shan specifically cOYer such insured objects during
i~~~~l1a~~n.:ilM bntitrH,i!li acC:~ptance by the Owner; this insurance shall include interests of the Owner, Construction
¥a!1age,f{(,':QJi,lraciOf.;Sl.ibc\j!1t1ltctors and Sub-subcontractors in the Work, and the Owner and Contractor shall be
iUiined'ihSiliiids.' :"':' :.:' '.. :c; ..
§ 11~~.3'I.1ssQ(Vs¢Insu~iti;¢;' The Owner, at the Owner's option, may purchase and maintain such insurance as
witi'l~sful; theOwner*~ilstloss of use of the Owner's property due to fire or other hazards, however caused.
§11j;41f¢e'Contradt~r requests in writing that insurance for risks other than those described herein or for other
s~illlhllilt!'dsJ#'inchidedi~~e property insurance policy, the Owner shall, if possible, include such insurance,
and the co~t thefeofshallbecharged to the Contractor by appropriate Change Order.
§11.3.6 Beforelinexp<lsUTc to lossmay~cur, the Owner shall file with the Contractor a copy ofeach policy that
iJ!~ludesins\ll'!l~C~ coverages req~ire,~bY this Section 11.3. Each policy shall contain all generally applicable
c6ilditkiJiS'~'d.iltiJiitiOhs;;e:x.clusionsand endorsements relmed to this Project Each policy shall contain a provision
tiJat:tl1epoiil:Y;\Vili'n!:it'be cllnceled or allowed to expire until at least 30 days' prior written notice has been given to
'. the¢Onirlt()!oi: i' .' . . .
"";:' .
.;'§1Ud\V~~~of SIi\lroglltioii:T~i6wner and Contractor waive all rights against each other and against the
ConStruction Manager, Architect, Owner's other Contractors and own forces described in Article 6, if any, and the
·sutic'~~tractors. sub~sll~n'!ractors, consultants, agents and employees of any of them, for damages caused by frre or
other perils t6the 6it~litco\r~d'byproperty insurance obtained pursuant to this Section 11.3 or other properlY
insm.a.nee applicable 't6tlie:Work; except such rights as the Owner and Contractor may have to the proceeds of such
. insunmcelieldby.t!Je oWrtei: The Owner or Contractor, as appropriate, shall require of the Construction Manager,
qonst:ruCti~#¥~!lger's consultants, Architect, Architect's consultants, Owner's separate contractors described in
·:;Art.icle 6. if8ltY;itrt(lt., subcontractors, sub-subcontractors, agents and employees of any of them, by appropriate
agriiements. Wrlt(eilwhere legally required for validity, similar waivers each in favor of other parties enumerated
herein. The policies shall provide such waivers of subrogation by endorsement or otherwise. A waiver of
.@,brogatio~sb;l1lbeeffective as to a person or entity even though that person or entity would otherwise have a duty
!)(indemnlfication, contractual or otherwise, did not pay the insurance premium directly or indirectly, and whether
or not thcpers(»)ior entity had an insurable interest in the property damaged.
§ 11.3.8 AlosS insured under Owner's property insurance shall be adjusted by the Owner and made payable to the
Owner. The Contractor shall pay Subcontractors their just shares of insurance proceeds received by the Contractor,
and by appropriate agreements. written where legally required for validity, shall require Subcontractors to make
payments to their Sub-subcontractors in similar manner.
Inlt. AlA Docwnent A201ICMa
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§ 11.3.5 IfdYfingtheProjeet construction period the Owner insures properties, real or personal or both, adjoining or 
adj/iCeJit tQ the site \,>y propertyinsurance under policies separate from those insuring the Project. or if after final 
paymerit pf<1pertY inso/\Ulce!s:to be provided on the completed Project through a policy or policies other than those 
insuringiIltfProject d!lring the construction period. the Owner shall waive all rights in accordance with the terms of 
SectioitiL3.7 for (lamages caused by fire or other perils covered by this separate property insurance. All separate 
pQlicies shall provide this waiver of subrogation by endorsement or otherwise. 
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§11.3.9 The Owner shall deposit in a separate account proceeds so received. which the Owner shall distribute in
. .~c~~ with such agreement as the parties in interest may reach, or in accordance with an settlement or
....<. :.'~~.·,:~.:~·~(for a court of competent jurisdiction.. Ifafter such loss no other special agreement is made, replacement of
,';:>;',~~?ropertyshall be covered by appropnate Change Order.
. ...:.:.:.; :..::,' .
.J.§J1.;~P The Owner shall have power to adjust and settle a loss with insurers.
... ,> :.:.: .
Inlt.
...• '.+1;3.11 Partial occupancy or use in accordance with Section 9.9 shall not commence until the insurance company
o~ ~mpanies providing,propeny insurance have consented to such partial occupancy or use by endorsement or
:·~~rwise. ~.Owner:::~4 the Contractor shall take reasonable steps to obtain consent of the insurance company or
~orPpanies ai#·.~hall, .,y,iJ~ut mutual written consent, take no action with respect to partial occupancy or use that
", W.oyId caus,s?a;#~ell~#M;~lilpse or reduction of insurance.
$.11,4 PER!¥~~N¢.~~9NDAND PAYMENT BOND
I:Ht.4.1.n,l.~,.e.:.p~tr3Cto.... '.'.: ..•."... '."!p fw'n.'...iSh bonds covering faithful performance of the Contract and payment ofobligations'"~ing th~er ~'~ilUllit~~ in the "SupplementarY Instructions to Bidders" and specifically required in theCoiitract~meIits ~it the; date of execution of the Contract.
§11~;2\tJ~n di~'~#'~j':4ny person or entity appearing to be a potential beneficiary of bonds covering payment
ofobligatiollliansiitg~#Mrthe Contract, the Contractor shall promptly furnish a copy of the bonds or shall permit a
c()py to be 11l1ldt:. .
ArtncLE1Z.tJNPQyiRIN(j()FWORK, QUALITY CONTROL, AND CORRECTION OF WORK
(P(Jragraphd~lf!t~d) .i
§12.tU~O~~NGOfWqRK
§ 12.1.1Jtll portipnof,tl1e Work is covered contrary to the Construction Manager's or Architect's request or to
require;me~ts specifjcailyexpressed in the Contract Documents, it must, if required in writing by either, be
uncovered for th~if ob~rvationand be replaced at the Contractor's expense without change in the Contract Time.
§ 12.1.2 If a portiori:Ofthe Work has been covered which the Construction Manager or Architect has not specifically
requeste4.to obseryepp()c.toits being covered, the Construction Manager or Architect may request to see such Work
aI#lit;ShaH ~1Jp~py~r~ by the Contr~()r. Ifsuch Work is in accordance with the Contract Documents, costs of
u~pveringandrepl~c~mentshall; l:IY ;tppropriate Change Order, be charged to the Owner. If such Work is not in
a(#>n:liinc~ '\Vim;~ Contract Docu~ts, the Contractor shall pay such costs unless the condition was caused by the
O~ner,or one Ott(i¢ Otllllr Contr8ctoi-s,' in which event the Owner shall be responsible for payment of such costs.
§1i12QUALrrV~OtrrROLPRQ~1tAM.
Contlnuousc'ontrol of thequ~liiYtiftbeWork is the essence of this Contract. The Contractor shall establish a
q\lalitYc~1IIr91;pi'ogiaJn satisfa:~t\l?':,to the Construction Manager to assure the proper execution of the Work in
.aCf;Q,rdance with this Contract. The Contractor shall at all times comply with the approved quality control program.
'§'1'JCORREcTIONOFW()It1(
§ 1i~;1 The Contraetot~b~Pfo~ptly correct Work rejected by the Construction Manager or Architect or failing to
.conformm'~ll ,Jltq~irements of the Contract Documents, whether observed before or after Substantial Completion
and whether.ofnot'fabricated, installed or cOl1lPleted. The Construction Manager is authorized to call for extra
i~pection ot~t;Stinp:Qftbe work for compliance with requirements of the Contract Documents. The Contractor shall
bCiar costs of ch~tingsuch rejected Work, including additional testing and inspections and compensation for the
Construction Manager's and Architect's services and expenses made necessary thereby.
§.12.2.2If, witQin one year after the date of Substantial Completion ofthe Work or designated portion thereof, or
after the #tefQfcommencement of warranties established under Section 9.9.1, or by terms of an applicable special
warranty required by the Contract Documents, any of the Work is found to be not in accordance with the
requirementS of the Contract Documents, the Contractor shall correct it promptly after receipt of written notice from
the Owner to do so unless the Owner has previously given the Contractor a written acceptance of such condition.
This period of one year shall be extended with respect to portions of Work first performed after Substantial
Completion by the period of time between Substantial Completion and the actual performance of the Work. This
AlA Document A201JCMalll -1992. Copyright @ 1992 by The American Institute of ArchRects. All rights r-..ved. WARNING: This AlA" Document is
protected by U.S. Copyright law and International Treatles. Unauthorized reproducllon or distribution of this AlA" Document, or any portion 01 it, 49
may result In severe civil and criminal penalties. and will be prosecuted to the maximum extent possible under the law, This document was produced
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obligation under this Section 12.2.2 shall survive acceptance of the Work under the Contract and tennination of the
The Owner shall give such notice promptly after discovery of the condition.
i~ii:.;{ii,~it(f~~c;:-c..::=-,:e~~...=.~~:•.:::.,,,==~~.
',.:,,;>0" :i;'}}Mi~2,#,:tff the Contractor fails to correct nonconforming Work within a reasonable time, the Owner may correct it in
,., ,':'" ':aeool'dance with Section 2.4. If the Contractor does not proceed with correction of such nonconforming Work within
.:.,ll,~nable time fixe<!;~~ written notice from the Architect issued through the Construction Manager, the Owner
·::'.may remove d stQtti.Jlie salvable materials or equipment at the Contractor's expense. If the Contractor does not
·';;;P~costs .....•.!1 rem&V.~~1md storage within ten days after written notice, the Owner may upon ten additional days'
/Wrlhen notic¥~U su~li~maierials and equipment at auction or at private sale and shall account for the proceeds
'S~bf, a~~ucti!igc~ts and damages that should have been borne by the Contractor, including compensation
'!fQi:~e c$stiitdiotfM8~ger;s and Architect's services and expenses made necessary thereby. Ifsuch proceeds of
:~.do !!btco%~r co.st~)'i'at rfui..Contractor should have borne, the Contract Sum shall be reduced by the deficiency.
:.Jf~ilYm.~~~.tJ!~ ~{~eaC#:{:4ue the Contractor are not sufficient to cover such amount, the Contractor shall pay
:the'dif(eieniXfto"m<i'~i)/
••~' 12";2.~·~~co~~to~~~~ltiear the cost of correcting destroyed or damaged construction, whether completed or .
'. P#ti"ii1lYtomPie~ed,()f(tii~:9wner or other Contractors caused by the Contractor's correction or removal of Work
Whichis nofiti~cc6rd1i:nc~Withthe requirements of the Contract Documents.
·§"2.i.61'lolt!ingc()il~;~mtills Section 12.2 shall be construed to establish a period of limitation with respect to
9th~r obligatio~sjljat t1Ift!#iifr,actor might have under the Contract Documents. Establishment of the time period of
'~ne y~#'as <teS#rlb~~iJ.Si:icti6n 12.2.2 relates only to the specific obligation of the Contractor to correct the Work,
and pas Ilorelati9nsliiptotI1e time within which the obligation to comply with the Contract Documents may be
souglitl()p'eenf¢fc~d/hO~t~:tIie'time within which proceedings may be commenced to establish the Contractor's
liabIlity with ~ptCi to;~e'c;:pritractor's obligations other than specifically to correct the Work.
Inlt.
""§1U$UCCES$ORS AND ASSIGNS
.§'13,Z;1TlieiQwrler and Contractor respectively bind themselves, their partners, successors, assigns and legal
repteseiltlitivi:St() the other party hereto and to partners, successors, assigns and legal representatives of such other
party in respect to covenants, agreements and obligations contained in the Contract Documents. Neither party to the
Contract shall assign the Contract as a whole without written consent of the other. Ifeither party attempts to make
such an assignment without such consent, that party shall nevertheless remain legally responsible for all obligations
under the Contract.
AlA Document A201/CMa11l-1992. Copyright @ 1992 by The Amerlcan Institute of Architects. AH rights reserved. WARNING; This AIA~ Document Is
protected by U.s. Copyright law and International Treaties. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution of this AlA· Document, or any portlon of It,
may result In severe civil and criminal penallles. and will be prosecuted to the maximum extenl possible under Ihe law. This document was produced
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§12.3ACCEPTAN~e~F~NCONFORMING WORK 
§12;3,1 If the Qwn~r p~felS, to accept Worle that is not in accordance with the requirements of the Contract 
P¥'!1llerits, thci;~er;¥aY'do so instea4 of requiring its removal and correction, in which case the Contract Sum 
\yi~lbe redueedliS.'ilppf6priate al\d~iiitW!>le. Such adjustment shall be effected whether or not final payment has 
.b¢n nu,i.de"... '. ".:,.': '.:" 
': .. ::,i·.:·· "",';:.i':" 
ARTlCLEhtMlScEilANEous PROVISIONS 
'. . §'11d.;~9.Y§RNiNGt'AW ., ..... /0:. '. 
: §.13;14;Thep~~Ft,~hall,begqy~m~1:iy the law ofthe place where the Project is located . 
. '§13;1,2'ni~a;~tractJr and the Work shall strictly comply with all applicable federal, state, local and municipal 
. laW!JiriJles, regulati~Ii~'S~~~, ordinances and orders of any public authority having jurisdiction over the Project 
(hereinafter referredi9aS~~WS~), including, but not limited to: 
.1....ililylabcl~,::~~'~1 opportunity employment, environmental and safety Laws; 
.f'· J~nylij)PJicable proVisions of the Public Works Contractor's State License Law, Title 54, Chapter 19, 
'. ·j#~:e9de, as it may be amended from time to time; and 
.3 aiiy"appiicable provisions of Sections 44-100 I and 44-1002, Idaho Code, regarding the employment 
of residents of Idaho. 
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§1~J.,2 ~ontraetor shall not assign all or part of the monies due or to become due hereunder without written consent
·:.:'~(@!..OWner and the Contractor's surety. The Contractor's request for the Owner's consent shall include a copy of
;!~:~ed assignment and the surety's consent. Any instrument of assignment shall expressly subordinate all
':'::nghrs'oftbe assignees thereunder to (i) all rights of the Owner under this Contract, (ii) payment ofall subcontraetoIS
:~~J!.':~ for Work performed, (iii) payment ofall materials and equipment fumisbed. consumed, used or rented
~.'-in. peffOrmance of the Wort. and (iv) payments of any amounts due to any governmental authority with jurisdiction
;'OVel'llie Project or Contractor for Work performed, including. but not limited to, sales, use, income or employment
:tl\Xes.
<§:1~.3 WRJTT~"~()TIe~:'::~
1!1~.3.1 WJitt~~}1otic~~~' be deemed to have been duly served if delivered in person to the individual or a member
Afthe fimrw)~~tity :o.~J~;~il,n officer of the corporation for which it was intended, or if delivered at or sent by
registered·~.~I;tifiei:l:@U1 to the last business address known to the party giving notice.
.' .. ' " :~:
§ 13.5.4 Required certificates of testing, inspection or approval shall, unless otherwise required by the Contract
D\x.:uments,I>esecured by the Contractor and promptly delivered to the Construction Manager for transmittal to the
k¢hit~t .. '..
§ 13.~.51f the Construction Manager or Architect is to observe tests, inspections or approvals required by the
Contract Documents, the Construction Manager or Architect will do so promptly and, where practicable, at the
normal place of testing.
§ 13.5.6 Tests or inspections conducted pursuant to the Contract Documents shall be made promptly to avoid
unreasonable delay in the Work.
AlA Document A201/CUaTll-1992. Copyright @ 1992 by The American Insti1ule of Atchilecls. All rights reserved, WARNING: This AlA" Document is
protected by U.S. Copyright Law and International Treaties. Unauthorized reproduction or dlstribUlion of this AlA'" Document, or any portlon of It.
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.§1'A R1QHT$ANDj~~MEDIE$:. 
§13A.1:~ijes @d~\iga~~~~jmposed by the Contract Documents and rights and remedies available thereunder 
shal) .tieirt~djdp'i1~o arK,(ijot'~ limitation of duties, obligations, rigbts and remedies otherwise imposed or available 
by law~:· .. :"';,;.<.-, 
§13.4~NO actionOrfaiIUr~·toact by the Owner, Construction Manager, Architect or Contractor sbaIJ constitute a 
w~ivii of a right o:rduty~fford~ them under the Contract, nor shall such action or failure to act constitute approval 
ororacqui~sci:nc(l in It brel¢bihl:reunder, except as may be specifically agreed in writing. 
§13.5TESTS AND'NSPEeriO~S 
§ 13.5.1 T(ls~, ins~~o~ ahd!lpprovals of portions of the Work required by the Contract Documents or by laws, 
. ordinance~,rules;::rllgUhitio"s QF/orders of public authorities having jurisdiction shall be made at an appropriate time. 
Unle~s()the!wiSe:provi~,~ Contractor shall make arrangements for sucb tests, inspections and approvals with an 
indll~lIdent ~sting la~tat~ry or entity acceptable to the Owner, or with tbe appropriate public authority, and shall 
bear all related costS of tests, inspections and approvals. The Contractor sbalI give the Construction Manager and 
~~~t timeJYfl<lticc ()f .wben and where tests and inspections are to be made so the Construction Manager and 
Architeclmay0l:lSeryesii¢):i.proced!l1'e&. The Owner shall bear costs of tests, inspections or approvals which do not 
bec6me requii-Cm~iiJSW!til after bj~aiereceived or negotiations concluded. 
§13.5.2ii~:¢~~.ction ¥anaget;Aicbitect, Owner or public authorities having jurisdiction determine that 
wrtio~ ofthe,:W:qrJC tequiri'fadditional testing, inspection or approval not included under Section 13.5.1, tbe 
cOilSiiiiction Miililiger and Ar!:lJlteCt\Vill, upon written authorization from the Owner, instruct the Contractor to 
maICe-ariangements for suc~~ditiOnaI testing, inspection or approval by an entity acceptable to the Owner, and the 
·.Contnictorslt31.1givetimelynQiicetothe Construction Manager and Architect of when and where tests and 
i~spections are to be made so the Construction Manager and Architect may observe sucb procedures. The Owner 
sli81i 'bear such cost!; excePt~ provided in Section 13.5.3. 
§ 13.$.3lfsucb proc~s iQr~lng, inspection or approval under Sections 13.5.1 and 13.5.2 reveal failure of the 
• portions ot:$e\1V()* to comply with requirements established by the CO!1tract Documents, the Contractor shall bear 
al1 costs nia<le"iJic.~ary by such failure including those of repeated procedures and compensation for the 
CODstrUCtion ~anager's and Architect's services and expenses. 
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yments due and unpaid under the Contract Documents shall bear interest from the date payment is due at
eight percent (8%) per annum until the date payment is issued by Owner.
. MMENCEMENT OF STATUTORY UMITATION PERIOD
, As between the Owner and Contractor, any applicable statute of limitations shall commence to run and any
'Cause of action shall be deemed to have accroed in any and all events .
, ,,'(Pf!ragraphs deleted) ;:".':F(;<\:: ;'Y:¥"~COrdancewith I<!aiiWLaw.
~~~I;~~14(H0CRa::~:NOF THE CONTRACT
I" 11 ., nate the Contract if the Work is stopped for a period of60 days through no act or'),' ~f ')a$uhcontraetor, Sub-subcontraetor or their agents or employees or any other persons":~miini@rti .1he ,W9r)c under contract with the Contractor, for any of the following reasons:
';'., ·:··,····:d,{:i~r';'·:'.~;~.·.... '. .......::~fde~~~:c~: ao~:c~a::~l~~ ~~::~7e=:~~=~;; material unavailable;
·'.':.:f:;a":J)~~se!~¢:i;:Onstruction Manager or Architect has not issued a certifICate for Payment and has not
. .. . :;.Mtifie4:~,;(;:9Iltractor of the reason for withholding certification as provided in Section 9.4.2, or
'oecll,~seii,i~'OV\'~erhas not made payment on a Certificate for Payment within the time stated in the
. Co*-~P05~mci~ts; or
A: '.. if" .. edS)l~p¢~sions, delays or interruptions by the Owner as described in Section 14.3 constitute
iii'. agg~g~terttorethan 100 percent of the total number of days scheduled for completion, or 180
dllys inlit'1y~65-day period, whichever is less.
}§ 14"1.2Jf~ne?fthea'&()ver~a~()ns exists. the Contractor may, upon fourteen additional days' written notice to the
O~¥#';fB'~sttU~tionM;w~ge{lind Architect, terminate the Contract and recover from the Owner payment (i) for
.' 'Y011cpri)perly eXe¢uf~d,:,(u)for proven loss with respect to materials, equipment, tools, and construction equipment
aOd.tna'chinery,iind(jji)~onable overhead and profit on the Work properly completed.
Inlt.
.• §,14~W1len@y of the above reasons exist, the Owner, after consultation with the Construction Manager, and
'. ··lippn:¢iStliti,*ti<t~ by the Architect that sufficient cause exists to justify such action, may without prejudice to any
.0mertlkhlS "Qr remedies of the Owner and after giving the Contractor and the Contractor's surety, if any, seven days'
Written notice, terminate employment of the Contractor and may, subject to any prior rights of the surety:
.. .1 hike possession of the site and of all materials, equipment, tools, and construction equipment and
machinery thereon owned by the Contractor;
.2 accept assignment of subcontracts pursuant to Section 5.4; and
.3 tinish the Work by whatever reasonable method the Owner may deem expedient.
AlA Document A201/CMaTU -1992. Copyright @ 1992 by The American Institute of Architecls. All rights reserved. WARNING: This AlA" Document is
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;~AiiICLE 1.f.;r:; """N OR SUSPENSION OF THE CONTRACT 
~til"1 TE ' CONTRACTOR 
1
:1';'1-1.  ,. "        Sl  r          
':'~~~;'~~9jj~'Qi~,~to:=:::::-::~~:ac~~:~:;~ ;!e: ~ ~ :::~::i~; ::!s: ~ persons 
' .... "',' .• :';~'\::~r:;'·':·,~;~t t'le ~:c~: ~:c~a:: I ~~~::!7e=!~~=~ ;   
.. ', , :,:f,;a".'~s ' $n on        Certif       
 ,  i  i\Btifie<lj~\G9n ractor             
oeca,~seih w~er                
" Q OC~mcill   
,4< f't¢P!l~ed S1isP¢~sions,             
li'~ g~temore               
i  ; (j)i365      
 , :]fo e ()fili~aix)Ver asons             
"ow4~;¢o'~sttUcti  lyI;w~gei'and             
 Wo11C r( r1  x iJf~<4(liyfor            
#1iinefy,ar d(iii): e         
§M.p'lf theWork'i~stQPptd for a period of 60 days through no act or fault of the Contractor or a Subcontractor or 
~~~agentsoteinp.1§y~'or anY;()thci-~isons performing portions of the Work under contract with the Contractor 
.l;ecauseth~Ow!l~r. hils persisteri~yJiiir¢d to fulfill the Owner's obligations under the Contract Documents with 
resPect~.i#~~!iiitl,O,$n~£otheprdgress of the Work, the Contractor may, upon seven additional days' written 
rioti¢~tOtheown~;.'coiisffili:tion Manager and Architect, terminate the Contract and recover from the Owner as 
...... p~~~:,~;S~6ii'i4.1.2.<'.\" .•.•..... 
" .~§;1~.ir~@.~AtiOK~Y T~i;~W.~~lb'6R CAUSE 
. ·.·§1~~.1 The OWner may terminate the Contract if the Contractor: 
. <:':' ···.1 '. persi!l¢ntJy'(9~)@peatedly refuses or fails to supply enough properly skilled workers or proper 
'·'Inaten~~;.:\,., Y;, •. 
. 2 fails t(j'ii1~~p-~~nt to Subcontractors for materials or labor in accordance with the respective 
• '.' ": meritStietween the Contractor and the Subcontractors; 
.~·'''i{ ... . ,tly disregards laws, ordfuances, or rules, regulations or orders of a public authority having 
"'junSdiciion' or 
.4 otlie~ik i~ guilty of substantial breach of a provision of the Contract Documents . 
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§14.4.1, The Owner IIIlI.y.at any time, terminate the Contract for the Owner's convenience and without cause.
§14;4.2, UpOn r~~ipt~f'writtennotice from the Owner of such termination for the Owner's convenience, the
Cor#tactqrsbalb ..•. ..... ..•....
;1' cllasel:l~tionsas directed by the Owner in the notice;
'.2 taJ«:actiOos necessary, or that the Owner may direct, for the protection and preservation of the Work;
lUld" ,.:.,::':'
.3~~ept't'Qf,Work directed to be performed prior to the effective date of termination stated in the
n0ti<:e;~ririinatel!IleJtistirig subcontracts and purchase orders and enter into no further subcontracts
and purchase orde~ .,' .
.> .;:.<"'/:'"
114,3.2 ~~iustme.qt:~;"II.bemade for increases in the cost of performance of the Contract, including profit on the
'jqpeasc#~s1of peJf~ilDatice~'caused by suspension, delay or interruption. No adjustment shan be made to the
extenC':,. . " .
,:: '~1 ,.: ~~o~~ is, was or would bave been so suspended, delayed or interrupted by another cause
./ foi:whicb':ilie~ontractoris responsible; or
:.2 .tha'tan,Sgqitable adjustment is made or denied under another provision of tbis Contract.
§14,~;3 A,djUSbneJlts'~e iII th¢. cost of performance may have a mutually agreed fixed or percentage fee.
0" ... '. , ••••,. ,'-:'.::':':.' • '-,' '-. :",,,,:,,:., ,'. :.' • ~ '.
'.§14.:4.3 .. Irithe~~'¥sU~h tiiimination for the Owner's convenience, the Contractor shaIl be entitled to receive
pa~~(fTPnithe"OWner (i)fo('Wo*properly executed, (ii) reasonable, proven costs incurred by reason of such
.~~ii~#,'~c;p as the costs.i#i;in1WliY the Contractor pursuant to Section 14.4.2, and (iii) reasonable overhead
..;lildprofl'tQn#)eWQt&; pro~iY:Co~pIeted.
~ § 14.2.3 When the Owner terminates the Contract for one of the reasons stated in Section 14.2.1, the Contractor shall
.,~ . !1Q.t.~ emptled to receive further payment until the Work: is finished.
..~:'-:-~:'.'''.:.; .: i .".",; .. ',' :" - ··..:··~:~ft··~: \::~:;
(}:'::,';/ .:' '.:.: :, .. ',:', ..:.'§~1f.,2'+'M)the unpaid balance of the Contract Sum exceeds costs of finishing the Work, including compensation for
>:;:;,,:,,"; "." ':> .' ··;tlie'CoilSttuetion Manager's and Architect's services and expenses made necessary thereby, such excess shall be
.... pllid W.the Contractor. If such costs exceed the unpaid balance, the Contractor shall pay the difference to the Owner.
; ,:,'i1tC'~unt to be paid to the Contractor or Owner, as the case may be, shall, upon application, be certified by the
.AtChiiect after consultation with the Construction Manager, and this obligation for payment shall survive
. termination of the Contr.aet.
' :.' i:;".tu SUSp" NBYt~1: OWNER FOR CONVENIENCE
\&;,1.4-3,1 Th(:.': er miiyh~ithoutcause, order the Contractor in writing to suspend, delay or interrupt the Work in
:wMle or iJ(~ii#;forsi;K;iHJenod of time as tbe Owner may determine.. . . -.,. ':~' . ': ~.; -:":'.'
Inlt. AlA Document A201/Cllalll - 1992. Copyright @ 1992 by The American InstitutB of ArchilflCls. All rights reswved. WARNING: This AlA" Document isprotected by U.S. Copyright Law and International Treaties. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution 01 this AlA'" Document, or any portion of it, 53
may result in severe civil and criminal penalties, and will be prosecuted to the maximum extent possible under the law. This document was produced
by AlA software at 10:45:07 on 0412712007 unclerOrder No.l000295111_1 which expires on 4/412008. and is not for resale.
User Notes: (744410520)
CM101811004595
.: .. '. . 
                    
 l t          rk   . '-: .. ' ... ; . ~.:,,:.; 
~:'" .... 
. '; . " .' .:.; .: i ..... ; .... :. ' .. .. ~f~~. '. :;.':.': 
"'?/, ' d :   '··' :·,·.:·'§~1f.,2'+';U)the                
< :0 ''; '' ": ' . .. , .'  ·;tlie~Coi1Slruction              
 !                    
, . ,'the ~unt                     
 c               
.'    c  
, ...•..  .,~tu P~~"  f~E   I  
::§J4-3.  ~~er 11iI,iyh~itho                
  ar(tor h.tH:rl     h     
 
, . ' '      
 j ¢ ~:"';"n.be              011  
:i ¢. s1of ice~'caused        ll     
     
  · ··       h           
.  ' .... ,, ch':ilie~ontractor    
. .' ':.2   u i           h   
. .' 
,3;  us                 
. ' . : ' ...... ,. . . :.:. ':.' -' .....  ". :.' . .. ~ '. 
 r.1INA# ,~~YT~E()\VNER   
.    l1Ill ,'              
  il Ci.:ipt~f Wri t  notice            
t tQ h l  •.. .  . .•... ' 
·  C seo~tions         
 k.e t n              tll   
an  
3 ei~ep fi) :W ~                
ti :e;¢rir inate l!IleJtistiri            
   •. . 
  l be~~':~fSu~h l;        l      
.  fo('Woj-J(prop            
i9#,·~CP   c;iiiJ            
 M  o l'  O y Olhpleted. 
  / M         te           
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PROJECT: STEa AND STEEl EREcnON
:rile Contrac:tarIs IMrlIbydlredlld to make tile foIIcrwIng ah...from the Contraat DocvmeIIIs end Pia...
DeRlptlolr. Addillona' slnIcluI'aI requlremenls per AMs t1T. 8. 18. 19. 23.
Reason for ChaQ!J1I Order: Redesign by Architects
Atladllllllenls; Archltecrs Supplemental Instructions #7, 8, 18, 19 & 23.
CHANGE IN CONTRACT PRICE: CHANGE IN CONTRACT TIMES:
Orighlll Conlrllcl Price $1,874.000.00 Ortglnlll ConIrac:l TImes:
Net changes l'om1 pf8Ylous Change Orders Net d\aIIg8s fllIm preYlOUs Change Ord_
~,_IO_ No._I0_ (cal8Pdardays)
$0.00
CllI1tracl PrIce Prillr 10 this Cbange Older. CentradTImes pilot /Q this Change Order.
(calendlr~)
$1,847,000.00
Net IncAl8SII (deUease) oflh/s Change Order: Net 'ncn-a (d_lI) cllh/s ChaIIge Order:
(c8IelldIr.1
$35,166.00 NJA






Dale: Dale: /2-} t..j-Di .
ACCEPTED: (CcntrlletoJ) ~ A;:>~~d 6:1.
By. .....,....h.J.al'...-~
Date: Dale: I Z -(B-o 7
APPRO~- f ATTE;lfAU-·ft I~~~~
By: City Cfellt. Wi. Berg Jr. ~By. Mayor Tammy de Wee
Dele: I$- .-(~.-tl 7 Dale: /:1--/# --~ 1
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o Review am Comment






o Retwned far ColrecllOlls
o DueDa1ll:
ITEM NO. COPIES DATE mM NUMBER REV. NO. DesCRIptioN STATUS
e 1 10/30/2007 Rule Steel peo OOl-ASI 7, ASI 8, AS! 18, OPNA51 19, AS! 23
2 1 10/30/2007 Rule Steel CO 001 AS! 7, ASI 8, ASI 18, OPN
ASI 9, ASI23
3 1 8/30/2007 Rule Steel COR 001 for AS! 7 with ASI 7 OPN
and supporting sketches.
.. 1 8/30/2007 Rule Steel COR 002 for AS! 8 with ASI 8 OPN
and supporting sketdles.
5 1 8/30/2007 Rule Steel COR 003 for AS! 18 with AS! 18 OPN
and supporting sketches.
6 1 8/30/2007 Rule Steel COR 004 for ASI 19 with AS! 19 OPN
and supporting sketches.
7 1 10/16/2r11l Rule Steel COR 5 for ASI 23 with ASI 23. OPN
Remarks:
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cc: Rle Sg"'~ 
E:qtNiliM~ 
711.r C"OIn""micnlilln ':"'"U"" ",."prj.,,,,,. "1/$tn~S .• ;lI/omlO/IOil .md mQy ffl1IlQin clJIljllRllliul in/omlt/lion.lfllre rr.,tk,· of d,i. ,,,,, .. ftI~ LI ,,01 lite ,mended 'Kipi.nf. or 
/he i!",p/Q.Yee or 111:<'" rrsponsible 10 dellve, II III lire ;I1lenifl!d _Ipwnl. )'Oil are hereby nOlified IHQI "'tV tlis.-eminulic",. tlWrlhll/i()ll. or copying qf 111/3 comlnUnicaliOn 
IS str,ctly IJronibiled. t/):Olf ht,,,,-e 1'f!ceillCd Ihis ''011fmumco/ion ill error. p/rose i,,,mediately dellroy. di.fCord. or rrOltt this il!fQrmOliOll. 




1097 N. ROSARIO STREEI' • MERIDIAN. 10 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (2(18) 323-4507
l1TLE: Structural Steel Design Changes DATE; 10/30/2007
PROJECT: Meridian Cly Hall JOB: 06067S




Phone: 208 585-3031 fax: 20&-585-2506
RE: CO To: RULSTE
DESCRlP.lION OF CHANGE
From: PETRA Number: 00001
The enclosed AS! responses reflect the additional cost to Rule Steel Tanks, Inc. to make additio/lS. correetJons and
modifICations as required by the Structural Engineer of Record to address the impact of raISing the building four vertical feet In
finish floor elevation, .make adjustments for finish requirements not available at the time of bid and amend the design for
























. taxJiIIln DescrIption .' . . ' . QuantitY Units Unit PrJc::e Rate
.1 ASI 17- Lower ftoor 10 maIn entry 10 council chamber to accommodate grout set 1.000 LS $1,169.00 0.00%
tile. Add addItional cIps and bent angle to support floor deck ilnd ilCcommodate
doser Itlr two differEnt conaete deck elevations.
00002 ASI # 8: Revise column ilnd mement frame deIaIIs per updated design. This
Includes addition 0( compound {DoubIe-1} colUmns.
00003 ASI # 18: Add ilmber to 64 rod beams not shown OIl bid documents, as
required by the SlluduraI Engineer.
00004 AS1 # 19: Re\ltse lind cIlril'y canopy sectiOnS per SIC-I lhrU SK·7. Includes
adcIIIon of ILIbe sIefI.
00005 ASI' 23: Provide tabrteated angle WIth epoxy anchors for steel Hntel at the stillr 1.000
tower headels. ProvIde columns a and channels lbr the framing ofStair # 4 to
the mechanl¢aI penthouse.. RlNise IIoor framing at G1d1ine 5.s from D to Eand





0.0% GC markup: ..:...-_.lJ!.$O!W,.:e;QQIL
Total: $35,766.00
TIle Original COntract SUm was n._ ,..
Net Change by Previously Authorized Requests and Q1anges , ,.", ".••,' , ..
The Contract Sum Prior to This Change Order was ,...- ..
.The Contract Sum Will be Increased , ,.." , " "" " , ,
The New ContractSum Indudlng This Change Order .." " "."" " " ..
The Contract Time Will Not Be Changed "" "."., "".."" "" "".",,
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RE: CO To: RULSTE
D&cRIPTION OFPltOPOS,\L.· ...:.y......
From: ClYMER

















Unit Price' . .Tax Rate·· Tilx Amount NetAmount









The enclosed ASl responses reflect the additional cost to Rule steel Tanks, Inc. to make additions, correctlons and modll'icatlons as required
by the Structural Engineer of Record to address the impact of raising the building four vertical feet in finish floor elevation, make
adjustments for finish requirements not available at the time of bid and amend the design for existing soil condltions and design adjustments
to reflect the completed design envelope.
Item DescriptIon .
00001 AS! #7- Lower floor in main enby to council
chamber" to accommollale grout set tile. Add
addltlollill dips and bent angle to supportnoor
•
deCk and aa:ommodate doser for two different
concrete deCk elevations.
2 ASJ II 8: RevISe column and moment li'ame details 1.000
per updated design. This indudes additIOn of
compoUnd (Double-1') C1lkanns.
00003 AS! 41 18: Add amber to 64 roof beams not sIlown 1.000
01\ bid aocumenlS, as Il!QUII'ed by the StruduraI
Engineer.
00004 ASJ # 19: RM;e and dart"" canopy sections per
SK-llhrU SK·7. !nckldes addlt10n of tube steel.
DOOOS AS! # 23: ProvIde fabrlaIted angle With epoxy
anchcrs for steel lintel at the stair tower headefS.
Provide cclumns a and channelS for the friImIng of
stair # 4 to !he mechanical penthouse.. Revise
IIoor ti'lImJng at GrIdline 5.5 rrom 0 to E~























1097 N. ROSARIO STREEJ' • MERIDIAN, 10 83642 • 
Structural Steel DesIgn Changes 
Melfersn Clly Hall 
Attn: Steve Norquist 
Rule Steel 
21986 Middleton Road 
CaIdweH, 10 83605 
Phone: 2f)8 585-3031 Fax: 208-585-2506 
   
  
PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
DATE: 10/30/2007 
lOB: 060675 
CONTRACT NO:  
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Change Order Request Summary
Project: Meridian City Han
Date: August 30, 2007
C/O Req. No.: One
Subcontractor. Rule Steel
Reference: ASI #7
Description: Lower floor structure and misc.
changes In accordance with
sketches provided
Material;
Item Description Quantitv Unit Price Extended
Plate 300 $ 0.75 $ 225.00
$ -
$ -
Total Mat. $ 225.00
Shop Hours Onc. deliyery}:
Detailing:
Painting Labor:
Note: Labor rate inclUdes OH&P
d h
Hours RatelHr Extended
2.00 $ 65.00 $ 130.00
16.00 $ 50.00 $ 800.00
$ 45.00 $ -
Tola/Shop $ 930.00
an S op equipment
SubconlradorlSuppfier Work Description Quote Amount
Sub Total $ -
10";;' mkup $ -
Total SubcontractorlSupp/ier $ .
Subcontractorl
Supplier.
Change Order Request Amount 1,155.00 I
Sales Tax 6% 13.50 I
Total Change Order Request - Rounded 1.169.00 I
Added time to schedule - working days 5.0
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-$ F.f.=O'-O" +-1======4=.±:::=+~t:':==t==:::iT.O. SlAB. .-t--
~
@ BASEMENT WALL SECTIO~cALE;
3/4"-1'-0"
DRAWN BY: . RB CHECKED BY: JW
DESCRIPTION: ASI #7 - LOBBY TILE
SCALE: 3/4" = 1'-0" DATE: 06/04/2007
SHEET
A2-S5.1 &
JOB MERIDIAN CITY HALL
NAME: JOB NUMBER 06175
ASI g07
nglneerlng
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TO GIRD. AT FLOOR RECESS
SCAlE: 1"=1'-0".
DRAWN BY: RB CHECKED BY: JW
SCALE: 1"= 1'-0" DATE: 06/04/2007
86-S7.5 .&-
SHEET
DESCRIPTION: ASI #7 - LOBBY TILE
JOB MERIDIAN CITY HALL
NAME: JOB NUMBER 06175
ASI fl07
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Change Order Request Summary
Project Meridian City Hall
Date: August 30, 2007
C/O Req. No.: Two
Subcontractor: Rule steel
Reference: ASI #6
Description: Revise column and moment frame
details per sketches. Add
compound columns.
Matelial:
Item Description Quantity Unit Price Extended
wr 7980 $ 0.85 $ 6783.00
Plate ·400 $ 0.85 $ 340.00
$ .
Total Mat. $ 7123.00
ShOp Hours (inc. delivery):
Detailing:
Painting Labo[:
Note: Labor rate includes OH&P
d h t
Hours Rate/Hr Extended
160.00 $ 65.00 $ 10,400.00
24.00 $ 50.00 $ 1,200.00
$ 45.00 $ -
Total Shop $ 11,600.00
an s op eqUipmen
SUbcontractorlSupplier Work Description Quote Amount
Sub Total $ -
10%mkup $ -
Total SubcontractorlSuppJier $ .
Subcontractorl
Suoplier:
Change Order Request Amount 18,723.00 J
Sales Tax 6% 427.381
Total Change Order Request - Rounded 19,150.00 I
Added time to schedule· working days 10.0
. - _ ~_.-._~ - --_ ...................•...- ..,-~ __._. __ ~ _.._-_..'---'--~ .'_._.. '~_ _.. ~ -.._--_._- .._-~.- •.~--_._-
CM101729
004606
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POOR COpy























i SCALE: 1" = 1'-0" DATE: 06/04/2007
{I DESCRIPTION: ASI #8 - RIGID CONNECTION CLARIFICATIONS
~ 6701 "If. BAcmlORE DR. JOB MERIDIAN CI1Y HALL SHEETI BO(=8)m~g_8::~09 NAME: JOB NUMBER 06175 ~e 50.01 it.
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6701 "If. BAcnMORE DR. 
BOISE. mAHO 83709 
 (208) 375-8240  -. 
 I I  I    
:     SO.   








I~~~~~RAWN~RBJCHECKE~~~!' , DRAWN BY: RB CHECKED BY: BW
i SCALE: 1" = 1'-0" DATE: 06(04(2007
DESCRIPTION: ASI #8 - RIGID CONNECTION CLARIRCATIONS
JOB MERIDIAN CITY HALL SHEET
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i SCALE: ," = 1'-0" DATE: 06/04/2007
::
DESCRIPTION: ASl #8 - RIGID CONNECTION ClARIFICATIONS
JOB MERIDIAN CITY HALL SHEET
NAME: JOB NUMBER 06175 A-s,;t& 50.01 &
ASi #8 '51(.~
... '--"--"- ._~. ~" -_...-_....-.__.....- --_._. ---------.... __._.-.. ---------_..__.-...---_....._~._-_.__......_-_..._.._-----_._.__.- .. "-----._--, -.._-
CM101733
004610
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t ta.p1ey..~enn'9 j.I ...."~ SCALE: 3/4" = 1'-0" DATE: 06/04/2007
_ DESCRIPTION: ASI 18 - RIGID CONNECTION ClARIFICATIONS
~ 8701 W. HAClWIORE DR. JOB MERIDIAN CllY· HALL SHEETI BOISE, IDARO 83709
;0 (208) 375-8240 NAME: JOB NUMBER 06175 "C-b 53.1 &.
~ 06175 ASI IJ8 ""' ~K-4-
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~...., .., ... " "'""'" AT..,. ...... '"
. SE PLATE TYPE-E5 EF: COlUMN SCHEOUt.E SCAlE:
JOB MERIDIAN GllY HALL
NAME: JOB NUMBER 06175 J --e" ·53.1
ASI #6 ,...,ON.-.. '=''''''5







~ SCALE: 3/4" = 1'-0" DATE: 06/04/2007
~
DESCRIPTION: ASI 68 - RIGID CONNECTION ClARIFICATIONS
SHEET
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DRAWN BY  RB CHECKED BY: BW 
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© PLAN 'lEW OF RIGID FRAMECO~








i SCALE: ," = 1'-0" DATE: 06/04/2007
8
DESCRIPTION: ASI #8 - RIGID CONNECTION CLARIFICATIONS
JOB MERIDIAN CllY HALL SHEET
NAME: JOB NUMBER 06175 AAor4& 57.2 .&.
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DRAWN BY: RB CHECKED BY: BW 
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Change Order Request Summary
Project: Meridian City Hall
Date: August 30. 2007
C/O Req. No.: Three
Subcontractor: Rule Steel
Reference: ASI #18
Description: Add camber to (64) roof beams
Material:




Total Mat. $ -
Shol1 Hours (inc. delivery):
Detailing;
Painting Labor:
Note: Labor rate Includes OH&P
ndho
Hours RatelHr Extended
48.00 $ 65.00 $ 3,120.00
B.OO $ 50.00 $ 400.00
$ 45.00 $ .-
Tota/Shop $ 3520.00
a s PeQulpment
Subcontractor/Supplier Work Description Quote Amount
Sub Tota/ $ -
10%mkup $ -
Tala/ SubcontraclodSupplier $ -
Subcontractor/
SUPDIier:
Change Order Request Amount· 3,520.00 I
Sales Tax 6%
Total Change Order Request - Rounded 3,520.00 I
Added time to schedule - working days 5.0
• _. __ ••__._._._. ·_ow •• •• • ••• ~ ••••••• _ •••_- •••••••• - ••••• _ - ._ ••••-~- -' •• ,-- ••••••• -----••••--.-.----.'-------
CM101737
004614
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POOR COpy












DRAWN BY; AC CHECKED BY: JW
SCALE: 1/8"= 1'-0" DATE: 7/3/07
14-




DESCRIPTION: REVISION - ROOF
JOB MERIDIAN CllY HALL
NAME: JOB NUMBER 06175
SHEET
S2.41 &































    




















      
     
   
    
 
      













JOB MERIDIAN CllY HALL
NAME: JOB NUMBER 06175
DESCRIPTION: REVISION
SCALE: 1/8"= 1'-0"
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Change Order Request Summary
Project: Meridian City Hall
Date: August 30. 2007
C/O Req. No.: Four
Subcontractor: Rule Steel
Reference: ASI #19
Description: Revise and clarify canopy
sections per SK1-SK-7.
Material:
Item DescriPtion Quantity Unit Price Extended
Tube 240 $ 0.75 $ 180.00
$ -
$ -
Total Mat. S 180.00
Shop Hours (inc. delivery):
Detailing:
Painting Labor:
Note: Labor rate includes OH&P
d h t
Hours RateJHr Extended
4.00 $ 65.00 $ 260.00
10.00 $ 50.00 $ 500.00
$ 45.00 $ -
Total Shop $ . 760.00
an s op eqUipmen
Subcontractor/Supplier Work Description Quote Amount
Sub Total $ -
10%mkup $ -
Total SUbcontractor/Supplier $ -
Subcontractor/
SuCP!ler:
Change Order Request Amount 1$ 940.00 I
Sales Tax 60/0 10.80 I
Total Change Order Request - Rounded 951.00 l
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DRAWN BY: OM CHECKED BY: JW
SCALE: 1/8"= 1'-0" DATE: 7/11/07
DESCRIPTION: CANOPY BRACING
JOB MERIDIAN CITY HALL SHEET
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DRAWN BY: OM CHECKED BY: JW
SCALE: NTS DATE: 07/11/2007
DESCRIPTION: CANOPY BRACING
JOB MERIDIAN CITY HALL SHEET
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Change Order Request Summary
Project Meridian City Hall
Date: October 16, 2007
c/o Req. No.: Five
Subcontractor: Rule Steel
Reference: ASI #23
Description: Miscellaneous revisions per ASI
#23.
Material:
Item Description QuantItY Unit Price Extended
WFbeam 880 $ 0.75 $ 660.00
Plate 250 $ 0.75 $ 187.50
Tube 400 S 0.75 $ 300.00
Channel 500 $ 0.75 $375.00
Anchors 30 $ 5.00 $150.00
Total Mat. $ 1,672.50
Shop Hours (inc. delivery):
Detailing:
Painting Labor:
Note: labor rate includes OH&P
Hours Rat8JHr Extended
28.00 $ 65.00 $ 1,820.00
8.00 $ 50.00 $ 400.00
$ 45.00 $ -
Total Shop $ 2,220.00
and shop equipment
Subcontractor/SupPlier Work Description Quote Amount
Boise Steel Erectors Steel installation $ 6,348.00
Sub Total $ 6,348.00
10%mlwp $ 634.80
Total Subcontractor/Supplier $ 6,982.80
Subcontractorl
Supplier:
Change Order Request Amount 10,875.30 1
Sales Tax 6% 100.351
.0
Total Change Order Request - Rounded
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•• ARCHITECT'S SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS
Date: 0lII30J07





_ .•.....•..------- ..__._------- -------_....._-_._._---
oF18Id oOlher
The Work shall be canied out In aceonlance with the following supplemenlal insIructions Issued in accordance I'tiIh the Contract Documents withoUt
change In Conllaet Sum or Contract Time. Prior 10 proceeding in accordance"';!h this instruction, Ind'ICale your acceptance of this inslruclion. for
minor change 10 the Wor1t as conslstenl v.tth the Contract Documents lIId relum acopy to the Arcllilect.
SheetAU- Detail AS: Provide a9"x81/2"x318" fabricated angle With epoxy anchors al24' o.c. for the steel rlllte/ at the stair tower header per RFI
#24.
Fourth Floor StairCClRstruction: Provide columns and channels pet RA #28 for lIle framing of Stair#4.
Sheet S2.111S2.12: Revise the flOor framing 10 be aW21x44 allhe roJbv.1'ng locations: GridJine 5.5 from 0 to Earxl Gridllne 7.5lrom 0 to E.
Acknowledged By.
Attachments: None
06016.01 ASI23083OO7 BPbp 9-
h.doc
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PROJECT: STEEl AND STEEL ERECTION
• Conlrll.ctMIs here~dlreCltld hi make the following changes from the Contract Doculllents and Pili...
Desclpl/Dn: Additional slruCluJDl requirernenls perASrs tl7, a. 18. 19. 23.
RlIlISon for Change Order: Redesign by Architects
tlachements: Architecfs Supplemental Instructions #7,8,18,19 & 23.
CHANGE IN CONTRACT PRICE:
Original Contracl Price S 1,874,000.00
Net changes form pruvlous Change oroelS
Nc._to_
$0.00
ct Price wllll aI Approved Change Orders:,
$1,882,766.00
CHANGE tN CONTRACT TIMES:
Original Connet TImes:
Nel changes form previous Change~ers
No._ 10 _ (calendar dayS)
Conlract TImes prior 10 this Change Order:
lca_ardayS)




Dale: /2 -} '1·...01
An:/f~·ft ,SA-
By: City crelle. Wi. Berg Jr. ffi.r
Dale: g - / fJ --() '/
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Thomas R. Coughlin 30(b)(6) March 4, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
33. Second Notice of Deposition of Petra 6
Incorporated 30(b)(6) (3 pages)
34. AlADocumentA201/CMa· 1992 20
CMI01759-18IO (51 pages)
35. AlA Document AIOIICMa· 1992 24
CMI01752-1758 (6 pages)
36. Rule Steel's Change Order No. I 27
CMI01719-751 (32 pages)
37. Rule Steel's Change Order No. I 33
CMIOl717 (I page)
38. Rule Steel's Change Order No.2 36
CMI01701-715 (14 pages)
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICl
OF THE STAIE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho)
Municipal Corporation, )




















Janet French, CSR #946, RPR
30(b)(6) DEPOSITION OF THOMAS R. COUGHLIN
BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of
THOMAS R. COUGHLIN was taken by the Plaintiffat the
offices of Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A., located
at 225 North 9th Street, Suite 820, Boise, Idaho,
before Associated Reporting, Inc., by Janet French, a
Court Reporter and Notary Public in and for the County
of Ada, State of Idaho, on Thursday, the 4th day of
March, 2010, cOOlmencing at the hour of9:30 a.m. in
the above-entitled matter.
APPEARANCES:
For the Plaintiff: TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, PA
By: Kim J. Trout, Esq.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820





For the Defendant: COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
By: Erika Klein, Esq.
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790





Also Present: Richard Kluckhohn
39. 6/2512007 ASI No. 13 CM072234-35 (2 pages) 38
40. 11126/2007 ASI No. 52 CM072326-30 (4 pages) 39
41. 1113012007 ASI No. 54 CM072332-2336 (4 pages) 39
42. 1212112007 RFINo. 73 CM071891 (I page) 40
43. 12126/2007 RFINo. 74 CM071892 (I page) 40
44. 211212008 RFI No. 93 CM071918 (I page) 41
45. 2/1312008 RFI No. 94 CM071919-20 (2 pages) 41
E X H I BIT S (Continued)
NO. PAGE
46. Rule Steel's Change Order No.3 47
CMI01682-700 (18 pages)
27. Petra's 8/21109 Response to the City of 73
Meridian's First Set ofInterrogatories
(76 pages)
47. Document from Petra to City of Meridian 78
in response of request for additional
information and back-up regarding proposed
Change Order No.2 CM023878-3902 (24 pages)
Page 3
Page 2 Page 4
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Thomas R. Coughlin 30(b)(6) March 4, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
1 PROCEEDINGS 1
2 2
3 THOMAS R. COUGHLIN, 3
4 a witness having been first duly sworn to tell the 4
5 truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, 5
6 testified as follows: 6
7 7
8 MR. TROUT: Good morning. We are on the record 8
9 in the 30(b)(6) deposition of Petra, Incorporated, 9
10 pursuant to notice and pursuant to a deposition duces 10
11 tecum. It is my understanding that Mr. Thomas 11
12 Coughlin is being produced as the person most 12
13 knowledgable on behalfof Petra with respect to this 13
14 deposition, Counsel. And am I to understand, or do 14
15 you have a statement of any kind as to which of the 15
16 issues in the deposition notice Mr. Coughlin is being 16
17 designated as the individual most knowledge on behalf 17
18 ofPetra, Incorporated? 18
19 MS. KLEIN: As I understand it, Counsel, we 19
20 actually indicated that Mr. Coughlin and Mr. Bennett 20
21 together would be the most knowledgeable way to do 21
22 this and that Mr. Bennett was not available for 22
23 today's deposition, and you indicated you desired to 23
24 proceed forward with Mr. Coughlin anyway at this poin 24
25 in time. As you are aware, he doesn't have knowledge 25
Page 5
1 of anything that would be prior to November of2007 1
2 with regards to this project. Beyond that, I don't 2
3 have anything specific that I can tell you, other than 3
4 what you already know from the prior deposition you 4
5 took in terms ofwhat his knowledge would be. But I 5
6 would just note we actually would have had Mr. Bennett 6
7 here as well to respond to the subpoena. 7
8 MR. TROUT: Understood. And we have establishe( 8
9 at Mr. Coughlin's prior deposition that the dates of 9
10 his respective performance on the contract, and I'll 10
11 limit my inquiry accordingly. 11
12 MS. KLEIN: Thank you. 12
13 (Deposition Exhibit No. 33 marked.) 13
14 14
15 EXAMINATION 15
16 BY MR. TROUT: 16
17 Q. For purposes ofour record today, Tom, since 17
18 we've been through this once, I won't re-ask you any 18
19 of the questions about the deposition process, and 19
20 we'll simply ask you this, can I presume that we are 20
21 going to proceed on the same basis as we did last time 21
22 with respect to hearing and understanding the 22
23 questions and responding accordingly? 23
24 A. We can. 24
25 Q. All right, sir. Thank you very much. 25
Page 6
Sir, you've been handed what has been marked
as Deposition No. 36 for identification, which is --
MS. KLEIN: Thirty-three.
MR. TROUT: Oh, I'm sorry. Did I misstate? My
apologies.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) For the record, you have
been handed what has been marked as Deposition 33 fo
identification, and this request that Petra,
Incorporated, produce any and all documents here today
related to the issuance ofany and all notices of
substantial completion for each prime contract.
Did you bring with you today any documents?
A. No.
Q. Can you tell me why you didn't bring any
notices of substantial completion for the prime
contracts?
A. Everything that I know of has been produced.
Q. Well, okay. I recognize that's a general
statement. My specific question is, did you or did
Petra look specifically for the notices of substantial
completion for each prime contract?
A. I haven't seen any.
Q. Okay. So can we take from your testimony
for this record that to the best ofyour knowledge
there are no notices of substantial completion for
Page 7
each prime contract in the Meridian City Hall Project?
A. We can.
Q. All right. This document also requests that
Petra produce written notices of completion for
inspection and acceptance of all prime contractors.
Did you provide any documents related to
that request?
A. Not that I know of.
Q. Okay. Would I take from your testimony that
there are no written notices of completion for
inspection and acceptance of the prime contractor's
work.
MS. KLEIN: I believe he's already been asked and
answered that question stating he was not aware of
any.
MR. TROUT: Okay. However, I want to make sure
that our record is clear, and I don't want to belabor
the point.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Is it Petra's statement by
way ofyour testimony that there are no notices of
completion for inspection and acceptance of the prime
contractor's on the Meridian City Hall Project?
A. I cannot recall any.
Q. All right. This document also requests that
you provide -- or that Petra provide all prime
Page 8
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contractor's applications for payment on the Meridian 1
City Hall Project. 2
Did you provide documents to us today for 3
that request? 4
A. Not today. 5
Q. Okay. Did you conduct a search for the 6
prime contractor's applications for payments? 7
A. They have been produced previously. 8
Q. All right. So I take from your testimony 9
that all ofthe prime contractor's applications for 10
payment have been produced in the discovery responses 11
to date and there are none others that Petra is aware 12
ofl 13
MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object to the extent 14
there is a lack offoundation for anything prior to 15
November of 2007 if any pay applications were 16
submitted prior to that date. 17
MR. TROUT: Fair objection, and my question is so 18
limited. 19
Q. (BY MR. TROUn With that limitation, Tom, 20
can you answer the question? 21
A. Yes. 22




Q. All right. Would your answer to the 1
question be the same for the final applications for 2
payment by prime contractors? 3
A. Yes. 4
Q. All right. The notice duces tecum also 5
requests that Petra provide any and all documents 6
related to the administration of the prime contracts. 7
Did you bring any documents with you today? 8
A. No. 9
Q. Why not, sir? 10
A. Again, I believe they've all been produced. 11
Q. All right. The question in Exhibit No. 33 12
also asks for the production of all certificates for 13
payment. 14
Have you brought any documents with you with 15
respect to that request? 16
A. I'm not exactly sure what you mean by 17
certificates ofpayment. 18
Q. Okay. Well, let me ask some foundation 19
questions and perhaps I can clarify it. It's my 20
understanding under the prime contract and under the 21
construction management agreement that at any junctur( 22
where a pay request is prepared and submitted by Petra 23
to the City for this project, there should have been a 24
certificate executed by both Petra and the architect, 25
Page 10
Lombard-Conrad, with the pay request; is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. All right. And what I'm asking for and we
asked for were the production of all of those
certificates for pay requests denominated as
certificates for payment.
Does that make more sense to you now?
A. Yes. If you are referring to the AlA G702
form, it's been produced.
Q. Okay. So to the best of Petra's knowledge,
based on your understanding, at least during the
tenure ofyour work, all of those certificates for
payment have been produced?
A. Yes.
Q. All right. The request likewise asks for
the final project certificate for payment, which we
understand was required by each of the prime
contracts.
Have you brought a document or any documents
responsive to that request?
A. Again, I'm not sure what you are meaning.
Q. Well, as I understand the prime contract
administration requirements using the A201 1992 CMa
form, there is required as part of the administration
ofthe contract a final certificate for payment that
Page 11
is to be prepared by the construction manager and the
architect at the, what I will call, absolute
conclusion ofthe contractor's work. And that's the
certificate that we are looking for with respect to
each prime contractor in this request that asks for
the final project certificate for payment.
A. Each contractor would have prepared their
own pay request using a form that would have mimickec
the AlA form, but doesn't necessarily mean it was.
Q. And when you say, it doesn't necessarily
mean it was, are you saying that on behalf ofPetra
you don't know whether those forms were actually
prepared and submitted?
A. I know the final pay apps from contractors
were submitted.
Q. Okay. But you don't know whether a final
certificate for payment was prepared for each
contractor?
A. Again, I'm not understanding your question.
Q. Okay. According to the A201 CMa that was
part of every prime contract for this project, would
you agree with me that at the conclusion of the prime
contractor's work effort following completion of any
punch list work there was to be a certificate for
final payment prepared and executed by the
Page 12























































        
    
         
   
    
          
      
       
          
        
         
            
  
          
          
         
      
          
  
         
      
   
          
  
   
  
         
          
     
   
         
         
         
         
   
     
         
          
          
  
         
     
          
    
         
          
         
        
           
            
         
  
        
  
          
         
      
   
        
          
    
         
        
         
    
  
        
        
        
 
        
    
         
         
       
         
        
  
          
        
       
         
         
      
       
          
         
        
           
        
   
         
  
         
       
 
       
         
         
           
       
          
       
  
     
   
 
Thomas R. Coughlin 30(b)(6) March 4, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
1 construction manager and architect for submission so 1
2 that a prime contractor could receive their fmal 2
3 payment on the contract? 3
4 A. By fmal payment, do you mean retainage? 4
5 Q. Yes. 5
6 A. I know of no certificate. 6
7 Q. Okay. So based upon your review of the 7
8 Petra documents, would I be correct from your 8
9 testimony that you are not aware ofany fmal payment 9
10 certificates that were prepared for prime contractors 10
11 on this job? 11
12 MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object on the basis that 12
13 there is lack offoundation because I think you are 13
14 assuming facts that are not in evidence, because if 14
15 they submitted their initial application for payment 15
16 and they were paid on that, I don't know why there 16
1 7 would be anything subsequent to that, and you are 17
18 presuming there is. 18
19 MR. TROUT: Your objection is fairly stated and 19
2 0 noted. I am only asking the question for purposes of 20
21 our record because it's my understanding that pursuant 21
22 to the contract administration requirements of the 22
23 A201 1992 CMa general conditions that that particular 23
24 document is a requirement of the contract. 24
25 Q. (BY MR. TROUn And so my question is 25
Page 13
1 restated as follows: Based upon your review of 1
2 Petra's documents as Petra's authorized 2
3 representative, would I be correct in understanding 3
4 from your prior answer that to the best ofyour 4
5 knowledge you are not aware of any certificates for 5
6 final payment that were prepared for each prime 6
7 contractor on this job? 7
8 A. I'm not aware ofany AlA certificates, no. 8
9 Q. All right. As part of the contract 9
10 administration by Petra on this job, did Petra have a 10
11 policy to transmit ASls it received immediately to the 11
12 prime contractors for their review? 12
13 A. Yes. 13
14 Q. Was that policy followed during your tenure 14
15 as the project engineer on this project? 15
16 A. Yes. 16
17 Q. Were the transmittals ofASls logged into 17
18 the Petra transmittal log? 18
19 A. Not in all cases, no. 19
20 Q. Why not? 20
21 A. They were kept with the ASls that are a self 21
22 transmitting form that was faxed. 22
23 Q. Okay. If--I think I understand. I'mnot 23
24 sure the record is clear, so could you, for the 24
25 record, describe what would happen when Petra received 25
Page 14
an ASI and used what you have described as a self
transmitting form?
A. Sure. We'd get it from the architect. It
would be transmitted. It would have a -- you know,
its own cover, ASI, whatever, the subject, date. That
would in turn be, if possible, turned around and faxed
with a form to the subcontractor or to the
contractor -- any of the applicable contractors. If
it was too big to be faxed or otherwise transmitted,
chances are they'd come in and pick it up. But the
form was not a formal transmittal as entered in the
system. Some ofthem probably were, but not all of
them.
Q. All right. So ifwe were looking for
documents that would reflect the transmittal, in most
cases we'd be able to see a fax cover sheet from Petra
to the contractor or contractors affected by the ASI;
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And ifa contractor, as you put it, came in
and picked it up, would there be a sign off sheet of
some kind that would reflect their receipt of the ASI?
A. In most cases there should be some kind of
sign off sheet kept.
Q. Okay. And the whole purpose ofeither the
Page 15
fax transmittal or the sign off sheet is to ensure
from a documentation standpoint that there is no
question when the ASI was received by the prime
contractor; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Would the same procedure that you've just
described with respect to ASls be true with respect to
RFls?
A. The answer would have come in, been logged
in the RFI system, noted there, and typically faxed
back to him -- faxed back to the contractor that asked
or any of them that were affected, yes.
Q. Okay. When you say, logged into the RFI
system, can you tell me what that means?
A. The Expedition system that was used.
Q. And so if! understand correctly, that would
be the Expedition database which was used to keep and
maintain a large portion of the records on this case?
A. As far as RFls and ASls, yes.
Q. Okay. And just so that I'm clear and our
record is clear, if! were to describe a typical
sequence, there would be an RFI generated by a prime
contractor and received by Petra; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Petra would then forward that to
Page 16
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Lombard-Conrad or one oftheir affiliate entities like 1
the electrical engineer, for example, in order to 2
receive a response; is that correct? 3
A. It would go to LCA. It would have been 4
probably copied to their consultant to save time. 5
Q. All right. And then when the response to 6
the RFI came back to Petra, it would be logged into 7
Expedition and transmitted to the prime contractor? 8
A. Correct. 9
Q. Okay. When, ifat all, Petra was making 10
some kind ofanalysis of a schedule with respect to a 11
request for additional time by a contractor, how could 12
we identify what schedule was used for that analysis? 13
A. Other than Rule Steel, I don't know of any 14
requests for time. 15
Q. Okay. Let's take -- we are going to come to 16
talk about Rule Steel a lot today, so let's just take 17
that one while we have it. 18
When a request oftime was made by Rule 19
Steel, how could we identify which of the many 20
construction schedules was utilized in order to 21
analyze the request for time? 22
A. I don't know ifyou could. 23
Q. Okay. Tell me why not. 24
A. Because I don't know if it was identified. 25
Page 17
A. A good portion of it was done before I took
over, pre November, by Wes Bettis.
Q. And how was that documented in the Petra
files so I would know where to go look for that work?
A. Correspondence between Wes and Rule Steel.
Q. Okay. Is there any source, other than
correspondence, Tom?
A. I think that's where it is documented. I
don't know -- I have no knowledge ofwhat he
specifically did.
Q. And by, "he," you mean, Wes Bettis?
A. Wes Bettis. I'm relying on the
correspondence.
Q. Okay. In the interim, since your first
personal deposition, we have looked at every document
that's been produced to the electronic database source
that we agreed we'd all use, and we are unable to find
any weather data.
Are you aware of any file at Petra that
contains a documented piece ofweather data of any
kind?
A. The weather data I know would be documented
on daily reports.
Q. Okay. Other than a daily report, are you
aware ofany other weather data documentation in the
Page 19
1 At that point, you would be working with the 1
2 production schedules and the weekly schedules. 2
3 Q. Okay. Hopefully, you can understand my 3
4 problem here. In looking back at the Rule Steel 4
5 requests for time, during the course of discovery 5
6 we've been given 80 plus or minus schedules, and we've 6
7 been unable to specifically identify any schedule that 7
8 might have been utilized in the Rule Steel analysis. 8
9 Would I be correct in understanding that from your 9
10 testimony that we don't have any Petra documentation 10
11 that would tell us which specific schedule might have 11
12 been used in that analysis? 12
13 A. I can't think ofone -- any documentation. 13
14 Q. Okay. Even in the absence ofa specific 14
15 file and documentation kept by Petra, based on your 15
16 personal knowledge, can you tell me what one, if any, 16
17 of the schedules was used in the Rule Steel analysis? 17
18 A. I can't remember any description or date on 18
19 k 19
20 Q. Okay. And you would be the only one with 20
21 that personal knowledge, if I understand correctly, 21
22 because you're the one that did the analysis; is that 22
23 right? 23
24 A. Not entirely correct. 24
25 Q. Okay. 25
Page 18
Petra files?
A. I don't know exactly what you are looking
for when you say, weather data.
Q. Okay. Anything other than a daily report?
A. That documents what the weather was like on
a particular day?
Q. Or documents, any NOAA weather data, or any
other source of any governmental documentation of
weather data?
A. No. As far as I know, there is no printout
of the online data.
Q. All right. In the administration of the
prime contracts, it is my understanding from the
A20l/CMa-1992 addition that was utilized in
conjunction with the prime contracts in this project
that a separate punch list was to be prepared for each
prime contractor; is that correct?
MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object on lack of
foundation. Do we have that document in our exhibits
that we can actually look at?
MR. TROUT: Sure. We'll get it introduced right
now.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 34 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed
what's been marked as AlA document A20 l/CMa-1992,
Page 20
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which I understand to be the general conditions of the 1
contract for construction that was utilized with every 2
prime contract on the City of Meridian City Hall 3
Project. 4
Do you recognize that, sir? 5
A. Yes, I do. 6
Q. Is that, in fact, a copy of the general 7
conditions that were utilized for all of the prime 8
contracts on this project? 9
A. I believe so. 10
Q. All right. Now, turning your attention, if 11
you would, please, to section 9.8.2. 12
A. Hold it. I spaced offthe ftrst couple 13
there. Nine -- 14
Q. Point eight, point two, sir. 15
A. Yeah. 16
Q. It is on page CMI01800 ofExhibit No. 34. 17
Do you have that? 18
A. Yes. 19
Q. All right, sir. It appears as though that 20
when the contractor considered the work to be 21
substantially complete, the contractor and 22
construction manager were to jointly prepare and 23
submit to the architect a comprehensive list of items 24
to be completed or corrected; is that correct? 25
Page 21
would be any items that wouldn't be complete for
whatever reason.
Q. Okay. Based upon your review of the Petra
records, are you aware of any list that complies with
the requirements of section 9.8.2 that was prepared
for Rule Steel?
A. Without review, I couldn't recall.
Q. All right. Based upon what we have been
told by yourself and counsel for Petra, it's our
understanding that we have been provided electronic
copies ofall the project records related to project
administration.
Are you aware of any document that we have
not been provided?
A. Not that I can recall, no.
Q. Okay. Well, I'll represent to you that we
have looked speciftcally for any kind of list related
to section 9.8.2 as it relates to Rule Steel, and we
cannot fmd one. Either from your review of the
records or from your personal knowledge, do you have
any reason to dispute the fact that no such list
exists?
MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object. You have
already asked him this question, and he already
answered it, not speciftcally to Rule Steel, but
Page 23
1 A. That's correct. 1
2 Q. And in the construction trade, that's 2
3 typically called the punch list; correct? 3
4 A. One of them, yes. 4
5 Q. All right. So would I be correct in saying 5
6 that at least under 9.8.2 ofExhibit No. 34, the 6
7 general conditions, a punch list should have been 7
8 completed for every prime contractor at the point 8
9 wherein that contractor considered the work to be 9
10 substantially complete? 10
11 A. Typically, what happens is the contractor 11
12 would prepare an exception list and give it to the 12
13 architect, talk to the architect with it -- about it 13
14 before the punch list -- what we'd call the punch list 14
15 was walked by the architect. 15
16 Q. Okay. 16
17 A. We'd accompany that architect. 17
18 Q. That may be typically what happened, but 18
19 what I'm really asking is, isn't a punch list supposed 19
20 to be prepared in the contract administration pursuant 20
21 to the terms ofsection 9.8.2 as described? 21
22 A. We don't call it a punch list, no. 22
23 Q. Okay. What official name do you give to the 23
24 list which is described in section 9.8.2? 24
25 A. I don't know if it has an official name. It 25
Page 22
generally speaking, and he didn't know that.
MR. TROUT: I understand your objection.
You can answer, Tom.
THE WITNESS: The superintendent would have
prepared the list.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Is that a document that
should have been kept and maintained as a project
record by Petra for this project?
A. There should have been a record of it.
Q. As we sit here today, are you aware ofa
record of it?
A. I can't say.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 35 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed wha
has been marked as Exhibit No. 35 for identification.
Do you recognize that?
A. Yes.
Q. And what is it, sir?
A. A contract for Rule Steel.
Q. All right, sir. This contract is dated May
8,2007, and identifies the project as an
approximately 100,000 square foot multi story city
hall office building with a basement; correct?
A. I believe so, yeah.
Q. All right. Turning your attention to page
Page 24




                
            
          
           
   
       
      
            
           
      
      
          
        
           
   
        
    
            
      
    
           
          
       
         
           
          
  
     
         
        
       
            
            
          
          
          
    
         
            
           
            
       
    
       
          
            
          
          
           
            
         
             
  
         
  
         
          
        
   
      
         
         
       
         
 
         
   
       
         
         
           
         
         
          
 
        
        
        
 
       
      
    
      
   
         
         
      
         
          
   
    
     
 
         
         
    
  
      
      
         
       
       
       
     
        
  
     
   
 
Thomas R. Coughlin 30(b)(6) March 4,2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
1 CM101753 of Exhibit No. 35, this contract provides for 1
2 a date of commencement and a substantial completion 2
3 date; is that correct? 3
4 A. That is correct. 4
5 Q. Date ofcommencement is July 16,2007; is 5
6 that correct? 6
7 A. Yes. 7
8 Q. And substantial completion to be achieved by 8
9 October 5th, 2007, as reflected on page CMI01753; is 9
1 0 that correct? 10
11 A. Correct. 11
12 Q. All right. This contract also contains a 12
13 provision for liquidated damages; is that correct? 13
14 A. It should, yes. 14
15 Q. At the sum of$500 per day? 15
16 A. Correct. 16
17 Q. What does the term "time of the essence" 17
18 mean to you? 18
19 A. As far-- 19
20 Q. As far as contract completion on this 20
21 project. 21
22 A. That time is important. 22
23 Q. Okay. And, in general, did it mean in this 23
24 project that prime contractors were required to keep 24
25 and maintain a schedule that would have them completl 25
Page 25
1 by the substantial completion date identified in their 1
2 contract documents? 2
3 A. That would be a fair assumption. 3
4 Q. Okay. Now, under the terms of Exhibit 4
5 No. 34 ofthe general conditions for the construction 5
6 contracts on this project, if a contractor -- prime 6
7 contractor wanted to make a request for an extension 7
8 of time, they were required to do so within 21 days of 8
9 the event giving rise to that request. Would you 9
10 agree? 10
11 A. I can't recall what it says, but I'll -- 11
12 Q. Okay. Well, let's take a look. Turning 12
13 your attention, if you would, please, to section 8.3 13
14 of Exhibit No. 34 at page CM101796, and ifyou would 14
15 -- actually, turn to page CMI01797, section 8.3.2 says 15
16 that claims relating to time shall be made in 16
17 accordance with the applicable provisions of section 17
18 4.7; correct? . 18
19 A. Correct. 19
20 Q. And ifwe turn to section 4.7 of Exhibit 20
21 No. 34, which is on page CMI01788, section 4.7.3 says, 21
22 "Claims by the subcontractor must be made within 21 22
23 days after the occurrence of the event giving rise to 23
24 such claim or within 21 days after the contractor 24
25 first knew or should have known of the event or 25
Page 26
condition giving rise to the claim, whichever is
later;" correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Claims must be made by written notice,
quote, unquote; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Any claim not timely made shall be deemed
waived, quote, unquote; correct?
A. Correct.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 36 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, I'm going to hand you
what's been marked as Deposition Exhibit No. 36 and
ask if you recognize that document?
A. I believe so.
Q. What is it, sir?
A. It's a city change order form for Rule
Steel.
Q. Okay. This change order form references--
let's take the first page of Exhibit No. 36, sir.
Who prepared that page?
A. I don't know.
Q. Okay. Did Petra?
A. I have no idea.
Q. All right. Your start date on the project,
if! recall correctly, was in November of2007;
Page 27
correct?
A. You are correct.
Q. Did you participate in the preparation of
this change order in any fashion?
A. No, I did not.
Q. All right. Well, I want to gather some
information, if we can, for our record, so what I'd
like to do is, first of all, turn to the face page of
Exhibit No. 36. This describes changes to the
contract documents and plans, which are identified as
ASI No.7, 8, 18, 19, and 23; is that correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to page
CM101724, this appears to be ASI No.7; correct?
MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object on a basis of
lack of foundation. This is from June of '07. He
doesn't have knowledge of that.
MR. TROUT: He can identify what the document
says. That's all I'm doing, Counsel.
MS. KLEIN: Okay.
THE WITNESS: It does.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) And it appears to be dated
June 4 of2007; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to the
Page 28
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previous page which is CMI01723, this appears to be a 1
change order request summary for ASI No.7; correct? 2
A. Correct. 3
Q. Is this a Rule Steel document or a Petra 4
document? 5
A. It looks to be a Rule Steel document. 6
Q. Okay. And its date is August 30, 200n 7
A. It is. 8
Q. All right. Turning your attention to page 9
CMI0 1730 in Exhibit No. 36, please. This appears to 10
be Architectural Supplemental Instruction No.8, dated 11
June 5th, 2007; correct? 12
A. Correct. 13
Q. And turning back one page to CMI01729, this 14
appears to go to Rule's change order request summary 15
dated August 30, 2007; correct? 16
MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object on the basis that 17
he said it appeared to be Rule Steel's, but we don't 18
actually have -- he doesn't have any personal 19
knowledge ofthat fact. 20
MR. TROUT: Okay. 21
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, you'd recognize Rule 22
Steel's request form, wouldn't you, sir? 23
A. It looks like -- like I said, it appears to 24
be. 25
Page 29
Q. Okay. And this one, this page, refers to 1
ASI No.8, and it's dated August 30, 2007; correct? 2
A. Correct. 3
Q. Okay. Let's turn to page CMl01738, and 4
would you agree that this ASI No. 18 dated July 11, 5
2007? 6
A. It looks to be. 7
Q. And turning back one page to CM010737, this 8
appears to be Rule Steel's change order request 9
summary dated August 30, 2007, relating to ASI 18; 10
correct? 11
A. Correct. 12
Q. Turning, if you would, please, to page 13
CMl 01742, this appears to be ASI No. 19 dated July 13, 14
2007; is that correct? 15
A. July 13, is that what you -- 16
Q. Yes, sir. 17
A. Yes. It does appear to be that. 18
Q. All right. And turning back one page to 19
CM101741, this appears to be Rule's change order 20
request summary for ASI 19, dated August 30,2007; 21
correct? 22
A. Correct. 23
Q. Now, turning to page CMI01751, this appears 24
to be ASI No. 23, dated August 30, 2007; correct? 25
Page 30
A. Correct.
Q. And the previous page, CMI01750, appears to
be Rule's change order request summary regarding ASI
23, dated October 16,2007; correct?
A. It does.
Q. All right. I will represent to you, sir,
that we have examined all of the information made
available to us in the response to request for
production of documents by way of the electronic
database, and we can't find any other documentation in
the form of a change order request from Rule Steel,
other than the ones which are identified in Exhibit
No. 36.
Are you aware of any?
A. I don't have any knowledge ofwhat those
documents or anything else that would have gone on.
Q. Okay. I want to take just a moment, if we
can, and we'll work in a linear fashion. Again,
referring to page 36 -- or excuse me -- Exhibit
No. 36, page CMlO 1724, Architect's Supplemental
Instruction No.7.
This ASI says, "The work shall be carried
out in accordance with the following supplemental
instructions issued in accordance with the contract
documents without change in contract sum or time."
Page 31
What does that mean?
A. That's the architect's statement.
Q. Okay. Does that statement have any meaning
in the course of processing any change order requests
related to an architect's supplemental instruction?
A. Not in my mind, no.
Q. Tell me why not.
A. Because that isn't the contractor that's got
to build it. That's not his statement.
Q. Okay. Is there some contractual language in
the body of either Exhibit No. 34 or Exhibit No. 35,
the Rule Steel contract or the general conditions for
the contract that says in the administration of a
change order request that the statement by the
architect in the issuance of an architectural
supplemental instruction is to simply be ignored?
A. I don't know of any, no.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to Exhibit
No. 36, did you have any participation in the
presentation of this change order request to the
Meridian City Council?
A. I don't believe so, no.
Q. Okay. And on the face page of Exhibit
No. 36, it appears as though this was approved by the
council in the form submitted on December 18, 200n
Page 32
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A. Looks to be, yes. 1
Q. All right. Signed by the mayor on the same 2
dme? 3
A. It does. 4
Q. All right. 5
MR. TROUT: Let's take a five-minute break. 6
(Recess taken from 10:28 a.m. to 10:43 a.m.) 7
MR. TROUT: Back on the record. 8
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Turning your attention to 9
Exhibit No. 36, sir, which I believe you still have in 10
front ofyou, the quadrant that is designated for 11
change in contract times on Exhibit No. 36, page 12
CM101719 appears to be blank; correct? 13
A. Correct. 14
Q. And did you -- I may have asked this, ifI 15
have, I apologize. Would I be correct in 16
understanding that you did not present this to the 17
city council; correct? 18
A. Correct. 19
Q. Do you know who did? 20
A. No, I don't recall. 21
(Deposition Exhibit No. 37 marked.) 22
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed 23
what's been marked as Deposition Exhibit No. 37, and 24
I'll ask you ifyou recognize that document? 25
Page 33
A. Some of it is mine. I assume the other is
Ron Allen's.
Q. And what handwriting is yours?
A. "To be determined."
Q. And when was that written on Exhibit No. 37?
A. Probably about the time I signed it.
Q. And what, if any, authority did you receive
from the Meridian City Council to make the notation
"to be determined" as it's reflected on Exhibit
No. 377
A. I don't know ifI did.
Q. Okay. I'm going to apologize to you, Tom.
I don't mean to be picky, but I'm going to ask just
very straight, did you receive any authority from the
Meridian City Council to make that notation on this
change order?
A. I can't recall.
Q. All right. What, if anything, exists in any
document that you are aware of that would refresh your
recollection with respect to whether or not you
received authority from the Meridian City Council to
make that change?
A. I can't think ofanything.
Q. All right. Did you participate in some
discussion with Mr. Allen regarding that?
Page 35
1 A. Yes, I do. 1
2 Q. What do you recognize it to be? 2
3 A. Change order I.· 3
4 Q. All right, sir. And it appears as though 4
5 this carries a signature from someone at Rule Steel. 5
6 Do you recognize that signature? 6
7 A. I think it Ron Allen. 7
8 Q. All right. And it appears that this also 8
9 carries your signature? 9
10 A. It does. 10
11 Q. Did you sign this on or about December 27th 11
12 of2007? 12
13 A. I believe I did, yes. 13
14 Q. All right. And did you witness Mr. Allen's 14
15 signature? 15
16 A. No, I did not. 16
17 Q. Did you have any involvement in obtaining 17
18 Mr. Allen's signature? 18
19 A. I probably would have sent it to him, yes. 19
20 Q. All right. Now, in the space in the change 20
21 in contract times there appears to be some 21
22 handwriting -- 22
23 A. Uh-huh. 23
24 Q. --onExhibitNo.37. 24
25 Do you recognize whose handwriting that is? 25
Page 34
A. I probably did, yes.
Q. Do you have a recollection of that
discussion?
A. Not -- not specifically.
Q. Do you have any document that you are aware
of that would refresh your recollection with respect
to that discussion?
A. Not that I can recall.
Q. Okay.
A. It would have been a -- there was ongoing
discussion of Rule wanting an extension, and it was
agreed to discuss it later.
Q. It was agreed by whom?
A. Uhm, Petra and the City.
Q. Well, tell me what, if any, agreement you
claim exists with respect to the City to have some
kind of discussion later about Rule's request for
extension.
A. At that point I would have been relying on
Gene Bennett's knowledge.
Q. All right. So you don't have any personal
knowledge of any such agreement?
A. No.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 38 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed
Page 36
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Thomas R. Coughlin 30(b)(6) March 4, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
1 what's been marked as Exhibit No. 38 for 1 identification.
2 identification. 2 Do you recognize that?
3 Do you recognize that? 3 A. Yes.
4 A. Yes. 4 Q. Does that appear to be ASI No. 13 dated June
5 Q. What is it? 5 25th,2007?
6 A. Change order No.2 to Rule Steel. 6 A. It does.
7 Q. Okay. This change order is signed as 7 Q. All right. Turning your attention to ASI
8 approved by the City Council on March 24th of2009; is 8 No. 52, which is reflected on CM101702, do you know
9 that correct? 9 the date of its issuance?
10 A. Yes. 10 A. I can't recall, no.
11 Q. All right. And it deals with ASls, 1352 and 11 (Deposition Exhibit No. 40 marked.)
12 54; correct? 12 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed
13 A. Yes. 13 what's been marked as Exhibit No. 40 for
14 Q. And RFls, 73, 74, and 93? 14 identification.
15 A. Correct. 15 Do you recognize that document?
16 Q. Okay. 16 A. It appears to be ASI 52.
17 A. And-- 17 Q. Dated November 26th, 2007; is that correct?
18 Q. And what? 18 A. Correct.
19 A. Ninety-four and a time extension request on 19 Q. Turning your attention back to Exhibit
20 the second page -- or a paragraph about it. 20 No. 38 and ASI No. 54, do you know the date of its
21 Q. Well, tell me where you see something with 21 issuance?
22 respect to a time extension request. 22 A. No, I do not.
23 A. Page CMI01703. 23 (Deposition Exhibit No. 41 marked.)
24 Q. Okay. And, specifically, what are you 24 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed
25 referring to on page 101702? 25 what's been marked as ASI -- or excuse me -- marked a~
Page 37 Page 39
1 A. Item 8, time extension for ASIs and RFls 1 Exhibit No. 41, which I believe is ASI No. 54.
2 issued to date, number ofdays to be determined, cost 2 Do you recognize that?
3 to be determined. 3 A. Yes, I do.
4 Q. So that's on page 101703? 4 Q. And its date of issuance is November 30,
5 A. Correct. 5 2007?
6 Q. Okay. So let's deal with that, ifwe can. 6 A. Yes.
7 Okay? 7 Q. All right. Turning back to RFI No. 73,
8 First of all, let's tum to page 010702. 8 identified in Exhibit No. 38 on page 101702, do you
9 This is in the Petra summary; correct? 9 know the date of issuance for RFI No. 73?
10 A. Correct. 10 A. No.
11 Q. Did you prepare this? 11 (Deposition Exhibit No. 42 marked.)
12 A. I believe I did, yes. 12 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed
13 Q. All right. This does not identify the date 13 what's been marked as Exhibit No. 42 for
14 ofASI No. 13; correct? 14 identification, and I'd ask if you can identitY that
15 A. It does not. 15 document?
16 Q. Can you tell me when ASI 13 was issued? 16 A. It appears to be Request for Information 73.
17 A. No, I can't. 17 Q. And it's date is December 21st, 2007?
18 Q. Would you have any reason to disagree with 18 A. That's when it went to the architect, yes.
19 me ifI told you that ASI 13 was issued on June 25th, 19 Q. All right. Turning your attention to RFI
20 2007? 20 No. 74 on page 101702 ofExhibit No. 38, do you have ~
21 A. No, I wouldn't have any reason to disagree 21 date with respect to RFI 74?
22 with you. 22 A. No, I do not.
23 (Deposition Exhibit No. 39 marked.) 23 (Deposition Exhibit No. 43 marked.)
24 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed 24 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) You've been handed Exhibit
25 what's been marked as Deposition Exhibit No. 39 for 25 No. 43, sir.
Page 38 Page 40
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Thomas R. Coughlin 30(b)(6) March 4, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
1 Can you identify that document? 1 1/22 of'08; correct?
2 A. Request for Information 74. 2 A. Correct.
3 Q. And its date? 3 Q. Would I be correct in understanding that
4 A. The issue date was 12/26. 4 Rule would have received this request on or after --
5 Q. 2007; correct? 5 or excuse me -- that Petra would have received this
6 A. Correct. 6 request on or after January 22nd, 2008?
7 Q. Turning your attention to RFI 93, do you 7 MS. KLEIN: I just want to object to clarify. It
8 have a date for it? 8 does say, revised, as opposed to just--
9 A. No, I do not. 9 MR. TROUT: I understand that. I'll come back
10 (Deposition Exhibit No. 44 marked.) 10 and deal with that.
11 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) You've been handed Exhibit 11 MS. KLEIN: Okay.
12 No. 44 for identification. 12 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Do you see that, sir?
13 Do you recognize that document? 13 A. Yes.
14 A. Request for Information No. 93. 14 Q. We can't find a document that is denominated
15 Q. And its date? 15 an original change order request regarding ASI No. 52.
16 A. 2/12 -- 16 Are you aware of some document, other than
17 Q. Of2008? 17 the one we have in front of us as page eM101707, whiet
18 A. -- 2008. 18 is included in Exhibit No. 38?
19 Q. All right, sir. Didn't mean to speak over 19 A. I can't remember.
20 you. I hope the court reporter got that okay. 20 Q. All right, sir. Turning your attention to
21 And, finally, turning your attention to RFI 21 page CM101709 ofExhibit No. 38, I am looking at
22 94 identified on page 101703 of Exhibit No. 38. 22 Rule's change order request for ASI No. 54, and it's
23 Do you have a date for it? 23 dated December 18, 2007; correct?
24 A. No, I do not. 24 A. Yes.
25 (Deposition Exhibit No. 45 marked.) 25 Q. Would I be correct that Petra would have
Page 41 Page 43
1 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed 1 received this on or after December 18, 2007?
2 what's been marked as Exhibit No. 45 for 2 A. Yes.
3 identification. 3 Q. All right. Turning your attention to page
4 Do you recognize that document? 4 CM101710 ofExhibit No. 38, this is Rule's change
5 A. Yes. 5 order request regarding RFI No. 73, dated January
6 Q. And what do you recognize it to be? 6 22nd,2008?
7 A. Request for Information 94. 7 A. Which one? Did you say 73?
8 Q. Dated? 8 Q. Yes, sir.
9 A. 2/13/2008. 9 A. Yes.
10 Q. Okay. Now, if! understand Change Order 10 Q. And would I be correct in understanding that
11 No.2 correctly, as it was prepared, Exhibit No. 38, 11 Petra would have received this on or after January
12 if! tum to page 101705, I see Rule Steel's change 12 22nd,2008?
13 order request for ASI No. 13 as dated January 17th, 13 A. Yes.
14 2008; correct? 14 Q. All right. Turning your attention to
15 A. Correct. 15 CM101711, this appears to be Rule's RFI change order
16 Q. Would I be correct in assuming that Rule 16 request for RFI No. 74; correct?
17 Steel's change order request for ASA 13 was received 17 A. Correct.
18 by Petra on or after January 17th, 2008? 18 Q. Dated January 22nd, 2008; correct?
19 MS. KLEIN: I'm -- you mean, ASI? You said ASA. 19 A. Correct.
20 MR. TROUT: I'm sorry. I did mean ASI. Thank 20 Q. Would I be correct in understanding that
21 you for correcting me. 21 Petra would have received this on or after January
22 THE WITNESS: Yes. 22 22nd,2008?
23 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. Now, turning 23 A. Correct.
24 your attention to page 101707, this is Rule's change 24 Q. Okay. Turning your attention to page
25 order request regarding ASI No. 52, and it's dated 25 CMI01712, I'm not sure I understand what this is. It
Page 42 Page 44
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appears to be a change order request. 1
Can you tell me what it's for? 2
A. 7l2? 3
Q. Yes, sir. 4
A. It is evidently for the add and revise bent 5
plate per incorrect approval drawings. It ended up 6
becoming the same issue as 74. 7
Q. Okay. What does incorrect approval drawings 8
mean? 9
A. I'd have to look at the circumstances of 10
what it was. 11
Q. And I'm assuming you don't recall? 12
A. I don't. 13
Q. Okay. Does that appear to be some kind of 14
error by the architect? 15
A. I have no idea. 16
Q. Okay. I'm a little confused, and I'm going 17
to just tell you what my confusion is and see ifyou 18
can recall to help me understand. RFI 74 we 19
identified previously having been issued on December 20
26th, 2007. Can you tell me why this change order 21
request would have been dated prior to the date of the 22
issuance of the RFI? 23
A. I'd be guessing. 24




Q. Okay. TurningyourattentiontoCM1017l4, 3
this appears to be Rule's change order request for RFI 4
No. 93, and it's dated February 26, 2008; correct? 5
A. Correct. 6
Q. Would I be correct in understanding that 7
Petra received this on or after February 26, 2008? 8
A. I believe so, yes. 9
Q. Okay. Last one. Turning your attention to 10
page CM1017l5 of the Exhibit No. 38, this appears to 11
be Rule's change order request regarding RFI No. 94; 12
is that correct? 13
A. Correct. 14
Q. Dated February 26th, 2008; is that correct? 15
A. Correct. 16
Q. Would I be correct in understanding that 17
Petra would have received this on or after February 18
26th, 2008? 19
A. I believe so. 20
Q. Okay. Each of the change order requests 21
from Rule, which are identified in Exhibit No. 38, 22
asks for time; correct? 23
A. Correct. 24
Q. Change Order 38 -- or excuse me -- Change 25
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Order 2 for Rule was approved by the City and signed
by the City and the contractor, and there was no
change in any ofthe contract times; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. And the substantial completion date was
identified as that which comported with the
substantial completion date set forth in the contract,
Exhibit No. 35, as October 5th, 2007; correct?
A. Correct.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 46 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed wha
has been marked as Exhibit No. 46 for identification.
Do you recognize that?
A. Yes.
Q. What is it, sir?
A. Rule Steel Change Order No.3.
Q. All right. Did you prepare Exhibit No. 46?
A. Yes.
Q. All right. Other than yourself, did anyone
other than you at Petra participate in the preparation
of Exhibit No. 46?
A. Gene Bennett would have been involved.
Q. Okay. Can you tell me what Mr. Bennett's
involvement was?
A. He would have reviewed it.
Page 47
Q. Okay. Other than simply reviewing it, did
he have any substantive participation in the
preparation or the analysis that went into Exhibit
No.46?
A. He would have been involved in the analysis.
I wrote it.
Q. Okay. Can you tell me what his involvement
was in the analysis?
A. Not specifically.
Q. Can you tell me in general?
A. Reviewing the dates, answering questions.
Q. Okay. Was this a discussion -- when you say
answering questions, was this a discussion between you
and Mr. Bennett?
A. It would have been, yes.
Q. Okay. Was that discussion, the questions,
the answers, anything about that discussion documented
in any fashion?
A. The results of it would have been included
in the analysis.
Q. Okay. So there would be no other documents
that I could go look for to look at the analysis in
any fashion?
A. No. The analysis is what is shown, and
there has been several versions.
Page 48
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Thomas R. Coughlin 30(b)(6) March 4, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
1 Q. Okay. How many versions were there? 1 to the City.
2 A. I don't recall. 2 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, you were present at
3 Q. Did Petra keep and maintain all of the 3 the City Council meeting that occurred on December
4 versions? 4 18th, 2007, weren't you, sir?
5 A. The ones that were given to the City, yes. 5 A. I don't recall. I might have been.
6 Q. Okay. Do you remember how many there were? 6 Q. All right. Ifthere was a notation in the
7 A. No, I do not. 7 City Council records that you were present, would you
8 Q. Okay. When you say, the analysis, tell me 8 have any reason to disagree with that?
9 what portion of Exhibit No. 46 you considered to be 9 A. No.
10 the analysis of this change order. 10 Q. And ifthe City Council meeting minutes
11 A. Page CMlO1687 and 88. 11 reflected that Change Order No.1 was presented
12 Q. Okay. This appears to be a memo of some 12 exactly as shown in Exhibit No. 36 with no reservation
13 kind? 13 of claims as to time, would you have any reason to
14 A. It is. 14 disagree with that?
15 Q. It is dated November 19th, 2008, and it 15 A. I don't know if36, as it exists, is what
16 carries your name as the project manager; is that 16 was presented to the City.
17 correct? 17 Q. All right. But my question is, as we sit
18 A. Correct. 18 here today, based upon your independent recollection,
19 Q. All right. Did you write this? 19 do you have any personal knowledge that Change Order
20 A. Yes, I did. 20 No. 1 wasn't presented in exactly the form shown on
21 Q. All right. In the second full paragraph, it 21 Exhibit No. 36?
22 says, quote, Rule Steel has requested time extensions 22 A. No.
23 for the various ASIs and RFls issued to date, and, 23 Q. All right. With respect to the ASIs
24 quote, Petra, Inc., has reviewed the requests and the 24 referenced in Change Order No.1, Exhibit No. 36--
25 actual scenarios involving the progress ofthis work 25 those being 7,8, 18, 19, and 23, can you tell me why
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1 and has provided -- or prepared the following updated 1 the requests for time were not rejected because the
2 synopsis of timeline of events concerning this issue. 2 requests for the change by Rule was untimely?
3 My first question for you is: Why didn't 3 A. No, I cannot.
4 Petra consider any requests regarding ASI 7,8, 18, 4 Q. Did you make any analysis in your memorandum
5 19, and 23 to be fmal with the completion of Change 5 beginning at page CMI01687 as to whether any of the
6 Order No. I? 6 Change Order No.1 requests were timely or untimely?
7 A. Because there had been an ongoing 7 A. Ask that again, please.
8 correspondence and Rule had requested time, in 8 Q. I will, sir. In your evaluation of ASIs 7,
9 general, the time was denied. 9 8, 18, 19, and 23, from Change Order Request No.1,
10 Q. All right. Well, you knew as the project 10 did you analyze whether or not Rule had made a timely
11 engineer for Petra that once the City approved Change 11 written notice to the City for each of those ASls as
12 Order Request No.1 without additional time, it was 12 part of its change order request?
13 fmal, didn't you? 13 A. I cannot recall specifically. I dealt with
14 A. I didn't believe them to approve it without 14 the requests as they existed at the time I took over.
15 any request for time. It was agreed that it would be 15 Q. All right. You would agree with me if they
16 to be determined. 16 weren't timely, they should have been rejected; isn't
17 Q. Well, let's tum back to Exhibit No. 36. 17 that correct?
18 Do you have that, sir? 18 A. I don't know the circumstances, no.
19 A. Yes, I do. 19 Q. Well, all you'd have to do is look at the
20 Q. Do you have any reason to believe it was 20 ASI date and then look at the change order request
21 presented to the City with any notation that time was 21 date; isn't that correct?
22 to be determined, or was it presented to the City as 22 A. No, that's not.
23 Exhibit No. 36 with no notation as to time? 23 Q. Why not?
24 MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object on the basis he's 24 A. Because I don't know of the circumstances if
25 already testified he wasn't part of this presentation 25 any other conversations went on.
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Thomas R. Coughlin 30(b)(6) March 4, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
1 Q. Well, your job was to administer the 1 anything that was said by you or anything that was
2 contract, wasn't it? 2 said by Mr. Bettis of that conversation?
3 A. Yes, it was. 3 A. No, I do not.
4 Q. According to the contract terms? 4 Q. Was there more than one conversation?
5 A. Yes. 5 A. Could have been, yes.
6 Q. And unless the contract terms were complied 6 Q. Do you recall more than one?
7 with, you didn't have the authority to do anything 7 A. Yes. I talked to Mr. Bettis several times.
8 except comply with the contract terms, did you? 8 Q. All right. Do you recall the substance of
9 A. Like I said, I don't know the circumstances 9 any single conversation with Mr. Bettis regarding a
10 at the time. The requests were on the table at the 10 Rule Steel change record request?
11 time I took over. 11 A. Not specifically.
12 Q. Okay. Well, I don't see any analysis of 12 Q. Okay. Do you have any general recollection?
13 whether or not Rule's change order requests for ASI 7, 13 A. Asking him about what existed, what had
14 8,18, 19, or 23 were timely or not. Can I conclude 14 taken place previously.
15 that at least based on your representation to the 15 Q. Okay. At any time from the commencement of
16 City in your memorandum dated November 19,2008, tha 16 your work on this project for Petra up to and
17 you didn't make such an analysis? 17 including March 24th, 2009, did you receive specific
18 A. That's not correct. 18 written authorization from the City ofMeridian to
19 Q. Okay. Tell me why it is wrong. 19 deviate in any fashion from the contractual
20 A. Based on the information I had at the time, 20 requirements applicable to Rule Steel under its
21 I believed them to be correct. 21 contract with the City?
22 Q. Well, tell me what information you had as to 22 A. No.
23 whether or not those change order requests were 23 Q. All right. Turning your attention to the
24 timely? 24 third full paragraph ofyour November 19th memorandum
25 A. The requests. 25 which is CMI01687 in Exhibit No. 46, you indicate that
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1 Q. And that's all? 1 Rule had a contract start date of July 16th, 2007;
2 A. There was correspondence back and forth 2 correct?
3 between Rule Steel and Wes Bettis. 3 A. I did.
4 Q. All right. All you had was paper; right? 4 Q. And you indicate they didn't actually start
5 A. Correct. 5 steel erection until July 30th, 2007; correct?
6 Q. Okay. And I would be correct in 6 A. Correct.
7 understanding that you didn't speak with Mr. Bettis 7 Q. You then indicate in the next paragraph
8 directly as of the date of this memoranda, November 8 that, quote, the 14 calendar days lost due to this
9 19th, 2008; correct? 9 delay will need to be credit to the contract duration
10 A. Rephrase that. 10 allowed for the steel erection; correct?
11 Q. Yes, sir. Your memorandum dated November 11 A. Correct.
12 19,2008, which is your analysis contained in Exhibit 12 Q. Did Rule Steel make a timely written request
13 No. 46, does not reflect that you spoke at all with 13 for a 14 day extension of time for the period July 16
14 Wes Bettis regarding your analysis ofthe Rule change 14 through July 30, 2007?
15 order request? 15 A. I cannot recall.
16 A. I had spoken to Wes before that date, yes. 16 Q. Now, you indicate in the third full
17 Q. Okay. When did you specifically speak with 17 paragraph of your memorandum dated November 19th,
18 Mr. Bettis before November 19,2008, with respect to 18 2008, that, quote, in Petra's opinion obtained
19 the Rule change order request? 19 substantial completion on February 8th, 2008.
20 A. It probably would have been in November of 20 Was that Petra's opinion as to substantial
21 2007. 21 completion or your opinion?
22 Q. Okay. Do you have any record of that 22 A. That was Petra's opinion.
23 conversation? 23 Q. All right. We've already established that
24 A. No, I do not. 24 there were no certificates of substantial completion
25 Q. Do you have any independent recollection of 25 issued by the architect in this case; correct?
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Thomas R. Coughlin 30(b)(6) March 4,2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
1 A~~ 1
2 Q. SO pursuant to the contract, General 2
3 Conditions, Exhibit No. 34, there was no official 3
4 substantial completion date set for Rule Steel; 4
5 correct? 5
6 A None that I know of. 6
7 Q. Okay. 7
8 A Other than the final. 8
9 Q. Well, there wasn't one done in compliance 9
10 with the contract? 10
11 A. Correct. 11
12 Q. Can you tell me why Petra didn't issue a 12
13 non-compliance notice to Lombard-Conrad with respect 13
14 to their failure to issue notices of substantial 14
15 completion on this project? 15
16 A No, I cannot. 16
17 Q. In the fifth full paragraph ofyour 17
18 memorandum dated November 19th, 2008, you indicate 18
19 that there was a, quote, adjustment for weather days, 19
20 which was provided for Rule's benefit; is that 20
21 correct? 21
22 A. Let me read the paragraph. 22
23 Q. Please do. 23
24 A. Could you ask that again? 24
25 Q. That was a bad question. I'll try it one 25
Page 57
1 more time. It appears in your analysis on page 1
2 CMIOl687 that Rule Steel's substantial completion date 2
3 had been adjusted by Petra from October 5th, 2007, to 3
4 November 26th, 2007, for two reasons; is that correct? 4
5 A. Let me read it now. Yes. 5
6 Q. The first reason identified in the fifth 6
7 full paragraph ofyour November 19th, 2008, memorandurr 7
8 is an adjustment for weather days; is that correct? 8
9 A. Correct. 9
10 Q. How many days? 10
11 A. It is a combination -- weather days? 11
12 Q. Yes, sir. 12
13 A. Twelve. 13
14 Q. All right. Was Petra in possession of a 14
15 timely written change order request from Rule Steel 15
16 for weather delays as ofNovember 19th, 2008? 16
17 A. There was a trail of correspondence. 17
18 Q. It wasn't my question, sir. 18
19 A. That's what I know. 19
20 Q. Okay. My question is very simple and very 20
21 direct. Was Petra in possession of a timely written 21
22 change order request compliant with Rule's contract 22
23 requesting weather delays as ofNovember 19th, 2008? 23
24 A. I cannot recall all the information 24
25 available. My take on the information available is 25
Page 58
summarized in paragraph 5.
Q. All right. Since your last deposition, we
have made a diligent search of any and all of the
documents produced by Petra to us in this litigation,
and we can't find any analysis of weather in those
documents. Based on your personal review of the Petra
files, are you aware of any weather analysis that was
prepared at or near November 19th, 2008, by Petra?
A I don't know what a weather analysis would
be.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention in Exhibit
No. 34 to page CMI01789.
A Uh-huh.
Q. And directing your attention to section
4.7.8.2, would you read that section to yourself,
please, and indicate so when you are done.
A. I'm done.
Q. All right, sir. As ofNovember 19th, 2008,
did you personally have in your possession a timely
claim from Rule Steel which contained documented dat
substantiating that weather conditions were normal for
the period oftime requested and could not have been
reasonably anticipated and that weather conditions had
an adverse effect on the scheduled construction?
A. I cannot recall if there was any such
Page 59
document.
Q. All right. How do you convert work days
into calendar days?
A. Work days are essentially the five days of
the typical week that we all work, Monday through
Friday. Calendar days would be essentially seven days
a week. Work days can be impacted by a scheduled--
or a normally accepted holiday in our industry. So if
there was five work days, that he equates to five
calendar days. If there were six work days, and it
spanned -- so it spanned a weekend, I would consider
that work days -- or eight calendar days. Pardon me.
Q. Is there any kind of formula that is
utilized in the construction industry for the
conversion ofwork days to calendar days?
A. Not that I know of. Just that simple
reasoning.
Q. All right. Turning your attention to page
101688 of Exhibit No. 46.
A. Yes.
Q. And the first full paragraph, it appears as
though this is your analysis of the ASIs which were
all identified in Change Order No.1; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Where would we find -- well, let me back up.
Page 60
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Thomas R. Coughlin 30(b)(6) March 4, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
1 Wouldn't I be correct in understanding that in order 1
2 to analyze any change order request involving time, 2
3 that you would have to do a critical path analysis? 3
4 A. You could, yes. 4
5 Q. Well, my question is, as a construction 5
6 manager operating in Meridian, Idaho, in the years 6
7 2006,2007, and 2008, in order to provide a 7
8 recommendation to the City ofMeridian as an owner, 8
9 would it be necessary for you to conduct a critical 9
10 path analysis to evaluate change order requests 10
11 regarding time? 11
12 MS. KLEIN: Objection. Asked and answered. 12
13 MR. TROUT: You can answer. 13
14 THE WITNESS: You could. Is it always necessary? 14
15 I don't think so. 15
16 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) All right. Tell me why it 16
1 7 wouldn't be necessary. 17
18 A. Ifyou're looking at an ASI that was issued 18
19 to resolve a problem after a certain event had 19
20 occurred, and you couldn't proceed with the work until 20
21 the ASI had been answered -- or issued. 21
22 Q. All right. Let me narrow the question. 22
23 With respect to the Rule Steel contract, was Petra 23
24 required to perform a critical path analysis in order 24
25 to evaluate any requested extension of time by Rule 25
Page 61
1 for this project? 1
2 A. I don't know ifwe were or not. 2
3 Q. Okay. Recognizing you don't know today, 3
4 according to your answer, at the time you wrote the 4
5 memorandum, which is dated November 19th, 2008, in 5
6 Exhibit No. 46, did you know whether or not Petra was 6
7 required to do a critical path analysis for any time 7
8 extension requested by Rule Steel under its contract? 8
9 A. No, I did not. 9
10 Q. With respect to page 101688 ofyour 10
11 memorandum ofNovember 19th, 2008, as part of Exhibi 11
12 No. 46, as to your analysis ofChange Order Request 12
13 No.1 and the associated ASls listed, did you perform 13
14 any critical path analysis in making your 14
15 recommendation to the City? 15
16 A. No. 16
17 Q. All right. Turning your attention to page 17
18 CMI01688 and the second full paragraph involving ASI 18
19 and RFls identified in Change Order No.2, did you 19
20 perform any critical path analysis of those ASls and 20
21 RFls in making your recommendation to the City? 21
22 A. Ifyou're asking, did I devise a critical 22
23 path schedule, no. 23
24 Q. Did you make any critical path analysis with 24
25 respect to those items? 25
Page 62
A. In a sense, yes.
Q. What sense?
A. If the -- it's recorded there by --
Q. Would I be correct in understanding that the
full extent of your analysis is reflected on what's
written in this memorandum?
A. The results of it, yes.
Q. Okay. Are there any other documents that
reflect your analysis in any fashion?
A. Not that I know of, no.
Q. All right. I don't mean to be redundant,
but I've got to go back and ask you, with respect to
the first full paragraph on page CMlO1688, did
Mr. Bennett perform any critical path analysis with
respect to the items list under that paragraph?
A. I don't know if Mr. Bennett did.
Q. Okay. With respect to the items listed in
the second full paragraph on the same page CMI01688,
did Mr. Bennett perform any critical path analysis?
A. I don't know ifhe did or not. You'd have
to ask him.
Q. All right. With respect to both paragraphs
one and two, do you have any personal knowledge as to
whether anyone else at Petra performed any critical
path analysis with respect to those items listed in
Page 63
those two paragraphs?
A. Define by what you mean by critical path
analysis.
Q. Well, let me turn that back and ask you:
What is critical path analysis as you understood it
with respect to this project as ofNovember 19th,
2008, if you know?
A. What I don't know is what context you are
using the word in.
Q. I'm using the context in the -- I'm sorry ..
I misstated myself. I'll slow down. I'm using the
phrase critical path analysis in the context of the
construction contract signed by Rule and administered
by Petra for the Meridian City Hall Project.
A. And what does that say?
Q. What it says. I'm assuming you are familiar
with it, because you were the guy in charge of
administering it, isn't that fair assumption?
A. I've read Rule's contract before. I don't
recall what it specifically says.
Q. Okay. How, if at all, did you utilize
Rule's contract and the general conditions to that
contract in your analysis dated November 19th, 2008?
MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object on lack of
foundation. The concern that I have is that you're
Page 64
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Thomas R. Coughlin 30(b)(6) March 4, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
1 asking him about a memo dated November 19th of 2008 1
2 butthis all occurred in -- this is the -- you know, 2
3 the after effect on the decrease. This all occurred 3
4 in November of 2007. 4
5 MR. TROUT: I've already concurred with you to 5
6 the extent he has no personal knowledge -- 6
7 MS. KLEIN: That's not what I'm saying. I'm not 7
8 talking about the fact that it happened. I mean, the 8
9 period he was on the job between November of'07 and 9
10 November of'08. This memo you are asking him about 10
11 and the information contained therein is dated 11
12 November of'08. This is -- this is this after the 12
13 fact analysis related to the liquidated damages 13
14 clause, and it is performed, you know, essentially a 14
15 year after this Rule Steel timing issue existed, and 15
16 so I think you are talking about two different things. 16
17 That's sort of my concern about that. 17
18 MR. TROUT: Actually, I am not, and I'll clarify 18
19 for the record. 19
20 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) This analysis, at least if! 20
21 understand the witness' testimony, covers the entire 21
22 period ofRule's construction activities from July 22
23 11th -- excuse me -- from July 16th, 2007 through the 23
24 date ofthis change order, which is March 24th, 2009; 24
25 is that correct? 25
Page 65
point, they are looking at how we apply the liquidated
damages, and the recommendations that are made here
relate to application of the liquidated damages, not
whether critical path was applied at the time of any
additional time that was given. Because at this
point, they are way past how this affects the entire
timeline.
That's why -- maybe I'm confused about what
you are asking, and I don't understand.
MR. TROUT: You are.
MS. KLEIN: Okay.
MR. TROUT: I'll try and clarify that through
questions.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) In order to determine
whether or not liquidated damages are applicable to a
construction contractor for the City of Meridian
project, you have to determine the date of substantial
completion; correct?
A. Correct.
Q. And you make a determination of the date of
substantial completion after you analyze and consider
any requests for extension of time made by the
contractor; correct?
A. Correct.



























A. This summarizes events that occurred to the 1
best of my knowledge for presentation to the City. 2
That's -- and it's -- like I say, several versions 3
existed. 4
Q. Well, let's just talk about the version we 5
have in front ofus. Your memo dated November 19th, 6
2008, is the fmal version that you asked the City to 7
make its decision upon when it considered this Change 8
Order Request No.3 in March of2009; correct? 9
A. That's correct. 10
Q. And would I be correct in understanding that 11
Petra intended the City to rely on this memorandum in 12
making its decision? 13
A. Yes. 14
Q. Okay. And would I be correct in 15
understanding that -- 16
MS. KLEIN: Kim, if! may? Maybe I'm confused 17
and I don't understand. Because what it seems to me 18
is you're asking him questions about the critical path 19
analysis of why they -- it seems to me, and maybe I'm 20
not understanding the critical path. But the critical 21
path analysis isn't going to be done in November of 22
'08 when they're looking at whether or not -- because 23
they are not deciding at that point whether or not 24
there is going to be any extension of time. At that 2 5
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by the contractor have to be analyzed in accordance
with the construction contract, which is contractor
executed, isn't that correct?
A. Correct.
Q. It is only after you have made an analysis
of the requests for extension of time that you can
determine a date of substantial completion for use in
the application of any liquidated damages clause;
correct?
A. I think I'm following you, yes.
Q. All right. My question very directly is,
can you tell me how, if at all, you used the
construction contract signed by Rule Steel and the
applicable general conditions of the construction
contract in your analysis dated November 19th, 2008?
A. I don't understand what you're referring to
as using the contract. If you'd like to read me
something out of it, I'm glad to listen.
Q. Well, that's really not my question, Tom.
Did you -- I'll make it even narrower. Did you refer
to any provision of the general conditions of the
construction contract in your analysis dated November
19th,2008?
A. I reviewed their contract, yes.
Q. All right. Do you recall, as we sit here
Page 68
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Thomas R. Coughlin 30(b)(6) March 4, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
1 today, any particular provision of the general 1
2 conditions of the construction contract that you 2
3 utilized in making your analysis as reflected in your 3
4 November 19th memorandum? 4
5 A. I don't recall. 5
6 Q. Okay. 6
7 MR. TROUT: Let's take our lunch break. 7
8 (Recess taken from 12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.) 8
9 MR. TROUT: Back on the record in the deposition 9
10 of Petra, Incorporated, pursuant to a 30(b)(6) notice. 10
11 And present for the deposition of Petra is Mr. Thomas 11
12 Coughlin. 12
13 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, directing your 13
14 attention to Exhibit No. 46 and page CMI01687, your 14
15 memorandum ofNovember 19th, 2008, can you tell me, 15
16 sir, who at Petra chose February the 8th, 2008, as the 16
17 claimed date of substantial completion for Rule Steel? 17
18 A. Discussion between myself, Gene Bennett, and 18
19 Jon Anderson. 19
20 Q. When did that discussion take place? 20
21 A. Probably shortly after February. 21
22 Q. Was the selection of that date documented in 22
23 any way or fashion, other than your memorandum of 23
24 November 19th, 2008? 24
25 A. Early memorandums. 25
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1 Q. Do you remember which one? 1
2 A. It probably would have said it in all of 2
3 them. 3
4 Q. Okay. Can you tell me what criteria was 4
5 used by Petra to select that date? 5
6 A. Discussion with Mr. Anderson and Gene 6
7 Bennett that they had completed their work to a 7
8 sufficient point that the work was not impeding any 8
9 other activities that were critical? 9
1 0 Q. All right. Is that the definition of 10
11 substantial completion that the three ofyou used to 11
12 select that date? 12
13 A. I believe so, yes. 13
14 Q. Any other definition used, other than the 14
15 one you've described? 15
16 A. I think that covers it. 16
17 Q. Okay. Why wasn't this change order request 17
18 processed until March -- and by this, I mean, Change 18
19 Order No.3, Exhibit No. 46. Why wasn't Change Orde 19
20 No.3, Exhibit No. 46, processed until March of2009? 20
21 A. There was no agreement among all the parties 21
22 until that date. 22
23 Q. In your memorandum, you identify or state 23
24 that there were adjustments for weather days. Can you 24
25 tell me what days constitute -- I'll ask the question 25
Page 70
in a different way. Can you tell me what calendar
dates constitute the weather days referred to in your
recommendation ofNovember 19th, 2008?
A. No, I cannot.
Q. Is there any document that you are aware of
which would tell me what dates by calendar day are the
weather days which comprise those recommended in your
memorandum ofNovember 19, 2008?
A. I cannot recall if there is any.
Q. Turning your attention to page CMI01688 of
Exhibit No. 46, in the second full paragraph related
to RFI 74, it says, "Add bent plate; shop drawings
marked incorrectly." Do you see that, sir?
A. Yes, I do.
Q. Did you make any determination of who was
responsible for shop drawings being marked
incorrectly?
A. I believe I did.
Q. And who was responsible for the incorrect
marking of the shop drawings?
A. I believe it was LCA.
Q. Okay. Can you tell me why the City should
pay for an error made by LCA in allowing a recommendec
five days to Rule Steel for an LCA error?
A. That would be a matter for the City and LeA
Page 71
to resolve.
Q. Did you make or did Petra make any
recommendation to the City that LCA be back charged
for that five day cost?
A. No. That I know of.
Q. Why not, sir?
A. Like I said, the agreement between the City
and LCA is their business. If the City -- the City
asked me who I thought it was, yes, I told them.
Q. Did you tell them in writing?
A. Might have.
Q. Do you recall?
A. I don't recall what the earlier versions of
this said with regards to it.
Q. Okay. When did Rule Steel actually complete
work on this project?
A. I can't recall.
Q. How would we know?
A. It would have to be from daily reports or
scheduled discussions in the meetings. There were
several items that they had to come back for, the sun
shades being one, and that was only after the exterior
was complete that those could be hung.
Q. And what else did they have incomplete as of
February the 8th, 2008?
Page 72
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Thomas R. Coughlin 30(b)(6) March 4, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
1 A. Some ofthe ASI changes. 1
2 Q. Were any ofthe ASI changes that were 2
3 incomplete as ofFebruary 8th, 2008, changes for which 3
4 Petra recommended Rule be granted time? 4
5 A. Not that I recall, no. 5
6 Q. Okay. In the period between February the 6
78th, 2008, and November the 19th of2009, do you 7
8 recall having any direct conversations with Rule Steel 8
9 representatives regarding this change order? 9
10 A. Yes. 10
11 Q. Who? 11
12 A. Steve Norquist and Bill Byerly probably. 12
13 Q. Do you have any independent recollection as 13
14 we sit here today ofthe substance of any of those 14
15 conversations? 15
16 A. No. They all kind of blend together. 16
17 Q. Did any of those conversations get 17
18 documented or recorded in any fashion? 18
19 A. Phone conversations, no. 19
20 Q. Sir, I'd like you to tum your attention to 20
21 Exhibit No. 27, please. 21
22 A. Twenty-seven? 22
23 Q. Yes, sir. 23
24 A. It must be in the books. 24
25 Q. It is, sir. Directing your attention, if 25
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1 you would, please, to -- I don't have the Bates 1
2 numbered page, because I don't think these were Bates 2
3 numbered, but within Exhibit No. 27, could you tum 3
4 your attention, please, to page 27, Interrogatory 4
5 No. 28. 5
6 A. Yes. 6
7 Q. Did you participate on behalf of Petra in 7
8 the preparation of Interrogatory No. 28 -- or the 8
9 answer to Interrogatory No. 28, I should say? 9
10 A. Yes, I believe I did. 10
11 Q. Other than yourself, did anyone else 11
12 participate in this answer? 12
13 A. Gene Bennett and Counsel. 13
14 Q. Okay. What, if anything, with respect to 14
15 this response was provided by Mr. Bennett as opposed 15
16 to you? 16
17 A. I can't recall specifically which versions 17
18 or who supplied exactly what. 18
19 Q. All right. Would your testimony today be 19
20 the same as the response to Interrogatory No. 28 in 20
21 that, quote, the quantity and timing of owner and 21
22 design driven changes constituted active interference 22
23 by the City of Meridian on this project? 23
24 A. It would. 24
25 Q. All right. Would I be correct in 25
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understanding then that any owner change constituted
active interference?
A. No, you would not.
Q. Okay. How would you, as Petra's
representative, differentiate between an owner driven
change that constituted active interference and one
that did not?
A. Active interference, I'd look at as
something that actually affected the course ofthe
work at that time.
Q. All right. Can you tell me which, if any,
of the changes which Petra has identified as the
substantive part of its claim are changes that are
owner driven changes which constituted active
interference?
MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object to the extent you
are asking him for a legal analysis or a legal
conclusion.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Just to make the record
clear, I'm not asking for any legal opinion from you.
I'm asking for you to tell me as Petra's
representative which of the changes, which were owner
driven, you believed to be active interference?
A. Without going down a list, no, I can't.
Q. Okay. What list do you need to get in front
Page 75
ofyou?
A. The list ofASls and RFls.
Q. Is that the only source from which you can
make that determination?
A. The change order listing, I might. The
report I gave the City.
Q. Which report?
A. The change order log that delineated the
reasons.
Q. Is there any other document from which you
could make the determination of which owner driven
changes are active interference?
A. No, not really.
Q. Okay.
MR. TROUT: Let's go off the record.
(Discussion offthe record.)
MR. TROUT: Back on the record. During a
discussion off the record, Counsel and I discussed
obtaining a series of additional documents identified
by the witness for purposes ofthe examination with
respect to the items that might or might not be
classified as active interference, and it would be my
intention, Counsel, pursuant to our discussion and
agreement, to reserve that to follow at the same time
that we complete Mr. Coughlin's individual fact
Page 76




                
       
          
           
        
        
          
           
          
       
    
    
         
          
            
   
          
         
        
      
            
      
    
     
         
          
  
           
           
           
         
    
    
           
          
          
        
         
      
       
          
           
    
          
       
          
            
           
        
          
     
          
  
       
  
     
       
      
       
   
       
       
    
          
         
         
      
 
          
          
 
         
          
         
        
       
         
           
  
  
       
          
   
        
     
   
        
 
         
        
    
    
  
       
    
        
        
       
        
          
         
       
          
       
  
     
   
 
Thomas R. Coughlin 30(b)(6) March 4, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
1 deposition, ifthat's all right with you? 1
2 MS. KLEIN: I've indicated that that is fine. We 2
3 can talk about when we are going to reschedule. I 3
4 believe we have a pretty extensive list of upcoming 4
5 depositions, and so rescheduling -- I mean, I believe 5
6 there is a period oftime Mr. Coughlin won't be 6
7 available, but, obviously, we'll work around that. 7
8 MR. TROUT: We'll cooperate with each other to 8
9 get some times set. 9
10 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, before we adjourn in 10
11 this deposition, I would like to have you put 11
12 Exhibit -- the one you just had, 27, back in front of 12
13 you. 13
14 A. I have got it. 14
15 Q. Turning your attention to page 26 ofExhibit 15
16 No. 27, and the response to Interrogatory No. 27. 16
17 Do you have that in front of you, sir? 17
18 A. Uh-huh. 18
19 Q. Did you participate in the preparation of 19
20 the answers to Interrogatory No. 27? 20
21 A. I did. 21
22 Q. Did anyone else? 22
23 A. Gene Bennett and Counsel. 23
24 Q. All right. Are you able to identify which 24
25 portion was Mr. Bennett's? 25
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1 A. Not really. I -- I do believe he wrote most 1
2 of this one, but I could be wrong. 2
3 Q. Is there any of it that you wrote? 3
4 A. Not specifically, that I can recall. 4
5 Q. Okay. The answer on page 26 contains the 5
6 following language, quote, increases in the size, 6
7 complexity, and budget contributed to a substantial 7
8 increase in the total man hours expended. 8
9 Sir, can you tell me how many hours 9
10 constitutes the increase that is referenced in this 10
11 answer? 11
12 A. No, I cannot. 12
13 Q. Do you know if there is any written record 13
14 which identifies the number of hours which constitute 14
15 the increase that is described in this answer? 15
16 A. The only thing I can think of is the 16
17 analysis in Change Order 2 -- the Change Order 2 1 7
18 request. 18
19 (Deposition Exhibit No. 47 marked.) 19
20 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed 20
21 what's been marked as Exhibit No. 47 for 21
22 identification. 22
23 Is this the document you referred to in your 23
24 answer just a moment ago? 24
25 A. Yes, it is. 25
Page 78
Q. All right. The answer on page 26 of Exhibit
No. 27 continues on and says, quote, this would
include man hours expended in dealing with design
issues related to ground water issues such as drainage
systems.
Do you see that, sir?
A. Yes.
Q. Based upon your participation in this
project as the project engineer, would the hours
referenced in that portion of the answer have been
necessary to achieve what the City ofMeridian wanted?
A. Ask that again.
Q. I will. Based upon your participation as
the project engineer, would the man hours referenced
in that portion of the answer to Interrogatory No. 27
that says they were, quote, expended dealing with
design issues related to ground water issues such as
drainage systems, basement, or no basement, have been
necessary to achieve what the City ofMeridian wanted?
A. I really don't get what you are asking. I
understand what you are saying, but I don't understand
what you're asking.
Q. That's fair, Tom. In your experience as the
project engineer on this case, did you and Petra think
that the man hours spent on those issues by Petra were
Page 79
necessary to achieve what the City wanted?
A. I'm still not getting you. These were --
what those are referring to is changes.
Q. Okay. Let me then ask it in this way.
A. Okay.
Q. Were the man hours that were expended by
Petra on those items of change related to ground
water, drainage system, basement, or no basement
necessary to achieve what the City wanted?
A. To accomplish those changes, yes. I believe
they were necessary.
Q. All right. Were the man hours, again,
referring to this answer, related to mechanical and
electrical system designs and scope additions
necessary to achieve what the City wanted?
A. Yes. I believe they wanted those changes,
yes.
MR. TROUT: Okay. We'll adjourn until we can
gather up those documents and complete you next time.
(The deposition adjourned at 1:39 p.m.)
(Signature requested.)
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5 I, THOMAS R. COUGHLIN, being first duly sworn on
6 my oath, depose and say:
7 That I am the witness named in the foregoing
8 deposition taken on the 3rd day of March, 2010,
9 consisting ofpages numbered 1to 82, inclusive;
10 that I have read the said deposition and know the
11 contents thereof; that the questions contained
12 therein were propounded to me; that the answers to
13 said questions were given by me; and that the answers
14 as contained therein (or as corrected by me therein)






































Subscribed and sworn to before me this _
day of, --', 2010, at'---__----", Idaho.
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at , Idaho.





COUNTY OF ADA )
I, JANET FRENCH, Certified Shorthand Reporter and
Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho, do hereby
certify:
That prior to being examined, the witness named
in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
testify to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
true and verbatim record of said deposition.
I further certify that I have no interest in the
event of this action.




CSR, RPR and Notary
Public in and for the
State ofIdaho.
My Commission Expires: 10-28-2010
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GENERAL CONTRACTORS
1097 N. Rosario Street, Meridian, ID 83642 Phone (208)323-4500 Fax (208)323-4507
Date: November 19,2008
To: Keith watts. Purchasing Manger, City Of Meridian
From: Tom Coughlin, Project Manager
Re: Rule Steel- Time Extension & liquidated Damages
Meridian City Hall
As a result of discussions with Rule Steel concerning time extensions for additional work and the
assessment of liquidated damages Petra has formulated a recommendation for a full settlement with RUle
Steel on these issues. It is our recommendation that Rule Steel be granted a time extension of 97
calendar days and be assessed liquidated damages for a period of 28 calendar days in the amount of $
14,000. The methodology used to arrive at this recommendation is summarized below.
Rule Steel would be assessed with liqUidated damages as a result of their failure to complete the contract
work within the originally scheduled duration. However the originally scheduled duration has been
impacted by the numerous changes to the project. Rule Steel has requested time extensions for the
various ASI's and RFl's issued to-<late. Petra Inc. has reviewed the requests and the actual scenarios
involving the progress of their work and has prepared the following updated synopsis of the timeline of
events conceming this issue..
Rule Steel's cOntract indicated a start date of July 16th, 2007 and a substantial completion date of OCtober
SIh,2007. Rule Steel actually started erection on July 3OItl, 2007 and in Petra's opinion obtained
substantial completion on February 8th, 2008. The substantial completion date is the date that Petra feels
the structural steel was completed to a point so as not to impede any critical path follow-on work required
to complete and/or dry-in the building. Work on the project by Rule Steel did continue after this date.
The delay in the start of the steel erection was the result of the work on the CMU stair towers not being
completed to a point to allow the steel erection to proceed until July 30th• The 14 calendar days lost to
due to this delay will need to be credit to the contract duration allowed for the steel erection. It should be
noted that the delay was not the fault of the masonry contractor or another contractor but was due to the
impact of the changes to the building design relating to the unsuitable material, raising the building and
the addition of the basement.
Rule Steel had previously been informed that liquidated damages would be assessed starting November
26th, 2007 if the entire structural steel scope of work was not completed prior to the 26"'. The November
26th date stated in Petra's November 1st letter was an estimated contract completion date based on
adjustments for weather days and a time extension for the change order work included in C0#01. As of
the November 1$I date the project had experienced 12 weather days and Rule Steel had requested a time
extension of 27 work days for the ASllchange order work included in C0#01. Converting the 39 work
days to calendar days would result in an extension of 53 calendar days. Adding the 53 days to the
contractual completion date of October 5th results in a projected completion date of November 251h , 2007.
Since November 1st Rule Steel has requested an additional 44 days for the pending change items
included in proposed change order number PC0#02. Outlined below is a summary of the time
extensions requested and recommended for the items included in both C0#01 and C0#02:
-----------------------------
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For the items included in CO #01 (Previously approved with the ceavet that any time extension due would
be detennined at a later date):
• ASI-7 Lower Flopr Structure at 1st Floor- Time requested 5 days. OK to recommend to the City.
• ASI-8 Steel Connection Modifications - Time requested 10 days. OK to recommend to the City.
• ASI-18 Add Camber & Revise Moment Connections - Time requested 5 days. OK to recommend
to the City.
• ASI-19 Connection Fix for BasementWall to Low - Time requested 2 days. Not recommended,
didn't impact the progress of the work.
• ASI-23 Stair Tower Support SteeI- Time requested 5 days. OK to recommend to the City.
This totals to 25 of the 27 work days requested.
For the items included in C0#02 (currently pending with Rule Steel):
• ASI-13 Elevator Tube Upgrade - Time requested 10 days. Not recommended, this work was
done after the substantial completion date.
• ASI-52 Elevator Penthouse Beams - Time requested 10 days. Recommend 5 days.
• ASI-54 Roof Elevation & Slope @ CMU Wall - Time requested 3 days. Recommend 3 days.
• RFI-73 Sun Shade Connection - Time requested 3 days. Not recommended, did not impact the
progress of the work.
• RFI-74 Angle Clips for Support of Wall- Time requested 3 days. Not recommended, this did not
impact the progress of the work. As of Friday, 3fT/07 these clips had not been installed.
• Bent Plate @Grid H (Included with RFI-74) - Add bent plate. shop drawings marked incorrectly.
Time requested 5 days. Recommended 5 days to the City.
• RFI-93 Relief Angle @StairTowers-Time requested 5 days. Not recommended, did not impact
the work. This was for furnishing only.
• RFI-94 Furnish and install two chiller beams. Time requested 5 days. Not recommended; did not
impact the work. This was issued and accomplished after the base building work on the critical
path was completed.
This totals 13 of file 44 work days requested.
Converting the 13 work days recommended to calendar days reSults in an extension of 17 days.
Extending the schedule another 1'7 calendar days plus the 16 days lost to weather during the period
would result in an additional extension of 33 calendar days and would push the contract completion date
out from November 25 to December 28,2007. Crediting Rule Steel with the 14 calendar days the start of
erection was delayed would extend the completion date further to January 11, 2008..
The total time extension, considering both the C0#01, C0#02 items and the weather delays that Petra
would recommend is 97 calendar days. The 97 calendar da~ represents a time extension that Petra
feels would be fair and responsible to both Rule Steel and the City. Based on this Rule Steel would be
liable for liquidated damages for a period of 28 calendar days based on the difference between the new
proposed contractual completion date of January 11, 2008 and the actual substantial completion date of
February 8, 2008. Per the contract liqUidated damages are assessed at a rate of $500/day. The total cost
for these 28 days at $500/Day would be $ 14,000.
Please review this scenario and let me know if this line of reasoning is acceptable to the City. If this is
acceptable Petra will propose this to Rule as settlement of the matter of the schedule delays and the time
extensions requested for the various delays.
CM101688004652
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PROJECT: MERIDIAN CITY HALL - Settlement of Uquidated Damages
The Contractor Is hereby directed to make the following changes from the Contract Documents and Plans.
Description: Settlement of all Issues related to liquidated damages and contractor requested time extension, painting
back charges and remedial work on sunshade frames .
All. OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN THE SAME.
Reason for Change Order: Settlement of liquidated damages
Attachments: Change order Items description, dated 3111109, with contractor quotes
CHANGE IN CONTRACT PRICE:
Original Contract Price $1,847,000.00
CHANGE IN CONTRACT TIMES:
Original Contract Times: Substantial Completion 10/5107
Net changes form previous Change Orders
No.Oto01
$79,485.00
Net changes form previous Change Orders
No._to_ (calendar days)
None
Contract Price Prior to this Change Order:
$1,926,485.00
Contract Times prior to this Change Order:
(calendar days ordale)
10/512007
Net mereas& (decrease) of this Change Order:
($15,750.00)
Net Increase (decrease) of this Change Order:

















By: Thomas R Co ghlin
Date: ~ 'I (J
APPROVED. (ClTYtlRC svz-
By: Keith Watts r'~
Date: 'il1-O {"
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Phone: 208 585-3031 Fax: 208-585-2506
ANGEORDER
~D~~~©~~~a~w~~fIU~~ No.00003
MAR 2 0 2009 t~j
y:=j; /1..eu{u .
• FAX: (208) 323-4507
CONTRACT NO: 6
RE: To: From: Number:
11.1I•••••III•••••••••••••••••••••••••••tI,.~~~!ii:~ ..
* * All taxes are included In costs * *
00001 set:tIement ofall Issued related to eontraetors time extenSIon requests and the 1.000
assessment of lquidated damages for delays In completing the project by the
alntractuaI substantial completion date.
contractor Is granted a time extension equal to 97 calendar days for the ASrs
e -7,8,13,18,23,52,S4,RFI-74 Bent Plate and weather delays. The 97 calendardays would extenc;I the cootraet substantial completion date from Odxlber 5," 2007 to,January 11, 2008,. :The 97 calendar days Ism be considered fuU and
final settleiTIeOtof all requestS and'diiIms fOr additiOnal time and CXJSts relatEd to
,', the prqJect. this WOUfd Indudf! all requests related to weather delays and
delays, to 'the orl!Jlnal scheduled start date. No tiine extensions are granted for .
". "ASI's 13 & 19, RFI's • ,73, 74, 93 & 94.
The Contractor,was deemed Substantial Complete as of February 8, 2008. The
~ between the new~ cootraetual substantial completion date of
January 11, 2008 and ifle.aduaI substantial oompIetIon'date of February 8,
'20081$ 2&~r.daYS•.


















By:e Steel' ' .. =;~ra Iocorpora // L-~AA::~,~
'A-:._ I, ,._--...,,L.,~~~~"7-:-- y ~C~ L{,j'41C>
,..,~ / Steve Christensen
Date: ?,,~-;,o4
The Original Contract Sum W8!S .•••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
'N~au.nge bY Previously Authorized Requests and Changes ..
The c;ontraet $liin Prtor.to This, Change Order was .
The Contract·Sum 'Will be oeaeasec:J •••••••••.•lI•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"•••••••••••••
The NewContract Sum Induding This Change Order
. The COntract Time,Will be'Inaeased
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TITLE: Settle of Outstanding L1q. Damages
PROJECT: Meridian aty Hall




Phone: 208 585-3031 Fax: 208-585-2506
6
RE: To: From: Number:
The Contractor Is to be assessed liquidated ,damages for,the 28 calE!l'ldar days
their work extended beyond the mntractual substanUal c:cmpletion•• Per the
contract IquIdated damages are assessed at a m:e of$SOO/day. The total cost
to be assessed against the c::antractor for the 28 calendar days at $5QO/DaY Is
$14,000.
For IiJrther details reference atl:adled Petra~ to Keith Watts, ely of
Meridian, dated 11/19/08; Re: Rule 5beeI. llme ExtensIon &. Uquidated
,a Daniages • Mertcllan Oty Hall. '
-.02 ,SUnshade~I WOI't- Labor and equipment to bondo &. smooth fOIls,marks 1.000
, ,and sealllS In sunshade steel members. Roll marlcs and seams are normal for
structural steel,unless Specifically noted as architectural exposed. Rule Steel
, quote 8/28/08. '
00003 Badccharge for additIQIlCII pain!ing work done on sunshade steer after misplaced 1.000
, " dfpS had to be IlHoc:ated. CommerdaI PaInting invoices #290275, dated
. 10/lids &. #290277, dat2d 10/3/08
00004~ fQr,removIng sunshade panels Installed &. removed when it was 1.000
, ' detl!mlIned that the dip kxatIon was wrong and had to be re-done. O.lstonr
, ' Glass InvoIl:e #1~5, dated 9/3Q/08 ,
00005 Badccharge for~ ff!lltal for stairway ventilation when stair haOOaIl returns 1.000


































The ortgini'i'l Contract SUm was ••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••it••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Net'~ngeby Previously Alrthorized Requests and Changes ..
The eontraa SUm Prior tCI"This Change Order was .
TIle Conuatt Silm Will b8 Df!aeased ••••••..••.•••••••••••••..•..••••••••••••.•..•••.•••••••••••••••••••.••••••.•.•••••
The New COn~ctsum,Induding This Cha,nge Order .
The·Contract lime Will I be Inaeased .•.............................•.................................................
The Date of SUbstantial Completion as of this Chan e Order Therefore Is .
CEPTED: ;
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RE: To: From: Number:
~0;'·~,:"j.:I·Y_~ ;(1.\ ~li:; ::f_<.'U;F:" '-~ , < ~ :.- ~ ; - _ [ ,,,~~, -- ~ ;'- :"~ • ~~: ~ A_~~~ ~ .. :._~\:~':~;''''~,-;~-!f~~''-<i:
"(i-'"", ';,"',.,1 >, '. ':'~<, .,', ':~',-__ ,'. "~~" . .., ::;.,;i·,~".~·,~;'~':;~.;l;~~:iECi'(~l~;~,;~~i;;t::-;:~.~~~':i:1~·~~J.~<i~~T1-~~,e~~~\;'
00006 Bac:kchaIlle for additi0nai painting &. prep work on the stair rail returns that
were revised to meet Code. The addllional work was done on Rule Steels










0.0% GC markup: SO.OO
Total: ($15,750.00)
The Original Contract SUm was ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $1,847,000.00
NetChange by. Previously'Authorized Requests and Changes $79,485.00
The Contract SUm Prior to This Change Order was $1,926,485.00
The Conb'act Sum Will be Dea-eased ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ($15,750.00)
The New COntract SUm Including This Change Order $1,910,735.00
The Contract Time Will be Increased ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 97 days















     
  
1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, 10 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
 Settle of Outstanding Uq. Damages DATE: 2/4/2009 
 Meridian CIty Hall JOB: 060675 
 Attn: StEve Norquist 
Rule Steel 
21986 Middleton Road 
caldwel~ ID 83605 
Phone: 208 585-3031 Fax: 208-~85-2506 
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• RULE STEEL - Phase 2 (06)









Settlement of all issued related to Contractors time extension
requests and the assessment of liquidated damages for delays in
completing the project by the contractual substantial completion date.
Contractor is granted a time extension equal to 97 calendar days for
the ASl's -7,8,13,18,23,52,54,RFI-74 Bent Plate and weather delays.
The 97 calendar days would extend the contract substantial
completion date from October 5, 2007 to January 11, 2008. The 97
calendar days is to be considered full and final settlement of all
requests and claims for additional time and costs related to the
project. This would include all requests related to weather delays and
delays to the original scheduled start date. No time extensions are
granted for ASI's 13 &19, RFl's -73,74,93 &94.
The Contractor was deemed Substantial Complete as of February 8,
2008. The difference between the new proposed contractual
substantial completion date of January 11, 2008 and the actual
substantial completion date of February 8, 2008 is 28 calendar days.
The Contractor is to be assessed liqUidated damages for the 28
calendar days their work extended beyond the contractual substantial
completion date. Per the contract liqUidated damages are assessed at
a rate of $500/day. The total cost to be assessed against the
contractor for the 28 calendar days at $500/Day is $14,000.
For further details reference attached Petra memo to Keith Watts, City
of Meridian, dated 11/19/08; Re: Rule Steel- Time Extension &
Liquidated Damages - Meddian City Hall.
Sunshade Remedial Work - Labor and equipment to
bondo &smooth rolls marks and seams in sunshade
steel members. Roll marks and seams are normal for
structural unless specifically noted as architectural exposed.
Rule Steel quote 8/28/08.
Backcharge for additional painting wor:k done on sunshade
steel after misplaced clips.had to be re-IOcated.
CO!llmercial Painting invoices #290275, dated 10/1/08 &
#?90277, dated 1013/08
BaCkcharge for removing sunshade panels installed & removed
when itwas detertilined that the clip location was .wrong and had
to be re-done. Custom Glass invoice #12255, dated 9/30/08
Backcharge for fan rental for stairway ventilation when stair
handrail returns were be reworked. Tates invoice 10/3
Backcharge for additional painting & prep work for the stair rail
returns that were revised to meet code. The additional work was
done on Rule Steels request and behalf by Commercial Painting.
Commercial Painting invoice #3391, dated 10/10/08
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1097 N. Rosario Street, Meridian, ID 83642 Phone (208)323-4500 Fax (208)323-4507
Date: November 19, 2008
To: Keith Watts, Purchasing Manger, City I;)f Meridian
From: Tom Coughlin, Project Manager
Re: . Rule Steel- Time Extension & liquidated Damages
Meridian City Hall
As a result of discussions with Rule Steel concerning time extensions for additional work and the
assessment of liqUidated damages Petra has fonnulated a recommendation for a full settlement with Rule
Steel on these issues. It is our recommendation that Rule Steel be granted a time extension of 97
calendar days and be assessed liqUidated damages for a period of 28 calendar days in the amount of $
14,000. The methodology used to arrive at this recommendation is summarized below.
Rule Steel Would be assessed with liqUidated damages as a result of their failure to complete the contract
work wjJhin the'originally scheduled duration. However the originally scheduled duration has been
impacted by the numerous changes to the project. Rule Steel has requested time extensions for the
various ASl's and RFl's issued to-date. Petra Inc. has reviewed the requests and the actual scenarios
involving the progress of their work and has prepared the following updated synopsis of the timeline of
events concerning this issue.. .
Rule Steel's cOntract indicated a start date of July 16ft1, 2007 and a substantial completion date of OCtober
5th,2007. Rule Steel actually started erection on July 3fih, 2007 and in Petra's opinion obtained
substantial completion on February all". 2008. The substantial completion date is the date that Petra feels
the structural steel was completed to a point so as not to impede any critiCal path follow-on work required
to complete and/or dry-in the bunding. Work on the project by Rule Steel did continue after this date.
The delay in the start of the steel erection was the result of the work on the CMU stair towers not being
completed to a point to allow the steel erection to proceed until July 30th• The 14 calendar days lost to
due to this delay will need to be credit to the contract duration allowed for the steel erection. It should be
noted that the delay was not the fault of the masonry contractor or another contractor but was due to the
impact of the changes to the building design relating to the unsuitable materia~ raising the building and
the addition of the basement.
Rule Steel had previously been informed that liquidated damages would~ assessed starting November
26lh, 2007 if the entire structural steel scope of work was not completed prior to the 261t1• The November
26lh date stated in Petra's November 1It letter was an estimated contract completion date based on
adjustments for weather days and a time extension for the change order work included in C0#01. As of
the November 1st date the project had experienced 12 weather days and Rule Steel had requested a time
extension of 27 work days for the ASllchange order work inclUded in C0#01. Converting the 39 work
days to calendar days would result in an extension of 53 calendar days. Adding the 53 days to the
contractual completion date of October Slh results in a projected completion date of November 25th, 2007.
Since November 1st Rule Steel has requested an additional 44 days for the pending change items
included in proposed change order number PC0#02. Outlined below is a summary of the time
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For the items included in CO #01 (Previously approved with the ceavet that any time extension due would
be determined at a later date):
. • ASI-7 lower Floor Structure at 1~ Floor-Time requested 5 days. OK to recommend to the City.
• ASI-8 Steel Connection Modifications - Time requested 10 days. OK to recommend to the City.
• ASI-18 Add Camber & Revise Moment Connections - Time requested 5 days. OK to recommend
to the City.
• ASI-19 Connection Fix for Basement Wall to low - Time requested 2 days. Not recommended,
didn't impact the progress of the work.
• ASI-23 Stair Tower Support Steel- Time requested 5 days. OK to recommend to the City.
This totals to 25 of the 27 work days requested.
For the items included in C0#02 (currently pending with Rule Steel):
• ASI-13 Elevator Tube Upgrade - Time requested 10 days. Not recommended, this work was
done after the substantial completion date.
• ASI-52 Elevator Penthouse Beams - Tune requested 10 days. Recommend 5 days.
• ASI-54 Roof Elevation & Slope @ CMU Wall- Time requested 3 days. Recommend 3 days.
• RFJ-73 Sun Shade Connection - Time requested 3 days. Not recommended, did not impact the
progress of the work.
• RFI-74 Angle Clips for Support ofWall - Time requested 3 days. Not recommended, this did not
impact the progress of the wor1<. As of Friday, 3n107 these clips had not been installed.
• Bent Plate @Grid H (Included with RFI-74) - Add bent plate, shop drawings marked incorrectly.
Time requested 5 days. Recommended 5 days to the City.
• RFI-93 Relief Angle @ Stair Towers - Time requested 5 days. Not recommended, did not impact
the work. This was for fumishing only.
• RFI-94 Furnish and install two chiller beams. Time requested 5 days. Not recommended; did not
impact the work. This was issued and accomplished after the base building work on the critical
path was completed.
This totals 13 of the 44 work days requested.
Converting the 13 work days recommended to calendar days reSUlts in an extension of 17 days.
Extending the schedule another 17 calendar days plus the 16 days lost to weather during the period
would result in an additional extension of 33 calendar days and would push the contract completion date
out from November 25 to December 28, 2007. Crediting Rule Steel with the 14 calendar days the start of
erection was delayed would extend the completion date further to January"11, 2008.. "
The total time extension, considering both the C0#01, C0#02 items and the weather delays that Petra
would recommend is 97 calendar days. The 97 calendar day!> represents a time extension that Petra
feels would be' fair and responsible to both Rule Steel and the City. Based on this Rule Steel Would be
liable for nquidated damages for a period of 28 calendar days based on the difference between the new
proposed contractual completion date of January 11, 2008 and the actual substantial completion date of
February 8, 2008. Per the contract liqUidated damages are assessed at a rate of $SOO/day. The total cost
for these 28 days at $5001Day would be $ 14,000.
Please review this scenario and let me know if this line of reasoning is acceptable to the City. If this Is
acceptable Petra will propose this to Rule as settlement of the matter of the schedule delays and the time
extensions requested for the various delays.
CM101688
004659
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Change Order Request Summary
Project: Meridian City Hall
Date: August 28, 2008
c/o Req. No.: Sixteen
Subcontractor: Rule Steel
Reference: Bondo work on sunshades per
Gene Bennett
Description: Labor and equipment to bondo





Note: Labor rate includes OH&P
d h t
Item Description Quantity Unit Price Extended
WFBeam $ 0.75 $ -
Plate $ 0.75 $ -
Tube $ 0.75 $ -
Channel $ 0.75
Anchors
Bondo Materials $ 204.38
.~ '*' Total Mat. $ 204.38Ill: '"
Hours Rate/Hr Extended
54.00 $ 33.00 $ 1,782.00
$ 50.00 $ -
$ 45.00 $ -
Total Shop $ 1,782.00
an s op eqUipmen
SubcontractorlSupplier Work Description Quote Amount
JAG Equipment Lift $ 944.00
Sub Total $ 944.00
$ -




Change Order Request Amount 2,930.38 1
Sales Tax 6% 12.261
Total Change Order Request - Rounded 2,943.00 I
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lM & Tandem MasterTM Jiffy JackTM
800 769-5636
208 585-3031
STEEL 21986 Micldletoo Rd Fax 208685-25,06Caldwell. Idaho 83605 rulesteel@rulesteel.com
"r...
FAX TRANSMITTAL
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r " .
PAGES: 2" (INCLUDING THIS COVER PAGE)
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..... Change Order Request Summary
Project: Meridian City Hall
Date: AugU&t 28, 2006 .
ClO Req. No.: Sixteen
Subcontractor: Rule Steel
Reference: Bondo work on sunshades
. ,
Description: Labor and equipment to banda.




Item Description Quantity , Unit Price Extended
WFBeam $ 0.75 $ -
Plate $ 0.75 $ -
Tube $ 0.75 $ -
Channel $ 0.75
Anchors
Bondo Materials $ 204.38




Note: Labor rate includes OH&P
d h t
Hours RateIHr Extended
54.00 $ 33.00 $ 1.782.00
$ 60.00 $ .
$ 45.00 $ ~
Total Shop $ 1782.00
an S OP equipmen
Subcontractor/Supplier Work Description Quote Amount
JAG Eauipment Uft $ 944.00
Sub Total $ 944.00
. $ .
Total Subcontractor/SuppDer $ 944.00
Subcontractorl
SupPlier.
Change Order Request Amount 2,930.381
Sales Tax 6% 12.26 I
Total Change Order Request - Rounded 2,943.00 ~
Added time to schedule - working days 0.0
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PURCHASE ORDER NUMBER MUST APPEAR ON ALL 
INVOICES - PACKAGING, ETC. , 
PLEASE NOTIFY US IMMEDIATElY IF YOU ARE UNABLE; 




































PURCHASE ORDER NUMaER MUST APPEAR ON ALL 
INVOICES - PACKAGING, ETC. 
PlEASE NOTIFY US IMMEDIATElY IF YOU ARE UNABLE: 1m~~ •• W?~-~-:==-r~"':"""77~~ 
r--___ ,COPIES OF YOUR INVOICE WITH 





Sent: Wednesday, January 14, 2009 8:55 AM
To: 'Steve Norquist'
Cc: Gene Bennett
Subject: Backcharges • MCH
Attachments: Rule Stl Backcharge Inv 011408.pdf
Steve
Attached are the invoices for two additional backcharge items totaling $1,176 that can up in billing reviews with
the City. I will include them in the final settlement along with the painting backcharges fOlWarded previously upon
approval of the settlement by the owner.
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All bOis are due and payable on lhe 10th of !he month following !he invoice date and are past due on the 11lh. Past dUe accounts are
subject to a FINANCE CHARGE of 11/2% per monItt on Ihe unpaid balance for an ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE oI18%.
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fJ\1 A ~ rjP1~ ~o~~~:by:-J---l. "
yw Date Posted: By.
BUdget: -
" " Over Budget: _
Thank you"for your Business
\lJ \jO\lv.u. " ."
Open Mon-5at 7am-6pm, Sun. 9am-3pm
SoftwlJre IlJ PofnHll-R8nlal Systems WWW.POlNHlF-RENTAl.COM
Printed on 10/31200812:57:10 pm
CM101699
004670
 S  .   
ft II  I  I'- e I I  l  
 
·.~. .. .............._ ... _. _o.. fI. '""u ......e. w.a.a£ • a", •• ",,&..,.
- , . o.
Commercial Painting Contractors, Inc.
. 4403 Challenger Way
~aldwell, ID 83605 ReB #3490
Dunns ##11-541·2251









P.O. NO. TERMS PROJECT
Meridian City H•..
ITEM DESCRIPTION EstAmt Prior ... Prior % QTY RATE Curr% Total % AMO.•.
JobR.•• 8/20/08: S. Stair prep 140.00 4 35.00 l00.000A. 100.00% 140.00
Labor
Job R.•• 8/25108: S. Stair prep 560.00 16 35,00 100.000A. ~OO.OO% 560.00
Labor
b R.•. 8/27/08: S. Stair prep 122.50 3.5 35.00 l00.000A. ~OO.OO% 122.50
Labor
JobR..• 8/27108: S. Stair prep 87.50 3.5 25.00 lOO.OOO~ ~OO.OO% 87.50
Labor
JobR.•. 913108: Middle Stair 100.00 4 25.00 l00.000Al ~OO.OO% 100.00
prep Labor
JobR.•• 9/4/08: Middle Stair 192.50 5.5 35.00 loo.000~ 100.00% 192.50
prep Labor"
1100.00%JobR.•• 9/15-9/17108: Middle 650.00 26 25.00 100.00% 650.00
Stair prep Labor
" JobR.•• 9130108: Repaint misc. 560.00 16 35.00 ~OO.OO% 100.00% 560.00
SUDShades Labor
'ankyou for your business. Total $2.412.50
CM101700
004671
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:09:05 PM (job history only)
COIJllany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 080920 thru 080920
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To·Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 1
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORO
JOOl.N •. -REFERENCE··· VEND •• ····G/L······ MTlIEQP ttlITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCWlT CODE
LAB/E(? PERIOD
HOORS MK)Ij(f
Job No: 080920 Meridian City Hall Parking Lot
COST 01 040 Project Deliveries
OTH January Courier Service AP752 02101/09 5210 OOTSII) 22009 4060
OTH January Courier Service AP752 02101/09 5210 OOTSHO 22009 4060





COST 01 110 Erosion &Sediment Cntrl
LAB Hydro Excavating MCH AP160 11/06108 6060 PIPINS 11 2008 4030 890.00
OTH Meridian City Hall Parkin AP206 11/14/08 0090282 SPECON 11 2008 4060 427.35
OTH Meridian City Hal Parking AP315 12/03/08 08·986 ACDS 12 2008 4060 250.00
OTH MCH Parking Lot AP480 12/19/08 29017 SUNLAN 12 2008 4060 546.75
OTH MCH Parking Lot AP654 01/21/09 09-0010 ACDS 1 2009 4060 125.00
OTH FM 02-935 SPECIALTY CONST JC836 02/28/09 AS 22009 4060 203.52
2,442.62
COST 01 200 Pro ject Meet ings
OTH 4798531205485909 Tom AP444 06/01/09 0906Z USBANK 62009 4060 22.82
22.82
COST 01 410 Project Manager
LAB P/R PE 09/27/08 PR142 09/27/08
8RD P/R PE 09/27/08 PRI42 09/27/08
LAB P/R PE 10104/08 PR143 10/04/08
BRD P/R PE 10/04/08 PR143 10/04108
LAB P/R PE 10/11/08 PR149 10/11/08
BRD P/R PE 10/11/08 PR149 10/11/08
LAB P/R PE 10118108 PR151 10118/08
BRD P/R PE 10118/08 PR151 10118108
LAB P/R PE 10125108 PR152 10125/08
BRD P/R PE 10125108 PR152 10/25/08
LAB P/R PE 11/01/08 PR156 11/01108
BRD P/R PE 11/01108 PR156 11101108
LAB P/R PE 11108108 PR158 11/08108
BRD PIR PE 11/08108 PR158 11108/08
LAB P/R PE 11/15/08 PR162 11/15/08
BRD P/R PE 11115/08 PR162 11115/08
LAB P/R PE 11122/08 PR164 11/22/08
BRD P/R PE 11/22/08 PR164 11/22/08
LAB P/R PE 11/29/08 PR165 11/29/08
BRD PIR PE 11/29/08 PR165 11/29/08
LAB P/R PE 12/06/08 PR167 12/06/08
BRD P/R PE 12/06/08 PR167 12/06/08
LAB P/R PE 12/13/08 PR168 12/13/08
BRD P/R PE 12/13/08 PR168 12/13108
LAB P/R PE 12/20108 PR170 12120108
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE! ITEM
Time: 02:09:05 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 080920 thru 080920
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 2
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COO[ ORO
JOlJRN ---REFERE~E··· VEND --.. --GIL---... MTl/EQP twITS
# DATE I'Kl CUST PER IOD ACCOONT CODE
lAB/Elf PER100
HOURS AMOUNT
Job No: 080920 Meridian City Hall Parking Lot (continued)
COST 01 410 Project Manager {continued}
LAB PIR PE 12/27/08 PR174 12/27/08
BRD P/R PE 12/27/08 PR174 12/27/08
LAB P/R PE 01/03/09 PR17S 01/03/09
BRD P/R PE 01/03/09 PR17S 01/03/09
LAB P/R PE 01/10/09 PR176 01/10/09
BRD P/R PE 01/10/09 PR176 01/10/09
LAB P/R PE 01/17/09 PR177 01/17/09
BRD PIR PE 01/17/09 PR177 01/17/09
LAB P/R PE 01/24/09 PR178 01/24/09
BRD P/R PE 01/24/09 PR178 01/24/09
lAB PIR PE 01/31/09 PR180 01/31/09
BRD P/R PE 01/31/09 PR180 01/31/09
LAB PIR PE 02/07109 PR181 02/07/09
BRD P/R PE 02/07/09 PRl81 02/07/09
LAB P/R PE 02/14/09 PR182 02/14/09
BRD P/R PE 02/14/09 PR182 02/14/09
LAB P/R PE 02/28/09 PR18l 02/28/09
BRD P/R PE 02/28/09 PR187 02/28/09
LAB PIR PE 03/07109 PR204 03/07109
BRD PIR PE 03/07109 PR204 03/07/09
LAB P/R PE 03/14/09 PR20S 03/14/09
BRD PIR PE 03/14/09 PR205 03114109
LAB P/R PE 03/21/09 PR208 03/21/09
BRD P/R PE 03/21/09 PR208 03/21/09
LAB P/R PE 05/30109 PR222 05/30/09
BRD P/R PE 05/30/09 PR222 05/30/09
LAB PIR PE 06/13/09 PR224 06/13/09





































































































J Vaughan Pay#3 JC878 03/20/09 mjp
J Vaughan Pay#4 JC878 03/20/09 mjp
sib 060675 per TC JC920 04/08/09 mjp


















LAB P/R PE 09/27/08
BRD PIR PE 09127108
LAB P/R PE 10104/08
BRD P/R PE 10104/08
LAB P/R PE 10/11/08
BRD P/R PE 10/11/08
LAB P/R PE 10/18/08
BRD P/R PE 10/18/08
PETRA95368
004673
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:09:05 PM (job history only)
CO/ll>any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 080920 thru 080920
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 3
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORO
JOURN .. -REFERENCE··· VEND ....--G/L· _.... MTLlEQP ~ITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOlNr CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
fWlS M'OONT
Job No: 080920 Meridian City Hall Parking Lot (continued)
COST 01 420 Project Superintendent (continued)
LAB P/R PE 10/25/08 PR152 10/25/08
BRD P/R PE 10/25/08 PR152 10/25/08
LAB P/R PE 11/01108 PR15611/01/08
BRO P/R PE 11/01/08 PR156 11/01/08
LAB P/R PE 11/08/08 PR158 11/08/08
BRO P/R PE 11/08/08 PR158 11/08/08
LAB P/R PE 11115/08 PR162 11115/08
BRO P/R PE 11/15/08 PR162 11115/08
LAB P/R PE 11122108 PR164 11122/08
BRO P/R PE 11/22/08 PR164 11/22/08
LAB P/R PE 11/29/08 PR165 11/29/08
BRD P/R PE 11129/08 PR165 11129/08
LAB P/R PE 12/06/08 PR167 12/06/08
BRD P/R PE 12106/08 PR167 12106/08
LAB P/R PE 12/13/08 PR168 12/13/08
BRO P/R PE 12/13/08 PR168 12/13/08
LAB P/R PE 12120/08 PR 170 12120/08
BRa P/R PE 12/20/08 PR170 12/20/08
LAB P/R PE 12/27/08 PR174 12/27/08
BRD P/R PE 12/27/08 PR174 12/27/08
LAB P/R PE 01/03/09 PR175 01/03/09
BRD P/R PE 01/03/09 PR175 01/03/09
LAB P/R PE 01/10/09 PR176 01/10/09
BRD P/R PE 01/10/09 PR176 01/10/09
LAB P/R PE 01/17/09 PR177 01117109
BRO P/R PE 01/17/09 PR177 01/17/09
LAB P/R PE 01/24/09 PR178 01/24/09
BRO P/R PE 01124109 PR178 01/24/09
LAB P/R PE 01/31/09 PR180 01/31/09
BRO P/R PE 01/31/09 PR18D 01/31/09
LAB P/R PE 02107109 PR181 02107109
BRO P/R PE 02/07/09 PR181 02/07/09
LAB P/R PE 02/14/09 PR182 02/14/09
BRD P/R PE 02/14/09 PR182 02/14/09
LAB P/R PE 02121109 PR183 02/21/09
BRD P/R PE 02121/09 PR183 02/21/09
LAB P/R PE 02/28/09 PR187 02/28/09














































































COST 01 425 Auto Expenses
OTH 4798531205485909 Tilt C. AP127 04/09/09 09042 USBANK 4 2009 4060 49.00
OTH Vehicle Usage-J. Vaughan AP197 11115/08 0811CC CENLEA 11 20084060 454.40
OTH Vehicle Usage-To Coughlin AP197 11/15/08 0811PP CENLEA 11 20084060 76.05
OTH Vehicle Usage- P. Child AP197 11/15/08 0811Y CENLEA 11 2008 4060 306.50
PETRA95369
004674
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:09:05 PM (job history only)
COIl'llany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 080920 thru 080920
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 4
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORD
JOORN •--REFERENCE· -- VEND····· -G/l-· _... ~ffl/EQP UNlTS
# DATE rll CUST PERIOD A~T CODE
lAB/EQP PERIOD
OOURS .MWiT
Job No: 080920 Meridian City Hall Parking lot (continued)
COST 01 425 Auto Expenses (continued)
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP325 12/01/08 0812yy USBANK 12 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP325 12/01/08 0812yy USBANK 12 2008 4060
OTH Vehicle Usage-Jack V. AP347 12101/08 0812CC CEHlEA 12 2008 4060
OTH Vehicle Usage·Tom C. AP347 12/01/08 0812PP CENlEA 12 2008 4060
EQP Petra #146·TOO1 C. AP478 06/01/09 0906PP CENlEA 6 2009 4020
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP588 01/09/09 0901yy USBANK 12009 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP588 01/09/09 0901yy USBANK 12009 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP588 01/09/09 0901yy USBANK 12009 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP588 01/09/09 0901yy USBflilK 12009 4060
OTH 4798531205485909 Tom C. AP588 01/09/09 0901z USBANK 12009 4060
OTH 4798531205485909 Tom C. AP588 01/09/09 0901z USBANK 12009 4060
OTH #133-Jack Vaughan AP612 01/09/09 0901CC CENlEA 12009 4060
OTH #146-Tom Coughlin AP612 01/09/09 0901PP CENLEA 12009 4060
EQP Petra#146·Tom C. AP642 07/01/09 0907pp CENLEA 7 2009 4020
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP812 02/09/09 0902YY USBANK 2 2009 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP812 02109/09 0902YY USBANK 22009 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP812 02/09/09 0902YV USBANK 22009 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP812 02/09/09 0902YY USBANK 22009 4060
OTH 4798531205485909 Tom C AP812 02/09/09 0902l USBANK 22009 4060
OTH 4798531205485909 Tom C AP812 02/09/09 090n USBANK 2 2009 4060
OTH 4798531205485909 Tom C AP812 02/09/09 0902l USBANK 2 2009 4060
OTH 4798531205485909 Tom C AP812 02/09/09 0902l USBflilK 2 2009 4060
OTH #133-Jack Vaughan AP839 02/01/09 0902CC CENlEA 2 2009 4060
OTH #146-Tom Coughlin AP839 02/01/09 0902PP CENlEA 2 2009 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP96S 03/09/09 0903VY USBANK 3 2009 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP96S 03/09/09 0903YV VSBANK 32009 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP965 03/09/09 0903YY USBANK 32009 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP965 03/09/09 0903YY USBANK 3 2009 4060
EQP Vehicle Usage-T Coughlin AP977 10/25/08 0810PP CENlEA 10 2008 4020
EQP Vehicle Usage-P Childs AP977 10/25/08 0810Y CENLEA 10 2008 4020
EQP Petra 133-Jack V AP981 03/01/09 0903CC CENLEA 32009 4020
EQP Petra 146-Tom C AP981 03/01/09 0903PP CENLEA 3 2009 4020
OTH Move from Other to Equip JC874 01/31/09 12009 4060
EQP Move from Other to Equip JC874 01/31/09 1 2009 4020
OTH Move from Other to Equip JC879 02/28/09 22009 4060





































COST 01 480 Trash Bin
OTH Acct# 99.0023.95.01 MCH AP160 11/20/08 081120 MERClT 11 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall Parkin AP206 11/26/0820768 ABCSAN 11 20084060
OTH Meridian City Hall Parkin AP206 11/28/0821245 ABCSAN 11 20084060
OTH MCH Parking 99.00.2395.01 AP467 12/05/08 081205a MERClT 12 2008 4060
OTH VOID lNV-City of Meridian AP471 12105/08 081205a MERCIT 12 2008 4060
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Date: 11/13/2009 .JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:09:05 PM (job history only)
CO/I1Jany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 080920 thru 080920
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 5
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOORN -·-REFERENCE··· VEND ······G/L·····- MfLlEQP LtlITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOONT CODE
lAB/EQP PERIOD
HOORS mro
Job No: 080920 Meridian City Hall Parking Lot (continued)
COST 01 480 Trash Bin (continued)
OTH Dumpsters/99.00.2395.01 AP769 02/05/09 090205 MERCIT 2 2009 4060 234.14
OTH Dumpsters #99.00.2395.01 AP935 03/05/09 090305 MERCIT 32009 4060 169.86
OTH FM 060675 MER. CITY TRASH JC727 01/05/09 AB 12 2008 4060 886.13
3,439.25
COST 01 490 Street Clean Up
OTH MeH Parking lot AP752 01/22/09 146224 TATES 2 2009 4060 318.95
318.95
COST 01 504 Pro ject Trailer
OTH MeH #90133819970 AP752 01/25/09 8889097 GECAPI 2 2009 4060 29,93
29.93
COST 01 510 Material Delivery
LAB P/R PE 01/24/09 JC786 01/30/09
BRD P/R PE 01/24/09 JC786 01/30/09
LAB P/R PIE 01/24/09 )e787 01/30/09













COST 01 525 Signage
LAB PIR PE 01/31/09








COST 01 530 Small Tools
OTH 4798531205485909 Tom C. AP588 01/09/09 0901z USBm< 12009 4060 15.78
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP812 02109/09 0902YY USBANK 2 2009 4060 19.89
35.67
COST 01 535 Supplies &Postage
OTH 4798531205486279 Jad AP588 01/09/09 0901yy USBANK 12009 4060 122.93
OTH Copier Lease #282257OUSA AP661 01/22109 6398307 DIINKA 12009 4060 10.83
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP812 02109/09 0902YY USBANK 22009 4060 16.95
OTH Staples JC786 01/30/09 3114184 12009 4060 404.69
OTH US Bank JC786 01/30/09 0901yy 12009 4060 78.39
COST 01 543 Telephone· Cellular
OTH 365464166·00001 AP120 11/26/084964006 VERWIR 11 20084060
OTH J VAughn API90 11/22108 0811e NEXTEL 11 2008 4060
OTH Coughlin AP190 11122/08081100 NEXTEL 11 20084060
OTH Child APl90 11122108 081lS NEXTEl 112008 4060
OTH Jack Vaughn AP376 12101/08 0812e NEXTEL 12 2008 4060
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:09:05 PM (job history only)
COO'jlany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 080920 thru 080920
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 6
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORO
.)(UN _. -REFERENCE -. - VEM:> --_. --GIL--_.. - MIL/EQP !.NITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOIiIT CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
HOURS MOJNT
Job No: 080920 Meridian City Hall Parking lot (continued)
COST 01 543 Telephone· Cellular (continued)
EQP 919·8583 Tom C AP446 06/01/09 0906CC NEXTEL 62009 4020 2.62
EQP Acct# 365464166-00001 AP584 01/01/09 090101 VERWIR 12009 4020 55.27
OTH Jack Vaughan AP601 01/22/09 0901C NEXTEL 12009 4060 52.19
OTH Tom Coughlin AP601 01/22/09 0901PP NEXTEL 12009 4060 4.57
EQP 365464166·00001 AP738 02124/09 1574109 VERWIR 22009 4020 55.27
OTH Jack Vaughan AP819 02/09/09 0902C NEXTEL 22009 4060 52.19
OTH Tom Coughlin AP819 02/09/09 0902PP NEXTEL 2 2009 4060 5.21
OTH 365464166-00001 AP955 03/01/09 0578628 VERWIR 3 2009 4060 55.27
OTH Tom Coughlin AP970 10/22/08 081000 NEXTEL 10 2008 4060 2.62
OTH Pat Child AP970 10/22/08 0810S NEXTEL 10 2008 4060 13.07
EQP J.Vaughan-573-7582 AP976 03/01/09 OS03C NEXTEl 32009 4060 54.28
EOP T.Coughlin·919·8583 AP976 03/01/09 0903PP NEXTEL 3 2009 4020 4.34
EOP sIb 4020 JC892 03/31/09 KC 3 2009 4060 -54.28
EOP f/m 4060 JC892 03/31/09 KC 3 2009 4020 54.28
509.88
COST 01 556 Toilets
OTH Meridian Ci ty Ha II
OTH MeH Parking lot
OTH MeH Parking Lot
OTH MCH Parking Lot
AP448 12/24/08 21732 ABCSAN 12 2008 4060
AP654 11/26/08 21012 ABCSAN 12009 4060
AP654 01/21/09 22325 ABCSAN 12009 4060






COST 01 560 Traffic Control
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP325 12101/08 0812yy USBANK 12 2008 4060 60.00
COST 01 630 Weather Conditions
OTH ~(H Parking Lot AP002 01/02109 c2249 TATES 3 2009 4060
MIL Mer idian City Ha II AP638 01/22/09 91344 SPECON 12009 4050
EOP Meridian City Hall AP638 12/30/08 123008 TATES 12009 4020
EOP Meridian City Hall AP638 01/02/09 141533 TATES 1 2009 4020
EQP Meridian City Hall AP638 12130/08 142492 TATES 12009 4020
EQP Meridian City Hall AP638 01/02/09 C2249 TATES 12009 4020
EQP VOID INV-Tates Rents AP662 12/30/08 123008 TATES 12009 4020
OTH MeH Parking lot AP663 12111/08 138359 TATES 12009 4060
OTH MeH Parking Lot AP663 01/08/09 138359A TATES 12009 4060
OTH MCH Parking Lot AP807 01/29/09 147334 TATES 2 2009 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP812 02/09/09 0902YY US BANK 2 2009 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP812 02/09/09 0902YY US BANK 2 2009 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP812 02/09/09 0902YY USBANK 22009 4060
OTH US Bank JC786 01/30/09 0901yy 12009 4060
LAB PIR PE 01/03/09 JC786 01/30/09 12009 4030
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Date: 11113/2009 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:09:05 PM (job history only)
C~any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 080920 thru 080920
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 7
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOURN .-·REFERENCE _. - VEM>····· -GIL···· -- MTl/E(J' ll'IITS





Job No: 080920 Meridian City Hall Parking Lot (continued)
COST OJ 630 Weather Conditions (continued)
COST 01 950 liability Insurance
om SUB Insurance JC675 12124/08
OTH Unbrel1a Insurance JC675 12/24/08
SUB Dec 2008 UrlJrella Insur JC780 01/26/09
OTH Dec liability Insurance JC781 01/26/09
om Urbrella Insur Alloc JC826 02119109
OTH Unbrella Insur Alloc JC826 02119/09
12 2008 4060
12 2008 4060











COST 02 600 Expose Monitoring Wells
OTH MeH Parking Lot AP752 01/29/09 8712 PENCON 2 2009 4060
COST 02 935 Erosion &Sediment Contro
OTH MeH Parking Lot AP712 01/22/09 0091344 SPECON 22009 4060
OTH VOID INV-Specialty Constr AP939 01/22/09 0091344 SPECON 3 2009 4060







COST 03 4800 Panel Sacking
LAB P/R PE 05/16/09 PR218 05/16/09








COST 04 400 Brick Sealer @Corner
OTH MeH Parking Lot AP752 01/05/09 342326 CCSIND 22009 4060 111.30
111.30
Job Period Cost: 65,186.67
PETRA95373
004678
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 1
TYPE PHASE COST CHG JOURN .-·REFERENCE··· VEND ····--G/L-····· MTL/EQP ums LAB/EQP PERIOD
CODE ORO # DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT CODE HOURS MOO'ff
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall
COST 01 040 Project Deliveries
OTH May Courier Service AP020 06/01/0S 41S9 HOTSHa 6 200S 4060 9.35
OTH May Courier Service AP020 06/01/0S 4189 HOrSHa 6 2008 4060 9.35
OTH May Courier Service AP020 06/01/08 4189 HOrSHa 6 2008 4060 9.35
OTH May Courier Service AP020 06/01/08 41S9 HOrSHO 6200S 4060 9.35
OTH May Courier Service AP020 06/01/08 4189 HaTSHa 6 200S 4060 9.35
OTH May Courier Service AP020 06/01/0S 4189 HOrSHa 62008 4060 9.35
OTH May Courier Service AP020 06/01/08 41S9 HOTSHa 6200S 4060 9.35
OTH May Courier Service AP020 06/01/08 4189 HaTSHa 62008 4060 9.35
OTH May Courier Service AP020 06/01/08 4189 HOTSHa 62008 4060 9.35
OTH May Courier Service AP020 06/01/08 4189 HOTSHa 62008 4060 9.35
OTH May Courier Service AP020 06/01/0S 4189 HOTSh'O 62008 4060 9.35
OTH May Courier Service AP020 06/01/0S 4189 HOTSHO 62008 4060 9.35
OTH May Courier Service AP020 06/01/08 4189 HOTSHO 62008 4060 9.35
OTH May Courier Service AP020 06/01/08 4189 HOTSHa 62008 4060 9.35
OTH May Courier Service AP020 06/01/08 4189 HOTSHO 6 2008 4060 9.35
OTH January Courier Service AP105 02/01/08 3801 HOTSHO 22008 4060 9.35
OTH January Courier Service APl05 02/01/08 3801 HaTSHO 22008 4060 9.35
OTH SEPTEMBER 2007 AP140 09/30/07 40418 ACTCOU 10 2007 4060 12.21
OTH SEPTEMBER 2007 AP140 09/30/07 40418 ACTCOU 10 2007 4060 12.21
OTH SEPTEMBER 2007 AP140 09/30/07 40418 ACTWJ 10 2007 4060 12.21
OTH SEPTEMBER 2007 AP140 09/30/07 40418 ACTCOU 10 2007 4060 12.21
OTH SEPTEMBER 2007 AP140 09/30/07 40418 ACTCOU 10 2007 4060 11.10
OTH October Courier Service AP143 11/01/08 4904 HOTSHO 11 2008 4060 18.70
OTH October Courier Service AP143 11101/08 4904 HOTSHO 11 2008 4060 9.35
OTH October Courier Service AP143 11/01/08 4904 HOTSHO 11 2008 4060 9.35
OTH October Courier Service AP143 11/01/08 4904 HOTSHO 11 2008 4060 9.35
OTH October Courier Service AP143 11/01/08 4904 HOTSHO 11 2008 4060 9.35
OTH November Courier Service AP179 12101/08 5018 HOTSHO J22008 4060 9.35
OTH June Courier Service AP234 07/01/08 4286 HOTSHO 7 2008 4060 9.35
OTH June Courier Service AP234 07/01/08 4286 HOTSHO 72008 4060 9.35
OTH June Courier Service AP234 07/01/08 4286 HOTSHO 7 2008 4060 9.35
OTH June Courier Service AP234 07/01/08 4286 h'OTSHO 72008 4060 9.35
OTH June Courier Service AP234 07/01/08 4286 HOTSI-Kl 72008 4060 9.35
OTH June Courier Service AP234 07/01/08 4286 HOTSHO 72008 4060 9.35
OTH June Courier Se rvi ce AP234 07/01/08 4286 HOTSHO 72008 4060 9.35
OTH June Courier Service AP234 07/01/08 4286 HOrSHO 72008 4060 9.35
OTH May Courier Service AP333 05/31/07 37070 ACTCOU 6 2007 4060 12.10
OTH May Courier Service AP333 05/31/07 37070 ACTOOU 62007 4060 12.10
OTH May Courier Service AP333 05/31/07 37070 ACTCOU 62007 4060 12.10
OTH May Courier Service AP333 05/31/07 37070 ACTCOU 6 2007 4060 12.10
OTH May Courier Service AP333 05/31/07 37070 ACTCOU 6 2007 4060 12.10
OTH October Servicel #i911 AP359 i0/31/07 40915 ACICOU ii 2007 4060 12.10
OTH October Courier Services AP370 11/01/07 3483 HOTSHO 11 2007 4060 9.35
OTH October Courier Services AP370 11/01/07 3483 HOTSHO 11 2007 4060 9.35
OTH October Courier Services AP370 11/01/07 3483 HOTSHO 11 2007 4060 9.35
PETRA95374
004679
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (Job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 2
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOORN ...REFERENCE-_. VEND .... --GIL-_.... MTl/EQP UNITS





Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 040 Project Deliveries (continued)
OTH FEBRUARY COURIER SERVICE AP382 03/01/08 3904 HOTSHO 3 2008 4060
OTH FEBRUARY COURIER SERVICE AP382 03/01/08 3904 HOTSHO 3 2008 4060
OTH July Courier Service AP447 08/01/08 4389 HOTSHO 8 2008 4060
OTH July Courier Service AP447 08/01108 4389 HOTSHO 8 2008 4060
OTH July Courier Service AP447 08/01/08 4389 HOTSHO 8 2008 4060
OTH July Courier Service AP447 08/01/08 4389 HOTSHO 8 2008 4060
OTH Acct. #6440/June Courier AP461 06/30/07 37666 ACTCOU 7 2007 4060
OTH Acct. #6440/June Courier AP461 06/30/07 37666 ACTCOU 720074060
OTH Acct. #64401June Cour ier AP461 06/30/07 37666 ACTCOU 72007 4060
OTH Acct. #6440/June Courier AP461 06/30/07 37666 ACTCOU 72007 4060
OTH Acct. #64401 June Couri er AP461 06/30/07 37666 ACTCl)) 7 2007 4060
OTH Acct. #6440/June Courier AP461 06/30/07 37666 ACTCOU 72007 4060
OTH Acct. #64401June Courier AP461 06/30/07 37666 ACTCOU 72007 4060
OTH March Courier Service AP545 04/01/08 3999 HOTSHO 42008 4060
OTH March Courier Service AP545 04/01108 3999 HOTSHO 42008 4060
OTH March Courier Service AP545 04/01/08 3999 HOTSHO 42008 4060
OTH March Courier Service AP545 04/01/08 3999 HOTSHO 42008 4060
OTH March Courier Service AP545 04/01/08 3999 HOTSHO 42008 4060
OTH March Courier Service AP545 04/01/08 3999 HOTSHO 42008 4060
OTH March Courier Service AP545 04/01/08 3999 HOTSHO 4 2008 4060
OTH March Courier Service AP545 04/0\/08 3999 HOTSHO 4 2008 4060
OTH November Courier Service AP590 12/01/07 3595 HOTSHO 12 2007 4060
OTH November Courier Service AP590 12101/07 3595 HOTSHO 12 2007 4060
OTH November Courier Service AP590 12/01/07 3595 HOTSHO 12 2007 4060
OTH November Courier Service AP590 12/01/07 3595 HOTSHO 12 2007 4060
OTH November Courier Service AP590 12/01/07 3595 HOTSHO 12 2007 4060
OTH November Courier Service AP590 12/01/07 3595 HOTSHO 12 2007 4060
OTH November Courier Service AP590 12/01/07 3595 HOTSHO 12 2007 4060
OTH November Courier Service AP590 12/01/07 3595 HOTSHO 12 2007 4060
OTH November Courier Service AP590 12/01/07 3595 HOTSHO 12 2007 4060
OTH November Courier Service AP590 12/01/07 3595 HOTShU 12 2007 4060
OTH November Courier Service AP590 12/01/07 3595 HOTSHO 12 2007 4060
OTH November Courier Service AP590 12/01/07 3595 HOTSHO 12 2007 4060
OTH Shipping AP634 02128/07 35588 ACTCOU 3 2007 4060
OTH Shipping AP634 02/28/07 35588 ACTCOU 3 2007 4060
OTH CU5t#00802691804 AP639 04/09/08 129587 WORWID 4 2008 4060
OTH (u5t#00802691804 AP639 04/09/08 129587 WORWID 42008 4060
OTH August Courier Service AP657 09/01/08 4490 HOTSHO 92008 4060
OTH August Courier Service AP657 09/01/08 4490 HOTSHO 9 2008 4060
OTH August Courier Service AP657 09/01/08 4490 HOTSHO 9 2008 4060
OTH July Courier Svc./#6440 AP690 07/31/07 38310 ACTCOU 8 2007 4060
OTH July Courier Svc./#6440 AP690 07/31107 38310 ACTCOU 820074060
OTH July Courier Svc./#6440 AP690 07/31/07 38310 ACTCOU 8 2007 4060
OTH July Courier Svc./#6440 AP690 07/31/07 38310 ACTCOU 82007 4060
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Date: 111131loo9 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 1\1 (job history only)
Corrpany No. I PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Vate
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 3
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORO
JOORN ---REFERENCE--' VEND -'. ---GIL······ MTL/ElJI ~ITS





Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 040 Project Deliveries (continued)
OTH July Courier Svc./#6440 AP690 07/31/07 38310 ACTCOU 8 2007 4060
OTH July Courier Svc./16440 AP690 07/31/07 38310 ACTCOU 8 2007 4060
OTH July Courier Svc./#6440 AP690 07/31/07 38310 ACTCOU 8 2007 4060
OTH July Courier Svc.l#6440 AP690 07/31/07 383lO ACTCOU 820074060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP706 04/11108 0677734 DESSPA 4 2008 4060
OTH January Courier Service AP752 02101/09 5210 HOTSHO 22009 4060
OTH January Courier Service AP752 02101109 5210 HOTSHO 22009 4060
OTH September 08 AP826 10/01/08 4816 HOTSHO 10 2008 4060
OTH September 08 AP826 10/01/08 4816 HOTSHO 10 2008 4060
OTH September 08 AP826 10/01/08 4816 HOTSHO 10 2008 4060
OTH September 08 AP826 10/01/08 4816 HOTSHO 10 2008 4060
OTH April Courier Service AP847 05/01/084086 HOTSHO 5 2008 4060
OTH April Courier Service AP847 05/01/08 4086 HOTSHO 52008 4060
OTH April Courier Service AP847 05/01/08 4086 HOTSHO 52008 4060
OTH April Courier Service AP847 05/01/08 4086 HOTSHO 52008 4060
OTH April Courier Service AP847 05/01/08 4086 HOTSHO 52008 4060
OTH April Courier Service AP847 05/01/08 4086 HOTSHO 52008 4060
OTH August Courier/#6440 AP903 08/31/07 38891 ACTCOU 92007 4060
OTH August Courier/#6440 AP903 08/31/07 38891 ACTCOU 92007 4060
OTH August Courier/#6440 AP903 08/31/07 38891 ACTCOU 92007 4060
OTH August Courier/#6440 AP903 08/31/07 38891 ACTCOU 9 2007 4060
OTH August Courier/#6440 AP903 08/31107 38891 ACTCOU 92007 4060
OTH August Courier/#6440 AP903 08/31/07 38891 ACTCOU 92007 4060
OTH February Courier Services AP905 03/01/09 5307 HOTSHO 32009 4060
OTH December Courrier Service AP907 01/01/08 3695 HOTSHO 12008 4060
OTH December Courrier Service AP90? 01/01/08 3695 HOTSHO 12008 4060
OTH December Courrier Service AP90? 01/01/08 3695 HOTSHO 12008 4060
OTH December Courrier Service AP907 01/01/08 3695 HOTSHO 12008 4060
OTH December Courrier Service AP90? 01/01/08 3695 HOTSHO 12008 4060
OTH December Courrier Service AP90? 01/01/08 3695 HOTSHO 12008 4060
OTH December Courrier Service AP90? 01/01/08 3695 HOTSHO 12008 4060
OTH December Courrier Service AP90? 01/01/08 3695 HOTSHO 1 2008 4060
OTH IlKlVED TO 01-504 JC271 04129108 CSC 4 2008 4060
OTH ISOFT M)VED FR(Jd 01·415 JC793 07131/07 CONSOF 8 2007 4060




































COST 01 050 SurveylField Engineerin
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. AP703 09/10/08 0809AA USBA~ 920084060 18.30
COST 0) 110 Extra Work Orders
OTH Meridian City Hall AP016 09/18/08 0039293 HOBFAB 32009 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP022 10/24/08 583076 HOBFAB 10 2008 4060
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
COlf!lany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To·Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 4
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORO
JOORN ···REFERENCE··· VEND ····_·GIL····_· MTL/EQP UNITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOltIT CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
HOURS MW'IT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 110 Extra Work Orders (continued)
OTH PC80508 MCH API02 09/29/08 339197 CCSIND 11 2008 4060
OTH PC80509 MCH API0l 09/29/08 339211 CCSIND 11 2008 4060
OTH PC80511 MCH AP10l 10/02/08 339382 CCSIND 11 2008 4060
OTH PC80S12 t.CH APl02 10/03/08 339439 CCSINO 11 2008 4060
OTH PC80514 MeH API0l 10/04/08 339503 CCSINO 11 2008 4060
OTH PC80S17 MCH API02 10113/08 339860 CCSINO 11 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall APl02 10/29/08 12319 CUSGLA 11 20084060
OTH Meridian City Hall APl02 10/29/08 12320 CUSGLA 11 20084060
OTH lPE60675 MeH APl02 10115108 169565 FRANKL 11 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall API02 11/06/08081106 !DACUS 11 20084060
OTH Meridian City Hall API02 10/27108 12975 !DACUS 11 20084060
OTH Meridian City Hall APl02 11/04/08 121 MIDPRO 11 20084060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP102 11/04/08 3912 SBICON 11 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall 3958 API02 10/13/08 122880 TATES 11 2008 4060
OTH 3958· Meridian City Halt AP102 10120/08 96517B TATES 11 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall 3958 AP102 10/20/08 96517C TATES Jl 20084060
OTH Meridian City Hall 3958 APl02 11/04/08 cl811 TATES 11 20084060
MTL MeH Carp Tile Adhesive AP160 11111/08 091017 DESFlO 11 2008 4050
/.ITl ftmer Steel 3598.42 @6% AP160 11/17/08081117 IOTA)( 11 2008 4050
OTH Meridian City Hall APm 11/12108 82845 ~ESTE 11 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP177 11/14/08 52911 MCBUI 11 2008 4060
OTH ~.eridian City Hall 71123 AP177 09/25/08 081114 DESFLO 11 20084060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP177 11/08/08 5149 INTErN 11 20084060
OTH 4798531205485917 Pat C. AP182 11/01/08 0811aa USB/lNK 11 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP206 11/18/08 2530453 ~ECON 11 2008 4060
OTH Mer idian City Hall AP206 11/10/08 3423 C(}JPAI 11 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP206 11/10/08 081108 TER~£S 11 20084060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP206 11/10/08081109 TERIVES 11 20084060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP206 11110/08081110 TERIVES 11 20084060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP206 11/26/08081126 1MC 11 20084060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP249 11/25/0808-959 ACDS 1220084060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP249 12/04/08 124 MJDPRO 12 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP335 12112108 081212 ~EI'IAL 12 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP335 12/09/08 1356 COBCON 1220084060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP335 12/15/08 630 MJBACK 12 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP448 12123/088371 BOISME 12 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP448 09124/08 5141 INTEIN 12 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP477 12/19/08 29016 SUNlAN 12 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall APS98 09116108 29653 HASCON 1 20094060
SUB Meridian Ci ty Hall AP638 01112/09 53972 ARCBUI 1 2009 4010
SUB Meridian City Hall AP638 01/07/09 3919 SBICON 1 20094010
OTH VOID INV- Interstate Inter AP645 10/11108 5149 INTINT 1 2009 4060
OTH VOID INV· Interstate Inter AP721 09/24/08 5141 INTINT 2 2009 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP736 09/23/08 092308 IDAPOW 9 2008 4060
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company No, 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 5
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORO
JOURN .--REFERENCE· -- V£M) -_••• -G/l- -.• _. MIl/EOP lliITS
# DATE t«> CUST PERIOO ACCro'lT CODE
LAB/EQP PER100
fruRS MVtM
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 110 Extra Work Orders (continued)
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP750 07/11/08 07·8272 BUSMEC 9 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP750 09110/08 122255 lASASC 9 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP750 09/05/08 1568 RU.STE 9 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP759 02/16/09 090216 NEAMAR 22009 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP768 07/28/08 07-8348 BUSMEC 9 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP768 09/22/08 1339 COBCOO 92008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP768 09/12108 080912 IDACUS 92008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP768 09/22108 080922 IDACUS 9 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP768 09/24/08 5141 INTINT 92008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP778 09/04/08 09·8351 BUSMEC 9 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP778 09124/08 116934 TATES 9 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP807 02/23/09090223 NEAMAR 22009 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP872 08/27/08 DFA9 ftMEWAL 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP872 09/30/08 8195 BOISME 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP872 08/28/08 337802 CCSIND 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP872 09/19/08 338757 ceSIND 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP872 09/25/08 339045 CeSIND 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP872 09/30/08 12255 CUSGLA 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP872 09/26/08 merctyh SEALCO 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIA~ CITY HAlL AP872 09/25/08 28750 SUNlAN 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP872 09125/08 28751 SUNlAN 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIIHAN CITY HAll AP872 09/29/08 118536 TATES 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP872 10/07/08 6514 TRISTA 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 PChild AP942 10/09/08 0810AA USB»lK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483144 STrepag AP942 10/09/08 0810l USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483144 STrepag AP942 10/09/08 0810L USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP952 10/14/08 1232 ENTElE 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP952 10/11/08 5149 INTINT 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP952 10/13/08 4594 KBFABR 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP952 10/01/08 119270 TATES 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP952 10/04/08 120262 TATES 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP952 10/08/08 121415 TATES 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP952 10/09/08 121778 TATES 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP998 10/19/08 08·857 ACDS 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP998 10/17/08 1341 COBCON 10 2008 4060
LAB MOVED FROM 01·890 JC5S1 09/24/08 esc 92008 4030
BRD MOVED FROM 01·890 JeSSI 09/24/08 esc 92008 4040
LAB MOVED FROM 01-890 JeS51 09/24/08 ese 9 2008 4030








































COST 01 180 LEED Activity
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL
EQP Petra#129-Dai ly Usage
AP022 10/24/08 0039458 HOBFAB 10 2008 4060
AP022 07/24/08 2750-13 PACWES 1020084060
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
COlfClany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To·Oate
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 6
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOl: ORO
JOURN ...REFERENCE... VEt'll •-' -··GIL······ MTLlEQP tt4ITS
# DATE NO CUST PERlOO ACCOOO CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
HOURS .4M:UiT
Job No; 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 180 LEED Activity (continued)
EQP Petra#130·Daily Usage AP091 10/01/09 0910z CENLEA 102009 4020
OTH Meridian City Hall 10/15 APl19 10/15/09 35651 SIGNOW 10 2009 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHAN AP149 06/10/08 0806XX USBANK 62008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHAN AP149 06/10/08 0806XX USBANK 62008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP156 06/16/082750-12 PACWES 620084060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP177 11120/08 S83108 HOBFAB 11 2008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP196 02101/08 080201x WFBUS 22008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP249 12103/082676 ACCVID 1220084060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP249 10/23/08 103 JOHADA 12 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP249 11124108 104 JOHADA 1220084060
OTH VOID INV-Acclaimed Video, AP256 12/03108 2676 ACCVID 12 2008 4060
OTH MCH AP28B 06130/08 038975 HOBFAB 72008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP345 11/30108 SB1933 HOBFAB 12 200B 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP345 11130108 SB2830 HOBFAB 12 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP356 07121/08 39040IN HOBFAB 7 200B 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP358 07109108 0807XX USBANK 7 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP358 07/09/08 0807XX USBANK 72008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP358 07109/08 0807XX USBANK 7 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP363 03107/08 2265 ALLSIG 3 2008 4060
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene B. AP44S 03101/08 080301k WFBUS 32008 4060
OTH MCH AP464 08104/08 275014 PACWES 82008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP469 12103/08 2676A ACCVID 12 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP469 12119/08 2681 ACCVIO 12 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP493 07121/08 100 JOHADA 8 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 Jon A AP496 03/11108 OB0311x USBANK 3 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 Jon A AP496 03111108 080311x US8/1M( 32008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 Jon A AP496 03111/08 080311x USB/IM( 3 20084060
OTH 4798531205486253 Jon A AP496 03111108 080311x USBMI< 3200B 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL APS10 08/13108 058297 YMC 82008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP511 08115/08 0039158 OOBFAB 8 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP53S 10128/08 398 FELfnJ 12009 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP5S4 06/04/08 080604 TRISTA 8 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN J AP554 08/11/08 0808XX USBANK 82008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN J AP554 08111/08 0808XX USBANK 8 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN J AP554 08/11/08 0808XX USBANK 8 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN J AP554 08/11/08 0808XX USBANK 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP559 08121/08 DFAR AMEWAl 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 08/22/08 105819 TATES 9 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 07128/08 96517 TATES 9 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483144 TREPAGNI AP703 09/10/08 0809L USBANK 9 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09110/08 0809XX USBANK 9 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 0809XX USBANK 9 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP72a 09/04/08 9993565 SIMGRI 9 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 JON A. AP733 04/09/08 080409X USBANK 42008 4060
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Date: 11113/Zoo9 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Oate
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 7
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORO
JOURN .. -REFERENCE_.. VEND ------G/L-_. --. MTl/EQP ~ITS
# DATE NO CUST PERlOO ACCOONT COOE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
HOURS NhJU'lT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 180 LEED Activity (continued)
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP750 09/05/08 110665 TATES 92008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP750 08/26/08 87992A TATES 92008 4060
OTM MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP751 08/22/08 101 JOIWlA 92008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP803 09/25/08 2750·15 PACWES 920084060
OTH 4798531205486253 JON A. AP870 05/08/08 080S08X USBANK 52008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 JON A. AP870 OS/08/08 080508X USBANK 52008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 JON A. AP870 05/08/08 080508X USBANK 52008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 JON A. AP870 05/08/08 080508X USBANK 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP908 04/08/08 080408 PACWES 52008 4060
OTH MERIOIAN CITY HAlL AP908 04/14/08 080414 PACWES 52008 4060
OTH VOID INV-Acclaimed Video, AP965 12/03/08 2676A ACCVID 92009 4060
OTH VOID INV-Acclaimed Video, AP965 12/19/08 2681 ACCVID 92009 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP976 01/03/08 080103x WFBUS 12008 4060
BRD frm OH05 JC214 04/01/08 mjp 32008 4040
LAB frm 01·405 JC214 04/01/08 mjp 32008 4030
LAB w/e 4/19 frm 01·405 JC272 04/30/08 mjp 4 2008 4030
BRO w/e 4/19 frm 01-405 JC272 04/30/08 mjp 4 2008 4040
LAB w/e 4/12 frm 01·405 JC272 04/30/08 mjp 4 2008 4030
BRD w/e 4/12 frm 01·405 JC272 04/30/08 mjp 4 2008 4040
LAB w/e 4/05 frm 01·405 JC272 04/30/08 mjp 4 2008 4030
BRD w/e 4/05 frm 01·405 JC272 04/30/08 mjp 4 2008 4040
LAB frm 01·405 JC443 07/28/08 mjp 72008 4030
BRD frm 01·405 JC443 07/28/08 mjp 72008 4040
LAB frm 01·405 JC448 07130/08 mjp 72008 4030
BRO frm 01·405 JC448 07/30/08 mjp 72008 4040
lAB from 01·405 JC498 08/28/08 mjp 8 2008 4030
BRD from 01·405 JC498 08/28/08 mjp 8 2008 4040
LAB frm 01·890 JC537 09/24/08 rna 9 2008 4030
BRD frm 01-890 JC537 09/24/08 ma 92008 4040
LAB frm 01-890 JCS37 09/24/08 rna 9 2008 4030
BRD frrn 01·890 JC537 09124/08 rna 9 2008 4040
LAB sib 01-890 JC539 09/24/08 rna 9 2008 4030
BRD sIb 01-890 JC539 09124/08 rna 92008 4040
BRD frm 01·430 Je598 10/31/08 mjp 10 2008 4040
LAB Labor JC739 12/31/08 112908 12 2008 4030
BRD Burden JC739 12/31/08 112908 1220084040
LAB Labor JC739 12/31/08 120608 12 2008 4030
BRD Burden JC739 12/31/08 120608 12 2008 4040
LAB P/R PE 10/27/07 PR048 10/27/07 11 2007 4030
BRD P/R PE 10/27/07 PR048 10/27107 11 2007 4040
LAB P/R PE 11/03/07 PR049 11/03/07 11 2007 4030
BRD PIR PE 11/03/07 PR049 11/03/07 11 2007 4040
LAB P/R PE 12/08/07 PR061 12/08/07 12 2007 4030
BRD P/R PE 12/08/07 PR061 12/08/07 12 2007 4040
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Date: 11113/2009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM Report Code: 28.81
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only) Page: 8
C~any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Per iod Range: Job To-Date
TYPE PHASE COST CHG JOURN ···REFERENCE--- VEND ..... ·G/L_... -- MTL/EQP ~lTS LAB/EQP PERIOO
CODE ORO # DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOONT COOE HOURS MO.NT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 180 LEED Activity (continued)
BRD PIR PE 12115/07 PR06S 12115/07 12 2007 4040 61.78
LAB P/R PE 12122107 PR068 12122107 12 2007 4030 1.00 34.61
BRD P/R PE 12/22/07 PR068 12122107 12 2007 4040 7.61
LAB P/R PE 12129/07 PR074 12129/07 12008 4030 4.00 108.00
BRD P/R PE 12/29/07 PROl4 12129/07 12008 4040 25.94
LAB P/R PE 01/05/08 PR077 01/05/08 12008 4030 5.00 130.11
BRD P/R PE 01l0S/08 PR077 01/0S/08 12008 4040 31.25
LAB P/R PE 01112/08 PR078 01112/08 12008 4030 21.00 488.76
BRD P/R PE 01/12/08 PROl8 01/12108 12008 4040 115.56
LAB P/R PE 01/19/08 PR079 01119/08 12008 4030 20.00 466.65
BRD P/R PE 01/19/08 PR079 01/19/08 12008 4040 110.33
LAB P/R PE 01/26/0S PROSI 01/26/08 2 200S 4030 2.00 44.22
BRD P/R PE 01126108 PR081 01126/08 2 2008 4040 10.45
LAB P/R PE 02/02108 PR082 02102108 2 2008 4030 23.00 523.20
BRO P/R PE 02102108 PR082 02102/08 2 2008 4040 123.69
LAB P/R PE 02/09/08 PR083 02/09108 2 2008 4030 41.00 953.79
BRD P/R PE 02/09/08 PR083 02109108 22008 4040 224.47
LAB P/R PE 02116/08 PR085 02116/08 2 2008 4030 54.00 1,305.34
BRD P/R PE 02/16/08 PR085 02116108 2 2008 4040 291.24
LAB P/R PE 02116108 PR086 02116/08 22008 4030 -5.00 ·173.0S
BRD P/R PE 02116/08 PR086 02116/08 2 2008 4040 ·39.53
LAB P/R PE 02/16/08 PR090 02116108 2 2008 4030 -39.00 -862.29
BRD P/R PE 02/16/08 PR090 02116/08 22008 4040 -190.05
LAB P/R PE 02/16/08 PR094 02116108 22008 4030 -10.00 ·270.00
BRD P/R PE 02/16/08 PR094 02116/08 2 2008 4040 -61.66
LAB P/R PE 02116/08 PR095 02116/08 2 2008 4030 54.00 1.305.34
BRD P/R PE 02/16/08 PR095 02116/08 2 2008 4040 291.24
LAB P/R PE 02/23/08 PR096 02123/08 22008 4030 48.00 1.161.28
BRD P/R PE 02/23/08 PR096 02123/08 22008 4040 257.63
LAB P/R PE 03/01/08 PR097 03/01/08 3 2008 4030 42.00 977.52
BRD P/R PE 03/01/08 PR097 03/01/08 32008 4040 223.26
LAB PIR PE 03/08/08 PR098 03/08/08 3 2008 4030 52.00 1,238.84
BRD P/R PE 03/08/08 PR098 03/08/08 3 2008 4040 269.92
LAB PIR PE 03115/08 PR099 03/15/08 32008 4030 49.00 1,142.62
BRD P/R PE 03/15/08 PR099 03/15/08 32008 4040 247,93
LAB P/R PE 03122/08 PR100 03122/08 3 2008 4030 45.00 1,061.79
BRD P/R PE 03/22108 PR100 03122/08 32008 4040 229.51
LAB PIR PE 03129/08 PR101 03/29/08 42008 4030 25.00 615.40
BRD P/R PE 03129/08 PR10l 03129/08 4 2008 4040 140.49
LAB PIR PE 04/05/08 PR105 04/05/08 42008 4030 12.00 352.80
BRD PIR PE 04/05/08 PR105 04/05/08 4 2008 4040 80.53
LAB PIR PE 04112/08 PR 107 04112/08 42008 4030 10.00 296.64
BRD P/R PE 04/12/08 PR 107 04112/08 4 2008 4040 67.73
LAB P/R PE 04119/08 PR108 04/19/08 4 2008 4030 9.00 252.72
BRD P/R PE 04/19/08 PR108 04/19/08 42008 4040 57.70
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM Report Code: 28.81
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only) Page: 9
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
TYPE PHASE COST CHG JOURN .. ,REFERENCE· -- VEND ..... ·G/L···· -- Mll/EQP ums LAB/EQP PERIOD
CODE ORO # DATE 00 CUST PERIOD ACCOONT CODE tKJURS MnNf
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 180 LEED Activi ty (continued)
LAB P/R PE 04126/08 PR109 04126/08 52008 4030 49.00 1,202.72
BRD P/R PE 04126/08 PR 109 04126/08 52008 4040 261.30
lAB P/R PE 05/03/08 PRIll 05/03/08 52008 4030 52,00 1,286.96
BRD P/R PE 05/03/08 PR11l 05/03/08 5 2008 4040 280.52
LAB P/R PE 05110/08 PR 112 05110/08 52008 4030 54.00 1,343.12
BRD P/R PE 05/10/08 PR112 05/10/08 52008 4040 293.34
lAB P/R PE 05111/08 PR 113 05117/08 52008 4030 90.00 1,670.80
BRD P/R PE 05/17/08 PR113 05/17/08 52008 4040 358.91
LAB P/R PE OS/24/08 PR 118 05124/08 52008 4030 83.00 1,525.48
BRD P/R PE OS/24/08 PR118 05124/08 52008 4040 298.02
LAB P/R PE 05/31/08 PR1I905/31/08 6 2008 4030 76.00 1,448.96
BRD P/R PE 05/31/08 PR 119 05/31/08 6 2008 4040 283,31
LAB P/R PE 06/07/08 PR120 06/07108 62008 4030 81.50 1,528.42
BRD P/R PE 06/07/08 PRI20 06/07/08 62008 4040 297.11
LAB P/R PE 06/14/08 PR 122 06114/08 62008 4030 102.00 1,989.36
BRD P/R PE 06/14/08 PR122 06/14/08 62008 4040 391.11
LAB P/R PE 06/21/08 PR123 06/21/08 62008 4030 85.00 1,616.52
BRD P/R PE 06/21/08 PRl23 06121/08 62008 4040 310.55
lAB P/R PE 06/28/08 PR124 06128/08 72008 4030 63.00 1,093.22
BRD P/R PE 06/28/08 PR124 06128/08 7 2008 4040 215,02
LAB P/R PE 07/05/08 PR126 07/05/08 72008 4030 66.00 1,400,55
BRD P/R PE 07/05/08 PR126 07/05/08 7 2008 4040 272.85
lAB P/R PE 07/12108 PRll7 07/12108 72008 4030 109.00 2,253.37
BRO P/R PE 07/12/08 PR127 07112/08 72008 4040 429.54
LAB P/R PE 07/19/08 PR128 07119108 720084030 70.00 1,453.20
BRD P/R PE 07/19/08 PR 128 07/19/08 72008 4040 286.09
LAB P/R PE 07126/08 PR130 07126/08 82008 4030 56.00 889.28
BRD P/R PE 07/26/08 PR130 07126/08 8 2008 4040 171.79
LAB P/R PE 08/02/08 PR 131 08/02108 82008 4030 105.00 2,158.18
BRD P/R PE 08/02/08 PR131 08/02108 82008 4040 430.75
LAB P/R PE 08/09/08 PR132 08/09/08 8 2008 4030 110.25 2,264.43
BRD PIR PE 08/09/08 PR132 08/09/08 8 2008 4040 460.00
LAB P/R PE 08/16/08 PR 133 08116/08 8 2008 4030 110.00 2,439.13
BRO P/R PE 08116/08 PR 133 08116/08 82008 4040 496.44
LAB P/R PE 08/23/08 PR134 08/23/08 8 2008 4030 105.00 2,238.18
BRD P/R PE 08/23/08 PR134 08/23/08 8 2008 4040 456.31
LAB P/R PE 08/30/08 PR135 08/30/08 92008 4030 65.00 1,718.18
BRD P/R PE 08/30/08 PR135 08/30/08 9Z008 4040 343.62
LAB P/R PE 09/06/08 PR 136 09/06/08 92008 4030 75.00 1,662.75
BRD P/R PE 09/06/08 PR136 09/06/08 92008 4040 337.77
LAB P/R PE 09/13/08 PR138 09113/08 92008 4030 89.50 2,025.89
BRD PIR PE 09/13/08 PR138 09113/08 92008 4040 410.08
LAB PIR PE 09120/08 PR140 09/20/08 9 2008 4030 94.50 2,112.49
BRD P/R PE 09/20/08 PR140 09120/08 9 2008 4040 428.65
LAB PIR PE 09127/08 PR142 09127108 10 2008 4030 61.00 1,203.35
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Date: 11/13/2009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM Report Code: 28.81
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only) Page: 10
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
TYPE PHASE COST CHG JOURN •••REFERENCE•• - VErt) ------G/L------ IMl/EQP LtlITS L4B/EQP PERlOO
COOE ORO # DATE NO CUST PERlOO ACCOOO CODE HCUlS MDUNT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 180 LEED Activity (continued)
BRD P/R PE 09/27/08 PR142 09127108 10 2008 4040 245.65
LAB PIR PE 10/04/08 PR143 10/04/08 10 2008 4030 139.50 3.430.25
BRD PIR PE 10/04/08 PR143 10/04/08 10 2008 4040 690.65
LAB P/R PE 10/11/08 PR149 10111/08 10 2008 4030 100.50 2,287.66
BRD P/R PE 10/11/08 PR149 10/11/08 10 2008 4040 463.04
LAB P/R PE 10/18/08 PR151 10118108 10 2008 4030 97.00 2,242.16
BRD P/R PE 10/18/08 PR 151 10/18/08 10 2008 4040 453.17
LAB PIR PE 10/25/08 PR152 10/25/08 10 2008 4030 87.00 1,993.38
BRD P/R PE 10/25/08 PR152 10125/08 10 2008 4040 403.66
LAB P/R PE 11/01/08 PR156 11/01/08 11 2008 4030 65.00 1,354.40
BRD P/R PE 11/01/08 PR15611/01/08 11 2008 4040 275.46
LAB P/R PE 11/08/08 PR158 11/08/08 11 2008 4030 57.00 1,129.76
BRD P/R PE 11/08/08 PR 158 11/08/08 11 2008 4040 230.51
LAB P/R PE 11115/08 PR162 11/15/08 11 2008 4030 61.00 1,224.95
BRD P/R PE 11/15/08 PR162 11115108 11 2008 4040 248.66
LAB P/R PE 11/22/08 PR 164 11122108 11 2008 4030 58.00 1,121.16
BRD PIR PE 11122/08 PR 164 11/22/08 11 2008 4040 229.44
LAB P/R PE 11/29108 PR165 11/29108 12 2008 4030 21.50 279.50
BRD PIR PE 11/29/08 PR16S 11/29/08 12 2008 4040 60.57
LAB P/R PE 12/06/08 PR167 12106108 12 2008 4030 38.00 494,00
BRD P/R PE 12/06/08 PR1G7 12106108 12 2008 4040 107.07
LAB P/R PE 12/13/08 PR168 12113108 12 2008 4030 32.00 761.55
BRD P/R PE 12/13/08 PR168 12113108 12 2008 4040 152.30
LAB P/R PE 12/20/08 PR 172 12120108 12 2008 4030 32.00 761.55
BRD PIR PE 12120108 PR 172 12120/08 12 2008 4040 152.30
LAB P/R PE 12/27/08 PR 174 12/27/08 12009 4030 8.00 190.39
BRD PIR PE 12127/08 PR174 12127/08 120094040 41.35
LAB P/R PE 01/03/09 PR 175 01/03/09 12009 4030 23.00 547.39
BRD P/R PE 01/03/09 PR 175 01/03/09 12009 4040 122.02
LAB P/R PE 01/10/09 PR176 01/10/09 12009 4030 25.00 594.98
BRD P/R PE 01110109 PR176 01110/09 12009 4040 132.63
LAS P/R PE 01117109 PR177 01/17/09 12009 4030 27.00 642.59
BRD P/R PE 01/17/09 PR 177 01/17109 12009 4040 143.22
LAB P/R PE 01124/09 PR178 01124/09 12009 4030 27.00 642.59
BRD P/R PE 01124/09 PR178 01124/09 12009 4040 143.22
LAS P/R PE 01/31/09 PR180 01/31/09 2 2009 4030 25.00 595.00
BRD P/R PE 01/31/09 PR180 01/31/09 2 2009 4040 132.60
LAS P/R PE 02107/09 PR 181 02/07/09 2 2009 4030 6.00 142.80
BRD PIR PE 02/07/09 PR181 02107109 2 2009 4040 31.70
LAB P/R PE 02/14/09 PR182 02114109 2 2009 4030 15.00 357.00
BRD P/R PE 02/14/09 PR 182 02114/09 2 2009 4040 76.73
LAB P/R PE 02/21/09 PR183 02121109 2 2009 4030 15.00 357.00
BRD P/R PE 02/21/09 PR 183 02121/09 2 2009 4040 76.73
LAB P/R PE 02/28/09 PR187 02128109 3 2009 4030 26.00 618.79
BRD PIR PE 02128/09 PR187 02128/09 3 2009 4040 132.96
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Date: 11/13/2009 JOB COST DETAIL.BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To·Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 11
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORD
JOORN ···REFERENCE··· VEND •• •.•.G/L.. •••• MIl/EQP ~ITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOLm CODE
LAB/EQP PER IOD
HOURS MWff
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 180 LEW Activity
LAB PIR PE 03/07/09
BRD P/R PE 03/07/09
LAB PIR PE 03114109
BRD PIR PE 03114/09
LAB P/R PE 11107/09




















COST 01 200 Project Meetings
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP028 09/04/07 070904x WFBUS 9 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP108 01/30/08 27073 ALPGRA 2 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL APl08 01/31/08 27086 AlPGRA 2 Z008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 BENNETT AP149 06110/08 080610K USBANK 6 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHAN AP149 06/10/08 0806XX USBANK 6 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHAN AP149 06110/08 0806XX USBANK 6 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205494869 Barb C. AP182 11/01/08 0811bb USBANK 11 20084060
OTH 4798531205483201 Gene 8. AP182 11101108 08l1k USBANK 11 20084060
OTH 4798531205483201 Gene B. AP182 11/01/08 0811k USBANK 11 2008 4060
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene 8 AP202 05/02107 070502k WFBUS 5 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP202 05/02/07 0705jj WFBUS 5 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP229 10/03/07 071003x VlFBUS 10 2007 4060
OTH 4798531205485909 Tom AP325 12/01/08 0812z USBANK 12 2008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP386 06/01/07 070601x WFBUS 6 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP437 11/01/07 071101x I'IFBUS 11 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP437 11/01/07 0711jj WFBUS 11 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP437 11/01/07 0711jj VffBUS 11 2007 4060
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene B. AP445 03/01/08 080301k VIFBUS 3 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 Jon A AP496 03/11/08 080311x USBANK 3 2008 4060
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP617 07/23/07 0707jj VfBUS 7 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502. Jon A. AP669 12103/07 071203x WFBUS 12 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP669 12/03/07 0712jj WFBUS 12 2007 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. AP703 09110/08 0809M USBANK 9 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 0809XX USBANK 9 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 GENE B AP733 04/09/08 080409K USBANK 4 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 GENE B AP733 04/09/08 080409K USBANK 4 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483177 SCOTT T. AP733 04/09/08 080409L USBANK 4 2008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP804 08/01/07 070801x WFBUS 8 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP804 08/01/07 0708 j j WFBUS 8 2007 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 GENE B. AP892 05/08/08 080508K USBANK 5 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 PChild AP942 10/09/080810M USBANK 1020084060
OTH 4798531205485917 PChild AP942 JO/09/080810M USBANK 1020084060
OTH 4798531205486279 J Vaughn AP942 10/09/08 0810XX USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 J Vaughn AP942 10/09/08 0810XX USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 J Vaughn AP942 10/09/08 0810XX USBAM< 10 2008 4060
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PN (job history only)
Carpany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To·Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 12
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORD
JOORN ·_·REFERENCE-·· VEt-V ····--G/L······ MTLlEQP ~ITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT COOE
LAB/EOP PERIOD
HOURS MWNT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 200 Project Meetings (continued)
OTIl 4856200205258238 Gene B. !'P976 01/03/08 080103k WFBUS
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. !'P976 01/03/08 080103x WFBUS
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene B. AP997 04/02/07 070402k WFBUS
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene B. AP997 04/02/07 070402k WFBUS
OTH 4856200208465826 Becky AP997 04/02/07 0704dd WFBUS
OTIl Correction G/L 5080AP976 JC079 01128/08
OTH Correction G/L 5080AP976 JC079 01/28/08
COST 01 405 Project Engineer
LAB sib 01-180 JC214 04/01/08 mjp
BRD sib 01-180 JC214 04/01/08 mjp
LAB w/e 4/05 sib 01-180 JC272 04/30/08 mjp
BRO w/e 4/05 sib 01-180 JC272 04/30/08 mjp
LAB wle 4/12 sIb 01-180 JC272 04/30/08 mjp
BRD w/e 4/12 sIb 01·180 JC272 04/30/08 mjp
LAB w/e 4/19 sib 01·180 JC272 04/30/08 mjp
BRD w/e 4/19 sib 01-180 JC272 04/30/08 mjp
LAB sIb 01-180 JC443 07/28/08 mjp
BRO sib 01-180 JC443 07/28/08 mjp
LAB sib 01-180 JC448 07/30/08 mjp
BRO sIb 01-180 JC448 07/30/08 mjp
LAB sIb 01·180 JC498 08/28/08 mjp
ORO sib 01·180 JC498 08/28/08 mjp
LAB Project Engineer JC739 12131108 112908
BRD Burden JC739 12131/08 112908
LAB Labor JC739 12/31/08 120608
BRD Burden JC739 12/31/08 120608
LAB P/R PE 06/23/07 PR002 06/23/07
BRO P/R PE 06/23/07 PR002 06/23/07
LAB PIR PE 06/30/07 PR004 06/30/07
BRO P/R PE 06/30/07 PR004 06/30/07
LAB P/R PE 07/07/07 PR006 07/07/07
BRO P/R PE 07/07/07 PR006 07/07/07
LAB P/R PE 07114/07 PR009 07/14/07
BRO P/R PE 07/14/07 PR009 07/14/07
LAB P/R PE 07/21/07 PR014 07/21/07
BRO P/R PE 07f21/07 PR01407/21/07
LAB P/R PE 07/28/07 PR019 07/28/07
BRO P/R PE 07128/07 PR019 07/28/07
LAB P/R PE 08/04/07 PR020 08/04/07
BRO P/R PE 08/04/07 PROlO 08/04/07
LAB P/R PE 08/11/07 PR022 08/11/07
BRO P/R PE 08/11/07 PR022 08/11/07
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
COlJl.lany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To·Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 13
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORD
JOUl.N •••REFERENCE.. , VEND ..... ·G/L······ MIL/EQP lliITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIoo ACCOONT CooE
LAB/EQP PER 100
HOURS IWlM"
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 405 Project Engineer (continued)
BRD P/R PE 08/18/07 PR027 08118/07
LAB P/R PE 08/25/07 PR032 08/25107
BRD P/R PE 08/25/07 PR032 08/25/07
LAB P/R PE 09/01107 PR033 09/01107
BRD P/R PE 09/01/07 PR033 09/01/07
LAB P/R PE 09/08/07 PR036 09/08107
BRD P/R PE 09/08/07 PR036 09/08/07
lAB P/R PE 09115107 PR037 09/15/07
BRD P/R PE 09/15/07 PR037 09/15/07
LAB P/R PE 09/22/07 PR039 09/22/07
BRD P/R PE 09/22/07 PR039 09/22/07
LAB P/R PE 09/29/07 PR042 09/29/07
BRD P/R PE 09129107 PR042 09/29/07
LAB P/R PE 10/06/07 PR043 10/06/07
BRD P/R PE 10/06/07 PR043 10/06/07
LAB P/R PE 10/13/07 PR046 10/13/07
BRO P/R PE 10/13/07 PR046 10/13/07
LAB P/R PE 10/20/07 PR047 10/20/07
BRO P/R PE 10/20/07 PR047 10/20/07
LAB P/R PE 10/27/07 PR048 10/27/07
BRO P/R PE 10/27/07 PR048 10/27/07
LAB PIR PE 11/03/07 PR049 11/03/07
BRD P/R PE 11/03/07 PR049 11/03107
LAB P/R PE 11/10/07 PR050 11/10/07
BRD P/R PE 11/10/07 PR050 11/10/07
LAB P/R PE 11/17/07 PR052 11117/07
BRD P/R PE 11/17/07 PR052 11/17/07
LAB P/R PE 11/24/07 PROSS 11/24/07
BRO P/R PE 11/24/07 PROSS 11/24/07
LAB P/R PE 12101107 PR058 12101/07
BRD P/R PE 12/01/07 PROS8 12/01/07
LAB P/R PE 12/08/07 PR061 12/08/07
BRO P/R PE 12/08/07 PR061 12/08/07
LAB P/R PE 12/15/07 PR065 12/15/07
BRD P/R PE 12/15/07 PR065 12/15/07
LAB P/R PE 12/22/07 PR068 12/22/07
BRD P/R PE 12/22/07 PR068 12/22/07
LAB P/R PE 12/29/07 PR074 12/29/07
BRD P/R PE 12/29/07 PR074 12/29/07
LAB P/R PE 01/05/08 PR077 01/05/08
BRD P/R PE 01/05/08 PR077 01/05/08
LAB P/R PE 01/12/08 PR078 01/12/08
BRD P/R PE 01/12/08 PR078 01/12/08
LAB P/R PE 01/19/08 PR079 01/19/08
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
COO1>any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 06067S thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 14
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORO
JOURN _. -REFERENCE--- VEl() ------GIL------ MTLlEQP (t.I!TS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOONT COOf
LAS/fQP PER 100
rms M«llNT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 405 Project Engineer (continued)
LAB P/R PE 01/26/08 PR081 01/26/08
BRD P/R PE 01/26/08 PR081 01/26/08
LAB P/R PE 02/02/08 PR082 02/02/08
BRD P/R PE 02102108 PR082 02102108
LAB P/R PE 02/09/08 PR083 02/09/08
BRD PIR PE 02109108 PR083 02109/08
LAB P/R PE 02/16/08 PR08S 02/16/08
BRO P/R PE 02/16/08 PR08S 02/16/08
LAB P/R PE 02/16/08 PR090 02/16/08
BRD P/R PE 02116108 PR090 02116/08
LAB P/R PE 02/16/08 PR095 02/16/08
BRD P/R PE 02/16/08 PR095 02/16/08
lAB P/R PE 03/01/08 PR097 03/01/08
BRD P/R PE 03/01/08 PR097 03/01/08
LAB P/R PE 03/29/08 PR101 03/29/08
BRD P/R PE 03/29/08 PR101 03/29/08
LAB P/R PE 04/05/08 PR105 04/05/08
BRD P/R PE 04/05108 PR10S 04/05/08
LAB P/R PE 04/12108 PR107 04/12/08
BRD P/R PE 04/12/08 PR107 04/12/08
LAB P/R PE 04/19/08 PR108 04/19/08
BRD P/R PE 04/19108 PR108 04/19/08
LAB P/R PE 04/26/08 PR109 04/26/08
BRD P/R PE 04/26/08 PR109 04/26108
LAB P/R PE 05/03/08 PRll1 05/03/08
BRD P/R PE 05/03/08 PR111 05/03/08
LAB P/R PE 06/28/08 PR124 06/28/08
BRD P/R PE 06/28/08 PR124 06/28/08
LAB P/R PE 07/05/08 PR126 07/05/08
BRD P/R PE 07/05/08 PR126 07/05/08
LAB P/R PE 07/19/08 PR128 07/19/08
BRD P/R PE 07/19/08 PR128 07/19/08
LAB P/R PE 07/26/08 PR130 07/26/08
BRD P/R PE 07/26/08 PR13007/26/08
LAB P/R PE 11/01/08 PR156 11/01/08
BRO P/R PE 11/01/08 PR156 11/01/08
LAB PIR PE 11/15/08 PR162 11/15/08
BRD P/R PE 11/15/08 PR162 11/15/08
LAB P/R PE 11/29/08 PR165 11/29/08
BRD P/R PE 11/29/08 PR165 11/29/08
LAB P/R PE 12/06/08 PR167 12106/08
BRD P/R PE 12/06/08 PR167 12/06/08
LAB P/R PE 08/05/06 PR902 08/05/06
BRO P/R PE 08/05/06 PR902 08/05/06
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To·Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 15
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOORN ---REFERENCE··· VEND ···_··G/L '" ... MIlIEQP UNITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
HOORS MroNT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 405 Project Engineer (continued)
BRD P/R PE 08/12/06 PR903 08112106
LAB P/R PE 08/19/06 PR904 08119106
BRD P/R PE 08/19/06 PR904 08/19106
LAB P/R PE 09/23/06 PR909 09123106
BRD P/R PE 09/23/06 PR909 09123/06
LAB P/R PE 09/30/06 PR910 09/30106
BRD P/R PE 09/30/06 PR910 09/30/06
LAB P/R PE 10/28/06 PR915 10/28/06
BRD P/R PE 10/28/06 PR915 10/28/06
LAB P/R PE 11/04106 PR917 11/04/06
BRD P/R PE 11/04/06 PR917 11/04106
LAB P/R PE 11/11106 PR918 11111/06
BRD P/R PE 11111/06 PR918 11/11/06
LAB P/R PE 11118106 PR91911/18/06
BRD P/R PE 11/18/06 PR919 11/18/06
LAB P/R PE 11/25/06 PR921 11/25/06
BRO P/R PE 11/25/06 PR921 11/25/06
LAB P/R PE 12/16/06 PR926 12/16/06
BRD P/R PE 12/16/06 PR926 12/16/06
LAB P/R PE 01/13/07 PR940 01/13/07
BRO P/R PE 01/13/07 PR940 01/13/07
LAB P/R PE 01/20/07 PR943 01/20/07
BRD P/R PE 01/20/07 PR943 01/20107
LAB P/R PE 02/03/07 PR946 02/03/07
BRD P/R PE 02103107 PR946 02103/07
LAB P/R PE 02/10/07 PR948 02/10/07
BRD P/R PE 02/10/07 PR948 02/10/07
LAB P/R PE 02/17/07 PR953 02/17/07
BRD P/R PE 02/17/07 PR953 02/17/07
LAB P/R PE 02/24/07 PR956 02/24/07
BRD P/R PE 02/24/07 PR956 02/24/07
LAB P/R PE 03/03/07 PR960 03/03/07
BRO P/R PE 03/03/07 PR960 03/03/07
LAB P/R PE 03/10/07 PR961 03/10/07
BRD P/R PE 03/10/07 PR961 03110/07
LAB PIR PE 03/17107 PR964 03117/07
BRD P/R PE 03117/07 PR964 03/17/07
LAB P/R PE 03/24/07 PR965 03/24/07
BRD P/R PE 03/24/07 PR965 03/24/07
LAB P/R PE 03/31/07 PR970 03/31/07
BRD P/R PE 03/31/07 PR970 03/31/07
LAB P/R PE 04/07/07 PR972 04/07/07
BRD P/R PE 04/07/07 PR972 04/07/07
LAB P/R PE 04/14/07 PR973 04/14/07
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
COIIllany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 16
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORD
JOLRN ···REFERENCE··- VOO ······G/l······ MIl/EQP ums
# DATE to«) CUST PERlOO ACcrorr CODE
LAB/EOP PERIOD
HOORS MWNT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 405 Project Engineer (continued)
lAB P/R PE 04121107 PR974 04/21/07
BRD P/R PE 04/21/07 PR974 04/21/07
lAB P/R PE 04/28/07 PR978 04/28107
BRO PIR PE 04128/07 PR978 04/28/07
lAB P/R PE 05/05/07 PR979 05/05/07
BRD P/R PE 05/05/07 PR979 05/05/07
lAB P/R PE 05/12/07 PR982 05/12/07
BRO P/R PE 05/12/07 PR982 05112/07
lAB P/R PE 05/19/07 PR983 05/19/07
BRD P/R PE 05/19/07 PR983 05/19/07
LAB P/R PE OS/26/07 PR993 05/26/07
BRO PJR PE OS/26/07 PR993 OS/26107
LAB PJR PE 06/02/07 PR994 06/02/07
BRD P/R PE 06/02/07 PR994 06/02/07
LAB P/R PE 06/09/07 PR996 06/09/07
BRD PIR PE 06/09/07 PR996 06/09/07
LAB P/R PE 06/16/07 PR998 06/16/07














































COST 01 410 Project Manager
LAB P/R PE 06123/07 PR002 06/23/07
BRC PIR PE 06123/07 PR002 06123/07
LAB P/R PE 06/30/07 PR004 06/30/07
BRD P/R PE 06/30/07 PROO4 06/30107
LAB P/R PE 07/14/07 PR009 07/14/07
BRD P/R PE 07/14/07 PR009 07/14/07
LAB P/R PE 07/21/07 PR014 07/21/07
BRD P/R PE 07/21/07 PR014 07/21/07
lAB P/R PE 07128/07 PR019 07128/07
BRD P/R PE 07128/07 PR019 07/28/07
LAB P/R PE 08/04/07 PR020 08/04/07
BRD P/R PE 08/04/07 PR020 08/04/07
LAB P/R PE 08/11/07 PR022 08/11/07
BRD P/R PE 08/11107 PR022 08111/07
LAB P/R PE 08118/07 PROl7 08118/07
BRD PIR PE 08/18/07 PROll 08118107
LAB P/R PE DB/25/07 PR032 08/25/07
BRC P/R PE 08/25/07 PR032 08/25/07
LAB P/R PE 09/01/07 PR033 09/01/07
BRD P/R PE 09/01/07 PR033 09/01/07
LAB P/R PE 09/08/07 PR036 09/08/07
~pnff~~~ ~~~08~
LAB PIR PE 09/15/07 PR037 09/15/07
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To·Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 17
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
J(XlN ···REFERENCE··· \'EM) ······G/L······ Mll/EQP UNITS
# DATE NO CUST PERlOO AC~T CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
lmS MOO'rr
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 410 Project Manager (continued)
LAB PIR PE 09/22/07 PR039 09122107
BRD P/R PE 09122/07 PR039 09/22/07
LAB PIR PE 09/29107 PR042 09/29/07
BRD P/R PE 09/29/07 PR042 09/29/07
LAB P/R PE 10/06107 PR043 10/06/07
BRD P/R PE 10/06/07 PR043 10/06/07
LAB P/R PE 10/13/07 PR046 10/13/07
BRO P/R PE 10/13/07 PR046 10/13/07
LAB P/R PE 10/20/07 PR047 10/20/07
BRD P/R PE 10/20/07 PR047 10/20/07
LAB P/R PE 10/27/07 PR048 10/27/07
BRD P/R PE 10/27/07 PR048 10/27/07
LAB P/R PE 11/03/07 PR049 11/03/07
BRD PIR PE 11/03/07 PR049 11103107
LAB P/R PE 11/10/07 PR050 11/10/07
BRD P/R PE 11/10/07 PROSO 11/10/07
LAB P/R PE 11117107 PROS2 11/17107
BRD P/R PE 11/17/07 PROS2 11/17/07
LAB P/R PE 11124107 PROSS 11/24/07
BRD P/R PE 11124/07 PROSS 11/24/07
LAB P/R PE 12101/07 PROS8 12101/07
BRD P/R PE 12/01/07 PROS8 12/01/07
LAB P/R PE 12108/07 PR061 12108/07
BRD P/R PE 12/08/07 PR061 12/08/07
LAB P/R PE 12/15/07 FROGS 12/15/07
BRD P/R PE 12/15/07 PROGS 12/15/07
LAB P/R PE 12/22/07 PR068 12/22/07
BRD P/R PE 12/22/07 PR068 12/22/07
LAB P/R PE 12/29/07 PR074 12/29/07
BRD P/R PE 12/29/07 PR074 12/29/07
LAB PIR PE 01/05/08 PR077 01/05/08
BRD P/R PE 01/05/08 PRon 01/05/08
LAB P/R PE 01/12/08 PR078 01/12/08
BRD P/R PE 01/12108 PR078 01/12/08
LAB P/R PE 01/19/08 PR079 01/19/08
BRD P/R PE 01119/08 PR079 01119108
LAB P/R PE 01126/08 PR081 01126/08
BRD P/R PE 01/26/08 PR081 01/26/08
LAB P/R PE 02/02108 PR082 02/02/08
BRD PIR PE 02/02108 PR082 02/02108
LAB PIR PE 02109/08 PR083 02/09/08
BRO PIR PE 02109/08 PR083 02/09/08
LAB P/R PE 02/16/08 PR08S 02/16/08
BRO P/R PE 02/16/08 PR08S 02/16/08
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Da te: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM Report Code: 28.81
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only) Page: 18
C~any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
TYPE PHASE COST CHG JOLRN ---REFERENCE--- VEND ------G/L- --.-- MTlIEQP ~ITS LAB/EQP PERIOD
COOE ORO # DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOONT CODE HOURS M«ll.tlT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall {continued}
COST 01 410 Project Manager (continued)
BRD P/R PE 02/16/08 PROS6 02l16/0S 22008 4040 -45.65
LAB P/R PE 02116/0S PROSS 02/16/08 22008 4030 -20.00 -S94.21
BRD PIR PE 02116/08 PROS8 02116/08 22008 4040 -205.94
LAB PIR PE 02/16/08 PR09S 02/16/08 l 2008 4030 28.00 1,394.21
BRD PIR PE 02/16/0S PR09S 02l16/0S l 2008 4040 327.64
LAB P/R PE 02/23/0S PR096 02/23/0S 22008 4030 22.00 1,090.37
BRD PIR PE 02/23/08 PR096 02123/08 22008 4040 256.03
LAB P/R PE 03/01/08 PR097 03/01108 32008 4030 20.00 894.20
BRD PIR PE 03/01/0S PR097 03/01108 32008 4040 205.96
LAB P/R PE 03/0S/08 PR09S 03/0S/08 32008 4030 16.00 857.6S
BRD PIR PE 03/08/0S PR098 03/08/08 32008 4040 204.07
LAB PIR PE 03/15/08 PR099 03/15/08 32008 4030 40.00 2,001.91
BRD PIR PE 03/15/08 PR099 03/15/08 32008 4040 470.86
LAB PIR PE 03/22108 PR 100 03/22/08 32008 4030 28.00 1,323.06
BRD P/R PE 03/22/08 PR 100 03/22/08 32008 4040 305.88
LAB P/R PE 03/29/08 PRIOI 03129108 42008 4030 36.00 1,823.07
BRD P/R PE 03/29/08 PR10l 03/29108 4 2008 4040 423.08
LAB P/R PE 04/05/0B PR105 04105108 42008 4030 38.00 1,876.91
BRD P/R PE 04/05/08 PR10S 04/05108 42008 4040 434.94
LAB P/R PE 04/12/0B PR107 04112108 42008 4030 44.00 2,251.91
BRD P/R PE 04/12/08 PR10? 04/12/08 42008 4040 522.95
LAB P/R PE 04119/08 PR 108 04/19/08 42008 4030 36.00 1,823.06
BRD P/R PE 04/19/08 PR 108 04/19/08 42008 4040 423.10
LAB PIR PE 04126108 PR109 04/26/08 52008 4030 40.00 2,073.06
BRD P/R PE 04/26/08 PR109 04126108 52008 4040 469.96
LAB P/R PE 05/03/08 PR III 05/03/08 52008 4030 27.00 1,331.71
BRD PIR PE 05/03/08 PR 111 05/03/08 52008 4040 298.97
LAB P/R PE 05/10/08 PR 112 05/10/08 52008 4030 40.00 2,001.91
BRD P/R PE 05/10/08 PR 112 05/10/08 52008 4040 450.26
LAB P/R PE 05117/08 PR 113 05117108 52008 4030 42.00 2,055.75
BRD P/R PE 05/17/08 PR 113 05117108 52008 4040 403.08
LAB PIR PE OS/24/08 PR118 05124108 52008 4030 32.00 1,573.06
BRD PIR PE 05124/08 PRll8 05/24/08 52008 4040 314.55
LAB P/R PE 05/31/08 PR119 05/31/08 6 2008 4030 36.00 1,823.06
BRD P/R PE 05/31/08 PR 119 05/31/08 62008 4040 364.56
LAB PIR PE 06/07/08 PR120 06/07/08 6 2008 4030 48.00 2,430.76
BRD P/R PE 06/07/08 PR120 06/07/08 6200B 4040 486.04
LAB P/R PE 06/14/08 PR122 06/14/08 62008 4030 48.00 2,430.75
BRD P/R PE 06/14/08 PR 122 06114/08 62008 4040 486.07
LAB P/R PE 06/21/08 PR 123 06121/08 6 2008 4030 40.00 1,930.75
BRD P/R PE 06/21/08 PR123 06/21/0B 6 2008 4040 386.09
LAB PIR PE 06128108 PR124 06/28/08 72008 4030 40.00 2,001.90
BRD P/R PE 06/28/08 PR124 06/28/08 7 2008 4040 400.34
LAB PIR PE 07/05/08 PR126 07/05/08 72008 4030 36.00 1,823.06
BRD PIR PE 07/05/08 PR126 07/05/08 7 2008 4040 364.55
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Date: 11/13/2009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:0S:35 PId (job history only)
COIqlany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.S1
Page: 19
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
.JOLRN ---REFERENCE· -- VE~ ------Gil- ----- MTlIEQP UNITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOltH CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
HWl.S MOJNT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 410 Project Manager (continued)
lJIB P/R PE 07112/08 PR127 07/12108
BRD P/R PE 07112108 PR12l 07112108
lJIB P/R PE 07119/08 PR128 07119/08
BRD P/R PE 07/19/08 PR128 07/19/08
lAB P/R PE 07126/08 PR13007/26/08
BRD P/R PE 07/26/08 PR13007/26/08
LAB PIR PE 08/02/08 PR131 08/02/08
BRD P/R PE 08/02108 PR131 08/02/08
LAB P/R PE OS/09/08 PR132 OS/09/08
BRD P/R PE 08/09/0S PR132 08/09/08
LAB P/R PE 08/16/08 PR133 08/16/08
BRD P/R PE 08/16/08 PR133 08/16108
LAB P/R PE OS/23/0S PRl34 08/23/0S
BRO P/R PE 08/23/08 PR134 08/23/08
LAB P/R PE 08/30/08 PR135 08/30/08
BRO P/R PE 08/30/08 PR135 08/30/08
LAB P/R PE 09/06/08 PR136 09/06/08
BRO P/R PE 09/06/08 PR136 09/06/08
LAB P/R PE 09/13/08 PR13S 09/13/08
BRD P/R PE 09/13/08 PR138 09/13/08
LAB PIR PE 09/20/08 PR 140 09/20/08
BRD P/R PE 09/20/08 PR140 09/20108
LAB P/R PE 09/27/08 PR142 09/27/08
BRD P/R PE 09/27/08 PR142 09/21/08
LAB P/R PE 10/04108 PR143 10/04/08
BRO P/R PE 10/04/08 PR143 10/04/08
LAB P/R PE 10/11/08 PR149 10/11/08
8RD P/R PE 10/11/08 PR149 10/11/08
LAB P/R PE 10/18/08 PR151 10/18/08
BRD P/R PE 10/18/08 PRI51 10/18/08
LAB P/R PE 10/25/08 PR152 10/25/08
BRD P/R PE 10/25/08 PRI52 10/25/08
LAB P/R PE 11/01/08 PR156 11/01/08
BRD P/R PE 11/01/08 PRI56 11/01/08
LAB P/R PE 11/08/08 PRl58 11/08/08
BRD P/R PE 11/08/08 PR 158 11/08/08
LAB P/R PE 11/15/08 PRl62 11/15/08
BRD P/R PE 11115/08 PR 162 11115/08
LAB P/R PE 11122108 PRI64 11/22108
BRD P/R PE 11122/08 PR 164 11/22/08
LAB P/R PE 11129/08 PR16S 11/29/08
BRD P/R PE 11129/08 PR 165 11/29/08
LAB P/R PE 12/06/08 PR167 12/06/08
BRD P/R PE 12/06/08 PR167 12106/08
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Date: 111\312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
COIl1>any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Oate
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 20
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOORN _. ·REFEREIU_.. VEND ... -. -GIL_. _... MIL/EQP UNITS
# OATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOlNf CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
OOURS m.tlT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 410 Project Manager (continued)
BRO P/R PE 12/13/08 PR1G8 12/13/08
LAB P/R PE 12/20/08 PR170 12/20/08
BRO P/R PE 12/20/08 PR170 12/20/08
LAB P/R PE 12/27/08 PR174 12/27/08
BRO P/R PE 12127/08 PR174 12127108
LAB P/R PE 01/03/09 PR17S 01/03/09
BRO P/R PE 01/03/09 PR17S 01/03/09
LAB P/R PE 01/10/09 PR176 01/10/09
BRO P/R PE 01/10/09 PR176 01/10/09
LAB P/R PE 01/17/09 PR177 01/17/09
BRD P/R PE 01/17/09 PR177 01/17/09
LAB P/R PE 01/24/09 PR178 01/24/09
BRO P/R PE 01/24/09 PR178 01/24/09
LAB P/R PE 01/31/09 PR18001/31/09
BRO P/R PE 01/31/09 PR180 01/31/09
LAB P/R PE 02/07/09 PR181 02/07/09
BRO P/R PE 02/07/09 PR 181 02/07/09
LAB P/R PE 02/14/09 PR182 02/14/09
BRO P/R PE 02/14/09 PR182 02/14/09
LAB P/R PE 02/21/09 PR183 02/21/09
BRO P/R PE 02121/09 PR183 02/21/09
LAB P/R PE 02/28/09 PR187 02/28/09
BRD P/R PE 02128109 PR 187 02128109
LAB P/R PE 03107/09 PR204 03/07/09
BRO P/R PE 03/07/09 PR204 03/07/09
LAB PIR PE 03/14/09 PR205 03114109
BRO P/R PE 03/14/09 PR205 03/14/09
LAB P/R PE 03/21/09 PR208 03/21/09
BRO P/R PE 03/21/09 PR208 03/21/09
LAB P/R PE 03/28/09 PR209 03/28/09
BRO P/R PE 03/28/09 PR209 03128/09
LAB P/R PE 04104/09 PR211 04/04/09
BRO P/R PE 04/04109 PR211 04/04/09
LAB P/R PE 04/11/09 PR212 04/11109
BRO P/R PE 04/11/09 PR212 04/11/09
LAB P/R PE 04/18/09 PR213 04/18/09
BRO P/R PE 04/18/09 PR213 04/18/09
LAB P/R PE 04/25/09 PR214 04/25/09
BRD P/R PE 04/25/09 PR214 04/25/09
LAB P/R PE 05/02/09 PR215 05/02/09
BRO P/R PE OS/02/09 PR215 05/02/09
LAB P/R PE OS/09/09 PR217 05/09/09
BRO PIR PE 05/09/09 PR217 05/09/09
LAB P/R PE 05/16/09 PR218 05/16/09
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company NO. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 21
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOURN .. ·REFERENCE· .. VEND .-... -GIL--••• - MTL/EQP It-lITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCWff CODE
lAB/Elf PER100
IWlS Mroff
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 410 Project Manager (continued)
lAB P/R PE 05/23/09 PR219 05/23/09
BRD P/R PE 05/23/09 PR219 05/23/09
LAB P/R PE 05/30109 PR222 05/30/09
8RD P/R PE 05/30109 PR222 05/30/09
lAB P/R PE 06/06/09 PR223 06/06/09
BRD P/R PE 06106/09 PR223 06/06/09
LAB P/R PE 06/13109 PR224 06/13/09
BRD P/R PE 06/13/09 PR224 06/13/09
lAB P!R PE 06120/09 PR225 06/20/09
BRD P/R PE 06/20/09 PR225 06/20/09
LAB P/R PE 06/27/09 PR226 06/27/09
BRD P/R PE 06/27/09 PR226 06/27/09
LAB P/R PE 06/17/06 PR886 06/17/06
BRD P/R PE 06/17/06 PR886 06/17/06
LAB P/R PE 06/24/06 PR889 06/24/06
BRD P/R PE 06/24/06 PR889 06/24/06
LAB P/R PE 07/01/06 PR891 07/01/06
BRD P/R PE 07/01/06 PR891 07/01/06
LAB P/R PE 07/08/06 PR892 07/08/06
BRO P/R PE 07/08/06 PR892 07/08106
LAB P/R PE 07/15/06 PR894 07/15/06
8RD P/R PE 07/15/06 PR894 07/15/06
LAB P/R PE 07/29/06 PR898 07/29/06
BRD P/R PE 07/29/06 PR898 07/29/06
LAB P/R PE 08/12/06 PR903 08/12/06
BRO P/R PE 08/12/06 PR903 08/12/06
lAB P/R PE 08/19106 PR904 08/19/06
BRD P/R PE 08/19/06 PR904 08/19/06
LAB P/R PE 08/26/06 PR905 08/26/06
BRO P/R PE 08/26/06 PR905 08/26/06
LAB P/R PE 09/02106 PR906 09/02106
BRD P/R PE 09/02106 PR906 09/02106
LAB P/R PE 09/09/06 PR907 09/09/06
BRD P/R PE 09/09/06 PR907 09/09/06
LAB P/R PE 09/16/06 PR908 09/16/06
BRD P/R PE 09116106 PR908 09116/06
lAB P/R PE 09/23/06 PR909 09/23/06
BRD P/R PE 09/23/06 PR909 09/23/06
LAB P/R PE 09/30/06 PR910 09/30/06
BRD P/R PE 09/30/06 PR910 09/30/06
LAB P/R PE 10/07/06 PR911 10/07/06
BRO P/R PE 10/07/06 PR911 10/07/06
LAB P/R PE 10/14/06 PR912 10/14/06
BRD P/R PE 10/14/06 PR912 10/14106
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Date: 1111312009 .JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 22
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORO
JOURN .--REFERENCE· .. VEND --•-. -GIL- --... MTlIEQP UliITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT COOE
l.Jl£/EQP PERIOD
HOURS N.WNT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 410 Project Manager (continued)
BRD PIR PE 10/21/06 PR913 10/21/06
LAB P/R PE 10/28/06 PR915 10/28/06
BRO P/R PE 10/28/06 PR915 10/28/06
LAB P/R PE 11/04/06 PR917 11/04/06
BRO P/R PE 11/04/06 PR917 11/04/06
LAB P/R PE 11/11/06 PR918 11/11/06
BRn P/R PE 11111/06 PR918 11111/06
LAB P/R PE 11/18/06 PR919 11/18/06
BRO P/R PE 11/18/06 PR919 11/18/06
LAB P/R PE 11/25/06 PR921 11/25/06
BRD P/R PE 11/25/06 PR921 11/25/06
LAB P/R PE 12/02/06 PR922 12/02/06
BRO P/R PE 12/02/06 PR922 12/02/06
LAB P/R PE 12/09/06 PR925 12/09/06
BRO P/R PE 12/09/06 PR925 12/09/06
LAB P/R PE 12/16/06 PR926 12/16/06
BRO P/R PE 12/16/06 PR926 12/16/06
LAB P/R PE 12/23/06 PR930 12/23/06
BRD P/R PE 12/23/06 PR930 12/23/06
LAB P/R PE 12/30/06 PR933 lZ/30/06
BRO P/R PE 12/30/06 PR933 12/30/06
LAB P/R PE 01/06/07 PR939 01/06/07
BRO P/R PE 01/06/07 PR939 01/06/07
LAB P/R PE 01/13/07 PR940 01/13/07
BRD P/R PE 01/13/07 PR940 01/13/07
LAB P/R PE 01/20/07 PR943 01/20/07
BRD P/R PE 01/20/07 PR943 01/20/07
LAB P/R PE 01/27/07 PR94S 01/27/07
BRO P/R PE 01/27/07 PR945 01/27/07
LAB P/R PE OZ/03/07 PR946 OZ/03/07
BRD P/R PE OZ/03/07 PR946 OZ/03/07
LAB P/R PE 02110/07 PR948 02110/07
BRD P/R PE 02/10/07 PR948 02/10/07
LAB P/R PE 02/17/07 PR953 02/17/07
BRO P/R PE 02/17/07 PR953 02/17/07
LAB P/R PE 02/24/07 PR956 02/24/07
BRO P/R PE 02/24/07 PR956 02/Z4/07
LAB PIR PE 03/03/07 PR960 03/03/07
BRO P/R PE 03/03/07 PR960 03/03/07
LAB P/R PE 03/10/07 PR961 03/10/07
BRD P/R PE 03/10/07 PR961 03/10/07
LAB P/R PE 03/17/07 PR964 03/17/07
BRO P/R PE 03/17/07 PR964 03/17/07
LAB P/R PE 03/24/07 PR965 03/24/07
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Date: 11/13/2009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 050675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 23
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOURN ---REFERENCE··- VEM> ------G/L------ MIl/EQP lX'lITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOI1-IT CODE
IJJl/EQP PER IOD
IOlS !\\COO
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 410 Project Manager (continued)
lAB PIR PE 03/31/07 PR970 03/31/07
BRO P/R PE 03/31/07 PR970 03/31/07
IJJl P/R PE 03/31/07 PR971 03/31/07
BRD P/R PE 03/31/07 PR971 03/31/07
lAB P/R PE 04/07107 PR972 04107107
BRD PIR PE 04/07107 PR972 04/07107
LAB P/R PE 04114/07 PR973 04/14107
BRD P/R PE 04/14/07 PR973 04/14/07
lAB P/R PE 04/21/07 PR974 04/21/07
BRD P/R PE 04121107 PR974 04/21/07
LAB P/R PE 04/28/07 PR978 04/28/07
BRD P/R PE 04/28/07 PR978 04/28107
LAB P/R PE 05/05/07 PR979 05/05/07
BRD P/R PE 05/05/07 PR979 05/05/07
LAB P/R PE 05/12/07 PR982 05/12/07
BRD P/R PE 05/12/07 PR982 05/12/07
LAB P/R PE 05/19/07 PR983 05/19/07
BRD P/R PE 05/19/07 PR983 05/19/07
LAB P/R PE OS/26/07 PR993 OS/26/07
BRD P/R PE OS/26/07 PR993 05/26/07
LAB PIR PE 06/02/07 PR994 06/01107
BRD P/R PE 06/02/07 PR994 06/02/07
LAB PIR PE 05/09/07 PR996 06/09/07
BRD P/R PE 06/09/07 PR996 06/09/07
LAB P/R PE 06/16/07 PR998 06/16/07
BRO P/R PE 06/16/07 PR998 06/16/07
COST 01 415 Reirrbursable Expense
OTH Meridian City Hall AP335 06/06/07 256854
OTH Meridian City Hall AP335 06111/07 257114
OTH Meridian City Hall AP335 06/06/07 31524
OTH Meridian City Hall AP335 06/06/07 31528
OTH Meridian City Hall AP335 06112/07 31666
OTH Mer idian City Hall AP375 06/15/07 25841
OTH Meridian City Hall AP403 06/13/07 104280
OTH Meridian City Hall AP403 06/15/07 061507
OTH Faxing Fees/ ~182OGC AP670 06/30/07 14720
OTH March Fax Fees/#182OGC AP711 03/31/08 28295
OTH Construction Fax Fees AP809 07/31/07 15994
OTH TO 01 520 JC734 06/30/07 256854
OTH TO 01 520 JC734 06/30/07 257114
OTH TO 01 520 JC734 06/30/07 31524
OTH TO 01 520 JC734 06/30/07 31528



























BLUSPE 6 2007 4060
BLUSPE 6 2007 4060
CAPCOP 6 2007 4060
CAPCOP 62007 4060
CAPCOP 62007 4060
ABCSAN 6 2007 4060
BONNEV 62007 4060
DESSPA 6 2007 4060
CONSOF 7 2007 4060
CONSOF 42008 4060
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Date: 1I113/l009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY UNE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only}
Company No, 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 24
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORO
JOORN ---REFERENCE--- VEND ._..--G/L----_. MTl/EQP LtlITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
OOURS MJ)UNT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued}
COST 01 415 Reirrbursable Expense (continued)
OTH TO 01 520 JC734 06/30/07 25841
OTH TO 01 520 JC735 06/30/07 104280
OTH TO 01 504 JC735 06/30/07 061507
OTH ISQFT IlDVEO TO 01-040 JC793 07131/07 CQNSOF
COST 01 420 Project Superintendent
lAB frm 080920 per TC JC920 04/08/09 mjp
lAB frm 080920 per TC JC920 O4f08f09 mjp
LAB JC941 04/30/09
LAB JC941 04/30109
LAB P/R PE 06/23/07 PR002 06/23/07
BRD P/R PE 06/23/07 PR002 06/23/07
LAB P/R PE 06/30/07 PR004 06/30/07
BRD P/R PE 06/30/07 PR004 06/30/07
LAB PIR PE 07/07/07 PR006 07/07107
BRD P/R PE 07/07/07 PR006 07/07/07
LAB P/R PE 07/14/07 PR009 07/14/07
BRD PIR PE 07/14/07 PR00907/14/07
LAB P/R PE 07/21/07 PR014 07/21/07
BRO P/R PE 07/21/07 PR014 07/21/07
LAB P/R PE 07128/07 PROl9 07/28/07
BRD P/R PE 07/28/07 PROl9 07/28/07
LAB P/R PE 08/04/07 PR020 08/04107
BRD P/R PE 08/04/07 PR020 08/04/07
lAB PIR PE 08/11/07 PROll 08/11/07
BRD P/R PE 08/11/07 PR02l 08/11/07
LAB P/R PE 08/18107 PR027 08/18/07
BRD P/R PE 08118107 PROl7 08118/07
LAB P/R PE 08/25/07 PR032 08125/07
BRD P/R PE 08/25/07 PR032 08/25/07
LAB P/R PE 09/01/07 PR033 09/01/07
BRD P/R PE 09/01/07 PR033 09/01/07
LAB P/R PE 09/08/07 PR036 09/08/07
BRD P/R PE 09/08/07 PR036 09/08/07
LAB P/R PE 09/15/07 PR03? 09/15/07
BRD P/R PE 09/15/07 PR037 09/15/07
LAB P/R PE 09/22/07 PR039 09/22/07
BRD P/R PE 09/22/07 PR039 09/22/07
LAB P/R PE 09/29/07 PR042 09/29/07
BRD P/R PE 09/29/07 PR042 09/29/07
LAB P/R PE 10/06/07 PR043 10/06/07
BRD P/R PE 10/06/07 PR043 10/06/07
lAB P/R PE 10113107 PR046 10113/07
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL.BY LINE ITEM Report Code: 28.81
Tirre: 02:08:35 PM (job history only) Page: 25
C~any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Oate
TYPE PHASE COST CHG JOORN ---REFERENCE-.- VEt{) ... _. -GIL------ MIL/EQP UNITS LAB/EQP PER100
CODE ORO # DATE ~ CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT CODE HOURS MrolT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 420 Project Superintendent (continued)
LAB P/R PE 10/20/07 PR047 10120107 10 2007 4030 40.00 1,384.40
BRO P/R PE 10/20/07 PR047 10/20/07 10 2007 4040 425.95
LAB P/R PE 10127/07 PR048 10127/07 11 2007 4030 38.00 1,315.18
BRO P/R PE 10127107 PR048 10127107 11 2007 4040 404.67
lAB PIR PE I1/03/07 PR049 11/03/07 11 2007 4030 39.00 1,349.79
BRO P/R PE 11/03/07 PR049 11/03/07 11 2007 4040 415.29
LAB P/R PE 11110/07 PR050 11110/07 11 2007 4030 40.00 1,384.40
BRD PIR PE 11110/07 PR050 11/10/07 11 2007 4040 425.95
LAB P/R PE 11/17/07 PR052 11117/07 11 2007 4030 39.00 1,349.79
BRD P/R PE 11117/07 PR052 11/17107 11 2007 4040 415.29
LAB P/R PE 11124/07 PROSS 11124/07 11 2007 4030 24.00 830.64
BRD P/R PE 11/24/07 PROS5 11124/07 11 2007 4040 255.59
LAB P/R PE 12/01/07 PR058 12101107 12 2007 4030 40.00 1,384.40
BRD P/R PE 12/01/07 PR058 12/01/07 12 2007 4040 425.95
LAB PIR PE 12108/07 PR061 12108/07 12 2007 4030 37.00 1,280,57
BRO P/R PE 12/08/07 PR061 12108107 12 2007 4040 394.01
LAB P/R PE 12/15/07 PR065 12115107 12 2007 4030 35.00 1,211.35
BRO P/R PE 12/15/07 PR065 12115/07 12 2007 4040 372.69
LAB P/R PE 12/22/07 PR068 12122107 12 2007 4030 39.00 1,349.79
BRD P/R PE 12122107 PR068 12122107 12 2007 4040 415.29
LAB P/R PE 12/29/07 PR074 12129107 12008 4030 24.00 830.64
BRD P/R PE 12/29/07 PR074 12129107 12008 4040 272.52
LAB P/R PE 01/05/08 PR077 01/05/08 12008 4030 32.00 1,107.52
BRO P/R PE 01105/08 PR077 01/05/08 12008 4040 363.36
LAB P/R PE 01/12/08 PR078 01/12108 12008 4030 40.00 1,384.40
BRO P/R PE 01/12/08 PR078 01/12108 12008 4040 449.13
LAB P/R PE 01/19/08 PR079 01119/08 12008 4030 40.00 1,384.40
BRD P/R PE 01/19/08 PR079 01/19/08 12008 4040 449.13
LAB P/R PE 01/26/08 PR081 01126/08 22008 4030 16.00 553,76
BRD P/R PE 01126/08 PR081 01/26/08 22008 4040 179.65
LAB P/R PE 02/09/08 PR083 02109108 2 2008 4030 37.00 1,280.57
BRO PIR PE 02/09/08 PR083 02109/08 2 2008 4040 405.17
LAB P/R PE 02116/08 PR085 02116/08 22008 4030 35.00 1,211.35
BRD P/R PE 02/16/08 PR085 02116108 22008 4040 383.31
LAB P/R PE 02116/08 PR086 02116/08 22008 4030 -35.00 -1,211.35
BRO P/R PE 02/16/08 PR086 02116108 22008 4040 -383.31
LAB P/R PE 02/16/08 PR095 02116108 2 2008 4030 35.00 1,211.35
BRD P/R PE 02/16/08 PR095 02116/08 22008 4040 383.31
LAB P/R PE 02/23/08 PR096 02123108 22008 4030 32.00 1,107.52
BRD P/R PE 02/23/08 PR096 02123108 2 2008 4040 350.47
LAB P/R PE 03/01/08 PR097 03/01/08 32008 4030 40.00 1,384,40
BRD P/R PE 03/01/08 PR097 03/01/08 3 2008 4040 438.05
LAB P/R PE 03/08/08 PR098 03/08/08 32008 4030 36.00 1,245.96
BRD P/R PE 03/08/08 PR098 03/08/08 32008 4040 394.24
LAB P/R PE 03/15/08 PR099 03115/08 32008 4030 38.00 1,315.18
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM Report Code: 28.81
Time: 02:08:35 PM {job history only} Page: 26
Company No. 1 PETRA [ncorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
TYPE PHASE COST CHG JOlJRN .. -REFERENCE· .- vel) ... - --G/L... ... MILlEQP UNITS lAB/EQP PERIOD
CODE ORO # DATE NO CUST PERlOO ACCOUNT CODE HOOtS MWolT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall {continued}
COST 01 420 Project Superintendent (continued)
BRD P/R PE 03/15/08 PR099 03/15/08 3 2008 4040 416.17
LAB P/R PE 03/22/08 PRloo 03/22/08 3 2008 4030 33.00 1,142.13
BRO P/R PE 03/22/08 PR100 03/22/08 3 2008 4040 361.38
LAB PIR PE 03/29/08 PRIOl 03/29/08 4 2008 4030 40.00 1,440.00
BRO P/R PE 03/29/08 PR 101 03/29/08 4 2008 4040 455.70
LAB PIR PE 04/05/08 PR105 04/05/08 4 2008 4030 38.00 1,368.00
BRD PIR PE 04/05/08 PR105 04/05/08 4 2008 4040 432.91
LAB P/R PE 04/12/08 PR 107 04/12/08 4 2008 4030 38.00 1,368.00
BRO P/R PE 04112108 PR107 04112/08 4 2008 4040 432.92
LAB P/R PE 04/19/08 PR108 04119/08 4 2008 4030 45.00 1,595.50
BRD P/R PE 04/19/08 PR108 04/19/08 4 2008 4040 504.91
LAB PfR PE 04126/08 PR109 04/26/08 52008 4030 60.00 2,090.00
BRD P/R PE 04126/08 PR 109 04126/08 52008 4040 643.65
LAB P/R PE 05/03/08 PR 111 05/03/08 52008 4030 40.00 1,300,00
BRD P/R PE 05/03/08 PRIll 05/03/08 52008 4040 380,07
LAB P/R PE 05/10/08 PR 112 05/10/08 52008 4030 40.00 1,300,00
BRD P/R PE 05/10/08 PR 112 05110108 52008 4040 380.07
LAB P/R PE 05/17/08 PR 113 05/17/08 52008 4030 40,00 1,300,00
BRD PIR PE 05/17/08 PR113 05/17/08 52008 4040 547,52
LAB P/R PE OS/24/08 PR 118 05124/08 52008 4030 40.00 1,300.00
BRD P/R PE 05/24/08 PR 118 05124/08 520084040 260,26
LAB P/R PE 05/31/08 PR 119 05/31/08 6 2008 4030 24,00 780.00
BRD P/R PE 05/31/08 PRl19 05/31/08 6 2008 4040 151.74
LAB P/R PE 06/07/08 PR120 06/07108 62008 4030 40.00 1,300.00
BRD P/R PE 06/07/08 PR120 06/07/08 6 2008 4040 260.26
LAB P/R PE 06/14/08 PR122 06/14/08 6 2008 4030 40.00 1,300.00
BRD P/R PE 06/14/08 PR122 06/14/08 62008 4040 260,26
LAB P/R PE 06/21/08 PR123 06/21/08 6 2008 4030 37.00 1,202.50
BRD P/R PE 06/21/08 PR123 06/21/08 6 2008 4040 239,96
LAB P/R PE 06/28/08 PR124 06/28/08 7 2008 4030 35.00 1,137.50
BRD P/R PE 06/28/08 PR124 06/28/08 7 2008 4040 220.84
lAB P/R PE 07/05/08 PR126 07/05/08 7 2008 4030 64,00 2,056,32
BRD P/R PE 07/05/08 PR126 07/05/08 7 2008 4040 450,43
LAB P/R PE 07/12/08 PR127 07/12/08 7 2008 4030 80.00 2,570,40
BRD P/R PE 07/12/08 PR 127 07/12/08 7 2008 4040 570,60
LAB P/R PE 07/19/08 PR 128 07/19/08 72008 4030 80.00 2,570,40
BRD P/R PE 07/19/08 PR128 07/19/08 72008 4040 570.60
LAB P/R PE 07/26/08 PR130 07/26/08 8 2008 4030 80.00 2,570,40
BRD P/R PE 07/26/08 PR130 07126/08 8 2008 4040 491.39
LAB P/R PE 08/02/08 PR131 08/02108 8 2008 4030 80.00 2,635.80
BRD P/R PE 08/02/08 PR 131 08/02108 8 2008 4040 504.50
LAB PIR PE 08/09/08 PR 132 08/09/08 8 2008 4030 80,00 2,635.80
BRD P/R PE OB/09/08 PR 132 08/09/08 8 2008 4040 504.50
LAB P/R PE 08/16/08 PR 133 08/16/08 8 2008 4030 70.00 2,294.45
BRD P/R PE 08/16/08 PR133 08/16/08 8 2008 4040 436,19
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM Report Code: 28.81
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only) Page: 27
COflilany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
TYPE PHASE COST CHG JOUlN •• ·REFERENCE··· VEND -•• -.•GIL·· ••• - Mfl/EQP \JUTS LAB/EQP PERIOD
CODE ORO # DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT CODE HOORS MrulT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 420 Project Superintendent (cont inued)
lAB PIR PE 08123/08 PR 134 08123/08 8 2008 4030 80.00 2,635.80
BRD P/R PE 08/23/08 PR134 08/23/08 8 2008 4040 504.50
LAB P/R PE 08/30/08 PR135 08/30/08 9 2008 4030 80.00 2,635.80
BRD P/R PE 08/30/08 PR135 08/30/08 9 2008 4040 504.50
LAB PIR PE 09/06/08 PR 136 09/06/08 9 2008 4030 81.50 2,564.34
BRD PIR PE 09/06/08 PR136 09/06/08 9 2008 4040 490.54
lAB PIR PE 09113/08 PR138 09/13/08 9 2008 4030 40.00 1,270.40
BRD P/R PE 09/13/08 PR138 09113/08 9 2008 4040 241.68
LAB P/R PE 09/20/08 PRI40 09120108 9 2008 4030 80.00 2,635.80
BRD P/R PE 09/20/08 PR140 09120108 9 2008 4040 504.50
LAB PIR PE 09/27/08 PR142 09/27/08 10 2008 4030 52.00 1,727 .52
BRD PIR PE 09/27/08 PR 142 09/27/08 10 2008 4040 322.85
lAB P/R PE 10/04/08 PR 143 10/04/08 10 2008 4030 60.00 2,000.60
BRD PIR PE 10/04/08 PR143 10/04/08 10 2008 4040 377 .46
LAB P/R PE 10111108 PR 149 10/11/08 10 2008 4030 60.00 2,000.60
BRD PIR PE 10/11108 PR 149 10/11/08 10 2008 4040 377.46
LAB P/R PE 10/18/08 PR150 10/18/08 10 2008 4030 20.00 635.20
BRD P/R PE J0/18/08 PRI50 10/18/08 JO 2008 4040 124.63
LAB P/R PE 10/18/08 PR151 10/18/08 10 2008 4030 40.00 1,365.40
BRD P/R PE 10/18/08 PR 151 10118/08 10 2008 4040 262.82
LAB P/R PE 11/04/06 PR917 11/04/06 11 2006 4030 6.00 183.18
BRD P/R PE 11/04/06 PR917 11/04/06 11 20064040 62.32
lAB P/R PE 11/11/06 PR918 11/11/06 11 2006 4030 26.00 793.78
BRD P/R PE 11/11/06 PR918 11/1l/0G 11 2006 4040 269.96
LAB P/R PE 11118/06 PR919 11/18/06 11 2006 4030 24,00 732.72
BRO P/R PE 11/18/06 PR919 11118106 11 2006 4040 249.21
LAB P/R PE 11/25/06 PR921 11/25/06 12 2006 4030 26.00 468.00
BRO P/R PE 11/25/06 PR921 11125/06 12 2006 4040 151.74
LAB P/R PE 12102106 PR922 12102106 12 2006 4030 34.00 740.00
BRD P/R PE 12/02/06 PR922 12/02106 12 2006 4040 239.89
LAB PIR PE 12/09/06 PR925 12109/06 12 2006 4030 40.00 1,040.00
BRD P/R PE 12/09/06 PR925 12109/06 12 2006 4040 337.11
LAB P/R PE 12/16/06 PR926 12116/06 12 2006 4030 40.00 1,040.00
BRD P/R PE 12/16/06 PR926 12116/06 12 2006 4040 337.11
lAB P/R PE 12/23/06 PR930 12123/06 12 2006 4030 40.00 1,040,00
BRD P/R PE 12/23/06 PR930 12123/06 12 2006 4040 337.11
LAB P/R PE 12/30/06 PR933 12/30/06 1 2007 4030 32.00 832,00
BRD PIR PE 12130/06 PR933 12130/06 1 2007 4040 286.66
LAB P/R PE 03/03/07 PR960 03/03/07 3 2007 4030 4.00 132.00
BRD P/R PE 03/03/07 PR960 03/03/07 3 2007 4040 44.42
LAB PIR PE 03/10/07 PR961 03110/07 3 2007 4030 8,00 264.00
BRD P/R PE 03/10/07 PR961 03/10/07 3 2007 4040 88.84
LAB P/R PE 03/17/07 PR964 03/17/07 3 2007 4030 32.00 1,056.00
BRD P/R PE 03/17/07 PR964 03/17/07 3 2007 4040 355.42
LAB P/R PE 03/24/07 PR965 03/24/07 3 2007 4030 40.00 1,320.00
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PN (job history only)
COll'4lany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 28
TYPE PHASE COST CliG
CODE ORO
JOlJRN _..REFERENCE.-- VE~ ---_. -GIL· --_.. Mll/EQP UNITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOONT CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
IWlS Mnm
COST 01 425 Auto Expenses
OTH Mileage Reimbursement AP002 03/24/09 090324 PLONIC 3 2009 4060
EQP Equip Usage-J Anderson AP013 04/30/07 0704a CENLEA 4 2007 4020
EQP Equip Usage-G Bennett AP013 04/30/07 0704b CENLEA 4 2007 4020
EQP EqUip Usage-W Bettis AP013 04/30/07 0704t CENLEA 4 2007 4020
OTH Reimbursement AP026 06/07/08 080607 CRECON 62008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP026 06/07/08 080607 CRECON 62008 4060
EQP EQuip Usage-W Bettis AP027 09/30/06 060ge CENLEA 92006 4020
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene B. AP028 09/04/07 070904k WFBUS 92007 4060
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene B. AP028 09/04/07 070904k WFBUS 92007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP028 09/04/07 070904x WFBUS 9 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP028 09/04/07 070904x WFBUS 9 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP028 09/04/07 070904x WFBUS 9 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP028 09/04/07 070904x WFBUS 92007 4060
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP028 09/04/07 0709jj WFBUS 92007 4060
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP028 09/04/07 0709jj WFBUS 9 2007 4060
OTH VOID INV-Creative Coneret AP047 06/07/08 080607 CRECO/'l 62008 4060
OTH VOID INV-Creative Coneret AP047 06/07/08 080607 CRECaN 620084060
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 420 Project Superintendent (continued)
BRO PIR PE 03124107 PR96S 03/24/07
LAB P/R PE 03/31/07 PR970 03/31/07
BRD P/R PE 03/31/07 PR970 03/31/07
LAB P/R PE 04/07/07 PR972 04/07/07
BRO PIR PE 04/07/07 PR972 04/07/07
lAB P/R PE 04114/07 PR973 04114107
BRD P/R PE 04/14/07 PR973 04/14/07
lAB P/R PE 04121/07 PR974 04/21/07
BRO P/R PE 04121/07 PR974 04/21/07
LAB P/R PE 04/28/07 PR978 04/28/07
BRD P/R PE 04/28/07 PR978 04/28107
LAB PIR PE 05/05/07 PR979 05/05/07
BRO P/R PE 05/05/07 PR979 05/05/07
LAB P/R PE 05/12107 PR982 05112107
BRO P/R PE 05112/07 PR982 05/12/07
LAB P/R PE 05/19/07 PR983 05/19/07
ORO PIR PE 05119107 PR983 05119/07
LAB P/R PE 05/26/07 PR993 05/26/07
BRO P/R PE 05/26/07 PR993 05/26/07
LAB PIR PE 06/02107 PR994 06/02107
BRO P/R PE 06/02/07 PR994 06/02/07
LAB P/R PE 06/09/07 PR996 06/09/07
BRO PIR PE 06/09/07 PR996 06/09/07
LAB P/R PE 06/16/07 PR998 06/16/07
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
COllllany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 29
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOURN ---REfERENCE --- VEND ---.. -GIL-.... - MTLJEQP lmITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT COOE
LAB/EQP PERIOO
HOORS MOONT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 425 Auto Expenses (continued)
OTH Reimbursement AP048 06/07/08 080607 CREACO 62008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP048 06/07/08 080607 CREACO 6 2008 4060
OTH Windshield Petra #136 AP059 04/25/07 2184697 CASAUT 4 2007 4020
OTH Reimbursement AP088 06/14/08 080614 CREACO 62008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP088 06/14/08 080614 CREACO 6 2008 4060
OTH Reimbursement API22 06/16/08 080616a MIRAlI 62008 4060
OTH Mileage Reimbursement AP123 02109/08 080209 CREACO 22008 4060
OTH Mileage Reimbursement AP123 02/09/08 080209 CREACO 22008 4060
OTH Mileage WBLIMCH AP143 11111108 081111 PLONIC 11 2008 4060
EQP Petra #104-Gene B. AP146 04/01/09 09040 CENlEA 4 2009 4020
EQP Petra#146-Tom C AP146 04/01/09 0904PP CENlEA 420094020
OTH 4798531205483201 BENNETT AP149 06/10/08 080610K USBANK 6 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 BENNETT AP149 06/10/08 080610K USBANK 6 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 BENNETT AP149 06/10/08 080610K US8ANK 6 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483144 TREPAGNI AP149 06/10/08 080610l USBANK 62008 4060
OTH 4798531205485909 COUGHlIN AP149 06/10/08 OR0610Z USBANK 62008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHAN AP149 06/10/08 0806XX USBANK 62008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHAN AP149 06/10/08 0806XX USBANK 62008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHAN AP149 06110/08 0806XX USBANK 62008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHAN AP149 06/10/08 OB06XX USBANK 62008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHAN AP149 06/10/08 0806XX USBANK 62008 4060
OTH EQUIP USAGE VAUGHN AP151 06/15/08 0806eC CENlEA 62008 4060
OTH EQUIP USAGE BEtt-JETI G. APl51 06/15/0808060 CENLEA 62008 4060
OTH EQUIP USAGE COOGHUN APl51 06/15/08 0806PP CENlEA 6 2008 4060
OTH EQUIP USAGE BRITAIN AP151 06115/08 08060 CENlEA 6 2008 4060
OTH Mileage Reimbursement AP167 02/16/08 080216 CREACO 22008 4060
EQP EQUIP USAGE G. BENNETT AP169 02/15/08 08020 CENLEA 22008 4020
EQP EQUIP USAGE J. ANDERSON AP169 02/15/08 0802G CENlEA 22008 4020
EQP EQUIP USAGE T. COOGHLIN AP169 02115/08 0802PP CENlEA 22008 4020
EQP 4856200208031768 Jerry D. AP180 01/03/07 070103w WFBUS 12007 4020
EOP 4856200208031768 Jerry D. AP180 01/03/07 070103w wrBUS 12007 4020
EOP 4856200208031768 Jerry O. AP180 01/03/07 070103w WfBUS 12007 4020
EQP 4856200208031768 Jerry D. AP180 01/03/07 070103w WFBUS 12007 4020
EQP 4856200208031768 Jerry D. AP180 01/03/07 070103w WF8US 12007 4020
EQP 4856200208562317 John B. APIBO 01/03/07 0701aa WFBUS 12007 4020
EQP 4856200208520497 Wes AP180 01/03/07 0701jj WFBU5 120074020
EQP 4856200208520497 Wes APIBO 01/03/07 0701jj wrBUS 12007 4020
EQP 4856200208520497 Wes AP180 01/03/07 0701jj WFBUS 12007 4020
EQP 4856200208513765 Brian W. AP180 01/03/07 0701kk WFBUS 12007 4020
OTH 4798531205485917 Pat C. AP182 11/01/08 0811aa USBANK 11 20084060
OTH 4798531205485917 Pat C. AP182 11/01/08 0811aa USBANK 11 20084060
OTH 4798531205483201 Gene B. AP182 11/01/08 0811k USBANK 11 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 Gene 8. AP182 11/01/08 0811k USBANK 11 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 Gene B. AP182 11/01/08 0811k USBANK 11 2008 4060
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
C~any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 30
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORO
JOORN ---REFERENCE--- VEND --'" ·G/L······ MTL/EQP UNITS
# DATE 00 CUST PERlOO ACCOUNT ewE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
OOURS MOUNT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 425 Auto Expenses (continued)
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack .AP182 11/01108 0811yy USBANK 11 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack API82 11/01108 0811yy USBANK 11 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP182 11/01/08 0811yy USBANK 11 20084060
OTH 4798531205485909 Tom C. AP182 11/01/08 0811z USBAt-lK 11 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205485909 Tom C. AP182 11/01108 0811z USBANK 11 2008 4060
OTH MCH API90 06/28/08 080628 CREACO 72008 4060
OTH 4856200205258238 Gene B. AP196 02/01/08 080201k WFBUS 2 2008 4060
OTH 4856200208656457 Scott AP196 02/01/08 0802011 WFBUS 2 2008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. API96 02101/08 080201x WFBUS 2 2008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. API96 02/01/08 08020lx WFBUS 22008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP196 02/01/08 080201x ~~BUS 22008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP196 02/01/08 080201x WFBUS 22008 4060
OTH Vehicle Usage-J. Vaughan AP197 11115/08 0811CC CENLEA 11 20084060
OTH Vehicle Usage-G. Bennett AP197 11/15/08 08110 CENLEA 11 20084060
OTH Vehicle Usage-S. Trepagni AP197 11/15/08 0811II CENLEA 11 2008 4060
OTH Vehicle Usage-To Coughlin AP197 11/15/08 0811PP CENLEA 11 20084060
OTH Vehicle Usage· P. Child AP197 11/15/08 OSHY CENlEA II 2008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP202 05/02107 070502x WFBUS 52007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP202 05/02107 070502x WFBUS 52007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP202 05/02107 070502x WFBUS 52007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP202 05/02107 070S02x WFBUS 52007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP202 05/02/07 070502x V~BUS 5l007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP202 05/02/07 070502x VfBUS 5 l007 4060
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP202 05/02/07 0705jj WFBUS 52007 4060
OTH Reiumbursement 2/23 AP204 02/23/08 80223 CREACO 22008 4060
EOP Equip Usage-W Bettis AP206 10/31/06 0610c CENLEA 10 2006 4020
EOP EqUip Usage-G Britain AP206 10/31/06 0610d CENLEA 10 2006 4020
OTH IACH ARCHITECT AP214 07/03/08080703 ALVMAR 72008 4060
EOP Equip Usage-J Anderson AP216 05/31/07 0705a CENLEA 52007 4020
OTH Reintufsement AP216 07105/08 080705 CREACO 7 2008 4060
EQP Equip Usage-W Bettis AP216 05/31/07 0705aa CENLEA 52007 4020
EQP Equip Usage-G Bennett AP216 05/31/07 0705b CENLEA 52007 4020
EQP EQUIP USAGE J. ANDERSON AP221 10/15/07 0710A CENLEA 10 2007 4020
EQP EQUIP USAGE G. BENNETI AP221 10115/07 07108 CENlEA 10 2007 4020
EQP EQUIP USAGE W. BETTIS AP221 10/15/07 07108B CENLEA 10 2007 4020
EQP EQUIP USAGE G. BRITAIN AP221 10/15/07 0710E CENLEA 10 2007 4020
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene B. AP229 10/03/07 071OO3k WFBUS 10 2007 4060
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene B. AP229 10/03/07 071003k WFBUS 10 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP229 10/03/07 071003x WFBUS 10 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP229 10/03/07 071oo3x WFBUS 10 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP229 10/03/07 071003x WFBUS 10 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP229 10/03/07 071003x WFBUS 10 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP229 10/03/07 0710jj WFBUS 10 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP229 10/03/07 0710jj WFBUS 10 2007 4060
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL.BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
C~any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 31
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORO
JOORN ---REFERENCE--- VEND --' ---GIL· ----- MIl/EQP LtlITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOONT CODE
LAB/EOP PERIOD
ms MW'IT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 425 Auto Expenses (continued)
EQP Equip Usage-J Britain AP230 01/31/07 0701d CENLEA 1 2007 4020
EQP Equip Usage·J Dillon AP230 01/31/07 0701g CENLEA I 2007 4020
EQP Equip Usage·W Bettis AP230 01/31/07 0701z CENLEA 1 2007 4020
OTH Reimbursement AP253 07/12/08 080712 eREACO 7 20084060
OTH Reimbursement AP253 07/12/08 080712 CREACO 72008 4060
EQP 4856200208520497 Wes AP259 10/03/06 0610jj WFBUS 10 2006 4020
EQP 4856200208520497 Wes AP259 10/03/06 0610jj WFBUS 10 2006 4020
OTH EQUIP USAGE J. VAUGHN AP263 07115/08 0807CC CENLEA 72008 4060
OTH EQUIP USAGE G. BENNETT AP263 07/15/08 08070 CENLEA 72008 4060
OTH EQUIP USAGE T. COUGHLIN AP263 07/15/08 0807PP CENLEA 72008 4060
OTH EQUIP USAGE P. CHILDS AP263 07/15/08 0807Y CENLEA 72008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP276 02/29/08 080229 CRECON 32008 4060
OTH MeH AP282 07/05/08 1405675 JIFLUB 72008 4060
OTH VOID INV-Creative Concret AP285 02129/08 080229 CRECON 3 2008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP286 02/29/08 080229 CREACO 3 2008 4060
OTH 479853120S483201 G.BENNET AP292 05/01/09 090SK USBANK 52009 4060
OTH 4798531205485909 T.COUGHl AP292 05/01/09 0905l USBANK 52009 4060
fQP 104·Gene B AP314 05/01/09 09050 CENLEA 52009 4020
EQP 146·Tom C AP314 05/01/09 0905PP CENLEA 52009 4020
OTH 4798531205485909 COUGHLIN AP314 07/09/08 080ll UsBANK 72008 4060
OTH 4798531205485909 COUGHlIN AP314 07/09/08 0807l US8ANK 72008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 BENNETT AP31S 07/09/08 0807K USBANK 72008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 BENNETT AP315 07/09/08 0807K USBANK 7 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 BENNETT AP315 07/09/08 0807K USBANK 7 2008 4060
OTH Petra #120 AP319 10/23/07 1151 WATAUT 11 2007 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 Gene B. AP325 12/01/08 0812k USBANK 12 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP325 12/01/08 0812yy US BANK 12 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP325 12/01/08 0812yy US BANK 12 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP325 12/01/08 0812yy USBANK 12 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205485909 Tom AP325 12/01/08 0812z USBANK 12 2008 4060
OTH Mileage Reimbursement AP339 07/19/08 080719 ALVMAR 7 2008 4060
OTH Vehicle Usage-Gene B. AP347 12/01/08 08120 CENLEA 12 2008 4060
OTH Vehicle Usage·Tom C. AP347 12/01/08 0812PP CENLEA 12 2008 4060
OTH Vehicle Usage-Jerry B. AP347 12101/08 0812RR CENLEA 12 2008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP351 03/08/08 080308 CREACO 32008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP351 03/08/08 080308 CREACO 32008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. AP351 07/09/08 0807AA USBANK 72008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. AP351 07/09/08 0807AA U5BANK 7 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP358 07/09/08 0807XX USBANK 72008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP358 07/09/08 0807XX UsBANK 7 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP358 07/09/08 0807XX USBANK 72008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP358 07/09/08 0807XX USBANK 72008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP358 07/09/08 0807XX USBANK 7 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP358 07/09/08 0807XX USBANK 72008 4060
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Date: 11113/2009 JOB COST DETAIL.BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 32
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOORN •• ·REFERENCE··· VEND ..... ·G/L-·· -. - Mll/ECf' Lt4ITS
# DATE 00 CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT COOE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
KOORS MO..Nr
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 425 Auto Expenses (continued)
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene B. ,61>386 06/01/07 070601k WFBUS 62007 4060
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene B. ,61>386 06/01107 07060lk WFBUS 62007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP386 06/01/07 070601x WFBUS 62007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP386 06/01/07 07060lx WFBUS 62007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP386 06/01/07 070601x WFBUS 62007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP386 06/01/07 070601x WFBUS 62007 4060
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP386 06/01/07 0706jj WFBUS 62007 4060
OTH Petra #146 AP393 05/30/09 1711324 JIFLUB 62009 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP397 03/15/08 080315 CRECON 32008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP405 03/17/08 080317a MIRAlI 32008 4060
EOP Equip Usage-G Bennett AP406 06/30/06 060630b CENLEA 62006 4020
EOP EQUIP USAGE J. ANDERSON AP416 11115/07 071lA CENLEA 11 2007 4020
EQP EQUIP USAGE G. BENNETT AP416 11115/07 07118 CENLEA 11 2007 4020
EQP EQUIP USAGE \'t. BETTIS AP416 11115/07 0711BB CENLEA 11 20074020
EOP EQUIP USAGE - J. ANDERSON AP418 06/30/07 0706A CENLEA 62007 4020
EOP EQUIP USAGE - G. 8ENNETT AP418 06/30/07 07068 CENLEA 62007 4020
EQP EQUIP USAGE· W. BETTIS AP418 06/30/07 0706BB CENLEA 6 2007 4020
OTH Reimbursement AP428 08/01/08 080801 MIRAlI 8 2008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP428 08/01/08 080801 MIRALI 8 2008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP428 08/01/08 080801 MIRALI 82008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP428 08/01108 080801 MIRALI 8 2008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP433 03/22/08 080322 CREACO 32008 4060
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene B AP437 11/01/07 07110lk WF8US 11 20074060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP437 11/01/07 07110lx WFBUS 11 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP437 11/01/07 071101x WFBUS 11 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP437 11/01/07 071101x V~BUS 11 20074060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP437 11/01/07 071101x WFBUS 11 20074060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP437 11/01/07 071101x WFBUS 11 20074060
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP437 11/01/07 0711jj V~BUS 11 2007 4060
OTH V010 INV-Creative Concret AP442 03/15/08 080315 CREeON 3 2008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP443 03/15/08 080315 CREACO 32008 4060
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene B. AP445 03/01/08 080301k WFBUS 32008 4060
OTH 4856200208656457 Scott AP445 03/01/08 0803011 WFBUS 32008 4060
OTH EQUIP USAGE G. BENNETT AP470 03/15108 08030 CENLEA 32008 4060
OTH EQUIP USAGE J. ANDERSON AP470 03/15/08 0803G CENLEA 3 2008 4060
OTH EQUIP USAGE T. COUGHLIN AP470 03/15/08 0803PP CENLEA 32008 4060
EQP Equip Usage-G Bennett AP474 02/28/07 0702b CENLEA 2 2007 4020
EQP Equip Usage-A Grant AP474 02/28/07 0702t CENLEA 2 2007 4020
EQP Equip Usage-A Stevens AP474 02/28/07 0702u CENLEA 22007 4020
EQP Equip Usage-W Bettis AP474 02/28/07 0702y CENLEA 2 2007 4020
EQP Petra #146-Tom C. AP478 06/01/09 0906PP CENLEA 620094020
EOP 4856200208520497 \'les B. AP483 02/01/07 0702jj WFBUS 22007 4020
EQP 4856200208520497 I'fes B. AP483 02101/07 0702 j j WFSUS 22007 4020
OTH Reiumbursement 8/11 AP495 08/11/08 80811 ALVMAR 8 2008 4060
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL.BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 33
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORO
JOORN ---REFERENCE--- VEND _•••• ·G/L------ MTL/EQP ums
# DATE 00 CUST PERIOD ACCOlMT CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
flOORS MOO{[
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 425 Auto Expenses (continued)
OTH 4798531205483144 Scott AP496 03/11/08 0803111 USBANK 3 20084060
OTH 4798531205486253 Jon A AP496 03/11/08 080311x USBANK 320084060
OTH 4798531205486253 Jon A AP496 03/11/08 080311x USBANK 3 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 Jon A AP496 03/11/08 080311x USBANK 3 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 Jon A AP496 03/11/08 080311x USBANK 3 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 Jon A AP496 03111/08 08031lx USBANK 320084060
OTH Reimbursement AP509 03/29/08 080329 CREACO 4 2008 4060
EOP Equip Usage-J Bigham AP509 11/30/06 06111 CENLEA 11 2006 4020
EOP Equip Usage-W Bettis AP509 11/30/06 0611y CENLEA 11 2006 4020
EOP Equip Usage J Vaughn AP532 08/20/08 0808ce CENLEA 8 2008 4020
EOP Equip Usage GBennett AP532 08/20/08 08080 CENLEA 8 2008 4020
EQP Equip Usage TCoughlin AP532 08120/08 0808PP CENLEA 8 2008 4020
EOP Equip Usage GBri tain AP532 08120/08 08080 CENLEA 8 2008 4020
EOP Equip Usage PChilds AP532 08/20/08 0808Y CENLEA 820084020
OTH Reimbursement AP533 08/18/08 081808 BENGEN 8 2008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP533 08/21/08 082108 PLONIC 8 2008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP545 04/05/08 080405 CREACO 4 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP554 07130/08 1406985 JIFLUB 8 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483078 CHILD P AP554 08111/08 0808M USBJlNK 8 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483078 CHILD P AP554 08/11/08 0808AA USBANK 8 20084060
OTH 4798531205483078 CHILD P AP554 08/11/08 0808AA USBANK 820084060
OTH 4798531205483078 CHILD P AP554 08/1110B OB08M USB.ANK 8 200B 4060
OTH 4798531205483078 CHILD P AP554 08/11/08 0808M USBANK 8 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483078 CHILD P AP554 08111/08 0808AA USBANK 8 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483078 CHILD P AP554 08/11/08 0808M USBftNK 8 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 BENNETT AP554 08111/08 0808K USBANK 8 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 BENNETT AP554 08/11/08 0808K USBANK 820084060
OTH 4798531205483201 BENNETI AP554 08/11/08 0808K USBANK 8 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 BENNETT AP554 08/11/08 0808K USBANK 8 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 BENNETT AP554 08/11/0B OBOBK USBANK 8 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483144 TREPAGNI AP554 08/11/08 080al USBANK a 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGm J AP554 08111/08 oa08XX USBANK 8 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN J AP554 08/11/08 0808XX USBANK 8 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN J AP554 08/11/08 0808XX USBANK 8 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN J APSS4 08/11/08 0808XX US BANK 82008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN J AP554 08111/08 0808XX US BANK 82008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN J AP554 08111/08 0808XX USBANK 82008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAltHN j AP5S4 08/11/08 0808XX USBANK 8 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN J AP554 08/11/08 0808XX USBANK 8 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205485909 COUGHLIN AP554 08/11/08 0808l USBANK 8 2008 4060
OTH Mileage 11111/08·1/8/09 AP561 01/09/09 090109 PlONIC 12009 4060
EQP 4856200208562317 John B AP580 11/16/06 0611aa WFBUS 11 20064020
EOP 48562002085623 17 John B AP580 11116/06 06113a WFBUS 11 2006 4020
OTH Reimbursement AP584 04/04/08 080404 BONABI 42008 4060
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060615 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 34
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
J{UN -·-REFERENCE--· VEND ······G/l······ MTl/EQP ~1TS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOONT CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
I«lURS Mnffi'
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 425 Auto Expenses (continued)
OTH 4798531205483201 Gene B. MlS88 01/09/09 0901k USBAN< 12009 4060
OTH 4198531205485909 Tom C. Ml588 01/09/09 0901z USBAN< 12009 4060
OTH 4798531205485909 Tom C. APS88 01/09/09 0901z USBANK 12009 4060
EQP Equip Usage-G Bennett AP594 07/31/06 0607b CENLEA 72006 4020
EQP Equip Usage-W Bettis AP594 07/31/06 0607c CENLEA 72006 4020
EOP 4856200208520497 Wes AP598 11116/06 061111 WFBUS 11 2006 4020
EQP 4856200208520497 Wes AP598 11/16/06 061111 WFBUS 11 2006 4020
EOP EQUIP USAGE· J. ANDERSON AP610 07/31/07 0707A CENLEA 7 2007 4020
EOP EQUIP USAGE - G. BENNETT AP610 07/31/07 0707B CENLEA 1 2001 4020
EOP EQUIP USAGE - W. BETTIS AP610 07/31/07 070788 CENLEA 72007 4020
EQP EQUIP USAGE - G. BRITIAN AP610 07/31/07 0707E CENLEA 72007 4020
OTH #104-Gene Bennett AP612 01/09/09 0901D CENLEA 12009 4060
OTH #146-Tom Coughlin AP612 01/09/09 0901PP CENLEA 12009 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP617 07123/07 070723x WFBUS 72007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP617 07/23/07 070723x rlFBUS 7 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP617 07/23/07 070723x WfBUS 7 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP617 07123/07 070723x WFBUS 72007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP617 07/23/07 070723x WFBUS 72007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP617 07/23/07 070723x WFBUS 72007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP617 07/23/07 070723x WFBUS 72007 4060
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP617 07123/07 0707jj WFBUS 7 2007 4060
om Meridian City Ha II AP638 10117/08 1209142 JIFLUB 12009 4060
OTH Reinbursement AP639 04/12108 080412 CREACO 4 2008 4060
EQP Petra#146-Tom C. AP642 07/01/09 0907pp CENLEA 7 2009 4020
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene B. AP669 12/03/07 071203k WFBUS 12 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP669 12103/07 071203x rfBUS 12 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP669 12/03/07 071203x WFBUS 12 2007 4060
aTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP669 12/03/07 071203x WFBUS 12 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP669 12103/07 071203x WFBUS 12 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP669 12/03/07 071203x WFBUS 12 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP669 12/03/07 0712jj WFBUS 12 2007 4060
EQP EQUIP USAGE J. ANDERSON AP678 12/15/07 0712A CENLEA 12 2001 4020
EQP EQUIP USAGE G. BENNETT AP678 12/15/07 0712B CENLEA 12 2001 4020
EOP EQUIP USAGE W. BETTIS AP678 12/15/07 0712BB CENLEA 12 2007 4020
EQP EQUIP USAGE T. COUGHLIN AP678 12115/07 071200 CENLEA 12 2007 4020
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 08/23/08 1243601 JIFLUB 9 2008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP685 09/12/08 080912 MIRALI 92008 4060
OTH EQUIP USAGE G. BENNETT AP693 04/15/08 0804D CENLEA 4 2008 4060
OTH EQUIP USAGE J. ANDERSON AP693 04/15/08 OB04G CENLEA 4 2008 4060
OTH EQUIP USAGE T. COUGHLIN AP693 04/15/08 0804PP CENLEA 42008 4060
OTH EQUIP USAGE G. BRITAIN AP693 04/15/08 08040 CENLEA 4 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. APl03 09110/08 0809M USBANK 92008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. AP703 09110/08 0809M USBANK 92008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILO P. AP703 09/10/08 0809M USBANK 92008 4060
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY UNE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PN (job history only)
Company No. I PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 35
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORO
JOURN ---REFERENCE--' VEND --_•. -G/L- ---_. MTl/EOP LtllTS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT CODE
LAB/EOP PERIOD
fOOlS M«lOO
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 425 Auto Expenses (continued)
OTH 4798531205483144 TREPAGNI AP703 09/10/08 0809L USBANK 92008 4060
OTH 4798531205483144 TREPAGNI AP703 09/10/08 0609L USBANK 9 2006 4060
OTH 4796531205465909 COUGHLIN AP703 09/10/08 08092 USBANK 9 2008 4060
OTH Reinnursement AP709 04120/08 080420 CONTER 42008 4060
OTH Acct7972513019 Sept 06 AP718 09/12/08 524389 CHEVRO 92008 4060
OTH VEHICLE USAGE KELLER 0 AP721 09/05/08 0609B8 CENLEA 92008 4060
OTH VEHI CLE USAGE VAUGftI J AP7Z I 09/05/08 0609CC CENLEA 9 2008 4060
OTH VEHICLE USAGE BENNETT G AP721 09/05/08 08090 CENLEA 92008 4060
OTH VEHICLE USAGE I'IEINACHT B AP721 09/05/08 0809HH CENLEA 92008 4060
OTH VEHICLE USAGE WHITE D AP721 09/05/08 060900 CENLEA 9 2008 4060
OTH VEHICLE USAGE COUGHLIN AP721 09/05/08 0809PP CENLEA 9 2008 4060
OTH VEHICLE USAGE BRITAIN J AP721 09/0S/08 0809RR CENLEA 9 2008 4060
OTH VEHICLE USAGE CHILO PAT AP721 09/05/08 0809Y CENlEA 92008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 BENNETT AP721 09/10/08 0809K USBANK 92008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 0809XX USBANK 9 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 0809XX USBANK 92008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 0809XX USBANK 92008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 0809XX USBANK 92008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 0809XX USBANK 9 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 0809XX USBANK 9 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 0809XX UsBANK 9 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 0809XX US BANK 9 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll/OH AP726 08/29/08 080829 ALVMAR 92008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALLIOH AP726 08/29/08 080829 ALVMAR 92008 4060
EOP MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP728 07/05/08 405675C JIFlUB 92008 4020
EQP MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP728 07/30/08 406985C JifLUB 9 2008 4020
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene B. AP730 03/13/07 070313k WFBUS 3 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP730 03/13/07 0703jj WFBUS 32007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP733 07/25/07 801339 JIFLUB 8 2007 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 GENE B AP733 04/09/08 080409K USBANK 42008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 GENE B AP733 04/09/08 080409K USBANK 42008 4060
OTH 4798531205483177 SCOTT T. AP733 04/09/08 080409L USBANK 42008 4060
OTH 4798531205483177 SCOTT T. AP733 04/09/08 080409L USBANK 4 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 JON A. AP733 04/09/08 080409X USBANK 42008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 JON A. AP733 04/09/08 080409X US BANK 4 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 JON A. AP733 04/09/08 080409X USBANK 42008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 JON A. AP733 04/09/08 080409X USBANK 42008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 JON A. AP733 04/09/08 080409X USBANK 42008 4060
OTH 4798531205485909 Ta.l C. AP733 04/09/08 0804092 USBAl'A( 4 2008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP750 04/25/08 080425 MIRALI 42008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP750 04/25/08 080425 MIRALI 4 2008 4060
EQP Equip Usage-B Weinacht AP784 12/31/06 0612aa CENLEA 12 2006 4020
EQP Equip Usage·J Britain AP784 12131/06 0612d CENLEA 12 2006 4020
EQP Equip Usage·J Dillon AP784 12/31/06 0612g CENLEA 12 2006 4020
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 36
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOURN ---REFERENCE·· - VEND ••••• -GIL------ Mll/EQP UNITS
# DATE NO CUST PERlCO ACCOlM CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOO
!t'URS NIOONT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 425 Auto Expenses (continued)
EQP EQUIP USAGE J. JIl«RSON AP791 08/31/07 0708A CENLEA 8 2007 4020
EQP EQUIP USAGE G. BEHTT AP791 08/31107 07088 CENLEA 8 2007 4020
EQP EQUIP USAGE W. BETTIS AP791 08/31/07 07088B CENLEA 8 2007 4020
EOP Equip Usage-J Anderson AP797 03/29/07 070~a CENlEA ~ 2007 4020
EQP Equip Usage-G 8ennett AP797 03/29/07 0703b CENLEA 32007 4020
EQP Equip Usage-J Britain AP797 03/29/07 0703d CENLEA 32007 4020
EOP Equip Usage·W Bettis AP797 03/29/07 0703v CENLEA 32007 4020
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene B AP804 08/01/07 070801k WFBUS 8 2007 4060
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene B AP804 08/01/07 070801k WFBUS 8 2007 4060
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene B AP804 08/01/07 070801k WFBUS 8 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP804 08/01/07 070801x WFBUS 8 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP804 08/01/07 070801x WFBUS 8 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP804 08/01/07 07080h l'IFBUS 8 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP804 08/01/07 070801x YtFBUS 8 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP804 08/01/07 070801x YtFBUS 82007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP804 08/01/07 070801x WFBUS 8 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP804 08/01/07 070801x WfBUS 8Z007 4060
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP804 08/01/07 0708jj WFBUS 8 2007 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP810 05/03/08 080503 CREACO 5 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 Gene B AP812 02/09/09 0902K USBANK 2 2009 4060
OTH Reiumbursement 1/05 AP815 01/05/08 080105 CREACO I 2008 4060
EQP Equip Usage-W Bettis AP820 08/31/06 0608q CENLEA 82006 4020
OTH Reimbursement AP823 09/27/08 080927 CREACO 10 2008 4060
OTH #104-Gene Bennett AP839 02/01/09 09020 CENLEA 22009 4060
OTH #146-Tom Coughlin AP839 02101109 0902PP CENLEA 220094060
OTH Reimbursement APS44 10/04/08 081004 CREACO 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483144 SCOTT T. AP870 05/08/08 080508L USB.ANJ< 52008 4060
OTH 479S531205486253 JON A. AP870 05/08/08 080508X USBANK 5 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205485909 Ta.l C. AP870 05/08/08 08050SZ USBANK 52008 4060
OTH 479S531205486279 JERRY V. AP870 05/0S/08 0805XX USBANK 5200S 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 JERRY V. AP870 05/08/08 OS05XX USBANK 52008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 JERRY V. AP870 05/08/08 0805XX USB#lK 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP872 09/17/08 272629 LESSCH 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 GENE B. AP892 05/08/0S 080508K USBANK 52008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 GENE B. AP892 05/08/08 080508K USBANK 52008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 GENE B. AP892 05/08/08 080508K USBANK 52008 4060
OTH ReilTbursement AP895 10111/08081011 CREACO 1020084060
OTH Mileage Reimbursement AP898 01112/08 080112 CREACO 12008 4060
OTH EQUIP USAGE J. VAUGHN AP899 05/15/08 0805CC CENLEA 52008 4060
OTH EQUIP USAGE G. BENNETT AP899 05/15/08 08050 CENLEA 5 2008 4060
OTH EQUIP USAGE J. ANDERSON AP899 05115/08 0805G CENLEA 5 2008 4060
OTH EQUIP USAGE T. COUGHLIN AP899 05/15/08 0805PP CENLEA 5 2008 4060
OTIJ EQUIP USAGE G. BRITIAN AP899 05115/08 0805Q CENLEA 5 2008 4060
OTH Reiumbursement 1114 AP908 01114/08 80114 MIRALI 1 2008 4060
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
CO!J1>any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 37
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOURN _..REFERENCE --- VEtID _.- --·G/l··· --- MTlIEQP UNITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOlNT CODE
lAB/EQP PERIOD
HOURS MnJNT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 425 Auto Expenses (continued)
OTH 4798531205485917 PChild AP942 10/09/08 0810AA USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 PChild AP942 10/09/08 0810AA USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 PChild AP942 10/09/08 0810AA USBANK iO 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483144 STrepag AP942 10/09/08 0810L USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483144 STrepag AP942 10/09/08 0810l USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 J Vaughn AP942 10/09/08 0810XX USBAN< 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 J Vaughn AP942 10/09/08 0810XX USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 J Vaughn AP942 10/09/08 0810XX USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 J Vaughn AP942 10/09/08 0810XX USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 J Vaughn AP942 10/09/08 0810XX USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 J Vaughn AP942 10/09/08 0810XX USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 J Vaughn AP942 10/09/08 0810XX USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205485909 TCoughl AP942 10/09/08 08102 USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP962 OS/24/08 080524 CRECON 62008 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 Gene B AP965 03/01/09 0903K US BANK 3 2009 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 Gene B AP965 03/01/09 0903K USBANK 3 2009 4060
OTH 4798531205483201 Gene B AP965 03/01/09 0903K USBANK 3 2009 4060
OTH \oQID INV-Creative Concret AP972 05124/08 080524 CRECON 6 2008 4060
OTH Reimbursement AP973 05124/08 080524 CREACO 62008 4060
OTH Reimbursment AP976 10/25/08 081025 CREACO 10 2008 4060
OTH 4856200205258238 Gene B. AP976 01/03/08 080103k WFBUS 12008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP976 01/03/08 080103x WFBUS 12008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP976 01/03/08 080103x WFBUS 12008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP976 01/03/08 080103x I'IFBUS 12008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP976 01/03/08 080103x WFBUS 12008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP976 01/03/08 080103x WFBUS 12008 4060
EOP Vehicle Usage·j Vaughn AP977 10/25/080810CC CENlEA 102008 4020
EQP Vehci le Usage' GBennett AP977 10127/08 08100 CENlEA 10 2008 4020
EQP Vehicle Usage·T Coughlin AP977 10/25/08 0810PP CENlEA 102008 4020
EQP Vehicle Usage·P Childs AP977 10/25/08 0810Y CENlEA 102008 4020
EQP EQUIP USAGE J. ANDERSON AP979 09/30/07 0709A CENLEA 92007 4020
EOP EQUIP USAGE G. BENNETT AP979 09/30/07 07098 CENlEA 9 2007 4020
EQP EQUIP USAGE W. BETTIS AP979 09/30/07 0709BB CENlEA 9 2007 4020
EQP Petra 10Hene B AP981 03/01/09 09030 CENLEA 32009 4020
EQP Petra 146-Tom C AP981 03/01/09 0903PP CENlEA 32009 4020
EQP EWIP USAGE J. ANDERSON AP985 01/15/08 0801A CENLEA 12008 4020
EOP EQUIP USAGE G. BENNETT AP985 01/15/08 0801B CENLEA 12008 4020
EQP EQUIP USAGE 1. COUGHLIN AP985 01/15/08 080100 CENLEA 12008 4020
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene 8. AP997 04/02/07 070402k WFBUS 4 2007 4060
OTH 4856200205255238 Gene B. AP997 04/02/07 070402k WFBUS 4 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP997 04/02/07 070402x WFBUS 4 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP997 04/02/07 070402x WFBUS 4 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP997 04/02/07 070402x WFBUS 4 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP997 04/02/07 070402x WFBUS 42007 4060
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAlL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
C~any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 38
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORD
JOORN ---REFERENCE--- VEND .--- -·G/L-_.. _. Mll/EQP UUTS
# DATE I«) CUST PERIO!) ACCOUNT CODE
LAB/EQP PER100
HOURS MnJNT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 425 Auto Expenses (continued)
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP997 04/02/07 070402x WFBUS 42007 4060 39.86
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP997 04/02/07 0704jj WFBUS 4 2007 4060 10.50
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP997 04/02/07 0704jj WFBUS 4 2007 4060 6.96
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP997 04/02107 0704 j j WFBUS 42007 4060 15.28
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP998 10/15/08 2661 JIFLUB 10 2008 4060 36.98
OTH FM 070900 JIFFY LUBE JC559 10/03/08 AB 10 2008 4060 20.37
OTH Move from Other to Equip JC874 01/31/09 12009 4060 -459.96
EQP Move from Other to Equip JC874 01/31109 I 2009 4020 459.96
OTH Move from Other to Equip JC879 02128/09 22009 4060 -759.30
EQP Move from Other to Equip JC879 02128/09 22009 4020 759.30
OTH P/R PE 01/13/07 PR940 01/13/07 12007 4060 12.02
OTH P/R PE 06/16/07 PR998 06/16/07 62007 4060 15.00
._ .............. . ........................... _-.
51,488.11
COST 01 426 Equipment
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP182 11/01/08 0811yy USBANK 11 2008 4060 74.62
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP182 11/01/08 0811yy USBANK 11 2008 4060 7.00
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP182 11/01/08 0811yy USBANK 11 2008 4060 11.00
OTH Meridian City Hall AP315 12/04/08 114691 TATES 12 2008 4060 129.02
OTH Tates Rents JC681 12129/08 12 2008 4060 96.56
........ -.... ~ .... - - .. ------- ------_ .. _----
318.20
COST 01 427 Travel·Lodging-Sustinance
OTH Meridian City Hall AP249 11/20/08 133555 TATES 12 2008 4060 96.56
OTH Jerry Dillon/Mer Cty Hall MJ278 01/05/07 93 CANSUI 12007 4060 2,244.00
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN J AP554 08/11/08 0808XX USB~~ 8 2008 4060 32.97
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 0809XX USBANK 9 2008 4060 80.00
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN Ar721 09/10/08 0809XX USBANK 9 2008 4060 63.96
OTH Tates Rents JC681 12/29/08 12 2008 4060 -96.56
.. ~ -....... ~ ...... .. .................................... ---
2,420.93
COST 01 430 Foreman
BRD sIb 01-180 Je598 10/31/08 mjp 10 2008 4040 -0.03
LAB P/R PE 09/01/07 PR033 09/01/07 9 2007 4030 40.00 1,080.00
BRD P/R PE 09/01/07 PR033 09/01/07 9 2007 4040 324.62
LAB P/R PE 09/15/07 PR037 09/15/07 9 2007 4030 40.00 1,080.00
BRD P/R PE 09/15/07 PR037 09/15/07 9 2007 4040 324.62
LAB P/R PE 09/22/07 PR039 09122107 92007 4030 40.00 '1,080.00
BRD P/R PE 09/22/07 PR039 09/22/07 92007 4040 324.62
LAB P/R PE 09/29/07 PR042 09/29/07 10 2007 4030 40.00 1,080.00
BRD P/R PE 09/29/07 PR042 09/29/07 10 2007 4040 324.62
LAB P/R PE 10/06/07 PR043 10/06/07 10 2007 4030 40.00 1,080.00
BRD P/R PE 10/06/07 PR043 10/06/07 10 2007 4040 324.62
LAB P/R PE 10/13/07 PR046 10/13/07 10 2007 4030 40.00 1,080.00
BRD P/R PE 10/13/07 PR046 10/13/07 10 2007 4040 324.62
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM Report Code: 28.81
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only) Page: 39
COIJllany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
TYPE PHASE COST CHG JOI.ll\M ---REFERENCE-_. VENO ----•.GIL- ••• -• MTlIEQP lJ.lITS I.AB/E~ PERIOD
COOE ORO # DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOlNT CODE OOURS MOUNT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 430 Foreman (continued)
lAB P/R PE 10/20/07 PR047 10120107 10 2007 4030 37.00 999.00
BRD PIR PE 10120/07 PR047 10/20/07 10 2007 4040 300.28
lAB P/R PE 10/27/07 PR048 10127107 11 2007 4030 38.00 1,026.00
BRD PIR PE 10/27107 PR048 10127/07 11 2007 4040 308.39
LAB P/R PE 11/03/07 PR049 11/03/07 11 2007 4030 39.00 1,053.00
BRD P/R PE 11/03/07 PR049 11/03107 11 2007 4040 316.51
LAB P/R PE 11/10/07 PROSO 11/10/07 11 2007 4030 40.00 1,080.00
BRD P/R PE 11/10/07 PR050 11/10/07 11 2007 4040 324.62
LAB P/R PE 11117/07 PR052 11117/07 11 2007 4030 40.00 1,080,00
BRD P/R PE 11/17/07 PROS2 11/17/07 11 2007 4040 324.62
LAB P/R PE 11124/07 PROSS 11124/07 11 2007 4030 32.00 864.00
BRD P/R PE 11/24/07 PROSS 11124/07 11 2007 4040 259.70
LAB P/R PE 12101/07 PROS8 12101/07 12 2007 4030 40.00 1,080.00
BRD P/R PE 12/01/07 PROS8 12101107 12 2007 4040 324.62
LAB P/R PE 12/08/07 PR061 12108107 12 2007 4030 40.00 1,080.00
BRD P/R PE 12/08/07 PR061 12/08/07 12 2007 4040 324.62
LAB P/R PE 12115/07 PR06S 12115/07 12 2007 4030 36.00 972,00
BRD P/R PE 12115/07 PR065 12/15/07 12 2007 4040 292.15
LAB P/R PE 12/22107 PR068 12122107 12 2007 4030 40,00 1,080.00
BRD P/R PE 12/22/07 PR068 12/22107 12 2007 4040 324.62
LAB P/R PE 12129/07 PR074 12129/07 1 2008 4030 20.00 540.00
BRD P/R PE 12129/07 PR074 12129/07 12008 4040 173.32
LAB PIR PE 01/05/08 PR077 01/05/08 12008 4030 28.00 756.00
BRD P/R PE 01/05/08 PR077 01/05/08 12008 4040 242.65
LAB P/R PE 01/12/08 PR078 01/12/08 12008 4030 35.00 945.00
BRO P/R PE 01/12/08 PR078 01/12/08 1 2008 4040 299.86
LAB PIR PE 01119/08 PR079 01119/08 1 2008 4030 35.00 945.00
BRD P/R PE 011l9/08 PR079 01/19/08 12008 4040 299.86
LAB P/R PE 01126/08 PR081 01126/08 2 2008 4030 40.00 1,080.00
BRD P/R PE 01126/08 PR081 01126/08 2 2008 4040 271. SO
LAB PIR PE 02102/08 PR082 02102/08 2 2008 4030 37.00 999.00
BRD P/R PE 02102/08 PR082 02/02108 2 2008 4040 251.15
LAB P/R PE 02/09/08 PR083 02109108 2 2008 4030 38.00 1,026.00
BRD P/R PE 02109/08 PR083 02109/08 2 2008 4040 253,67
LAB P/R PE 02/16/08 PR085 02116108 2 2008 4030 30.00 810.00
BRD P/R PE 02116/08 PR08S 02116/08 2 2008 4040 197.20
LAB P/R PE 02/16/08 PR094 02116108 2 2008 4030 -30.00 -810.00
BRD P/R PE 02/16/08 PR094 02116108 2 2008 4040 ·197,20
LAB PIR PE 021l6/08 PR095 02/16/08 2 2008 4030 30.00 810.00
BRD P/R PE 02/16/08 PR095 02116108 2 2008 4040 197.20
LAB PIR PE 02123108 PR096 02/23/08 22008 4030 32.00 864.00
BRD PIR PE 02123/08 PR096 02123/08 2 2008 4040 210.29
LAB P/R PE 03/01/08 PR097 03/01/08 3 2008 4030 30.00 810.00
BRD P/R PE 03/01/08 PR097 03/01/08 3 2008 4040 197.20
lAB PIR PE 03/08/08 PR098 03/08/08 3 2008 4030 32.00 864.00
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 40
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
Jou.~N ---REFERENCE-.- VEND .. ----GIL- --_. - Mll/EQP ~ITS
# DATE NO CUST PERlOO AClIDIT COOE
lAB/EQP PERlOO
IKlLRS Mn1NT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 430 Foreman
BRO P/R PE 03/08/08
LAB P/R PE 03/15/08
BRD P/R PE 03/15/08
LAB P/R PE 03/22/08
8RD P/R PE 03122/08
LAB P/R PE 03129/08
BRD P/R PE 03129/08
LAB P/R PE 04105/08
BRD P/R PE 04/05108
LAB P/R PE 04/12/08
BRD P/R PE 04/12/08
LAB P/R PE 04/19/08
BRO P/R PE 04/19/08
lAB PIR PE 04126108
BRO P/R PE 04/26/08
LAB P/R PE 05/03/08
BRD P/R PE 05/03/08
LAB P/R PE 05/10/08
BRO P/R PE OS/10/08
LAB P/R PE 05/17/08
BRO P/R PE 05/17/08
lAB PIR PE 05124/08
BRO P/R PE 05124/08
LAB P/R PE 05/31/08
BRD P/R PE 05/31/08
LAB P/R PE 06/07/08
BRO P/R PE 06/07/08
LAB P/R PE 06/14/08
BRO PIR PE 06/14/08
LAB P/R PE 06/21/08
BRO P/R PE 06/21/08
LAB P/R PE 06/28/08
BRO P/R PE 06/28/08
LAB P/R PE 09127/08
BRO P/R PE 09/27/08
LAB P/R PE 10/04/08

















































































































COST 01 480 Trash Bin
OTH Dumpsters/#99.00.2395.01 AP033 09/15/07 070915 MERCIT 10 2007 4060
OTH DumpstersJ#99.00.239S.01 AP036 09/15/07 070915_ MERCIT 92007 4060
OTH Dumpsters/ #99.00.2395.01 APl0S 06/05/08 080605 MERCIT 6 2008 4060
OTH Meridian Cty Hall-May AP137 04/18/07 18895 MERCIT 5Z007 4060
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
C~any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 41
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CooE ORO
JOIJRN _. ·REFERENCE_., VEND ---_. -GIL· _. --- MTl/E~ IJUTS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT CODE
lAB/fQP PERIOD
HOURS MCUNT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 480 Trash Bin (continued)
OTH Dumpsters/'99.00.239S.01 AP164 02/05/08 080205b MERCIT 2 2008 4060
OTH Dumpsters #99,00.2395.01 AP283 12/12/08 081212 MERCIT 12 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP325 12/01/08 0812yy USBANK 12 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP331 10/03/07 20117 BOICIT 11 2007 4060
OTH Dumpsters #99.00.2395.1 AP333 05/04/07 070504 MERCIT 620074060
OTH Dumpsters/99.oo.2395.01 AP339 07/05/08 080705b MERCIT 7 2008 4060
OTH VOID INV-City of Meridian AP359 07/05/08 080705b MERCIT 7 2008 4060
OTH Dumpsters #99.00.2395.01 AP360 07/05/08 080705_ MERCIT 72008 4060
OTH DUfllJsters/#99.oo.2395.01 AP370 11/05/07 071105 MERCIT 11 20074060
OTH DUfllJsters # 99.00.2395.01 AP394 03/05/08 080305 MERCIT 3 2008 4060
OTH VOID INV-City of Boise AP412 10/03/07 20117 BOICIT 11 20074060
OTH Dumpsters/99.00.2395.01 AP490 08/05/08 080805b MERCIT 8 2008 4060
OTH Dumpsters/#99.00.2395.01 AP562 07/05/07 070705a MERCIT 7 2007 4060
OTH Dumpsters/#99.00.2395.01 AP642 12105/07 071205 MERCIT 12 2007 4060
OTH Dumpsters/#99.00.2395.01 AP653 04/05/08 080405 MERCIT 4 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP682 08/11/08 886978 WESIDA 92008 4060
OTH Dumpsters #99.00.2395.01 AP690 09/05/08 080905b MERCIT 9 2008 4060
OTH Dumpsters/#99.00.2395.01 AP766 07/31/07 070731 MERCIT 8 2007 4060
OTH Dumpster/MCH #9900239501 AP885 10/05/08 081005 MERCIT 1020084060
OTH Dumpsters #99.00.2395.01 AP886 05/05/08 080505 MERCIT 52008 4060
OTH Dumpsters/99.00.2395.01 AP888 01/05/08 080105 MERCIT 12008 4060
OTH CORRECT CK#3674 PSTD 2X JC254 04/21/08 4 2008 4060
OTH SB 080920 MER. CITY TRASH JC727 01/05/09 AB 12 2008 4060
COST 01 485 Twice Weekly Clean Up
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP028 09/04/07 070904x WFBUS 9 2007 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall - 3958 API02 10/18/08 124764 TATES 11 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall 3958 AP102 10/31/08 128598 TATES 11 2008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP196 02/01/08 080201x WFBUS 22008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP229 10/03/07 071oo3x WFBUS 10 2007 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP249 11/21/080090427 SPECON 12 20084060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP249 11/20/08 133558 TATES 1220084060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP335 08/14/08 55530 NAMFLO 12 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP422 11/02107 5091112 LABORR 11 2007 4060
OTH MeH AP464 07/31/08 63314 CURCLE 8 2008 4060
OTH Reiumburment 8/18 AP496 08/18/08 80818 VAUJER 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL APSIS 11/16/07 2707112 LABORR 12 2007 4060
OTH 4798531205483078 CHILD P AP554 08/11/08 0808AA US BANK 820084060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN J AP554 08/11/08 0808XX USBANK 8 2008 4060
OTH Temp Clerk AP713 04/23/08 80423 HOADAN 4 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 J Vaughn AP942 10/09/08 0810XX USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 J Vaughn AP942 10/09/08 0810XX USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 J Vaughn AP942 10/09/08 0810XX USBANK 10 2008 4060
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Date: 11/1312009· JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 42
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORO
JOORN .--REFERENCE··· VEND·· -_. ·G/L···--- MIL/EQP UNITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOlffi" CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
HOURS MroIT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 485 Twice Weekly Clean Up (continued)
lAB P/R PE 08/30/08 PR135 08/30108






COST 01 490 Street Clean up
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP511 07/22/08 95266 TATES 820084060 171.72
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP728 09/11/08 64291 CURCLE 9 2008 4060 130.00
COST 01 501 Storage Container
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP156 06/11/08 5759
OTH MERIDl~~ CITY HALL AP199 02/12/08 5267
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP368 07/11/08 5865
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP451 03/11/08 5404
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP636 12/04/07 5026
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP706 04/14/08 5528
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP714 12/17/07 5054
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP922 05/15/08 5615





STOCUB 12 2007 4060
STOCUB 42008 4060













COST 01 504 Project Trai ler
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP030 01/23/08 6851529 GECAPI 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP045 05121/08 7517006 GECAPI 6 2008 4060
aTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP156 05/16/08 0679914 DESSPA 62008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP156 06/13/08 0682867 DESSPA 62008 4060
OTH MERIDlNol CITY HALL AP156 06122108 6768530 GECAPI 62008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP156 04/30/08 9817 PRECOM 62008 4060
EOP Meridian Cty Hall-May AP174 05118/07 0653112 DESSPA 520074020
EOP Meridian City Hall·Jan AP1B2 011\9/07 0646717 DESSPA 120074020
EQP MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP199 02/15/08 0673461 DESSPA 22008 4020
OTH II£RIDIAN CITY HALL AP229 0l!20/08 7008504 GECAPI 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP238 10/19/07 664522 DESSPA 10 2007 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP249 11123/08 8542127 GECAPI 12 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP356 07/11/08 0685062 DESSPA 7 200B 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP358 07/09/08 0807XX USBANK 72008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP390 07/23/08 7864726 GECAPI 72008 4060
EOP Meridian City Hall AP421 10/31/06 0642681 DESSPA 11 2006 4020
EQP Meridian City Hall AP44B 12/21/08 8673519 GECAP 12 2008 4020
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP451 03/14/08 675565 DESSPA 32008 4060
EQP Meridian City Hall AP507 11115/06 101450 DESSPA 11 2006 4020
EQP Meridian City Hall APS07 11/09/06 1469897 TATES 11 2006 4020
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll APS11 08/08/08 687362 DESSPA 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP528 11/16/07 0666799 DESSPA 12 2007 4060
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 43
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CCOE ORO
J(JJRN ---REFERENCE--- VEt{) -_. -•-GIL-----. MTLlEQP ~ITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCCWT CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
HtxJRS MWff
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 S04 Project Trailer (continued)
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP592 07/13/07 656741 DESSPA 72007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP593 07/01/07 5718342 GECAPI 720074060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP636 11/21/07 6516642 GECAPI 12 2007 4060
EQP Meridian City Hall-Nov AP641 11/24/06 0644004 OESSPA 11 2006 4020
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP674 12/14/07 668881 DESSPA 12 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP682 08/24/08 8027625 GECAPI 92008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 09/08/08 10369 PRECOM 92008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 09/04/08 109845 TATES 92008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 08/15/08 4107795 WILSCO 92008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP706 03/31/08 0676928 DESSPA 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP706 03/31/08 0676941 OESSPA 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL APm 07122107 5852276 GECAPI 8 2007 4060
OTH 4798531205483177 SCOTT T. AP733 04/09/08 080409L USBANK 4 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483177 SCOTT T. AP733 04/09/08 080409L USBANK 42008 4060
OTH 4798531205483177 SCOTT T. AP733 04/09/08 080409L USBANK 42008 4060
EQP Meridian City Hall-Mar AP739 03/16/07 0649872 DESSPA 3 2007 4020
OTH 4798531205494869 Barb C AP748 04/09/08 0804gg USBANK 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP750 09/17/08 0690595 DESSPA 9 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP750 09/08/08 4656153 WILSCO 9 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP756 04/20/08 7315642 GECAPI 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY aAlL AP778 09/21/08 8189551 GECAPI 9 2008 4060
EQP Meridian City Hall-Dec AP790 12/15/06 0645090 DESSPA 12 2006 4020
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP847 08/17/07 0659564 DESSPA 8 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP847 08/22/07 6008257 GECAPI 8 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP861 12/23/07 6677058 GECAPI 12008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 J Vaughn AP94Z 10/09/08 0810XX USBANK 10 2008 4060
EQP Meridian Cty Hall-Apr AP973 04/13/07 0651344 DESSPA 4 Z007 4020
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP986 09/14/07 0661620 DESSPA 9Z007 4060
EQP MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP995 01/18/08 0671587 DESSPA 12008 4020
OTH MOVED FROM 01-040 JC27l 04/29/08 CSC 42008 4060
OTH FRCM 01 415 JC735 06/30/07 061507 6Z007 4060
EQP Refund Modular Space JC837 03/05/09 43145 32009 4020
COST 01 506 Drinking Water
OTH Meridian City Hall AP102 09/03/08 1487243 TRECOF 11 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP106 10/03/07 1129367 TRECOF 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL APl06 10/31/07 1147415 TRECOF 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL APl06 11/28/07 1177319 TRECOF 22008 4060
OTH MERiDIAN CITY HALL AP106 11/19/07 1177503 TRECOF 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP106 01/08/08 1196856 TRECOF 2 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP106 12/12/07 1204420 TRECOF 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL APl06 01/15/08 1244414 TRECOF 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL APl06 01123/08 1246906 TRECOF 22008 4060
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
C~any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 44
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORD
JOORN _. ·REFERENCE·· - VEND ••••. ·G/l· _. _.. MIl/EQP lXiITS
# DATE fID CUST PER100 ACCOLtIT CODE
LAB/fQP PERIOD
HOt.RS ~UNT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 506 Drinking Water (continued)
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP156 03/05/08 1297977 TRECOF 6 2008 4060 22.15
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL API56 03119/08 1307146 TRECOF 6 2008 4060 16.43
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP156 04/02108 1321778 TRECOF 62008 4060 33.71
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP156 04/16/08 1337837 TRECOF 620084060 1\.55
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL API56 04/30/08 1352433 TRECOF 6 2008 4060 22.21
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL API56 05114/08 1367968 TRECOF 62008 4060 28.99
OTH IlERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP156 05128/08 1369040 TRECOF 62008 4060 11.55
OTH IlERIDIAN CITY HAll AP156 06/11/08 1397038 TRECOF 6 2008 4060 28.99
OTH Correct Oed Invoice AP218 09/03/08 87243R TRECOF 11 20084060 17.33
OTH MCH AP288 06/25/08 1397357 TRECOF 7 2008 4060 34.66
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP357 07/09/08 1427810 TRECOF 72008 4060 68.80
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP544 06/13/07 11606 TRECOF 72007 4060 24.96
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP544 05/02/07 984703 TRECOF 72007 4060 35.24
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP544 05/16/07 984906 TRECOF 72007 4060 10.28
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP544 05/30/07 997547 TRECOF 72007 4060 5.14
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP554 07/23/08 1428168 TRECOF 8 2008 4060 34.66
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP554 08/06/08 1457210 TRECOF 8 2008 4060 57.45
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP554 08/20/08 1457319 TRECOF 8 2008 4060 46.22
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP849 02/19/08 1261055 TRECOF 5 2008 4060 33.71
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP849 02/26/08 1289604 TRECOF 52008 4060 5.78
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP986 07/11/07 27113 TRECOF 920074060 15.74
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP986 07/25/07 56426 TRECOF 92007 4060 10.28
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP986 08/08/07 71384 TRECOF 92007 4060 15.74
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP986 08/21/07 87043 TRECOF 9 2007 4060 10.28
OTH Refund TVCoffee JC627 11/19/08 776&7 11 2008 4060 -17.33
COST 01 510 Material Delivery
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP510 08/01/08 98515 TATES 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP682 07/28/08 96517 TATES 92008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 0809XX USBANK 92008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 0809XX USBANK 9 2008 4060
OTH MERIDI.AN CITY HALL AP872 08125/08 96517A TATES 10 2008 4060
LAB P/R PE 01/24/09 JC786 01/30/09 12009 4030
BRD P/R PE 01/24/09 JC786 01/30/09 12009 4040
LAB P/R PIE 01124/09 JC787 01/30/09 12009 4030
LAB PIR PIE 01124/09 JC787 01/30/09 12009 4030
LAB P/R PE 01/24/09 PR178 01/24/09 12009 4030

















COST 01 512 Photographs
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL
OTH Meridian City Hall




IDMIR I 2008 4060
IDMIR 11 2008 4060
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 45
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOURN ---REFERENCE··· VEND •--' --GIL------ MTlIEQP LNITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
IURS .M«JOO
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 512 Photographs
OTH !lRIDIAN CITY IW.L
OTH Meridian City Ha 11
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL
OTH Meridian City Ha 11
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL
OTH MERIDIAN CITY IW.L
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL
OTH MOVED FROM 0606Z5
(continued)
AP156 05/30/08 4560 IDAAIR 62008 4060
AP249 11/30/08 4734 WAAIR 12 2008 4060
AP327 02/29/08 4491 IDAAIR 3 Z008 4060
AP336 05/31/07 4241 IDAAIR 6 2007 4060
APSll 07/31/084626 IDAAIR 820084060
APS44 06/30/07 063007 IDAAIR 72007 4060
AP570 11/30/07 4414 IDAAIR lZ Z007 4060
AP613 03/31/08 4506 IDAAIR 4 2008 4060
AP68l 08/31/08 4647 IDAAIR 92008 4060
AP733 07/31/07 4294 IDAAIR 8 2007 4060
AP856 04/30/08 4530 IDAAIR 5Z008 4060
APB61 12/31/07 4453 IDAAIR I 2008 4060
AP872 09/30/08 4685 IDAAIR 10 Z008 4060
AP949 08/31/07 4326 IDAAIR 9 Z007 4060
















COST 01 520 Plans &Printing
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP064 09/Z0/07 261937 BLUSPE 10 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP064 09120/07 32766 CAPCa> 10 Z007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP069 04/30/08 271373 BLUSPE 62008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP099 03/20/09 2034 BLUSPE 4 2009 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP099 03/23/09 2116 BLUSPE 4 2009 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall API02 10/30/08278521 BLUSPE 11 20084060
OTH Meridian City Hall APl0l 10/31/08278546 BLUSPE 11 20084060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP102 11/06/08278666 BLUSPE 11 20084060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL API29 01/01/07 Z62383 BLUSPE 10 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP129 10/02/07 262489 BLUSPE 10 Z007 4060
OTH tfERIDIAN CITY HALL AP129 08/08/07 32279 CAPCOP 10 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP129 10/02/07 32874 CAPCOP 10 2007 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall-Jan AP140 01/08/07 249318 BLUSPE 12007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP151 10/05/07 265090 BLUSPE 10 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP151 10/05/07 32910 CAPCOP 10 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP156 06/16/08 273334 BlUSPE 62008 4060
OTH MeH Digital 80nd Copies AP160 11110/08271309 BLUPRN 11 20084060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP170 02/12/08 267826 BLUSPE 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP197 10/17/07 265583 BLUSPE 10 2007 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP249 11/25/08 272333 BLlH>RN 1220084060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP249 11/25/08272435 BLUPRN 12 20084060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP249 11/21/08279153 BLUSPE 1220084060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP285 10/26/07 266025 BLUSPE 11 2007 4060
OTH MeH AP288 06/19/08 273481 BLUSPE 72008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP321 05/31/07256572 BLUSPE 620074060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP321 05/31/07 31491 CAPCa> 62007 4060
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL.BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Conpany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 46
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORO
J(tIRN .. ·REFERENCE-·· VEND ······G/L······ MTLlEQP ums
# DATE 00 CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
HOURS MlJlNf
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 520 Plans &Printing (continued)
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP331 11/02/07 266317 BLUSPE 11 2007 4060
OTH IlRIDIAN CITY HALL AP331 11/02107 266318 BLUSPE 11 2007 4060
OTH MERIDI#l CITY HALL AP331 11/05/07 266356 BLUSPE 11 2007 4060
OTH MERIDI#l CITY HALL AP331 11105107 33271 CAPCOP 11 2007 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP334 06/14/07 257251 BLUSPE 6 2007 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP358 07/09/08 0807XX USBANK 7 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall-Feb AP383 01/26/07 250368 BLUSPE 220074060
OTH Meridian City Hall·Feb AP383 01/29/07 250403 BLUSPE 22007 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall-Feb AP383 01/30/07 250471 BLUSPE 22007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP422 11/14/07 266743 BLUSPE 11 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP422 11/14/0733340 CAPCOP 11 20074060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP426 11/19/07 266917 BLUSPE 11 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP440 11/21/07267006 BLUSPE 11 20074060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP440 11/21/07 267028 BLUSPE 11 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP451 03/18/08 269395 BLUSPE 3 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP451 03/18/08 34663 CAPCOP 32008 4060
OTH MCH AP464 07/29/08 275073 BLUSPE 8 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall-Feb AP485 02/15/07 251301 BLUSPE 2 2007 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall-Feb AP485 02/16/07 251354 BLUSPE 220074060
OTH MER IDIAN CITY HALL AP491 07/05/07 31951 CAPCOP 7 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP510 08/12/08 275673 BLUSPE 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP510 08/15/08 275826 BLUSPE 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP510 08/15/08 36688 CAPCOP 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL APS10 08/15/08 36692 CAPCOP 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP544 06/13/07 257222 BLUSPE 72007 4060
OTH MCCALL HIGH / MeH AP554 08/23/08 080823 IDAHO 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP557 04/02/08 270141 BLUSPE 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP562 03/07/08 268898 BLUSPE 4 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP562 03/12/08 269118 BLUSPE 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP613 03/07/08 34550 CAPeOp 4 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP613 03/12/08 34587 CAPCOP 4 2008 4060
OTH Meridian Ci ty Ha11 AP638 01/13/09 280402 BLUSPE 12009 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP638 01/15/09 38252 CAPCOP 12009 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP638 01/16/09 38260 CAPCOP 12009 4060
OTH Meridian City Ha ll·Mar AP661 03/06/07 252297 BLUSPE 32007 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall-Mar AP661 03/08/07 252409 BLUSPE 320074060
OTH Meridian City Hall·Mar AP661 03/07/07 30145 CAPCOP 3 2007 4060
OTH Meridian Ci ty Hall·Mar AP661 03/08/07 30161 CAPCOP 32007 4060
EQP Meridian City Hall-Mar AP661 02/16/07 0648529 DESSPA 32007 4020
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 08/22/08 381366 IDAHO 9 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP733 07/02107 258107 BLUSPE 8 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP733 07/02/07 258157 BLUSPE 8 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP733 07/10/07 258397 BLUSPE 8 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP733 08/08/07 259905 BLUSPE 8 2007 4060
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Date: 1l11312oo9 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Conpany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 47
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOORN .. ·REFERENCE··· VEl{) .... -·G/l··· _.. MTl/EQP lJ4ITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT CODE
LAB/EQP PER100
HOORS MWIT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 520 Plans &Printing (continued)
OTH Meridian City Hall-Mar AP735 03/17/07 252550 BLUSPE 32007 4060
OTH Meridian City Ha n·Mar AP73S 03112/07 30211 CAPCOP 32007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP746 04122108 271053 BLUSPE 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP746 04/28/08 271242 BLUSPE 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP746 04129/08 35133 CAPCOP 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP847 07118/07 258842 BlUSPE 8 2007 4060
OTH MERDIAN CITY HAlL AP847 08/10/07 260063 BLUSPE 8 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP849 05/06/08 271588 BLUSPE 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP856 05/14/08 271951 BLUSPE 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP872 10/03/08 277585 BLUSPE 10 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP881 03/04/09 1331 BLUSPE 32009 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP881 02/16/09 595 BLUSPE 32009 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall·Apr AP907 03/15/07 252732 BlUSPE 42007 4060
OTH Meridian Cty Hall-Apr AP907 03/15/07 30250 CAPCOP 420074060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP986 09112/07 261541 BLUSPE 92007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP986 03/07/07 30145A CAPCOP 92007 4060
OTH W£RIDIAN CITY HAll AP986 09/13/07 32668 CAPCOP 92007 4060
OTH FROM 01 415 JC734 06/30/07 256854 6 2007 4060
OTH FROM 01 415 JC734 06/30/07 257114 6 2007 4060
OTH FROM 01 415 JC734 06/30/07 31524 6 2007 4060
OTH FROM 01 415 JC734 06/30/07 31528 62007 4060
OTH FROM 01 415 JC734 06/30/07 31666 62007 4060
OTH FROM 01 415 JC734 06/30/07 25841 62007 4060
OTH FROM 01 415 JC735 06/30/07 104280 62007 4060
OTH MOVED TO 01 556 TOILETS JC736 06/30/07 25841 62007 4060
COST 01 523 Safety Equipment
OTH Meridian City Hall AP016 09/18/08 0039295 HOBFAB 320094060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP022 10/25/08 69902 CANADA 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP030 01/18/08 60312 GENFIR 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP045 06/01/08 08051 TSALAG 6 2008 4060
OTH Safety/April AP069 05/01107 070430 TSALAG 52007 4060
OTH Security-Dec AP081 01/02/07 070102 TSALAG 1 2007 4060
OTH January Safety AP098 02/03/08 08004 TSALAG 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll APl08 02/03/08 08007 TSALAG 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP130 09/20/07 0000780 THYSAF 10 2007 4060
OTH September Safety AP148 09/30/07 07069 TSALAG 10 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP156 06/25103 69328 CANASE 6 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP156 06/18/08 58773 RESSYS 6 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP177 10/25/08 69902 CANASE 11 2008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A, AP196 02/01/08 080201x WFBUS 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP199 02/25/08 68621 C!lNASE 22008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP202 05/02/07 070502x WFBUS 52007 4060
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
COlI'pany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To·Oate
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 48
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOURN ···REFERENCE··· YEN) ······G/L······ MTL/EQP ums
# DATE M) CUST PERIOD ACCW"lT CODE
LAB/EQP PER100
IWRS AWlNf
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall {continued}
COST 01 523 Safety Equipment {continued}
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP229 10/25/07 0710140 FOlID 22008 4060
OTH Safety/May AP271 06/01/07 7043 TSALAG 6Z007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL APZ87 06/18/08 9203967 RESSYS 72008 4060
OTH MeH AP28B 07/01/08 OB057 TSALAG 7200B 4060
OTH October Safety AP319 11/02/0707088 TSALAG 11 20074060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP327 02/1S/08 3765435 NORCO 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP327 02/25/08 3797511 NORCO 32008 4060
OTH MERIDI»! CITY HALL AP327 02/21/08 35154 TATES 3Z008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP3Z7 03/02/08 08016 TSAlAG 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALl AP331 10/31/07 2519255 PMECON 11 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP331 10/04/07 3309948 NORCO 11 2007 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP334 05/04/07 2764395 NORCO 6 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP341 06/19/08 080619 AMEWAL 72008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP356 07/18/08 115524 FASCOM 72008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP358 07/09/08 0807XX USBANK 72008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP358 07/09/08 0807XX USBANK 7 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP369 07/25/08 69501 CANASE 7 2008 4060
OTH VOID INV·Can·Ada Secu'rity AP374 07/25/08 69501 CANASE 72008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP382 07/25/08 69501A CANASE 72008 4060
EQP Meridian City Hall AP421 11/09/06 663S5IN SPECON 11 2006 4020
OTH Safety/June AP432 07/02/07 07052 TSALAG 72007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP437 11/01/07 071101x WFBUS II 20074060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP437 11/01/07 071101x r1FBUS 11 2007 4060
OTH 4-5·8-15-16 AP451 01/18/08 DFA AhlEWAL 320084060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP452 03/25/08 68879 CANASE 3 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP453 11/20/07 391545 FRANKL 11 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP463 03/24/08 2273 ALLSIG 32008 4060
OTH MCH AP464 08/03/08 09065 TSALAG 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP487 08/24/07 078043 CENLEA 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP487 08/24/07 078044 CENLEA 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP491 06/29/07 1552859 TATES 72007 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 Jon A AP496 03/11/08 080311x USBANK 3 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 Jon A AP496 03/11/08 080311x USBANK 32008 4060
OTH November Safety AP511 12103/07 07099 TSALAG 12 2007 4060
OTH VOID INV·Centurion Leasin AP512 08/24/07 078043 CENLEA 32008 4060
OTH VOID INV·Centurion Leasin APS12 08/24/07 078044 CENLEA 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP513 08/24/08 078043 SIOVIAL 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP513 08/24/07 078044 SIDWAL 3 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP515 11/26/07 R000985 THYSAF 12 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP518 OS/31/07 2855833 NORCO 72007 4060
OTH Meridian City Ha\\ BBQ APS22 04/02/08 080402 SWICOK 42008 4060
OTH Security-Nov. AP533 11/30/06 6050 TSAlAG 11 20064060
OTH MERIDIAN CITV HALL AP556 10/31/07 R000926 THVSAF 12 2007 4060
OTH MERIDI»! CITY HALL AP557 03/25/08 70504 BOISTE 4 2008 4060
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
C~any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 49
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOlJRN _. -REFERENCE --- VEND --' ---GIL·· ---- MTLlEQP LNITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOONT CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOO
I¥JlJRS MnNf
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 523 Safety Equipment (continued)
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP557 03/06/08 3844006 NORCO 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP557 03/10/08 3852713 NORCO 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP557 03/21/08 3893272 NORCO 4 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP557 04/01/08 08024 TSALAG 4 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP604 08/25/08 69613 CANASE 8 2008 4060
OTH SafetylJuly AP659 08/01/077058 TSALAG 820074060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP674 11128/07 2520023 MlECON 12 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP674 12112107 58748 GENFIR 12 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP674 11/25/07 3474384 NORCO 12 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 09/01/08 08078 TSALAG 9 2008 4060
OTH VOID INV-Gill ingham Const AP690 10/25/08 69902 CANADA 1 2009 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP714 12/20/07 68414 CANASE 12 2007 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 JON A. AP733 04/09/08 080409X USBANK 42008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 JON A. AP733 04/09/08 080409X U5BANK 4 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 JON A. AP733 04/09/08 080409X USBANK 4 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 JON A. AP733 04/09/08 080409X USBftNK 42008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 JON A. AP733 04/09/08 080409X USBANK 4 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 JON A. AP733 04/09/08 080409X USBANK 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP740 07/18/07 3021200 NORCO 8 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP746 04/04/08 4524 ADGEAR 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP746 04/09/08 3126 EQUREN 42008 4060
OTH 4798531205483177 KC AP748 04/09/08 080409 USBANK 42008 4060
OTH 4798531205494869 Barb C AP748 04/09/08 0804gg USBANK 42008 4060
OTH ReintJursement AP750 04115/08 080415 ANDJON 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP756 03/25/08 44037 TATES 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP761 04/25108 69029 CANASE 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP778 09/18/08 117822 FASCetA 9 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP787 09/25/08 69762 C,ANASE 9 2008 4060
OTH VOID INV-EquipRent, Inc. AP789 04/09/08 3126 EQJREN 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP790 04/04108 31263 EQUREN 42008 4060
OTH December Safety AP797 12/31/07 07107 TSALAG 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP849 04/29/08 2523820 AMECON 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIftN CITY HAlL AP849 04/25/08 4020219 NORCO 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP849 05/04/08 08041 TSALAG 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP861 12/13/07 4340 ADGEAR 1 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP861 12/21/07 2520691 AMECON 1 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP861 12/21/07 2520721 AMECON 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP861 11/30/07 3511293 NORCO 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP861 12/26/07 R001112 THYSAF 12008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 JON A, AP870 05/08/08 080S08X USBANK 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP872 09/25/08 4602530 NORCO 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP872 10/05/08 08097 TSAlAG 10 2008 4060
OTH August Safety AP902 09/03/07 07067 TSAlAG 8 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP908 05/12/08 080512 AMEWAL 52008 4060
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Oate: 11/1312009 .JOB COST DETAIL.BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
COI\1lany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 50
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOURN ---REFERENCE--- VEND . -----G/L- ---_. Mll/EQP !.NITS
# DATE M) CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT CODE
lAB/EQP PERIOD
fURS MUM'
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 523 Safety Equipment (continued)
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP922 05/25/08 69179 CANA$E 5 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 PChi ld AP942 10/09/08 0810M USBAN< 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 PChild AP942 10/09/08 0810M USBANK 10 2008 4060
EQP 4856200208520497 VIes AP944 09/01/06 0609 j j I'ifBUS 9 2006 4020
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP949 08/23/07 2516916 AMECON 9 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP973 01/25/08 68466 CANASE 12008 4060
OTH May Safety AP985 06/01/08 08049 TSAlAG 6 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP995 01/14/08 2174236 AMECON 12008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP997 04/02/07 070402x WFBUS 42007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP997 04/02/07 070402x WFBUS 42007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP997 04/02/07 070402x WFBUS 4 2007 4060
OTH Plan Oeposit-Mer.CityHall Je225 04/03/0833852 420084060
OTH SAFETY JC931 11/27/07 THYSAF 11 2007 4060
COST 01 525 Signage
OTH II£RIOIAN CITY HALL AP045 05m108 2298 ALlSIG 6 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP069 05/08/08 271708 BLUSPE 62008 4060
MIL Meridian City Hall-Jan AP140 12/01/060030925 SIGNOlV 120074050
OTH Meridian Cty Hall-May AP194 05/23/07 2168 ALLSIG 52007 4060
OTH Stickers/Petra Logos AP393 02127108 2261 ALLSIG 32008 4060
OTH Stickers/Petra Logos AP393 02127/08 2261 ALLSIG 320084060
OTH Signs - Meridian Ci ty AP404 10/16/07 2221 ALLSIG 11 2007 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. AP703 09/10/08 0809AA USBANK 92008 4060
OTH 4798531205486261 BRITAIN AP703 09/10/08 0809Y USBANK 9 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIA/.I CITY HALL AP847 08/21/07 2201 ALLSIG 8 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP847 07/03/07 183199 FRABUR 82007 4060
OTH VOID INV-Franklin Buildin AP851 07/03/07 183199 FRABUR 820074060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP852 07/03/07 183199 FRANKL 82007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP856 05/08/08 2288 AllSIG 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP872 09/30/08 0046768 ADVSIG 10 2008 4060
LAB P/R PE 07/07/07 PR006 07/07/07 72007 4030
BRD P/R PE 07/07/07 PR006 07/07/07 72007 4040
LAB P/R PE 09/29/07 PR042 09/29/07 10 2007 4030
BRD P/R PE 09/29/07 PR042 09/29/07 10 2007 4040
LAB P/R PE 04/05/08 PR 105 04/05/08 4 2008 4030
BRD P/R PE 04/05/08 PRI05 04/05/08 42008 4040
LAB P/R PE 04/19/08 PR108 04/19/08 42008 4030
BRD P/R PE 04/19/08 PR10804/19/08 420084040
LAB P/R PE 05/10/08 PR112 05/10/08 52008 4030
BRD P/R PE 05/10/08 PR112 05/10/08 52008 4040
LAB P/R PE 08/09/08 PR132 08/09/08 820084030
BRD P/R PE 08/09/08 PR132 08/09/08 8 2008 4040
LAB P/R PE 08/30/08 PR135 08/30/08 92008 4030
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Date: 11113/2009 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
TiIre: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
COllflany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 51
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOORN ---REFERENCE--- VEND ------G/L· .. ··· MIl/EQP lliITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT COOE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
HOURS WIT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 525 Signage
LAB PIR PE 11/08/08
BRD PIR PE 11/08/08
LAB P/R PE 11/22/08
BRD P/R PE 11/22/08
LAB P/R PE 10/21/06
BRD P/R PE 10/21/06
lAB P/R PE 12109106
BRD P/R PE 12/09/06
LAB P/R PE 01/06/07
BRD P/R PE 01/06/07
LAB P/R PE 03/17/07







































COST 01 530 Small Tools
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP028 09/04/07 070904x WFBUS 9 2007 4060 5.38
OTH 4798531205483144 TREPAGNI AP149 06/10/08 080610L USBANK 6 20084060 21.04
OTH 4798531205485917 Pat C. AP182 11/01/08 0811aa USBANK 11 2008 4060 61.36
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP182 11/01108 0811yy USBANK 11 20084060 142.25
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP182 11/01108 0811yy USBANK 11 2008 4060 6.30
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack API82 11/01/08 0811yy USBftJ>JK 11 2008 4060 5.71
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP182 11/01/08 0811yy USBANK 11 2008 4060 25,38
OTH 4856200208656457 Scott AP196 02101/08 0802011 WFBUS 2 2008 4060 19.02
OTH 4856200208656457 Scott AP196 02l0l/08 08020n WFBUS 2 2008 4060 59.47
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP202 05/02107 070502x WFBUS 5 2007 4060 46.35
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP229 10/03/07 071OO3x WFBUS 10 2007 4060 17.81
EOP 4856200208520497 Was AP259 10/03/06 0610jj WFBUS 10 2006 4020 26.19
OTH 4798531205483144 TREPAGNI AP314 07109/08 0807l USBANK 72008 4060 303.13
OTH 4798531205485925 CONNER TAP315 07/09/08 0807BB USBANK 720084060 -528.94
aTK 4798531205486279 Jack AP325 12/01/08 0812yy USB#lK 12 2008 4060 15.78
OTK 4798531205486279 Jack AP325 12101/08 0812yy USBANK 12 2008 4060 11.42
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP358 07/09/08 0807XX USBANK 72008 4060 633.74
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP358 07109/08 0807XX USBANK 7 2008 4060 119.77
OTK 4856200208135502 Jon A AP437 11/01/07 071101x WFBUS 11 20074060 38,85
OTH 4798531205483144 Scott AP496 03/11/08 0803111 USBANK 320084060 12.69
OTH 4798531205486253 Jon A AP496 03/11/08 080311x USBANK 320084060 45.95
OTK 4798531205483078 CHILD P AP554 08/11/08 0808M USBANK 820084060 26.49
OTH 4798531205483078 CHILD P AP554 08/11/08 OBOaM USBANK 8 2008 4060 20.11
aTH 4798531205483078 CHILD P AP554 08/11/08 0808M USBANK 8 2008 4060 5.94
OTH 4798531205483078 CHILO P AP554 08/11108 0808M USBftJ>JK 8 2008 4060 43.67
OTH 4798531205483144 TREPAGNI AP554 08/11108 0808l USBANK 8 2008 4060 21.04
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN J AP554 08/11/08 0808XX USBANK 8 2008 4060 455.62
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP669 12/03/07 071203x WFBUS 12 2007 4060 40.22
aTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. AP703 09/10/08 OB09AA USBANK 920084060 14.61
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. AP703 09110/08 0809AA USBANK 920084060 26.45
PETRA95424
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Date: 11113/2009 ,JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To·Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 52
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOOlN ···REFERENCE··· VEND ······G/L······ MIl/EQP U"IITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOlMf CODE
LAB/EQP PER 100
fnRS Mn«f
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 530 Small Tools (continued)
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. AP703 09/10/08 0809AA USBANK 92008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. AP703 09/10/08 0809M USBANK 92008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILD P. AP703 09110/08 OB09M USBANK 92008 4060
OTH 4798531205483144 TREPAGNI AP703 09/10108 0809L USBANK 92008 4060
OTH 4798531205483144 TREPAGNI AP703 09110/08 0809L USB;WK 92008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 JON A. AP733 04/09/08 080409X USBANK 4 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP750 08/21/08 326417 EDGCON 92008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP768 09111/08 112966 TATES 92008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP768 09/15/08 114109 TATES 9 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP812 02109/09 0902YY USBANK 22009 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP812 02/09/09 0902VY USBANK 22009 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP812 02109/09 0902YY USBflNK 22009 4060
OTH 4798531205485925 TERRY C. AP876 05108/08 0805BB USBANK 52008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 PChild AP942 10/09/080810AA USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 PChild AP942 10/09/08 0810AA USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 PChild AP942 10/09/08 0810M US BANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 PChild AP942 10/09/08 0810AA USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 PChild AP942 10/09/08 0810M USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 PChild AP942 10/09/08 08lOM USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483144 STrepag AP942 10/09/08 0810l USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483144 STrepag AP942 10/09/08 0810L USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 J Vaughn AP942 10/09/08 0810XX USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP965 03109/09 0903YY USBANK 3 2009 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP965 03/09/09 0903YY USBANK 32009 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP976 01/03/08 080103x WFBUS 12008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP976 01/03/08 080103x WFBUS 12008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP976 01/03/08 080103x VlFBUS 12008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP976 01/03/08 080103x WFBUS 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP998 10/03/08 779844 WESTOO 10 2008 4060
LAB P/R PE 04/19/08 PR108 04119/08 42008 4030


































COST 01 535 Supplies & Postage
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP028 09/04/07 070904x IYFBUS 9 2007 4060 36.10
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP030 01121/08 5879418 DANKA 12008 4060 7.76
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP045 05/21/08 6074727 DANKA 62008 4060 48.80
OTH 282257OUSA· MCH AP102 10/21/08 6287491 DANKA 11 2008 4060 85.28
OTH 90133819970· MCH APl02 10122108 8372829 GECAP 11 2008 4060 139.05
OTH 4798531205494869 BARB C. AP127 04/09/09 0904BB USBANK 42009 4060 22.25
OTH COPIER OVERAGES 2822570US AP129 09122107 5649602 DANKA 10 2007 4060 3.31
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP129 01/07/08 3629417 NORCO 22008 4060 31.54
OTH 4798531205483144 TREPAGNI APH9 06110/08 080610l USBANK 6 20084060 11.18
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHAN AP149 06/10/08 0806XX USBANK 62008 4060 26.88
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP182 11/01/08 0811yy USBANK 11 2008 4060 5.72
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Date: 11113/2009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
film: 02:08:35 PU (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To·Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 53
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CooE ORO
JOURN ---REFERENCE--- VEND ·····-G/l······ MTl/EOP UNITS
# DATE NO CUST PERloo ACCOUNT CooE
lAB/EOP PERIOD
IWtS JIMlUNT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 535 Supplies & Postage (continued)
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP182 11/01/08 0811yy USBAM< 11 20084060
EOP 4856200205221677 JC AP183 01/03/07 070103e WFBUS 12007 4020
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP196 02/01/08 080201x WfBUS 2 2008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP196 02/01/08 080201x WFBUS 2 2008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP202 05/02107 070502x WFBUS 52007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A, AP202 05/02107 070502x WFBUS 52007 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP206 11/22/08 6325684 OANKA 11 2008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A, AP229 10/03/07 071003x WFBUS 10 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP229 10/03/07 0710jj WFBUS 10 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP331 10/22/07 5710542 OANKA 11 2007 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP358 07/09/08 0807XX USBANK 72008 4060
OTH Shipping AP385 02/08/07 7826533 FEDEX 22007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP386 06/01/07 07060lx WFBUS 6 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A AP386 06/01/07 070601x WFBUS 6 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP390 07/22/08 1610618 DANKA 72008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP448 12/22/08 6360804 DANKA 122008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP451 OZ/26/08 5934033 DANKA 3 Z008 4060
OTH Acct. #1861-9897-2 AP460 06/Z8/07 2046435 FEOEX 620074060
OTH Acct. #1861·9897-2 AP460 06/28/07 2046435 FEDEX 62007 4060
OTH Acct, #1861-9897-2 AP460 06/28/07 2046435 FEDEX 620074060
OTH Acct. #1861-9897-2 AP460 06/Z8/07 2046435 FfDEX 620074060
OTH Acct. #1861·9897·2 AP460 06/28/07 2046435 FEOEX 6 2007 4060
OTH Acct. #1861-9897·2 AP460 06/28/07 2046435 FEDEX 620074060
OTH Acct. #1861-9897-2 AP460 06/28/07 2046435 FEDEX 62007 4060
OTH Acct. #18Gl-9897-2 AP4GO 06/28/07 2046435 FEDEX G2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP467 03122108 5978255 DANKA 3 2008 4060
EOP 4856200208465826 Becky AP483 02/01/07 0702dd WFBUS 2 2007 4020
OTH Reiumburment 8/18 AP496 08/18/08 80818 VAUJER 82008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 Jon A AP496 03/11/08 080311x USBANK 3 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 Jon A AP496 03/11108 080311x USBANK 3 Z008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 Jon A AP496 03/11/08 080311x USBAM< 3 2008 4060
OTH MERIDI~~ CITY HALL AP554 08/22/08 6201834 O~~ 8 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN J AP554 08/11/08 0808XX USBANK 82008 4060
OTH lny# 3114184364 AP619 01/17/09 4184364 STAPLE 12009 40GO
OTH Acct. #1861-9897-2 AP621 07/12/07 4424436 FEDEX 72007 4060
OTH Acct. #1861-9897-2 AP621 07/12/07 4424436 FEDEX 72007 4060
OTH Acct, #1861-9897·2 AP621 07/12/07 4424436 FEDEX 72007 4060
OTH Acct, #1861-9897-2 AP621 07/12/07 4424436 FEDEX 7 2007 4060
OTH Acct. #1861-9897-2 AP621 07/12/074424436 FEDEX 7 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP669 12/03/07 071203x WFBUS 12 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP669 12/03/07 071203x WFBUS 12 2007 4060
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP669 12/03/07 0712jj WFBUS 12 2007 4060
OTH Acct.#1861-9897-2 AP670 07/26/07 7045187 fEDEX 7 2007 G173
OTH Shipping AP715 03/15/07 26025 FEDEX 3 2007 4060
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
COIq)any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 54
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORO
JOURN ---REFERENCE--- VEND •-----G/L- -_.. - MTl/EQP lJolITS
# DATE ~ CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT COOE
lAB/EQP PERIOD
HOURS .AMlUNT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 535 Supplies &Postage (continued)
OTH 4798531205483177 SCOTT T. AP733 04/09/08 080409l USBANK 4 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483177 SCOTT T. AP733 04/09/08 080409L USBANK 42008 4060
OTH 4798531205483177 SCOTT T. AP733 04/09/08 080409L USBANK 42008 4060
OTH 4798531205483177 SCOTT T. AP733 04/09/08 080409L USBANK 42008 4060
OTH 4798531205483177 SCOTT T. AP733 04/09/08 080409L USBANK 42008 4060
OTH 4798531205483177 SCOTT T. AP733 04/09/08 080409L USBANK 42008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 JON A. AP733 04/09/08 080409X USBANK 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP756 04121/08 6031176 DANKA 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP778 09/22/08 6239795 DANKA 92008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP812 02/09/09 0902YY USBANK 22009 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP856 05/06/08 27663 ALPGRA 52008 4060
OTH Shipping AP870 03122107 5776134 FEDEX 4 2007 4060
OTH Shipping AP870 03122107 5776134 FEDEX 42007 4060
OTH Shipping AP870 03/22/07 5776134 FEDEX 42007 4060
OTH 4798531205483144 SCOTT T. AP870 05/08/08 080508L USBANK 52008 4060
OTH Shipping AP870 03122107 5776134 FEDEX 42007 4060
OTH Shipping AP870 03/22107 5776134 FEDEX 4 2007 4060
OTH Shipping AP870 03/29/07 7098293 FEDEX 4 2007 4060
OTH Shipping AP870 03/29/07 7098293 FEDEX 4 2007 4060
OTH Shipping AP870 03129107 7098293 FEDEX 42007 4060
OTH Shipping AP870 03/29/07 7098293 FEDEX 42007 4060
OTH 8ill 90133819970 AP904 12121/08 855287 GECAPI 3 2009 4060
OTH Weridian Cty Hall-Apr AP907 03/23/0730423 CAPCOP 420074060
OTH Office Suppties/LA1556612 AP923 10/04/08 0763865 STAPLE 10 2008 4060
OTH VOID INV-GE Capital leasi AP928 12/21/08 855287 GECAPI 3 2009 4060
OTH Shipping AP933 04/05/07 8410247 FEDEX 42007 4060
OTH Meridian Cty Hall-Apr AP973 03/26/07 908161 OFFICE 420074060
OTH Meridian Cty Hall-Apr AP973 03/27/07 912512 OFFICE 4 20074060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP997 04/02/07 070402x WFBUS 42007 4060
OTH Staples JC786 01/30/09 3114184 12009 4060
OTH COPIER OVERAGES #2822570 JC869 10/08/07 5552043 10 2007 4060
OTH COPIER OVERAGES #2822570 JC869 10/08/07 5597978 10 2007 4060
OTH P/R PE 07121/07 PR014 07/21/07 72007 4060



































COST 01 540 Telephone
EQP 2088880328/Mer Cty Hall
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL
OTH MeH RELOCATE SERVICE
OTH Meridian City Hall
OTH 208-888-0328 949B MCH
OTH MeH 208-888-0328 849B
OTH Meridian Cty Hall-May
OTH MCH 208-888-0328 849B
AP017 04/22107 070422 QWEST 42007 4020
AP045 05/22/08 080613 QWEST 62008 4060
AP099 06117108 080617 QWEST 62008 4060
AP 102 10/30/08 10590 PRECQI,l 11 2008 4060
APl02 11113/08081022 QWEST 11 20084060
APl08 01/22/08 080122 QYftST 2 2008 4060
AP 122 04123/07 68848 DCSCQI,l 52007 4060
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
COll1lany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To·Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 55
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOlmN •• ·REFERENCE· _. VOO ••.• -·G/L-_.... MTL/EQP !.NITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOU'lT CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
HOllS ~T
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 540 Telephone (continued)
EQP #2088880328849BIMerCtyHal AP140 12/22/06 061222 QWEST 1 2007 4020
OTH Drew Brown AP153 06/22/08 0806CCC NEXTEL 62008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 Pat C. AP182 11/01/08 0811aa USBANK 11 20084060
om 208·888·0328 9498 MCH AP249 11/22108 081122 OWEST 12 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP285 10/22/07 071022 OWEST 11 2007 4060
OTH 208·888·0328 MeH AP288 06/22/08 070622 OWEST 72008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP31S 11126/08 081126 OWEST 12 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP327 02/22/08 080222 OWEST 32008 4060
OTH Mer Cit Hall 208·888·0328 AP335 OS/22/07 070522 OWEST 6 2007 4060
EQP 2088880328/Mer Cty Hall AP383 01/22/07 070122 QWEST 22007 4020
OTH 208·888-0328 MeH AP464 07/22/08 080722 QWEST 8 2008 4060
OTH MCH 208-388·0328 849B AP491 06/22/07 062207 QWEST 7 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP515 11/22/07 071122 QWEST 12 2007 4060
OTH MERIDI~~ CITY HAlL DAMAGE AP544 07/10/07 A032044 QWEST 72007 4060
OTH 4798531205483078 CHILD P AP554 08111/08 0808M USBANK 82008 4060
OTH 4798531205483078 CHILD P AP554 08/11/08 0808AA USBANK 820084060
OTH 4798531205483185 MIRAlAIE APS54 08/11/0808081 US8ANK 820084060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP557 03/22/08 080322 BLUSPE 4 2008 4060
OTH VOID INV-Blueprint Specia AP624 03/22/08 080322 BLUSPE 4 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP625 03/22/08 080322 OWEST 4 2008 4060
OTH Billingware 49.95 @6% AP658 09/10/08 80910e IOTA>: 920084060
EQP 2088880328/Mer Cty Hall AP661 02/22/07 070222a QWEST 3 2007 4020
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP682 08/22/08 080822 OWEST 92008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 CHILO P. AP703 09/10/08 0809AA USBANK 9 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP128 09/04/08 080904A QIIEST 9 2008 4060
OTH MERIDI~~ CITY HALL AP733 07/22/07 070722 QWEST 8 2007 4060
OTH 208-888-0328 MeH AP745 12122107 071222 QWEST 12008 4060
EQP 2088880328849-Mer Cty Hal AP771 12/15/06 061215 OWEST 12 2006 4020
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP787 08/13/07 070801 OWEST 8 2007 4060
OTH VOID INV-Qwest AP788 08/13/07 070801 OWEST 8 2007 4060
OTH MCH 208·888-0328 AP849 04/22/08 080422A OWEST 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP872 09122/08 080922 OWEST 10 2008 4060
OTH MCH 208·888-0328 AP877 04/22/08 080422 OWEST 52008 4060
EQP Meridian Cty Hall·Apr AP907 03/22/07 070322 QNEST 4 2007 4020
OTH 4798531205485917 PChi ld AP942 10/09/08 0810M USBANK 10 2008 4060
OTH MeH 208·888·0328 849B AP949 08/22/07 070822 QWEST 92007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP952 10/04/08 081004A QWEST 10 2008 4060
OTH VOID INV-PreCom, Inc. AP978 10/30/08 10590 PREC~ 92009 4060
OTH Refund fr Qwest JC689 12/31/08 635971 12 2008 4060
OTH M:)VEO TO TEMP POWER JC764 07/27/07 7 2007 4060
COST 01 543 Tele~hone - cellular
OTH W. BETIIS AP002 09122107 07091 NEXTEL 9 2007 4060
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Date: 11113/2009 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
C~any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 56
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOUtN ---REFERENCE--- YEN) .-----GIL------ MTL/Elf l,t.lITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT COOE
LAB/Elf PER100
HOURS NdM'
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 543 Telephone - cellular (continued)
OTH G. BENNETT AP002 09/22/07 0709L NEXTEL 92007 4060
OTH S. TREPAGNIER AP002 09122107 070m NEXTEL 92007 4060
OTH J. ANDERSON AP002 09/22/07 0709U NEXTEL 92007 6170
EQP AJohnson AP010 04/18/07 0704hh NEXTEL 42007 4020
EQP WBettis AP010 04/18/07 0704i NEXTEL 42007 4020
EQP GBennett APOIO 04/18/07 0704k NEXTEL 42007 4020
EQP J Anderson AP010 04/18/07 0704t NEXTEl 42007 4020
EQP IV Bettis AP020 09/18/06 0609t NEXTEL 92006 4020
EQP Acct #365464166-00001 AP069 04/01/09 9652444 YERWIR 42009 4020
EQP 365464166 AP099 04/01/09 090401 VERWIR 42009 4020
OTH 365464166-00001 AP120 11/26/08 4964006 VERWIR II 2008 4060
OTH 365464166-00001 API20 11/26/084964006 VERI'fIR \1 2008 4060
OTH Aeet#365464166-0oo01 AP122 06/01/08 1410332 VERWIR 62008 4060
OTH Aeet. #365464166-0001 API33 05/01/07 0078255 VERWIR 52007 4060
EOP G, Bennett-860-7507 AP142 04/01/09 0904K NEXTEl 4 2009 4020
EOP T. Coughlin 919-8583 AP142 04/01/09 0904PP NEXTEl 4 2009 4020
OTH Adam Johnson AP153 06/22/08 080611 NEXTEL 6 2008 4060
OTH Gene Bennett AP153 06/22/08 0806L NEXTEL 62008 4060
OTH Scott Trepagnier AP1S3 06/22/08 0806VV NEXTEL 62008 4060
OTH Jerry Britain AP153 06/22/08 080GY NEXTEL 620084060
OTH Jack Vaughn AP153 06/22/08 0806e NEXTEl 62008 4060
OTH Tom Coughlin AP153 06/22/08 080600 NEXTEL 62008 4060
EOP VOID INV-Verizon Wireless AP154 04/01/09 090401 VERWIR 42009 4020
OTH Acct. #365464166-00001 AP161 10/01/07 5159569 VERWIR 10 2007 4060
OTH Chris Jackson AP185 11/22108 08111 NEXm 11 2008 4060
OTH J VAughn AP190 11/22108 0811C NEXTEl 11 2008 4060
OTH Ploetz AP190 11/22/08 0811HH NEXTEl 11 2008 4060
OTH Boggs AP190 11/22/08 0811II NEXTEl 11 20084060
OTH Bennett API90 11/22/08 0811l NEXTEl 11 20084060
OTH Coughlin API90 11/22/08 081100 NEXTEl 11 2008 4060
OTH Child API90 11/22/0808115 NEXTEL 11 20084060
OTH Trepagnier AP190 11/22/08 0811VV NEXTEl 11 2008 4060
EOP J Britain AP199 10/18/06 0610p NEXTEL 10 2006 4020
EOP WBettis AP199 10/18/06 0610t NEXTEl 10 2006 4020
EQP AJohnson m09 05/18/07 070Shh NEXTEL 52007 4020
EQP WBettis AP209 05/18/07 0705i NEXTEL 5 2007 4020
EQP GBennett AP209 05/18/07 0705k NEXTEL 52007 4020
EQP J Anderson AP20g 05/18/07 070St NEXTEl 52007 4020
OTH W. BETTIS AP210 10/22/07 07101 NEXTEL 10 2007 4060
OTH A. JOHNSON AP210 10/22/07 071011 NEXTEL 10 2007 4060
OTH G. BENNETT AP210 10/22/07 0710l NEXTEl 10 2007 4060
OTH S. TREPAGNIER AP210 10/22/07 0710TT NEXTEl 10 2007 4060
OTH J. ANDERSON AP210 10/22/07 07100 NEXTEL 10 2007 4060
OTH J. BRITTAIN AP210 10/22/07 0710Y NEXTEl 10 2007 4060
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Date: 11113/2009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
C~any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 57
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOURN .--REFERENCE_. - VEND -_.. -·G/L------ MTL/EQP UNITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOlMT COOE
lAB/EOP PERIOD
HOORS ftIDINT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 543 Telephone - cellular (continued)
EQP GBennett AP218 01118/07 0701k NEXTEL 12007 4020
EQP J Dillon AP218 01/18/07 070100 NEXTEL I 2007 4020
EQP J Britain AP218 01/18/07 0701x NEXTEL 12007 4020
EQP Acet #365464166·00001 AP226 05/27/09 8587452 VERWIR 520094020
OTH A. JOHNSON AP228 02/22/08 080211 NEXTEL 22008 4060
OTH G. BENNETT AP228 02/22/08 0802L NEXTEL 22008 4060
OTH S. TREPAGNIER AP228 02/22/08 0802TT NEXTEL 22008 4060
OTH J. ANDERSON AP228 02/22/08 0802U NEXTEL 22008 4060
E(f Noventer Billing AP249 12/01/08 3744007 VERWIR 12 2008 4020
OTH Acct# 365464166-00001 AP270 07/02/08 080702 VERWIR 72008 6170
OTH VOID INY-Yerizon Wireless AP271 07/02/08 080702 VERWIR 72008 6170
OTH Acct#365464166·0001 AP272 07127108 080702a VERWIR 72008 4060
OTH VOID INV-Verizon Wireless AP273 07127/08 080702a VERWIR 72008 4060
OTH Acct#365464166-00001 AP274 07/02/08 080702b VERWIR 72008 4060
OTH JACK VAlKlHN AP311 07122108 0807C NEXTEL 72008 4060
OTH DREW BROWN AP311 07122/08 0807CCC NEXTEL 720084060
EQP Gene B. 860-7507 AP311 05/01/09 0905K NEXTEL 52009 4020
EQP Tom C919·8583 AP311 05/01/09 0905PP NEXIEL 52009 4020
OTH NICK PLOETZ AP311 07/22/08 0807HH NEXTEL 72008 4060
OTH LAURA WELCH AP311 07/22/08 080711 NEXTEL 72008 4060
OTH GENE BENNETT AP311 07/22/08 0807l NEXTEL 72008 4060
OTH TOM COUGHLIN AP311 07/22/08 080700 NEXTEL 72008 4060
OTH PAT CHILO AP311 07/22/08 08075 NEXTEL 72008 4060
OTH SCOTT TREPAGNIER AP311 07122108 0807W NEXTEL 72008 4060
OTH Verizon Wireless AP355 11126/07 5464166 VERW1R 11 2007 4060
OTH Aect.# 365464166-00001 AP365 06/01/07 8385849 VERWIR 62007 4060
OTH Nick Ploetz AP376 12101/08 0812HH NEXTEL 12 2008 4060
OTH Justin Boggs AP376 12/01/08 081211 NEXTEL 12 2008 4060
OTH Gene Bennett AP376 12/01/08 0812L NEXTEL 12 2008 4060
OTH Tom Coughlin N'376 12101/08 081200 NEXTEL 12 2008 4060
OTH WES BETTIS AP400 06/22/07 7061 NEXTEL 62007 4060
OTH NJm JOHNSON AP400 06122107 706II NEXTEL 62007 4060
OTH GENE BENNETT AP400 06/22107 706l NEXTEl 62007 4060
OTH JON ANDERSON AP400 06122/07 70GU NEXTEL 62007 4060
EOP GBennett AP401 06/18/06 0606e NEXTEl 62006 4020
EOP Acet #365464166-00001 AP410 06/01/09 090601 VERWIR 62009 4020
OTH W. BETTIS AP425 11118/07 07111 NEXIEL 11 2007 4060
OTH A. JOHNSON AP425 11118/07 0711II NEXTEL 11 2007 4060
OTH G. BENNETT AP425 11/18/07 0711L NEXTEL 11 20074060
OTH S. TREPAGNIER AP425 11/18/07 0711TT NEXTEL 11 20074060
OTH J. ANDERSON AP425 11/18/07 0711U NEXTEL 11 2007 4060
[OP 919-8583 Tom C AP446 06/01/09 0906CC NEXTEL 62009 4020
OTH Acct# 365464166·00001 AP4S8 08/01/08 8540113 VERWIR 8 2008 4060
EOP AGrant AP482 02/18/07 0702aa NEXTEL 22007 4020
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Tirm: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
COlJllany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 58
TYPE PHASE COST CIiG
CODE ORO
JOURN ---REFERENCE··· VEND .,. _. -Gil······ MTL/£QP ltlITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOlm COOE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
flOORS ~T
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 543 Telephone· cellular (continued)
OTH NEXTEl S. TREPAGNIER AP4S2 03/22/08 0803TT NEXTEl 32008 4060
OTH NEXTEl J. ANDERSON AP482 03/22/08 0803V NEXTEl 3 2008 4060
EQP WBettis AP482 02118107 0702i NEXTEL 22007 4020
EQP AStevens AP482 02118/07 0702 j NEXTEl 2 2007 4020
EQP GBennett AP482 02/18/07 0702k NEXTEl 22007 4020
EQP WBettis AP502 11/18/06 0611j NEXTEL 11 20064020
EQP J Bigham AP502 11/18/06 0611n NEXTEl 11 20064020
OTH Jack Vaughn AP529 08/22/08 080SC NEXTEl 82008 4060
OTH Nick Ploetz APS29 08/22/08 0808HH NEXTEl 8 2008 4060
OTH Justin Boggs AP529 08/22/08 08081I NEXTEl 8 2008 4060
OTH Gene Bennett AP529 08122/08 0808l NEXTEl 8 2008 4060
OTH Tom Coughlin AP529 08/22/08 080800 NEXTEl 8 2008 4060
OTH Pat Child AP529 08/22/08 08085 NEXTEl 82008 4060
OTH Scott Trepagnier AP529 08/22/08 0808VV NEXTEl 82008 4060
OTH Jerry Britain AP529 08/22/08 080BY NEXTEl 8 2008 4060
EQP Acct# 365464166-00001 AP584 01/01/09 090101 VERWIR 12009 4020
EQP GBennett AP601 07/18/06 0607c NEXTEL 72006 4020
OTH Nick Ploetz AP601 01/22/09 090111 NEXTEL 12009 4060
OTH Gene Bennett AP601 01/22/09 0901K NEXTEL 12009 4060
OTH Tom Coughlin AP601 01/22/09 0901PP NEXTEL 12009 4060
EQP WBettis APGOl 07/18/06 0607t NEXTEl 72006 4020
OTH Meridian City/Frank's AP604 12/07/07071207 VERWIR 1220074060
OTH W. BETTIS AP614 07/31/07 07071 NEXTEL 72007 4060
OTH A. JOHNSON AP614 07/31/07 070711 NEXTEl 72007 4060
OTH G. BENNETT AP614 07/31/07 0707L NEXTEl 7 2007 4060
OTH J. ANDERSON AP614 07/31/07 0707U NEXTEL 7 2007 4060
OTH Franks,Brown,Anderson,Ben AP644 04/01/08 3991174 VERWIR 42008 4060
OTH Acct365464166·00001 AP661 09/01/08 7168739 VERIYIR 92008 4060
OTH Acct365464166-00001 AP661 09/01/08 7168739 VERWIR 92008 4060
OTH W. BETTIS AP684 12122107 07121 NEXTEL 12 2007 4060
OTH A. JOHNSON AP684 12122107 0712II NEXTEL 12 2007 4060
OTH G. BENNETT AP684 12/22/07 0712l NEXTEL 12 2007 4060
OTH S. TREPAGNIER AP684 121221070712TT NEXTEL 12 2007 4060
OTH J. M'DERSON AP684 12/22107 omu NEXTEL 12 2007 4060
OTH JACK VAUGHN AP729 09/22/08 0809C NEXTEL 92008 4060
OTH NICK PLOETZ AP729 09/22/08 0809HH NEXTEL 92008 4060
OTH JUSTIN BOGGS AP729 09/22/08 0809II NEXTEL 9 2008 4060
OTH GENE BENNETT AP729 09/22/08 0809L NEXTEL 9 2008 4060
OTH TOM COUGHLIN AP729 09/22/08 080900 NEXTEl 92008 4060
OTH PAT CHILD AP729 09/22/08 08095 NEXTEL 92008 4060
OTH BRIAN WEINACHT AP729 09/22/08 0809V NEXTEl 92008 4060
OTH JERRY BRITAIN AP729 09/22/08 0809Y NEXTEL 92008 4060
OTH Scott Trepagnier AP730 09/22/08 0809VV NEXTEL 92008 4060
OTH 0 Davis AP734 04/22/08 0804e NEXTEL 42008 4060
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
C~any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 59
TYPE PHASE COST CH6
COOE ORO
JOURN .. -REFERENCE··· VEND •• _•• -G/L_....- MTL/ElJ> U'lITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOlMf CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
HOUlS .AM:JlM"
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 543 Telephone' cellular (continued)
OTH GBennett AP734 04/22/08 08041 NEXTEL 4 2008 4060
OTH TCoughlin AP734 04/22/08 0804mm NEXTEL 4 2008 4060
OTH STrepagnier AP734 04/22108 0804tt NEXTEL 4 2008 4060
OTH J Britain AP734 04/22/08 0804y NEXTEL 42008 4060
OTH J Anderson AP734 04/22/08 0808u NEXTEL 4 2008 4060
EQP 365464166·00001 AP738 02/24/09 1574109 VERWIR 2 2009 4020
Ea> AJohnson AP793 03/18/07 0703hh NEXTEL 3 2007 4020
EQP WBettis AP793 03/18/07 0703i NEXTEL 3 2007 4020
EQP GBenne tt AP793 03118/07 0703k NEXTEL 3 2007 4020
EQP J Anderson AP793 03/18/07 0703t NEXTEl 3 2007 4020
EQP J Britain AP793 03/18/07 0703x NEXTEL 3 2007 4020
EQP WBettis AP794 12/18/06 0612i NEXTEL 12 2006 4020
EQP J Di lIon AP794 12118/06 0612nn NEXTEL 12 2006 4020
EQP BWeinacht AP794 12/18/06 0612u NEXTEL 12 2006 4020
EQP J Britain AP794 12/18/06 0612x NEXTEL 12 2006 4020
EQP WBettis AP813 08/18/06 0608t NEXTEL 8 2006 4020
OTH Niek Ploetz AP819 02/09109 0902II NEXTEL 2 2009 4060
OTH Gene Bennett AP819 02/09/09 0902K NEXTEL 2 2009 4060
OTH Tom Coughlin AP819 02/09/09 0902PP NEXTEL 22009 4060
OTH W. BETTIS AP839 08/22/07 07081 NEXTEl 8 2007 4060
OTH A. JOHNSON AP839 08/22/07 0708H NEXTEl 82007 4060
OTH G. BENNETT AP839 08122107 0708L NEXTEL 8 2007 4060
OTH J. ANDERSON AP839 08/22/07 0708U NEXTEL 8 2007 4060
OTH Franks,Vaughan,White,Benn AP847 05/01/08 2724866 VERWrR 5 2008 4060
OTH Frank's &Anderson AP855 01/01/08 7944088 VERWIR 12008 6i70
OTH Drew Brown AP924 05/22/08 0805AAA NEXTEl 52008 4060
OTH Adam Johnson AP924 05122/08 0805II NEXTEL 52008 4060
OTH Gene Bennett AP924 OS/22/08 0805l NEXTEL 5 2008 4060
OTH Tom Coughlin AP924 05ml08 080SMri NEXTEL 52008 4060
OTH Scott Trepagnier AP924 05/22/08 0805TT NEXTEl 52008 4060
OTH Jon Anderson AP924 05/22/08 0805U NEXTEL 52008 4060
OTH Jerry Britain AP924 05122/08 0805Y NEXTEl 5 2008 4060
OTH Jack Vaughn AP924 05/22/08 0805e NEXTEl 52008 4060
OTH Terry Conner AP924 05122108 0805d NEXTEL 5 2008 4060
OTH Dan Davis AP924 05/22/08 0805e NEXTEL 52008 4060
OTH Acct#365464166-0COOl AP928 10/01/08 6218119 VERWIR 10 2008 4060
OTH 365464166·00001 AP955 03/01/09 0578628 VERWIR 3 2009 4060
OTH Jack Vaughn AP970 10/22/08 08l0e NEXTEL 10 2008 4060
OTH Jeff Brewer AP970 10/22/08 0810HH NEXTEL 10 2008 4060
OTH Justin Boggs AP970 10/22/08 0810rr NEXTEL 10 2008 4060
OTH Gene Bennett AP970 10/22/08 08l0L NEXTEL 10 2008 4060
OTH Tom Coughlin AP970 10/22/08 081000 NEXTEL 10 2008 4060
OTH Pat Child AP970 10/22/080810S NEXTEL 10 2008 4060
OTH Scott Trepagnier AP970 10/22/08 0810W NEXTEL 10 2008 4060
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 1\1 (job history only)
Coopany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 60
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOURN ---REFERENCE- -- VEND -.----Gil- ----- MTl/EQP UNns
# DATE NO CUST PERIOO ACCOO'lT CCOE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
HCURS MUm
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 543 Telephone - cellular (continued)
OTH NEXTEL S. TREPAGNIER AP973 01122108 080lTT NEXTEl I 2008 4060
OTH NEXTEl J. ANllERSOO AP973 01/22108 0801U NEmL I 2008 4060
EQP N.Ploetz-919-4339 AP976 03/01/09 090311 NEmL 32009 4020
EQP G.Bennett-8607S-07 AP976 03/01/09 0903K NEXTEL 32009 4020
EQP T.Coughlin-919-8583 AP976 03/01/09 0903PP NEXTEL 32009 4020
OTH Correction to Gl JC076 01/25/08 CSC 12008 6170
OTH Correction to Gl JC076 01/25/08 CSC 12008 4060
OTH NEXTEl G. BE~ETT JC085 01130108 esc 12008 4060
OTH FR 03-0543 JC146 02/27/08 esc 22008 4060
OTH frro 03-0543 JC278 05/02/08 rna 4 200B 4060












COST 01 544 Terrp - Heating
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP022 10/03/08 120086A TATES 10 200B 4060
orn 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP196 02/01/08 080201x WFBUS 22008 4060
OTH MCH AP464 07/01/0B 87992 TATES 82008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 09122108 080922 INTMTN 92008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 08/26/08 87992B TATES 92008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP872 10/02108 081002 INTMTN 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP872 07/29/08 87992al TATES 10 2008 4060










COST 01 548 Temp Power
OTH VOID INY-Intermountain Ga AP012 01/08/08 080108A INTMTN 120084060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP1S6 05/14/08 080530A IDAPOW 62008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP1S6 06/12/08 080612A IDAPOW 62008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP156 06/12/08 080612B IDAPOW 62008 4060
OTH #64866S1673/Mer Cty Hall AP174 05/14/07 070514 IDAPOW 52007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP184 10/13/07 071013 IDAPOW 10 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP197 10/15/07 248296 EDGCON 10 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP197 10/16/07 071016 JDAPOW 10 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP199 02/13/08 080213A IDAPOW 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP199 02/13/08 080213B IDAPOW 22008 4060
OTH MERJDIMoI CITY HALL ftP327 02128/08 281533 EDGCON 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIMoI CITY HALL AP331 11/01/07 253775 EDGCON 11 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP356 07/14/08 080714 IDAPOW 7200B 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP356 07/14/08 080714A IDAPOW 72008 4060
OTH #6486651673/Mer ety Hall AP383 01/13/07070113 IDAPOW 220074060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP403 06/13/07 071306 IDAPOVI 6 2007 4060
om MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP422 07113/07 071114 IDAPOW 11 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP422 11/13/07 0711140 IDAPOW 11 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP446 05/13/08 080513Z IDAPOW 8 2008 4060
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Date: 11/1312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
COlI'Jlany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 61
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORO
JOURN .-·REFERENCE--- VEND _. ----GIL···· -- MTL/EQP UNITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT COOE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
HOURS ~T
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 548 Temp Power (continued)
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP451 03/13/08 080313B IDAPOW 32008 4060
OTH #64866516731Mer Cty Hall AP485 02/13/07 070213 IDAPOW 22007 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 Jon A AP496 03/11/08 080311x USBANK 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP510 08112108 08081lA IDAPOW 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP510 08/12108 080827 IDAPOW 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP592 07/13/07 651676 IDAPOW 72007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP614 12/13/07 0112131 IDAPOW 12 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP614 12/13/07 071213J IDAPOW 12 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 09/05/08 080905 IDAPOW 92008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP706 04/14/08 080414A IDAPOW 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP706 04/14/08 080414B IDAPOW 42008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall Permit AP706 12111/06061211 IDAPOW 12 2006 4060
OTH 6486651673/Mer Cty Hall AP735 03114/07 070314 IDAPOW 32007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP750 09/11/08 080911 IDAPOW 92008 4060
OTH Meridian Ci ty Hall-Dec />pm 12105/06 4433 tIOOPOW 12 2006 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP847 08/14/07 70814IP IDAPOW 8 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP849 04/28/08 295851 EDGCON 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP872 09/10/08 112324 TATES 10 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP908 05/13/08 080513A ID/>POIY 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP908 05/13/08 0805138 IDAPOW 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP908 05/13/08 080513C IDAPOW 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP908 05/14/08 080514 IDAPOW 5 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205485917 P Child AP942 10/09/08 08l0M USBANK 102008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP949 08/24/07 233638 SAFWAY 92007 4060
OTH #6486651673/Meridian Cty AP973 04/13/07 070413 IDAPOW 42007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP973 01/07/08 268622 EDGCON 12008 4060
OTH I{RIDIAN CITY HALL AP973 01/09/08 269120 EDGCON 12008 4060
OTH I{RIOINl CITY HALL AP973 01/14/08 270215 EDGCON 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP973 01/14/08 080114A IDAPOW 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL />P973 011l4/08 0801148 IDAPOW 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP973 01/08/08 080108A INTMTN 12008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP976 01/03/08 080103x WFBUS 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP986 09/13/07 0709131 IDAPOW 92007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP998 10/14/08 081013 IDAPOW 10 2008 4060
OTH ID. Power Refund JC535 09/24/08 84530 92008 4060
OTH MOVED FR~1 TELE INSTALL JC764 07/27/07 72007 4060
COST 01 550 Temp Protection
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP451 03/13/08 47443 ARCBUI 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP451 03113/08 2750-3 PACWES 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP554 08/21/08 0003623 t«)RCO 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP554 08/20/08 4227790 NORCO 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP682 08/11/084431727 NORCO 920084060
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only}
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 62
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOURN -··REFERENCE··- VEND _·····G/l······ MTLlEQP ~lTS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT CODE
LAB/EQP PERlOO
HOORS MDUNT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 550 TeI1'(l Protection (continued)
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP778 09/08/08 2184760 AMECON 9 2008 4060 44.52
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP785 09125/08 71123 DESFLO 9 2008 4060 224.40
OTH 4798531205483144 SCOTT T. .AP870 05/08/08 080508L USBANK 52008 4060 14.81
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP872 10/02/08 51961 ARCBUI 10 2008 4060 760.00
OTH MERIDIAI'l CITY HALL AP872 08/29/08 4506476 raco 10 2008 4060 48.24
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP872 09/03/08 4522434 I'.QRCO 10 2008 4060 107.98
OTH MERIDIAI'l CITY HALL AP872 09/05/08 4530844 I'.QRCO 10 2008 4060 96.48
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP952 10/08/08 55536 N/lMflO 10 2008 4060 954.00
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP998 10/14/08 081014 DESFlO 10 2008 4060 112.20
9,253.15
COST 01 552 Terrp Water
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP557 03/28/0B 0307132 BUSMEC 4 200B 4060 384.96
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 0809XX USBANK 9 2008 4060 94.55
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP721 09/10/08 OB09XX USBANK 9 200B 4060 123.54
COST 01 556 Toi lets
OTH Meridian City Hall AP102 10/31/0820066 ABCSAN 11 200B 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP129 07/26/07 147124 ABCSAN 10 2007 4060
EQP Meridian City Hall-Jan AP140 12129/06 134757 ABCSAN 120074020
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP156 06/13/08 14461 ABCSAN 6 2008 4060
OTH Meridian Cty Hall-May AP174 05/18/07 140949 ABCSAN 520074060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL APl84 10/05/07 150739 ABCSAN 10 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP244 02/22/08 022208 ABCSAN 2 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIJIN CITY HALL AP331 11/02107 153178 ABCSAN 11 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP356 07/11/08 15527 ABCSAN 7 2008 4060
EQP Meridian City Hall-Feb AP370 01/26/07 135923 ABCSAN 2 2007 4020
EQP Meridian Ci ty Hall AP421 11/03/06 132113 ABC5AN 11 2006 4020
EQP Meridian City Hall-Feb AP487 02/23/07 137082 ABCSAN 22007 4020
EQP VOID INV-ABC Sanitation &AP487 12/01/06 133487 ABCSAN 7 2007 4020
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP510 08/08/08 16835 ABCSAN 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP570 11/30/07 154329 ABCSAN 12 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP592 07/13/07 146677 ABCSAN 72007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP682 09/05/08 17825A ABCSAN 92008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP690 02/19/07 134757_ ABCSAN 3 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP746 03/21/08 11647 ABCSAN 4 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP746 04/18/08 12639 ABCSAN 4 2008 4060
EQP Meridian City Hall-Dec AP77l 12/01/06 133487 ABCSAN 12 2006 4020
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP847 08/10/07 148093 ABCSAN 8 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP861 12/28/07 155387 ABCSAN 12008 4060
EO? Meridian ety Hall-Apr mOl 03/23/07 138337 ABCSm 4 2007 4020
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP922 05/16/08 13490 ABCSAN 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP949 09/07/07 149446 ABCSAN 9 2007 4060
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Date: 11/13/2009 JOB COST DETAIL.BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
C~any No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 63
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
J()I]N ---REFERENCE- -- VEND --_. -·G/L--_. _. MfLlEQP lllI1S
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOONT CODE
LAB/EQP PERIOD
OOUlS MD~T
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 S56 Toilets (continued)
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP995 01/25/08 156344 ABCSAN 12008 4060 376.79
OTH ItDVED FRlJli 01 520 P~S JC736 06/30/07 25841 6 2007 4060 118.26
COST 01 560 Traffic Control
OTH Parking-Merid. City Hall AP122 02111/08 080211 BUIDAV 22008 4060
OTH Parking-Merid. City Hall AP210 03/01/08 AB03101 BUIDAV 3 2008 4060






COST 01 562 Temp. Fencing/Barricades
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP022 10/18/08 0089569 SPECON 10 2008 4060 446.34
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP200 02/08/08 70503 BOISTE 22008 4060 286.00
OTH 4798531205486279 VAUGHN AP358 07/09/08 0807XX US BANK 7 2008 4060 125.95
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP510 08/11/08 5899 MERFEN 8 2008 4060 799.45
OTH 4856200208520497 Wes AP730 03/13/07 0703)) WFBUS 3 2007 4060 24.41
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP849 04/22/08 44037A TATES 520084060 70.70
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP920 04/25/08 0083184 SPECON 52008 4060 268.80
OTH 4856200208562317 John B. AP997 04/02/07 0704aa WFBUS 42007 4060 25.21
COST 01 630 Winter Conditions
OTH Meridian City Hall AP016 10/24/08 0039456 HOBFAB 32009 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP030 12/28/07 431158 FRANKL 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP030 01117/08 449211 FRANKL 1 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP030 01/16/08 0256584 UNIREN 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP045 OS/29/08 10 TMC 62008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP045 04/23/08 6 TMC 62008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP045 OS/22/08 9 TMC 62008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP047 12/26/07 23517a TATES 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HftLl AP069 06/06/08 080606 INTMTN 6 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP108 01125/08 2521351 JlMECON 2 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP120 01/15/08 01-7806 BUSMEC 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP120 01/25/08 082501A TMC 2 2008 4060
OTH VOID INV-United Rentals AP121 01/03/08631121 UNIREN 220084060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP129 02104/08 080204 INTMTN 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP129 01/03/08 00422 ~ENT 2 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP130 01/31/08 121·002 UNIREN 2 20084060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP156 OS/21/08 0038762 HOBFAB 6 2008 4060
OTH ~{RIDIAN CITY HALL AP170 02/01/08 29623 TATES 2 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP170 02/04/08 29623A TATES 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP170 02/04/08 296238 TATES 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP170 01/25/08 30939 TATES 2 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP172 01/03/08 631121A ~IREN 2 2008 4060
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM {job history only}
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To·Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 64
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CooE ORD
JOlJRN . ··REFERENCE··· VEND ······G/L t.fTlIEQP IJllTS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCQIJIT COOE
LAB/EQP PER100
HOURS ftMJlM"
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 630 Winter Conditions (continued)
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP201 02113108 56584·3 U'lIREN 22008 4060
OTH VOID INV·United Rentals AP202 02113/08 56584·3 LNIREN 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP243 02/25/08 080225 TMr 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP243 02/25/08 080225 TMr 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP243 02/25/08 080225 TMr 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP243 02/25/08 080225 TMC 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP243 02/25/08 080225 TMC 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP243 02/25/08 080225 TMC 2 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP243 02/25/08 080225 TMC 22008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP327 02/21/08 35029 TATES 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP327 02127108 121·003 UNfREN 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP341 06/19/08 080619 AMEWAL 7 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP341 05/29/08 CO·l WESROF 720084060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP341 05/29/08 CO·2 WESROF 72008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP341 05/29/08 CO·4 WESROF 72008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP363 03/05/08 11905 CUSGLA 3 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP363 02/29/08 0038380 HOBFAB 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP363 03/04/08 080304 INMN 32008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP445 03/01/08 080301x WFBUS 32008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP445 03/01/08 080301x WFBUS 3 2008 4060
OTH 1-3,6-7,9·14,17-18 AP451 01118/08 DFAI AMEWAl 32008 4060
OTH 19-27 AP451 02118/08 DFAZ AVEWAl 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP451 03/18/08 11950 CUSGlA 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP451 03/10/08 00431 lANENT 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP451 03/10/08 00432 lANENT 3 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP451 03113/08 2750-3 PACWES 3 2008 4060
OTH 1· 2 AP451 03/13/08 AWA PACWES 3 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP464 03/25/08 080325 TMC 3 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP464 03/25/08 080325 TMC 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP464 03/25/08 080325 TMC 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP464 03/25/08 080325 ~[ 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP464 03/25/08 080325 ~[ 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP464 03/25/08 080325 ~[ 3 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP464 03/25/08 080325 TMC 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP467 03/26/08 128 DAVCON 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP487 03/18/08 083041 CENlEA 3 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP487 03118/08 083042 CENlEA 3 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205483144 Scott AP496 03/11/08 080311l USBftNK 32008 4060
OTH 4798531205486253 Jon A AP496 03/11/08 080311x US BANK 320084060
OTH MERIDlfttl CITY HAll AP511 08121/08 080821 INlMTN 82008 4060
OTH VOID INV·Centurion leasin AP512 03/18/08 083041 CENlEA 32008 4060
OTH VOID INV-Centurion Leasin AP512 03/18/08 083042 CENLEA 32008 4060
OTH MERIOIAN CITY HAll AP513 03/18/08 083041 SIDWAl 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP513 03/18/08 083042 SIDWAl 32008 4060
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL.BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To·Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 65
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOURN ···REFERENCE··· IJtNO ······G/L······ MTL/EQP ltlITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOUNT COOE
I.A8/EQP PERIOD
IWtS MWNT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 630 Winter Conditions (continued)
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP557 03/25/08 2522757 AMECON 4 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP557 03127/08 1 1MC 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP557 04/02/08 2 1MC 42008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP588 01/09/09 0901yy USBANK 12009 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP613 04/07/06 060407 INTMTN 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP613 04/07/08 080407A INTMTN 42006 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP613 04/09/08 3 TMC 42006 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP706 04/16/08 4 TMC 42006 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP714 12/12/07 2520433 AMECON 12 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP714 12/11/07 20000 TATES 12 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP721 12/19/07 256584 UNIREN 12 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL APm 12/14/07 419396 FRABUR 12 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP722 12/18/07 422476 FRABUR 12 2007 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP759 04/23/08 5 TMC 42008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP856 05/07/08 080507A INTMTN 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIA~ CITY HAll AP861 12/27/07 2520755 AMECON 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP861 12/14/07 419396 FRANKL 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP861 12/18/07 422476 FRANKL 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP861 12/31/07 0158005 TEMAIR 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP879 02/13/08 584-003 UNIREN 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN cm HAll AP882 04120/08 Omtl BUSMEC 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN cm HAll AP908 05/01/08 080501 AMEWAl 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP908 05/07/06 7 TMC 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP908 05/07108 8 TMC 5 2008 4060
OTH VOID INV·Franklin Buildin AP951 12114/07 419396 FRANKL 12008 4060
OTH VOID INV·Frank lin Buildin AP951 12118/07 422476 FRANKL 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP973 01/07/08 0107132 BUSMEC 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP973 12131/07 0038143 HOBFAB 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP973 01/03/08 23517 TATES 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP973 01/03/08 631121 UNIREN 12008 4060
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP976 01/03/08 080103x WFBUS 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP978 01/08/08 080103 IN1MTN 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP99S 01116/08 2521147 AMECON 12008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP995 01/17/08 2750-1 PACWES 120084060
OTH US Bank JC786 01/30/09 0901yy 1 2009 4060
LAB P/R PE 01/03/09 JC786 01/30/09 12009 4030
BRD P/R PE 01/03/09 JC786 01/30/09 12009 4040
lAB P/R PE 01/03/09 PR175 01/03/09 1 2009 4030
BRD P/R PE 01/03/09 PR175 01/03/09 1 2009 4040
COST 01 700 Closeout Package
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP325 12/01/08 0812yy USBANK 12 2008 4060
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP325 12/01/08 0812yy USBANK 12 2008 4060
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL.BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To·Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 66
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOURN •• ·REFERENCE··· VEND .--_. ·G/L· _.... MTL/EQP UNITS
# DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOONT CODE
LAB/EQP PER 100
HOORS ..vmT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 700 Closeout Package (continued)
OTH US Bank JC786 01/30/09 0901yy 12009 4060 ·78.39
COST 01 710 Punch List
OTH Meridian City Hall
OTH Meridian City Hall
OTH Meridian City Hall
OTH Meridian City Hall
OTH Meridian City Hall
OTH Correct IDACUS
LAB PIR PE 09127108
BRD P/R PE OS/27/0B
AP016 03/30/09 090330 SEALCO 3 2009 4060
AP070 03/24/09 090324 IDACUS 4 2009 4060
AP148 03103109 3536 CaMPAI 42009 4060
AP289 02/24/09 02·8572 BUSMEC 52009 4060
AP316 05121/09 090521 SEALCO 52009 4060
JC951 04/30/09 42009 4060
PR142 09/27/08 10 2008 4030












COST 01 800 Equipment Maintenence
LAB P/R PE 10/13/07 PR046 10/13/07






















































COST 01 890 Warranty
OTH 4798531205483094 WHITE D AP975 10/09/08 0810FF
LAB frm 03·3800 JC536 09/24/08 ma
LAB frm 03·3800 JC536 09/24/08 ma
LAB sib 01- 180 JC537 09/24/08 ma
BRD sib 01·180 JC537 09/24/08 ma
LAB sib 01·180 JC537 09/24/08 ma
BRD sIb 01·180 JC537 09/24/08 rna
LAB sIb 4040 JC538 09124/08 rna
BRD frm 4030 JC538 09/24/08 rna
LAB frrn 01·180 JC539 09/24/08 ma
BRD frrn 01-180 JC539 09/24/08 rna
LAB MJVEO TO 01· 110 JC551 09124/08 CSC
LAB MJVED TO 01·110 JC551 09124/08 CSC
LAB MJVED TO 01-110 JC551 09124/08 CSC
BRD MJVEO TO 01-110 JC551 09/24/08 esc
OTH CCS Refund JC802 02105/09 55824
LAB PIR PE 08/30/08 PR 135 08/30/08
BRD P/R PE 08/30/08 PR135 08/30/08
LAB P/R PE 09120/08 PR 140 09120108
BRD P/R PE 09/20/08 PR140 09/20/08
-445.63
COST 01 930 Job Condit ions
OTH A'J Steel 1199.47 @6% APOll 10/29/0881029 IDTAX 102008 4060
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:00:35 PM (job history only)
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To·Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 67
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOURN ···REFERENCE··· VEND ······GIL······ MTLIEQP UNITS
# DATE NO CUST PERlOO ACCOlMT CODE
LABIEQP PERIOD
HOURS PMllM
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 930 Job Conditions (continued)
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP045 05/30/08 0038827 OOBFAB 62008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP045 04/07108 080407A RllSTE 62008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP045 05/29/08 74132 TATES 6 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP099 12110108 69615 ACOSUP 42009 4060
OTH MeH AP288 06/27/08 328119 ACORE 7 2008 4060
OTH Meridian City Hall AP289 04/30/09 29451 SUNlAN 5 20094060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP341 06119/08 080619 AMEWAl 72008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP341 05129/08 CO·S WESROF 72008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP356 07108/08 9411 MlSONS 7 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP356 07/15/08 12134 CUSGlA 72008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP413 07/29/08 1220 STARCD 72008 4060
OTH 28·30 AP454 02118108 DfA3 MlEI'/Al 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP4S4 02/19/08 080219 PACWES 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP454 03/13/08 080313 PACWES 32008 4060
OTK MeH AP464 07/29/08 2526655 AMECON 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP487 08/24/07 078047 CENLEA 3 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP487 12121/07 0712126 SIDWAL 3 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP510 08/13/08 08-668 ACDS 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP510 08/07/08 080807A INTMTN 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP511 07129/08 08·599 ACDS 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP511 03/31/08 07132X BUSMEC 8 2008 4060
OTH VOID INV-Centurion Leasin AP512 08/24/07 078047 CENLEA 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP513 08/24/07 078047 SIOWAL 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP520 03/31/08 433 MJBACK 32008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL APS54 08/21/08 08-684 ACDS 82008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL APS54 08/21/08 08·687 ACDS 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP554 08/25/08 080825 AXPLUS 82008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP554 08/25/08 080825A AXPLUS 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP554 08/21/08 080821 HOLTRE 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP554 08/25/08 MERCTY SEAlCO 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP558 08/19/08 328783 ACORE 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP559 08/21/08 DFA8 AMEWAL 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP559 08/21/08 DFA8 AMEWAL 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP559 08/21/08 DFA8 AMEWAl 8 2008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP681 09/15/08 081509 QWEST 92008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP682 08/08/08 321107 JIMA.PP 92008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP728 08/26/08 8131 BOISME 92008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP728 09110108 2028 -2 CRA\\OO 92008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP882 04/29/08 07132.2 BUSMEC 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP908 05/01/08 080501 AMEWAL 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP908 05/01/08 080501 AMEWAL 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP908 03/25/08 080325 PACWES 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAll AP908 04/15/08 080415 PACWES 52008 4060
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP908 04/07/08 080407 RUlSTE 5 2008 4060
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
Coopany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: An Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 68
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
mN -- -REFERENCE-. - VEND ----- -G/l---- -- MTl/EQP U'llTS





Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 01 930 Job Conditions (continued)
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP920 03111/08 080311 PACWES 52008 4060 825.00
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP952 10/14/08 573 MJBACK 10 2008 4060 4.390.98
OTH VOID INV-MJ's Backhoe &EAP994 10/14/08 573 MJBACK 10 2008 4060 -41390.98
OTH MERIDI#l CITY HAlL AP998 10/17/08 573CI MJBACK 10 2008 4060 6,684.60
a ................. .. ........ __ .- ... _... -..... _-_.
57,076.81
COST 01 940 Permi ts
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP182 11101/08 0811yy USBANK 11 2008 4060 75.00
................ -..... ............. -_ .... -_ ....................
75.00
COST 01 950 Liability Insurance
OTH May Ltrbrella Liability In JC368 05/31/08 52008 4060 82.00
OTH June Liability Insurance JC421 07/15/08 72008 4060 100.00
OTH June LlTbrella Liab Ins JC421 07/15/08 72008 4060 73.00
OTH Sept liability insurance JC588 10/24/08 10 2008 4060 138.00
OTH Umbrella Insur Allocation JC589 10/24/08 10 2008 4060 101.00
SUB Dec 2008 Ltrbre Ila Insur JC780 01126109 PETRA 12009 4010 28.00
OTH Dec Liabi li ty Insurance JC781 01/26/09 12009 4060 28.00
OTH Unbre lla Insur Alloc JC826 02119109 22009 4060 13.00
....................... .................. -- .... ~ - _.. - - - ....
563.00
COST 02 200 Earthwork
SUB Meridian City Hall·Dec APm 11110/06 061110 JIMRUS 12 2006 4010 140.00
SUB VOID INY-Jim Russell Exca AP796 11/10/06 061110 JIMRUS 12 2006 4010 ·140.00
MTL Meridian Cty Ha ll·Apr AP973 04/11/07 2512033 AMECON 4 2007 4050 81.20
EQP Meridian Cty Hall-Apr AP973 04/12/07 1517483 TATES 4 2007 4020 23.64
EQP Mer idi an Cty Ha ll-Apr AP975 04/13/07 1518166 TATES 42007 4020 -5.00
.............. _- .................... _-_.- ..
99.84
COST 02 830 Fencing I Gates
OTH MERIOI#l CITY HALL AP491 06/29/07 323444 ACORE 72007 4060 250.00
...... -............. _...... -............... -....... _- ..
250.00
COST 03 0100 Concrete Supervision
LAB P/R PE 07121/07 PR014 07121/07 7 2007 4030 2.50 36.25
BRO P/R PE 07/21/07 PR014 07121/07 72007 4040 11.33
...................... ._--- ... - -.................. _..
2.50 47.58
COST 03 0300 Concrete Materials
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HALL AP528 11/27/07 325820 ACORE 12 2007 4060 560.00
----------- ---- .. --- ................. _--
560.00
COST 03 0420 Concrete Superindendent
LAB PIR PE 08/30/08 PR135 08/30/08 92008 4030 4.00 117 .70
BRD PIR PE 08/30/08 PR135 08/30/08 9 2008 4040 23.55
PETRA95441
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Oate: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL·BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM (job history only)
COJlllany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To·Oate
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 69
TYPE PHASE COST CHG
CODE ORO
JOORN ---REFERENCE··· VEND -_•• -·G/l- ---_. MTl/E~ UNITS
# OATE NO CUST PERlOO ACCOOO COOf.
LAB/EUP PERIOD
HOURS Mt'ONT
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 03 0420 Concrete Superindendent (continued)
4.00 141.25
COST 03 0425 Concrete Auto Expense
OTH VEHICLE USAGE BLANCAS J AP721 09/05/08 0809S CENLEA 9 2008 4060 34.00
EOP Vehicle Usage·J Blancas AP977 10/25/08 08105 CENLEA 10 2008 4020 104.00
138.00
COST 03 0543 Concrete - Cellular Phone
OTH Wire Cards, Anderson,Fran APle2 02/08/08 6597530 VERWIR 22008 4060 60.78
OTH Franks,Anderson,White,Bro AP391 03/01/08 5264356 VERWIR 32008 4060 60.78
OTH DAVID KELLER AP729 09/22108 0809M NEXTEL 92008 4060 3.45
OTH JAIME BLANCAS AP729 09/22/08 080900 NEXTEL 920084060 2.78
OTH DAVE WHITE AP729 09/22/08 0809W NEXTEL 920084060 1.81
OTH Jamie Blancas AP970 10/22/08 0810DO NEXTEL 10 2008 4060 8.50
OTH SIB 01·543 JC146 02127/08 esc 22008 4060 -60.78
OTH sib 01·543 JC278 05/02108 rna 4 2008 4060 -60.78
16.54
COST 03 1000 CON FOOTINGS&FOUNOATIONS
OTH 4856200208135502 Jon A. AP804 08/01/07 070801x WFBUS 820074060 21.19
COST 03 3800 Slab Sacking &Patching
LAB sib 01·890 JC536 09/24/08 rna
BRD sib 01-890 JC536 09124/08 rna
LAB P/R PE 09/20/08 PR140 09/20/08













COST 03 8200 Form
OTH Meridian Friends Church AP920 04/05/07 1601400 BMC 42007 4060 96.27
OTH sIb 070205 JC633 04/05/07 42007 4060 -96.27
COST 06 100 Rough Carpentry
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP325 12/01/08 0812yy USBANK 12 2008 4060 107.30
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP325 12/01/08 0812yy USBANK 12 2008 4060 22.17
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP325 12/01/08 0812yy USBANK 12 2008 4060 115.82
245.29
COST 09 300 Tile
LAB PIR PE 05/16/09
BRO P/R PE 05116109
LAB P/R PE 05116109
BRD P/R PE 05116/09
LAB P/R PE 05/16/09
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Date: 1111312009 JOB COST DETAIL-BY LINE ITEM
Time: 02:08:35 PM {job history only}
COJIllany No. I PETRA Incorporated
Printing: All Jobs Job Range 060675 thru 060675
Phase Codes 01 thru 16 Period Range: Job To-Date
Report Code: 28.81
Page: 70
lYPE PHASE COST CHG
COOE ORO
JOURN -·-REFERENCE-·- VEND ---·--G/L·----- MTl/EQP UNITS
" DATE NO CUST PERIOD ACCOONT COOE
LAB/EQP PERICD
flOORS ~T
Job No: 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
COST 09 300 Tile {conti nued}
15.00 196.35
COST 10 400 Identifying Devices
OTH 4798531205486279 Jack AP325 12101/08 0812yy USBAM< 12 2008 4060 42.06
COST 14 200 Elevators
OTH MERIDIAN CITY HAlL AP33J 10/31/07 103107 THYElE 11 2007 4060
OTH VOID INV-Thyssenkrupp Ele AP555 10/31/07 103107 THYElE 1220074060





COST 16 930 Low Voltage
OTH FM 060525 PRECOM JC906 04/06/09 AS






Job Period Cost: 1,362,848.44
PETRA95443
004748
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:... " ......~ •..... ............ i iiii ACUO" ...AKE....= . ...
0 Shop Drawings Ii2f Approval 0 Approved as Submitted
(t( letter Ii1 Your Use 0 Approved as Noted
0 Prints 0 As Requested 0 Returned After Loan
0 Change Order Ii2f Review and Comment 0 Resubmit
0 Plans 0 Submit
0 samples .·."''''~.'''''''i ...• ·..... iiii >( ../ 0 Returned
0 Specifications Ii2f Attached 0 Returned for Corrections
0 Other: o separate Cover Via: Hand Delivery 0 Due Date:
ITEM :NO. COPIESDATE ITEM NUMBER REV. NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS
1 1 9/12/2007 COR No.1 for CM FEE on Contaminated









This Communication contains proprietary business information and may contam confidential information. If the reader ofthis message is not the intended recipient, or
the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying ofthis communication
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1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, 1083642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507
Contaminated Soils Removal DATE: 6/27/2007







1097 N Rosario St
Meridian, Idaho 83642





Additional CM Fee , Supervision, General Conditions and Reimbursable's during the identification, classification and removal of
the contaminated soils found on site. This increase in Fee is in accordance with The Construction Management Agreement
between the City of Meridian and Petra Incorporated, Articles 6.2.2 (a), 6.2.2 (b) and 7 (b) relative to Changes in project
complexity, size, and conditions.
00001 eM Fee on Contaminated Soils
Removal at 4.7% of $422,000
00002 Project Engineer Time dUring
Contaminated Soils Removal
00003 Project Superintendent Time'
during Contaminated Soils
Removal
00004 % of Contractual GCs for 1 extra








1.000 LS $19,834.00 0.00% $0.00 $19,834.00
169.500 Mnhrs $45.90 0.00% $0.00 $7,780.05
336.000 Mnhrs $40.40 0.00% $0.00 $13,574.40
1.000 LS $11,314.00 0.00% $0.00 $11,314.00
Unit Cost: $52,502.45
Unit Tax: $0.00
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GENERAL CONTRACTORS & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
September 12, 2007
Mr. Will Berg, City Clerk
Mr. Keith Watts, Purchasing Agent
CITY OF MERIDIAN
33 E. Idaho St.
Meridian, ID
RE: Construction Management Fee Change Order Request No.1
Gentlemen:
Enclosed is Change Order Request No. 1 for the Construction Management Fee, General Conditiqns
Reimbursable Expenses and Reimbursable Temporary Expenses inaccordance with the Agreement Between
the City ofMeridian and Petra Incorporated, the Construction Manager of Record for the New City Hall
construction project. In particular as noted in Articles 6.2.2 (a), 6.22 (b) and 7 (b) relative to changes in
project size, complexity and conditions.
The Agreement Between the City of Meridian and Petra Incorporated called for an 80,000 SF building
valued at $12.2 Million dollars for the purpose of setting the CM Fee and establishing the construction
schedule, During the Site Preparation Phase, unforeseen conditions were encountered that were not part of
the Owner's Request for Services nor were these conditions identified in the Owner provided s\lbsurface
exploration documentation. These conditions consisted ·of petroleum based products found iri the soil
beginning at the South side of the old boiler house foundation and extending to the South property line.
These deposits were found in multiple locations in the Southern 1/3 of the site and were anywhere from 3-0
below surface to 16-0 below surface.
A narrative timeline noting the process involved with the discovery and removal of the contaminated soils is
included with this letter, along with a graphical representation of the additional work and the impact to the
construction schedule these contaminated soils invoked on the project.
When initially uncovered, it appeared that the contaminated soils were confined to a small area
corresponding to possible fuel oil storage tanks possibly located on the South side of the boiler house of the
H:\PROJECTS\2006\Wes\Meridian City Hall\Change Order Requests\CM Fee Contaminated Soil 09-12-07.doc
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CM Fee Change Order No.1
Page 2.
September 12,2007
original creamery complex. Exploratory excavation around this find supported an estimate of-1,000 CY of
removal required. Within just a few days after the initial contaminated soil discovery, a second pocket of
"gooeydirt" was uncovered. More exploration found multiple sources ofcontamination that were migrating
in a South to Northwest direction in the subsurface strata.
Compounding this issue was the confirmation of a clay layer or lens at approximately the 16-0 below
surface level that was containing the ground water below the lens and the soil contamination above the lens.
Extra care was utilized in association with the Oeo-technical Consultant, Terracon; the Contamination
Consultant, MTI; Petra, and Ideal Demolition to first confirm that no ground water contamination was
occurring from the site due to the contaminated soil and secondly to keep the clay lens intact while the
contaminated soil was removed to preserve the integrity of the protective membrane and insulate the City
from creating a ground water contamination issue.
The discovery of the contaminated soils and the extent of the ground water under the clay lens eventually
influenced the design of the City Hall building when no entity was found that would accept the discharge of
the ground water during the construction dewatering or the long term dewatering that would be required to
keep the basement dry due to ground water migration. Raising the building finish floor elevation ~ four feet'
put the bottom of the basement floor above the clay lens and out of any ground water influence, except for
normal surface water migration. This decision required re-design of the site elevations, the building exterior
elevations and the basement foundation drain, all after the Phase II-Shell and Core packages had been
awarded.
Upon discovery of the contaminated soils, Petra Incorporated brought Project Superintendent Jon Anderson
on site a full month before he was scheduled to start the site excavation which was to be April 4, 2007. Jon
arrived on site March 5, 2007 and began directing the contaminated soil removal. Due to the extent of the
contamination and the change in design, the contaminated soil removal and correction to the site elevations
began on March 12, 2007 and the last load of contaminated soil left the site on May 14, 2007. The Site
Contractor for the new construction, MJ's Backhoe and Excavation, Inc. mobilized on site on Ma5r 7, 2007
and began working on importing structural fill to replace the material removed as contaminated and
removing unsuitable soils identified by Terracon, Inc. that did not meet the Oeo-technical report
requirements.
Petra Incorporated is asking for 336 of the 380 man hours that Mr. Anderson spent on the Meridian City
Hall project during this period of contaminated soil removal from March 5, 2007 through May 14, 2007
managing the contaminated soil removal and well closures which were not part of the original scope of
work in the Site Preparation Phase of Petra's CM agreement with the City of Meridian. In addition, Petra is
asking for reimbursement for 169.5 man hours of Project Engineer time spent during this same time period
of the 294 man hours spent by the Project Engineer. . No request for compensation for Project
Director/Manager Gene Bennett's 82.0 man hours has been requested. In comparison the contract for the
Site Preparation Phase was to include 5% of the Project Manager and Project Engineer's time.
H:\PROJECTS\2006\Wes\Meridian City Hall\Change Order Requests\CM Fee Contaminated Soil 09-12-07.doc
CM002715
004752
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CM Fee Change Order No.1
Page 3.
September 12,2007
No Project Superintendent time was included since no extensive work was anticipated, based on the
Brownsfield Keport provided by the City.
The additional CM Fee that is being requested is in accordance with Articles 6.2.2 (a), 6.2.2 (b) and 7 (b)
due to changes in project complexity, size and conditions. The total cost for the removal of the contaminated
soils, as confirmed by Meridian City Purchasing is $422,000.00 in compensation to Ideal Demolition, Inc.
Petra is requesting' 4.7% of the amount paid to Ideal Demolition, Inc. in additional CM Fee or $19,384.00.
Since this was an unforeseen issue that could not be anticipated and included multiple participants including
Hydrologic for the well closures, Terracon for soil and water testing beyond their original contract and MTI
for all of the contamination testing, work plan and documentation with IDEQ; Petra has only included the
, costs for the actual contaminated soil removal by the abatement contractor rather than include the costs of
all of the activities that Petra was managing during that time frame.
Wesley W B 's Jr.
Construction Manager
End
c: Ted Baird City Attorney's Office
File
H:\PROJECTS\2006\Wes\Meridian City Hall\Change Order Requests\CM Fee Contaminated Soil 09-12-07.doc
CM002716
004753
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Date: 09/07/2007 ~~t 0AI LY JOB COS TOE TAI L ttt
Time: 01:54:28 PM
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range: Multiple Selected
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 410 thru.420




DATE PHASE COST CHG DESCRIPTIOO
CODE ORO
~SACTIOO DESCRIPTIOO IJllOR IMTERIAI.. IMTL E~IP E~IP JOB COST
InIRS ~ITS CODE InIRS COOE $
===========================================================-============---============--==================






























































Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Eugene R. Bennett
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Eugene R. Bennett
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Eugene R. Bennett




Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Eugene R. Bennett
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Eugene R. Bennett
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Eugene R. Bennett




Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Eugene R. Bennett
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Date: 09/0712007 **t DAIL Y JOB COS T DETA IL ***
Time: 01:54:28 PM
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range: Multiple Selected
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 410 thru 420




DATE PHASE COST O«i DESCRIPTION
CODE ORD
TRANSACTION DESCRIPTION LABm tN\TERIAl tN\TL EOOIP EOOIP JOB COST
OOJRS lMITS CODE ID.JRS COOE $
===__===============================::z=====--=======---===--=============-=============================































































Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Ander son
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Eugene R. Bennett




Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Eugene R. Bennett
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson





Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
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Date: 09/07/2007 .** DAI l Y JOB COS T DETA I l ***
Time: 01:54:28 PM
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range: Multiple Selected
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 410 thru 420




DATE PHASE COST CHG DESCRIPTIOO
COOE ORO
TR~ACTIOO DESCRIPTIOO lABOR M4TERIAL. M4TL EOOIP EOOIP ~ COST
fmS ~ITS CroE OOJRS CODE $
=--=======-========-===================-===--==============--==============================--=========--======
Job No. 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
Project Manager Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.





























































Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson






Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Eugene R. Bennett
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Ander son





Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Eugene R. Bennett
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
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Date: 09/07/2007 *** 0AI LY JOB COS TOE TAI L ***
Time: 01:54:28 PM
Corrpany No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range: Multiple Selected
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 410 thru 420




DATE PHASE COST CHG DESCRIPTIOO
CODE ORO
l'RNlSACTIOO DESCRIPTION LABOR MATERIAL MATL E~IP E~IP JOB COST
OOJRS ~ITS CODE OOJRS CODE $
=!=============================================----====================--============-====--==============
Job No. 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)
Project Manager P/R PE 04/21/07

































































Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Eugene R. Bennett
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Eugene R. Bennett
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
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Date: 09/07/2007 ttt DAI LY JOB COS TOE TAI L ttt
Time: 01:54:28 PM
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range: Multiple Selected
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 410 thru 420




DATE PHASE COST CHG DESCRIPTI~
CODE 000
TRANSACTI~ DESCRIPTIOO LABOR MATERIAL MAll EQjIP EQjIP JOB COST
IKOS ~ITS CODE IOJRS CODE $
=======---=========--=======================================================--==========--================================
































































Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Eugene R. Bennett
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Jon J. Anderson
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson





Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Eugene R. Bennett
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
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Date: 09/07/2007 ttt DAI LY JOB COS T DETA I L ttt
Time: 01:54:28 PM
Company No. 1 PETRA Incorporated
Printing: Open Jobs Only Job Range: Multiple Selected
Phase Codes 01 thru 01 Cost Codes 410 thru 420




DATE PHASE COST CHG DESCRIPTIOO
CODE ORD
TRANSACTIOO DESCRIPTIOO LABOR tMTERIAl. tMTL EOOIP EOOIP JOB COST
IWS ~ITS CODE ms CODE $
========-==-===--================--=====================-=--===================-- ==--==================--==--==============
Job No. 060675 Meridian City Hall (continued)




























































Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson





Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Ander son
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Anderson
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Ander son
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.





Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
Jon J. Ander son
Wesley Wayne Bettis, Jr.
8.00
4.00 ...: e z. •() »'l~ ,-,,..5'
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Attn. Mr. Gene Bennett
905& West.Blaekeagle Drive
Boise, ID 83709
Febroary 19, 200B E~~~
ASSOClAftD
REPORI'IN~ INC.
~: MERIDIAN CITY HALL




1. Labor worked 02112/2008 (see attached):
Amount 55 Man Hours $ 2,082.60
2. Labor worked 0211·312008 (see altachDdJ:









Job Number:~~~-Q:r'1V ~ -~r~~~
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Atfna Mr. Gena Bennett
_6 West e18ckeaght" DrJv.
Solse.1D 83709
PIIG ~ ,vft!::! kJ4:i dtV'SJ-J"111e
WIJ/J'#.J l:1 ~ovbtt('4frfJ.,t (fiLJivMttJ
-:tJ ~i:, IlU ~t!r11iWlJ'~
PUJOf'1.. I f~ )i/fY'( ~~wrV5~
'11+~ m4~IL5 "
RE: MERIDIAN CRY HALL
SUBJECT; REQUESTep EXTRA PRICING -'_, Y"'r
" " ~~'1.'O'J AD:rtJ'6."1Jy..,~ I
----~-j~GHMAR.ic ~t.eV
PerWork Authodgtion
1. Labor worked 0211212008 (see attaabed):
Amount 55 Man. Hours $ 2,062.eo
2. Laborworked 021U12008 (see attached):








Job Number: lJ " k~.~·""'.o.....
Cost Code: 1 ~'lIf#~ •'(""~
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. Substantial'CQmpletion ofUtt;l.el1tireWo~k·begin~ing.o.ctobe-r','l5;:ioo7;an.tb:,·,,'f", ;
productionschedlI1e•.. '. ..' .' :" .::l;!".;;y,,·,L .
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. .CHANGE IN CONTRA PICE:
. Original Contract Pri~ $ 182,9go.00
Net changes form previous Change OrdeJS
NO.OloO
$0,00
CoNtaet Price Prior to this Change Onler:
$182,990.00




CHAN~E IN OONtRACT TIMES,
. ' ..
OrigInal Contiaet TImes:, Substantial Completion 812.8108
'. .
Net changesfonn preVious Change'Onlelll
No._ to _ (caJendardsys)
None'
Contract Times Prior to th/S Change Omen
(calendar.days or dllle) • .~
~8J2OOa
. Net Inciease (cleciltase) of this Change Ortler:
(c:a~ daya orda!e)
None





By: Ted Davis ~
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lIie ContrIIctOr" (s·h.." jjIrected to make the following changes from th~. Contract POClJ!'Rents and Plans. . 
: . . . ..... -. 
DeSCJ!Ipu~n: ,Incorporate ievlstons tor ASr. 86, 99; 102, 10m & Ri=W1t3 .: 
. ~ . :'.-.'. I {~.:~~:~ .. ~~. ~ 
ALL orHER1ERMSAND C9NDITIONS REMAIN THE SAME. "= . SEP 9 !P:'!"~9 .. ..: ~.. .. 
.. Reason to; Change O.r: Additional ~cope of. revls~ns per listed ~1~8· & RFI b ... ~ ~ __ j~ 
ttaohments: Change Order Items Descriptio". dated !118108, with contractor quote 
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\..- Meridian City Hall-
WESTERN ROOFING REPORTED CHANGES
CO#l
8l28[03.
WESTERN ROO·FING HAS BILLED FOR 2 ITEMIZED CHANGES TOTALING
$1380.00 IN ADDED OR EXTRA COST.
IN FURTHER BREAK DOWN OF THESE CHANGES, BOTH WERE OWNER
REqUESTED CHANGES.
The··two owner requested changes were directing the contractor
to add flashing/counter flashing.at third floor level roof around
the added outlets for wall and sign lighting and add the rock
. ~lIast and sheeting at the entry awing.
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• I • •
. .' . " ..... . '.
The~ fa herebY dIt9cted to make the IoUowlng ohllnges from the ConIJact poeu....and Plan..
~ption:' Incerporate nwlsl9ns for Asrs 88, 99, 102. 103R & Rft..r13, ,
.J
) ALL OTHER~'AND CONDJ:TfO~ REMAIN THE SAll(E.
Reason for Change Order: AddItIonal scope of revisions per listed ASrs & RFI
Attachments: ChaRge OrderI~~ptIon,'dated 7/16108, with contractor quote
, ,
CH IN ON'rRACT PRI(:E~
qrJg,lnal Contract.Prlce $ 182,990.00




Original Contract TImes: Substantial CQmpletl9n 8/28108
, ,
Netcha~ form previous clI8rige Orders
No,_ to _ (caJenclar'daYs)
NoIl8
Contract PrIce:PfIOr to thIS Change Order.
$182,990.90' .
Net Il1I!{8aie Cd,RS"".) of this Change OlXler:" . ~
$1,360.00
Cqntract T1mes prior t9 '*Change Order:
,calen.dBrdaya ordale)' .
812812008 '
Net Incieasa (decrease) of this Change Oi'der:
AlTEST:
COntIaGt11rneSwith .RApproved ChaIlQ8 0rr.Iera:
(caIelictllrcf¥) .
Su~tantlal Completion 812812001l
OOEPTEO; (COHTRACTOR)~. Western Roofing' .' '








IiJy; Mayor Tammy dewe~
Date:
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**AII taxes are Induded In costs**
i~~~i:!}.'~::.;:~~::·:.L}:~~~~/:<:·-.;j ~::~':.;' ?:: ..··;·~~/;,{,"}:::h.· :."·I~· ...'·~~~~"i~i~:r~af;i~~It·:;J'tt~:···.~:~:
oo1סס ASI~85Lobby Roor a ExtRoof Power Outlets (COR#4)- Add flashing for 18 1.000 ,LS $630.00 0.000/0 $0.00 $630.00
conduit for power outletS on the roof $35 Ea per verbal from Ted Davis.
oo2סס RA#113 Boller Rue a Intake Revision (00R#5)' 1.000
(lI>1lO3 ASI#99 HeatTape for Gutters on Metal Roof (~#6) . 1.000
J4 ASI#102 SID Detail @ Doors 307 &. 348 (COR#7) 1.000
lmDos ASI#103R stone Ballast @ Main Entry Roof (COR#8)- Add wash stone ballast &. 1.000














Ted Davis . j j
1~1126e8 !/761JB Date:
Cf I
. The.ortgin..aI-Cilntt:aet.Sum:..was-•••••••••••~••••••••••• II••••••_ , ••••••••• I ••~ IIII ••• I.~·••••••••••••••••••--$3.82;990.00--
Net. Change by Previolfsly Authorized Reque$ts and Changes ..~ ~..,.......... $0.00
The Contract Sum Prior to This Cha'nge Order was. • ;................................... $182,990.00
The contract Sum·Will be In<:rease~ $1,380.00
The New Contract Sum IndUding'Thls Change Order ~.......................... $184,370.00 .
.eContract nril"e Will Not ·Be Changed .• i · .





1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIOJAN. m 83642 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
 ASI. & RFI Prlcing- Phase n . OAT!:: 7{21/2008 
 Meridian aty Hall JOB: 06067S 
: . Attn: Ted Davis    
Western Roofing 
2609 Keirn Lane 
N.amPll, I0 83687 
Phone: 208-466-8921   
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""pediti n CID 
-MERIDIAN CITY HALL
P~ECT NO: CH·06-001
\.: WESTERN ROOFING - Phase 2 (10)










85 Lobby.FIoor 8.& Ext Root Power OOtIets (COR#04)
Add f1asl)lng for 18 conduit for power oulets on the roof
$35 E~ per veJbal from Ted Davis
1·13 Boiler Flue ~ Intake Revision (CORtlO5)
99 HeatTa~ for Gutters on Metal. Roof (CORN06)
·102 SII/ Detail @ Drs 307 & 348 (COR#07)
103R stone Ballast @ Main EntrY Roof (COR#08)
Add wash stone ballast & cover sheet on lower roof
aJmaln entry.
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1097 N. JtQsuiQ Place 
. . id83642 
# 9"1 - 41· 
Ther!= willlJe no C9.st Impact to 
at Metal ROof'Are& 
Total Cost 
· :finan~ cha e f21  .u lly ill 
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oofing for New City Hall Dollar 182990.00 1.00 182,990.00
Pur.cha~Order Total: $182,990.00
Puroh~'ngAgent:.~ tJaiir __ Ualson Approval: N/fr_____
-SpeeiaHl'Istruetiol'ls~-------------------------~------
CONTRACT PO - City Hall - Roofing - Western Roofing
Not-To-Exceed: $182,990.00 per written bid by'Ted Davis .opened 4-3-07.
Co/'"' '~ct Approved by Ci ty Council 5-8-2007. ·55-1120-96001
CM072946
004775
 oUa  
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OONTRACTOR: ,Western R~flng ,
PROJECT: ER1DIAN CITY HAIl. -Ph~ Core & Shelf
The Conlraetor fa henlbyd~ to make the folJOWII19 changes from lIIe Contract Ddcumenls and Plans.
D8lIcriptJon: Incorporate revI$fons perAS"127 & 110R
ALL"OTHER TERMS AND cPNomoNS REM~NTHE SAME.
" .
" ~ea50n for BUdgeted Contract Amendment: Additl~nal scope'or revlslol1S" per fISted ASl's
Attac~nJ$;" Cl:i1nae Items desorlptlon, dated 11/3108, with contraetorquotes
CHAt:'~E IN CONTRACT PRICE:
Original Contract Price $182,990.00
Net ohanges form previous Budgeted Contract Amendment
No.. 00 to 01
$1,380.00
CQnlract PrIce PrIor to lhis Budgeted ContractAme~men~
$184.370.00
CHANGE IN CONTRACT TIMES:
Original Contraot TImes: Substantial CQrnpletion 8/28108
Net changes form previous Budgeted Coniraet Amendment
No._to _ (c;alendar days)
None
ContractTImes prior to this Budgeted Contract Amendment
(calendardays or dale)
8/2812008
Net Increase (t1uFusc4 of this Budgeled Contract Amendment Net Increase (decrease) of this BudgetB!l Contract Amendment
lc;atendardays or dale)
$385.00 None
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DEC Q2 2008 J
1097 N. ROSARIO sfREEr • MERIDIAN, 10 83&J2 • ~E: (208) 3ZJ:4Soo • fAX: (2OB) 323-4507 .
nTLE: ASI Prlcing- Phase II DATE: 11;3/2008 .
'PROOECl': Meridian Cio/ .Hall JOB: ~15




Phone: 208-466-8921 Fax: 208-466-6999
.. '.' . :.:..... , . ':.<. .. r~;JC·.. ·. Ta.x. . Net
. Quantity Units Unlt'Price ·Rate~· Amount· .Amount
1.000 LS $385.00 0.00% $0.00 $385.00
Item Description. .
00001 ASI#127 Roof Penetrations for Tele/Data (COR#Ol1)- Add flashing for 4- 2"
. roof penetrations. Western Roofing quote 7/30/08
'\()OO2 ASI#110R Exhaust Fan Revision (COR#10)
RE: To:
DesCRiPTION.OF CHANGe ...




















0.0% GC mai1wp: j~.O....,OO~
. Total:. $385.00
, .. . .
_:rbe-Original...contr.act.SlIl1'1-Was~ ., ~ onn ~ o.
Net Change by Previously Authorizea'Requests and Changes ..
The Con~etSlim Prior to ·This.Change Order was .
The COJ1tfa.~ SU'm Wi" be X'llaeased' ••••, I.~ .
The'New Contract SUm Including This Change Order .
The contract Time Will Not Be Changed ~.. ..
,r.' ~ D~teof SU~stantialCompletion as·qf t.his Chan e Order The " re Is
~~PTED: .
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r .WESTERN ROOFING· Phase 2 (10)
'..." CHANGE ORDER NO 2 .
CHANGE ORDER ITEMS
1 ASI 127 Roof Penetrations for TeJeJData (CORtlO11)
Add flashing for 4·2" roof pentraUons
Western Roofing quote 7/30106
2 ASI 110R Exhaust Fan Revision (COR#10)
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MeddUln Citf.:Hall~. #127




.( .\ Afl.Oao.ce chaise Qf21%M1)lUi11y wilt be
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609.
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
NO. --;;;;:::--..,.-._
AM.= RLepM 3:33
JUL 0 9 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO CI
By KATHY J. BIEHL ark
DEPuTy
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.




Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its attorneys of record, Thomas G. Walker
of the firm ofCosho Humphrey, LLP, gives notice of the vacation of the July 19,2010 hearing·




Attorneys for De n t/Counterclaimant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 9th day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy ofthe
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.







PETRA INCORPORATED'S NOTICE OF VACATION OF HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT Page 2
594966 004782
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByA.GARDEN
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.comjeklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO-VIDEO
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF
STEVEN J. AMENTO
TO: PLAINTIFF/COUNTER-DEFENDANT, CITY OF MERIDIAN, BY AND
THROUGH ITS ATTORNEY OF RECORD
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
("Petra"), by and through its counsel of record, Thomas G. Walker, will take the testimony, upon
oral examination pursuant to Rules 30(b)(1) and 30(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure,
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of Steven J. Amento, on Tuesday the 17th day of August, 2010, beginning at the hour of 9:00
a.m.. at the offices of Cosho Humphrey. LLP. 800 Park Blvd.. Suite 790. Boise. Idaho 83701.
and continuing thereafter until completed. The deposition will be before a Notary Public and
Court Reporter for the State of Idaho who will simultaneously make a stenographic record and
which will be recorded by audio-video means. at which time and place you are notified to appear
and take such part in said examination as shall be deemed just and proper.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that, Petra requires the deponent to produce and make
available for inspection and/or copying at his deposition the following documents:
1. All documents 1 provided to you from the City of Meridian or from the offices of
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A. ("Trout Jones") for this matter;2
2. All documents utilized by you in the rendering of your opinion in this matter;
3. Your personal notes, including in electronic and all other forms, regarding this
matter;
4. Personal notes, including in electronic and all other forms, of any employee,
consultant or agent assisting you in this matter;]
I "Documents" means the original, all copies and drafts of papers and writing of every kinds, description and form,
whether handwritten or typed, CDs, DVDs, records and data of every kind, description and form, an all photographs
of every kind, and including without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the following: correspondence, letters,
notes, e-mails, computer files, memorandum reports, notebooks, binders, drawings, studies, analyses and drafts.
diaries and diary entries, calendars, date books. appointment books, day-timers. desk calendars, intra- or inter-office
communications. memoranda, reports. minutes, bulletins, circulars, pamphlets, telegrams, instructions, work
assignments. messages (including reports. notes and memoranda of telephone conversations and conferences),
telephone statements. job or transaction files. books of account, ledgers, invoices, charge slips, working papers,
graphs, charts, evaluation or appraisal reports, contracts, agreements, assignments, instruments, opinions, official
statements, certificates, licenses, summaries, audio video or sound recordings, cassette tapes, video recorded
electronic or laser recorded, or photographed information. Documents are to be taken as including all attachments.
enclosures and other documents that are attached to, relate to or refer to such documents.
2 "This matter" references the new Meridian City Hall Project. which is the subject matter of this litigation.
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5. Your work notes, including In electronic and any other form, regarding this
matter;
6. Work notes, including electronic and any other form, of any employee, consultant
or agent assisting you in this matter;
7. Meeting notes regarding this matter;
8. Calendars4 appointments of you and any employee, consultant or agent who
assisted in you in preparation of your opinion in this matter; 5
9. All communications6 between you and any employee, consultant or agent of you
and any person related to this matter7;
10. All communications between any employee or agent of you and any employee of
the City of Meridian and any employee of Trout Jones.
11. All recordings. either voice or video, related to this matter.
12. All photographs related to this matter;
13. All billing records related to this matter;
14. All draft memos, reports, and other documents, prepared by you or any employee,
consultant, or agent of yours regarding this matter;
} The terms "employee. consultant and agent" reference any employee. consultant or agent assisting in any way with
your investigation, analysis and preparation of any opinion rendered by you regarding this matter.
4 Calendars include. but are not limited to, desk calendars, electronically maintained calendars, appointment books.
day-timers.
5 This request is specific for the calendar appointments related to this matter.
(, "Communications" mean any and all \\Titten or oral communications. including but not limited to inter- or ---intra-
office communications. all memoranda. reports. minutes. email correspondence. letters. facsimiles, recorded
telephone conversations. notes taken during telephone conversations. notes taken during any interviews or meetings.
7 "Person" means a natural person. or an entity. including but not limited to partnerships, limited liability companies.
corporations. and trusts. The term "person" includes any individual or entity capable of holding a legal or beneficial
interest in property.
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15. Copies of all drafts of your July 2, 2010 affidavit:
16. All agreements entered into between the City of Meridian and you related to this
matter; and
17. All agreements entered into between you and Trout Jones related to this matter.
This deposition will be taken pursuant to Rules 30(b)(l) and 30(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure for use in pre-trial litigation and at the trial of this matter, and pursuant to the
following:
1. The attorney taking the deposition and/or an employee of Cosho Humphrey. LLP
will operate the audio-video equipment.
2. Parties will be provided a copy of each DVD.
DATED: July 15, 2010.
NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO VIDEO DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF STEVEN 1. AMENTO Page 4
59731 I. DOC
004786
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 15 th day of July, 2010. a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing Third Amended Notice of Taking Audio Video Deposition Duces Tecum
was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.




NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO VIDEO DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF STEVEN 1. AMENTO Page 5
597311.DOC 004787
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (lSB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.comieklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com




J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By A.. <3ARDEN
KFPhty
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO-VIDEO
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF
TODD WELTNER
TO: PLAINTIFF/COUNTER-DEFENDANT, CITY OF MERIDIAN, BY AND
THROUGH ITS ATTORNEY OF RECORD
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
("Petra"), by and through its counsel of record, Thomas G. Walker, will take the testimony, upon
oral examination pursuant to Rules 30(b)(1) and 30(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure,
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of Todd Weltner, on Wednesday the 18th day of August, 2010, beginning at the hour of 8:30
a.m., at the offices of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, 800 Park Blvd., Suite 790, Boise, Idaho 83701,
and continuing thereafter until completed. The deposition will be before a Notary Public and
Court Reporter for the State of Idaho who will simultaneously make a stenographic record and
which will be recorded by audio-video means, at which time and place you are notified to appear
and take such part in said examination as shall be deemed just and proper.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that, Petra requires the deponent to produce and make
available for inspection and/or copying at his deposition the following documents:
1. All documents! provided to you from the City of Meridian or from the offices of
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A. ("Trout Jones") for this matter;2
2. All documents utilized by you in the rendering of your opinion in this matter;
3. Your personal notes, including in electronic and all other forms, regarding this
matter;
4. Personal notes, including in electronic and all other forms, of any employee,
I "Documents" means the original, all copies and drafts of papers and writing of every kinds, description and form,
whether handwritten or typed, CDs, DVDs, records and data of every kind, description and form, an all photographs
of every kind, and including without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the following: correspondence, letters,
notes, e-mails, computer files, memorandum reports, notebooks, binders, drawings, studies, analyses and drafts,
diaries and diary entries, calendars, date books, appointment books, day-timers, desk calendars, intra- or inter-office
communications, memoranda, reports, minutes, bulletins, circulars, pamphlets, telegrams, instructions, work
assignments, messages (including reports, notes and memoranda of telephone conversations and conferences),
telephone statements, job or transaction files, books of account, ledgers, invoices, charge slips, working papers,
graphs, charts, evaluation or appraisal reports, contracts, agreements, assignments, instruments, opinions, official
statements, certificates, licenses, summaries, audio video or sound recordings, cassette tapes, video recorded
electronic or laser recorded, or photographed information. Documents are to be taken as including all attachments,
enclosures and other documents that are attached to, relate to or refer to such documents.
2 "This matter" references the new Meridian City Hall Project, which is the subject matter of this litigation.




                 
                
              
               
                 
              
             
           
                
           
               
             
 
             
                   
                  
                
             
              
          
            
               
            
             
                
               
                  
          
 
  
consultant or agent assisting you in this matter;3
5. Your work notes, including in electronic and any other form, regarding this
matter;
6. Work notes, including electronic and any other form, of any employee, consultant
or agent assisting you in this matter;
7. Meeting notes regarding this matter;
8. Calendars4 appointments of you and any employee, consultant or agent who
'assisted in you in preparation ofyour opinion in this matter;5
9. All communications6 between you and any employee, consultant or agent of you
and any person related to this matter7;
10. All communications between any employee or agent of you and any employee of
the City of Meridian and any employee of Trout Jones.
11. All recordings, either voice or video, related to this matter.
12. All photographs related to this matter;
13. All billing records related to this matter;
j The terms "employee, consultant and agent" reference any employee, consultant or agent assisting in any way with
~our investigation, analysis and preparation ofany opinion rendered by you regarding this matter.
4 Calendars include, but are not limited to, desk calendars, electronically maintained calendars, appointment books,
day-timers.
SThis request is specific for the calendar appointments related to this matter.
(j "Communications" mean any and all written or oral communications, including but not limited to inter- or -intra-
office communications, all memoranda, reports, minutes, email correspondence, letters, facsimiles, recorded
telephone conversations, notes taken during telephone conversations, notes taken during any interviews or meetings.
? "Person" means a natural person, or an entity, including but not limited to partnerships, limited liability companies,
corporations, and trusts. The term "person" includes any individual or entity capable of holding a legal or beneficial
interest in property.





        
             
 
             
       
      
            
           
             
       
              
          
           
       
        
                  
              
               
 
             
                
           
              
                  
                  
   




14. All draft memos, reports, and other documents, prepared by you or any employee,
consultant, or agent ofyours regarding this matter;
15. Copies of all drafts of your May 24, 2010 affidavit and your Second Affidavit
dated July 6, 2010;
16. All agreements entered into between the City of Meridian and you related to this
matter; and
17. All agreements entered into between you and Trout Jones related to this matter.
This deposition will be taken pursuant to Rules 30(b)(l) and 30(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure for use in pre-trial litigation and at the trial of this matter, and pursuant to the
following:
1. The attorney taking the deposition and/or an employee of Cosho Humphrey, LLP
will operate the audio-video equipment.
2. Parties will be provided a copy of each DVD.
DATED: July 15,2010.
NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO VIDEO DEPOSITION DUCES rECUMOF TODD WELTNER Page 4
597360 004791
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 15th day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing Third Amended Notice of Taking Audio Video Deposition Duces Tecum
was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.










NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO VIDEO DEPOSITION DUCES TECUMOF TODD WELTNER Page 5
597360 004792
   
                  
             
   
    
     
      
   
   






            
 




Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.comjeklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByA.GARDEN
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO-VIDEO
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF
LAURA KNOTHE
TO: PLAINTIFF/COUNTER-DEFENDANT, CITY OF MERIDIAN, BY AND
THROUGH ITS ATTORNEY OF RECORD
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
("Petra"), by and through its counsel of record, Thomas G. Walker, will take the testimony, upon
oral examination pursuant to Rules 30(b)(l) and 30(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure,
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of Laura Knothe, on Wednesday the 11th day of August, 2010, beginning at the hour of 9:00
a.m., at the offices of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, 800 Park Blvd., Suite 790, Boise, Idaho 83701,
and continuing thereafter until completed. The deposition will be before a Notary Public and
Court Reporter for the State of Idaho who will simultaneously make a stenographic record and
which will be recorded by audio-video means, at which time and place you are notified to appear
and take such part in said examination as shall be deemed just and proper.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that, Petra requires the deponent to produce and make
available for inspection and/or copying at his deposition the following documents:
1. All documents1 provided to you from the City of Meridian or from the offices of
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A. ("Trout Jones") for this matter;2
2. All documents utilized by you in the rendering ofyour opinion in this matter;
3. Your personal notes, including in electronic and all other forms, regarding this
matter;
4. Personal notes, including in electronic and all other forms, of any employee,
1 "Documents" means the original, all copies and drafts of papers and writing of every kinds, description and form,
whether handwritten or typed, CDs, DVDs, records and data of every kind, description and form, an all photographs
of every kind, and including without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the following: correspondence, letters,
notes, e-mails, computer files, memorandum reports, notebooks, binders, drawings, studies, analyses and drafts,
diaries and diary entries, calendars, date books, appointment books, day-timers, desk calendars, intra- or inter-office
communications, memoranda, reports, minutes, bulletins, circulars, pamphlets, telegrams, instructions, work
assignments, messages (including reports, notes and memoranda of telephone conversations and conferences),
telephone statements, job or transaction files, books of account, ledgers, invoices, charge slips, working papers,
graphs, charts, evaluation or appraisal reports, contracts, agreements, assignments, instruments, opinions, official
statements, certificates, licenses, summaries, audio video or sound recordings, cassette tapes, video recorded
electronic or laser recorded, or photographed information. Documents are to be taken as including all attachments,
enclosures and other documents that are attached to, relate to or refer to such documents.
2 "This matter" references the new Meridian City Hall Project, which is the subject matter of this litigation.




                 
                
              
               
                 
              
             
           
                 
           
               
             
 
             
                   
                  
                
             
              
          
            
               
            
             
                
               
                  
           
 
  
consultant or agent assisting you in this matter;3
5. Your work notes, including in electronic and any other form, regarding this
matter;
6. Work notes, including electronic and any other form, of any employee, consultant
or agent assisting you in this matter;
7. Meeting notes regarding this matter;
8. Calendars4 appointments of you and any employee, consultant or agent who
assisted in you in preparation of your opinion in this matter;5
9. All communications6 between you and any employee, consultant or agent of you
and any person related to this matter7;
10. All communications between any employee or agent of you and any employee of
the City ofMeridian and any employee of Trout Jones.
11. All recordings, either voice or video, related to this matter.
12. All photographs related to this matter;
13. All billing records related to this matter;
3 The terms "employee, consultant and agent" reference any employee, consultant or agent assisting in any way with
your investigation, analysis and preparation ofany opinion rendered by you regarding this matter.
4 Calendars include, but are not limited to, desk calendars, electronically maintained calendars, appointment books,
day-timers.
5 This request is specific for the calendar appointments related to this matter.
6 "Communications" mean any and all written or oral communications, including but not limited to inter- or -intra-
office communications, all memoranda, reports, minutes, email correspondence, letters, facsimiles, recorded
telephone conversations, notes taken during telephone conversations, notes taken during any interviews or meetings.
7 "Person" means a natural person, or an entity, including but not limited to partnerships, limited liability companies,
corporations, and trusts. The term "person" includes any individual or entity capable of holding a legal or beneficial
interest in property.




        
             
 
             
       
      
            
           
             
       
              
          
           
       
        
                  
              
               
 
             
                
           
              
                  
                  
   
           
 
  
14. All draft memos, reports, and other documents, prepared by you or any employee,
consultant, or agent of yours regarding this matter;
15. Copies ofall drafts of your July 6, 2010 affidavit;
16. All agreements entered into between the City of Meridian and you related to this
matter; and
17. All agreements entered into between you and Trout Jones related to this matter.
This deposition will be taken pursuant to Rules 30(b)(1) and 30(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure for use in pre-trial litigation and at the trial of this matter, and pursuant to the
following:
1. The attorney taking the deposition and/or an employee of Cosho Humphrey, LLP
will operate the audio-video equipment.
2. Parties will be provided a copy of each DVD.
DATED: July 15,2010.
NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO VIDEO DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF LAURA KNOTHE Page 4
597369 004796
              
        
           
               
  
              
                 
                   
 
             
     
          
   
             
 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 15th day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing Third Amended Notice of Taking Audio Video Deposition Duces Tecum
was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.









NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO VIDEO DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF LAURA KNOTHE Page 5
597369 004797
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByA.GARDEN
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF
TAKING AUDIO-VIDEO DEPOSITION
OF TED BAIRD
TO: PLAINTIFF/COUNTER-DEFENDANT, CITY OF MERIDIAN, BY AND
THROUGH ITS ATTORNEY OF RECORD
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated,
by and through its counsel of record, Thomas G. Walker, will take the testimony, upon oral
examination pursuant to Rules 30(b)(1) and 30(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, of
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Ted Baird, on Thursday the 12th day of August, 2010, beginning at the hour of 9:00 a.m., at
the offices of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, 800 Park Blvd., Suite 790, Boise, Idaho 83701, and
continuing thereafter until completed. The deposition will be before a Notary Public and Court
Reporter for the State of Idaho who will simultaneously make a stenographic record and which
will be recorded by audio-video means, at which time and place you are notified to appear and
take such part in said examination as shall be deemed just and proper.
This deposition will be taken pursuant to Rules 30(b)(l) and 30(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure for use in pre-trial litigation and at the trial of this matter, and pursuant to the
following:
1. The attorney taking the deposition and/or an employee of Cosho Humphrey, LLP
will operate the audio-video equipment.
2. Parties will be provided a copy of each DVD.
DATED: July 15,2010.
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO VIDEO DEPOSITION OF TED BAIRD Page 2
597298 004799
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 15th day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing Amended Notice of Taking Audio Video Deposition was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.













SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO VIDEO DEPOSITION OF TED BAIRD Page 3
597298 004800
   
                  
             
    
     
      
   














J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByA. GARDEN
DEPUn
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
NOTICE OF TAKING THE
CONTINUED AUDIO-VIDEO
DEPOSITION OF KEITH WATTS
TO: PLAINTIFF/COUNTER-DEFENDANT, CITY OF MERIDIAN, BY AND
THROUGH ITS ATTORNEY OF RECORD
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated,
by and through its counsel of record, Thomas G. Walker, will take the testimony, upon oral
examination pursuant to Rules 30(b)(l) and 30(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, of
NOTICE OF TAKING THE CONTINUED AUDIO VIDEO DEPOSITION OF KEITH WATTS Page 1
597309 004801
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Keith Watts, on Wednesday the 28th day of July, 2010, beginning at the hour of9:00 a.m., at
the offices of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, 800 Park Blvd., Suite 790, Boise, Idaho 83701, and
continuing thereafter until completed. The deposition will be before a Notary Public and Court
Reporter for the State of Idaho who will simultaneously make a stenographic record and which
will be recorded by audio-video means, at which time and place you are notified to appear and
take such part in said examination as shall be deemed just and proper.
This deposition will be taken pursuant to Rules 30(b)(l) and 30(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure for use in pre-triallitigation and at the trial of this matter, and pursuant to the
following:
1. The attorney taking the deposition and/or an employee of Cosho Humphrey, LLP
will operate the audio-video equipment.
2. Parties will be provided a copy of each DVD.
DATED: July 15,2010.
NOTICE OF TAKING THE CONTINUED AUDIO VIDEO DEPOSITION OF KEITH WATTS Page 2
597309 004802
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 15th day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing Amended Notice of Taking Audio Video Deposition was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
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c JUl t S 20mJ. DAVID NAVARRO, Cieri(
ByA. GARDEN
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.comjeklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
THIRD AMENDED NOTICE OF
TAKING AUDIO-VIDEO DEPOSITION
DUCES TECUM OF FRANKLIN G. LEE
TO: PLAINTIFF/COUNTER-DEFENDANT, CITY OF MERIDIAN, BY AND
THROUGH ITS ATTORNEY OF RECORD
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
("Petra"), by and through its counsel of record, Thomas G. Walker, will take the testimony, upon
oral examination pursuant to Rules 3O(b)(1) and 3O(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure,
THIRD AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO VIDEO DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM
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of Franklin G. Lee, on Friday the 20th day of August, 2010, beginning at the hour of 9:00
a.m., at the offices of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, 800 Park Blvd., Suite 790, Boise, Idaho 83701,
and continuing thereafter until completed. The deposition will be before a Notary Public and
Court Reporter for the State of Idaho who will simultaneously make a stenographic record and
which will be recorded by audio-video means, at which time and place you are notified to appear
and take such part in said examination as shall be deemed just and proper.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that, Petra requires the deponent to produce and make
available for inspection and/or copying at his deposition the following documents:
1. All non-privileged documents in your file regarding the Construction
Management Agreement between the City of Meridian and Petra Incorporated.
2. A Privilege Log on the form attached regarding any documents in your file that
you are claiming privilege.
This deposition will be taken pursuant to Rules 30(b)(l) and 30(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure for use in pre-trial litigation and at the trial of this matter, and pursuant to the
following:
1. The attorney taking the deposition and/or an employee ofCosho Humphrey, LLP
will operate the audio-video equipment.
2. Parties will be provided a copy of each DVD.
DATED: July 15,2010.
THIRD AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO VIDEO DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM
OF FRANKLIN G. LEE Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 15th day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of the













Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
THIRD AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO VIDEO DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM
OF FRANKLIN G. LEE Page 3
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The City of Meridian, an Idaho Municipal Corporation,
v. Petra Incorporated an Idaho corporation
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J. DAVID N~V.A~AO, Clerk
ByA.GARDEN
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITIONTO PETRA'S MOTION
FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST
AMENDED ANSWER AND SECOND
AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM
COMES NOW the Plaintiff/Counterdefendant City of Meridian ("City"), by and through its
counsel of record, Kim J. Trout of the firm Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., and
hereby submits the following Memorandum in Opposition to Petra's Motion for Leave to File First
Amended Answer and Second Amended Counterclaim. The City hereby incorporates the prior
affidavits, pleadings and records on file in this matter.
I. INTRODUCTION
While Petra may have technicallY complied with deadline in the Scheduling Order, its Motion
to Amend is untimely, unduly prejudicial to the City and was made in bad faith. After the parties
have undertaken voluminous discovery, numerous depositions, filed summary judgment motions,
and with trial only a few months away, Petra now seeks to file an Amended Answer and Second
Amended Counterclaim that more than doubles the size of its previous filing. To this point, the
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST
AMENDED ANSWER AND SECOND AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM - 1
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parties have spent hundreds of hours and tens of thousands of dollars to pursue their respective
claims and prepare this matter for trial. Now, Petra would like to assert a new tort claim for over six
million dollars.
In considering Petra' Motion, it is essential that the Court carefully examine its Amended
Answer and Second Amended Counterclaim ("Amendment") for what it truly is - an attempt to add
completely new causes of action disguised as "damage clarifications." In reality, Petra's Amendment
adds over twenty (20) pages of allegations aimed at pursuing a claim for interference with a
prospective economic advantage. For the reasons set forth herein, Petra's Amendment is untimely,
unduly prejudicial, submitted in bad faith and based upon facts that, even if valid, were known by
Petra for months if not years.
II. LEGAL STANDARD
"Although leave to amend is to be freely given, LR.C.P. 15(a), the decision to grant or refuse
permission to amend is left to the sound discretion of the trial court." Jones v. Watson, 98 Idaho 606,
610, 570 P.2d 284,288 (1977). "[A]n order denying a motion to amend will not be reversed absent
an abuse of discretion. Hickle v. Winry, 126 Idaho 993, 895 P.2d 594 (Ct. App. 1995). A court
considering a motion to amend, may deny the motion where factors such as undue delay, bad
faith or dilatory motive, or undue prejudice to the opposing party may occur by virtue of the
amendment. E.g., Smith v. Great Basin Grain Co., 98 Idaho 266, 272-73, 561 P.2d 1299, 1305-06
(1977) (emphasis added) (citing Foman v. Davis, 371 U.S. 178 (1962».
"Timeliness of a motion for leave to amend is not decisive, but it is important in view of ...
factors such as undue delay, bad faith, and prejudice to the opponent." Spur Products Corp., 142
Idaho at 41, 122 P.3d at 303 (emphasis added). In addition, a motion to amend that is not based on
newly discovered evidence, but rather on facts already known to the moving party is improper.
Indian Spdngs, LLC v. Indian Springs Land Inv., LLC, 147 Idaho 737,215 P.3d 457 (2009).
PLAINTIFF'S J\1EMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST
AJ\1ENDED ANSWER AND SECOND AJ\1ENDED COUNTERCLAIM - 2
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III. ARGUMENT
A. Petra's Amendment is Untimely, Unduly Prejudicial and was Submitted in Bad
Faith.
Here, Petra waited to add a tort claim (without providing any elements or details for such a
claim)1 until after voluminous discovery has been conducted and numerous depositions had been
taken of key Petra personnel with no mention of a tort claim for interference with prospective
economic advantage. The City has previously taken the depositions ofJerry Frank (March 3, 2010),
Gene Bennett (February 19, 2010, June 22, 2010, and April 20, 2010), Tom Coughlin Gune 21, 2010,
February 26,2010) and Tom Coughlin as the 30(b)(6) representative (March 4, 2010).
Further, it is no coincidence that Petra's Motion to Amend corresponds with its most recent
damage calculation that was received by the City on June 25, 2010. The excerpt below is taken from
a June 25, 2010 letter from Petra's counsel, Thomas Walker.
Unpaid invoices for the City Hall project
Unpaid invoices for the east parking lot
Petra's revised Change Order No.2
Accrued interest as of May 31, 2010 at .75% per month
Accrued interest from May 31 to July 31, 2010
Attorney fees as ofJune 25, 2010
litigation costs as ofJune 25, 2010














1 Tortious interference with a prospective economic advantage has five elements: (1)
The existence of a valid economic expectancy; (2) knowledge of the expectancy on
the part of the interferer; (3) intentional interference inducing termination of the
expectancy; (4) the interference was wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of
the interference itself (i.e. that the defendant interfered for an improper purpose or
improper means) and (5) resulting damage to the plaintiff whose expectancy has
been disrupted. This tort requires a showing that the interference was wrongful
beyond the fact of interference itself.
Commercial Ventures, Inc. v. Rex M. & Lynn Lea FamilY Trust, 145 Idaho 208, 217, 177 P.3d 955, 964
(2008).
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST
AMENDED ANSWER AND SECOND AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM - 3
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Willie Affidavit, Ex. A, excerpt from the Thomas Walker letter dated June 25, 2010. As one can see,
Petra's Amendment is simply an attempt to add a new cause of action for over six million dollars.
Of additional critical importance, is Petra's total failure to allege, or attempt, any compliance
with the Idaho Tort Claims Act. Petra's attempt to seek additional non-contract claims, or tort
claims, is futile. Petra has failed to comply with Idaho Code § 50-219 (the Idaho Tort Claims Act).
As such, any non-contract claim is barred by the provisions of the statute as Petra has failed to even
seek to comply with the act, let alone plead and prove successful compliance with the condition
precedent.
Of equal import, any added contract claims (or theories of claims) are likewise futile. Petra is
required under the CMA to provide the City 21 days notice of any claim arising from the contract,
or the claim is waived. Petra has failed to plead or allege, and cannot successfully plead or allege,
compliance with the 21 day notice provision. Thus as a matter of law, Petra's claims are barred.
After removing the smoke screen from Petra's Amendment, it is apparent that Petra seeks to
add entirely new causes of action after the City has already deposed those individuals at Petra with
knowledge regarding the newly alleged claims and damages. Petra is trying to sneak one through the
"back door" under the guise of "clarification to damages."2 Petra's Memorandum in Support ifMotion to
Amend, p. 4; Amendment, p. 42. Accordingly, the proposed amendment should be seen not as a
mere attempt to clarify damages but an entirely new cause of action that would require re-deposing
numerous individuals and vastly expanding discovery within a very limited time frame prior to trial.
In effect, Petra's amendment would require that the City 'start over' in its defense of Petra's claims.
In addition to the fundamental concept of justice and fairness, authority exists from various
2 While it is evident that Petra is seeking to add a tort claim for interference with prospective
economic advantage, the City is not able to discern the cause of action for "diversion of personnel's
time from their legitimate business duties" or other confusing references that Petra is relying upon
to calculate its most recent damage assertion. Petra's Amendment, p. 42.
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST
AMENDED ANSWER AND SECOND AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM - 4
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courts refusing to allow a party to amend a pleading under similar circumstances where delay, bad
faith, and prejudice have been found to exist.
It is within the district court's discretion to deny leave to amend where new claims
radically shift the nature of the case, requiring the opposing party to engage in
substantial new discovery or to undertake an entirely new course of argument
late in the case. Morongo Band ofMission Indians v. Rose, 893 F.2d 1074 (9th Cir.1990)
(affirming denial of leave to amend where party sought to add federal racketeering
claims late in litigation); Texaco, Inc. v. Ponsoldt, 939 F.2d 794, 798-99 (9th Cir.1991)
(affirming denial of leave where defendant would have been unreasonably prejudiced
by addition of new claims only four months before trial); Kaplan, 49 F.3d at 1370
(affirming denial where parties had already engaged in voluminous discovery).
Lockheed Martin Cop. v. Network Solutions, Inc., 175 F.R.D. 640 (N.D. Cal. 1997) (emphasis added)
(citing Kaplan v. Rose, 49 F.3d 1363, 1370 (9th Cir. 1994). "The district court found that [defendant]
would suffer prejudice if [plaintiffj were allowed to amend the complaint, stating: the parties have
engaged in voluminous and protracted discovery. Expense, delay, and wear and tear on individuals
and companies count toward prejudice. Trial was only two months away, and discovery was
completed." Kaplan, 49 F.3d at 1370.
Likewise in Berry v. New Jersry State Pnson, 2009 WL 250269 (D. N.J. 2009), the court found it
suggestive of bad faith when the plaintiff waited until after her deposition and the depositions of
other related parties were completed before moving to amend. Id. The court held that granting the
motion to amend would cause significant prejudice to the non-moving party because it threatens to
significandy expand discovery and the scope of the litigation. Id. If the motion were granted, the
non-moving party "would be severely prejudiced if forced to incur additional legal fees
associated with starting all depositions over." Id. (emphasis added).
This court concludes that permitting plaintiffs' proposed amendment would be
unfairly prejudicial to defendant. Defendant completed discovery, concluded
depositions, and prepared its dispositive motion with no notice that plaintiffs would
raise an [an additional] claim in their summary judgment briefing. Permitting
plaintiffs to now seek to litigate this claim is not in the interests of justice.
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST
AMENDED ANSWER AND SECOND AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM - 5
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Poore v. Simpson Paper Co., 2005 WL 2620533 at *8 (D. Or. 2005). A "party is not entided to wait
until the discovery cutoff date has passed and a motion for summary judgment has been filed on the
basis of claims asserted in the original complaint before introducing entirely different legal theories
in an amended complaint." Id at *9; (citing Pndcfy v. Edelman, 883 F.2d 438 (6th Cit. 1989)); Acri v.
Int'l Ass'n ofMachinist & Aerospace Workers, 781 F.2d 1393, 1398-99 (9th Cit.1986), cerl. denied, 479
u.s. 816 (1986).
Like the cases cited above, Petra's conduct cannot be rewarded by allowing it to amend its
Answer and Counterclaim. If Petra's Amendment were allowed to proceed at this stage of the
litigation, the City would be severely prejudiced in having to re-depose all of the Petra
representatives and employees regarding a new six million dollar claim that has previously gone
unmentioned. In addition, Petra's attempt to disguise its new cause of action as a "damage
clarification" is further evidence of its continued bad faith in this litigation. Accordingly, Petra's
Motion to Amend should be denied.
B. The Allegations in Petra's Motion to Amend. Even if Valid. Were Already Known to
Petra and. Thus. Cannot be a Basis to Move to Amend its Answer and
Counterclaim.
A motion to amend that is not based on newly discovered evidence, but rather on facts
already know to the moving party is improper. Indian Springs, LLC v. Indian Springs Land Inv., LLC,
147 Idaho 737,215 P.3d 457 (2009). "Greater weight is given to the undue delay factor where fact
and theories sought to be added were known to the moving party early in the litigation." uckheed
Marlin Cop. v. Network Solutions, Inc., 175 F.R.D. 640 (N.D. Cal. 1997) (citing Kaplan v. Rose, 49 F.3d
1363, 1370 (9th Cit. 1994).
In this matter, even if the claims were valid, it is abundandy clear that the factual basis for
the amendments existed long before the instant filing, and well before any of the substantial
discovery in this matter had taken place. For example, Petra first made its claim for damages in
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR LEAVB TO FILE FIRST
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November of 2007 when Petra asserted a claim for Change Order No.2. Thus at that time, Petra
knew or should have known that the City was not acting on the claim because it was untimely and
failed to comply with the requirements of the Construction Management Agreement. Likewise, as
of April 2009, when this action was commenced, Petra knew or should have known that the City
was disputing Petra's claims and had claims for damages arising from Petra's material breach of the
Construction Management Agreement as well as severe breaches of its fiduciary duty of trust which
it had contractually assumed to undertake as part of the CMA. Finally, Petra has known (since it
submitted the fraudulent invoices in March of 2008) and since the initial deposition of Gene Bennett
in February of this year, that it had committed fraud by submitting false invoices for payment for re-
work done by Prime Contractors which was caused by Petra's negligent performance in construction
management.
In sum, even if this Court could overlook the severe prejudice, apparent bad faith, and lack
of legal merit to Petra's amendments, Petra's belated motion should be denied in view of the clear
lack of any good reason for its failure to assert these purported claims earlier in the litigation when it
clearly knew, or should have known, of their existence.
IV. CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, this Court should deny Petra's Motion for Leave to file First
Amended Answer and Second Amended Counterclaim.
DATED this A day ofJuly, 2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of the




800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
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KIM J. TROUT, ISB # 2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN •
GOURLEY, P.A






IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDIQAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PE1RA, INCORPORA1ED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STA1E OF IDAHO )
) :ss
County of ADA )
AFFIDAVIT OF BURT R. WILLIE IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PETRA'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
FILE FIRST AMENDED ANSWER AND
SECOND AMENDED
COUNTERCLAIM
BURT R WilliE, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify regarding the
matters set forth herein.
2. I am a member of the law finn of TROUT • JONES • GLEDHILL • FuHRMAN •
GoURLEY, P.A, representing the Plaintiff City of Meridian (the "City") in this matter, and I make
the following statements based upon my own personal knowledge.
AFFIDAVIT OF BURT R WIlliE IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PElRA'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED ANSWER AND SECOND AMENDED
COUNTERaAIM - 1
004817
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3. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A," and fully incorporated herein by this reference, is a
true and correct redacted copy of the June 25, 2010 letter received by our office from Thomas
Walker.
FURTIffiR YOUR AFFIANf SAYE1HNAUGIIT.






Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th day of July, 2010.
"u.......,
.......... "LUC:"',
.." ~ ~ <l.L. "...... ~,\~ ••••••••• <70 ' ....
$~.... ....~ ~
$ 4i: ~OTAR.~ ~"'1- :_ • r._. . . .
: : ....~ : :: . . :
• • h \C. •
~ ......UBL .. $.. t,/l:.. .." ..
~ /> •• •....." ...... <1 •••••••• ~""? ..
......,,/..12 OF \~ ..
I,·,.....u',,'
Notal}' Public, State of Idaho
Residing at: Meridian, ID
My commission expires: November 3,2014
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this JL day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
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Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
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COUNSEWRS & ATIORNEYS AT LAW
PO Box 9518 83707-9518











Confidential Settlement Offer - Rule 408, Idaho Rules of Evidence
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.




Re: City ofMeridian v. Petra Incorporated
Ada County Case No. 09-07257





   
 
 
   
     
    
     
   
  
   




         
    
     
      
   
   
   
       
     











Unpaid invoices for the City Hall project
Unpaid invoices for the east parking lot
Petra's revised Change Order No.2
Accrued interest as of May 31,2010 at .75% per month
Accrued interest from May 31 to July 31, 2010
Attorney fees as ofJune 25,2010
Litigation costs as ofJune 25, 2010













Of considerable importance are the diversion of management's time and lost business
opportunities that Petra has suffered as a direct result of the City's breach of contract and breach





cc: Jerry Frank, w/o encl. (via email)
Gene Bennett, w/o encl. (via email)
Tom Coughlin, w/o encl. (via email)
559246_4.doc
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; eklein@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
~~~ FIL~~. 351=
JUl 19 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByLAMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO
AMEND SCHEDULING ORDER TO
EXTEND DEADLINES FOR THE
FILING OF AMENDMENTS TO
PLEADINGS AND JOINDER OF
PARTIES
Petra Incorporated ("Petra") submits this Memorandum In Opposition To Meridian's
Motion to Amend Scheduling Order to Extend Deadline for the Filing of Amendments to
Pleadings and Joinder of Parties.
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MERIDIAN'S MOTION TO AMEND SCHEDULING
ORDER TO EXTEND DEADLINE FOR THE FILING OF AMENDMENTS TO PLEADINGS
AND JOINDER OF PARTIES Page 1
592136Jdoc
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1. INTRODUCTION.
The City of Meridian ("Meridian" or the "City") once again seeks to amend the
scheduling order. This time Meridian wants the Court to extend deadlines for the filing of
amendments to pleadings and joinder of parties. The motion is based on Meridian's claim that it
needs to take the deposition of a non-party to this litigation, LCA Architects, P.A., d.b.a.
Lombard-Conrad Architects ("LCA"), which the City asserts may be liable for the damages
allegedly suffered by it.
There is no evidence in the record to support extending any deadlines. To the contrary,
Meridian has had over a year to conduct a thorough investigation of this case and has conducted
extensive discovery. Yet on June 30, 2010, the deadline for amending pleadings and adding
parties, the City filed its motion seeking another reprieve from the Court for its failure to
diligently investigate and prosecute its case.
2. FACTS, LAW AND ARGUMENT
2.1 Meridian has had more than four years to determine if it had any
claims against LeA.
On July 11, 2006, the City entered into an agreement with LCA to provide professional
architectural services on the new Meridian City Hall project ("Project"). I Consequently,
Meridian has known that LCA was actively involved in rendering professional architectural
services on the Project for more than four years. Additionally, Meridian has had more than a
I See Paragraph 3.3 of the Construction Management Agreement provides: "Owner has retained LCA Architects,
P.A., an Idaho professional corporation ("Architect") to provide professional architectural services for the Project.
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MERIDIAN'S MOTION TO AMEND SCHEDULING
ORDER TO EXTEND DEADLINE FOR THE FILING OF AMENDMENTS TO PLEADINGS




              
               
                
               
             
    
               
                 
              
                
      
     
              
   
               
            
            
                
               
              
          
           
      
 
year to subpoena, notice up and take depositions of LCA's representatives and any other third
parties.
Under the Construction Management Agreement, inspection and testing services were not
included in Petra's scope of services and no cost for inspectors was included in Petra's rate
schedule. The City was responsible for inspection and testing. Paragraph 3.2.5 of the
Construction Management Agreement states:
Owner shall provide all required testing or inspection of the Work as may be
mandated by law, the Construction Documents or the Construction Contracts.
Petra did not manage or direct LCA at any time relevant to this lawsuit. Petra's scope of
services did not include being the "agent of the Owner" in regard to the Owner's architect. Petra
was only required to act as the owner's representative with regard to the construction contracts.
The City managed the contract with LCA directly (not though Petra), even to the extent that the
cost for LCA's services was not included in the budgets submitted by Petra and the payments by
the City to LCA were not processed through Petra.
The content of LCA Professional Services Agreement and all of the foregoing facts have
been known to Meridian for more than four years.
2.2 Independent inspections were conducted and certifications issued
throughout the course of the Project and the City's building
inspectors performed inspections of all major systems, "passed" each
of the systems and issued occupancy permits for the Project.
During construction, LCA and the engineers hired by the City conducted periodic site
inspections and produced site inspection reports. LCA's contract also included a duty of
inspection and LCA certified that "... the Work has progressed as indicated, the quality of the
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MERIDIAN'S MOTION TO AMEND SCHEDULING
ORDER TO EXTEND DEADLINE FOR THE FILING OF AMENDMENTS TO PLEADINGS
AND JOINDER OF PARTIES Page 3
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Work is in accordance with the Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment of
the AMOUNT CERTIFIED.,,2
Reery International, Inc., the commissioning agent hired by the City, conducted periodic
onsite inspections and issued its reports stating that the Project systems it inspected conformed to
the plans and specifications.
Continuously throughout the construction Project, Petra coordinated with LCA, Reery
International, the City's inspectors and Materials Testing & Inspection, Inc. ("MTI") to insure
that special inspections were performed as required. MTI produced and submitted inspection
reports for steel, concrete, soil compaction and masonry attesting that the work met the plans and
specifications.
Finally, the City's own building inspectors conducted inspections of all of the major
systems of the Project, "passed" each of the systems and issued occupancy permits. As noted in
the cases cited in Petra's prior briefing, the act of final acceptance of the work carries with it
significant ramifications, including release of Petra from its duties and responsibilities under the
Construction Management Agreement.
2.3 This case has been pending for more than 15 months.
Meridian filed its Complaint in this matter on April 16, 2009, and has conducted more
than a year of expensive and time-consuming litigation involving extensive discovery.3 As of
2 See sample pay application attached as Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker, dated July 19,2010.
3 See Meridian's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint, etc., in
which Meridian states: "Through conducting extensive discovery and depositions in this case, the City has
discovered facts that support the additional causes of action set forth in the First Amended Complaint, including the
fraud claims that are plead with particularity." See Memorandum at page 4.
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the date of this memorandum, Petra has incurred attorney fees of approximately $320,000 and
litigation costs of more than $125,000 in this case.4
Obviously, this litigation has been comprehensive. The longer this case goes on the more
it will cost Petra, not only in money, but also in the non-productive time that Petra's employees
will have to spend dealing with the City's claims.
The continuing pendency of this case has caused Petra to lose several important
opportunities to pursue new work because of the stigma associated with being a defendant in a
lawsuit by the City.5 In addition, Meridian filed a Motion for Leave to File First Amended
Complaint and Add a Claim for Punitive Damages on March 30, 2010. Even though without
merit, the City's claims of oppressive, fraudulent, malicious and outrageous conduct carry with
them a taint that is extremely difficult if not impossible to dispel.
Recognizing the significance of the City's punitive damages claims, Petra filed and
served a comprehensive response within seven days in order to proceed expeditiously with the
April 15,2010 hearing set by Meridian. After receiving Petra's response, Meridian vacated the
April 15, 2010 hearing and rescheduled it for April 22, 2010. Meridian then vacated the April
22, 2010 hearing date and, for the first time, noticed up an evidentiary hearing for April 29,
2010. It is likely that Meridian's counsel realized that the evidence submitted on April 1,2010
in support of the City's motion for leave to add punitive damages was inadequate so he
scheduled an evidentiary hearing in order to get a "second bite of the apple."
4 Affidavit ofThomas G. Walker dated July 19,2010 at 11 5.
5 Affidavit of Jerald S. Frank dated May 20, 2010 at 11 6.
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Petra then retained Lemley International on April 19, 2010, so that it could put on expert
testimony ". . . that Petra exercised ordinary and reasonable care with the same degree of
professional skill, diligence and judgment as is customary in this community among construction
managers performing work for projects of a size, scope and complexity similar to the Project.,,6 The
April 29 evidentiary hearing date was subsequently vacated and reset for June 14,2010.
On Friday, June 11, 2010, after extensive preparation for the June 14, 2010 evidentiary
hearing, Meridian advised Petra's counsel that it was vacating its evidentiary hearing. Yet,
another delay by Meridian in prosecuting the case it brought more than 15 months ago.
The trial in this case has been vacated twice. The original trial commencement date of
February 17,2010 was vacated and reset to September 1,2010. The September 1,2010 trial
commencement date was vacated and reset for December 1,2010. Accordingly, the scheduling
order has also been amended three times. The addition of LCA as a defendant at this late date
will likely lead to another motion to continue the trial date set for December 1, 2010.7
2.4 Meridian's motion should be denied because the City has not met its
burden under Rule 16(b).
The City's motion should be denied because it has not met its burden under Rule 16(b) of
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
In addition, Petra will be further prejudiced if these proceedings are delayed by the
addition of another defendant. The record supports a finding that delay by the City has been the
rule rather than the exception in this case.
6 Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated May 20, 2010 at ~ 9; Affidavit of Jack K. Lemley dated April 30, 2010 at ~
15.
7 Although the City may argue that it will not request a continuance, it is possible that LCA would.
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2.5 Standards Governing Motions Under Rule 16(b).
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 16(b) provides in relevant part as follows:
Except in cases exempted by order of the court as inappropriate, the judge or
magistrate shall, after consulting with the attorneys for the parties and any
unrepresented parties, by a scheduling conference, telephone, mail or other
suitable means, enter a scheduling order that limits the time
(1) to join other parties and to amend the pleadings ...
* * *
The order shall be issued as soon as practical and, unless it is totally impractical,
no more than 180 days after the filing of the complaint. A schedule shall not be
modified except by leave of the judge or a magistrate upon a showing of good
cause.
The Idaho Supreme Court has addressed the "good cause" standard under Rule 16(b).
See Mercy Medical Center v. Ada County, Bd. of County Commissioners of Ada County, 146
Idaho 226, 230, 192 P.3d 1050, 1054 (2008); Camp v. East Fork Ditch Co., Ltd., 137 Idaho 850,
859, 55 P.3d 304, 313 (2002)(considering late motion for summary judgment, noting that
LR.C.P. 16(b)(6) authorizes modification of scheduling order upon showing of good cause). In
Camp, the Supreme Court found that good cause existed to warrant a modification to the
scheduling order to permit one of the parties to bring a summary judgment motion based upon
the following factors: (l) the motion was filed and served promptly after the court had entered a
judgment making a determination on an easement; (2) the parties were familiar with the issues
involved in the motion because of prior motions; and (3) there was no prejudice to the plaintiff.
None of these factors exist in this case.
As noted above, the City entered into an agreement with LCA on July 11, 2006 to
provide professional architectural services on the Project. Meridian has known that LCA was
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MERIDIAN'S MOTION TO AMEND SCHEDULING
ORDER TO EXTEND DEADLINE FOR THE FILING OF AMENDMENTS TO PLEADINGS
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actively involved in rendering professional architectural services on the Project for more than
four years. Additionally, Meridian has had more than a year to subpoena, notice up and take
depositions of LCA's representatives and any other third parties. Meridian was not prompt in
pursuing its motion to amend. The second factor is not really applicable in this case. With
regard to the third factor, Petra will be prejudiced if the deadlines are extended. The litigation in
this case has been comprehensive. The longer Meridian is permitted to delay and draw out the
litigation, the more it will cost Petra in money and time spent dealing with the City's claims.
Rule 16(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is substantially similar to the Rule
16(b) of the Idaho rules and provides in pertinent part, "A schedule may be modified only for
good cause and with the judge's consent." Fed.R.Civ.P. 16(b)(4). Therefore the federal cases
that discuss the rules are instructive.
In Johnson v. Mammoth Recreations, Inc., 975 F.2d 604 (9th Cir.1992), the court denied
the plaintiff s request to amend his complaint where it was aware of the identity of the proper
defendant prior to the deadline but nonetheless failed to timely add that party. The court noted
that the motion should have been brought as a motion to amend the scheduling conference, but
nonetheless was denied on the grounds that he failed to show good cause. "A court's evaluation
of good cause is not coextensive with an inquiry into the propriety of the amendment under ...
Rule 15." Johnson, 975 F.2d at 609, citing Forstmann v. Culp, 114 F.R.D. 83, 85
(M.D.N.C.1987). "Unlike Rule 15(a)'s liberal amendment policy which focuses on the bad faith
of the party seeking to interpose an amendment and the prejudice to the opposing party, Rule
16(b)'s 'good cause' standard primarily considers the diligence of the party seeking the
PETRA'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MERIDIAN'S MOTION TO AMEND SCHEDULING
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amendment. The court may modify the pretrial schedule 'if it cannot reasonably be met despite
the diligence of the party seeking the extension.", Id. "Moreover carelessness is not compatible
with a finding of diligence and offers no reason for a grant of relief." Id.; see also Engleson v.
Burlington Northern R.R. Co., 972 F.2d 1038, 1043 (9th Cir.1992). Finally, the court explained
that, "Although the existence or degree of prejudice to the party opposing the modification might
supply additional reasons to deny a motion, the focus of the inquiry is upon the moving party's
reasons for seeking modification." Johnson supra, citing Gestetner Corp. v. Case Equip. Co.,
108 F.R.D. 138, 141 (D.Me.1985); see also Kemper v. Fairmont Folsom, LLC, 2009 WL 350707
(E.D.Cal.2009)(showing insufficient to rise to level of good cause to justify amendment);
Jackson v. Laureate, Inc., 186 F.R.D. 605, 607 (E.D.Ca1.1999)("If [the court] considered only
Rule 15(a) without regard to Rule 16(b) [it] would render scheduling orders meaningless and
effectively would read Rule 16(b) and its good cause requirement out of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure."
In Wordtech Systems, Inc. v. Integrated Network Solutions, Inc., 2008 WL 4145440
(E.D.Ca1.2008) relying in part on the Johnson case, the court found that good cause did not exist
to warrant modification. "In evaluating a motion to amend the pretrial order, a district court
should consider four factors: (I) the degree of prejudice or surprise to the [non-moving party] if
the order is modified; (2) the ability of the [non-moving party] to cure the prejudice; (3) any
impact of the modification on the orderly and efficient conduct of the trial; and (4) the
willfulness or bad faith by the party seeking modification." Wordtech, supra, citing Galdamez v.
Potter, 415 F.3d 1015, 1020 (9th Cir.2005).
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As set forth above, Meridian clearly has not been diligent in its case. It was aware that
LCA was retained as the architect because it entered into a contract with them in July of 2006.
Meridian has known that LCA was actively involved in rendering professional architectural
services on the Project for more than four years. Meridian has an extensive history of delays in
this case. There is no doubt that the City's latest effort to impede these proceedings is a willful
attempt to make the litigation as unpleasant, expensive and time consuming as possible.
Meridian has failed to establish that good cause exists to warrant modification of the scheduling
order.
3. CONCLUSION
Considering the foregoing and the extensive record in this case Petra requests that this
Court deny the Meridian's motion to amend the scheduling order to extend deadline for the filing
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 19th day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of the within
and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 5509)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
NO., -PI~~:3v:) ,I ~
A.M_
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER
DATED JULY 19,2010 IN SUPPORT OF
PETRA INCORPORATED'S OPPOSITION
TO MERIDIAN'S MOTION TO AMEND
SCHEDULING ORDER
I, THOMAS G. WALKER, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
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1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra
Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2. I submit this affidavit in support of Petra's Opposition to Meridian's Motion to
Amend Scheduling Order to Extend Deadlines for the Filing of Amendments to Pleadings and
Joinder of Parties.
3. I am one of the custodians of records of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, which include
memoranda, legal documents, reports, correspondence, emails, records, research and data
compilations, in various forms that are kept in the course of Cosho Humphrey, LLP's regularly
conducted business activity, and which are made and maintained as the regular practice of
Cosho Humphrey, LLP.
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct sample of Document G702 -
1992 form "Application and Certificate for Payment".
5. As of today's date, Petra has incurred attorney fees of approximately $320,000
and litigation costs ofmore than $125,000 in this case.
6. On May 24, 2010, during the hearing on the City of Meridian's Rule 56(f)
Motion, Trout stated as follows:
Mr. Trout: ... "our motion is very straightforward. Facts that are relevant
to the motion are as follows: At present, although we have attempted to,
we have not yet had the opportunity to complete three crucial depositions
in this matter."
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED JULY 19,2010 IN SUPPORT OF PETRA
INCORPORATED'S OPPOSITION TO MERIIDAN'S MOTION TO AMEND SCHEDULING ORDER Page 2
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We've not yet completed a 30(b)(6) deposition of Petra, the entity. We have
not yet completed the deposition of Mr. Bennett, who was the project
manager, and we've not yet completed the deposition of Mr. Coughlin, ....
7. There was no mention or suggestion by Mr. Trout during this hearing that
Meridian anticipated scheduling the deposition of representatives or agents of LCA.
8. The Court responded as follows:
THE COURT: "You have three depositions you need to take. Right?
MR. TROUT: "I believe there are four: The completion of the 30(b)(6)
for Petra the entity, the depositions of Mr. Bennett and Mr. Coughlin,
which are incomplete, and the depositions of Mr. Limbley [sic].
The Court further goes on to state:
THE COURT: I'm going to grant some additional time to allow some
additional discovery by Mr. Trout, but I'm not going to extend it very far.
It's now May 24, I want you to have the discovery done by the end of next
month. That will give you about five weeks.
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of relevant excerpts of
the May 24, 2010 hearing.
10. Mr. Trout scheduled the first deposition subsequent to be granted additional time,
on June 16th.
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 19th day of July, 2010.
CJ?~1.~
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at Eagle, Idaho
My commission expires: March 31, 2016.
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 19th day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy ofthe
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
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Document G702™ -1992
Application and Certificate for Payment
REVISED
RJ:C~1 \I~ 0
















CONTRACTOR'S APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
Application is made for payment as shown below, in connedion with the Contrad.
Continuation Sheet AlA Document G703, is attached
1. ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM
2. Net Change by Change Orders
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE (Line 1 + 2)
4. TOTAL COMPLETED & STORED TO DATE (Column G on G703)
5. RETAINAGE
a. 5% of Completed Work
(CoIumnD+EonG703) $ 710,961.56
b. __% of Stored Material
(Column F + E on G703)
Total Retaina~e (Lines 5a + 5b or Total in Column I of G703)
6. TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE
(Line 4 less Line 5 Total)
7. LESS PREVIOUS CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT
(Line 6 from prior Certificate)
8. CURRENT PAYMENT DUE
9. BALANCE TO FINISH, INCLUDING RETAINAGE
(line 3 less line 4)
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS
Total Changes approved In previous months by Owner
Total approved this Month
-










The undersigned Contrador certifies that to the best of the ContradOr's knowledge, information
and belief the Work covered by this Application for Payment has been completed in accordance
with the Contract Documents, that all amounts have been paid by the Contractor on Work tor
which previous CertifICates for Payment were issued and payments received from the Owner. and
that current payment shown herin is now due.
CONSTBCTlONMANAGER~. •
By: 1-09. b -< \( - :" ~; c, - - - .
State of: Idaho
County of: Ada
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TO OWNER: City of Meridian PROJECT: Meridian City Hall APPLICATION NO: 019 
33 East Idaho Street 
PERIOD TO: 5/31/2008 
Meridian, 10 83642 
CONTRACT FOR: General Construction 
PROJECT NO: 06-0675 
FROM VIA Steve Simmons 
CONTRACTOR: PETRA, Incorporated ARCHITECT: Lombard - Conrad 
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive 1221 Shoreline Drive 
Boise, 10 83709 Boise, 10 83702 
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me this day of   
By: >? > £ 
the Owner or Contrador under this Contrad. 
-------1---,
1
DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
2
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
3
4 - - - - - - - - x Case No. CVOC-09-07257







PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
9 corporation,
10 Defendant/Counterc1a~nt.
11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - x
12
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS
13
14 He1d on May 24, 2010, before
15 Rona1d J. Wi1per, District Court Judge.
16





When excellence is an obligation
P.O. Box 1625
605 West Fort Street
Boise, ID 83701
Voice 208 345 3704
Fax 208 345 3713













18 Kim J. Trout
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A.
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City of Meridian v. Petra Inc. 512412010
Page 17
1 Tom Coughlin in an open public city council 1
2 meeting, and I quote: "I can say that it's been a 2
3 joy to be in the building, and we've gotten a lot 3
4 ofpositive comments from our citizens, and so we 4
5 thank you." 5
6 Thank you, Your Honor. 6
7 THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Walker. 7
8 Mr. Trout, I will give you the final 8
9 ~. 9
10 MR. TROUT: On July 24, 2007, when Mr. Bird 10
11 made those comments, he was told 12 days earlier 11
12 by Petra that even though the estimated cost of 12
13 the building was $20,287,000, that Petra's fee, 13
14 construction management fee, would be $574,000, 14
15 the amount set forth in the construction 15
16 management agreement and the amount that has been 16
17 paid in full. 17
18 12 days before he made that statement, 18
19 he was told that Petra's reimbursables would be 19
20 the sum of$279,812, an amount that Petra has been 20
21 paid in full. 21
22 12 days earlier he was told that for 22
23 the contaminated soil, Petra's fee would be 23
24 $51,658, an amount that Petra has been paid in 24
25 full. 25
Page 19
1 up to the point where the July 12 phase 3 bids 1
2 were submitted and opened by the city, Petra made 2
3 a direct representation to the city upon which the 3
4 city relied that there would be no additional 4
5 charges. 5
6 They now seek some $500,000 of 6
7 additional charges in fees and more than that in 7
8 reimbursable expenses which they specifically told 8
9 the city that the city wasn't going to get. 9
10 It's critically important to lay that 10
11 framework to understand why it is that we're 11
12 asking for additional discovery. 12
13 Now, I'll start with Mr. Limbley. 13
14 1HE COURT: You have three depositions you 14
15 need to take. Right? 15
16 MR. TROUT: I believe there are four: The 16
17 completion ofthe 30(b)(6) for Petra the entity, 17
18 the depositions ofMr. Bennett and Mr. Coughlin, 18
19 which are incomplete, and the depositions of 19
20 Mr. Limbley, upon who~ they rely heavily for their 20
21 notion that Petra did its job in conformance with 21
22 the standard ofcare. 22
23 Here is the reason why we wanted to 23
24 depose Mr. Limbley: The evidence we seek in 24
25 deposing Mr. Limbley is directly related to the 25
Page 18
MR. WALKER: Your Honor, I'm going to object
for the same reason that he did: None ofthis is
in evidence, Your Honor. There's no affidavits,
no nothing. This is just pure argument.
MR. TROUT: I'm sony. This is Exhibit 9
attached to the deposition ofMr. Bennett
submitted to this court on I believe May 5.
THE COURT: Same ruling, then. I will
simply overrule the objection. As long as the
material is in the record, then I can make some
sense ofit. The problem is, if! start to -- I
mean, the reason behind the rule, frankly, is
because if I start to take the arguments and the
statements ofcounsel made during an argument such
as this as matters ofrecord, I have a heck ofa
time writing a decision because I can't go back
and rely on them.
But I do appreciate the objections made
in this manner. I think ifs an appropriate
objection. But the response to the objection in
each case is similar: The matters are in record.
They're fair game for argument today.
MR. WALKER: Thank you, Your Honor.
MR. TROUT: Thank you, Judge.
My point is very simple. At all times
Page 20
Supreme Court's statement about why expert
witnesses are critical. Where expert witnesses
are employed, cross examination is even more
crucial to ensure adequate factfinding by the
court or the trier offact. .
In this case, we want to ask
Mr. Limbley with respect to his opinion regarding
standard ofcare. whether or not falsified billing
invoices by Petra meets the standard ofcare. And
I'll refer you to Exhibit No. 19 from the Bennett
deposition.
We want to ask Mr. Limbley whether
falsifying meeting minutes after the fact meets
the standard ofcare. And I have deposition
exhibits from Mr. Bennett again.
We want to ask Mr. Limbley how it is
that he can measure change when at the
commencement ofthis project, there were no plans,
there were no drawings, there were no diagrams,
there was nothing, and the construction manager
Petra was hired to manage the design for this
project.
We want to ask Mr. Limbley whether or
not he was told by Petra in the interview process
whether Petra claimed to have discharged its
5 (Pages 17 to 20)
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City ofMeridian v. Petra In 512412010
Page 1 Page 2
20
7
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS
10 DefendantlCounterclaimanl :
1 BOISE, IDAHO
2 May 24,2010,2:46 p.m.
3
4 THE COURT: This will be Meridian versus
5 Petra, CVOC-09-07257. This is thetime scheduled
6 for a Rule 56(t) motion.
7 And Mr. Trout is present to argue in
8 favor ofthat, and Mr. WaIk~r is present in
9 opposition.
10 And you filed some new material Friday,
11 I think, didn't you, counsel?
12 MR. WALKER: Yes, Your Honor.
13 THE COURT: Did you file a motion to shorten
14 time? What did you file on?
15 MR. WALKER: Mr. Troutfiled his motion and
16 a motion to shorten time, and the court signed the
17 order shortening time, and then we just filed our
18 reply.
19 THE COURT: Fair enough. And that's what I
20 got late last week. I think we're ready to go,
21 then.
22 Mr. Trout, do you want to make your
23 argument first?
24 MR. TROUT: I do, Your Honor. YourHonor,
25 our motion is very straightforward. Facts that
DISTRICT COURT OF TIlE FOURtH JUDICIAL DISTRICT




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
9 corporation,
3
4 ---- - - --- ••• ---- - - -x Case No. CV0C-Q9-o72S7





21 Thomu G. Walker
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP







14 Held on May 24, 2010, before





18 Kim J. Trout
TROUT JONES GLEDHIlL FUHRMAN, P.A




Page 3 Page 4
1 are relevant to the motion are as follows: At 1
2 present, although we have attempted to, we have 2
3 not yet had the opportunity to complete three 3
4 critical depositions in this matter. 4
5 We've not yet completed a 30(b)(6) 5
6 deposition ofPetra, the entity. We have not yet 6
7 completed the deposition ofMr. Be~ett, who was 7
8 the project manager, and we've not yet completed 8
9 the deposition ofMr. Coughlin, who is 9
10 Mr. Walker's employee and who was an employee of 10
11 Petra at the time ofthe project. 11
12 THE COURT: How much time do you think 12
13 you'll need? 13
14 MR. TROUT: Judge, I think ifs a matter of 14
15 scheduling. rm anticipating that we can complete 15
16 the 30(b)(6) deposition in another day, day and a 16
17 half. 17
18 Mr. Bennett's deposition frankly is 18
19 going to take longer than that, and the reason is 19
20 the volume of information that has been attached 20
21 to his affidavit, some 1,054 pages ofinformation 21
22 upon which they rely in support oftheir motion. 22
23 Mr. Koglin's deposition I believe can be completed 23
24 in a day, day and a half. 24
25 And then we have the issue of 25
Mr. Limbley, who has been identified as their
construction management expert.
And I would expect given ifwhat he
relied upon is solely the items identified in his
affidavit as opposed to broad variety ofthings
that seem to be made implicit like interviews and
other things which are kind ofambiguously stated
in the affidavit, I would expect I could complete
his deposition in a day.
So I don't know what those documents
are, and none have been provided. All we have is
a listing ofcontract documents that theoretically
have been reviewed. If it were limited to simply
the contract documents, I can assure you I could
complete Mr. Limbley's in a day.
THE COURT: Have any ofthe depositions been
scheduled?
MR. TROUT: No, sir, not yet. In the
timeframe since Mr. Walker filed the motion for
summaryjudgment, which was filed on the 6th, I
was out of town for the week ofthe 10th. Having
returned my last week, I spent three days in
McCall in depositions, and I spent the last two
days working on this matter at which time we filed
the 56(t), Judge. So that's what has happened in
1 (Pages 1 to 4)
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5 I, Dianne E. Cromwell, Official Court
6 Reporter, County ofAda, State ofIdaho, hereby
7 certify:
8 That I am the reporter who took the
9 proceedings had in the above-entitled action in
10 machine shorthand and thereafter the same was
11 reduced into typewriting under my direct .
12 supervision; and
13 That the foregoing transcript contains a
14 full, true, and accurate record ofthe proceedings
15 had in the above and foregoing cause, which was
16 heard at Boise, Idaho.
17 IN WTINESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set







setting some dates and then just sticking to them
like glue, but I think the overriding concern has
to be giving deference to the parties to the
lawsuit, to allow them to fully develop their
cases so that they can finally be ruled on on the
merits ofthe case. We're still going to be in
court on the 14th on the other hearing.
MR. TROUT: Thank you, Judge.
MR. WALKER: Thank you, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Thank you very much. Mr. Trout,
will you do just a real brieforder?
MR. TROUT: I will, sir.











It's now May 24. I want you to have 7
the discovery done by the end ofnext month. That 8
will give you about five weeks. 9
MR. TROUT: Understood, sir. And then once 10
completed, what would you like our response date 11
to be for the motion for summaryjudgment? 12
THE COURT: Well, we'll have to reschedule 13
the motion for summary judgment so - 14
MR. TROUT: I understand. 15
THE COURT: Contact the clerk ofthe court 16
for a new date on the hearing on the motion for 17
summary judgment. I will vacate the hearing on 18
the motion for summaryjudgment at this time, to 19
be rescheduled after the parties meet and confer 20
about another date. 21
You'll have to work out the times and 22
dates ofthese depositions as well. Folks, I 23
understand there's a fine line between the court 24
arbitrarily being a bit ofa control freak on 25
and they're real fact specific. Nevertheless, I
think that under the circumstances, the 56(f)
motion is well-taken. I'm going to grant some
additional time to allow some additional discovery
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REP 0 R T E R' S C E R T I F I CAT E
I, Dianne E. Cromwell, Official Court
Reporter, County of Ada, State of Idaho, hereby
certify:
That I am the reporter who took the
proceedings had in the above-entitled action in
machine shorthand and thereafter the same was
reduced into typewriting under my direct
supervision; and
That the foregoing transcript contains a
full, true, and accurate record of the proceedings
had in the above and foregoing cause, which was
heard at Boise, Idaho.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set
my hand July 2, 2010.
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J. DAVID NAVAnAO, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY REQUESTS
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this 20th day of July, 2010, Defendant Petra
Incorporated's Fifth Requests for Production of Documents dated July 20,2010, together with a
copy of this Notice of Service, were served upon counsel for Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, the
City of Meridian as follows:
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Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701















     
      
   
   















Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
JUl 22 zotO
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
. By-KATHY J.~~
g~f.\,Il'(
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PETRA'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
FILE FIRST AMENDED ANSWER
AND SECOND AMENDED
COUNTERCLAIM
Defendant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its attorneys of record submits
this reply in support of its motion for leave to file first amended answer and second amended
counterclaim.
REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR
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1. INTRODUCTION
The City of Meridian ("Meridian" or "City") acknowledges that Petra's motion is in
compliance with this Court's Scheduling Order. Despite this recognition, Meridian engages in a
lengthy diatribe premised upon a mistaken assumption. Notably, Petra is not seeking to add any
new causes of action, and certainly is not seeking to add a tort claim. Petra is simply clarifying
its damages claims for the benefit of the Court and Meridian.
Petra has alleged from the beginning of this case that it is entitled to lost business
opportunity damages as a result of Meridian's breach of contract and breach of the covenant of
good faith and fair dealing.! Petra is entitled to consequential damages resulting from the City's
breaches. Petra seeks to amend its pleadings to clarify its claims and defenses in the interest of
full disclosure of its increasing damages. Petra certainly did not act in bad faith.
2. RESPONSE TO MERIDIAN'S ARGUMENT
2.1 Petra's Amendment is Timely.
This Court is well-versed in the legal standard applicable under Rille 15(a) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure. Petra will not reiterate that liberal standard again, but will simply refer
the Court to the law set forth in its Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to File Second
Amended Counterclaim.
1 See Petra's Counterclaim dated May 6, 2009 at ~ 98, which reads:
Damages suffered by Petra include compensatory damages, plus interest at the statutory rate of 12% as provided
in Idaho Code §28-22-104( I), plus such additional amounts as are proved in these proceedings to put Petra in the
same position it would have occupied had Meridian not breached. Such damages consist of, inter alia: (i)
$512,427 - the remaining amount owed by Meridian; (ii) lost past and future earnings and benefits Petra would
have realized had Meridian not breached; (iii) lost business and investment opportunities, and (iv) other
interest and finance charges. [Emphasis added.]
REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR
LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED ANSWER AND SECOND AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM P -2-
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To be clear: Petra is not seeking to add a tort claim. Meridian states, "Here, Petra waited
to add a tort claim (without providing any elements or details for such a claim).,,2 The footnote
contained in Meridian's brief suggests that Meridian believes that Petra has included a claim for
tortuous interference with a prospective economic advantage; this assumption is incorrect.
Petra's proposed Second Amended Counterclaim does not add any additional causes of action.
Meridian argues that it has taken numerous depositions and it will be required to re-depose all of
those witnesses if Petra is allowed to amend its pleadings. Surely, Meridian's counsel advised
the City Council at the inception of this case what damages could flow from a breach of contract
and breach of the covenant of good faith of fair dealing, especially because the special damages
were identified by category as required by LR.C.P. 9(g) in Petra's original counterclaim.
If Petra prevails on its claims, it is entitled to consequential damages. Clark v. Int'l
Harvester, Co., 99 Idaho 326, 346, 581 P.2d 784, 804 (1978). Meridian insinuates some ill-
intent by improperly incorporating Petra's confidential offer of settlement in the affidavit filed in
support of its opposition. To the contrary, Petra has sought to fully advise Meridian of its ever
increasing consequential damages.
Meridian's argument that Petra has not complied with the Idaho Tort Claims Act is
inapplicable because Petra is not alleging a cause of action in tort. Idaho law is very clear that
breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing is an action in contract and not in tort. Jones
v. Micron Technology, Inc., 129 Idaho 241, 247, 923 P.2d 486, 492 (1996)("a breach of this
implied-in-Iaw covenant is a breach of contract and the potential recovery is in contract damages,
2 Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to Petra's Motion for Leave to File First Amended Answer and Second
Amended Counterclaim, p. 3.
REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR
LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED ANSWER AND SECOND AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM P -3-
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not tort damages); Metcalfv. Intermountain Gas Co., 116 Idaho 622, 627, 778 P.2d 774, 749
(1989). "The implied-in-law covenant of good faith and fair dealing protects the rights of the
parties to an agreement to receive the benefits of the agreement that they have entered into."
Metcalf, 116 Idaho at 627, 778 P.2d at 749. "A breach of this covenant occurs when a party
takes any action which 'violates, nullifies, or significantly impairs the rights or benefits due
under the existing contract." Id.
Parties are entitled to recover consequential damages, including lost profits, in breach of
contract claims, so long as the damages are established with a reasonable degree of certainty.
Clark v. Int'l Harvester, Co., 99 Idaho 326, 346,581 P.2d 784,804 (1978)(Although prospective
profits to be derived from a business may be too speculative to be recoverable, a plaintiff is not
categorically denied the right to recover lost profits.) "Consequential damages for a breach of
contract are recoverable if they are within the reasonable contemplation of the parties at the time
of contracting and have been established with reasonable certainty." Galindo v. Hibbard, 106
Idaho 302, 678 P.2d 94 (Ct.App.1984).
"Under general contract principles, consequential damages are not recoverable unless
they were specifically contemplated by the parties at the time of contracting: 'The damages for
which compensation is sought need not have been precisely and specifically foreseeable', but
only 'such as were reasonably foreseeable and within the contemplation of the parties at the time
they made the contract. ,,, Brown's Tie & Lumber Co. v. Chicago Title Co. ofIdaho, 115 Idaho
REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR
LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED ANSWER AND SECOND AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM P -4-
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56,61 764 P.2d 423,428 (1988). Lost profits were in full contemplation of the parties because
they were specifically addressed in the Construction Management Agreement.3
Meridian argues that Petra's motion is not timely and cites to Spur Products Corp. v.
Stoel Rives LLP, 142 Idaho 41, 122 P.3d 300 (2005), which is interesting since the Supreme
Court held that the district court abused its discretion in denying the plaintiffs motion for leave
to amend. Furthermore, in that case, the plaintiff sought leave to include a claim for negligence.
The court found that any prejudice to defendant was caused by defendant because its failure to
timely disclose and release information.
It is absurd for Meridian to describe Petra's proposed amended pleading as a "smoke
screen" or an attempt to "sneak one through the backdoor." Petra can only assume that Meridian
has this view because it is not familiar with the concept of full and fair disclosure. As noted
above, Petra's claim for lost opportunity damages was set forth in its original counterclaim.
Consequently, any claim by the City of surprise is without merit.
Meridian has not provided any evidence to support its claim that Petra has acted in bad
faith by seeking its amendment. Interestingly, Meridian cites to Lockheed Martin Corp. v.
Network Solutions, Inc., 175 F.R.D. 640 (N.D.Ca1.1997) for the proposition that, "The district
court found that [defendant] would suffer prejudice if [plaintiff] were allowed to amend the
complaint, stating: the parties have engaged in voluminous and protracted discovery. Expense,
3 See paragraph 9.2 of the Construction Management Agreement that seeks to preclude the recovery oflost profits or
lost opportunities upon termination by Owner for convenience. Thus, the parties contemplated the possibility that
lost opportunity damages could be recoverable in the absence of this specifically provided exclusion. Since the
Construction Management Agreement was not terminated for convenience under paragraph 9.2, the exclusion does
not apply to Petra's claims for damages for lost opportunities.
REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR
LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED ANSWER AND SECOND AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM P -5-
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delay, and wear and tear on individuals and companies count toward prejudice. Trial was only
two months away, and discovery was completed." Petra's motion is distinguishable because the
plaintiff in Lockheed Martin was seeking to add an entirely new cause of action. Moreover, the
"wear and tear" in this case has been born by Petra, not Meridian.
The City's counsel has conducted extensive and burdensome discovery, including
depositions ofMessrs. Frank, Bennett, Coughlin and Lemley.
o Mr. Trout deposed Jerald S. Frank, Petra's president, on March 3, 2010.4
The transcript of Mr. Frank's deposition runs 102 pages, and includes 11 exhibits, consisting of
244 pages.
o Mr. Trout deposed Eugene R. Bennett, Petra's Project Manager, for five
days on February 19, April 20, April 21, June 22 and June 23, 2010. The transcripts of Mr.
Bennett's depositions run 859 pages, and include at least 75 exhibits, consisting of 1,905 pages.
o Mr. Trout began deposing Thomas R. Coughlin, Petra's project engineer,
on February 26, 2010 and continued with Mr. Coughlin in a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition on March
4, 2010. Thereafter, Mr. Trout continued Mr. Coughlin's deposition on June 21, 2010. The
transcripts of Mr. Coughlin's depositions run 420 pages, and include 28 exhibits, consisting of
703 pages.
o Mr. Trout began depositing Jack K. Lemley, Petra's expert, on June 16,
2010 and will continue on July 22, 2010. As of June 16, 2010, Mr. Lemley's first deposition
took 6.05 hours and the transcript is 167 pages long. Eight exhibits were introduced consisting
4 Affidavit of Kim J. Trout dated May 19, 2010 at ~1O.
REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR
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of 1,396 pages. Mr. Trout has reported to Petra's counsel that Mr. Lemley's deposition set for
July 22,2010 will last at least a full day.
Further distinguishing Lockheed Martin, the trial in that case was less than two months
away from the date of plaintiffs motion for leave to amend. In this case, Petra filed its motion
on June 29, 2010, five months before the December 1,2010 trial commencement date and within
the time limits set by the Scheduling Order. Of interest is the fact that Meridian filed its Motion
for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and Add a Claim for Punitive Damages on or about
April 1, 2010. As of that date, the trial was scheduled to commence on September 1, 2010,
which was five months before trial- the same time frame as Petra's motion for leave to amend.
Clearly, moving to amend to add a claim for punitive damages is a far more significant
amendment than Petra's motion clarifying its damages claims that were already included in the
case.
Meridian also cites Berry v. New Jersey State Prison, 2009 WL 250269 (D.N.J.), a case
that is clearly distinguishable from this case. In Berry, an employee was not permitted to amend
her civil rights complaint against her former employer where she was seeking to add three new
defendants and nine new causes of action, which the court found would significantly expand the
scope of the litigation with just 30 days until the close of discovery. In this case, Petra is not
seeking to add any new parties or any new causes of action. Furthermore, discovery does not
close in this case until November 1,2010.
REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR
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2.2 Meridian's Claim that Petra was Aware of the Facts Prior to This
Filing is Irrelevant as Petra is Not Seeking to Include Any New Causes
of Action.
As mentioned above, Petra set forth its causes of action for breach of contract and breach
of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing in its original pleadings. It also set forth its claim
for damages. The damages that flowed from Meridian's breaches have increased significantly
since the original pleadings were filed; therefore the exact nature and amount of the ever-
changing and increasing amount of the damages was not known by Petra before any substantial
discovery took place. Petra simply wants to clarify its damages by outlining the specifics of
those damages; they are consequential damages and Petra is entitled to seek them. Meridian's
reliance on Indian Springs, LLC v. Indian Springs Land Inv., LLC, 147 Idaho 737, 215 P.3d 457
(2009) is misplaced because Petra is not adding any new causes of actions or adding a damage
claim where none existed, but is simply clarifying those that were set forth in the original
pleading. The court in Indian Springs denied the motion on the grounds that it found the
amendments to be irrelevant, meritless and untimely; specifically because the motion to amend
was brought after the court had entered summary judgment against the party seeking the
amendment and the court believed it was brought "to circumvent the summary judgment
decision previously entered by the [district court]." Indian Springs, 147 Idaho at 750-51, 215
P.3d at 470-71. Clearly, that is not the case here.
REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR
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3. CONCLUSION
Based upon the foregoing, Petra requests that the Court grant Petra leave to file the
proposed First Amended Answer and Second Amended Counterclaim.
DATED: July 22,2010.
REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR
LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED ANSWER AND SECOND AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM P -9-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on 220d day of July 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
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KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN, P.A.






IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
PLAINTIFF'S DISCLOSURE OF
EXPERT WITNESSES
COMES NOW the Plaintiff/Counterdefendant City of Meridian ("City"), by and through
its counsel of record, Kim 1. Trout of the firm Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., and
hereby submits Plaintiffs Disclosure of Expert Witnesses pursuant to the Scheduling Order
entered by the Court..
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Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement this disclosure, as discovery in this matter is still
ongoing, and there currently are motions before the Court which may require Plaintiff to hire
additional expert witnesses.
DATED this 28th day of July, 2010.






I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 28th day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of the




800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.o. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com




J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By PATRICIA A DWONCH
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY REQUESTS
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
DefendantiCounterclaimant.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this 29th day of July, 2010, Defendant Petra
Incorporated's Request for Supplementation of Discovery Response dated July 29, 2010,
together with a copy of this Notice of Service, were served upon counsel for
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, the City of Meridian as follows:
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Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS
602803
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com










IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY REQUESTS
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this 29th day of July, 2010, Defendant Petra
Incorporated's Sixth Requests for Production of Documents dated July 29,2010, together with a
copy of this Notice of Service, were served upon counsel for Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, the
City ofMeridian as follows:
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Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
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Thomas G. Walker (ISH 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISH 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com




J DAVID NAVARRO, CI.~
• By eARLY LATIMORe
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY REQUESTS
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this 2nd day of August, 2010, Defendant Petra
Incorporated's Seventh Requests for Production of Documents dated August 2, 2010, together
with a copy of this Notice of Service, were served upon counsel for Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
the City of Meridian as follows:
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Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701















   
      
      
   
   
















Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
~~ "Vr'=,
AUG 03 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By PATRICIA A DWONCH
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY REQUESTS
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this 3rd day of August, 2010, Defendant Petra
Incorporated served its Supplement to Petra Incorporated's Seventh Requests for Production of
Documents dated August 2,2010, together with a copy of this Notice of Service, upon counsel
for Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, the City of Meridian as follows:
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Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701














      
      
   
   
























IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE CO
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,









PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO














This matter came before the Court on Defendant/Counterclaimant's Motion to File First
Amended Answer and Second Amended Counterclaim and on Plaintiffs Motion to Amend
Scheduling Order to Extend Deadlines for Filing Amendments to Pleadings and Joinder of Parties.
The Court heard oral argument on both motions on July 29, 2010. Kim Trout appeared for the
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant the City of Meridian (the City). Thomas Walker appeared for the
Defendant/Counterclaimant Petra Incorporated (Petra). The Court announced its ruling from the
bench denying both motions.
MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM
Defendant/Counterclaimant Petra sought to amend its answer and counterclaim. Petra
contended that the proposed amended answer and amended counterclaim simply updated Petra's
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responses to Plaintiffs complaint and clarified Petra's claims for damages. Petra argued that the
applicable liberal legal standard required an amendment of their pleading. The City asserted that the
amended counterclaim actually added a new tort claim for interference with prospective economic
advantage under the guise of damage clarifications and that this new claim is barred due to Petra's
failure to comply with the Tort Claims Act.
The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure authorize the Court to allow a party to amend their
pleadings when required in the interest ofjustice. LR.C.P. 15(a). Idaho Courts have held "that 'great
liberality should be exercised in pennitting amendments to pleadings in furtherance of justice
between the parties' and that this matter is entrusted to the sound discretion of the trial court."
Chadderdon v. King, 104 Idaho 406, 408-09, 659 P.2d 160, 162-63 (Ct. App. 1983).
In making its decision, the Court may consider whether the amended pleading sets out a
valid claim, whether the opposing party would be prejudiced by any undue delay, or whether the
opposing party has an available defense to the newly added claim. See Black Canyon Racquetball
Club, Inc. v. Idaho First Nat 'I Bank, NA., 119 Idaho 171, 175,804 P.2d 900, 904 (1991) (citations
omitted). The court may not, however, weigh the sufficiency of the evidence related to the
additional claim. Estate of Becker v. Callahan, 140 Idaho 522, 528, 96 P.3d 623, 628 (2004).
Timeliness of a motion for leave to amend is not decisive, but it "is important in view of ... factors
such as undue delay, bad faith, and prejudice to the opponent." Carl H. Christensen Family Trust v.
Christensen, 133 Idaho 866, 871, 993 P.2d 1197, 1202 (1999).
The Court finds that this is a matter of discretion and the Court has not considered the
sufficiency of the evidence in makings it decision in this matter. After reviewing the proposed
amended answer and counterclaim, the Court finds that the proposed amendment sounds in tort. The
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City asserts and Petra does not deny that no tort claim was filed with the City. Therefore, the Court
finds that it would be an exercise in futility to allow an amendment which would be subject to
dismissal based upon the affirmative defense that Petra was required to and failed to comply with
the Tort Claims Act.
It is Petra's position that the proposed amendment merely clarifies an existing contract claim
and does not add a tort claim. To the extent that the amendments seek to clarify the existing contract
claim, the Court finds that no amendment is necessary as the contract claim has been pled.
Accordingly, Defendant/Counterclaimant's Motion to File First Amended Answer and Second
Amended Counterclaim is DENIED.
MOTION TO EXTEND DEADLINES
The City asserted that it has recently learned that non-party Lombard-Conrad Architects,
P.A. (LCA) may be liable in part for its damages. The City claimed it attempted to schedule a
deposition of LCA, but that it has had difficulty doing so. The City moved for additional time to
conduct that deposition and then to amend the pleadings as necessary to join LCA as a third party
defendant. Petra argued that the City has not been diligent in investigating its claims and should
have been aware of this claim against LCA prior to this point in this litigation. Petra further
contended that the City has been responsible for significant delays in this litigation and has not
shown good cause to amend the scheduling order.
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 16(b) provides that a scheduling order shall not be modified
except by leave of the judge or magistrate upon a showing of good cause. The City asserted that on
May 7, 2010 it learned of facts which may give rise to a third party claim against LCA. The City
admits that it did not attempt to schedule a deposition of a representative of LCA until June 14,
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2010, which was two weeks prior to the discovery deadline. If the City had a good faith belief that
there were facts to support a cause of action against LCA, the City could have moved to amend and
join the third party at that time. By acknowledging that the City will require additional time to
depose a representative of LCA in order to determine whether the City has such a claim, the City
acknowledges that it has no claim at this time. Given the City's opposition to Petra's motion to
amend its pleadings based upon an argument that the City would be prejudiced by the potential
delay that may be caused by an amendment to Petra's pleadings, the City's motion to amend the
scheduling order and possibly amend its pleadings knowing the effect of such motions would be to
delay the trial is not well taken.
This matter has been scheduled for trial and vacated twice. The December 1, 2010 date is the
third trial setting and this matter will proceed to trial. Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Scheduling
Order to Extend Deadlines for Filing Amendments to Pleadings and Joinder ofParties is DENIED.




























                   
                   
                 
                  
                 
                
                 
                
       
                 
               
               






I, HEREBY CERTIFY that on the If day ofAugust, 2010, I caused a true and correct copy
of the foregoing ORDER DENYING MOTIbN TO AMEND AND MOTION TO EXTEND




























800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
(lU,S, Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
M U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
J. DAVID NAVARRO
Clerk of the District Court
Ada County: aho
..... U1\!'.... 0NINGA ~k)n. ,~.",
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AUG 11 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By KATHY J. BIEJt. ,:,,-
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO-VIDEO
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF ERIC
JENSEN
Page 1
TO: PLAINTIFF/COUNTER-DEFENDANT, CITY OF MERIDIAN, BY AND
THROUGH ITS ATTORNEY OF RECORD
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
("Petra"), by and through its counsel of record, Thomas G. Walker, will take the testimony, upon
oral examination pursuant to Rules 30(b)(1) and 30(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure,
I
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of Eric Jensen, on Tuesday the 31st day of August, 2010, beginning at the hour of9:00 a.m., at
the offices of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, 800 Park Blvd., Suite 790, Boise, Idaho 83701, and
continuing thereafter until completed. The deposition will be before a Notary Public and Court
Reporter for the State of Idaho who will simultaneously make a stenographic record and which
will be recorded by audio-video means, at which time and place you are notified to appear and
take such part in said examination as shall be deemed just and proper.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that, Petra requires the deponent to produce and make
available for inspection and/or copying at his deposition the following documents:
1. All documents in your file or files regarding the Meridian City Hall project
("Project"), including but not limited to the following:
1.1. A complete copy of the "close-out package" delivered on or about January
29,2009 by Petra Incorporated to the City ofMeridian,
1.2. Any and all documents regarding Petra's performance under the
Construction Management Agreement.
1.3. A complete copy of all warranty, operation and maintenance manuals.
This deposition will be taken pursuant to Rules 30(b)(l) and 30(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure for use in pre-trial litigation and at the trial of this matter, and pursuant to the
following:
1. The attorney taking the deposition and/or an employee of Cosho Humphrey, LLP
will operate the audio-video equipment.





                  
               
              
               
                 
             
             
           
              
        
             
         
          
   
           
               
                   
 
             
     
        




2. Parties will be provided a copy of each DVD.
DATED: August 10,2010.






          
   
        





I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 10th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing Second Amended Notice of Taking Audio Video Deposition Duces
Tecum was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
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QR(Glt~/-\L AUG f 22010
J. D!-\.V!D NAVAriRO, (tcr!(
[3,. E. HOU,;ES
. 1:: .. <\\
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TH~ FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA





Case Number: CV OC 0907257
For:
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
Washington Group Plaza IV







Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on August 9, 2010 to be served on ZGA
ARCHITECTS AND PLANNERS, CHARTERED.
I, Zach D. Heesch, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Tuesday, August 10, 2010, at 2:25
PM,I:
SERVED the within named ZGA Architects and Planners, Chartered by delivering a true copy of the
Subpoena for Document Production, Letter, Check to Thomas M. Zabala, Registered Agent, a
person authorized to accept service on behalf of ZGA Architects and Planners, Chartered. Said service
was effected at 565 W. Myrtle Street #225, Boise, ID 83702.
I also tendered and paid the sum of $25.00, (Copy Fee), at the time and place of service.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.
Our Reference Number: 98485
Client Reference: Thomas G. Walker
'.
Subscribed and sworn before me today
1illi~~::7:-'2010
"",111111""'"
,_\\ y. ~RIGGS ""
... '~ ~ •••••••••• #'..
,<l;- ••• ':.
; ~ •• e. ~
TRI·COUNTY PROCESS S~Vtpi~blS¢Ry .\ ~
P.O. Box 1224 : : _.- u: li:~;;;:;::;r::jte~~~~~!"'F.l':~'td"frtt-:::':::::::::"'L...
Boise, 10, 83701 ~ \ . ~\.> ; 0 §lot lic for the State 0 da
(208) 344-4132 .', •••• r u •••.;: ,:nesiding at Boise, Idaho"", J';.••••..•.;.\~ ,........ My Commission Expires on June 26,
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA





Case Number: CV OC 0907257
For:
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
Washington Group Plaza IV







Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on August 9, 2010 to be served on ZGA
ARCHITECTS AND PLANNERS, CHARTERED.
I, Zach D. Heesch, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Wednesday, August 11, 2010, at 3:05
PM, I:
SERVED the within named ZGA Architects and Planners, Chartered by delivering a true copy of the
Affidavit to Thomas M. Zabala, Registered Agent, a person authorized to accept service on behalf of
ZGA Architects and Planners, Chartered. Said service was effected at 565 W. Myrtle Street #225,
Boise, ID 83702.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.
Our Reference Number: 98588
Client Reference: Thomas G. Walker
Subscribed and sworn before me today
Wednesday,August11,2010
••••••~.~.;;~';;..... • ~ A ,\ \~CltG~
...... <'L~ ••••••• J' '" )V \-,~
'It ~.. •• #"=--~~"""'f-------=-----$ ~ ••• -.. ~: e.,.. l' AR y.. -:.
: • ~O .:.. . '\.~ .
TRI-COUNTY PROCESS S~VI~G L~- G: :.. \...
P.O. Box 1224 ';. •• PU~v •• 0:
Boise, 10, 83701 \ <5'.... .••.~ ~o~ta5iT~u'hblrtlc:'"i~~o~r ~th~e~S~t::atf,;e:-;o~ft:~~i7l~~-::::-r-
(208) 344-4132 ...."" /'<1 ·;E··~-; \<V Residing at Boise, Idaho
"'",'...1111"'...... My Commission Expires on June 26, 2
004874
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, SUBPOENA FOR DOCUMENT
PRODUCTION
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
THE STATE OF IDAHO SENDS GREETINGS TO
ZGA Architects & Planners Chartered
565 West Myrtle Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
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D to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.
D to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in
the above case.
I:8J to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below. (See list of
documents or objects on Exhibit A attached hereto.)
D to permit inspection ofthe following premises at the date and time specified below.
PLACE DATE AND TIME: Documents shall be produced at the offices of Cosho
Humphrey, LLP, 800 Park Blvd., Suite 790, Boise, ID 83712 not later than 5:00 p.m. on
September 8, 2010.
You are further notified that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to
produce or permit copying or inspection as specified above that you may be held in contempt of
court and that the aggrieved party may recover from you the sum of $1 00 and all damages which
the party may sustain by your failure to comply with this subpoena.
Dated this 9th day of August, 2010.
THOMA G'WALKER
Attorney Licensed in the State of Idaho





   
                    
                    
   
               
              
        
              
             
                
   
                   
                 
                   
            
       
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
       
        




Produce true, correct, complete and legible copies of your file or files, information and
documents in any way related to, connected with, attributable to, and associated with any and all
documents prepared by ZGA Architects & Planners Chartered on behalf of the City of Meridian,
regarding the new Meridian City Hall project, including but not limited to all sketches, notes,
and space studies that ZGA conducted for the City of Meridian since 1996, and plans,
specifications, and presentations (including specifically the presentations made in 2006
soliciting the architectural work for the new Meridian City Hall project).
This subpoena not only calls for the documents in your possession, but also for all
documents that are in your care, custody or control or in the care, custody and control of your
employees, representatives and attorneys.
DATED this 9th day of August, 2010.
J. DAVID NAVARRO
Clerk of t urt






              
                
               
               
               
          
           
               
                  
    
       
   
Attorney Licensed in the State of Idaho 
        





I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 9th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
















   
                  
       
    
     
      
   
   







        




Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
MacKenzie Whatcott (ISB 5509)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
AUG 122010
I DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
v. 8\1 E. HOLMES
.; c:':-Cl"'V
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
PETRA INCORPORATED'S DISCLOSURE
OF EXPERT WITNESSES DATED
AUGUST 12,2010
Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker and
pursuant to the Order Setting Trial and Other Deadlines and Rule 26(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure, hereby discloses the following expert witnesses for trial of this matter.
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1. Jack K. Lemley
Lemley International
604 North 16th Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 345-5226
Pursuant to I.R.c.P. 26(b)(4)(i):
• A complete statement of all opinions to be expressed. Mr. Lemley's opinions are
stated in his Affidavit dated April 30, 2010 that was served on the City ofMeridian
("Meridian" or "City") on or about May 6, 2010; Mr. Lemley's transmittal letter
dated June 10,2010 (Bates Numbered Petra96938-Petra96939) that was served on
the City on or about June 10,2010; and the Lemley International report dated June
10, 2010 (Bates Numbered Petra96944-Petra96955) that was served on the City on or
about June 10,2010.
• The basis and reasons for the opinions. The basis and reasons for the opinions are set
forth in Mr. Lemley's affidavit, transmittal letter and report described above.
• The data or other information considered in forming the opinions. The data or other
information considered by the witness in forming the opinions are set forth in Mr.
Lemley's affidavit, transmittal letter and report described above.
• Exhibits to be used as a summary ofor support for the opinions. Mr. Lemley expects
to have exhibits prepared for use at hearings and the trial ofthis case that summarize
the opinions set for in Mr. Lemley's affidavit, transmittal letter and report described
above. Copies will be provided to the Court and counsel as required by the Court.
• Qualifications of the witness, including a list of all publications authored by the
witness within the preceding ten years. Mr. Lemley's educational background,
qualifications and experience are described in his Curriculum Vitae that was served
on the City on or about June 10,2010 (Bates numbered Petra96940-Petra96943)
• Compensation. Mr. Lemley's is billing for his services by the time actually spent.
Mr. Lemley's billing rate is $350 per hour. As ofthe date ofthis disclosure, Lemley
International billed $ 54,400, ofwhich $38,875 has been paid. See invoices attached
as Exhibit A-I - A-4 (Bates Numbered Petra97082-Petra97096.





    
  
    
   
  
    
              
                
             
          
              
             
   
                 
           
               
              
        
                 
                
             
               
              
          
            
           
              
                
             
       
      
   
  
 
• Listing of other cases in which the witness has testified as an expert at trial or by
deposition within the preceding four years. Mr. Lemley testified as an expert at trial
or by deposition within the preceding four years in the following cases:
Client: Banker Lopez GassIer P.A., MacDonald Construction Company et al.
Case: Tampa Bay Water v. HDR Engineering, Inc., Construction Dynamics Group,
Barnard Construction Company, Inc., et al.
United States District Court, Middle District of Florida - Tampa Division
Case No.: 8:08-cv-2446-T27-TBM
Mr. Lemley provided litigation support to MacDonald Construction Company et al. to assist
McDonald regarding the claim made by Tampa Bay Water concerning the construction ofthe C.W.
Bill Young Regional Reservoir in Tampa Bay, Florida. Mr. Lemley provided testimony in
depositions on July 12 and 13,2010.
Client: Foley Hoag LLP, Consolidated SWINC Estate
Case: Consolidated SWINC Estate, et al. v. Lloyd's Underwriters, et al.
Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation - Decommissioning of Maine Yankee
Atomic Power Co., Wiscasset Maine Facility
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Superior Court C.A. 05-0976-BLS2
Mr. Lemley provided litigation support to Stone & Webster to support Insurance claim
against Lloyds of London relative to S&W's termination by Maine Yankee Atomic Power Co. for
Decommissioning Services. Mr. Lemley provided testimony in depositions on April 15 and 16,2009.
2008 -None
2007-None
Client: Winston & Strawn LLP, Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company
Case: Bechtel Power Corp v. Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company
State of Connecticut Superior Court Docket No. X03-CV-03-0523088-S





                  
              
            
          
           
      
          
   
             
               
             
      
       
           
         
      
       
             
                
             
  
 
          
          
         
      
   
 
  
Mr. Lemley provided litigation support to Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company to
support a civil case relative to Bechtel's termination by Connecticut Yankee for Decommissioning
Services. Mr. Lemley provided testimony in depositions on January 20, 2006.
• Rebuttal. Mr. Lemley may also provide expert rebuttal testimony and documents in
response to evidence that the City of Meridian may put on.
2. Richard K. Bauer, P.E.
Lemley International
604 North 16th Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 345-5226
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(i):
• A complete statement of all opinions to be expressed. Mr. Bauer assisted in the
preparation of the following: (a) Affidavit of Jack K. Lemley dated April 30, 2010
that was served on the City on or about May 6, 2010; (b) Mr. Lemley's transmittal
letter dated June 10,2010 (Bates Numbered Petra96938-Petra96939) that was served
on the City on or about June 10, 2010; and (c) the Lemley International report dated
June 10,2010 (Bates Numbered Petra96940-Petra96943) that was served on the City
on or about June 10,2010. Mr. Bauer shares the opinions expressed in Mr. Lemley's
affidavit, transmittal letter and report.
• The basis and reasons for the opinions. The basis and reasons for the opinions are set
forth in Mr. Lemley's affidavit, transmittal letter and report described above.
• The data or other information considered in forming the opinions. The data or other
information considered by the witness in forming the opinions are set forth in Mr.
Lemley's affidavit, transmittal letter and report described above.
• Exhibits to be used as a summary ofor support for the opinions. Mr. Bauer expects
to assist Mr. Lemley in the preparation ofexhibits for use at hearings and the trial of
this case that summarize the opinions set forth in Mr. Lemley's affidavit, transmittal
letter and report described above. Copies will be provided to the Court and counsel
as required by the Court.





            
             
           
             
           
      
  
    
   
  
    
               
              
                
          
                
           
              
     
                 
           
               
              
        
                 
                 
             
              
     
      
   
 
  
• Qualifications of the witness, including a list of all publications authored by the
witness within the preceding ten years. Mr. Bauer's educational background,
qualifications and experience are described in his Curriculum Vitae that was served
on the City on or about June 10,2010 (Bates numbered Petra96956-Petra96957)
• Compensation. Mr. Bauer is billing for his services by the time actually spent. Mr.
Bauer's billing rate is $200 per hour. As of the date of this disclosure, Lemley
International billed $ 54,400, ofwhich $38,875 has been paid. See invoices attached
as Exhibit A-I - A-4 (Bates Numbered Petra97082-Petra97096.
• Listing of other cases in which the witness has testified as an expert at trial or by
deposition within the preceding four years. Mr. Bauer has not testified as an expert at
trial or by deposition within the preceding four years.
• Rebuttal. Mr. Bauer may also provide expert rebuttal testimony and documents in
response to evidence that the City of Meridian may put on.
3. Dennis Reinstein, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVA
Hooper Cornell
Certified Public Accountants
250 Bobwhite Ct. Suite 300
Boise, Idaho 83706
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(i):
• A complete statement ofall opinions to be expressed. Mr. Reinstein and the staffat
Hooper Cornell are in the process ofpreparing calculations ofthe damages suffered
by Petra because of the City's breach of the Construction Management Agreement
and breach ofthe covenant ofgood faith and fair dealing that are required to put Petra
in the same position it would have occupied had Meridian not breached the
Construction Management Agreement and covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
Such damages include lost past and future earnings, lost business and investment
opportunities and interest and finance charges. Hooper Cornell's work is on-going
because the damages continue to accrue. This disclosure will be supplemented from
time to time as the calculations are completed and as required by order of the Court.
• The basis and reasons for the opinions. The basis and reasons for the opinions
consist of an analysis of Petra's historical financial records and a study of the





              
          
            
           
               
               
             
       
                  
               
         
             
           
       
  
   
     
   
    
                
            
            
                 
             
           
            
           
            
                
               
              
      
   
 
  
construction and development market in which Petra has conducted its business.
This study is intended to measure the total market as compared with Petra's market
share, both historically and currently.
• The data or other information considered in forming the opinions. The data or other
information considered in forming the opinions include Petra's historical financial
records and a study of the construction and development market in which Petra has
conducted its business.
• Exhibits to be used as a summary of or support for the opinions. Hooper Cornell
expects to prepare exhibits for use at hearings and the trial of this case that
summarize its opinions. Copies will be provided to the Court and counsel as required
by the Court.
• Qualifications of the witness, including a list of all publications authored by the
witness within the preceding ten years. Mr. Reinstein's educational background,
qualifications and experience are described in his Curriculum Vitae attached hereto
as Exhibit B (Bates numbered Petra97097-Petra97 I01).
• Compensation. Mr. Reinstein is billing for his services by the time actually spent.
Mr. Reinstein's billing rate is $295.00 per hour. As of the date of this disclosure,
Hooper Cornell has not rendered any billings, but has entered into an engagement
with Petra that includes a retainer of $5,000.
• Listing of other cases in which the witness has testified as an expert at trial or by
deposition within the preceding four years. Mr. Reinstein has testified as an expert at
trial or by deposition in the following cases within the preceding four years: See
Exhibit "B" attached hereto (Bates numbered 97099-07100).
• Rebuttal. Mr. Reinstein may also provide expert rebuttal testimony and documents in
response to evidence that the City of Meridian may put on.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESS
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4. Keith Pinkerton, CFA, ASA
Hooper Cornell
Certified Public Accountants
250 Bobwhite Ct. Suite 300
Boise, Idaho 83706
Pursuant to LR.C.P. 26(b)(4)(i):
• A complete statement ofall opinions to be expressed. Mr. Pinkerton is assisting Mr.
Reinstein and the staff at Hooper Cornell in the process ofpreparing calculations of
the damages suffered by Petra because of the City's breach of the Construction
Management Agreement and breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing
that are required to put Petra in the same position it would have occupied had
Meridian not breached the Construction Management Agreement and covenant of
good faith and fair dealing. As noted above, such damages include lost past and
future earnings, lost business and investment opportunities and interest and finance
charges. Hooper Cornell's work is on-going because the damages continue to accrue.
This disclosure will be supplemented from time to time as the calculations are
completed and as required by order of the Court.
• The basis and reasons for the opinions. The basis and reasons for the opinions
consist of an analysis of Petra's historical financial records and a study of the
construction and development market in which Petra has conducted its business.
This study is intended to measure the total market as compared with Petra's market
share, both historically and currently.
• The data or other information considered in forming the opinions. The data or other
information considered in forming the opinions include Petra's historical financial
records and a study of the construction and development market in which Petra has
conducted its business.
• Exhibits to be used as a summary of or support for the opinions. Hooper Cornell
expects to prepare exhibits for use at hearings and the trial of this case that
summarize its opinions. Copies will be provided to the Court and counsel as required
by the Court.
• Qualifications of the witness, including a list of all publications authored by the
witness within the preceding ten years. Mr. Pinkerton's educational background,
PETRA INCORPORATED'S DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESS
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qualifications and experience are described in his Curriculum Vitae attached hereto
as Exhibit C (Bates numbered Petra971 02-Petra971 05).
• Compensation. Mr. Pinkerton's is billing for his services by the time actually spent.
Mr. Pinkerton's billing rate is $285.00 per hour. As of the date of this disclosure,
Hooper Cornell has not rendered any billings, but has entered into an engagement
with Petra that includes a retainer of $5,000.
• Listing of other cases in which the witness has testified as an expert at trial or by
deposition within the preceding four years. Mr. Pinkerton has testified as an expert at
trial or by deposition in the following cases within the preceding four years: See
Exhibit "C" attached hereto (Bates numbered971 05).
• Rebuttal. Mr. Pinkerton may also provide expert rebuttal testimony and documents
in response to evidence that the City of Meridian may put on.
DATED: August 12,2010.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the lih day of August, 2010 a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
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NAME: Jack K. Lemley
PERIOD: July-10
CLIENT: COsho Humphries. LLP - Thomas Walker
PROJECT: City of Meridian vs Pelra
.1
















16-Jul 1.0 Mta. wI R Bauer - DepOsition I Omlosltion ID Summary Judgment Documents
17-Jul
. 18·Jul . ,. ... .. .... , .
19·Jul 4.0 Review material for 2nd Deoosition
20·Jul 6.0 Review material for 2nd Deoosition Mia wI Tom Walker
21-Jul 4.0 Review material for 2nd Deposition
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CLIENT: Cosho Humphrey, LLP - Thomas Walker
PROJECT: City of Meridian vs Petra








8-Jul 0.5 Discuss Citv ResDonse




13..Jul 5.0 Review oPDOStion to summary iudQement
14-Jul 1.0 Items in oPPOSition to summary iudgement and new subpeona
15-Jul 7.0 JKL Depo & Issues from summary judgement data
16-Jul 1.0 Discuss wlikl depo and new documents In opposition to summary iudaeml
17-Jul
18-Jul
1B-Jul 8.0 Review oDcostion to summaryiudaement documents
2O..Jul 7.0 JKL Depe Discussion & summary judgement data
21-Jul 6.5 ODPOsition to summary iudaement & JKL depa; Dicuss w/JKL
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CLIENT: Gosho Humphrey, LLP - Thomas Walker
PROJECT: City of Meridian vs Petra









9-Jul 6 Document Processing/Affidavits and exiblts
1Q-Jur
11.Jul
12-Jul 6 Document ProcesslnaiAffidavits and exibits. Amento research
13.Jul 4 Document Processing/Affidavits and exibits
14-JuJ 4 Review Affidavits and eKibils





2Q-Jul 2 Subpoena II document collection
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NAME: Jack K. Lemley
PERIOD: June-io
CLIENT: Cosho Humphries. LLP - Thomas Walker
PROJECT: City of Meridian vs Petra







7.Jun 2.0 Review opinion I draft report
B-Jun
9-Jun 4.0 Mta wi Cosho llI1d Petra
io·Jun 4.0 Review Petra reports, draft rePOr1




i5-Jun 1.0 Mia wi Richard Bauer on case
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CLIENT: Cosha Humphrey, LLP - Thomas Walker
PROJECT: City of Meridian vs Petra
DATE HOURS TASK DESCRIPTION I TASK# I
1-Jun 6.0 Draft Report
2·Jun 7.0 Draft Report
3-Jun 6.5 Draft Report
4-Jun 9.5 Draft Report
5-Jun
6-Jun
7-Jun 8.0 Review opinion w/JKL; draft report & cover letter
B-Jun 7.0 Contract Monev not paid to Petra; City contract admin practices; update re
9-Jun 9.0 Meet, discuss project. update dr¢t
1o-Jun 6.0 Geotech Reports; Draft & send report




15-Jun 3.0 Review jkl report and solis reports wlikl
16-Jun 5.0 Documents for Subpoena






23-Jun 3.0 Contingency Document ReQuest From Mr. Trout
24-Jun 2.0 Meet GF re:Oportunity costs; Note to GF re: person to work on loss of OOl
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PERIOD: June 2010 '
CLIENT: Gosha Humphrey, LLP - Thomas Walker
PROJECT: City ofMeridian vs. Petra









9-Jun 4.0 Maetina with WalKer, Frank, Bennett, Coughlin, Bauer, Lemley







16-Jun 4.0 Subpoena Document Request
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NAME: Jack K. Lemley
PERIOD: May-10
CLIENT: Cosho Humphries, LLP - Thomas Walker
PROJECT: City ofMeridian vs Petra
DATE HOURS TASK DESCRIPTION TASK #
1-May 1.5 Review Claim Documents
2-Mav 1.5 Review Pleadinos
3-Mav 2.0 Review Pleadinos
4-Mav
5-Mav
6-Mav 2.5 Review COunterdaims
7-Mav
8-Mav 1.5 Review Proiect ScoDe of Work
9-Mav
1o-Mav
11-Mav 2.0 Review Proiect Schedule & Monthlv ReDOrts
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CLIENT: Gosho Humphrey, LLP - Thomas Walker
PROJECT: City of.Meridian vs Petra
























24-May 8.0 Baird Affidavil; SUDDort for amended complaint
25-May 6.5 Notes for reDort
26-Mav 7.5 Pay ADDS and budgets vs CO 1 & 2
27-Mav 8.0 Schedule, Development Strategy &masonry for report
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OATE INVOICE #
WMLEy 604NORTH16THST.BOISE. 10 83702," (208) 345-5226


















ApriJ19, 2010 - AgJ:eemcnt for Consulting Services
City ofMeridian v. Petra Incorporated
Case No. 09-07257, CH File No. 20711-008
April I - April 30, 2010 Billing Period
CONSULTING
4 CONSULTING· Jack Lemley
14 CONSULTING - Richard Bauer
2 CONSULT!NG - Roy McGlothin
;?
'PAID
DATE 5_D------CHECK If. ~()gq LJ FILE #
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NAME: Jack K. Lemley
PERIOD: March-10
CLIENT: Cosho Humphries, LLP - Thomas Walker
PROJECT: City of Meridian vs Petra























23-Aor 2.0 Document Review, breifina, Walk Throuah City hall
24-Aor 1.5 Review Aflidavid, time-line. ammended comolaint wI R Bauer
25-Aor
26-Aor
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CLIENT: Cosho Humphrey, LLP - Thomas Walker





















2Q-Apr 1.0 Document Review
21-Apr
22-Apr 5.0 Document Review &Time line
23-ADr 4.0 Document Review; Brief JKL; Walk through City Hall with TC &GB
24-Acr 1.5 Review Affidavit, time line & ammended complaint w/JKL
25-Apr 0.0
26-Aor 0.5 Telcon wlTW &w/GB; Define alleaed Breaches;
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CLIENT: Cosho Humphrey, LLP - Thomas Walker
PROJECT: City of Meridian vs Petra






































   
   



























      
      
 





   





DENNIS R. REINSTEIN, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVA
Birthdate:
Education: University of Idaho
BS Agri-business, 1974









Partner January, 2002 - Present
Presnell'Gage Accounting & Consulting
Firm-wide supervisory responsibilities for business consulting services and











January, 1996 - December 31,2001
October, 1991 - January, 1996
July, 1989 - September, 1991
October, 1983 - June, 1989





(1) Valuation of small businesses and professional practices.
(2) Assistance to clients with the analysis of business operations and
significant business transactions. These include negotiations on purchase
and sale of a business or business segments, including assistance with
valuation of business entities.
Design and assist with implementation of financial accounting and control
systems for various clients served by the firm.
Supervision of accounting and auditing services provided by the firm's
professional staff and consultation on procedures and methods of
providing client services.
Member of team conducting review of complex mainframe and
microcomputer accounting systems.
Co-authored and presented eight-hour course on cash management.
Presented other client educational seminars and seminars to other service
professionals such as bankers and attorneys.
Duties as a partner-in-charge included the responsibility for managing an
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DENNIS R. REINSTEIN, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVA (Continued)
Farmer's Home Administration - Assistant County Supervisor, 1974.
Duties included:
(1) Evaluation of credit applications and preparation of application
packages for review and approval.
(2) Residential real estate and farm appraisals.
Idaho Society of CPAs, member
Chairman of Management of an Accounting Practice Committee




Northern Chapter of Idaho Society of CPAs, president
American Institute of CPAs, member
American Society of Appraisers, member - Business Valuation
National Association of Certified Valuation Analysts, member
The Institute of Business Appraisers, member
Continental Association of CPAs, Past Chair of Litigation Services Committee
and Information Technology Committee
Boise Estate Planning Council, member, Treasurer
Past Program Chairman
Boise Chamber of Commerce
Member of Small Business Recognition Sub-committee
Member of Small Business Education and Advisory Sub-committee
Chair of Small Business Committee
Member of Garden City Chamber Council
Discovery Center of Idaho, Vice President of Board
Kiwanis
Moscow Chamber of Commerce
Past-President, V. Pres. Treasurer & Board member
Moscow Executive Association
Moscow Rotary
Lewiston Chamber of Commerce
Lewiston Jaycees
Held various offices & a member of Board of Directors
Prepared and presented accounting seminars for Human Advancement's
Inc., Minority Contractors Awareness Seminars and the Lewis-Clark
Homebuilders Association.












       
       
  
         
     
       
     
        
    
  
   
   
        
     
       
       
      
          
    
      
   
    
      
        
     
      
        
 
    
       
   
  
    
  
          
        
        
  




PRIOR DEPOSITION OR TRIAL TESTIMONY
The following is a list of cases in which I have given testimony in either deposition or at trial in
the last four years.
1) Richard Gomez v. Mastec North America, Inc., et al.
Trial - Boise, Idaho - August 2006
2) United States Bankruptcy Court
In re: Steven Paul Cady and Connie Jean Cady
Trial- Boise, Idaho - August 2006
3) Roy Hall v. Glenns Ferry Grazing Association
Trial- Boise, Idaho - August 2006
4) MSN Communications, Inc. v. CompuNet, Inc., et al.
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - October 2006
5) Serenic Software, Inc. v. Protean Technologies, Inc., et al.
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - October 2006
6) Shannon L. Allison, et aI., v. Daniel R. Torrez et al.
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - November 2006
7) Chris Matey, et aI., v. Ford Motor Company et al.
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - November 2006
8) Michael P. Fisher, et aI., v. Christian Cusimano, et al.
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - March 2007
9) Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc. v. MRI Associates, LLP
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - June 2007
PETRA97099004905
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PRIOR DEPOSITION OR TRIAL TESTIMONY - continued
10) Idaho State Department of Agriculture v. Wheatland Agribusiness, Inc., et a!.
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - April 2008
11) J.R. Simplot Company v. Nestle USA, Inc.
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - May 2008
12) United States of America ex reI. Cherri Suter and Melinda Harmer v. National Rehab
Partners Inc. and Magic Valley Regional Medical Center
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - August 2008
13) Hobson Fabricating Corp. v. SE/Z Construction, LLC, et al.
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - September 2008
14) George C. Turner. v. Russell E. and Victoria F. Turner
Trial - Murphy, Idaho - July 2009
15) Ronald R. McCann. v. William V. McCann, Jr., et al
Hearing on Motion to Compel - Boise, Idaho - August 2009
16) Darel Hardenbrook, et al. v. United Parcel Service, Co.
Trial- Boise, Idaho - January 2010
PETRA97100004906
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QUAL/FICATlONS
See curriculum vitae attached.
COMPENSATION
Hourly rate of $295 plus out-of-pocket costs.
PUBLICATIONSIPRESENTATlONS
The following is a list of publications I have authored or co-authored over the last 10 years.
1) Selling Your Business - Non-Family Valuation and Tax Issues, presented to the National
Auctioneers Association - 52nd Auctioneers Conference and Show on July 20, 2001.
2) Litigation Questions, Problems & Solutions: The Bench, Bar and Clients Speak Out.
Participant on the client panel - presented to the Idaho State Bar Litigation Section on
January 10, 2003.
3) Using Business Valuations To Build An Estate - presented to the Boise Estate Planning
Council on November 3, 2003.
4) Business Valuation Basics - presented to the Boise Wells Fargo Business Bankers
meeting on December 5, 2003.
5) Business Valuation Basics: How to Use Valuation/Financial Theory to Increase the Value
of Your Business - presented to TechHelp, Manufacturers Luncheon on January 28,
2005.
6) Tax Planning for Sales of Real Estate - sponsored by Premier Alliance on March 16,
2005.
7) Valuation and Credit Analysis: Similarities and Differences - presented to Boise area
U.S. Bank business bankers on May 11, 2005.
8) The Guideline Publicly Traded Company Method and The Market Value of "invested"
Capital: Should Market Value of "Stakeholder" Capital be the Appropriate Reference -
Business Valuation Review; Summer, 2006.
9) A Hybrid Restricted Stock/Pre-IPO Data Point: Lack of Marketability Discount for
ESOP's. - Business Valuation Review; Summer, 2007.
10) Pension Plans and Closely-Held Companies: Valuing Tricky Assets in Divorce -
presented to the Idaho State Bar Association on May 9,2008.
11) Co-presenter on damages in Personal Injury litigation to various Treasure Valley area law
firms - 2009
12) An Update on Proposed IRS' Appraiser Penalty Procedures - published in ISCPA
Adjusting Entry, April 2010.
PETRA97101004907
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Keith A. Pinkerton, CFA, ASA
Education
Bachelor of Arts (Economics), University of South Florida (Tampa, Florida), 1991
Master of Business Administration (Finance), Baylor University (Waco, Texas), 1996
Professional Certifications
Chartered Financial Analyst-the CFA' Institute, Charter Number 45208, awarded September 2001.
Accredited Senior Appraiser, Business Valuation discipline, the American Society ofAppraisers, awarded 2003.
Professional Employment History
2005 - Present Director of Valuation SerVices, Hooper Cornell, PLLC, Boise, Idaho
2009 - 2009 Adjunct Professor of Finance, George Fox University, Boise Center
2003 - 2005 Valuation Manager, Pershing Yoakley & Associates, Knoxville, Tennessee
2000 - 2003 Valuation Manager, WP Valuation Services, Fort Worth, Texas
1995 - 2000 Manager, the Perryman Group, Waco, Texas
1991 - 1995 Economist, United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
Memberships and Affiliations
• The CFA Institute (www.cfainstitute.org)
• The CFA Society of Idaho
• The American Society of Appraisers (www.appraisers.org)
• National Association for Business Economics (www.nabe.com)
• National Association of Forensic Economics (www.nafe.net)
• Treasure Valley Estate Planning Council
• Ludwig von Mises Institute for Austrian Economics (www.mises.org)
• Business Valuation Discussion Group (www.bvdg.org)
Articles, Presentations and Professional Activities
• Co-Author, Marketability & Lack of Control Discounts, Paper presented to the American Academy of
Matrimonial Lawyers, March 2002
• Panelist, Helping a Business Survive a Down Cycle, Panel discussion for the Fort Worth Chapter of the
Texas Society of CPAs, February 2003
• Speaker, Business Valuation Update: Hot Issues, Presented to the Institute of Management
Accountants, East Tennessee State University, September 2003
• Speaker, Business Valuation Update: Hot Issues, Presentation to the Institute of Management
Accountants, Knoxville Chapter, September 2003
• Speaker, Litigation Support & Professional Practice Valuation, Presentation to the Institute of
Management Accountants, Knoxville Chapter, December 2003
• Speaker, SFAS No. 141 & 142, Business Combinations and Intangible Assets, Presentation to the Fort
Worth Chapter of the Texas Society of CPAs, November, 2002
• Grader, 2002, 2003, and 2004 Chartered Financial Analyst Examinations, the CFA Institute,
Charlottesville, Virginia.
• Member, Domestic Review Team, 2007 Chartered Financial Analyst Examination, the CFA Institute,
Charlottesville, Virginia.
• Speaker, Business Valuation and Credit Analysis: Similarities and Differences, Presentation to US Bank,
Boise, Idaho, May, 2005.
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Keith A. Pinkerton, CFA, ASA (continued)
• Speaker, AICPA's Proposed Business Valuation Standards, Presentation to Idaho Society of Certified Public
Accountants, September, 2005.
• Speaker, Business Valuation, Hot Issues for 2006 and Beyond, Presentation to Idaho Society of Certified Public
Accountants, January, 2006.
• Guest-Lecturer, Differences in Valuation of PUblicly-Traded and Privately-Held Companies, Presented to MBA
students at Boise State University, April, 2006.
• Speaker, Business Valuation Basics and How to Use Valuation/Finance Theory to Increase the Value of Your
Business, Boise Metro Chamber of Commerce, May, 2006.
• Speaker, Privately-held Companies v. Publicly Traded Stock: Differences and Issues for Valuation, Presented to
the CFA Society of Idaho, May 2006.
• Co-Author, For What Its Worth, a recurring column in the Idaho Business Review, 2006 - 2009.
• Co-Author, Company-Specific Risk-A Different Paradigm: A New Benchmark, Business Valuation Review,
Spring 2006, Volume 25, NO.1.
• Speaker, 2006 Tax Court Case Update, Treasure Valley Estate Planning Council, June 2006.
• Author, 2006 Valuation Court Case Update, September 27,2006.
• Speaker, Top Estate Planning, Wealth Transfer and Asset Protection Techniques, Sept. 2006.
• Co-Author, The Guideline Publicly Traded Company Method and the Market Value of Invested Capital,
Business Valuation Review, Summer 2006, Volume 25, No.2.
• Co-Author, Quantification of Company-Specific Risk: A New Empirical Framework with Practical Applications,
Business Valuation Update, Volume 13, Number 2; February 2007.
• Author, Does The Pension Protection Act of 2006 Impact All Tax Valuations? An Assessment of the New Law's
Reach, Adjusting Entries, the Journal of the ISCPA, Issue I, 2007.
• Panelist, Quantifying Company Specific Risk, an audio telephone conference for business appraisers hosted by
Business Valuation Resources, March 8, 2007.
• Guest-Lecturer, Understanding Valuation of Private Companies, Presentation to graduate Finance class at
Boise State University, May, 2007.
• Co-Author, Buy-Sell Agreements: A Misnomer? Adjusting Entries, Journal of the ISCPA, Issue II, 2007.
• Speaker, Business Valuation Basics & How to Sell Your Company for Top Dollar, Pocatello Small Business
Development Center, March 2007.
• Speaker, Quantifying Company Specific Risk, internal training seminar presented to a Top 100 public
accounting firm, Minneapolis, MN, May 23,2007.
• Co-Author, Quantifying Company-Specific Risk: The Authors Answer Your Questions, Business Valuation
Update, Volume 13, Number 5; May 2007.
• Speaker, Quantifying Company Specific Risk, appraisal training session presented at the Institute of Business
Appraisers 2007 Symposium; Denver, CO, June 2007.
• Co-Author, A Hybrid Restricted Stock/Pre-IPO Data Point: Lack of Marketability Discount for ESOPs; Business
Valuation Review, Summer 2007, Volume 26, No.2.
• Speaker, The Case of the Disappearing Debt: Valuation or Lost Profits with Changing Assumptions; appraisal
training Session presented at the Institute of Business Appraisers 2007 Symposium; Denver, CO, June 2007.
• Co-Author, Company Specific Risk: The Dow 30 vs. Private Company USA; The Value Examiner,
September/October 2007.
• Co-Developer, Company-Specific Risk Calculator, a commercial program for computing company-specific risk
for publicly-traded benchmarks; available on www.bvmarketdata.com.
• Co-Author, Stock Options: Corporate Lottery Ticket-or Not?, Adjusting Entries, the Journal of the ISCPA, Issue
2,2007.
• Co-Author, Comparing the Butler-Pinkerton Model to Traditional Methods Under Four Daubert Criteria; Business
Valuation Update, Volume 13, Number 11; November 2007.
Last Updated: August 10, 2010 PagePETRA971 03004909
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Keith A. Pinkerton, CFA, ASA (continued)
• Co-Author, Quantifying Company-Specific Risk-Regardless of Your Faith in Beta; Business Appraisal Practice,
Winter 2007
• Co-Author, Company-Specific Risk: Believe It or Not - You Can Quantify It! Adjusting Entries, the Journal of the
ISCPA, Issue I, 2008.
• Panelist, Using the BPMTM Total Cost of Equity and Public Company Specific Risk Calculator™; an audio
telephone conference hosted by NACVA and Business Valuation Resources, March 8, 2007.
• Co-Author, Butler Pinkerton Model™ Finds Another Application in SFAS 123R; Business Valuation Update,
Volume 14, No.3, March, 2008.
• Co-Author, Total Cost of Equity of Company-Specific Risk-A Better Use for the BPM?; Business Valuation
Update, Volume 14, No.4, April 2008.
• Co-Author, Why You Should Be Aware of the Impact of SSVS-1; Adjusting Entries, the Journal of the ISCPA,
Issue II, 2008.
• Speaker, Pension Plans and Closely-Held Companies, Valuing Tricky Assets in Divorce; presented to the Idaho
State Bar Association; Boise, Idaho; May 9,2008.
• Speaker, The Butler Pinkerton Model: Empirical Support for Company Specific Risk; presented to the National
Association of Certified Valuation Analysts, Las Vegas, NV; June 10, 2008.
• Speaker, The Butler Pinkerton Model: Empirical Support for Company Specific Risk; presented to the California
Society of Certified Public Accountants-BVFLS Section, Las Angeles, CA; Aug 21, 2008.
• Speaker, Using the Butler Pinkerton Model in Valuation Reports; an Internet webinar hosted by the National
Association of Certified Valuation Analysts; December 5, 2008.
'. Co-Author, There's a New Beta in Town, and Its Name is Total Beta; Business Valuation Update, Volume 15,
No.3, March 2009.
• Co-Author, Butler Pinkerton Model Report, an E-book published by Morningstar, March, 2009.
• Co-Author, A Total Repudiation of Mr. Kasper's Critique of the Butler Pinkerton Model, an online article
disseminated through www.bvmarketdata.com. May 2009.
• Author, Response to Larry Kasper Regarding the Diversification Argument; The Value Examiner,
January/February 2010
• Co-Author, Total Beta: the Missing Piece of the Cost of Capital Puzzle; Valuation Strategies, May/June, 2009.
• Speaker, Cost of Capital, California Society of CPAs, May 2009
• Speaker, Cost of Capital, presented to the National Association of Certified Valuation Analysts, Boston, MA;
May 27,2009.
• Speaker, Getting the Most from Your Financial Expert in Personal Injury Litigation Matters, a CLE presentation to
various Boise-area law firms, various dates, 2009.
• Author, The Search for Value, published in the quarterly newsletter of George Fox University, Fall, 2009.
• Speaker, Buy-Sell Disagreements and Solutions, presented to the Boise Estate Planning Council, November 2,
2009.
• Speaker, Business Valuation: Demystifying the Process, presented to attorneys and clients of Perkins Coie,
LLP, March 30, 2010.
• Co-Author, Financing Your Practice, Chiropractic Economics, Volume 56, Issue 5; March 29,2010.
• Author, The Wonder Years: Integrating Your Practice into a Comprehensive Retirement Plan, Chiropractic
Economics, Volume 56, Issue 6; April 20, 2010.
• Author; An Update on Proposed IRS' Appraiser Penalty Procedures; Adjusting Entries, the Journal of the
ISCPA, Issue II, 2010.
• Co-Author, Give it to me Straight: Answers to Old Questions about Buy or Lease; Chiropractic Economics,
Volume 56, Issue 7; May 12, 2010.
• Author, Sale-abrate Your Practice; Chiropractic Economics, Volume 56, Issue 10; June 25, 2010.
• Author, Financial Accounting and Managerial Accounting Compared, a paper to accompany the seminar
Accounting 101 for Attorneys, presented August 12, 2010.
Last Updated: August 10, 2010 PagePETRA97104004910
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Keith A. Pinkerton, CFA. ASA (continued)
• Author, Financial Statement Basic Concepts, a paper to accompany the seminar Accounting 101 for Attorneys,
presented August 12, 2010.
Expert TestimQny
• Cause No. 99-20905-V in the 303rd District Court of Dallas County; Dallas, Texas, Trial Testimony, Business
Appraisal for Marital Dissolution; retained by Plaintiff(s).
• Cause No. 296-50175-01 in the 296th District Court of Colin County; McKinney, Texas, Trial Testimony,
Business Appraisal for Marital Dissolution; retained by Plaintiff(s).
• Cause No. 158874-2 in the Chancery Court for Knox County, Knoxville, Tennessee, Trial Testimony,
Quantification of Economic Damages-Dissenting Shareholder matter; retained by Plaintiff(s).
• Cause No. 153673-3 in the Chancery Court for Knox County, Knoxville, Tennessee, Deposition Testimony,
Quantification of damages associated with the purchase of an operating business; retained by Plaintiff(s).
• Civil Action No. 05-CI-00233, Bell Circuit Court, Commonwealth of Kentucky, Deposition Testimony, Business
appraisal and quantification of economic damages for dissenting shareholder matter; retained by Defendant(s).
• Civil Action No. 05-CI-OQ233, Bell Circuit Court, Commonwealth of Kentucky, Trial Testimony, Business
appraisal and quantification of economic damages for dissenting shareholder matter; retained by Defendant(s).
• Civil Case No. CV-05-12224, Canyon County District Court, State of Idaho, Deposition Testimony, Quantification
of damages associated with bad faith claim; retained by Defendant(s).
• Civil Case No. 1:Q6-CV-141-S-EJL United States District Court, District of Idaho, Deposition Testimony,
Quantification of damages associated with alleged trade-loading and breach of duty; retained by Defendant(s).
• Civil Case No. CV-2005-493-C, Valley County District Court, State of Idaho, Deposition Testimony,
Quantification of damages associated with breach of contract; retained by Defendant(s).
• Civil Case No, CV DR 0722658, Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, Business appraisal
for marital dissolution; retained by Defendant(s).
• Civil Case No. CV OC Q6Q8433. Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Deposition Testimony, quantification
of damages associated with defamation and interference with economic advantage claim; retained by
Plaintiff(s).
• Civil Case No. CV-2008-1069-0C, Bannock County District Court, State of Idaho, Deposition Testimony,
quantification of damages associated with defamation and interference with prospective advantage.
• Civil Case No. CV-PI-0718437, Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, quantification of
economic damages associated with wrongful death and personal injury; retained by Defendant(s).
• Civil Case No. CV-2006-3325-PI, Bannock County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, quantification
of economic damages associated with personal injury; retained by Defendant(s).
• Civil Case No. CV-PI-0704871, Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, quantification of
economic damages associated with personal injury; retained by Defendant(s).
• Appeal Nos. 09-A-1335 and 09-A-1336, Idaho Board of Tax Appeals; Rebuttal Testimony, proper application of
appraisal theory; retained by Defendant(s).
• Civil Case No. CV-07-663, Jefferson County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, quantification of
damages associated with bad faith claim; retained by Defendant(s).
• Civil Case No. CV DR 2009-06035, Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, Business
appraisal for marital dissolution; retained by Plaintiff(s).
• Civil Case No. CV OC 0902282, Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Deposition Testimony, analysis of
lost profits associated with breach of contract and misappropriation of trade secrets; retained by Defendant(s).
• Civil Case No. CV OC 0902282, Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, analysis of lost
profits associated with breach of contract and misappropriation of trade secrets; retained by Defendant(s).
Professional Billing Rate
$285 per hour
Last Updated: August 10, 2010 PagePETRA97105004911
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
A,US 1C2010
J. DAVID WWARRO, Cler~'
By E. HOU,;lES
~J::PUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY REQUESTS
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this 16th day of August, 2010, Defendant Petra
Incorporated's Eighth Requests for Production of Documents dated August 16, 2010, together
with a copy of this Notice of Service, were served upon counsel for Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
the City of Meridian as follows:
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Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701













     
      
   
   













Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com




J DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
. By A. GARDEN
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY REQUESTS
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this 1t h day of August, 2010, Defendant Petra
Incorporated's Ninth Requests for Production of Documents dated August 17, 2010, together
with a copy of this Notice of Service, were served upon counsel for Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
the City of Meridian as follows:
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Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701















     
      
   
   












KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIlL. FUHRMAN, P.A.









• BY CARLY t.Al1MORE
DEPUiV
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
v. MOTION TO DISMISS (IDAHO TORT
CLAIMS ACT)
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
COMES NOW the City of Meridian, Plaintiff herein, by and through its counsel of record,
the law finn of Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., and hereby moves this Court to
Dismiss, pursuant to Ru1e 12(b)(6), all claims asserted by Petra, Incorporated, (hereafter "Petra").
This motion is supported by the Plaintiff City of Meridian's Memorandum in Support of Motion to
Dismiss (Idaho Tort Claims Act) filed concurrently herewith, and the pleadings and papers on file in
this matter.
Oral argument is requested.
MOTION TO DISMISS (IDAHO TORT CLAIMS ACT) Page -1 004916
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DATED this 17th day ofAugust, 2010.





I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 17th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN, PA.









J DAViD NAVARRO. CI.rk
• By CARLY LATiMeRI
OI!PUTV
IN THE PETRA COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL PETRA OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
PLAINTIFF CITY OF MERIDIAN'S
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO DISMISS (IDAHO TORT
CLAIMS ACT-I.C. SECTION 50-219)
The Plaintiff City of Meridian (hereinafter referred to as "the City"), by and through its
counsel of record, the law finn of Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., submits this
Memorandum in Support of its Motion to Dismiss all claims asserted by Petra, Incorporated,
(hereinafter referred to as "Petra"), regardless of how characterized, against the City based on Petra's
failure to comply with the pre-suit notification requirements of the Idaho Tort Claims Act, I.e. § 6-
901 et seq. ("ITCA").
As is evident from the Counterclaim, and all briefing and affidavits submitted by Petra, there
can be no dispute that Petra did not serve upon the City an ITCA compliant notice prior to the
assertion of its claims against the City in this matter. In view of the fact that Petra did not serve a
PLAINTIFF CITY OF MERIDIAN'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
(IDAHO TORT CLAIMS ACT) Page - 1 004918
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notice of claim upon the City within 180 days from the date that its claims against the City arose, or
reasonably should have been known, all claims of Petra against the City must be dismissed, for
failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.
ARGUMENT
All Claims of Petra for Damages Against the City Must be Dismissed With
Prejudice in View of Petra's Failure to Properly Serve a Compliant and Timely
Notice on the City in Accordance With the ITCA.
Municipal corporations like the City are entided to pre-suit notice under the ITCA. This
requirement is found within Idaho Code § 50-219, which requires that "[a]ll claims for damages
against a city must be filed as prescribed by [the ITCA]." I.e. § 50-219. See also, Sweitzer v. Dean, 118
Idaho 568, 798 P.2d 27 (1990) (stating that I.e. § 50-219 clearly intended to make "filing procedures
for all claims against a municipality uniform, standard and consistent."); Scott Beckstead Real Estate
Company v. City ofPreston, 147 Idaho 852, 856, 216 P. 3d 141, 145 (2009). Thus, "[n]otice of a claim
for damages against a city, whether grounded in tort, contract or otherwise, falls under the 'all
claims' language of I.e. § 50-219." Cox v. City of Sandpoint, 140 Idaho 127, 131, 90 P.3d 352, 356
(2003).
"[I]t is clear that failure to comply with the notice requirement bars a suit regardless of how
legitimate it might be." Driggers v. Grafe, 148 Idaho 295, 297,221 P.2d 521,523 (Ct. App. 2009). See
also, Bryant v. City of Blackfoot, 137 Idaho 307, 48 P.3d 636 (2002); Mallory v. City ofMontpelier, 126
Idaho 446,885 P.2d 1162 (Ct. App. 1994); McQuillen v. City ofAmmon, 113 Idaho 719, 747 P.2d 741
(1987); Overman v. KJien, 103 Idaho 795, 654 P.2d 888 (1992). Accordingly, in all actions against a
governmental entity such as the City here, the party asserting a claim must both plead and prove that
he or she has complied with the requirements of the ITCA. Pounds v. Dennison, 120 Idaho 425, 816
P.2d 982 (1991) (summary judgment was proper as plaintiff had failed to make a showing sufficient
PLAINTIFF CITY OF MERIDIAN'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
(IDAHO TORT CLAIMS ACT) Page - 2
004919
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to establish the existence of an element essential to her case on which she bore the burden of proof,
i.e. compliance with ITCA).
Pursuant to I.e. § 6-907, a notice of claim must:
accurately describe the conduct and circumstances which brought about the injury or
damage, describe the injury or damage, state the time and place the injury or damage
occurred, state the names of all persons involved, if known, and shall contain the
amount of damages claimed, together with a statement of the actual residence of the
claimant at the time of presenting and filing the claim and for a period of six (6)
months immediately prior to the time the claim arose.
I.e. § 6-907.
As Petra is forced to concede, and its pleadings do not even attempt to allege such an action,
it did not serve upon the City a notice of claim which was compliant with the foregoing
requirements for such a notice. Moreover, every Petra cause of action, direcdy seeks 'damages' as
the remedy from the City. See Petra Incorporated's Answer to Complaint and First Amended
Counterclaim (Aug. 21, 2010). In fact, as Petra's counsel acknowledged at the hearing on Petra's
Motion to Amend, all of Petra's claims for damages were known to Petra as of the date of the filing
of the Counterclaim.
Each and every claim of Petra in its Counterclaim either expressly seeks an award of
damages against the City. However, it is beyond dispute that any claim by Petra for damages from
the City should have been preceded by a timely and compliant notice of claim pursuant to the ITCA.
Petra made no such ITCA notice of claim and thus the City is entided to an order dismissing with
prejudice any and all claims of the Petra against the City for damages in this matter.
CONCLUSION
It is undisputed, and undisputable, that Petra wholly failed to plead, or comply with the
ITCA and I.e.§ 50-219. As such all claims of the Petra which seek payment, or seek a determination
that the City incur monetary loss in favor of the Petra must be dismissed with prejudice.
PLAINTIFF CITY OF MERIDIAN'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
(IDAHO TORT CLAIMS ACT) Page - 3
004920
                   
    
          
            
               
              
              
                 
         
   
                  
                 
               
              
               
                    
   
               
                 
                  
                   
                
 
               
                  
                
           
      
DATED this 17th day ofAugust, 2010.
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN, P.A.




I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 17th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIll. FUHRMAN, P.A.






AUG t 7 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
NOTICE OF HEARING RE:
PLAINTIFF CITY OF MERIDIAN'S
MOTION TO DISMISS (IDAHO TORT
CLAIMS ACT)
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT AND ITS COUNSEL OF RECORD:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the hearing on Plaintiffs Motion to Dismiss will be heard
on Thursday September 15, 2010 at the hour of 3:30p.m. before the Honorable Ronald J.
Wilper. The hearing is scheduled at the Ada County Courthouse located at 200 W. Front St., Boise,
ID,83702.
NOTICE OF HEARING RE: PLAINTIFF CITY OF MERIDIAN'S




    
     
    
    
   
 
     
      
   
  
   
   
   
           
          




    
 
 
     
    
    
     
  
          
              
               
                 
 
        
         
DATED this 17th day of August, 2010.





I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 17th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the















NOTICE OF HEARING RE: PLAINTIFF CITY OF MERIDIAN'S
MOTION TO DISMISS (IDAHO TORT CLAIMS ACT) Page - 2
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN •
GOURLEY, P.A.







J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By eARLV LAnMORE
OEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-07257
FOURTH AMENDED NOTICE OF
HEARING
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the evidentiary hearing on Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to
File First Amended Complaint which was previously scheduled to be heard on the 29th day of April,
2010, has been vacated and is now scheduled to be heard on August 30, 2010, at the hour of 9:00
a.m., or as soon thereafter as the parties may be heard. The hearing is scheduled at the Ada County
Courthouse located at 200 W. Front St., Boise, ID 83702.
DATED this 18th day of August, 2010.




   
    
     
  
    
   
 
      
   
  
   
   
   
           
          




    
 
 
     
    
 
          
             
                 
                    
                   
          
       
      




I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
























Attorneys for Plaintiff 
   
                  
              
   
  
   
     
   
  
   

















By J RAN ' Clerk. DALl
DEPUTV
ORIGU~t\L
Thomas G. Walker(ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail:twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,






MOTION FOR AN ORDER THAT
MERIDIAN'S MOTION FOR LEAVE
TO FILE FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND ADD PUNITIVE
DAMAGES, ETC. BE DECIDED
AFTER ORAL ARGUMENT
PRESENTED AT A NON-
EVIDENTIARY HEARING
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP moves
this Court pursuant to Rule 7 of the Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure for an order that Meridian's
Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and Add Punitive Damages, etc. be decided
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after oral argument presented at a non-evidentiary hearing, if and when such a hearing is
scheduled, based only upon the evidencel and legal memoranda2 filed and served by the parties
during April 2010.
This Motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support.
Oral argument is requested and is currently scheduled for telephonic hearing on August
24,2010 at 1:30 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard. Petra's counsel will initiate
the call.
DATED: August 19,2010.
I Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird and Exhibits thereto dated April I, 2010; Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated
April 7, 2010; Affidavit of Jerald Frank and exhibits thereto, dated April 7, 2010 and Affidavit of Eugene Bennett
and Exhibits thereto dated April 7, 2010.
2 Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive
Damages dated April I, 20 I0; Substitute Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Leave to File First Amended
Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages dated April 12, 2010 and Notice of Clerical Errata Regarding
Substitute Memorandum dated April 15, 2010 and Notice ofClerical Errata Regarding Substitute Memorandum date
June 22, 2010; and Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint
and Add Claim for Punitive Damages dated April 19, 2010.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 19th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq. D
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A. D
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820 D
P.O. Box 1097 ~
Boise, Idaho 83701 D
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J. DAVID NAVARRO CI
8 ' erkYJ. RANDALL
DEPUTY
OR\G\\~/\L
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail:twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR AN ORDER THAT
MERIDIAN'S MOTION FOR LEAVE
TO FILE FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND ADD PUNITIVE
DAMAGES, ETC. BE DECIDED
AFTER ORAL ARGUMENT
PRESENTED AT A NON-
EVIDENTIARY HEARING
Petra Incorporated ("Petra") by and through its attorney of record of the firm Cosho
Humphrey, LLP submits its Memorandum in Support of Motion For An Order That Meridian's
Motion For Leave To File First Amended Complaint And Add Punitive Damages, Etc. Be
decided after oral argument presented at a non-evidentiary hearing.
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As set forth in Petra's Objection to Meridian's Fourth Amended Notice of Hearing and
Motion to Permanently Vacate the Evidentiary Hearing, Meridian has not complied with Rule
7(b)(3)(A) and the hearing noticed up in its Fourth Amended Notice of Hearing should be
permanently vacated. Petra requests the Court to order that if and when City of Meridian's
("Meridian" or "City") properly notices its motion for leave to amend for hearing, that the Court
enter an order requiring a non-evidentiary hearing so that the City's motion can be decided upon
the affidavits, briefing, and oral argument of the parties.
2. LAW AND ANALYSIS
The Fourth Amended Notice of Hearing-as stated on its face-is the fourth time that
Meridian has scheduled its motion for hearing. In the event the Court grants Petra's motion and
vacates the August 30, 2010 hearing, Petra anticipates that Meridian will schedule the motion for
the fifth time. Because of Meridian's repeated delays and failures to comply with the Court's
scheduling order and the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, the City's motion for punitive damages
has been hanging over the heads of Petra's management and employees since last March.
The trial in this case is set to begin on December I, 2010. A four-hour evidentiary
hearing on Meridian's request to add a claim for punitive damages is not necessary, and in fact,
Petra was unable to find a single published Idaho decision where a court held an evidentiary
hearing on a motion for leave to add punitive damages. Further, Petra's counsel has never
personally experienced, or found any other Idaho lawyer who has been involved in, an
evidentiary hearing on a motion for leave to add punitive damages. All such hearings have been





              
             
               
               
                
                
         
    
              
                
               
               
               
              
                
                 
                
               
              
                
        
 
  
non-evidentiary following submittal and service of briefs and affidavits. In addition, there does
not appear to be any Idaho rule of procedure or statute that requires or even permits such an
evidentiary hearing.
Rule 7(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure sets forth the requirements for filing
motions. The rule does not provide any party with the right to have an evidentiary hearing.
Rather, the rule states "When a motion is supported by affidavits(s) [sic], the affidavit(s) shall be
served with the motion..." I.R.C.P.7(b)(3)(B). The rule also states that, "the moving party must
indicate upon the face of the motion whether the party desires to present oral argument or file a
brieL." I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(C). Consequently, a party can file and serve a motion, a brief,
affidavits, and may choose to request oral argument or submit the matter to the court on the
briefs.
Notably, there are a number of other rules that specifically provide for evidentiary
hearings. For example, Rule 54 provides that a court may conduct an evidentiary hearing, if it
deems necessary, regarding the award of attorney fees. Rule 84(r) provides that evidentiary
hearings may be held on petitions for judicial review.
Idaho Code § 6-1604, dealing with punitive damages, does not provide for an evidentiary
hearing. See I.C. § 6-1604(2). If the legislature intended to require an evidentiary hearing it
could have so provided. Surely, if Meridian believed that legitimate grounds existed to support
punitive damages, those reasons could have been set forth plainly and conspicuously in the
affidavits it filed and served in support of its motion for leave to amend.
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We believe the reason Meridian has sought an evidentiary hearing is because the affidavit
testimony it has offered in this case falls far short of establishing the type of conduct that
warrants presenting punitive damages at trial. Moreover, during discovery since April 1, 2010,
Petra has determined that many of the City's alleged facts have turned out to be incorrect and
unsubstantiated. Petra will deal with those deficiencies with motions to strike prior to the non-
evidentiary hearing requested by its motion.
3. CONCLUSION
If and when Meridian properly notices its motion for leave to amend to add punitive
damages for hearing, Petra requests that the Court enter an order requiring a non-evidentiary










              
                 
             
                 
              
      
  
               
              
                
   
   
 




I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 19th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.









   
                  
       
    
      
      
   
   
   
  




Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail:twalker@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; eklein@cosholaw.com




J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By J. RANDAll
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
OBJECTION TO MERIDIAN'S
FOURTH AMENDED NOTICE OF
HEARING AND MOTION TO
PERMANENTLY VACATE
EVIDENTIARY HEARING
Petra Incorporated ("Petra") submits this Objection to Meridian's Fourth Amended
Notice of Hearing and Motion to Permanently Vacate Evidentiary Hearing.
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Petra moves this Court pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3)(A) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
for an order that Meridian's evidentiary hearing that it noticed for hearing in its Fourth Amended
Notice of Hearing be permanently vacated. This Motion is supported by the Memorandum in
Support of Objection to Meridian's Fourth Amended Notice of Hearing and Motion to
Permanently Vacate Evidentiary Hearing and the Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker, filed
concurrently herewith.
Oral argument is requested and is currently scheduled for telephonic hearing on August
24,2010 at 1:30 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard. Petra's counsel will initiate
the call.
DATED: August 19,2010.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 19th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.












   
                 
       
    
      
      
   










Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail:twalker@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; eklein@cosholaw.com




J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By J. RANDAll
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER
DATED AUGUST 19, 2010 IN SUPPORT
OF OBJECTION TO MERIDIAN'S
FOURTH AMENDED NOTICE OF
HEARING AND MOTION TO
PERMANENTLY VACATE
EVIDENTIARY HEARING
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED AUGUST 19,2010 P.l
004937
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STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County ofAda )
I, THOMAS G. WALKER, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra
Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2. I submit this affidavit in support of Petra's Objection to Meridian's Fourth
Amended Notice of Hearing and Motion to Permanently Vacate Evidentiary Hearing.
3. I am one of the custodians of records of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, which include
memoranda, legal documents, reports, correspondence, emails, records, research and data
compilations, in various forms that are kept in the course of Cosho Humphrey, LLP's regularly
conducted business activity, and which are made and maintained as the regular practice of
Cosho Humphrey, LLP.
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the Fourth Amended
Notice of Hearing that was received by this office at 4:10 p.m. on August 18,2010.
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of email correspondence
to and from Kevin Kluckhohn, a paralegal at the office
Gourley, PA.
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED AUGUST 19,2010 P.2
004938
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otary Public for Idaho
Residing at Eagle, Idaho
My commission expires: March 31, 2016.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 19th day of August, 2010.
~J2.L-
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 19th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.










AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED AUGUST 19,2010 P.3
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN •
GOURLEY, P.A.






IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORAlED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-07257
FOURTH AMENDED NOTICE OF
HEARING
TO: TIlE ABOVE NAMED PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the evidentiary hearing on Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to
File First Amended Complaint which was previously scheduled to be heard on the 29th day of April,
,
2010, has been vacated and is now scheduled to be heard on August 30, 2010, at the hour of 9:00
a.m., or as soon thereafter as the parties may be heard. The hearing is scheduled at the Ada County
Courthouse located at 200 W. Front St., Boise, ID 83702.
DATED this 18th day of August, 2010.
EXHIBIT
FOURTH AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING-1
004940
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of August, 2010. a true and correct copy of the
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Monday, June 28,20102:35 PM
Thomas G. Walker
Kim Trout; Dick Kluckhohn-gmail; Pam Carson
RE: City of Meridian v. Petra
Tom: What about August 30th from 1:00 to 5:00?
Kevin Kluckhohn
Paralegal for KimJ. Trout
Trout+Jones +Gledhill+Fuhrman +Gourley, PA







This electronic transmission (and/or the documents accompanying it) may contain confidential information belonging to the sender that is protected by
the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.c. Sections 2510 and 2521 and may be legally privileged. This message (and any associated ftles) is
intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subject to copyright or
constitutes a trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or
ftles associated with this message, is stricdy prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify
TrouttJones tGledhillt Fuhrman tGourley, PA immediately by telephone (208-331-1170) and destroy the original message. Messages sent to and from us
may be monitored.
From: Thomas G. Walker [mailto:twalker@CoshoLaw.com]
Sent: Monday, June 28, 2010 2:06 PM
To: Kevin Kluckhohn
Cc: Kim Trout; Dick Kluckhohn-gmail; pcarson@CoshoLaw.com
Subject: RE: City of Meridian v. Petra
Kevin: I just got responses. August 16th doesn't work for Petra's witnesses. Jack Lemley will be out
of the country from mid August through the end of August and Jerry Frank will be out of town the
week of August 16th •
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP








From: Kevin Kluckhohn [mailto:KKluckhohn@idalaw.com]
sent: Monday, June 28, 2010 1:38 PM
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Cc: Kim Trout; Dick Kluckhohn-gmail
Subject: City of Meridian v. Petra
Tom: I am following up regarding the hearing on Meridian's Motion to Amend. I have contacted the Court and
the earliest available time for a four-hour evidentiary hearing is on August 16 beginning at 1:00 p.m. Could you
please advise whether that will work and I will send out an amended notice of hearing. Thank you,
Kevin Kluckhohn
Paralegal for Kim J. Trout
Trout+Jones+Gledhill+Fuhrman+Gourley, PA







This electronic transmission (and/or the documents accompanying it) may contain confidential information belonging to the sender that is protected by
the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.c. Sections 2510 and 2521 and may be legally privileged. This message (and any associated ftles) is
intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subject to copyright or
constitutes a trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or
mes associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify





This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or
entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing,
copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents ofthis information is strictly prohibited. If
you have received this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note that any views or
opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those ofCosho Humphrey,
LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Cosho Humphrey,
LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email.
IRS Circular 230 Notice:
Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any other person
(i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or arrangement or (ii) for the purpose of
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By J. RANDALL
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (lSB 1856)
Erika Klein (lSB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (lSB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail:twalker@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; eklein@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
OBJECTION TO MERIDIAN'S
FOURTH AMENDED NOTICE OF
HEARING AND MOTION TO
PERMANENTLY VACATE
EVIDENTIARY HEARING
Petra Incorporated ("Petra") submits this Memorandum in Support of Objection to
Meridian's Fourth Amended Notice of Hearing and Motion to Permanently Vacate Evidentiary
Hearing.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTION TO MERIDIAN'S FOURTH AMENDED
NOTICE OF HEARING AND MOTION TO PERMANENTLY VACATE EVIDENTIARY HEARING Page 1
610728Jdoc
004944
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1. BRIEF STATEMENT OF FACTS
The City of Meridian ("Meridian" or "City") filed its Motion for Leave to File First
Amended Complaint and Add a Claim for Punitive Damages on March 30, 2010. Recognizing
the significance of the City's punitive damages claims, Petra filed and served a comprehensive
response within seven days in order to proceed expeditiously with the April 15,2010 hearing set
by Meridian. After receiving Petra's response, Meridian vacated the April 15,2010 hearing and
rescheduled it for April 22, 2010. Meridian then vacated the April 22, 2010 hearing date and, for
the first time, noticed up an evidentiary hearing for April 29, 2010. It is likely that Meridian's
counsel realized that the evidence submitted on April 1,2010 in support of the City's motion for
leave to add punitive damages was inadequate so he scheduled an evidentiary hearing in order to
get a "second bite of the apple."
Petra then retained Lemley International on April 19, 2010, so that it could put on expert
testimony ". . . that Petra exercised ordinary and reasonable care with the same degree of
professional skill, diligence and judgment as is customary in this community among construction
managers performing work for projects of a size, scope and complexity similar to the Project."l The
April 29, 2010 evidentiary hearing date was subsequently vacated and reset for June 14,2010.
On Friday, June 11, 2010, after Petra engaged in extensive preparation for the June 14,
2010 evidentiary hearing, Meridian advised Petra's counsel that it was vacating its evidentiary
hearing. Yet, another delay by Meridian in prosecuting the case it brought more than 16 months
ago.
1 Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated May 20, 2010 at ~ 9; Affidavit of Jack K. Lemley dated April 30, 2010 at ~
15.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTION TO MERIDIAN'S FOURTH AMENDED
NOTICE OF HEARING AND MOTION TO PERMANENTLY VACATE EVIDENTIARY HEARING Page 2
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On or about June 28, 2010, the office of Meridian's counsel, Trout Jones, emailed the
office of Petra's counsel, Cosho Humphrey, and reported that the Court was available to conduct
the evidentiary hearing on August 30, 2010 from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.2 Thereafter, Meridian's
counsel did not provide the office of Petra's counsel with a notice of the evidentiary hearing until
late in the afternoon of August 18,2010, nearly 8 weeks after the available date was provided by
the Court. On Wednesday, August 18, 2010, at approximately 4:10 p.m. in the afternoon, the
office of Petra's counsel received a Fourth Amended Notice of Hearing.3 The Fourth Amended
Notice of Hearing indicated that Meridian intended to conduct the evidentiary hearing on August
30,2010. Additionally, the Notice of Hearing stated that it was to be held at 9:00 a.m., rather
than 1:00 p.m.4
The Fourth Amended Notice of Hearing is not timely under the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure, Meridian has failed to show good cause for failing to timely file and serve the notice,
has failed to request the Court to shorten time, and therefore the Court should order that the
hearing not be held.
2. LAW AND ANALYSIS
The Fourth Amended Notice of Hearing was received by Petra's counsel at 4: 10 p.m. on
August 18,2010 for an August 30,2010 evidentiary hearing on Meridian's Motion for Leave to
File First Amended Complaint and Add Punitive Damages, etc. 5 The Fourth Amended Notice of
Hearing violates Rule 7(b)(3)(A) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure because it was served
2 Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker Dated August 19,2010 ("Walker Aff."), at ~ 5, Exhibit B.
3 Walker Aff., at ~ 4, Ex. A.
4 Id.
SId.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTION TO MERIDIAN'S FOURTH AMENDED
NOTICE OF HEARING AND MOTION TO PERMANENTLY VACATE EVIDENTIARY HEARING Page 3
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less than 14 days before the time specified for the hearing. Rule 7(b)(3)(A) provides in relevant
part:
Unless otherwise ordered by the court ... or specified elsewhere in the these
rules;
(A) A written motion ... and notice of the hearing thereon shall be filed with
the court, and served so that it is received by the parties no later than fourteen
(14) days before the time specified for hearing.
I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(A)(emphasis added).
The party seeking to either shorten or enlarge time must show good cause. "It is within
the magistrate's discretion whether to hear a motion upon shortened time when the magistrate
determines good cause exists." Brinkmeyer v. Brinkmeyer, 135 Idaho 596, 601, 21 P.3d 918,
923 (2001), citing Sun Valley Potatoes, Inc. v. Rosholt, Robertson & Tucker, 133 Idaho 1, 981
P.2d 236 (1999)(determining motions for summary judgment may be granted pursuant to
I.R.C.P. 56(c) upon a shortened time where good cause is shown).
Further, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that ignoring the provisions of Rule 7(b)(3)
constitutes an abuse of discretion. See Parkside Schools, Inc. v. Bronco Elite Arts & Athletics,
LLC, 145 Idaho 176, 178, 177 P.3d 390, 392 (2008)("It is clear that [Plaintiff] failed to comply
with applicable provisions of I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3) and the district court ignored those provisions,
thereby abusing its discretion. As a result, [Defendant's] interests, particularly its right to an
opportunity to be heard on the question of attorney fees, were disregarded.").
In this case, Meridian has not even requested the Court to shorten time (at least that
Petra's counsel knows of), let alone establish good cause as to why the notice was not timely
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTION TO MERIDIAN'S FOURTH AMENDED
NOTICE OF HEARING AND MOTION TO PERMANENTLY VACATE EVIDENTIARY HEARING Page 4
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filed and served. Without a showing of good case, Rule 7(b)(3) requires that 14 days notice be
provided. Simply stated Meridian failed to comply with the rule.
3. CONCLUSION
Based upon the foregoing, Petra respectfully requests that the evidentiary hearing set for
August 30, 2010 pursuant to Meridian's Fourth Amended Notice of Hearing be permanently
vacated.
Petra is filing and serving an additional motion and supporting memorandum with this
Objection and Motion. The additional motion is styled "Motion For An Order That Meridian's
Motion For Leave To File First Amended Complaint And Add Punitive Damages, Etc. Be
Decided After Oral Argument Presented At A Non-Evidentiary Hearing" and seeks a Court order
that, if and when such a hearing is scheduled, the Court's decision be based only upon oral
arguments and evidence6 and legal memoranda7 filed and served by the parties during April
2010.
DATED: August 19,2010.
6 Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird and Exhibits thereto dated April I, 2010; Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated
April 7, 20 I0; Affidavit of Jerald Frank and exhibits thereto, dated April 7, 2010 and Affidavit of Eugene Bennett
and Exhibits thereto dated April 7, 2010.
7 Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive
Damages dated April I, 2010; Substitute Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Leave to File First Amended
Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages dated April 12, 2010 and Notice of Clerical Errata Regarding
Substitute Memorandum dated April 15, 2010 and Notice ofClerical Errata Regarding Substitute Memorandum date
June 22, 2010; and Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint
and Add Claim for Punitive Damages dated April 19, 2010.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTION TO MERIDIAN'S FOURTH AMENDED
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 19th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.








MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTION TO MERIDIAN'S FOURTH AMENDED
NOTICE OF HEARING AND MOTION TO PERMANENTLY VACATE EVIDENTIARY HEARING Page 6
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By J. RANDALL
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail:twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA -
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, PETRA'S MOTION TO SHORTEN
TIME FOR HEARING
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP moves
this Court pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure for an Order shortening
the required period for hearing Petra's Objection to Meridian's Fourth Amended Notice of
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Evidentiary Hearing and Motion to Permanently Vacate Evidentiary Hearing and Motion For An
Order That Meridian's Motion For Leave To File First Amended Complaint And Add Punitive
Damages, Etc. Be Decided After Oral Argument Presented At A Non-Evidentiary Hearing.
This motion is made because there is insufficient time to give the notice required by
Rule 7(b)(3) prior to the hearing scheduled for Tuesday, August 24,2010 at 1:30 p.m.
DATED: August 19,2010.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 19th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.













   
                  
       
    
      
      
   














J. DAVID NAVARRO, Cierk
By J. RANDALL
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail:twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******








PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, That the undersigned, attorneys for Petra Incorporated,
("Petra"), the Defendant/Counterclaimant in the above-entitled matter, will bring before the
Honorable Ronald 1. Wilper of the above-entitled Court, for hearing at the Ada County
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2010, at the hour of 1:30 p.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard,
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated's (1) Objection to Meridian's Fourth Amended
Notice of Evidentiary Hearing and Motion to Permanently Vacate Evidentiary Hearing, (2)
Motion For An Order That Meridian's Motion For Leave To File First Amended Complaint And
Add Punitive Damages, Etc. Be Decided After Oral Argument Presented At A Non-Evidentiary
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I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 19th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.















   
                  
       
    
      
      
   
   
   
 










Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
~~===- =- .".,.-_.-':;._Ftlrr:r;:;-M~~~""'.-CZ""Z-I·I..--
AUG 19 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By J. RANDALL
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY REQUESTS
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this 19th day of August, 2010, Defendant Petra
Incorporated's Tenth Requests for Production of Documents dated August 19, 2010, together
with a copy of this Notice of Service, were served upon counsel for Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
the City of Meridian as follows:
s
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Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701











     
      
   
   
      
 
   
   
   











Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail:twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME FOR
HEARINGS
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Petra Incorporated's ("Petra") Motion to Shorten Time for hearing on Petra's (1)
Objection to Meridian's Fourth Amended Notice of Evidentiary Hearing and Motion to
Permanently Vacate Evidentiary Hearing, and (2) Motion For An Order That Meridian's Motion
For Leave To File First Amended Complaint And Add Punitive Damages, Etc. Be Decided After
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Oral Argument Presented At A Non-Evidentiary Hearing, having come before the Court, and
good cause appearing therefor;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Petra's Motion'.-!:t~~
r
DATED: August Ji 2010.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 20 day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.





800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518




















   
                 
        
    
     
      
   
   
   
   
     
   
   
    
 
   
  
   
  















Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail:twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, That the undersigned, attorneys for Petra Incorporated,
("Petra"), the Defendant/Counterclaimant in the above-entitled matter, will bring before the
Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of the above-entitled Court, for hearing at the Ada County
Courthouse, 200 West Front Street, Boise, Idaho 83702, on Thursday, the 26th day of
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August, 2010, at the hour of 4:30 p.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard,
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated's (1) Objection to Meridian's Fourth Amended
Notice of Evidentiary Hearing and Motion to Permanently Vacate Evidentiary Hearing, (2)
Motion For An Order That Meridian's Motion For Leave To File First Amended Complaint And
Add Punitive Damages, Etc. Be Decided After Oral Argument Presented At A Non-Evidentiary
Hearing, and (3) Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing.
DATED: August 20,2010.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 20th day ofAugust, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN, P.A.






IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION RE: PETRA,
INCORPORATED'S MOTION TO
SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING
COMES NOW the City of Meridian, Plaintiff herein, by and through its counsel of record,
the law firm of Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., and hereby objects to Petra,
Incorporated's Motion for Order Shortening Time filed on August 19, 2010 on the following
grounds:
The Defendant has known of the time set for hearing in this matter since June 28, 2010 as
evidenced by Exhibit B to the Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker Dated August 19, 2010 and has
proceeded without objection. Perhaps more important, is that the Defendant has known of the
City's Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-1604 (the "Motion") since March 31, 2010 and of the City's intent to
PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION RE: PETRA, INCORPORATED'S MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR
HEARING Page - 1
004964
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call witnesses as of April 19, 2010. See Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for
Leave to File First Amended Complaint and add Claim for Punitive Damages Pursuant to Idaho
Code § 6-1604, p. 8 (April 19, 2010). As such, there is no surprise, nor has the City's intent to call
witnesses at the hearing been in any way withheld from the Defendant or Defendant's Counsel.
The principal attorney in this matter for the City of Meridian, Kim]. Trout, is unavailable to
attend the hearing on Tuesday August 24,2010, due to his responsibility to attend trial in Twin Falls
County continuing on August 24,2010.
Petra, Incorporated and its counsel had more than sufficient opportunity to file its
groundless motion, and have it heard in the ordinary course without a last second filing, and without
the resultant prejudice to the City in terms of an adequate opportunity to respond.
By its unexcused and unexplained delay, Petra and its counsel have waived its opportunity to
bring the Motion to Shorten Time and the City respectfully requests that the request for an order
shortening time for hearing be denied. In the event that Petra's Motion to Shorten Time is granted,
the City of Meridian requests that the hearing scheduled for August 24 be vacated and reset at a time
mutually agreeable for the Court and for counsel, with Mr. Walker's office coordinating available
times.
DATED this 20th day of August, 2010.
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By KATHYJ. BIEHL
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-07257
FIFTH AMENDED NOTICE OF
HEARING
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the evidentiary hearing on Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to
File First Amended Complaint which was noticed to be heard on the 30th day of August, 2010 at
9:00 a.m., contained a clerical error, is scheduled to be heard on August 30, 2010, at the hour of 1:00
p.m., or as soon thereafter as the parties may be heard. The hearing is scheduled at the Ada County
Courthouse located at 200 W. Front St., Boise, ID 83702.
DATED this 20th day of August, 2010.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR ORDER
THAT MERIDIAN'S MOTION FOR
LEAVB TO FILE FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND ADD PUNITIVE
DAMAGES, ETC. BE DECIDED AFTER
ORAL ARGUMENT PRESENTED AT A
NON-EVIDENTIARY HEARING
The Plaintiff/Counterdefendant the City of Meridian, ("City"), by and through its counsel of
record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., submits its Plaintiffs Response To
Defendant's Motion For Order That Meridian's Motion For Leave To File First Amended
Complaint And Add Punitive Damages, Etc. Be Decided After Oral Argument Presented At A
Non-Evidentiary Hearing as filed by the Defendant Petra IQ.corporated ("Petra").
The City has no objection to conducting the hearing on its Motion for Leave to File First
Amended Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages Pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-1604 as a
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR ORDER THAT MERIDIAN'S MOTION
FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND ADD PUNITIVE DAMAGES, ETC. BE
DECIDED AFTER ORAL ARGUMENT PRESENTED AT A NON-EVIDENTIARY HEARING
Page -1
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non-evidentiary hearing based solely on the affidavit evidence presented and the arguments of
counsel thereon.
The City agrees that the Idaho Code requires only that a "hearing" be conducted, but
provides no guidance as to what sort of hearing is to be employed by the trial court considering a
motion to amend to add a claim for punitive damages. I.e. § 6-1604(2). What is clear, however, is
the standard against which such a motion is to be adjudged. As I.e. § 6-1604(2) makes clear, the
Court is to allow the amendment "if, after weighing the evidence presented, the court concludes
that, the moving party has established at such hearing a reasonable likelihood of proving facts at trial
sufficient to support an award of punitive damages." I.e. § 6-1604(2).
As it is the moving party's burden to present evidence which is to be considered at a hearing
on the motion, a moving party faces a substantial challenge in meeting that burden in a case such as
this one where the majority of the information supporting the moving party's claim is in the sole and
exclusive possession of the party opposing the very same motion. At the time of the filing of the
City's Motion, it had not completed the discovery and taken the necessary depositions to more fully
support its Motion. For this reason, the City sought an evidentiary hearing wherein live testimony
with respect to aspects of the case in which Petra's employees had not yet been deposed, and which
Counsel for the City did not want to disclose its strategy and the related evidence.
At this point the City has completed the necessary discovery and depositions to present the
evidence obtained therein such that the City can present the evidence it has gathered by affidavit.
Accordingly, the City does not oppose the conducting of the hearing on the pending motion as one
which is based solely on the affidavit evidence presented by the respective parties and the arguments
of counsel, provided that the City is afforded sufficient time to supplement the record with the
evidence it has obtained through the discovery process in this matter.
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR ORDER THAT MERIDIAN'S MOTION
FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND ADD PUNITIVE DAMAGES, ETC. BE
DECIDED AFTER ORAL ARGUMENT PRESENTED AT A NON-EVIDENTIARY HEARING
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DATED this 25th day of August, 2010.
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB NO. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.




Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, moves this Court pursuant to Rules
7(b) and 26(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for an order in limine to exclude testimony
and documents by Meridian's Experts.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE
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This motion is based on the pleadings, records and files in this case and Petra's
Memorandum in Support of its Motion in Limine to Exclude Testimony and Documents by
Meridian's Experts and First and Second Affidavits of Thomas G. Walker dated August 25,
2010.
Oral argument is requested on this motion and is currently scheduled September 27,2010
at 1:30 p.m.
DATED: August 25, 2010.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE




               
              
              
 
             
   
    
       




I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 25th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
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COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
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P. O. Box 9518
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Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
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Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




PETRA, INCORPORATED, AN IDAHO
CORPORATION. ,
Defendant.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF




The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP
submits this memorandum in support of its motion in limine to exclude testimony and documents
by the Plaintiff City ofMeridian's ("Meridian" or "City") experts.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE
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1. Meridian has failed to respond to and supplement its discovery responses
and has failed to disclose its experts as required by this Court's Order
Setting Proceedings and Trial.
Petra's formal discovery served on May 6, 2009 included the following Interrogatory
No. 16:
Identify each and every person You expect to call as an expert witness at any
hearing or at trial, stating in detail as to each such person: (a) full name, home
address, business address and telephone number; (b) educational background; (c)
experience in the matter to which he is expected to testify; (d) subject matter on
which he is expected to testify; (e) substance of the facts and opinions to which he
is expected to testify and a summary of the grounds for each opinion; and (f)
manner in which such expert became familiar with the facts of this case.
As of the date of this memorandum, the City has not provided a useful response to
Interrogatory 16.1
Further, on July 28, 2009, this Court entered an Order Setting Procedures and Trial.
Paragraph 6 of the Order required Meridian to disclose its experts no later than 126 days prior to
trial. By Order Resetting Trial, the Court set the trial to commence on December 1,2010. Thus,
Meridian's disclosure of its experts was due no later than July 28, 2010. The Court's Order
Setting Procedures and Trial also provided that "All parties' disclosure as to experts, shall be in
compliance with Rule 26(b)(4)."
On July 28,2010, the City filed and served a pleading entitled "Plaintiff's Disclosure of
Expert Witnesses." Rather than including the information requested by Petra's Interrogatory 16,
and as required by the Court's order, the City simply listed the names of 12 persons as follows:
1. Steven J. Amento
I A copy of Meridian's responses to Petra's First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production and Requests for
Admission is attached as Exhibit A to the Second Affidavit ofThomas G. Walker, dated August 25, 2010.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE





            
             
    
            
               
                
          
               
                
               
             
                
  
              
                  
                
                
                
     
              
            
                  
    
                  
                  
         














Consequently, the City has failed to meet its obligations under this Court's order and the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
2. Law and Argument
2.1 Meridian has failed to supplement its discovery responses as required
by Rule 26(e), Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
Rule 26(e) provides:
A party who has responded to a request for discovery with a response that was
complete when made is under no duty to supplement the response to include
information thereafter acquired, except as follows:
(1) A party is under a duty seasonably to supplement the response with respect
to any question directly addressed to (A) the identity and location of persons
having knowledge of discoverable matters, and (B) the identity of each person
expected to be called as an expert witness at trial, the subject matter on which
the person is expected to testify, and the substance of the person's testimony.
(2) A party is under a duty seasonably to amend a prior response if the party
obtains information upon the basis of which (A) the party knows that the
response was incorrect when made, or (B) the party knows that the response
though correct when made is no longer true and the circumstances are such
that a failure to amend the response is in substance a knowing concealment.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE




   
   
  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
               
     
    
           
        
    
               
             
      
              
             
            
               
             
                
             
             
             
             
         
      
 
  
(3) A duty to supplement responses may be imposed by order of the court,
agreement of the parties, or at any time prior to trial through new requests for
supplementation of prior responses.
(4) If a party fails to seasonably supplement the responses as required in this
Rule 26(e), the trial court may exclude the testimony of witnesses or the
admission of evidence not disclosed by a required supplementation of the
responses of the party.
The Idaho Supreme Court has provided the governing standard for compliance with
pretrial orders as follows:
A trial court has authority to sanction parties for non-compliance with pretrial
orders, and sanctions may include those enumerated in I.R.C.P. 37(b)(2)(B), (C),
and (D) for discovery violations. I.R.c.P. 16(1). The imposition of such sanctions
is committed to the discretion of the trial court, and we will not overturn such a
decision absent a manifest abuse of that discretion. S. Idaho Prod. Credit Ass'n.
v. Astorquia, 113 Idaho 526, 528, 746 P.2d 985, 987 (1987). When determining
whether a district court abused its discretion, this Court considers three factors:
(l) whether the trial court correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion, (2)
whether it acted within the boundaries of its discretion and consistently with
applicable legal principles, and (3) whether it reached its decision through an
exercise of reason. Lamar Corp. v. City ofTwin Falls, 133 Idaho 36, 40,981 P.2d
1146, 1150 (1999).
Edmunds v. Kraner, 142 Idaho 867, 872, 136 P.3d 338,343 (2006).
Petra specifically asked Meridian to disclose the following for each of its experts: (a) full
name, home address, business address and telephone number; (b) educational background; (c)
experience in the matter to which he is expected to testify; (d) subject matter on which he is
expected to testify; (e) substance of the facts and opinions to which he is expected to testify and a
summary of the grounds for each opinion; and (f) manner in which such expert became familiar
with the facts of this case. Meridian has not provided the requested information. The simple list
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE
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of names falls far short of the infonnation requested. Petra has suffered unfair prejudice in not
knowing the substance of the testimony ofMeridian's experts.
While not binding upon this Court, a decision was recently entered in the District Court
of the Fourth Judicial District, State ofIdaho in the County of Valley in Case No. CV-2005-352-
C in City ofMcCall v. Payette Lakes Recreational Water and Sewer District by the Honorable
Michael McLaughlin.2 Section III of the Decision commencing on page 7 is instructive as to the
applicable legal standard and the resulting prejudice to the opposing party when the rules and
court orders are not followed. Notably, counsel for Meridian also represents the City of McCall
in the aforementioned case. Because the City of McCall failed to comply with the court's order,
Judge McLaughlin barred it from presenting any evidence on damages.
2.2 Meridian has also failed to conform its expert disclosures to the time
limits and requirements of this Court's Scheduling Order and Rule
26(b)(4).
As noted above, Rule 26(e) "unambiguously imposes a continuing duty to supplement
responses to discovery with respect to the substance and subject matter of expert's testimony
where initial responses have been rejected, modified, expanded upon, or otherwise altered in
some matter." Schmechel v. Dille, 148 Idaho 176,219 P.3d 1192, 1197 (2005) (citing Radmer v.
Ford Motor Co., 120 Idaho 86, 89, 813 P.2d 897, 900 (1991». "In cases involving expert
testimony, a prohibition against discovery of infonnation held by expert witnesses produces in
acute fonn the very evils that discovery has been created to prevent. Effective cross-examination
2 Portions of Judge McLaughlin's decision are attached as Exhibit A to the First Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker
dated August 25,2010.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE




                
         
               
               
                
                
               
               
                
          
             
          
 
             
              
             
               
                
             
              
                   
   
         
      
 
  
of an expert witness requires advance preparation." Id. (citing Radmer, 120 Idaho at 89, 813
P.2d at 900».
It is fundamental that opportunity be had for full cross-examination, and this
cannot be done properly in many cases without resort to pretrial discovery,
particularly when expert witnesses are involved. Before any attorney can even
hope to deal on cross-examination with an unfavorable expert opinion he must
have some idea of the bases of that opinion and the data relied upon. If the
attorney is required to await examination at trial to get this information, he often
will have too little time to recognize and expose vulnerable spots in the
testimony.
Id. (citing Radmer, 120 Idaho at 89,813 P.2d at 900».
The principle of a fair opportunity to cross-examine witnesses, particularly expert
witnesses, applies in this case and is fundamental to achieve a fair and accurate judicial
resolution.
Where expert witnesses are employed, cross-examination is even more crucial to
ensuring accurate fact-finding. Since, as in this case information submitted by
an expert witness generally consists of opinions, cross-examination is necessary
to not only test the witness's knowledge and competence in the field to which
his testimony relates but also to elicit the facts on which he relied in forming the
OpInIOns.
State v. Creech, 105 Idaho 362, 380 670 P.2d 463,481 (l983)(emphasis added).
Petra initiated formal discovery over a year ago, on May 6, 2009, by propounding its First
Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents and Requests for Admissions upon
Meridian.3 Petra assumes that each of 12 persons listed by Meridian as an expert witness has an
opinion that the City believes will support its claims or defenses in this case, but the City has not
disclosed any of those opinions to Petra. In addition, the City has not disclosed (l) any of its
3 See Petra's Interrogatory No. 16 set forth above.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE
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experts' experience in the matter to which the expert is expected to testify, or (2) the facts upon
what the expert bases his or her opinion, or (3) the manner in which the expert became familiar
with the facts of this case. Recent deposition testimony indicates that Amento and Knothe were
hired by the City during the fall of 2009.4 Yet, as of the date of this memorandum, the City has
not supplemented its response to Interrogatory 16. Todd Weltner testified during his deposition
that the City hired him in March, 2010,5 but the City has not supplemented its response to
Interrogatory 16 to disclose anything about Weltner's testimony.
As also noted above, paragraph 6 of this Court's Order Setting Procedures and Trial
required Meridian to disclose its experts no later than July 28, 2010. The Court's Order Setting
Procedures and Trial also provided that "All parties' disclosure as to experts, shall be in
compliance with Rille 26(b)(4)."
Rule 26(b)(4) provides in relevant part:
Discovery of facts known and opinions held by experts expected to testify,
otherwise discoverable under the provisions of subdivision (b)(1) of this rule and
acquired or developed in anticipation of litigation or for trial, may be obtained by
interrogatory and/or deposition, including:
(A)(i) A complete statement of all opinions to be expressed and the basis and
reasons therefore; the data or other information considered by the witness in
forming the opinions; any exhibits to be used as a summary of or support for
the opinions; any qualifications of the witness, including a list of all
publications authored by the witness within the preceding ten years; the
compensation to be paid for the testimony; and a listing of any other cases in
which the witness has testified as an expert at trial or by deposition within the
preceding four years.
4 See transcript of the deposition of Steven J. Amento taken on August 17, 2010,4:5-9; See transcript of the
deposition ofLaura Knothe taken on August 11,2010,9:9-18.
5 See transcript of the deposition of Todd Weltner taken on August 18,2010,3:14-18.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE
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The Supreme Court has explained:
In cases [involving expert testimony], a prohibition against discovery of
information held by expert witnesses produces in acute form the very evils
that discovery has been created to prevent. Effective cross-examination of an
expert witness requires advance preparation.... Similarly, effective rebuttal
requires advance knowledge of the line of testimony of the other side. If the
latter is foreclosed by a rule against discovery, the narrowing of issues and
elimination of surprise which discovery normally produces are frustrated.
Schmechel, 148 Idaho at -' 219 P.3d at 1197(citing Radmer, 120 Idaho at 89, 813 P.2d at 900
(1991». In Schmechel, the Court affirmed the trial court's order excluding an expert witnesses'
undisclosed testimony and found that the court did not abuse its discretion in barring the
testimony. fd.
2.3 None of Meridian's experts should be permitted to testify, submit
documents or to present a report.
Meridian's experts should be barred by Rule 26(e) because it failed to supplement its
discovery. In Radmer, the Supreme Court found that the trial court committed reversible error in
failing to exclude expert testimony of plaintiff s expert witness in light of their failure to
supplement discovery responses. 120 Idaho at 91, 813 P.2d at 902. "Typically, failure to meet
the requirements of Rule 26 results in exclusion of the proffered evidence." fd. at 89,813 P.2d at
900. "Moreover, while trial courts are given broad discretion in ruling on pretrial discovery
matters, reversible error has been found in allowing testimony where Rule 26 has not been
complied with." fd. (citing Smith v. Ford Motor Co., 626 F.2d 784 (10th Cir.1980». In Radmer,
the plaintiffs, via their experts, asserted a theory of the cause of the automobile accident
throughout the course of discovery that the accident was caused by a defective O-ring. fd. at 90,
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE




     
          
            
           
         
              
             
         
                  
              
               
  
           
      
              
               
                
               
                 
              
               
                
               
                 
         
      
 
  
813 P.2d at 901. At trial, the experts presented a new, undisclosed theory. fd. The defendant had
served interrogatories on the plaintiffs with regard their experts, asking them to state the expert's
"educational background; state whether he performed any test, analysis, or examination . . .
related to this litigation," and for each expert to state the "substance of his expected testimony."
fd. The plaintiffs' response merely provided that expert witnesses had not been completely
identified and that the interrogatory would be supplemented. fd. The Supreme Court held, "We
believe the Radmers' failure to supplement their discovery responses with respect to this new
analysis violated both the spirit and the letter of Rule 26(e)." fd. at 91-92, 813 P.2d at 901-02.
Therefore, the Court found that the trial court abused its discretion in permitting the testimony.
fd. at 92,813 P.2d at 902
There is ample case authority in Idaho that provides in situations such as in this case,
where Meridian has failed to provide any response to Interrogatory 16 as to the substance of its
experts' testimony, such experts should be barred from testifying. See, e.g., Clark v. Klein, 137
Idaho 154,45 P.3d 810 (2002) (physician's failure to timely supplement his discovery responses
to disclose identity of expert and to disclose substance of expert's testimony, warranted
exclusion of expert's testimony at trial); Hopkins v. Duo-Fast Corp., 123 Idaho 205, 217-218,
846 P.2d 207, 219-20 (1993) (noting that I.R.C.P. 26(e)(1) obligates counsel to supplement
discovery responses, particularly the substance of an expert's testimony); Perry v. Magic Valley
Regional Medical Center, 134 Idaho 46, 995 P.2d 816 (2000) (trial court did not abuse its
discretion in excluding video tape that was not provided in discovery); Zolber v. Winters, 109
Idaho 824, 712 P.2d 525 (1985) (court granted a new trial on the grounds that plaintiffs counsel
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE




                 
               
              
                
             
              
              
                  
               
      
                
                 
               
             
             
              
             
             
                
               
                 
         
      
 
  
had failed to supplement his interrogatories in violation of Rule 26(e)); Fouche v. Chrysler
Motors Corp., 103 Idaho 249, 646 P.2d 1020 (Ct. App. 1982) (trial court did not abuse its
discretion in excluding mechanic's accident reconstruction testimony where such expert
testimony from mechanic had not been timely disclosed in response to a continuing request for
discovery).
3. Conclusion
Considering the foregoing, Petra requests that this Court exclude the testimony of each of
Meridian's so-called expert witnesses and all documents or reports presented by or through any
of such persons.
DATED: August 25,2010
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE
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Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
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Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
AUG 25 2010
J.. OAVIQ NAVARRO. Clerk
I\\y I.. AMES
OIlPIJ'I'Y
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******




PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 0907257
FIRST AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G.
WALKER DATED AUGUST 25, 2010 IN
SUPPORT OF PETRA'S MOTION IN
LIMINE TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY
AND DOCUMENTS REGARDING
MERIDIAN'S EXPERTS
I, THOMAS G. WALKER, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
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1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra
Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2. I submit this affidavit in support of Petra's Motion In Limine to Exclude
Testimony and Documents by Meridian's Experts.
3. I am one of the custodians of records of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, which include
memoranda, legal documents, reports, correspondence, emails, records, research and data
compilations, in various forms that are kept in the course of Cosho Humphrey, LLP's regularly
conducted business activity, and which are made and maintained as the regular practice of
Cosho Humphrey, LLP.
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of relevant excerpts of
Judge McLaughlin's Memorandum Decision issued on July 28, 2010 in the matter of The City of
McCall v. Payette Lakes Recreational Water and Sewer District, Valley County Case No. CV -
2005-352-C.
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" are true and correct excerpts from the rough draft
of the transcript of Steven Amento's deposition testimony taken August 17,2010.
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit "c" are true and correct excerpts from the rough draft
of the transcript of Todd Wehner's deposition testimony taken August 18,2010.
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7. Attached hereto as Exhibit "0" are true and c
Laura Knothe' s deposition testimony taken August 11,
~?-~
Residing at Eagle, Idaho
My commission expires: March 31, 2016.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 25th day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.

















          
        
 
    
      
   
                  
       
    
     
      
   



















IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRIO'i,OS...Il:lE..-rnsl, No.---






9 PAYETTE LAKES RECREATIONAL
WATER AND SEWER DISTRICT,












(1) PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
(2) DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
(3) DEFENDANT'S MOTIONS TO
STRIKE
(4) DEFENDANT'S MOTION IN· LIMINE







For Plaintiff: Kim Trout of Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley. P.A.
For Defendant: Scott D. Hess and Katherine L. Georger of Holland &Hart LLP





These matters came before the Court on June 25, 2010 on the parties' cross-
motions for summary judgment. Both parties also filed motions to strike. The
20
21 Defendant Payette Lakes Recr~atlonal Water and Sewer District also flied a motion in
22 limine. After hearing argument, the Court took the matters under advisement.
23 BACKGROUND
24 This case arises from a dispute between the Plaintiff City of McCall (the "City")
25 and the Defendant Payette Lakes Recreational Water and Sewer District (the UDistrict")
26
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over use of the sewage treatment facility, Including the newly-constructed J-Ditch
1
2 (together, the "Facility"), In Valley County, Idaho. Since at least 1977, these two
3 governmental entities have been associated together in the collection, treatment, and
4 disposal of sewage generated within the City of McCall and unincorporated property
5 adjacent to McCall. The history of their association began around 1977 when the
e parties entered into a fifty-year Joint Governmental Cooperative Agreement pursuant to
7 I.C. § 67-2326 et seq., which has since been amended seven times, most recently In
8
1997 (collectively, the "Agreemenf). Generally, the Agreement addresses the
9
expansion and improvement of the sewage treatment system and outlines and
10
allocates the parties' rights and responsibilities. Over the years, the parties agreed to
11
12 various amendments, each addressing new developments and disputes that arose from
)
13 time to time. The text of the Agreement is in the record and will not be summarized
14 here.
15 The sewage treatment facility originally in use treated the sewage of the Distriot
16 and the City and discharged the treated effluent into the North Fork of the Payette
17 River. Since 1988, this method of disposal was governed by the terms of a National
18
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System ("NPDES") permit. Over time, this disposal
19
method came under more strlngent environmental scrutiny. In particular, the treated
20
effluent discharged into the Payette contained phosphorus, which eventually made its
21
way Into the Cascade Reservoir and caused excess algae and aquatio plant growth, In
22
23 violation of water quality standards. This original NPDES permit expired in 1993 and
24 the EPA did not grant a new permit. In 1995, the Cascade Reservoir Assoolation sued
25 the City in federal court, alleging violations of the Clean Water Act. In 1996, the EPA
26
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issued a new NPDES permit that required the elimination of all phosphorus effluent
2 discharge into the Payette by January 1, 1999.
:3 The significance of the new EPA zero-discharge requirement was not lost on the
4 City or the DIstrict. In 1995 and 1996. the City issued a Facility Plan Report that
6 contained an evaluation of available sewage treatment options and their feasibility.
6 This Report outlined the J-Ditoh Project, which consisted of two phases, Phase I
7 Involved discharging treated effluent through a canal or pipe oondult. diluting the
8





system to loqal farmers. Phase II consisted of a winter storage facility to hold treated
effluent during the non-irrigation months.
Phase I of the J-Dltch was completed and operational by May of 1998. In July of
13 1998, the City entered into a Consent Order with the Idaho Department of Health and
14 Welfare, Division of Environmental Quality ("DEQU), which required the City to cease
15 discharging treated effluent Into the Payette. In this Consent Order, DEQ required the
16 City to construct and operate the first cell of a winter storage facility (Phase II of the J-
17 Ditch) by October 1, 1999. This date·was later extended until November 2.2000 In an




Although Phase I was completed without significant difficulties. the construction
of Phase II was marred by significant troubles, not the least of which was the
termination of St. Clair Contractors.. the subsequent lawsuit, and the $4,955,096
22
23 judgment against the City. Despite the challenges with the construction of Phase II,
24 the entire FacJllty was completed and wornlng in June of 2001. As of that date, no more
25 effluent was being discharged Into the Payette River. The new Facility, which consisted
26
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of the original treatment plant and both phases of the J-Ditch, treated and disposed of
1
2 both the District's and the City's sewage. The City and the District from 2001 to the
3 present continue utilize this treatment system..
4 Significant correspondence between the City and the District prior to. during. and
6 after the construction of the J..Ditch demonstrate that the respective parties were not in
6 complete agreement on this new "phase" of the sewage treatment process. There are
7 significant issues of fact as to this portion of the litigation. Phase /I was apparently to
8
be entirely grant-funded, although Phase I was paid through State grant funds, Irrigator
9
oontrlbutJonsand a State Revolving F~~~ ~C).an ..::!:The. 91strict contends they have paid
10
and continue to pay a one third (1/3) sh~r~ of th~ non-grant funded costs of the J-Dltch
11
12 Project. The .Iegal· significance of any· payments allegedly made by the District is a
13 matter of significant dispute. In fact, at this juncture, the record becomes replete with
14 even more factual disputes.
15 Neither the .City nor the District attempt to summarize what took place from 2001
16 until the filing of this lawsuit in 2005. What is clear from the record before this Court is
17 that In 2001 the Dlstrlcfs effluent began being. disposed of via the new J-Ditch system
18
and the District was making payment t~ the C.!ty r$lating; to a portion of the J-Dltch. But
19
20
suffice to say communication and coop~r~tio.n,betweenthe District and the City broke
,. .. ,',
down during this time perjod. QuestiQns. ar9~~.overca,pacity allocations, ownership of
21
the new J-Dltch, whether the District was paying their fair share for use of the J-Ditch
22
23 and what that share should be, and whether the District even had a right of use In the J~
24 Dltoh. The crux of the dispute appe~rs ~o be over how and if the Agreement, Including
25 the amendments signed by the partIes .over the course of two decades. applies to the
26
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1
new facility created by the construction_of the ~-Ditch and its Integration with the original
2 treatment system.
3 In any event the parties' relationship vis-a-vis the J..Dltch Project was marked by
4 acrimony and a significant lack of cooperation. Unfortunately, these two govemmental
5 entities could not resolve their differences over the treatment and disposal of their
a sewage short of thIs I1tigation.
7 The City, in their Second Amended Complaint, seeks (1) rescission of the
8
Agreement based on frustration of purpose; (2) rescission of the Agreement based on a
9
lack of mutual assent; (3) a declarat()~ ludg.ment ,as tp Q1eanlng of the Agreement and
10
of the terms "allocations of capacity" and "ownership rights,II and the rights and duties
11
associated with these terms; (4) an accounting to determine the District's liability to the
12
13 City for operating costs of the Facility; ,(5) a declaration that the District is liable to the
14 City for a share of the J·Ditch Judgment in proportion to its ownership interest in the
15 Facility; and (6) unjust enrichment arising from the District's use of the J-Ditch.
18 The District flied an Answer and a Counterclaim. In the District's CounterclaIm,
17 they assert claims for breach of contract, ,breacJ'l of the covenant of good faith and fair, .
18
dealing. declaratory judgment, an ac~o,unting., t)peolfic, ,performance, Injunctive relief,
• '. ,. ,",' -, I •
19





The, pa~les .filed, cross-,motiqps -for summary jUdgment addressing the City's
26
23 claims. This case is set for a six we,,~Jury trial starting in September of this year and
24
,I ,
1 The Court recently granted the City's Motion for Leave to Amend Its Reply to the Counterclaim to assert
26 the affirmative defense Of failure to comply w1t~ th~ Idaho Tort CI~.lms ,Act
MeMORANDUM DECISION. CASE NO. cV-200s-35i~c.:PAGE 'S,; ',' "'; ,
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could cost the taxpayers of the City and the District hundreds of thousands of doflars in
2 Iitlgatlorf 'expenses,inoJudlng attorney fees. In addition to the tremendous expense of
3 litigation;,'both th& District and the City could have many employees spending time in
.. trial, thus exacerbating the costs to both governmental agencies. In the event this case
6 goes to trial, many of the Issues of this case will be determined by twelve citizen jurors
e of Valley County, thus costing the taxpayerS of Valley County thousands of dollars in
7 jury expenses.2 As JUdge Carey note~, in his ~eQislon on the District's Motion for a
8














Patently the ad¥ersarial system of dispute resolution embodied by a trial
before a court and a jury is not the appropriate means for two
govemm~ntal entitles to' resolv~"a serious dilemma. . .. Thoughtful
people with an abiding sens'e of goodwill must try to put aside any
lingering animosity and work together toward a solution that will benefit all
the citizens who are and will be impacted by this vexing problem.
DECISION
Prior to taking up the parties' cross..motlons for summary judgment, the Court
heard a number of related motions.
I. The District'. Motion to Strike' Portions' of the May 26. 2010 Affidavit of
Lindley Kirkpatrick
The District moves, to strike a number of paragraphs in the May 26th Affidavit of
Lindley Kirkpatrick. The City objects. , '
Whether to grant or deny a motion to strike is governed by an abuse of discretion
22 standard. Jensen v. State. 139 Idaho 57, 61,72 P.3d 897, 901 (2003). In reviewing a
23 district court's decision under the abuse o,f discretion standard. the Idaho Supreme
24
26 2 Based upon the Court's ruling precluding damage claims by the City and the same potential Issue as to
damages claimed by the District In light of the t:8cent motion to amend granted by the Court, neither party
26 may be able to present damage claims to the jury. . ,
MEMORANDUM DECISION. CASe NO. CV.2005-352.C. PAGE 6
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Court oonsiders (1) whether the district court correctly perceived the issue as one of
2 discretion; (2) whether the court acted within the boundaries of such disoretl~n and
3 consistently with legal standards applicable to specific choices; and (3) whether the
4 court reached Its deolslon by an exercise of reason. Id. (citing Sun Valley Shopping
5 Cff., Inc. v. Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho 87, 94, 803 P.2d 993, 1000 (1991».
a After considering the arguments of the parties, and recognizing this is within the









fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, twenty-one, twenty-two, and twenty-four
of the Kirkpatrick affidavit for the reasons set forth In the District's Motion to Strike.
II. The District's Motion to Strike Portions of the June 11, 2010 Affidavit of
Lindley Kirkpatrick
. ! •
The District moves to strike 'a number of, paragraphs in the June 11, 2010
Affidavit of Lindley Kirkpatrick. After considering the arguments of the parties, and
recognizing this is within the Court's discretion under the standard cited above, the
Court strikes paragraphs six, ten, fifteen, and twenty for the reasons set forth In the
18
17 District's Motion to Strike.
18
19
III. The District's Motion in Limine regarding Damages3
The District seeks an order precluding the City from (1) presenting any evidence




23 3 The Dlstrlot timely filed and noticed up for hearing a Motion in LImine on June 11, 2010. As described
above, this Motion seeks, among other things, an order precluding evidence of damages. The City
24 responded to this Motion on June 18, 2010. Then, on June 18. 2010, the Dlstrlot tiled what 18 apparently a
usupplemental" memorandum In support of Its Motion In Limine. This memorandum consists of excerpts
25 from the deposition the City's 30(b)(6) designee, Lindley Kirkpatrick. The City characterizes this as the
District's Second Motion In limine. But the Court's understanding Is that the Dlstrlot timely filed a Motion
in Limine seeking to exclude evidence of damages and the City responded. The Clly also responded to
26 the "supplemental" briefing submitted by the District.
MEMORANDUM DECISION· CASE NO. CV·200G·3152-C· PAGE 7
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presenting any eVidence that the payment that the District has been making slnoe 2002
1





As Is evident by the argument made within the District's Motion in Limine.
the District Is fully aware of the CIty's alternative claims for relief and the
nature of the damages under each theory. While the City has produoed
through discovery the Information it has concerning the nature of its
damages, the City acknowledges that the dollar amount Is stili in the
process of being calculated and will be seasonably supplemented when
the caloulatlon is finalized.







Notably, the District has not alleged that the City has not suffered
damages. only that the City has not arrived at a final amount. There is
nothing in the Scheduling Order that. r~qulres an expression of "opinion"
on the dollar amount of the damages at this point. Again, whether or not
the City has sustained damages I~ n9t an IssueJhat is before the Court
and. thus, the City's argument is Irrelevant. The Distriot has not set forth
any authority or basis to exclude·the City's, evidence of damages, nor has
the District placed before the Court any motion arguing that the City has
not sustained damages in this matter.











The Idaho Supreme Court has provided the governing standard:
A trial court has authority to sanction parties for non-compliance with
pretrial orders, and sanctions may include those enumerated in I.R.C.P.
37(b)(2)(B), (C) and (0) for discovery violations. I.R.C.P. 16(1). The
imposition of such sanctions Is committed to the dIscretion of the trial
court, and we will not overturn such a decision absent a manifest abuse of
that discretion. S. Idaho Prod. Credit Ass'n. v. Asforquls, 113 Idaho 626,
528, 746 P.2d 985. 987 (1987)~ When determining whether a district court
abused Its discretion, this Court Con.siders three 'factors: (1) whether the
trial court correctly perceived th,e issu.~ as.~one of ,discretion, (2) whether it
acted within the boundaries of its discretion and consistently with
applicable legal principles, and (3) whether It reached its decision through
an exercise of reason. Lamar Corp. v. City of Twin Falls, 133 Idaho 36,
40.981 P.2d 1146, 1160 (1999).
24 Edmunds v. Kraner, 142 IdahoS67, 872, 136 P.3d 338. 343 (2006).
25 The District has asked the City whether its annual payment of $61.241.00, which
26
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the District contends is 1/3 of the non grant funded costs of the J~Ditch Project, is
1
2 correct. The City, through its 30(b)(8) designee, has not Indicated whether this amount
3 Is accurate. The City also Informed the District that It had not yet determined how much
4 the District should pay to the City for any ownership right the District may have in the J-
5 Ditch. Additionally. the City Indicated that, if in fact the District has no ownership
6 interest In or right of use in the J-Dltch Project, the City does not know how much the





This lawsuit was filed in August of 2005. Discovery was to be completed by
June 4,2010. The Information regarding ~amages is ~rucial information that the District
is entitled to know. The City's delay in prOViding Information regarding damages is
12 Inexcusable and has prejudiced the District. The City has not made any showing to the
13 Court as to why these damages could not have been calculated for 2005 through 2010
14 or what difficulties the City may have faced In determining the amount of damages. At
16 the time of filing the Motion in Limine, this case was weeks away from trial. The City
16 was placed on notice about the District's request for the calculation of damages several
17 years ago, both In requests for discovery and through correspondence submitted to the
18




knoWing what the City Is claiming as damages and how the figure was caloulated, but
the District Is also unfairly prejudiced In gathering evidence to challenge the City's
damage claims just weeks before trial. Due to the length of the City's delay and the
22
23 resultant prejudice, the Court grants, the DIstrict's Motion in Limine. The City Is
24 preclUded from (1) presenting any evidence on damages; and (2) presenting any
25 evidence that the payment that the District has been making since 2002 for J·Ditch
26
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IV. The City's Motion to Strike the June 14, 2010 Supplemental Declaration of
Jamie Melbo In Support of the District's Motion for Summary Judgment;
Motion to Strike the June 22, 2010 Second Supplemental Declaration of
Jamie Melbo In Support of the District's Motion for Summary Judgment;
Motion to Strike the June 11, 2010 Affidavit of Mr. Hess: Motion to Strike
the June 25, 2010 AffIdavit of Mr. Hess
The City asks the Court to strike a number of filings by the District, arguing they













The motion, affidavits and supporting brief shall be served at least twenty
eight (28) days before the time fixed for the hearing. If the adverse party
desires to serve opposing affidavits the party must do 80 at least 14 days
prior to the date of the hearing. 'The adverse party shall also serve an
answering brief at least 14 days,:iprior ,to the date of the hearing. The
moving party may thereafter serve a reply brief not less than 7 days
before the date of the hearing.
The Rule does not contemplate the type of "movlng targetll created by the District's
filings, Therefore, the Court strikes the challenged affidavits as untimely per the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure.
V. The District's Motion for Summary Judgment
The District argues (1) the doctrin~ of "frustration of purpose" is Inapplicable; (2)
19 there was mutual assent, particularly in light of the parties' SUbsequent conduct; (3) the
20 City's claim for unjust enrichment is.not-tlmely anc~ lacks merit; (4) the City has not
21 demonstrated why the District should pay portions of the J-Dltch Phase 2 construction
22





Notice of Tort Claim as reqUired by statute; (6) the City's decfaratory judgment claims,
alternatively pled, are unsupported both legally and factually.
Summary jUdgment will be granted only "if the pleadings, depositions, and
MEMORANDUM DECISION .. CASE NO. CV.200S-352oC· PAGE 10
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Amento-ROUGH DRAFT August 23,2010
1 PROCEEDINGS 1 A. Yes.
2 2 Q. And how many times?
3 MR. WALKER: We are on the record. I'm going to 3 A. Thirty to forty times.
4 do a little recitation here in conformance with Idaho 4 Q. Okay. And were these all construction
5 Rule ofCivil Procedure 30(b)(4), which is required 5 related cases?
6 for audio-video depositions. 6 A. Yes.
7 This is the deposition of Steven J. Amento, 7 Q. SO I understand you are here appearing on
8 which is being taken on behalfofdefendant, Petra 8 behalf of the City of Meridian as one of its
9 Incorporated in Case No. CV OC 09-7257 filed by the 9 construction experts; is that correct?
10 City ofMeridian in the District Court ofthe Fourth 10 A. Yes.
11 Judicial District for the State ofIdaho in and for 11 Q. In what fields are you an expert?
12 Ada County. 12 A. I'm an expert in construction
13 This deposition is being taken on August 13 administration, construction consulting, building
14 17th, 2010, commencing at 9:06 a.m. And the 14 remediation, building enclosure. All aspects really
15 deposition is being taken before Janet French, 15 of construction, including pre-construction,
16 Associated Reporting, Inc., 1618 West Jefferson, 16 construction, documentation, construction cost
17 Boise, Idaho 83702. And it's being taken at the 17 accounting. There is probably others, but that's sort
18 offices ofCosho Humphrey, LLP, at 800 Park Boulevard, 18 of a good umbrella overview.
19 Suite 790, Boise, Idaho 83712. 19 Q. Are you an expert in construction
20 I'm Thomas G. Walker ofthe Cosho Humphrey 20 management?
21 firm, and I'm here representing Petra Incorporated, 21 A. Pardon me?
22 the defendant in this lawsuit. I'm also the operator 22 Q. Are you on expert in construction
23 ofthe audio-visual equipment. 3 management?
24 This deposition is being taken in accordance 4 A. Yes.
25 with the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure, and there are 25 Q. Did you meet with Mr. Trout or any other
Page 1 Page 3
1 no other stipulations. 1
2 Do you agree, Mr. Trout? 2
3 MR. TROUT: That's correct, sir. 3
4 MR. WALKER: And would you make your appearance 4
5 for the record. 5
6 MR. TROUT: My name is Kim Trout. I represent 6
7 Trout Jones and am counsel for the City ofMeridian. 7
8 MR. WALKER: Ms. French, would you please swear 8
9 the witness. 9
10 STEVEN J. AMENTa, 10
11 a witness having been first duly sworn to tell the 11
12 truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, 12
13 testified as follows: 13
14 14
15 EXAMINATION 15
16 BY MR. WALKER: 16
17 Q. Good morning, Mr. Amento. Would you state 17
18 your full legal name for the record. 18
19 A. Steven John Amento. 19
20 Q. And where do you -- what's your business 20
21 address? 21
22 A. My business address is 810 Second Ave, 22
23 Seattle, Washington 98104. 2
24 Q. And have you ever had you 2
25 before? 2
lawyer in his firm at any time since your engagement?
And by that, I mean person-to-person meeting.
A. Yes.
Q. And when were you first hired?
A. About a -- about a year ago.
Q. Okay. So that would be approximately mid
August of 2009?
A. Maybe July, June. About a year -- a little
over a year ago.
Q. Okay. And how many times did you meet with
Mr. Trout or a lawyer in his law firm?
A. I have -- let's see. I was in -- at a site
visit to Boise last October where I met with
Mr. Trout. And then a visit yesterday where I spent
some time here in Boise.
Q. Okay. And what about telephone
conversations, what -- did you have any telephone
conversations with Mr. Trout or any other lawyers in
his law firm since your first engagement?
A. Yes.
Q. And approximately how many?
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Q. Okay. More   
A. Oh,yes. 
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• Weltner-ROUGH DRAFT August 23, 2010
1 PROCEEDINGS 1
2 2
3 MR. WALKER: We are on the record. 3
4 This is the deposition ofTodd Weltner, 4
5 which is being taken on behalf ofthe defendant, Petra 5
6 Incorporated in Case No. CV OC 09-7257 filed by the 6
7 City of Meridian in the District Court of the Fourth 7
8 Judicial District for the State of Idaho in and for 8
9 Ada County. 9
10 This deposition is being taken on August 18, 10
11 2010, commencing at 8:35 a.m. before Janet French of 11
12 Associated Reporting, Incorporated, 1618 West 12
13 Jefferson, Boise, Idaho 83702. 13
14 And it's being taken at offices of Cosho 14
15 Humphrey, LLP, at 800 Park Boulevard, Suite 790, 15
16 Boise, Idaho 83712. 16
1 7 I'm Thomas G. Walker of the Cosho Humphrey 1 7
18 firm, and I'm here representing Petra Incorporated, 18
19 the defendant in this lawsuit. I am also the operator 19
o of audio-visual equipment. 20
21 This deposition is being taken in accordance 21
2 with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and there are 2
3 no other stipulations. 3
24 Do you agree, Mr. Trout? 4
5 MR. TROUT: That is correct. 25
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1 MR. WALKER: Mr. Trout, would you make your 1
2 appearance. 2
3 MR. TROUT: My name is Kim Trout. I'm with the 3
4 firm Trout Jones. We represent the City ofMeridian 4
5 in this case. 5
6 MR. WALKER: Ms. French, would you swear the 6
7 witness. 7
8 TED WELTNER, 8
9 a witness having been first duly sworn to tell the 9
10 truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, 10
11 testified as follows: 11
12 12
13 EXAMINATION 13
14 BY MR. WALKER: 14
15 Q. Mr. Weltner, what's your full legal name? 15
16 A. Ted Weltner. 16
17 Q. You don't use a middle initial or name? 1 7
18 A. Middle initial in my signature, "A." 18
19 Q. Okay. Have you ever had your deposition 19
20 taken before? 20
21 A. No. 21
22 Q. And you are appearing on behalf ofthe City 22
23 of Meridian as one of its experts 2
24 A. That's correct. 2
25 Q. And in what fields are yo 2
A. Construction, general contracting.
Q. How about construction management?
A. Not as much. General contracting.
Q. Have you ever been a construction manager on
a new project?
A. No. Not in that technical term, no.
Q. And what do you mean by that?
A. We've always acted as a general contractor,
never as a construction manager.
Q. Did you meet with Mr. Trout or any other
lawyers in his -- any other lawyer in his law firm at
any time prior to coming here today?
A. Yes.
Q. How many meetings did you have?
A. With Mr. Trout, three or four.
Q. And when was the first meeting with
Mr. Trout?
A. Earlier this year in March.
Q. The first meeting was in March?
A. Yes.
Q. And when was the next meeting?
A. With Mr. Trout, probably not the until May
again.
Q. And the third meeting?
A. Sometime in July.
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Q. And was there a fourth meeting?
A. Yes. The other day.
Q. What day was that?
A. That was Monday of this week.
Q. August 16th?
A. Yes.
Q. Any other meeting with Mr. Trout?
A. Not that I recall.
Q. How about phone conversations, any phone
conversations with Mr. Trout?
A. Yeah. I would a couple -- three or four.
Q. And do you know when those occurred?
A. Throughout the course. I can't remember the
dates exactly.
Q. Okay. With regard to the meetings, what was
the substance ofyour conversation with Mr. Trout in
March of 201O?
A. Just review ofwhat he was requesting me to
look at the project.
Q. And what did he request you to look at?
A. The initial visit to the site was based on
the steel situation, a popping noise that they were
trying to identify.
n/was that site visit?
tho
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   4 Q. And whe      
      u an expert? 5 A. March 26 . 
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